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HISTORY OF GREECE, 

PART I. 
CONTINIJATION OE LEGENDARY GREECE* 

CHAPTER XX. 

STATE OF SOCIETY AND MANNERS AS EXHIBITED IN 
GRECIAN LEGEND. 

Though the particular persons and events chronicled in the 
legendary poems of Greece are not to be regarded as belonging to 
the province of real history, those poems are nevertheless full of 
instruction as pictures of life and manners; and the very same 
circumstances which divest their composers of all credibility as 
historians, render them so much the more valuable as unconscious 
expositors of their own contemporary society. While professedly 
describing an uncertified past, their combinations are involuntarily 
borrowed from the surrounding present. For among communities, 
such as those of the primitive Greeks, without books, 
without means of extended travel, without acquaint- poems 
ance with foreign languages and habits, the imagina- Suable 
tion even of highly gifted men was naturally enslaved pictures 

by the circumstances around them to a far greater manners, 

degree than in the later days of Soldn or Herodotus; ^n^no 
insomuch that the characters which they conceived historical 

aud the scenes which they described would for that facts’ 
reason bear a stronger generic resemblance to the realities of 
their own time and locality. Nor was the poetry of that age 

2—1 
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addressed to lettered and critical authors, watchful to detect 
plagiarism, sated with simple imagery, and requiring something 
of novelty or peculiarity in every fresh production. To captivate 
their emotions, it was sufficient to depict with genius and fervour 
the more obvious manifestations of human adventure or suffering, 
and to idealise that type of society, both private and public, with 
which the hearers around were familiar. Even in describing the 
gods, where a great degiee of latitude and deviation might have 
been expected,1 we see that Homer introduces into Olympus the 
passions, the caprices, the love of power and patronage, the 
alternation of dignity and weakness, which animated the bosom 
of an ordinary Grecian chief; and this tendency, to reproduce in 
substance the social relations to which he had been accustomed, 
would operate still more powerfully when he had to describe 
simply human characters—the chief and his people, the warrior 
and his comrades, the husband, wife, father, and son—or the 
imperfect rudiments of judicial and administrative proceeding. 
That his narrative on all these points, even with fictitious 
characters and events, presents a close approximation to general 
reality, there can be no reason to doubt.2 The necessity under 
which he lay of drawing from a store, then happily unexhausted, 
of personal experience and observation, is one of the causes of 
that freshness and vivacity of description for which he stands 
unrivalled, and which constituted the imperishable charm of the 
Iliad and Odyssey from the beginning to the end of Grecian 
literature. 

While therefore we renounce the idea of chronologising or 
nwytix© histoncising the events of Grecian legend, we may 

StheflS tuni ^em Pro^ 88 valuable memorials of that 
state of state of society, feeling and intelligence, which mnst 
S^the be to us the startmg-pomt of the history of the people. 
startm|- Of course the legendary age, like all those which 
Grecian succeeded it, had its antecedent causes and deter- 
history‘ mining conditions; but of these we know nothing, 

l Kal tot)? Geovs 52 foot tovto ir&rcs Heroes, there is no material difference 
(baai @a<riKevecr6ai., 8n Kal avrol, oi of character recognised between one 
in Kal vvv, ot Si rb apxaiov, ifia.cn.- race of Greeks and another—-or even 
Aevorro wQcnrcp Sc koX ra eiSrj eavroi; between Greeks and Trojans. See 
tuf>op,oiovtrtv oi avtfpwiroi, ovnr> Kal rovy Helbig, Die sitthcben Zustande dee 
p£ovs rwv decay (Aristot Politic 1 1, 71 Gnechischen Heldenalters, part il. p. 

a In the pictures of the Homeric 58. 
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and we are compelled to assume it as a primary fact for the 
purpose of following out its subsequent changes. To conceive 
absolute beginning or origin (as Niebuhr has justly remarked) 
is beyond the reach of our faculties: we can neither appre¬ 
hend nor verify anything beyond progress, or development, 
or decay1—change from one set of circumstances to another, 
operated by some definite combination of physical or moral laws. 
In the case of the Greeks, the legendary age, as the earliest m any 
way known to us, must be taken as the initial state from which 
this series of changes commences. We must depict its prominent 
characteristics as well as we can, and show—partly how it serves 
to prepare, partly how it forms a contrast to set off—the subse¬ 
quent ages of Sol6n, of Perikles, and of Demosthenes. 

1. The political condition, which Grecian legend everywhere 
presents to us, is m its principal features strikingly different 
from that which had become universally i->revalent among the 
Greeks in the time of the Peloponnesian war. Historical 
oligarchy, as well as democracy, agreed in requiring a certain 
established system of government, comprising these three 
elements—specialised functions, temporary functionaries, and 
ultimate responsibility (under some forms or other) to the mass 
of qualified citizens—either a Senate or an Eccleaia, 
or both. There were of course many and capital 
distinctions between one government and another, 
m respect to the qualification of the citizen, the 
attributes and efficiency of the general assembly, the 
admissibility to power, &c.; and men might often be 

Comparison 
of legendary 
with 
historical 
Gieoee— 
government 
of the 
latter. 

dissatisfied with the way in which these questions were deter- 

1 Niebuhr, Romische Geschichte, 
vol i. p. 55, 2nd ed “Erkennt man 
aber, class aller Ursprung jensoits 
unserer nnr Entwickolung und Fort- 
gang fassenden Bogrifie liegt; und 
neachrankt aich von Sfcufe auf Stufe m 
Umfang der Geschichte zurtickzugehen, 
so wird man Volker ernes Htammes 
(das heisst, durch eigenthumliche Art 
und Sprache ideutisch) violfacheben an 
sich eutgegenliegenden Kiistenlandem 
antieffen . . . ohne dass irgend etwas 
die Voraussetzung erheischte, erne von 
diesen getrennten Landschaften aei die 
urspnwgliche Heimathgewesen,von wo 
•ein Then nach der andem gewaadert 

w&re . . . Pies ist der Geographic der 
Thiergeschlecliter und der Vegetation 
analog: deron grosse Bezirke durch 
Gobirge geschieden werdea und 
beschrankte Weere emschhesH©n.M 

“ When we once recognise, however, 
that all absolute beginning lies out of the 
reaek of our mental conceptions, which 
comprehend nothing beyond development 
and progress, ana when we attempt 
nothing more than to go back from the 
later to the earlier stages in the com¬ 
pass of history, we shall often find, on 
opposite coasts of the same sea, people 
of one stock (that is of the same 
peculiar customs and language), with- 
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mined in their own city. But in the mind of every man, some 
determining rule or system—something like what in modern 
times is called a comtituhon—was indispensable to any government 
entitled to be called legitimate, or capable of creating in the mind 
of a Greek a feeling of moral obligation to obey it. The function¬ 
aries who exercised authority under it might be more or less 
competent or popular; but his personal feelings towards them 
were commonly lost in his attachment or aversion to the general 
system. If any energetic man could by audacity or craft break 
down the constitution and render himself permanent ruler 
according to his own will and pleasure—even though he might 
govern well, he could never inspire the people with any sentiment 
of duty towards him. His sceptre was illegitimate from the 
beginning, and even the taking of his life, far from being 
interdicted by that moral feeling which condemned the shedding 
of blood in other cases, was considered meritorious. Nor could he 
be mentioned in the language except by a name1 (rvpawos, despot} 

which branded him as an object of mingled fear and dislike. 
If we carry our eyes back from historical to legendary Greece, 

Government we a Plcture reverse of what has been here 
of legendary sketched. We discern a government in which there 
Gieoce. js little or no scheme or system,—still less any idea 
of responsibility to the governed,—but m which the main-spring 
of obedience on the part of the people consists in their personal 
feeding and reverence towards the chief. We remark, first and 
foremost, the King; next, a limited number of subordinate kings 
ox chiefs; afterwards, the mass of armed freemen, husbandmen, 
artisans, freebooters, &c.; lowest of all, the free labourers for hire 

and the bought slaves. The King is not distm- 
e g' guished by any broad or impassable boundary from 

the other chiefs, to each of whom the title B<mUus is applicable as 

out being warranted m supposing that the use of language to speak of a mild 
either of these separate coasts was the and well-intentioned tyrant. The word 
primitive home from whence emigrants despot is the nearest approach which 
crossed over to the other. This is we can make to it, since it is under- 
analogous to the geography of animals stood to imply that a man has got 
and plants, whose wide districts are more power than he ought to have, 
severed by mountains and enclose while it does not exclude a beneficent 
internal seas.” use of such power by some individuals. 

i The Greek name rupawos cannot It is However very inadequate to 
be properly rendered tyrant, for many express the full strength of Grecian 
of the TvpawoL by no means deserved feeling which the original word called, 
to be so called, nor is it consistent with forth. 
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well as to himself: his supremacy has been inherited from his 
ancestors, and passes by descent, as a general rule, to his eldest 
son, having been conferred upon the family as a privilege by the 
favour of Zeus.1 In war, he is the leader, foremost in personal 
prowess, and directing all military movements; in peace, he is the 
general protector of the injured and oppressed ; he farther offers 
up those public prayers and sacrifices which are intended to 
obtain for the whole people the favour of the gods. An ample 
domain is assigned to him as an appurtenance of his lofty position, 
while the produce of his fields and his cattle is consecrated m 
part to an abundant, though rude, hospitality. Moreover, he 
receives frequent presents, to avert his enmity, to concilate his 
favour,2 or to buy off Ins exactions ; and when plunder is taken 
from the enemy, a large previous share, comprising probably the 

i The Phrcakian king Alkmous 
(Odysa vn f*5—05) there are twelve 
othei Ph.x*akmn he is him¬ 
self the thirteenth (viii 391) 

The chief men m the Iliad, and the 
•suitois of PonelopG in the Odjssey, are 
called usually and mdiscnimnatoly 
both Ha<ri\r)L<s andvAva/eTes , the latter 
word hov evei designates them as men 
of propel ty and masters of slaves (ana¬ 
logous to the subsequent word 
tao-Tro-n??, which woxd does not occur 
in Homer, though Sfecrwotvais found in. 
the Odvssey), while the former word 
maiks them as persons of conspicuous 
station m the tribe (bee Odyss 1 393— 
401; xiv. G3) A chief could only be 
Bao-iAevs of freemen, but ho might be 
TA-vaf either of fieemen or of slaves. 

Agamemndn and Menolaus belong 
to the most Ungly race (ycVos 
^acrtAcrJrepo v compai o Tyrtaius, Fragm. 
5x v 8, p 0, ed Sclmeidowm) of the 
Pelopids, to whom the sceptre origin¬ 
ally made for Zeus has been given by 
HormOs (Iliad, n. 101; ix. ieo; x 289); 
•compare Odyss xv 589. The race of 
Dardanus are the favourite offspring of 
Zeus, fia<rt\ujTaTov among the Trojans 
<lliad, xx 304). These races aie the 
parallels of the kmgly prommos called 
Amali, Asdingi, Gungmgiand Lithingi, 
•among the Goths, vandals, and 
Lombaxds (Jornanues, De Rebus 
‘Geticis, c 14—22; Paul Wamefrid, 
Gest. Langob. c. 14—21); and the 
apxucbv yivot among the Chaoman 
Epuots (Thueyd n 80). 

s Odyss i 392; xi 184; xiii. 14; 
xix. loo — 

Ov fj.lv yap rt kok'ov fia<nXevep.ev aTt^a 
re ol Su 

’A<f)veibv rreXerat, feat, ri/wjecrrepos avrtfe 

Iliad, ix 154—207 (when AgamemnCn 
is promising seven townships to 
Achilles, as a means of appeasing his 
wiath):— 
*Ev S’ avSpes vaCovm iroXvppfjves, noXv- 

fiovreu, 
Ot zee ere SwriVfltn, 0ebv &$, rtjAijeroucrt, 
Kat croc vrri> <rKyirrpo> Xmapag rtXiovcri 

Oefucrras. 

See Hiad, xii. 312: and the reproaches 
Of ThersitGs (li 220) — patrtXrjas 
8wpo«i>a*yovs (Hesiod, Opp Hi. 38—264). 

The Roman kings had a large o« 
assigned to thorn,—•“ agri, aiva, et 
arbusta efc pascui lmti atque uberes” 
(Cicero, De Republ v 2): the German 
Kings received presents: “Mos est 
civitatibus (observes Tacitus respect¬ 
ing the Germans whom he describes, 
M. G 15) ultro ac vintim conferre 
prmcipibus, vel armentorum vel 
frugum, quod pro honore acceptum 
etiam necessitatibus subvenit". 

The revenue of the Persian kings 
before Darius consisted only of what 
were called $wpa ot presents (Herod, 
iu. 89): Danus first introduced both 
the name of tribute and the deter¬ 
minate assessment. King PolydektOs 
in Reriphos invites his friends to a 
festival, the condition of which is that 
each guest shall contribute to an fyavov 
for his benefit (PherekvdGs, Fragm. 
2d, ed. Didot), a case to which the 
Thracian banquet prepared by Beuthte 
affords an exact parallel (XenophOn, 
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most alluring female captive, is reserved for him apart from the 
general distribution1 

Such is the position of the King in the heroic times of Greece, 
—the only person (if we except the heralds and priests, each both 
special and subordinate) who is then presented to us as clothed 
with any individual authority,—the person by whom all the exe¬ 
cutive functions, then few in number, which the society requires, 
are either performed or directed. His personal ascendency— 
derived from divine countenance bestowed both upon himself 
His over- individually and upon his race, and probably from 
rulmSal accredited divine descent—is the salient feature m the 
ascendency, picture. The people hearken to his voice, embrace 
his propositions, and obey his orders: not merely resistance, but 
even criticism upon his acts, is generally exhibited in an odious 
point of view, and is indeed never heard of except from some one 
or more of the subordinate prmces. To keep alive and justify 
such feelings in the public mind, however, the king must himself 
possess various accomplishments, bodily and mental, and that too 
m a superior degree.2 He must be brave in the field, wise m the 
council, and eloquent in the agora; he must be endued with 

Anab vii 3,16—32 compare Thucyd. 
u 97, and Welckei^ JblsUiyl Trilogie, 
p. 381) Such Aids or Benevolences, 
even if originally voluntaiy, became m 
the end compulsoiy In the Euiopoan 
monarchies of the middle ages, what 
were called free gifts were more 
ancient than public taxes* “The 
feudal Aids (observes Mr Hallam) are 
the beginning of taxation, of which 
they for a long timo answered the 
purpose” (Middle Ages, cb. u. parti, 
p 189). So about the Aides in the old 
French Monarchy, “ La Gour des Aides 
avoit institute, et sa jurisdiction 
s’6toit form6e, lorsque le domame des 
Rois suffisoit a toutes les d6pen.ses de 
l’Etat, les droits d’Aides dtoient alors 
des suppldmens peu considerables et 
toujours tempor&ires. ^ Depuis, le 
domaine des Rois avoit 6t6 an6anti. 
les Aides, au oontraire, 6toient de- 
venues peraanentes et formoient pres- E'a totality des ressources du trdsor.” 

fcoire de la Fronde, par M de 
te-Aulaire, ch. ui p* 124.) 

1 ’Em. pnjtois yepoxrt, irarpixai Ba- 
etAetou. is the description which 
Thucydides gives of these heroic 
governments (i-13)- 

The language of Anstotle (Polit iiL 
10,1) is much the same. 'H pao-tAci'a ifr 
7T6pl TOVS TJpa>l/COVS ^ S’ T)V 
ck6vrtiiv fiev, iiri rtert fi* wpttrp,6vo4S* 
<rrpar»}ybs 6* /cal St/cairnjs 6 BacriAffus* 
k<u r€>v 7Tpb? tows 6tov? /evptos. 

It can haidly be said correctly, 
however, that the king’s authority 
was defined nothing can well be more 
indefinite 

AgamemnOn enjoyed or assumed tbe 
power of putting to death a disobedient 
soldier (Anstot Polit in 9, 2) The 
words which Anstotle read in the 
speech of AgamemnOn m the Iliad— 
Hap yap c/xoT Alvaros—are not in our 
present copies: the Alexandrine 
critics effaced many traces of the old 
manners „ , . 

a Striking phrases on this head are 
put into the mouth of Sarp6d6n (Iliad, 
xn. 8X0—322), t , 

Kings are named and commissioned 
by Zeus,—’E* Si Aibs 0a<riAf}«s (Hesiod, 
Theogon. 96; Callimaeh. Hymn, ad 
Jov. 79): Kparepw Otpanovre Aids IS a. 
sort of paraphrase for the kingly 
dignity in the case of Pelias ana 
Neleus (Odyss. xi. 266; compare Iliad, 
ii. 204). 
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bodily strength and activity above other men, and must be an 
adept, not only in the use of his arms, but also m those athletic 
exercises which the crowd delight to witness. Even the more 
homely varieties of manual acquirements are an addition to his 
character,—such as the craft of the carpenter or shipwright, the 
straight furrowing of the ploughman, or the indefatigable persist¬ 
ence of the mower without repose or refreshment throughout the 
longest day.1 The conditions of voluntary obedience, during the 
Grecian heroic times, are—family descent with personal force and 
superiority, mental as well as bodily, m the chief, coupled with 
the favour of the gods : an old chief, such as Peleus and Laertes, 
cannot retain his position.2 But, on the other hand, where these 
elements of force are present, a good deal of violence, caprice and 
rapacity is tolerated : the ethical judgment is not exact m scruti¬ 
nising the conduct of individuals so pre-eminently endowed. As 
in the case of the gods, the general epithets of good, just, &c, are 
applied to them as euphemisms arising from submission and fear, 
being not only not suggested, but often pointedly belied, by their 
particular acts. These words signify8 the man of birth, wealth, 
influence and daring, whose arm is strong to destroy or to protect, 
whatever may be the turn of his moral sentiments; while the 
opposite epithet, bad, designates the poor, lowly and weak, from 

1 Odysseus builds his own bed and intellects valet, majuscule scribendum 
bedchamber and his own raft (Odyss. fuisset' A.y a9cn et K*k<h ” 
xxiii. 188, v. 246—255) he boasts of If this advice of Welcker could hare 
being an excellent mower and plough- been followed, much misconception 
man (xvui 865—376). for his astonish- would have been obviated. The refer- 
ing proficiency m the athletic contests, ence of these words to power and not 
see vm 180—230. Paris took a share to worth, is their primitive import in 
in building his own house (Iliad, vi, the Greek language, descending from 
S14)* _ , . the Iliad downwaid, and determining 

2 Odyss. xi 496; xxiv. 136—248, the habitual designation of parties 
* See ibis prominent meaning of the during the period of active political 

words ayaOfc, i<rd\6s, /co-kos, <&c., dispute The ethical meaning of the 
copiously illustrated on Welckei’s word hardly appears until the discus- 
excellent Prolegomena to Theognis, sions raised by Sokrats, and prose- 
sect 9--10. Cameraxius, in his notes cuted by his disciples: but the pnrni- 
on that poet (v 19), had already con- tive import still continued to 
ceived clearly the sense in which these concurrent footing, 
words arejused. Iliad, xv. $28. Ota r« I shall have oocasion to tonch more 
rots ayaBo tcrt 7rapa5pcawcrt Y<p7]«5 Com* largely on this subject, when I come to 
pare Hesiod, Opp. Di. 216, and the line expound the Grecian political parties, 
m Atlienseus, v. p. 178, Avrop-arot S’ At present it is enough, to remark that 
oryoflot oetAwi/m 8auras uatruv. the epithets of good men, best men (the 

Moralu illarum vocura vis, et dvilis better classes, according to a phrase 
—quarum hsec a lexicographis et com- common even now), habitually applied 
mentatonbus plurimis fere neglecta est afterwards to the anstocratical parties, 
—probe cliscemendfe erunt. Quod quo descend from the rudest period of 
facuius fieret, nescio annbl posterior Grecian society. 
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whose dispositions, be they ever so virtuous, society has little 
either to hope or to fear. 

Aristotle, in his general theory of government, lays down the 
Difficulty position,1 that the earliest sources of obedience and 
which Aris- authority among mankind are personal, exhibiting 
in explain- themselves most perfectly m the type of paternal 
seff^th©1131" supremacy; and that therefore the kingly govern- 
voiuntary ment, as most conformable to this stage of social 
paid kTthe sentiment, became probably the first established 
early kings, everywhere. And in fact it still continued in his 
time to be generally prevalent among the non-Hellenic nations 
immediately around; though the Phoenician cities and Carthage, 
the most civilised of all non-Hellenic states, were republics. 
Nevertheless, so completely were the feelings about kingship 
reversed among his contemporary Greeks, that he finds it difficult 
to enter into the voluntary obedience paid by his ancestors to 
their early heroic chiefs. He cannot explain to his own satisfac¬ 
tion how any one man should have been so much superior, to the 
companions around him as to maintain such immense personal 
ascendency: he suspects that in such small communities great 
merit was very rare, so that the chief had few competitors.2 
Such remarks illustrate strongly the revolution which the Greek 
mind had undergone during the preceding centuries, in regard to 
the internal grounds of political submission. But the connecting 
link between the Homeric and the republican schemes of govern¬ 
ment is to be found in two adjuncts of the Homeric royalty, 
which are now to be mentioned—the Boul§, or council of chiefs, 
and the Agora, or general assembly of freemen. 

These two meetings, more or less frequently convoked, and 
interwoven with the earliest habits of the primitive Grecian 

1 Aristot Polit. i.jl, 7. interesting to peruse. 
3 Kcu 5ict rovr tcrwff ipacrtKcvovro In the conception of Plato also, the 

irpirepov, on <nr6.vtov svpelv &vSpas kingly government, if it is to work 
StcujUfpoyras <ar &p<rt}v, aAAwy re k&I well, implies a oread superior to 
r<Jre 'u.uepbs olkovvtos woAets (Poht. ii! humanity to hold the sceptre (Legg* 
10, 7); also the same treatise v. 8, 6, iv. p 6,173). 
and v. 8,22. Ov yCvovrai S' in /SacnAeuu The Athenian dramatic poets (espe- 
vvv, <fec. cially EunpidGs) often put into the 

Aristotle handles monarchy far less mouths of their heroic characters 
copiously than either oligarchy or de- popular sentiments adapted to the 
mocracy: the tenth and eleventh democratical atmosphere of Athens— 
chapters of his third hook, in which very different from what we find in 
he discusses it, are nevertheless very Homer. 
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communities, are exhibited in the monuments of the legendary- 
age as opportunities for advising the king, and media The Boul6_ 
for promulgating his intentions to the people, rather the^oia. 
than as restraints upon his authority. Unquestion- limited in- 
ahly they must have conduced m practice to the latter andsubor- 
result as well as to the former; but this is not the light dmation to 
m which the Homeric poems describe them. Theehiefs, 6 
kings, princes, or Gerontes—for the same word m Greek desig¬ 
nates both an old man and a man of conspicuous rank and position 
—compose the Council,1 m which, according to the representations 
m the Iliad, the resolutions of Agamemn6n on the one side and 
of Hect6r on the other appear uniformly to prevail. The harsh¬ 
ness and even contempt with which Heetdr treats respectful 
opposition from his ancient companion Poly dam as—the despond¬ 
ing tone and conscious inferiority of the latter, and the unanimous 
assent which the former obtains, even when quite in the wrong— 
all this is clearly set forth m the poem :3 while in the Grecian 
camp we see Nestor tendering his advice m the most submissive 
and delicate manner to Agamemnon, to be adopted or rejected as 
“the king of men” might determine 8 The Council is a purely 
•consultative body, assembled not with any power of peremptorily 
arresting mischievous resolves of the king, but solely for his 
information and guidance. He himself is the presiding (Boul6- 
phoijus or) member4 of council; the rest, collectively as well as 
individually, are his subordinates. 

We proceed from the Council to the Agora. According to what 
seems the received custom, the kmg, after having talked over his 
intentions with the former, proceeds to announce them to the 
people. The heralds make the crowd sit down in order,5 and 

1 Bov\y)v Si irpurov pteyaO ij/xiov l£e 
yepovruiv (Iliad, ii. 68)* compare x. 
196—416 UAov, iraA.<uov Snytoy 4 pov- 
to? (xi 371). So also the modern 
words Seigneur, Signme, from Senior, 
and the Arabic woid Shaik. 

2 Iliad, xvm. 813.—. 
■’’Bktopi flip yap iirginja-av kokH pwjr«5- 

lovrt, 
TlovKvSi.fji.avrt S* ap* ovrt;, 6? i<r9k^v 

(fipagtro flovkrfv. 

Also xn 213, where Polydamas says to 
Hector,— 

. ewel ovSi fiiv ovSi eouce 

Ay/nov i6vra rrapi£ a.yopevefxevf our* ivl 
povkrj, 

Owre 7tot iv iro\«?/xy, <r'ov Si tcpiros ativ 
a4£*tv. 

S Iliad, ix. 96—101. 
4 Iliad, vii. 126, TMjkwt—’Eo-dAte 

‘M.vpfj.tSovtov fiovkr]<f)6po$ rjS' ayopqrrjs. 
o Considerable stress seems to be 

laid on the necessity that the people 
in the agora should sit down (Iliad, ii. 
96) * a standing agora is a symptom of 
tumult or terror (Iliad, xvni 246); an 
evening agora, to which men come 
elovated by wine, is also the fore¬ 
runner of mischief (Odyss. iii. 138). 
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enforce silence : any one of the chiefs or councillors—hut as it 
seems, no one else1—is allowed to address them : the king first 
promulgates his intentions, which are then open to be commented 

upon by others. But m the Homeric agora no division of affirma¬ 
tive or negative voices ever takes place, nor is any formal resolu¬ 

te Agora tion ever adopted. The nullity of positive function 

for ?0edlUm s^n^es us even more i11 the Agora than m the Council, 
muigation It is an assembly for talk, communication and dis- 

intentions cussion to a certain extent by the chiefs, m presence 
of the kmg. 0f the people as listeners and sympathisers—often for 

eloquence, and sometimes for quarrel—but here its ostensible 

purposes end. 

The Agora in Ithaka, in the second book of the Odyssey, ia 
convened by the youthful Telemachus, at the instigation of 

Ath6n6, not for the purpose of submitting any proposition, but m 
order to give formal and public notice to the suitors to desist 

from their iniquitous intrusion and pillage of his substance, and 

to absolve himself further, before gods and men, from all obliga¬ 

tions towards them, if they refuse to comply. For the slaughter 

of the suitors m all the security of the festive hall and banquet 
(which forms the catastrophe of the Odyssey), was a proceeding 

involving much that was shocking to Grecian feeling,2 and there¬ 

fore required to be preceded by such ample formalities, as would 

leave both the delinquents themselves without the shadow of 

excuse, and their surviving relatives without any claim to the 

customary satisfaction. For this special purpose Telemachus 

Agora sum- directs the heralds to summon an agora; but what 

TeiemacSas seems most of all surprising is, that none had ever been 
in Ithaka. summoned or held since the departure of Odysseus 
himself an interval of twenty years. “ No agora or session has 

taken place amongst us (says the grey-headed ^Egyptius who 

opens the proceedings) since Odysseus went on shipboard; and 

Such evidences of regular formalities 
observed in the agora are not without 
interest. 

i Iliad, ii. 100,- 

. . , . «C7TOT* aVTTJf 

Xxoiat^f a/cotfcreiav $i SiOTpe^eW peun- 

Nitzsch (ad Odvss. ii.X4) controverts 
this restriction of individual manifes¬ 

tation to the chiefs * the view of 0. 
Muller (Hist. Donans, b. in. c. 3> 
appears to me more correct. such was 
also the opinion of Aristotle—«£i?cri 
roCwv 'ApLororfayis 6 pev u-o? 
fiivov rov a.Kov<rat, Kiiptof ol Bit 
yiyepjves teal row 7rp££cu (Schol Iliad, 
ix. 17). compare the same statement 
in his Nikomache&n Ethics, in 5. 

3 See Iliad, ix. 635; Odyss. xi. 419. 
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now, who is he that has called ns together ? what man, yodh&q 
old, has felt such a strong necessity 2 Has he received intern 
gence from our absent warriors, or has he other public news to 
communicate 2 He is our good friend for doing this: whatever 
his projects may be, I pray Zeus to grant him success.”1 Tele- 
machus, answering the appeal forthwith, proceeds to tell the 
assembled Ithakans that he has no public news to communicate, 
but that he has convoked them upon his own private necessities. 
Next he sets forth pathetically the wickedness of the suitors, 
calls upon them personally to desist and upon the people to 
restrain them, and concludes by solemnly warning them, that, 
being henceforward free from all obligation towards them, he 
will invoke the avenging aid of Zeus, so “ that they may be slain 
m the interior of his own house, without bringing upon him any 
subsequent penalty”.2 

We are not of course to construe the Homeric description as 
anything more than an ickfal, approximating to actual reality. 
But allowing all that can be required for such a limitation, it 
exhibits the Agora more as a special medium of publicity and 
intercommunication,3 from the king to the body ol the people, 
than as including any idea of responsibility on the part of the 
former or restraining force on the part of the latter, however 
such consequences may indirectly grow out of it. The primitive 
Grecian government is essentially monarchical, reposing on 
personal feeling and divine right: the memorable dictum in the 

i Odyss. u. 25—40 
3 Odyss ii. 43, 77,145.— 

NrjiroLvoC kw «7mra 5<Jp.<ov ivrocrQiv 
<Uoi<r0«, 

$ A similar character is given of the 
public assemblies of the eaily Franks 
and Lombards (Pfeffel, Histoire du 
Droit Public on Allemagne, t i. p 18; 
Sismondi, Histoires des Republiques 
Italiennes, t. i. c. 2, p. 71) 

Dionysius of Halicarnassus (ii 12) 
pays rather too high a compliment to 
the modeiation of the Grecian heroic 
kings. 

The kings at Home, like the Grecian 
heroic kiugs, began with an Apy^ aw- 
7r«the words of Pompomus (De 
Ongine Juris, i 2) would be perhaps 
more exactly applicable to the latter 
than to the former: “ Initio civitatis 
nostra Populus sine cert a. lege, sine 

jure certo, pnmum agoro insfcitmt: 
ommaque manu a Rogibus guberna- 
bantur”. Tacitus says (Ann. ni 26, 
“ Nobis Eomulus, ut libitum, impon- 
tavorat: dem Numa religiombus et 
divmo jure populum devmxit, reper- 
taque qucedam a Tullo et Anco: sod 
pracipuus Servius Tullius sanctor 
legum fuit, quts etiam ltoges obtera- 
perarent”. The appointment of a 
Dictator under the Republic was a 
reproduction, for a short and definite 
interval, of this old unbounded autho¬ 
rity (Cicero, De Republ. ii. 82, Zonaras, 
Ann. vii 13 ; Dionys. Hal. v. 75). 

fciee Rubino. Untersuchnngon fiber 
Bbmische Verfassung und Geachichte, 
Cassel, 1839, Buch I. Abschmtt 2, p. 
112—132; and Wachsmuth, XlelleniBche 
Alterthumskunde, i. sect, 18, p. 81— 
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Iliad is borne out by all that we hear of the actual practice,— 
“ The rule of many is not a good thing : let us have one ruler 
only—one king,—him to whom Zeus has given the sceptre and 
the tutelary sanctions ”.1 

The second book of the Iliad, full as it is of beauty and vivacity, 
Agora in n0^ on^3r confirms our idea of the passive, recipient, 
the second and listening character of the Agora, but even presents 
PUad—f tUe a repulsive picture of the degradation of the mass of 
submission Pe°ple before the chiefs, Agamemndn convokes 
which it the Agora for the purpose of immediately arming the 
presents Grecian host, under a full impression that the gods 
have at last determined forthwith to crown his arms with com¬ 
plete victory. Such impression has been created by a special 
visit of Oneirus (the Dream-god), sent by Zeus during his sleep— 
being indeed an intentional fraud on the part of Zeus, though 
Agamemnon does not suspect its deceitful character. At this 
precise moment, when he may be conceived to be more than 
usually anxious to get his army into the field and snatch the 
prize, an unaccountable fancy seizes him, that instead of inviting 
the troops to do what he really wishes, and encouraging their 
spirits for this one last effort, he will adopt a course directly 
contrary; he will try their courage by professing to believe that 
the siege had become desperate, and that there was no choice 
except to go on shipboard and flee. Announcing to Nestdr and 
Odysseus, in pieliminary council, his intention to hold this 
strange language, he at the same time tells them that he relies 
upon them to oppose it and counterwork its effect upon the 
multitude.8 The agora is presently assembled, and the king of 
men pours forth a speech full of dismay and despair, concluding 
by a distinct exhortation to all present to go aboard and return 
home at once. Immediately the whole army, chiefs as well as 
people, break up and proceed to execute his orders • every one 

i Iliad, H. 204. Agamemndn pro¬ 
mises to make over to Achilles seven 
well-peopled cities, with a body of 
wealthy inhabitants (Iliad, ix. 158): 
and Menelaus, if he could have induced 
Odysseus to quit Itbaka and settle 
near him in Argos, would have depo¬ 
pulated one of ms neighbouring towns 
m older to make room for him (Odyss. 

iv. 176). 
Manso (Sparta, i 1, p. 84) and 

Nitzsch (ad Odyss. iv. 171) are inclined 
to exclude these passages as spurious, 
—a proceeding, m my opinion, inad¬ 
missible, without more direct grounds 
than they are able to produce 

2 Hi ad, ii 74. Ilpwra 5* eyotv Zvccrw 
rrctpifcropat, Ac. 
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rushes off to get his ship afloat, except Odysseus, who looks on in 
mournful silence and astonishment. The anny would ha\ e been 
quickly on its voyage home, had not the goddesses Her6 and 
Athen§ stimulated Odysseus to an instantaneous interference. 
He hastens among the dispersing crowd and diverts them from 
their purpose of retieat. to the chiefs he addresses flattering 
words, trying to shame them by gentle expostulation: but the 
people he visits with harsh reprimand and blows from his sceptre,1 
thus driving them back to their seats in the agora. 

Amidst the dissatisfied crowd thus unwillingly brought back, 
the voice of Thersites is heard the longest and the loudest,—a 
man ugly, deformed, and unwarlike, but fluent in speech, and 
especially severe and unsparing m his censure of the chiefs, 
Agamemnon, Achilles, and Odysseus. XJpon this occasion, he 
addresses to the people a speech denouncing Agamemndn for 
selfish and greedy exaction generally, bnt particulaily for his 
recent ill-treatment of Achilles—and he endeavours moreover 
to induce them to persist in their scheme of departuie. In reply, 
Odysseus not only rebukes Thersites sharply for his impudence 
in abusing the commander-in-chief, but threatens that if ever 
such behaviour is repeated, he will strip him naked, and thrash 
him out of the assembly with disgraceful blows, as an earnest of 
which he administers to him at once a smart stroke with the 
studded sceptre, imprinting its painful mark m a bloody weal 
across his hack. Thersites, terrified and subdued, sits down 
weeping, while the surrounding crowd deride him, and express 
the warmest approbation of Odysseus for having thus by force 
put the reviler to silence.3 

Both Odysseus and Nestdr then address the agora, sympa¬ 
thising with Agamemn6n for the shame which the retreat of 
the Greeks is about to inflict upon him, and urging emphati¬ 
cally upon every one present the obligation of persevering until 
the siege shall he successfully consummated. Neither of them 
animadverts at all upon Agamemn6n, either for his conduct 

i Iliad, ii. 188-190.— 
"Ovrt.va. [lev /3a<nA.»ja koX «£ox<>v &v8pa 

KtxeCri, 
To i/6“ fLyavoi? iwe«<r<nv lpy\rvcra.<rM 

vapturras .... 

*Qv 8’ afl Sij/aov r* avSpa 4601, 0o6<avrd r* 
e<f><vpoi, 

Tbv a-KrjrrTpKp e\acra.<7kcv, hfioKk^cracrKi t« 
&C. 

S Iliad, 11. 213-277. 
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towards Achilles, or for his childish freak of trying the temper 
of the army1 

There cannot he a clearer indication than this description—so 
graphic m the original poem—of the true character of the 
Homeiic agora. The multitude who compose it are listening 
and acquiescent, not often hesitating, and never refractory,3 to 
the chief. The fate which awaits a presumptuous critic, even 
where his virulent reproaches are substantially well-founded, is 
plainly set forth m the treatment of Thersites; while the un¬ 
popularity of such a character is attested even more by the 
excessive pains winch Homer takes to heap upon him repulsive 
personal deformities, than by the chastisement of Odysseus—he 
is lame, bald, crook-backed, of misshapen head and squinting 
vision. 

But we cease to wonder at the submissive character of the 
Conduct of Agora, when we read of the proceedings of Odysseus 
Odysseus to towards the people themselves,—his fine words and 
antique flattery addressed to the chiefs, and his contemptuous 
chiefs reproof and manual violence towards the common 
men, at a moment when both were doing exactly the same thing, 
—fulfilling the express bidding of Agamemnon, upon whom 
Odysseus does not offer a single comment. This scene, which 
excited a sentiment of strong displeasure among the democrats of 
historical Alliens,3 affords a proof that the feeling of personal 
dignity, of which philosophic observers in Greece—Herodotus, 
Xenophon, Hippokrat&s, and Aristotle—boasted, as distinguishing 
the free Greek citizen from the slavish Asiatic, was yet undeveloped 
in the time of Homer.4 The ancient epic is commonly so filled 
with the personal adventures of the chiefs, and the people are so 
constantly depicted as simple appendages attached to them, that 
we zarely obtain a glimpse of the treatment of the one apart from 
the other, such as this memorable Homeric agbra affords. 

1 Iliad, ii 284—840. Nor does a See this illustrated in the language 
Thersites, in his criminatory speech of ThSseus, Eunp Supplic. 849—862. 
against Agamemndn, touch in any way A<J£at Si y*ai irSku ir&oy rdSe • 
Upon this anomalous point, though in Ao£ei 8*. e/xov 6ikomor • <£AAa tov \6yov 
the cncumstanoea under which his npocrSovs, Ivotp* dv Srjuov tvfj,<sve<mpov. 
speech is made, it would seem to he of a XenophOn, Memorab. i. 2.9. 
all others the most natural—and the 4 Aristot. Poht. vii. 6,1; Hippocrat. 
sharpest thrust against the commander- De Aere, Loc. et Aq, v. 86—80; 
in-chief. Herodot. vii 184. 
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There remains one other point of view in which we are to 
regard the Agoia of primitive Greece—as the scene in which 
justice was administered. The king is spoken of as constituted 
by'Zeus the great judge of society. He has received from Zeus 
the sceptre, and along with it the powers of command and 
sanction: the people obey these commands and enforce these 
sanctions, under him, enriching him at the same time with 
lucrative presents and payments.1 Sometimes the king separately, 
sometimes the kings or chiefs or Gerontes in the plural number, 
are named as deciding disputes and awarding satisfac- Justice ^ 
tion to complainants; always, however, m public, ministered 

m the midst of the assembled agora.2 In one b^theim^ 
of the compartments of the shield of Achilles the orclliefs* 
details of a judicial scene are described. While the agora is full 
of an eager and excited crowd, two men are disputing about the 
fine of satisfaction for the death of a murdered man—one 
averring, the other denying, that the fine had already been paid, 
and both demanding an inquest. The Gerontes are ranged on 
stone seats,3 m the holy circle, with two talents of gold lying 
before them, to be awarded to such of the litigants as shall make 
out his case to their satisfaction. The heralds with their sceptres, 
repressing the warm sympathies of the crowd in favour of one or 
other of the parties, secure an alternate hearing to both.4 This 

1 The anerjiTTpov, Qipurrcs or $ipts, 
and dyop-f) fio together, under the in e- 
siding supei mtondcnc e of the gods. The 
goddess Themis both convokes and 
dismisses the agoia (see Iliad, xi. 806, 
Odyss ii. 67, Iliad, xx 4) 

The 0fyu<rr«$, commandments, and 
sanctions, belong properly to Zens 
(Odyss xvi. 403), from him they are 
given m charge to eaithly kings along 
with the sceptre (Iliad, i 238, ii. 206). 

The commentators on Ilomer re¬ 
cognised &efU9i rather too strictly, as 
iyopns /eat /SovAv}? A«£tv (see Kustath. 
ad Odyss xvi 403) 

The piesents and the AiTrexpat 
Ocpurreg (Iliad, IX. 156). 

2 Hesiod, Theogon. 85; the single 
person judging seems to be mentioned 
(Odyss xn 430) 

It deserves to be noticed that in 
Sparta the Senate decided accusations 
of homicide (Anstot. Eolit, ui. 1, 7): 
in historical Athens the Senate of 

Areiopagus originally did the same, 
and retained, even when its powers 
weie much abridged, the trial of 
accusations of intentional homicide 
and wounding. 

Respecting the judicial functions of 
the early Roman Icings,^ Diouys Ilal, 
A R x^l* ^Tb piv apftaZov oi J3a 

avratv erturrov rots bio pivots reus 
6f/cas, /cal rb 3t/eata>6$v vir* GKaivtav, toOto 

v6p os V (compare iv, 25; and Cicero, 
Republic, v. 2, ltubmo, Untersnch- 
ungen, i 2, p. 122), 

* Iliad, xviii 504.— 
Ot be yiaovres 

‘Eton* «rl fe<rrot<rt \t6ois, Up<p tid tcvxXcp* 

Several of the old northern Sagas 
represent the old men assembled for 
the purpose of judging as sitting on front stones in a circle called the 

frtheilsrmg or Gterlchtsnng (Leitfaden 
der Nordiachen Alterthiimer, p. 31. 
Copenhag 1837) 

4 Homer, Iliad, xviiL 497—610. 
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interesting picture completely harmonises with the brief allusion 
of Hesiod to the judicial trial—doubtless a real trial—between 
Complaints ^imse^ aud bis brother Perses. The two brothers 
made by ^ disputed about their paternal inheritance, and the 
unjust cause was carried to be tried by the chiefs in agora; 

gfe- but Perses bribed them, and obtained an unjust 
own case. verdict for the whole.1 So at least Hesiod affirms, in 
the bitterness of his heart: earnestly exhorting his brother not 
to waste a precious time, required for necessary labours, in the 
unprofitable occupation of witnessing and abetting litigants in 
the agora—for which (he adds) no man has proper leisure, unless 
his subsistence for the year beforehand be safely treasured up m 
his gamers.2 He repeats more than once his complaints of the 
crooked and corrupt judgments of which the kings were habitually 
guilty; dwelling upon abuse of justice as the crying evil of his 
day, and predicting as well as invoking the vengeance of Zeus to 
repress it. And Homer ascribes the tremendous violence of the 
autumnal storms to the wrath of Zeus against those judges who 
disgrace the agora with their wicked verdicts.3 

Though it is certain that in every state of society the feelings 
of men when assembled in multitude will command a certain 
measure of attention, yet we thus find the Agora, m judicial 
Tbe king matters still more than in political, serving merely the 
mejui purpose of publicity. It is the king who is the grand 
analogous personal mover of Grecian heroic society.4 He is on 
^ng earth the equivalent of Zeus in the agora of the gods : 
gods. the supreme god of Olympus is in the habit of carrying 
on his government with frequent publicity, of hearing some 
dissentient opinions, and of allowing himself occasionally to be 
wheedled by Aphrodite or worried into compliance by H£r6, but 
Ms determination is at last conclusive, subject only to the over¬ 
ruling interference of the Mcerse or Pates.5 Both the society of 
gods, and the various societies of men, are, according to the 
conceptions of Grecian legend, carried on by the personal rule of 

I Hesiod, Opp. Di 87. 
a Hesiod, Opp Di. 27—83. 
* Hesiod, Opp. Di. 260—268; Homer, 

Iliad, xvi. 887. 
* Tittmann (Darstellung der Grie- 

chischen Staatsverfassungen, book ii. 
p 68) gives too lofty ati idea, in my 
judgment, of the condition and func¬ 
tions of the Homeric agora 

o Eiad, i. 620-627: iv. 14—66*, 
especially the agora of the gods (xx. 16). 
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a legitimate sovereign, who does not derive his title from the 
special appointment of his subjects, though he governs with their 
full consent. In fact, Grecian legend presents to us hardly 
anything else, except these great individual personalities. The 
race, or nation, is as it were absorbed into the prince: eponymous 
persons, especially, are not merely princes, but fathers and 
representative unities, each the equivalent of that greater or less 
aggregate to which he gives name. 

But though in the primitive Grecian government the king is 
the legitimate as well as the real sovereign, he is always conceived 
as acting through the council and agora. Both the one and the 
other are established and essential media through which his 
ascendency is brought to bear upon the society: the absence of 
such assemblies is the test and mark of savage men, as in the case 
of the Cycldpes.1 Accordingly he must possess qualities fit to act 
with effect upon these two assemblies: wise reason for the 
council, unctuous eloquence for the agora.3 Such is the icLM of 
the heroic government: a king not merely full of valour and 
resource as a soldier, but also sufficiently superior to those around 
him to ensure both the deliberate concurrence of the chiefs and 
the hearty adhesion of the masses.3 That this picture is not, in 
all individual cases, realised, is unquestionable; but the endow¬ 
ments so often predicted of good kings show it to have been the 
type present to the mind of the describer.4 Xenophon, in his 

1 Odyss. ix. 114.— Hesiod (Theogon. 80—06) illustrates 
ToW 5’ (the Cyclopes) ovr* Ay opal still more amply the idfal of the kmc 

jSouA^dpot, ovre 0e/u«rres. govermng by persuasion and inspired 
*AA\’ oly* vxf/rjkwv op4(ov vaiovtn K&pyva 
’Bp orrecrcri yAa^vpottrt * de/uerreiiet Si 

by the Muses. 
4 See the 

«AtaCTT09 

TIcuScov f)S' AA<$x«>v* ovS" akkrfkov aki- 
yov<n. 

These lines illustrate the meaning _ w_, . ., 
of 64u. 19 implying asitdoes immense superiority 

2 See this point Set forth in the of organisation, morality, ana mtelli- 
prolix discourse of Aristeides, XXcpl gence (Cyropsed vm. p. 460, Hutchm* 
T0~n.nn. /f\o. yly H.l it on - -V 

4 Bee the striking picture in 
ThucydidOs (li. 66). XenopnOn, in the 
Cyiopcedm, puts into the mouth of his 
hero the Homeric comparison between 
the good king and the r ' * ’ ’ 

pTjropifdjs (Or 
'Hcrio$off 

son) 
Volney observes respecting the emirs 

of the Druses in Syria—1" Everything 
depends on circumstances, if the 
governor be a man of ability, he is 

, , absolute;—if weak, he is a cipher. 
Mvp/uSouuv $ovkri(f)6pos yj8’ avopiThis proceeds from the want of fixed 
DxomSd&s, ayopjj 84 r afieCvto (iv. 400)— laws; a want common to all Asia.” 
Nestor, Atyvs1 TLvkCtav ayop^rj)?—>Sar- (Travels in Egypt and Syria, vol. ii. p, 
ped$n, A-vkUhv povkyfftopt cr» 683); and 66.) Such was pretty much the con- 
Idommeu.8, Kpriruv 0ovXt}<£op« (xiii. 219). dition of the king in primitive Greece. 

2—-2 

vol. ii. p. 99): 
tovr& avritcpitf 

’Ofurjptp k4y(av .... <5rt re ^ 
pYiTOpudi cvveSpos rtjs /3aarikucvj$, &C. 

*P8lm», king of the Myrmidons, 
is called (Iliad, vii. 126) *E<r0Abs 
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Cyropaedia, depicts Cyrus as an improved edition of tlxe Homeric 
Agamemncin,—“a good king and a powerful soldier,” thus 
idealising the perfection of personal government. 

It is important to point out these fundamental conceptions of 
government, discernible even before the dawn of Grecian history, 
and identified with the social life of the people. It shows us that 
the Greeks, in their subsequent revolutions, and in the political 
experiments which their countless autonomous communities 
presented, worked upon pre-existing materials—developing and 
exalting elements which had been at first subordinate, and 
suppressing or remodelling on a totally new principle that which 
had been originally predominant. When we approach historical 
Greece, we find that (with the exception of Sparta) the primitive, 
hereditary, unresponsible monarch, uniting in himself all the 
functions of government, has ceased to reign—while the feeling of 
legitimacy, which originally induced his people to obey him 
willingly, has been exchanged for one of aversion towards the 
character and title generally. The multifarious functions which 
he once exercised have been parcelled out among temporary 
The Council nominees. On the other hand, the Council or Senate, 
sembiy Agora, originally simple media through which 
ouffmaiiy the king acted, are elevated into standing and inde- 
through pendent sources of authority, controlling and holding 
vSigaiSS, in responsibility the various special officers to whom 
become in* executive duties of one kind or another are confided. 
Greece^ho The general principle here indicated is common both 
Sectaries oligarchies and the democracies which grew up 
of power. in historical Greece. Much as these two govern¬ 
ments differed from each other, and many as were the varieties 

even between one oligarchy or democracy and another, 
kings an they all stood in equal contrast with the principle of 

the heroic government Even m Sparta, where the 

mfe^heir kere^ltary kingship lasted, it was preserved, with 
limited lustre and influence exceedingly diminished,1 and 
powers. such timely diminution of its power seems to have 

i Nevertheless the question put by conveyed, afford one among many other 
Leotychides to the deposed Spartan evidences of the lofty ebtim&te current 
king Demaratus—okoiov rt eZi? rh &pxew in Sparta respecting the regal dignity, 
jxera rh /3a<ri\eveiv (Herodot vi. 65), and of which Aristotle m the Pohtica seems 
the poignant insult which those woids hardly to take sufficient account 
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been one of the essential conditions of its preservation.1 Though 
the Spartan kings had the hereditary command of the military 
forces, yet even m all foreign expeditions they habitually acted in 
obedience to orders from home; while in affairs of the interior 
the superior power of the Ephors sensibly overshadowed them. 
So that unless possessed of more than ordinary force of character, 
they seem to have exercised their chief influence as presiding 
members of the senate. 

There is yet another point of view in which it behoves us to 
take notice of the Council and the Agora as integral portions of 
the legendary government of the Grecian communities. We are 
thus enabled to trace the employment of public speaking, as the 
standing engine of government, and the proximate Employ- 
cause of obedience, to the social infancy of the nation. w^nt of 
The power of speech m the direction of public affairs speaking as 
becomes more and more obvious, developed and irresis- goVerm£!nt 
tible, as we advance towards the culminating period —coseval 
of Grecian history, the century preceding the battle of oailiest 
Chseroneia. That its development was greatest among tunes* 
the most enlightened sections of the Grecian name, and smallest 
among the more obtuse and stationary, is matter of notorious fact; 
and it is not less true, that the prevalence of this habit was one 
of the chief causes of the intellectual eminence of the nation 
general] y. At a time when all the countries around were plunged 
comparatively m mental torpor, there was no motive sufficiently 
present and powerful to multiply so wonderfully the productive 
minds of Greece, except such as arose from the rewards of public 
speaking. The susceptibility of the multitude to this sort of 
guidance, their habit of requiring and enjoying the stimulus which 
it supplied, and the open discussion, combining regular forms 
with free opposition, of practical matters political as well as 
judicial—are the creative causes which formed such conspicuous 
adepts in the art of persuasion. Nor was it only professed orators 
who were thus produced; didactic aptitude was formed in the 

10 Mfiller (Hist. Dorians, book iii. been followed by various other authors 
i. S) affirms that the fundamental (see Helbig, Die sitthchen Zustande des 
features of the heroic royalty were Heldenalters, p. 78), but his position ap- 
maintamed in the Dorian states, and poais to me not correct, even as regards 
obliterated only in the Ionian and {Sparta, and decidedly incorrect, in re- 
democraticaL In this point he has gard to the other Dorian states. 
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background, and the speculative tendencies were supplied with 
interesting phenomena for observation and combination, at a 
time when the truths of physical science were almost inaccessible. 
If the primary effect was to quicken the powers of expression, the 
secondary, but not less certain result, was to develop the habits 
of scientific thought. Not only the oratory of Demosthenes and 

Its effects in 
stimulating 
intellectual 
develop¬ 
ment. 

Perikles, and the colloquial magic of Socrates, but 
also the philosophical speculation of Plato, and the 
systematic politics, rhetoric and logic of Aristotle, are 
traceable to the same general tendencies in the minds 

of the Grecian people. We find the germ of these expansive 
forces in the senate and agora of their legendary government. 
The poets, first epic and then lyric, were the precursors of the 
orators in their power of moving the feelings of an assembled 
crowd; whilst the Homeric poems—the general training-book of 
educated Greeks—constituted a treasury of direct and animated 
expression, full of concrete forms and rare m the use of abstrac¬ 
tions, and thence better suited to the workings of oratory. ( The 
subsequent critics had no difficulty in selecting from the Iliad 
and Odyssey samples of eloquence in all its phases and varieties. 

On the whole, then, the society depicted in the old Greek 
poems is loose and unsettled, presenting very little of legal 
restraint, and still less of legal protection—-but concentrating 
such political power as does exist in the hands of a legitimate 
hereditary king, whose ascendency over the other chiefs is more 
or less complete according to his personal force and character. 
Whether that ascendency be greater or less, however, the mass of 
the people is in either case politically passive, and of little account 
Though the Grecian freeman of the heroic age is above the de¬ 
graded level of the Gallic plebs as described by Caesar,1 he is far 
from rivalling the fierce independence and sense of dignity com¬ 
bined with individual force, which characterise the Germanic 
tribes before their establishment m the Homan empire. Still less 
does his condition, or the society in which he moves, correspond to 
those pleasing dreams of spontaneous rectitude and innocence, in 
which Tacitus and Seneca indulge with regard to primitive man.3 

i Caesar, BelL Gallic, vi, 12. sine probro, scelere, eoque sine pcenS, 
* Seneca, Epist. xc.; Tacitus, Annal. aut coorcitione, agebant. ueque praemlis 

Hi. 26. “ Vetustissmn mortalium (says opus erat, cum honesta suopte ingenlo 
the latter), nulla adhuc mala hbiume, peterentur; et ubi nihil contra morem 
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2. The state of moral and social feeling, prevalent in legendary 
Greece, exhibits a scene in harmony with the rudi- Moral and 
mentary political fabrics just described. Throughout social 

the long stream of legendary narrative on which the legendary 

Greeks looked back as their past history, the larger Greece> 
social motives hardly ever come into play : either individual 
valour and cruelty, or the personal attachments and quarrels of 
relatives and war-companions, or the feuds of private enemies, are 
ever before us. There is no sense of obligation then existing, 
between man and man as such—and very little between each man 
and the entire community of which he is a member; such 
sentiments are neither operative in the real world, nor present to 
the imalginations of the poets. Personal feelings, either towards 
the gods, the king, or some near and known individual, omnipo- 
fill the whole of a man’s bosom : out of them arise all t®nce of. personal 
the motives to beneficence, and all the internal re- feeling to- 
straints upon violence, antipathy, or rapacity; and 
special communion, as well as special solemnities, are individuals, 
essential to their existence. The ceremony of an oath, so 
imposmg, so paramount, and so indispensable in those days, 
illustrates strikingly this principle. And even in the case of the 
stranger suppliant—in which an apparently spontaneous 
sympathy manifests itself*—the succour and kindness shown to 
him arise mainly from his having gone through the consecrated 
formalities of supplication, such as that of sitting down in the 
ashes by the sacred hearth, thus obtaining a sort of privilege of 
sanctuary.1 That ceremony exalts him into something more than 

cuperent, nihil per metum yetabantur. dominions—iKo0eC6n*\v ivStypios abr& 
At postquam ezm sequalitas, et pro iteJrnt Sovvot not avSpag, 
moaestifl, et -pudore ambitio et vis Thucydides gives an interesting 
mcedebat, proven&re dominationes, description of the arrival of the exiled 
raultosque apud populos seteraum Themistokl§s, then warmly pursued by 
mansere,” &c. Compare Strabo, vn. the Greeks on suspicion of treason, at 
p. SOI. the house of Adm6tus, king of the 

These are the same fancies so elo- Rpirotic Molossians* The wife of 
quently set forth by Rousseau in the AdmGtus herself instructed the fugitive 
last century. A far more sagacious how to supplicate her husband in 
ciiticism pervades the preface of form the child of Adrafitus was 
Thucydides. placed in his arms, and he was directed 

1 Senthfis. in the Anabasis of to sit down in this guise close by the 
XenophOn (vii. 2, 88), describes how, consecrated hearth, which was of the 
when an orphan youth, he formally nature of an altar. While so seated, 
supplicated MSdokos the Thracian he addressed his nrgent entreaties to 
king to grant him a troop of followers. AdmStus for protection * the latter 
in order that he might recover his lost raised him up from the ground and 
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a mere suffering man—it places liim in express fellowship with 

Effect of master k°use> ^uder the tutelary sanctions 
special0 of Zeus EEiketesios. There is great difference between 
ceremonies. one form 0f supplication and another: the suppliant 

however in any form becomes more or less the object of a 
particular sympathy. 

The sense of obligation towards the gods manifests itself 
separately in habitual acts of worship, sacrifice, and libations, or 
by votive presents, such as that of the hair of Achilles, which he 
has pledged to the river god Spercheius,1 and such as the constant 
dedicated offerings, which men who stand in urgent need of the 
divine aid first promise and afterwards fulfil. But the feeling 
towards the gods also appears, and that not less frequently, as 
mingling itself with and enforcing obligations towards some 

promised what was ashed That 
(says the historian) was the most 
powerful form of supplication” 
Adm&tus—a*ov<ras avumjo't re avrbv 
ixera. rov iavr ov vie os, <a<rirep <al $x<ov 
txvrbv «<caffe'feTO, /eal fxey urrov 
' ««r«vjxa ty rovro (ThllC i 180). So 
TOlephus, m the lost drama of iEs- 
chylus called MvcroC, takes up the 
child OrestOs. See Bothe’s Eragm. 
44: Schol. Anstoph. Ach 805 

In the Odyssey, both Nausikaa and 
the goddess AthenS instruct Odysseus 
m the proper form of supplicating 
Alkinous: ne first throws himself 
down at the feet of queen ArfitS, em¬ 
bracing her knees and addressing to 
her his prayer, and then without wait¬ 
ing for a leply, sits down among the 
ashes^on the hearth—eltrlov, kcvt' <£p* 
kCcr err etr^opp iv Kovtycn—Alkinous is 
dining with & large company. for some 
time both he and the guests are silent. 
at length the ancient Echen&us remon- 
strates with him on his tardiness in 
raising the stranger np from the ashes 
At Ins exhortation, the Pheeakian king 
takes Odysseus by the hand, and 
raising him up, places him on a chair 
beside him: he then directs the heralds 
to mix a bowl of wine, and to serve it 
to every one round, in order that all 
may make libations to Zeus Hiket£si os. 
This ceremony clothes the stranger 
with the full rights and character of a 
suppliant (Odyss. vi. 810; vii. 76, 141, 
106); Kara vofiwf a^ucropwv, JSschyl 
Supplic. 242. 

That the form counted for a great 

deal, we see evidently marked; but of 
course supplication is often addressed, 
and successfully addressed in circum¬ 
stances where this form cannot be gone 
through 

It is difficult to accept the doctrine 
of Eustathius (ad Odyss xvi. 424), that 
lkJttis is a vox media (like £<rivos)» 
applied as well to the UeraSoxos as to 
the Utrys properly so-called. hut the 
word aAAijA.oicru', in the passage just 
cited, does seem to justify his observa¬ 
tion . yet there is no direct authority 
for such use of the word m Homer. 

The address of Theoclymenos on 
first prefen mg his supplication to 
Telemachus is characteristic of the 
practice (Odyss xv 260), compare also 
Iliad, xvi 574, and Hesiod. Scut 
Heicul 12—85 

The ideas of the £etvo? and the 
Uerns run very much together. I can 
hardly persuade myself that the read 
ing i#e«T<vo*e (Odyss. xi. 520) is truly 
Homeric: implying as it does the idea 
of a pitiable sufferer, it is altogether 
out of place when predicated of the 
proud and impetuous Neoptolemus. 
we should rather have excepted foe- 
Xev<r«. (See Odyss. x. 16 ) 

The constraining efficacy of special 
formalities of supplication, among the 
Scythians, is powerfully set foith in 
the Toxaris of Lucian, the suppliant 
sits upon an ox-hide, with his hands 
confined behind him (Lucian, Toxans, 
c. 48, vol. lii. p. 69, Tauch.)—the /ieyum? 
Uernpia among that people. 

1 Iliad, xxin. 142. 
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particular human person. The tie which binds a man to his 
father, his kinsman, his guest, or any special promise lespectmg 
which he has taken the engagement of an oath, is conceived in 
conjunction with the idea of Zeus, as witness and guarantee; and 
the intimacy of the association is attested by some surname or 
special appellation of the god1 Such personal feelings composed 
all the moral influences of which a Greek of that day was 
susceptible,—a state of mind which we can best appreciate by 
contrasting it with that of the subsequent citizen of contrast 
historical Athens. In the view of the latter, the great 
impersonal authority called “The Laws” stood out histSicai1 
separately both as guide and sanction, distinct from Athens* 
religious duty or private sympathies : but of this discriminated 
conception of positive law and positive morality,2 the germ only 
can be detected m the Homeric poems. The appropriate Greek 
word for human laws never occurs. Amidst a very wavering 
phraseology,8 we can detect a gradual transition from the primitive 

1 Odyss xiv 389 — 

Ov yap rovvcic sy<o <r' alSeo’erofJxt.L, ov&k 
<j>Lkiq<ru), 

'AAAa Ata feViov Set eras, avr'ov S’ eAeat- 
ptav. 

2 Nagelsbach (Homerische Theo- 
logie, Abschn v s 23) gives a just 
and well-sustained view of the Homeric 
ethics. u Es ist der charaktenstische 
Standpunkt der Homerischen Ethik, 
doss die Spharen des Rechts, der 
Sittlichkeit, und Religiositat, bey dem 
Dichter, durchaus noch mcht ausei- 
nandei fallen, so dass der Mensch e. 
B. 3iVatos seyn konnte ohne deovSfc zu 
sera—sondein m unentwiokelter Em- 
heit beysammen smd ", 

s Nd/xot, laws, is not an Homeric 
word, l'rfju.o?, law, in the singular 
occurs twice in the Hesiodic Works 
and Days (276, 388). 

The employment of the words U«n, 
SUat., 84/us, &d/ju<rr«$, in Homer, is 
cunous as illustrating the early moral 
associations, but would require far 
more space than can be given to it in a 
note; we see that the sense of each of 
these words was essentially fluctuating. 
Themis, m Homer, is sometimes de¬ 
cidedly a person, who exeicises the 
important function of opening and 
closing the agora, both of gods and 
men (Iliad, xx 4; Odyss. ii. 68), and 
who, besides that, acts and speaks 

(Iliad, xiv 87—93); always the asso¬ 
ciate and companion of Zeus the 
highest god. In Hesiod (Theog 901) 
she is the wife of Zeus, m dfischylus 
(Prometh 209) she is the same as rerun; 
even m Plato (Legg. xi. p 936) wit¬ 
nesses swear (to want of knowledge of 
mattei s under inquest) by Zeus, Apollo, 
and Themis. Thomis as a verson is 
probably the oldest sense of the word 
then we have the plural 0c>«rres (con¬ 
nected with the verb like $*o-jx6s 
and Tedp.6s), which are (not persons, 
but) special appurtenances or emana¬ 
tions of the Supreme God, or of a king 
acting under him, analogous to ana 
joined with the sceptre. The sceptre, 
and the deimrrss or the 8beat constantly 
go together (Iliad, u. 209, ix. 99). Zeus 
or the king is a judge, not a law -maker, 
he issues decrees or special orders to 
settle particular disputes, or to re¬ 
strain particular men; and agreeable 
to the concrete forms of ancient lan¬ 
guage, the decrees axe treated as if 
they were a collection of ready-made 
substantive things, actually in bus pos¬ 
session, like the sceptre, and piepared 
for being delivered out when the proper 
occasion aiOSC.—8uta<rir6Aot, otrs 04/uuer- 
ras Hpos A105 elpvarat (IL Si 288), com¬ 
pared with the two passages last 
Cited ; —*A<f>pova rovrov kv suras, 3s 
Qvnva oils Nfucrra (IL v. 761),—Ayptov, 
o vrs Sue as eiSSraovre Se/Aurras (Oayss. 
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idea of a personal goddess Themis, attached to Zens, first to his 
sentences or orders called Themistes, and next by a still farther 
remove to various established customs, which those sentences were 
believed to sanctify—the authority of religion and that of custom 
coalescing into one indivisible obligation. 

The family relations, as we might expect, are set forth in our 
Force of the pictures of the legendary world as the grand sources 
family tie of lasting union and devoted attachment. The paternal 
authority is highly reverenced. the son who lives to years of 
maturity, repays by affection to his parents the chaige of his 
maintenance in infancy, which the language notes by a special 
word; whilst, on the other hand, the Erinnys, whose avenging 
hand is put in motion by the curse of a father or mother, is an 
object of deep dread.1 

In regard to marriage, we find the wife occupying a station of 
Marriage— great dignity and influence, though it was the practice 
to^he wife, for the husband to purchase her by valuable presents 
to her parents,—a practice extensively prevalent among early 
communities, and treated by Aristotle as an evidence of barbarism. 
She even seems to live less secluded and to enjoy a wider sphere 
of action than was allotted to her m historical Greece.2 Concu- 

ix, 216) The plural number BUou, is 
more commonly used m Homer than 
the singular. BUy is rarely used to 
denote Justice as an abstract concep¬ 
tion. ; it more often denotes a special 
claim of right on the part of some 
given man (H xvin 60S). It some¬ 
times also denotes, simply, established 
custom or the known lot—fywitti/ Sbcy, 
ytpovTOiv, BeCcov fiacriMaiv, BeStv (see 
Damm’s Lexicon ad voc.); 0<?jius is used 
in the same manner. 

See upon this matter, Platner, De 
Notion© Juris ap. Homerum, p. 81, 
and O Muller, Prolegg. MythoL p. 

1 0 vSi rofccvcrt topiirrpa. <f>(A ois air (Bo) ice 
(H IV. 477) * Bpiirrpa. or Bpeirrtjpi.a (com¬ 
pare H ix 464; Odyss. li 184; Hesiod, 
Opp. Di. 186). 

a Anstot. PoUt ii. 6, 11. The a, 
or present given by the suitor to the 
father as an inducement to grant his 
daughter in marriage, are spoken of as 
very valuable,—arrepetcria eBva (H, xi. 
244, xvn. 178; xxi, 472): to grant a 
daughter without eBva was a high 
compliment to the intended son-in-law 

(H ix. 141; compare xiii. 366) Among 
the ancient Germans of Tacitus, the 
husband gave presents, not to his 
wife’s father, hut to herself (Tacit. 
Germ, c 18): the customs of the early 
Jews were in this respect completely 
Homeric, see the case of Shechem and 
Dinah (Genesis xxxix. 12) and others, 
&c , also Mr Catlm’s Letters on the 
North American Indians, vol i. Lett. 
26,p 218. 

The Greek eBva correspond exactly 
to the muTidium of the Lombard ana 
Alemannic laws, which is thus ex¬ 
plained by Mr. Price (Notes on the 
Laws of King Ethelbert, m the Ancient 
Laws and Institutes of England, trans¬ 
lated and published by Mr. Thorpe, 
vol. i p. 20) “ The Longobardic law 
is the most copious of 'ill the barbaric 
codes in its provisions respecting 
marriage, and particularly so on the 
subject of the Mund. From that law 
it appears that the Mundium was a 
sum paid over to the family of the 
bnde, for transferring the tutelage 
which they possessed over her to the 
family of the husband:—■*Si quis pro 
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bines are frequent with the chiefs, and occasionally the jealousy 
of the wife breaks out m reckless excess against her husband, as 
may be seen in the tragical history of Phoenix. The continence 
of Laertes, from fear of displeasing his wife Antikleia, is especially 
noticed.1 A large portion oi the romantic interest which Grecian 
legend inspires is derived from the women: Penelope, Andromache, 
Helen, Klytsemnestra, Enphyl§, Iokasta, Hekabe, &c., all stand 
in the foreground of the picture, either from their virtues, their 
beauty, their crimes, or their sufferings. 

Not only brothers, but also cousins, and the more distant 
blood-relations and clansmen, appear connected together by a 
strong feeling of attachment, sharing among them universally the 
obligation of mutual self-defence and revenge in the event of 
injury to any individual of the race. The legitimate brothers 
divide between them by lot the paternal inheritance,—a bastard 
brother receiving only a small share ; he is however commonly 
very well treated,2 though the murder of Phokus by Telamon and 
Plleus constitutes a flagrant exception. The furtive Brothers 

pregnancy of young women, often by a god, is one of kinsmen, 

the most frequently recurring incidents in the legendary 
narratives; and the severity with which such a fact, when 
discovered, is visited by the father, is generally extreme. As an 
extension of the family connexion, we read of larger unions 
called the phratry and the tribe, which are respectfully, but not 
frequently mentioned.* 

muliere libera aut puellft mundium 
dedent et ei tradita fuent ad uxorem,’ 
&c (ed Rotharis, c. 18j). In the same 
sense m which the term occurs m these 
dooms, it is also to be met with in the 
Alemannic law it was also common 
m Denmark and m Sweden, where the 
bnde was called a muna-bought or 
mund-givon woman ** 

According to the 77th Law of King 
Ethelbert (p. 23), this mund was often 
paid m cattle * the Saxon daughters 
were vApdcvot aXfacrCfSoiox (Iliad, xviii 

^ Odyss. i 430; Iliad, ix. 450; see 
also Terpstra, Antiquitas Homerica, 
capp. 17 and 18 

Polygamy appears to be ascribed to 
Pnam, but to no one else (Iliad, xxi. 
88). 

* Odyss. xiv. 202—215 ; compare 

Iliad, xi. 102. The primitive German 
law of succession divided the paternal 
inheritance among the sons of a de¬ 
ceased father, under the implied obli¬ 
gation to maintain and portion out 
their sisters (Eichhom, DeuUchts Pn* 
mt-Hfcht, sect 330). 

* Iliad, li. 362 — 

aBifutrros, et.vicm.6t c<rnv 
iiceivott 

*Off Tro\ip.ov tpCLTCu, <fec. (H, ix. 68.) 

These three epithets include the 
three different classes of personal sym¬ 
pathy and obligation: 1 The Phratry, 
m which a man is connected with 
father, mother, brothers, cousins, 
brothers-in-law, clansmen, <fec. f 2. the 
Qiparret, whereby he is connected with 
his fellowmen who visit the same agora; 
3. his Hestia or Hearth, whereby he 
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The generous readiness -with which hospitality is afforded to 
the stranger who asks for it,1 the facility with which he is allowed 

to contract the peculiar connexion of guest with his 
ospi ty. permanence with which that connexion, 

when created by partaking of the same food and exchanging pre¬ 
sents, is maintained even through a long period of separation, and 
even transmitted from father to son—these are among the most 
captivating features of the heroic society. The Homeric chief 
welcomes the stranger who comes to ask shelter m his house, first 
gives him refreshment, and then inquires his name and the 
purpose of his voyage.2 Though not inclined to invite strangers 
to his house, he cannot repel them when they spontaneously 
Reception enter ^ craving a lodging.3 The suppliant is also 
ofthe commonly a stranger, but a stranger under peculiar 
and tie circumstances; who proclaims his own calamitous 
suppliant and abject condition, and seeks to place himself in a 
relation to the chief whom he solicits something like that in which 
men stand to the gods. Onerous as such special tie may become 
to him, the chief cannot decline it, if solicited m the proper form : 
the ceremony of supplication has a binding effect, and the 
Erinnyes punish the hardhearted person who disallows it. A 

conquered enemy may sometimes throw himself at the feet of Ins 
conqueror, and solicit mercy, but he cannot by doing so acquire 
the character and claims of a suppliant properly so called : the 
conqueror has free discretion either to kill him, or to spare him 
and accept a ransom.4 

There are in the legendary narratives abundant examples of 
individuals who transgress in particular acts even the holiest of 

becomes accessible to the frlvos and 
the ueenjs — 

Ty 6’ ’OSvcrevs o£v koI oAjcl/xoj' 
eyX05 eSutcev, 

’Apx^v £<uvoarvtnrjs 7rpo<no]Srfos• ovSi 
rpairJgy 

Tvu>tt}v aXX^A.oli' (Odyss. xxi. 84.) 

lit must be mentioned, however, 
that when a chief ieoeived a stranger 
and made presents to him, he reim¬ 
bursed to lnmself the value of the pre¬ 
sents by collections among the people 
(Odyss. xni. 14; six. 107); apyakiov yap 
tva. ttooucos Yaptora<r0<u, says Al&nous. 

a Odyss i.i23, xii. 70. <fec. 
8 Odyss. xvii. 383.— 

Tl? yap Si] $eivov KaXel aWodev avrbsr 
t7re\6u)V 

¥AJk\ov y el pty ru>v8\ ot Sr)fu6epyoi 
eatrtv, &C , 

which breathes the plain-spoken 
shrewdness of tho Hesiodic Works and 
Days, v. 355. 

4 See the illustrative case of Lykaon 
in vam craving meroy from Achilles 
(Iliad, xxi. 64—07. 'AvrC rot etfi U4rao, 

Menelaus is about to spare the life 
of the Trojan Adrastus, who clasps 
his knees and ciaves mercy, offering a 
large ransom—when AgamemnCn re¬ 
pels the idea of quarter, and kills 
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these personal ties, but the savage Cyclops is the only person 
described as professedly indifferent to them, and careless of that 
sanction of the gods which in Grecian belief accompanied them 
all.1 In fact, the tragical horror which pervades the lineage of 
Athamas or Kadmus, and which attaches to many of the acts of 
Herakles, of Peleus, and Telamon, of Jason and Medea, of Atreus 
and ThyestSs, &c., is founded upon a deep feeling and peraonaj 
sympathy with those special obligations, which con- 
spicuous individuals, under the temporary stimulus of form of 

the maddening Ate, are driven to violate. In such sociallfcy 
conflict of sentiments, between the obligation generally reverenced 
and the exceptional deviation m an individual otherwise admired, 
consists the pathos of the story. 

These feelings—of mutual devotion between kinsmen and 
companions in arms—of generous hospitality to the stranger, and 
of helping protection to the suppliant—constitute the bright spots* 
m a dark age. We find them very generally prevalent amongst 
communities essentially rude and barbarous—amongst the ancient 
Germans as described by Tacitus, the Druses m Lebanon,2 the 

Adrastus with his own hand: his 
speech to Menelaus displays the ex¬ 
treme of violent enmity, yet the poet 
says,— 

*0? ccTTUiv, irapeir«t<rev a8e\<f>e£ov <f>ptvas 
i}p<as, 

Atart/xa irapeiirb vf &C 

Adrastus is not called an ck/ttjs, nor 
is the expression used in respect to 
Doldn (II x. 456), nor m the equally 
striking case of Odysseus (Odyss. aav 
27i0 when begging for his life. 

X Odyss ix. 112-275. 
2 Tacit German, c. 21. “ Quemcun- 

que mortalium arcere tecto, nefas 
nabetui pro fortune quisque appa- 
ratis epulis excipit: cum defec§re qui 
modo hospesf uerat, monstrator hospital 
etcomes, proximam domum non mvitati 
adeunt nec inteiest—pan humanitate 
accipiuntui Notum ignotumque, quan¬ 
tum ad jus hospitu, nemo discemit.” 
Compare Cnesar, B. G. vi. 22. 

See about the Druses and Arabians, 
Volney, Travels in Egypt and Syna, 
vol. n p. 76, Engl. Transl.; Niebuhr, 
Beschreibung von Arabian, Copenh. 
1772, p. 46—49. 

Pomponxus Mela descnbes the an¬ 
cient Germans m language notinappli- 
cable to the Homenc Greeks: “Jus m 

viribus habent, adeo ut ne latrocmu 
quidem pudeat. tantum hospitibus 
boni, mites, mitesque supphcibus ” 
(in 3). 

“ The hospitality of the Indians is 
well-known. It extends even to* 
strangers who take refuge among 
them. They count it a most sacred 
duty, from which no one is exempted 
Whoever lefuses relief to any one com¬ 
mits a grievous offence, and not only 
makes himself detested and abhorred 
by all, but liable to revenge fiom the 
offended person In their conduct 
towards their enemies they are cruel 
and inexorable, and when emaged, 
bent upon nothing but murder and 
bloodshed. They are however re- 
max kable for concealing their pas¬ 
sions, and waiting for a convenient 
opportunity of gratifying them. But 
then their fury knows no bounds If 
they cannot satisfy their resentment, 
they will even call upon their friends 
and posterity to do it. The longest 
space of time cannot cool their wrath, 
nor the most distant place of refuge 
afford security to their enemy ” (Los- 
kiel, History of the Mission of the 
United Brethren among the North 
Amencan Indians, Bart 1. ch. 2, p. 16). 

“Charlevoix observes (says Du 
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Arabian tribes in tbe desert, and even tbe North American 
Indians. 

They are the instinctive manifestations of human sociality, 
standing at first alone, and for that reason appearing to possess 

“Ferguson, Essay on Civil Society, Part 
II & 2, p 145), that the nations among 
■whom he travelled m North America 
never mentioned acts of generosity or 
kindness under the notion of duty 
They acted from affection, as they 
acted from appetite, without regard 
to its consequences When they had 
done a kindness, they had gratified a 
desire, the business was finished and 
it passed from the memory. The spirit 
with which they give or receive pre¬ 
sents is the same as that which Tacitus 
remarks among the ancient Germans; 
—‘Gaudent munenbus, sed nec data 
imputant, nec acceptis obligantur 
Such gifts are of little consequence, 
except when employed as the seal of a 
bargain or a treaty.” 

Respecting the Morlacchi (Illyrian 
Sclavomans) the Abb6 Fortis says 
(Travels in Dalmatia, p. 55—58) 

“ The hospitality of the Morlachs is 
equally conspicuous among the poor as 
among the opulent The nch prepares 
a roasted lamb or sheep, and the poor, 
with equal cordiality, gives his turkey, 
milk, honey—whatever he has. Nor is 
their generosity confined to strangers, 
“bat generally extends to all who are in 
want . . . Friendship is lasting 
among the Morlacchi They have 
even made it a kind of religions point, 
and tie the sacred bond at the foot of 
the altar. The Sclavoman ritual con¬ 
tains a particular benediction, for the 
solemn union of two male or two female 
fnends, m presence of the whole con¬ 
gregation. The male fnends thus 
united are called Pobratimi, and the 
females Fosestreme, which means 
half-brothers and half-sisters. The 
duties of the Pobratimi are, to assist 
•each other in every case of need and 
danger, to revenge mutual wrongs, <fcc * 
their enthusiasm is often carried so far 
as to nsk, and even lose, their life. 
. . . But as the friendships of the 
Morlacchi are strong and sacred, so 
their quarrels are commonly unextin- 
gmshaole They pass from father to 
eon. and the mothers fail not to put 
their children in mind of their duty* to 
revenge their father if he has had the 
misfortune to be killed, and to show 
them often the bloody shirt of the 

deceased. ... A Morlach is im¬ 
placable if injured or insulted. With 
him revenge and justice have exactly 
the same meaning, and truly it is the Sntive idea, ana I have been told 

m Albania the effects of revenge 
are still more atrocious and more lad¬ 
ing There, a man of the mildest 
character is capable of the most bar¬ 
barous revenge, believing it to be his 
ositiveduty. . . A Morlach who 
as killed another of a powerful family 

is commonly obliged to save himself 
by flight, and keep out of the way for 
several years If duimg that time he 
has been foitnnate enough to escape 
the search of his pursuers, and has got 
a small sum of money, he endeavours 
to obtain pardon and peace . . . 
It is the custom in some places for the 
offended party to threaten the criminal, 
holding all sorts of arms to his thioat, 
and at last to consent to accept his 
ransom * 

Concerning the influence of these 
two distinct tendencies—devoted per¬ 
sonal friendship and implacable animo¬ 
sities—among the Illyiico-Sclavonian 
population, see Cypnen Robert, Les 
Slaves de la Turquie, ch. vii. p. 42—46, 
and Dr Joseph Miillor, Albamen, 
Rumelien, nna die OEsteneichisch- 
Montenegrimsche Granze, Prag. 1844, 
p. 24—25. 

“ It is for the virtue of hospitality 
(observes Goguet, Origin of Laws, &c , 
vol. i, book vi, ch. lvl) that the primi¬ 
tive times are chiefly famed But, m 
my opinion, hospitality was then exer¬ 
cised not so much from generosity and 
greatness. of^ soul, as^tiom necessity. 

that custom In remold antiquity, 
there were few or no public inns : they 
entertained strangers, in orderthatthey 
might render them the same service, if 
they happened to travel into their coun¬ 
try, Hospitality was reciprocal When 
they receivedstrangersinto their houses 
they acquired a right of being received 
into theirs again. This right was re¬ 
garded by the ancients as sacred and 
inviolable, and extended not only to 
those who had acquired it, but to their 
children and posterity. Besides, hos¬ 
pitality in these times could not be 
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a greater tutelary force than really belongs to tliem—beneficent, 
indeed, in a high degree, with leference to their own appropriate 
period, but serving as a very imperfect compensation for the 
impotence of the magistrate, and for the absence of any all- 
pervading sympathy or sense of obligation between man and 
man. We best appreciate their importance when we compare 
the Homeric society with that of baibaiians like the Thracians, 
who tattooed their bodies, as the mark of a generous lineage— 
sold their children for export as slaves—considered robbery, not 
merely as one admissible occupation among others, but as the 
only honourable mode of life—agriculture being held contemptible 
—and above all, delighted in the shedding of blood as a luxury. 
Such were the Thracians in the days of Herodotus and Thucydides: 
and the Homeric society forms a mean term between that which 
these two historians yet saw in Thrace, and that which they 
witnessed among their own civilised countrymen.1 

When however among the Homeric men we pass beyond the 
influence of the private ties above enumerated, we find scarcely 
any other moralising forces in operation. The acts and adventures 
commemorated imply a community wherein neither the protection 
nor the restraints of law are practically felt, and wherein ferocity, 
rapine, and the aggressive propensities generally seem restrained 
by no internal counterbalancing scruples. Homicide, especially, 
is of frequent occurrence, sometimes by open violence, j,erocloua 
sometimes by fraud : expatriation for homicide is and ag* 
among the most constantly recurring acts of the 
Homeric poems: and savage brutalities are often unre^^ 
ascribed, even to admired heroes, with apparent 

attended -with much expense: men 
travelled but little. In a word, the 
modern Arabians prove that hospitality 
may consist with the greatest vices, auu 
that this species of generosity is no de¬ 
cisive evidence of goodness of heart, 01 
lectitude of manners * 

The book of Genesis, amidst many 
other features of resemblance to the 
Homeric manners, presents that of 
ready and exuberant hospitality to the 
stranger. 

r Respecting the Thracians, compare 
Herodot, v. 11; Thucydid vri 20—30. 
The expiession of the latter historian 
is remarkable,—rb ddyfros rwv ©p<j*a>v, 
ojooia rots ftaAtora tov /SapjSapwcov, iv <p 

av 6 apnf <r•j7> <f> ov t K&r ar6v eerrt. 
Compare Herodot. vin. 116; the 

cruelty of the Thracian king of the 
Bisalfcse towards his own sons 

- The story of Odysseus to Eumceus m 
the Odyssey (xiv. 210—226) furnishes a 
valuable comparison for this predatory 
disposition among the Thracians 
Odysseus there treats the love of living 
by war and plunder as his own peculiar 
taste: he cud not happen to like re¬ 
gular laboui, but the latter is not 
treated as in any way mean or unbe¬ 
coming a free-man 

epyov 84 wot ov far 
OuS’ OLKoxpeXiJj, jj r€ rpfy*t &ykctA t4kvct, 

&c. 
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indifference. Achilles sacrifices twelve Trojan prisoners on the 
tomb of Patroklus, while his son Neoptolemus not only slaughters 
the aged Priam, but also seizes by the leg the child Astyanax 
(son of the slam Hector) and hurls him from one of the lofty 
towers of Troy.1 Moreover, the celebrity oi Autolykus, the 
maternal grandfather of Odysseus, in the career of wholesale 
robbery and perjury, and the wealth which it enabled him to 
acquire, are described with the same unaffected admiration as the 
wisdom of Nestdr or the strength of Ajax.2 Achilles, Menelaus, 
Odysseus, pillage in person whenever they can find an opportunity, 
employing both force and stratagem to surmount resistance.3 
The vocation of a pirate is recognised as honourable, so that a 
host, when he asks his guest what is the purpose of his voyage, 
enumerates enrichment by indiscriminate maritime plunder as 
among those projects which may naturally enter into his contem¬ 
plation.4 Abduction of cattle, and expeditions for unprovoked 

1 Bias Minor, Fragm 7, p. 18, ed. 
Duntzer, Iliad, xxm 175. Odysseus 
Is mentioned once as obtaining poison 
for his arrows (Odyss i 160), but no 
poisoned arrows aie ever employed m 
either of the two poems 

The anecdotes recounted by the 
Scythian Toxans in Lucian’s work so 
entitled (vol ii c 36, p 544 sew ed 
Ilemst) afford a vivid picture of this 
combination of intense and devoted 
fnend&hip between individuals, with 
the most revolting cruelty of manners 
'‘You Greeks live m peace and tran¬ 
quillity,” obseives the Scythian—Trap’ 
riiuv Be cn/v^is oi iroAcpot, /cat ^ «7r«Aav- 
vopev aAAots, tiiroxwpovjuev ciriovros, if 
trvfit.irecr6vres vrrep vo\iwjs 17 Aetas 
(leva* ev0a p, a A terra Set <f>t,Koiv 
aya6<avt &C. 

2 Odyss. xxi. 397; PherekydSs, 
Fra^m. 68, ed. Didot; Autolykus, 
7rAet<rra /eAeirrwv e6ri<Tavpigev. The 
Homenc Hymn to Hermds (the great 
patron-god of Autolykus) is a farther 
specimen of the admiration which 
might be made to attach to clever 
thieving; 

The ^pepwcotTos o-vripy likely to rob 
the farm, is one great enemy against 
whom Hesiod advises precaution to be 
taken,—a sharp-toothed dog well-fed to 
serve as guard (Opp Di 604). 

s Hiad, xi 624; xx. 189 Odyss. iv, 
-81—90, ix. 40, xiv. 280; and the in¬ 

direct revelation (Odyss xix. 284), 
coupled with a compliment to the dex¬ 
terity of Odysseus 

4 Even m the century piior to 
Thucydides, undistraguishmg plunder 
at sea, committed by Greek ships 
against ships not Gieek, seems not to 
have been held disci editable. The 
Phokcean Dionysius, after the ill- 
success of the Ionic revolt, goes with 
his three ships of war to Sicily, and 
from thence plunders Tyrrhenians and 
Carthaginians (Herod vi. 17),—Aijtcm)? 
#car«o*n7/ce<, *EA\$v<av /xiv ovBevb?, Kap- 
XnSovuov Be /cat Tvp<rrivS>v. Compare 
the conduct of the Phokeean settlers 
at Athalia m Corsica, aftei the con¬ 
quest of Ioma by Harpagus (llerodot. 

treaty between the Romans 
and Carthaginians, made at some 
penod subsequent to 509 B.C., it is 
Stipulated—Tov KoAov ’A/cpoi-njpLov, 
MatrTtaff, Tap<npou, fxb KrjlgtstrQiu ini- 
MivtL 'Pwpatovs, pn5’ ifX7ropev*<T&tu, 
unBi iroAtv KTi^eiv (Polyb. ill 24, 4). 
Plunder, commerce and colonisation 
are here assumed as the three objects 
which the Roman ships would pursue, 
unless they were under special obliga¬ 
tion to abstain, in reference to 
foreigners. This morality approaches 
nearer to that of the Homenc age than 
to the state of sentiment which 
Thucydides indicates as current in his 
days among the Greeks 
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ravage as well as for retaliation, between neighbouring tribes, 
appear ordinary phsenomena i1 and the established inviolability 
of heralds seems the only evidence of any settled feeling of 
obligation between one community and another. While the 
house and property of Odysseus, during his long absence, enjoys 
no public protection,2 those unprincipled chiefs, who consume his 
substance, find sympathy rather than disapprobation among the 
people of Ithaka As a general rule, he who cannot protect 
himself finds no protection from society : his own kinsmen and 
immediate companions are the only parties to whom he can 
look with confidence for support. And in this respect, the 
representation given by Hesiod makes the picture even worse. 
In his emphatic denunciation of the fifth age, that 
poet deplores not only the absence of all social justice 
and sense of obligation among his contemporaries, but 9tlU 
also the relaxation of the ties of family and hospital ity.3 
There are marks of querulous exaggeration m the poem of the 
Works and Days; yet the author professes to describe the real 
state of things around him, and the features of his picture, soften 
them as we may, will still appear dark and calamitous. It is 
however to be remaiked, that he contemplates a state of peace— 
thus forming a contrast with the Homeric poems. His copious 
catalogue of social evils scarcely mentions liability to plunder by 
a foreign enemy, nor does he compute the chances of predatory 
aggression as a source of profit. 

There are two special veins of estimable sentiment, on which 
it may be interesting to contrast heroic and historical contrast 
Greece, and which exhibit the latter as an improvement between 
on the former not less in the affections than in the SS5SnS3d 
intellect. Greece. 

The law of Athens was peculiarly watchful and provident with 
respect both to the persons and the property of orphan minors; but 

1 See the interesting boastfulness of 
Nestdr, Iliad, xi. 670—TOO; also Odyss 
xxi 18, Odyss. m 71; Thucyd i. 6. 

2 Odyss. iv. 166, among many other 
passages Telemachus laments the 
misfortune of his race, in respect that 
himself, Odysseus, and La&tSs were 
all only sons of their fathers: there 
were no brothers to serve as mutual 

auxiliaries (Odyss. xvi 118). 
8 Opp. Di. 182—109. 

Ov5« irarrjp ir#i8eor<nv 6/totfor, ovW rt 
iratSet, 

OyM £elvos £etvoS<Sica>, teal «ratpo? iroCptp, 
Ovo* Kao-tyvriTOs <#nAo<? «cr<r<mu, tbs rb 

ir&pos irep, 
Atya Si yupacTKOvras arijutijcrovm roza/as, 
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the description given in the Iliad of the utter and hopeless 
destitution of the orphan boy, despoiled of his paternal 

Mutilation inheritance and abandoned by all the friends of his 

botoS? father’ whom he ur^entl7 supplicates, and who all 
harshly cast him off, is one of the most pathetic 

morsels in the whole poem.1 * In reference again to the treatment 
of the dead body of an enemy, we find all the Greek chiefs who 
come near (not to mention the conduct of Achilles himself) 
piercing with their spears the corpse of the slain Hectfir, while 
some of them even pass disgusting taunts upon it. We may add, 
from the lost epics, the mutilation of the dead bodies of Paris 
and Deiphobus by the hand of Menelaus.3 But at the time of the 
Persian invasion, it was regarded as unworthy of a right-minded 
Greek to maltreat in any way the dead body of an enemy, even 
where such a deed might seem to be justified on the plea of 
retaliation. After the battle of Plataea, a proposition was made 
to the Spartan king Pausanias to retaliate upon the dead body of 
Mardomus the insults which Xerxes had heaped upon that of 
Leonidas at Thermopylae. He indignantly spurned the sugges¬ 
tion, not without a severe rebuke, or rather a half-suppressed 
menace, towards the proposer: and the feeling of Herodotus 
himself goes heartily along with him.3 

The different manner of dealing with homicide presents a third 
Mode of test, perhaps more striking yet, of the change in 

Grecian feelings and manners during the three 
homidde centuries preceding the Persian invasion. That which 
the murderer in the Homeric times had to dread was not public 
prosecution and punishment, but the personal vengeance of the 
kinsmen and friends of the deceased, who were stimulated by the 
keenest impulses of honour and obligation to avenge the deed, 

l Iliad, xxii 487—500 Hesiod dwells 
upon injury to orphan children, how¬ 
ever, as a heinous offence (Opp. Di. 
880) 

3 Iliad, xxli. 871. ov$* apa ol n? 
ivovTTJTt ye irapicrrri. Argument of 
Hiad Minor, an, Duntzer, Epp. Bragm. 
p. 17; Virgil, &neid, vi. 520 

Both Agamemn6n and the Oiliad 
Ajax cutoff the heads of slain warriors 
and send them rolling like a ball or 
like a mortar among the crowd of 
wamors (Iliad, xu 147; xui. 102). 

The ethical maxim preached by- 

Odysseus in the Odyssey, not to utter 
boastful shouts over a slain enemy, 
(Ovk b<rti\p Krafievoi<rt,v iir avSpacrtv 
evYerdaa-0ax, xxu 412), is abundantly 
violated in Ihe Iliad 

* Herodot. is. 78—79 Contrast this 
strong expression from Pausanias with 
the conduct of the Carthaginians to- 
waids the end of the Peloponnesian 
war, after their capture of Selmus in 
Sicily, where, after having put to death 
10,000 persons, they mutilated the dead 
bodies—Kara. t£> ira.Tpt.ov S9os (Dioddr. 
xiii. 57—86). 
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and were considered by the public as specially privileged to do 
so.1 To escape from this danger, he is obliged to flee the countiy, 
unless he can prevail upon the incensed kinsmen to accept of a 
valuable payment (we must not speak of coined money xn the 
days of Homer) as satisfaction for their slam comrade They 
may, if they please, decline the offer, and persist in their right of 
revenge; but if they accept, they are bound to leave the 
offender unmolested, and he accordingly remains at home without 
further consequences. The chiefs m agora do not seem to 
interfere, except to insure payment of the stipulated sum. 

Here we recognise once more the characteristic attribute of the 
Grecian heroic age—the omnipotence of private force tempered 
and graded by family sympathies, and the practical nullity of 
that collective sovereign afterwards called The City—who m 
historical Greece becomes the central and paramount source of 
obligation, but who appears yet only in the background, as a 
germ of promise for the future. And the manner in which, m 
the case of homicide, that germ was developed into a powerful 
reality, presents an interesting field of comparison with other 
nations. 

For the practice, here designated, of leaving the party guilty of 
homicide to compromise by valuable payment with the relatives 
of the deceased, and also of allowing to the latter a free choice 
whether they would accept such compromise or enforce their 
right of personal revenge—has been remarked in many rude 
communities, and is particularly memorable among the early 
German tribes2 Among the many separate Teutonic establish- 

lTbe Mosiac law recognises this 
habit and duty on tho part of the 
relatives of the murdered man, and 
provides cities of refuge for the purpose 
of sheltering the offender in certain 
cases (Deuteron xxxv. 13—14; Bauer, 
Ilandbuch der Hebraischen Alter- 
thumer, sect 51—52) 

The relative who inherited the pro¬ 
perty of a murdeiod man was specially 
obliged to avenge his death (H. Leo, 
Vorlesungen uber die Gesclnehto des 
Jtldischen Staats.—Vorl in p 85). 

2 “ tiuscipere tam mimioitias, seu 
patiis, seu propmqui, quara amicitias, 
necesse est. N ec implacabiles durftnt. 
luitur emm etiam nomicidium certo 
pecorum armentorumque numero, 

2*—3 

rocipitqiie satisfactionem universa do- 
mus ” (Tacit. German 21 ) Niebuhr, 
Beschreibung von Arabian, p. 82. 

“An Indian feast (says Loskiol, 
Mission of the United Brethren m 
North America) is seldom concluded 
without bloodshed, For the murder 
of a man 100 yards of wampum, and for 
that of a woman 200 yards, must be 
paid by the murderer. If he is too 
poor, which is commonly the case, and 
Ins friends cannot or will not assist 
him, he must fly from the resentment 
of the relations h 

Rogge (Gerichtswesen der German- 
en, capp. I. 2. 8), Grimm (Deutsche 
Rechtsalterthumer, book v. cap, 1—2), 
and Bichhom (Deutsches Privat-Recht, 
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ments winch rose upon the rums of the Western empire of Rome, 
the right as well as duty of private revenge, for personal injury 
or insult offered to any member of a family—and the endeavour 
to avert its effects by means of a pecuniary composition levied 
upon the offender, chiefly as satisfaction to the party injured, but 
partly also as perquisite to the king—was adopted as the basis of 
their legislation. This fundamental idea was worked out m 
elaborate detail as to the valuation of the injury inflicted, 
wherein one main circumstance was the rank, condition and 
power of the sufferer. The object of the legislator was to 
preserve the society from standing feuds, but at the same time to 
accord such full satisfaction as would induce the injured person 
to waive his acknowledged right of personal revenge—the full 
luxury of which as it presented itself to the mmd of an Homeric 
Greek may be read m more than one passage of the Iliad.1 The 

sect 48) have expounded this idea and 
the consequences deduced from it 
among the ancient Germans. The 
practice of blood-feud, here alluded to, 
is still prevalent m British India; not 
only among the ruder Western tubes, 
coolies and otheis, but also among the 
moie civilized and polished Rajpoots. 

Aristotle alludes, as an lllustiation 
of the extieine silliness of ancient 
Greek practices (tvrjdrj vdfnrav), to a 
custom which he states to have still 

censures by comparison the inexorable 
obstinacy of the latter in setting at 
naught the proffered presents of Agar 
memndn (II. ix 627) — 
N^Xijs • kcu u4v ri$ re KcuTiyvfiToio <J>ovoio 
TLowqv, ■») ov Traifios reOvenoros • 
Kat p' o fiiv iv SrjiAtp jae'm avroO, 7r6AA.' 

owroriVas • 
ToO 8e r' eprjTveraL KpaBirj ical dvftbs 

dyrjviap, 
TLoiv^v 8e$<tficvQV 

continued at the JEolic Kym6, m cases 
of murder If the accuser produced iu 
support of his charge a certain number 
of witnesses from his own kindred, the 
person was held peremptorily guilty— 
otov ev Kvjutp mpl rot <f>ovtica j/o/xo?e<mv, 
&v ir\rj06s rc irapdcrxijrat ^iaprvpwv o 
tUuKuiv rbv <f)6vov r$>v avrov crvyyev&v, 
ivoxov elvat r<$<f>6vtp rov <f>«vyovra (Polit 
u. 5,12). This presents a curious parallel 
with the Old German institution of the 
Eideshelfer or conjurators, who, though 
most frequently required and produced 
m support of the party accused, were 
yet also brought by the party accusing. 
See Rogge, sect. 86, p. 186, Grimm, p. 
86 2. 

i The word iroLvrj indicates this sat¬ 
isfaction by valuable payment for wrong 
done, especially for homicide, that 
the Latin poena originally meant the 
same thing may be inferred from the 
old phrases dare pcenast pindvrt poenas. 
The most illustrative passage in the 
Iliad is that m which Ajax, m the em¬ 
bassy undertaken to conciliate Achilles, 

The irotv/i is m its primitive sense a 
genuine payment in valuable commo¬ 
dities serving as compensation (Iliad, 
in. 290, v. 206, xu. 050); but it comes 
by a natural metaphor to signify the 
death of one or more Troians, as a 
satisfaction for that of a Greek war- 
lior who had just fallen (or vice versd, 
Iliad, xiv 4S3: xvi. 398), sometimes even 
the notion of compensation generally 
jrra. 207). In the lepresentation on 
the shield of Achilles, the genuine 
pioceedmgabout troivr} clearly appeals: 
the question there tried is, whether 
the payment stipulated as satisfaction 
for a person slam, has really been 
made or not—8vo 8* avSaes eveUeov 
(iveKtx 7rotHj5 'Av8pb$ diro<f>0i/Jievov, &C. 
(xvm. 498). 

The danger of an act of homicide is 
proportioned to the number and power 
of the surviving relatives of the slam; 
but even a small number is sufficient 
to necessitate flight (Odyes. xxui. 120); 
on the other hand, a large body of 
relatives was the grand source of 
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German codes begin by trying to bring about the acceptance of a 

fixed pecuniary composition as a constant voluntary custom, and 
proceed ultimately to enforce it as a peremptory necessity: the 

idea of society is at first altogether subordinate, and its influence 

passes only by slow degrees from amicable arbitration into 
imperative control. 

The Homeric society, m legard to this capital point m human 
progression, is on a level with that of the German tribes as 

described by Tacitus. But the subsequent course of Grecian 
legislation takes a direction completely different iiom that of 

the German codes The primitive and acknowledged 
right of private revenge (unless where bought off by 
pecuniary payment), instead of being developed into 

practical working, is superseded by more comprehensive 

views of a public wrong icqiuring public intervention, 
or by religious fears respecting the posthumous wrath 
of the murdered person. In historical Athens, the 

right of private revenge was discountenanced and put out of 

sight, even so early as the Drakonian legislation, and at last 

restricted to a few extreme and special cases while the murderer 

came to be considered, first as having sinned against the gods, 
next as having deeply injured the society, and thus at once as 

requiring absolution and deserving punishment. On the first of 

Appeased 
by valuable 
compensa¬ 
tion (jroivTq) 
to the 
kinsmen 
of the 
murdered 
man. 

encouragement to an insolent criminal 
(Odyws xvm 141) 

Ah old law ot Tralles m Lydia, 
enjoininganommal 7tom/>j of amedmmus 
of beans to the relative of a mmdoiod 
peison belonging to a contemptible 
class of citizens, is noticed by Plutaicli, 
Qnasfat. Grase c. 40, p 803 Even m the 
century preceding Heiodotus, too, the 
Delphians gave a ttoivt? as satisfaction 
foi the mm dei of the fabulist ^Esop, 
which iroivrt was claimed and received 
by the grandson of Afibop’s mastor 
(Herodot u. 134. Plutarch, Ser. Num. 
Vmd p 506), 

1 See Lysias, De C»de Kratosthen. 
•Orat. i p 94; Plutarch, Solon, c. 28; 
Demobthen. cont. Austocrat. p. 032— 
•087 

Plato (De Leg*, ix p. 871—874), in 
his copious penal suggestions to deal 
with homicide, both intentional and 
accidental, concurs in general with the 
•old Attic law (see Matthise, Miscel¬ 
lanea Philologxca, voL i. p. 171): and 

as he states with sufficient dibtmctness 
the giounds of his propositions, we see 
how completely the idea of a right to 
private or family revenge is absent 
xi om his mind. In one partitulai case, 
he confers upon kinsmen the privilege 
of aveugmg their miudorod relative 
(p* 871), but generally, ho lather seeks 
to enfoice upon them stnotly the duty 
of bringing the suspected muiderorto 
tnal he!oio the couit. By the Attic 
law, it was only the kinsmen of the 
deceased who had the ught of prose¬ 
cuting for murder—or the master, if 
the deceased was an oIkCtyis (Demos- 
then. cont Jfiuerg et Mnebinul a 18); 
they might by forgiveness shorten the 
term of banishment for the uninten¬ 
tional murderer (Demosth. cont. 
Macart. p. 10(H)). They seem to have 
been regarded, generally speaking, as 
religiously obliged, but not legally 
compellable, to undertake this duty; 
compare Plato, Kuthyphro, cap, 4 
and & 
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these two grounds, he is interdicted from the agora and from all 
holy places, as well as from public functions, even while yet 

untried and simply a suspected person ; for if this were not done, 

the wrath of the gods would manifest itself m bad crops and 

other national calamities. On the second ground, he is tried 
before the council of Areiopagus, and if found guilty, is 

.... condemned to death, or perhaps to disfranchisement 

historical and banishment/ The idea of a propitiatory payment 

a crime*18 to relatives of the deceased has ceased altogether to 

soSyfc admitted: it is the protection of society which 
dictates, and the force of society which inflicts, a 

measure of punishment calculated to deter for the future. 

3. The society of legendary Greece includes, besides the chiefs, 

Condition, the general mass of freemen (Xaoi), among whom stand 

tionsP9and out special names certain professional men, such as 
professions the carpenter, the smith, the leather-dresser, the leech, 

Homenc the prophet, the bard, and the fisherman.3 We have 
Gieeks. tt0 means of appreciating their condition. Though 

lots of arable land were assigned in special property to* 

1 Lysias, coni Agorat. Or. xiii. p 
137 ^ Antiphon ( Tetralog i 1. p. 629. 
’A.<rvjt$opov 5* vfilv ecrrt, rovSt, fuapov 
koX auayvov ovto, els to. retitvrf rS>v Qkjav 
el(novTa [xtaiveiv rrjv ayvclav avrtav, Cnl 
5k ras aur&s Tpan-ejJas iovra crvyKaTa.nt.fi* 
nkavai rovs avaiTtovs • e/e yap totJtwv 
at re eupopiat. ytVovrat, 5v<rrvxsts 6* at 
npd^e ts Kad[<rra.vrai. 

The three Tetralogies of Antipin 
are all very instructive respecting the 
legal procedure m cases of alleged 
homicide as also the Oration De Ccede 
llerodas (see c&pp. 1 and 2)—too v6fiov 
KiLfiivovt rbv iaroKrcLvavra dvrcurodaveiv, 
&G. 

, The case of the Spartan Drakontius 
(one of the Ten Thousand Greeks who 
served with Cyrus the younger, and 
permanently exiled from his country 
m consequence of an involuntary 
murder committed during his boy¬ 
hood) presents a pretty exact parallel 
to the fatal quarrel of Patroklus at 
dice, when a boy, with the son of 
Ampbidamas, in consequence of which 
he was forced to seek shelter under 
the roof of P61eus (compare Iliad, xxin 
85, with Xenoph Anabas. iv. 8, 25) 

2 Odyss. xvn. 384; xix. 135. Iliad, 
iv. 1871 vii. 221. I know nothing which 

better illustrates the idea of the Ho¬ 
meric SvfiLoepyoi—the herald, the pio- 
phet, the carpenter, the leech, the 
bard, &c ,—than the following descrip¬ 
tion ot the structure of an East Indian 
village (Mill’s History ot British India, 
b n c 6, p 260) “A village politically 
consideied resembles a corporation or 
township Its proper establishment 
of offtceia and mmnt$ consists of the 
following descriptions —The potail, or 
head inhabitant, who settles disputes 
and collects the revenue, <fec , the 
cumum, who keeps the accounts of 
cultivation, &o ; the tallier, the 
boundary man; the superintendent of 
tanks and water-courses, the Brahman, 
who performs the village worship; the 
schoolmaster, the calendar Brahman, 
or astrologer, who proclaims the lucky 
or unpropitious periods for sowing or 
thrashing; the smith and carpentei; 
the potter, the washerman; the bar¬ 
ber ; the cowkeeper, the doctor; the 
dancing-girl, who attends at rejoicings; 
the musician and the noet 

Each of these officers and servants 
(SyfuoepyoC) is remunerated by a definite 
perquisite—so much lauded produce- 
out of the general crop of the village 
(p. 264). 
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.individuals, with boundaries both carefully marked and jealously 
watched,1 yet the larger proportion of surface was devoted to 
pasture. Cattle formed both the chief item m the substance of a 
wealthy man, the chief means of making payments, and the 
-common ground of quarrels—bread and meat, m large quantities, 
being the constant food of every one.‘J The estates of the owners 
were tilled, and their cattle tended, mostly by bought slaves, but 
to a ceitam degree also by poor freemen called Tlietes, working 
for hire and for stated periods. The principal slaves, who were 
entrusted with the care of large herds of oxen, swine, or goats, 
were of necessity men worthy of confidence, their duties placmg 
them away from their master’s immediate eye.8 They had other 
slaves subordinate to them, and appear to have been well treated: 
the deep and unshaken attachment of Eumseus the swineherd and 
Philcetius the neatherd, to the family and affairs of the absent 
Odysseus, is among the most interesting points m the ancient 
epic Slavery was a calamity which m that period of 
insecurity might befal any one. The chief who con- ves* 
ducted a freebootmg expedition, if he succeeded, brought back 
with him a numerous troop of slaves, as many as he could seize4— 
if he failed, became very likely a slave himself. so that the slave 
was often by birth of equal dignity with his master—Eumseus 
was himself the son of a chief, conveyed away when a child by 
his nurse, and sold by Phoenician kidnappers to Laerids. A slave 
of this character, if he conducted himself well, might often expect 
to he enfranchised by his master, and placed in an independent 
holding.® 

On the whole, the slavery of legendary Greece does not present 
itself as existing under a peculiarly harsh form, especially if we 

1 Iliad, xii. 421; xxi. 405. 
a Iliad, 1.155 , ix. 154, xiv. 122. 
s Odysseus and other chiefs of 

Ithaka had oxen, sheep, mules, <fec., 
on the continent and in Peloponnesus, 
<under the care of herdsmen (Odyss. 
iv. 636; xiv. 100) 

Leukanor, king of Bosporus, asks 
the Scythian Arsakomas—TL6<r* fie 
fiocncjfiaTa, r) ir<5<ra$ a/xa£a? «?xets» vavra 

-yap v/xets irKovrelrc (Lucian, ToxanS, 
c. 45) The enumeration of the pro¬ 
perty of Odysseus would have placed 
-the j3ocr/ofyiara m the front line. 

* A/ueal fi* ’AxiAevs krjtcr <raro 

(Iliad, xvni 28: compare also Odyss. 
l 3i)7; xxiii. 857; partlculaily xvii. 
441). 

o Odyss. xiv. 64; xv 412; see also 
xix. 78 Eurvkleia was also of dignified 
birth (i. 426) The questions put by 
Odysseus to Eumseus, to which the 
speech above referred to is an answer, 
indicate the proximate causes of 
slavery: “ Was the city of your father 
sacked? or were you seized by pirates 
when alone with your sheep and 
oxen?” (Odyss. xv. 886). 

Eumsens had purchased a slave for 
himself (Odyss. xiv. 448). 
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consider that all the classes of society were then veiy much upon, 
a level in point of taste, sentiment, and instruction.1 In the- 
absence of legal seeunty or an effective social sanction, it is 
probable that the condition of a slave under an average master 
may have been as good as that of the free Thete. The class of 
slaves whose lot appears to have been the most pitiable were the 
females—more numerous than the males, and performing the 
principal work in the interior of the house. Not only do they 
seem to have been more harshly treated than the males, but they 
were charged with the hardest and most exhausting labour which 
the establishment of a Greek chief required—they brought in 
water from* the spring, and turned by hand the house-mills, 
which ground the large quantity of flour consumed m his 
family,2 This oppressive task was performed generally by female 
slaves, m historical as well as in legendary Greece.3 Spinning 
and weaving was the constant occupation of women, whether free 
or slave, of every rank and station : all the garments worn both 
by men and women were fashioned at home, and Helen as well 
as Penelope is expert and assiduous at the occupation.4 The 
daughters of Keleos at Eleusis go to the well with their basins 
for water, and Nausikaa daughter of Alkmous5 joins her female 
slaves in the business of washing her garments m the river. If 

1 Tacitus, Mor. Germ 21 “ Domi- 
nura ac servura nullis educations 
dehciis dignoscask mtei eadem pecora, 
m e&dem hurao, degunt,” &c. (Juvenal, 
Sat xiv 107.) 

2 Odyss vii, 104; xx 110. Iliad, vi. 
457, compare the Book of Genesis, cli 
xi. 6. The expression of Telemachus, 
when he is proceeding to hang up the 
female slaves who had misbehaved, is 
bitterly contemptuous .— 

Mtj pAv 8tj Ka0ap<§ Oavdrtp airb 
Ovfibv ekotfjLTiv 

Taw I/, (fee (Odyss. xxii. 464.) 

The humble establishment of 
Hesiod's farmer does not possess a 
mill, he has nothing better than a 
wooden pestle and mortar for grinding 
or bruising the com, both are con¬ 
structed, and the wood cut from the 
trees by his own hand (Opp. Di. 423). 
though it seems that a professional 
carpenter (“the servant of AthOnd”) 
is required to put together the plough 
(v. 430). The Virgilian poem Montum 

v. 21) assigns a hand-mill even to the 
nimblest luial establishment The 

lnstiuctive article “Com Mills" m 
Beckmann’s Hist of Inventions (vol i. 
p 227, Engl transl) collects all the 
information available about this sub¬ 
ject 

3 See Lysias, Or 1, p 93 @>e Cscde 
Eratosthems) Plutaieh (Non posse 
suaviter vivi secundum Epicurum, c. 
21,L p. 1101)—IIaxv trice$ , akerpls 
rrpbff fjivkrji' kivo vfjLtPT)—and Kalliinachus 
(Hymn ad Delum, 242}—661 Setkal 
AvcrTQKees fioycovtnv akerptSef—notice 
the ovei worked condition of these 
women. 

The “grinding slaves” (aktrp£8es)> 
are expressly named m one of the 
Laws of Etholhert king of Kent, and 
constitute the second class m point of 
value among the female slaves (Law xi. 
Thorpe's Ancient Laws and Institutes 
of England, vol l p 7), 

4 Odyss. iv. 131; xix 285 
* Odyss. vi. 96; Hymn ad Ddmdtr*. 

105. 
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we are obliged to point out the fierceness and insecurity of an 
early society, we may at the same time note with pleasure its 
characteristic simplicity of manners: Rebecca, Rachel, and the 
daughters of Jethro in the eaily Mosaic narrative, as well as the 
wife of the native Macedonian chief (with whom the Tememd 
Perdiccas, ancestor of Philip and Alexander, first took service on 
retiring from Argos) baking her own cakes on the hearth,1 exhibit 
a parallel m this respect to the Homeric pictures. 

We obtain no particulars respecting either the common freemen 
generally, or the particular class of them called Th6tes 
'Phese latter, engaged for special jobs, or at the harvest 
and other busy seasons of field labour, seem to have given their 
labour m exchange for board and clothing they are mentioned 
m the same line with the slaves,2 and were (as has been just 
observed) probably on the whole little better off. The condition 
of a poor freeman in those days, without a lot of land of his own, 
going about from one temporary job to another, and having no 
powerful family and no social authority to look up to for protec¬ 
tion, must have been sufficiently miserable. When Eumseus 
indulged his expectation of being manumitted by his masters, he 
thought at the same time that they would give him a wife, a 
house, and a lot of land, near to themselves;3 without which 
collateral advantages, simple manumission might perhaps have 
been no improvement in his condition. To be Thete in the 
service of a very poor farmer is selected by Achilles as the 
maximum of human hardship : such a person could not give to 
his Thete the same ample food, and good shoes and clothing, as 
the wealthy chief Eurymachus, while he would exact more severe 
labour.4 It was probably among such smaller occupants, who 
could not advance the price necessary to purchase slaves, and 
were glad to save the cost of keep when they did not need 
service, that the ThStes found employment: though we may 
conclude that the brave and strong amongst these poor freemen 
found it preferable to accompany some freebootmg chief, and to 

1 Herodot. via. 187* 
a Odyss. iv. 648. 
s Odyss ariv. 64. 

4 Compare Odyss xi. 490, with acvili. 
858. KlytaemiiOstra, in the Agamemn6n 

of Jflschylus, preaches a something 
similar doctrine to Kassandra,—-how 
much kinder the ipXMOtrXovroi. Se<nroraC 
were towards their slaves, than masters 
who had risen by unexpected prosperity 
(Agamemn. 1042). 
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live by the plunder acquired.1 The exact Hesiod advises his 
farmer, whose work is chiefly performed by slaves, to employ and 
maintain the Tliete during summer-time, but to dismiss him as 
soon as the harvest is completely got m, and then to take into his 
house for the wmtei, a woman “ without any child” ; who would 
of course be more useful than the Thete for the indoor occupations 
of that season.2 

In a state of society such as that which we have been describing, 
Limited Grecian commerce was necessarily trifling and re- 
commeice stncted. The Homeric poems mark either total 
tion o?thea’ 1Snorallce or great vagueness of apprehension respecting 
Homeuc all that lies beyond the coasts of Greece and Asia 

1 * Minor and the islands between or adjoining them. 
Libya and Egypt are supposed so distant as to be known only by 
name and hearsay: indeed when the city of Kyr$n6 was founded, 
a century and a half after the first Olympiad, it was difficult to 
find anywhere a Greek navigator who had ever visited the coast 
of Libya, or was fit to serve as guide to the colonists.8 The 
mention of the Sikels m the Odyssey 4 leads us to conclude that 
Korkyra, Italy and Sicily were not wholly unknown to the poet. 
Among seafaring Greeks, the knowledge of the latter implied the 

1 Thucyd. i. 5. irpairovro ^ irpbs 
Xyo-Tetav,' 7jyovfxev(ov avSpStv ov ruv 
alvvaruiriroiv, KepBovs tov <r^erepov 
<tvrS>v tveKa, Kal rocs acrdevzcri rpotfyfjs. 

® Hesiod, Opp. Di. 459—ij>opp.i)9rjv<u, 
•6/jms BfjJais re «ai avros—and 60S *— 

.... AxtrtLp iTrijv By 
Tlavra, fttov KardOrjat. iirijppucvov evBoOt, 

oIkov,^ 
Grjra. r aioucov iroitiarBat, Kal cltckvov 

tpidov 
At£e<r0ac Ktkop.au * tiiriiropnt 

epcflos. 

The two words aoiKOV *roiec<r0at 
seem here to be taken together in the 
sense of “ dismiss the ThOte,” or 
“make him houseless"; for when put 
-out of his employer’s house, he had no 
residence of his own Gottlmg (ad loc), 
Nitzsch (ad Odyss. iv. 643), and Lehrs 
<Qu«est. Epic, p 205) all constiue aoiKov 
with Qfjra, and represent Hesiod as 
advising that the houseless ThSte 
should oe at that moment talen on, 
just at the time when the summer’s 
work was finished. Lehrs (and seem¬ 
ingly Gottlmg also), sensible that this 

can never have been the leal meaning 
of the poet, would throw out the two 
lines as spurious. I may remark further 
that the translation of 6rjs given by 
G ottlmg—vilUcus—is inappropnate it 
includes the idea of superintendence 
over other labourers, which does not 
seem to have belonged to the ThOte in 
any case 

There were a class of poor free- 
women who made their living by taking 
in wool to spin and perhaps to weave: 
the exactness of their dealing as well 
as the poor profit which they made, 
are attested by a touching Homeric 
simile (Iliad, xiii. 431). See Iliad, vi. 
269; xxui. 742. Odyss. xv. 414. 

s Herodot. iv. 151 Compare Ukert, 
Geographic der Gnechen und Homer, 
part i, p 16—19. 

4 Odyss xx 883—xxiv 210. The 
identity of the Homeric Scheria with 
Koikyia, and that of the Homeric 
Thnnakia with Sicily, appear to me 
not at all made out Both Welcker 
and Klausen treat the Phmakians as 
purely mythical persons (see W. C. 
Muller, De Corcyrseorum Republic^, 
Gottmg. 1835, p. 9). 
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knowledge of the two former—since the habitual track, even of a 
well-equipped Athenian trireme during the Peloponnesian war, 
from Peloponnesus to Sicily, was by Korkyra and the Gulf of 
Tarentum. The Phokseans, long afterwards, were the first 
Greeks who explored either the Adriatic or Tyrrhenian sea.1 2 * Of 
the Euxine sea no knowledge is manifested in Homer, who, as a 
general rule, presents to us the names of distant regions only in 
connexion with romantic or monstrous accompaniments. The 
Kretans, and still more the Taphians (who are sup- Kretans, 

posed to have occupied the western islands off the 
coast of Akarnania), are mentioned as skilful mariners, cians. 

and the Taphian Mentis professes to be conveying iron to Temesa 
to be there exchanged for copper; * but both Taphians and 
Kretans are more corsairs than traders.8 The strong sense of the 
dangers of the sea. expressed by the poet Hesiod, and the 
imperfect structure of the early Grecian ship, attested by 
Thucydides (who points out the more recent date of that 
improved shipbuilding which prevailed in his time), concur to 
demonstrate the then narrow range of nautical enterprise.4 * * 

Such was the state of the Greeks as traders, at a time when 
Babylon combined a crowded and industrious population with 
extensive commerce, and when the Phoenician merchant-ships 
visited in one direction the southern coast of Arabia, perhaps 
even the island of Ceylon—in another direction, the British isles. 

The Phoenician, the kinsman of the ancient Jew, exhibits the 
type of character belonging to the latter—with greater enterprise 
and ingenuity, and less of religious exclusiveness, yet still 
different from, and even antipathetic to the character of the 
Greeks. In the Homeric poems, he appears somewhat like the 
Jew of the middle ages, a crafty trader turning to profit the 
violence and rapacity of others—bringing them ornaments, 
decorations, the finest and brightest products of the loom, gold, 
silver, electrum, ivory, tin, &c., in exchange for which he 
received landed produce, skins, wool and slaves, the only com- 

1 Herodot. i. 163. 
2 Nitzsch. ad Odyss i. 181; Strabo, 

i p 6 The situation of Temesa, 
whether it is to be placed in Italy or 
in Cyprus, has been a disputed point 
amon" critics both ancient and modem. 

* Odyss XV. 426. Ta(f>toi, \ytoTope? 
aivSpes, and xvi. 426 Ltymn to Ddmdttr, 
V. 123. 

4 Hesiod. Opp Di. 61fi—684; Thucyd. 
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modities which even a wealthy Greek chief of those early times 
had to offer—prepared at the same time for dishonest gain, in 
any manner which chance might throw in his way.1 He is 
however really a trader, not undertaking expeditions with the 
deliberate purpose of surprise and plunder, and standing distin- 
Natme of guished in this respect from the Tyrrhenian, Kreran, 
Phoenician or Taphian pirate. Tin, ivory, and electrum, all of 
indicated which are acknowledged m the Homeric poems, were 
by Homer ^ fruit 0f Phoemcian trade with the West as well as 
with the East.2 

Thucydides tells us that the Phoenicians and Karians, in very 
early periods, occupied many of 

1 Odyss xiv. 290: xv. 416. 

ykOev avrfp, a7ra.T7jA.ia clS&sr, 
Tp&Krrjs, os 6tj irokka kolk* avdptairounv 

itapyei. 

The interesting narrative given by 
Eunweiis, of the manner in which he 
fell mto slavery, is a vivid picture of 
Phoemcian dealing (compare Heiodot 
l 2—4 Iliad, vi. 290, xxiu. 743) 
Pans is repoited to have visited Sidon, 
and bi ought from thence women 
eminent for skill at the loom The 
Cyprian Verses (see the Argument ap 
Duntzer, p. 17) affirmed that Paiis had 
landed at Siuon, and attacked and 
captured the city. Taphian corsairs 
kidnapped slaves at Siuon (Odyss xv. 

e ornaments or tnnkets (aGvppara.) 
which the Phoenician merchant carries 
with him, seem to be the same as the 
BaiSaka iroXAa, USpiras re yvapirras 9’ 
eXt/cas, &c, which HOplwestus was em¬ 
ployed m fabncating (Iliad, xvui 400) 
under the protection of Thetis. 

“ Fallacissmmm esse genus Phoem- 
cxura omnia monumenta vetustatis 
atque omnes historic nobis prodi- 
derunt.” (Cicero, Orat. Tnum. partes 
meditae, ed Maii, 1815, p. IS.) 

a Ivory is frequently mentioned in 
Homer, who uses the word ekfyas 
exclusively to mean that substance, 
not to signify the animal. 

The art of dyeing, especially with 
the various shades of purple, was in 
after-ages one of the special excellencies 
of the Phoenicians yet Homer, where 
he alludes in a simile to dyeing or 
staining, introduces a Mseoman or 
Karian woman as the performer of the 
process, not a Phoemcian (Iliad, iv. 

the islands of the iEgean, and 

What the electrum mimed m the 
Home* ic poems really is cannot bo 
positively detei mined The word m 
antiquity meant two diffoient things 
1. amber; 2. an lmpine gold, containing 
as much as one-fcitli oi more of silver 
(Plmy, H N xxxm 4). The passages 
in which we read the woid m the 
Odyssey do not positively exclude 
either of these meanings; but they 
present to us electrum so much in 
juxtaposition with gold and silvei each 
sepaiately, that perhaps the second 
meaning is more probable than the 
first Herodotus understands it to 
mean amber (m. 115) Sophoklfis, on 
the contraiy, employs it to designate a 
metal akm to gold (Antigone, 1033) 

Bee the disseitation of Buttmann, 
appended to his collection of essays 
called Mi/thologus, vol n p. 337, also 
Beckmann, History of Inventions, vol 
iv p 12, Engl. Tiamsl “Tho ancients 
(observes the latter) used as a peculiar 
metal a mixture of gold ami silver, 
because they were not acquainted with 
the art of separating them, and gave 
it the name of electrum ” Di. Tlurl wall 
(Hist, of Greece, vol i. p. 241) thinks 
that the Homeric electrum is ambei, 
on the contrary, Hullmann thinks that 
it was a metallic substance (Handels- 
Geschichte dor Griechen, p. 63—&1). 

Beckmann doubts whether the 
oldest Katrcrirepos of the Greeks was 
really tm: he rather thinks that it 
was “ the stannum of the Romans, the 
we? k of our smelting-houses,—that is, 
a mixture of lead, silver, and other 
accidental metals" (tbid p. 20). The 
Greeks of Massalia procured tin from 
Britain, through Gaul, by the Seme, 
the Saone, and the Rhone (DiodOr. 
v. 22). 
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we know, from the striking remnant of their mining works 
which Herodotus himself saw in Thasus, off the coast of Thrace, 
that they had once extracted gold from the mountains of that 
island—at a period indeed very far back, since their occupation 
must have been abandoned prior to the settlement of the poet 
Archilochus1 Yet few of the islands in the JEgean were rich m 
such valuable products, nor was it in the usual course of 
Phoenician proceedmg to occupy islands, except where there was 
an adjoining mainland with which trade could be carried on. 
The tiafftc of these active manners required no permanent settle¬ 
ment. But as occasional visitors they were convenient, m 
enabling a Greek chief to turn his captives to account,—to get rid 
of slaves, or fnendless Th£tes who were troublesome—and to 
supply himself with the metals, precious as well as useful.2 The 
halls of Alkmous and Menelaus glitter with gold, copper, and 
electrum. Large stocks of yet unemployed metal—gold, copper, 
and iron—are stored up m the treasure chamber of Odysseus and 
other chiefs.8 Coined money is unknown to the Homeric age— 
the trade carried on being one of barter. In reference also to 
the metals, it deserves to be remarked that the Homeric de¬ 
scriptions universally suppose copper, and not iron, to be 
employed for arms, both offensive and defensive. By what 
process the copper was tempered and hardened, so as to serve the 
purposes of the warrior, we do not know;4 but the use of iron 
for these objects belongs to a later age, though the “Works and 
Days of Hesiod suppose this change to have been already 
introduced.® 

1 Herodot. ii 44; vi 47. Archxloch. 
Pragm. 21—22, ed Gaisf. (Enoinaus, 
ap^ TSuseb Prsep Ev. vi 7. Thucyd. 

The Greeks connected this Phoe¬ 
nician settlement in Thasus with the 
legend of Kadmus and his sister 
Eur6t>a, Thasus, the eponyxnus of the 
island, was brother of Kadmus. 
(Herod, tb) 

2 The angry LaomedOn threatens, 
when PoseidCn and Apollo ask from 
him (at the expiration of their term of 
servitude) the stipulated wages of 
their labour, to cut off their ears and 
send them off to some distant islands 

sOdyss iv. 73; vii. 86; xxL 61. 
Iliad, vu 226, vi 47 

4 See MiUm, Mm^ralogie Hom&ique, 
p. 74. That there ai e, h< >wover, modes 
of tempering copper, so as to impart to 
it the hardness of steel, has been proved 
by the experiments of the Comte de 
Cavlus. 

The Massagetse employed only 
copper—no iron—for their weapons 
(Herodot. i. 216). 

® Hesiod, Opp. Di. 160—420. The 
examination ot the various matters of 
antiquity discoverable throughout the 
north of Europe, as published by the 
Antiquarian Society of Copenhagen, 
recognises a distinction of three sue- 
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The mode of fighting among the Homeric heroes is not less 
different from the historical times, than the material 

SySode of which their arms were composed In historical 
of tfetinS Greece, the Hoplites, or heavy-armed infantry, mam- 
Homeric tamed a close order and well-dressed line, charging the 
Greeks. enemy with their spears protended at even distance, 
and coming thus to dose conflict without breaking their rank: 
there were special troops, bowmen, slmgers, &c., aimed with 
missiles, but the hoplite had no weapon to employ m this manner. 
The heioes of the Iliad and Odyssey, on the contrary, habitually 
employ the spear as a missile, which they launch with tremendous 
force: each of them is mounted in his war-chariot drawn by two 
horses and calculated to contain the warrior and his charioteer ; 
in which latter capacity a friend or comrade will sometimes con¬ 
sent to serve. Advancing m his chariot at full speed, in front of 
his own soldiers, he hurls his spear against the enemy: sometimes 
indeed he will fight on foot and hand to hand, but the chariot is 
usually near to receive him if he chooses, or to ensure his retreat. 
The mass of the Greeks and Trojans coming forward to the 
charge, without any regular step or evenly-maintained line, make 
their attack in the same way by hurling their spears. Each chief 
wears habitually a long sword and a short dagger, besides his two 
spears to be launched forward—the spear being also used, if 
occasion serves, as a weapon for thrust. Every man is protected 
by shield, helmet, breastplate and greaves; but the armour of 

cessive ages 1. Implements and arms 
of stone, bone, -wood, &c ; little or no 
use of metals at all, clothing made of 
skms. 2. Implements and arms of 
copper and gold, or rather bronze and 
gold, little or no silver or iron. Articles 
•of gold and electrum are found belong¬ 
ing to this age, hut none of silver, nor 
any evidences of writing. 8 The age 
which follows this has belonging to it 
arms of iron, articles of silver, and 
some Runic inscriptions • it is the last 
age of noi them paganism, immediately 
preceding the introduction of Chris¬ 
tianity (Leitfaden zur Nordischen 
Alterthumskunde, pp. SI, 57,63, Copen* 
hagen, 1837 ) 

The Homeric age coincides with the 
second of these two periods. Silver 
is comparatively little mentioned m 
Homer, while both bronze and gold 

are familiar metals. Iron also is rare, 
and seems employed only for agricul¬ 
tural purposes—Xpvorov re, yaknov Te 
aXtj, i<r6rira 6* v<f)avnqv (Iliad, vi 48; 
Odyss. n. 338; xili 130) The xpvtroydos 
and the yoAkcv? are both mentioned m 
Homer, but workers in silver and iron 
are not known by any special name 
(Odyss. in. 415—436). 

<rThe hatchet, wimble, plane, and 
level, are the tools mentioned by 
Homer, who appears to have been 
unacquainted with the saw, the square, 
and the compass.” (Gillies, Hist, of 
Greece, chap n. p. 61) 

The Gauls known to Polybius, 
seemingly the Cisalpine Gauls only* 
possessed all their property m cattle 
and gold—6p«jitfAaTa Kai XPV0rdff,—on 
account of the easy transportability 
of both (Polyb U.17). 
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the chiefs is greatly superior to that of the common men, while 
they themselves are both stronger and more expej t in the use of 
their weapons. There are a few bowmen, as rare exceptions, but 
the general equipment and proceeding is as here described. 

Such loose array, immortalised as it is in the Iliad, is familiar 
to every one; and the contrast which it presents, with ^ 
those inflexible ranks and that irresistible simultaneous withthe 

charge which bore down the Persian thiong at Plataea 
and Kunaxa,1 is such as to illustrate forcibly the historical 

genei al difference between heroic and historical Greece. <*reece 
While m the former, a few splendid figures stand forward m 
prominent relief, the remainder being a mere unorganised and 
ineffective mass—m the latter, these units have been combined 
into a system, in which every man, officer and soldier, has his 
assigned place and duty, and the victory, when gained, is the 
joint work of all Pre-eminent individual prowess is indeed 
materially abridged, if not wholly excluded—no man can do 
more than maintain his station m the line.3 But on the other 
hand, the grand purposes, aggressive or defensive, for which alone 
arms are taken up, become more assured and easy; while long¬ 
sighted combinations of the general are rendered for the first time 
practicable, when he has a disciplined body of men to obey him. 
In tracing the picture of civil society, we have to 
remark a similar transition—we pass from H6raklGs, changed 
Theseus, Jas6n, Achilles, to Solon, Pythagoras and 
Penkl6s—from “the shepherd of his people” (to use mcivil 

the phrase in which Homer depicts the good side of society* 
the Heroic king), to the legislator who introduces, and the states¬ 
man who maintains, a preconcerted system by which willing 
citizens consent to bind themselves. If commanding individual 
talent is not always to be found, the whole community is so- 

1 Tyrtseus, in his military expres¬ 
sions, seems to conceive the Homeric 
mode of hurling the spear as still pre¬ 
valent—Sopv 5’ evr6X.fx.1a9 B aXXovr e 9 
(Fragra. ix. Gaisford). Either he had 
his mind prepossessed with the Homei ic 

array, or else the close order and con¬ 
junct spears of the hoplitcs had not 
yet been introduced during the second 
Messeman war. 

Thiersch and Schneidewin would 
substitute irnXXovr«9 m place of p&X- 

Xovreq. Euripides (Androm. 095) has a 
similar expression, yet it does not 
apply well to hoplitos; for one of the 
vntues of the hophte consisted m 
carrying his spear steadily . Sopartav 
tdvt\cri9 betokens a disoiderly march 
and the want of steady courage and 
self-possession See the remarks of 
Brasidas upon the lanks of the Athe¬ 
nians under Kledn at Amphipolis. 
(Thucyd. v. C) 

2 Eunpid. Andxomach. 696. 
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trained as to be able to maintain its course under inferior leaders; 
the rights as well as the duties of each citizen being predetermined 
in the social older, accoidmg to principles more or less wisely 
laid down The contiast is similar, and the transition equally 
remai table, m the civil as m the military picture. In fact, the 
military organization of the Grecian republics is an element of 
the greatest impoitance m respect to the conspicuous part which 
they have played m human affairs—their superiority over other 
contemporary nations m this respect being hardly less striking 
than it is m many others, as we shall have occasion to see in a 
subsequent stage of tins history. 

Even at the most advanced point of their tactics, the Greeks 
Foitifica- could effect little against a walled city. Still less 
toroas* effective were the heroic weapons and array for such 

an undertaking as a siege. Fortifications are a feature 
of the age deserving considerable notice. There was a time, we 
are told, m which the primitive Greek towns or villages derived 
a precarious security, not from their walls, but merely from sites 
lofty and difficult of access. They were not built immediately 
upon the shore, or close upon any convenient landing-place, but 
at some distance inland, on a rock or elevation which could not 
be approached without notice or scaled without difficulty. It 
was thought sufficient at that time to guard against piratical or 
marauding surprise: but as the state of society became assured— 
as the chance of sudden assault comparatively diminished and 
industry increased—these uninviting abodes were exchanged for 
more convenient sites on the plain or declivity beneath; or a 
portion of the latter was enclosed within larger boundaries and 
joined on to the original foundation, which thus became the 
Acropolis of the new town. Thebes, Athens, Argos, &c., belonged 
to the latter class of cities; hut there were in many parts of 
Greece deserted sites on hill-tops, still retaining even in historical 
times the traces of former habitation, and some of them still bear¬ 
ing the name of the old towns. Among the mountainous parts 
of Kr£te, in iEgina and Rhodes, in portions of Mount Ida and 
Parnassus, similar remnants might be perceived.1 

* *H ira\<ua rroAis in iEgina (Hero- *k<m>iraX<tLa: it became seemingly the 
dot. vi. 83); 'Ao'TVTraAatct in Saxnus acropolis of the subsequent city) 
(Polyaen. l. 28, 2; Etymol. Mag. v. About the deserted sites in toe lofty 
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Probably in such primitive bill villages, a continuous circle of 
wall would bardly be required as an additional means Earliest 
of defence, and would often be rendered very difficult residences 

by tbe rugged nature of tbe ground. But Thucydides Greeks— 

represents the earliest Greeks—those whom he con- 
ceives anterior to the Trojan war—as living thus difficult of 

universally m unfortified villages chiefly on account access* 
of their poverty, rudeness, and thorough carelessness for the 
morrow. Oppressed and held apart from each other by perpetual 
fear, they had not yet contracted the sentiment of fixed abodes— 
they weie unwilling even to plant frmt-trees because of the un¬ 
certainty of gathering the produce—and were always ready to 
dislodge, because there was nothing to gam by staying, and a bare 
subsistence might be had anywhere. He compares them to the 
mountaineers of iEtolia and of the Ozolian Lokns m his own 
time, who dwelt in their unfortified hill villages with little or no 
inter-communication, always armed and fighting, and subsisting 
on the produce of their cattle and their woods ^clothed m un- 
drest hides, and eating raw meat. 

The picture given by Thucydides, of these very early and 
unrecorded times, can only be taken as conjectural—the conjec- 

legions of Krdto, see Theophrastus, de *EAAas KakovpCvy ou u-aAai /3epa£a>? 
YeufciS, V. 13, OCl HelmuuU'V, P 702. oiKOvpivy, aAAa janravaardiru^ r« oSam 

The Site of IIoAauno^is m Mount ra irporepa, ko.1 pqSuo? Hieacrroi ryv 
Ida,—eirdvta K< fipyvcx; Kara to juTtwpo- cavrwv awo Ae two vtcs, /SiacJ'op.ffvot. vrr6 
rarov rye *l8rjs (Sfcidbo, Alii p ^ ($07), rivuv dec itkttovyv^ ryg yap kprropias 
vortpov St KarojTtpu> trrafitots ty-qKOvra ovk ovcrrjf^ oi>8 ’ ^ em/uyydvres aSife? 
ctff tt)v vvv ^tKrjxf/iv ptTWKurdbjcrav aAA^Aots, ovr« Kara yyy ovre Sia 0aAaa* 
Paphos in Cypius ■WtlS the same enjs, vciMOpbvoL 8k rd avruv exa<rroL ocrov 
distance below tbe ancient Paloe- dirog-fiv, «al mpwvo-iav xprifidruv ov 
PaphoH (Strabo, XIV. P <ib8) exovre? ov$6 yrjv <f/vr€tioyres, aSykov^dv 

Near Mantineia u Arcadia was owoV* ns ewe\9hv, ko! araxtyrwv 
Situated opo? tV r<p wtSty, rd ipeCma ovrtov, aAAos d<f>atpyarcrat,f rrjt r« jcaB’ 
Lrt Mavrtvtiag exovrrfs apxatw Kakelrat, rjfiepav avay/catov rpo<f>rjf vravraxov av 
8k to xtoptov *-9 W<*>v UT<5Ats (Pausan. rjyodfievoi, irriKpareiv, ov xaA«wws airavt- 
Vin. 12, 4) Hoc a Similar statement erravro, zeal St’ civto oStc ptydBtt. ndkeuiv 
about the lofty sites Of the ancient lerxvov, ovre rfi aAAtf irapaaKevy. 
town of Orchomenus (m Arcadia, Paus About the distant and unfortified 
viu. 13, 2), of Nonakns (vxn 17, 0), of villages and rude habits of the J£to- 
Lusi (vm. 18,8), Lykoroia on Parnassus lians and Lokrians, see Thucyd. iii 94; 
(Paus x 6,2; Strabo, ix, p 418). Fausan x. 38, 3: also of the Cisalpine 

Compare also Plato (Legg. iii. 2. Gauls, Polyb ii 17 
p. 678—879), who traces these lofty and Both Thucydides and Anstotle seem 
craggy dwellings, general among the to have conceived the Homenc period 
earliest Grecian townships, to the as mainly analogous to the pdppapoi of 
commencement of human society after their own day—Adet 8’ *Kpicrrar4ktt<; 
an extensive deluge, winch had covered Aeywv, on Totadra a«t rroiel O/xijpo? 
all the lower grounds and left only a oTa %v r6re • ijv Si rotavra rd waAaci 
few survivors. damp koX vvv iv rols fSapft&poit (SchoL 

i Thucyd. i 2. 4mWra* ydp y vvv Ihad. x. 161). 
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tures indeed of a statesman and a plnlosoplier,—generalised, too, 
Homeric *n Par^ ^rom many particular instances of conten- 
soraety tion and expulsion of chiefs which he found m the 
recogmses iegen<lary poems. The Homeric poems, however, 

mdrJiciual Present to us a different picture, They recognise 
propei ty, walled towns; fixed abodes, strong local attachments, 
iS»iattack- hereditary individual property m land, vineyards 
meats. planted and carefully cultivated, established temples 
of the gods, and splendid palaces of the chiefs1 The description 
of Thucydides belongs to a lower form of society, and bears more 
analogy to that which the poet himself conceives as antiquated 
and barbarous—to the savage Cyclopes who dwell on the tops of 
mountains, m hollow caves, without the plough, without vine or 
fruit culture, without arts or instruments—or to the primitive 
settlement of Dardanus son of Zeus, on the higher ground of Ida, 
while it was reserved for his descendants and successors to found 
the holy Ilium on the plain.3 Ilium or Troy represents the 
perfection of Homeiic society It is a consecrated spot, contain¬ 
ing temples of the gods as well as the palace of Priam, and 
surrounded by walls which are the fabric of the gods; while the 
antecedent form of ruder society, which the poet briefly glances 
at, is the parallel of that which the theory of Thucydides ascribes 
to his own early semi-barbarous ancestors. 

Walled towns serve thus as one of the evidences, that a large 
Means of Par* pop^3^1011 of Greece had, even in the 
defence Homeric times, reached a level higher than that of the 
those*oft0 iEtolians and Loknans of the days of Thucydides. The 
attack. remains of Myk&nse and Tiryns demonstrate the 
massy and Cyclopian style of architecture employed in those 
early days; hut we may remark, that while modern observers 
seem inclined to treat the remains of the former as very imposing, 
and significant of a great princely family, Thucydides, on the 
contrary, speaks of it as a small place, and labours to elude the 
inference, which might be deduced from its insignificant size, m 

i Odyss vi 10; respecting Nau- 
sithons, past king of the Phreakians: 

’Afuf>l Be r«x°S &.a<r<re KcuideCfUiTO 
OLKOVS, 

Kal vyovs iroCyjcre 6cu>vf KaX eBatrerar’ 
&poupas. 

The vineyard, olive-gronnd and- 
gaiden of Laertes, is a model of careful 
cultivation (Odyss xxiv. 245), see also, 
the shield oi Achilles (Iliad, xvm 641-— 
580), and the Kalydoman plain (Iliad,, 
lx. 575). 

2 Odyss x. 106-115; Iliad, xx. 216. 
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disproof of the grandeur of Agamemn6n,1 Sucli fortifications 
supplied a means of defence incomparably superior to those of 
attack. Indeed even in historical Greece, and after the invention 
of battering engines, no city could be taken except by surprise or 
blockade, or by ruining the country around, and thus depriving 
the inhabitants of their means of subsistence. And m the two 
great sieges of the legendary time, Troy and Th&bes, the former 
is captured by the stratagem of the wooden horse, while the latter 
is evacuated by its citizens, under the warning of the gods, after 
their defeat in the field. 

This decided superiority of the means of defence over those of 
attack, m rude ages, has been one of the grand promotive causes 
both of the growth of civic life, and of the general march of 
human improvement. It has enabled the progressive portions of 
mankind not only to maintain their acquisitions against the 
predatory instincts of the ruder and poorer, and to surmount the 
difficulties of incipient organisation,—but ultimately, when their 
organisation has been matured, both to acquire predominance, 
and to uphold it until their own disciplined habits have m part 
passed to their enemies. The important truth here stated is 
illustrated not less by the history of ancient Greece, than by that 
of modern Europe during the middle ages. The Homeric chief, 
combining supeiior rank with superior force, and ready to rob at 
every convenient opportunity, greatly resembles the feudal baron 
of the middle ages; but circumstances absorb him more easily 
into a city life, and convert the independent potentate into the 
member of a governing aristocracy.2 Traffic by sea continued to 
be beset with danger from pirates, long after it had Habitual 
become tolerably assured by land. the “ wet waysv Pira°y 

have always been the last resort of lawlessness and violence, and 

1 Thucyd i 10. Kal on nh/ MvjdJvai 178; comp, Pindar, Fragm. 48, ed. 
fUKpbv %v, ri el Tt tS>v r6re irdAtc-fn* fijj Dissen ): the long spear, sword and 
<%£toypeW 8o>cei elvcu, &c. breastplate, of the Kretan Hybreas, 

2 Nagelsbach, Homerische Theo- constitute his wealth (Skolion 27, p. 
logie, Abschn v. sect 54. Hesiod 877, Poet. Lyric, ed. Bergk), wherewith 
strongly condemns robbery — A to? he ploughs and reaps—while the un- 
aya&r), apva£ 8i kojoj, Bavaroif* Sdretpa warlike, who dare not or cannot wield 
(Opp. Di 356, comp. 820); but tne these weapons, fall at his feet, and call 
sentiment of the Grecian heroic poetry him The Great King. The feeling is 
seems not to go against it—it is looked different in the later age of Demfitrms 
upon as a natural employment of PohorkfitGs (about 810 B.C.); in the 
superior force—AvnSfKwoi 8‘ aya$ol Ithyphallic Ode addressed to hjm, at 
aetAwv iirl 8atra? leuriv (Athenae. t. p. his entrance into Athens, robbery is 

2—4 
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the Aegean in particular has in all times suffered more than other 
waters under this calamity. 

Aggressions of the sort here described were of course most 
numerous in those earliest times when the Aegean was not yet an 
Hellenic sea, and when many of the Cyclades were occupied, not 
by Greeks, but by Kanans—perhaps by Phoenicians : the number 
of Kaiian sepulchres discovered in the sacred island of Delos 
seems to attest such occupation as an historical fact.1 According 
to the legendary account, espoused both by Herodotus and by 
Thucydides, it was the Kretan Minos who subdued these islands 
and established his sons as rulers in them ; either expelling the 
Karians, or reducing them to servitude and tribute.2 Thucydides 
presumes that he must of course have put down piracy, in order 
to enable his tribute to be remitted in safety, like the Athenians 
during the time of their hegemony.3 Upon the legendary 
thalassocraty of Minos I have already remarked m another place .4 

treated as worthy only of JStolians *— 

hlroikiKov yap apiracrai ra riiiv irdkas, 
Nvvt fie, «al iroppco — 

<Poet Lyr xxv p. 453, ed. Schneid) 
The robberies of powerful men, and 

even highway robbeiy generally, found 
considerable approving sentiment in 
the middle ages “All Em ope (ob¬ 
serves Mr Hallam, Hist Mid Ag. 
cb vrn. part 3, p 247) was a scene cx 
intestine anarchy dm mg the middle 
ages, and though England was faT less 
exposed to the scouige of private war 
than most nations on the continent, 
we should find, could we recover the 
local annals of every country, such an 
accumulation of petty rapine and 
tumult, as would almost alienato us 
from the liberty which served to 
engender it . . . Highway robbery 
was from the earliest times a sort of 
national cmne . . . We knowhow 
long the outlaws of Sherwood lived m 
tradition; men who, hke some of their 
betters, have been permitted to redeem 
by a few acts of genoxosity the just 
ignominy of extensive crimes. These 
indeed were the heroes of vulgar 
applause: but when such a j’udgo as 
Sir John Fortescue could exult, that 
more Englishmen were hanged for 
robbery in one year than French m 
seven—and that, if an Englishman be 
poor, and see another having riches, uohich 
may be taken from him by might, he will 
not spare to do so,—-it may be peicoived 

how thoroughly these sentiments had 
pervaded the public mind.” 

The robberies habitually committed 
by the noblesse of France and Germany 
during the middle ages, so much woise 
than anything in England—and those 
of the Highland chiefs even m later 
times—are too well-known to need any 
references: as to Fiance, an ample 
catalogue is set forth m Dulauie’s 
Histoire de la Noblesse (Pans, 1792) 
The confedeiations ot the Get man 
cities chiefly originated m the necessity 
of kooping the roads and nvers open 
for the transit of men and goods 
against the nobles who infested the 
high roads Scaliger might have found 
a parallel to the x-go-raC of the heroic 
ages m the noblesse of la Kouergue as 
it stood even m the 10th century, which 
he thus descnbes “ In Comitatu 
Rodez pessimi sunt: nobilitas ibi 
latrocmatur, nec possunt reprmn” 
(ap. Dulaure, c. 9). 

1 Thucyd. l. 4, 8. ttjs vvv *EA\tji/wm}s 
6a\&<rcrns 

ailerodot. i 171; Thucyd. i. 4-8. 
IsokratOs (Panathenaic p 241) takes 
credit to Athens for having finally 
expelled the Karians out of these 
islands at the time of the Ionic emi¬ 
gration 

3 Thucyd i 4. r<5 re Aptrruebvj <o* 
e t k i> i#c rps QaXdtroys i<f>* berov 
TfSvvaro, rov rdf irpocrfifiovs /xaAAov Uvat, 
avr$. 

4 See chap. xiL 
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it is sufficient here to repeat, that in the Homeric poems (long 
subsequent to Minos in the current chronology) we find piracy 
both frequent and held in honourable estimation, as Thucydides 
himself emphatically tells us—remarking moreover that the 
vessels of those early days were only half-decked, built and 
equipped after the piratical fashion,1 m a manner upon which the 
nautical men of his time looked back with disdain. Improved 
and enlarged ship-building, and the trireme, or ship with three 
banks of oars, common for warlike purposes during the Persian 
invasion, began only with the growing skill, activity and impor¬ 
tance of the Corinthians, three quarters of a century after the first 
Olympiad.2 Corinth, even in the Homeric poems, is distinguished 
by the epithet of wealthy, which it acquired principally from its 
remarkable situation on the Isthmus, and from its two harbours 
of Lechseum and Kenchrese, the one on the Corinthian, the other 
on the Sardnic gulf. It thus supplied a convement connexion 
between Epirus and Italy on the one side, and the iEgean sea on 
the other, without imposing upon the unskilful and timid 
navigator of those days the necessity of circumnavigating 
Peloponnesus. 

The extension of Grecian traffic and shipping is manifested by 
a comparison of the Homeric with the Hesiodic poems; Extended 

m respect to knowledge of places and countries—the 
latter being probably referable to dates between B.O. the 
740 and B.c. 640. In Homer, acquaintance is shown poems, as 

(the accuracy of such acquaintance however being ^fared 
exaggerated by Strabo and other friendly critics) with Homer, 

continental Greece and its neighbouring islands, with Kr§te and 
the principal islands of the JEgean, and with Thrace, the Troad, 
the Hellespont, and Asia Minor between Paphlagonia northward 
and Lykia southward The Sikels are mentioned in the Odyssey, 
and Sikania in the last hook of that poem, but nothing is said to 
evince a knowledge of Italy or the realities of the western world. 
Libya, Egypt and Phcenike, are known by name and by vague 
hearsay, but the Nile is only mentioned as “the river Egypt” : 
while the Euxme sea is not mentioned at all.3 In the Hesiodic 

1 Thucyd. i. 10. r$ iraA.au*> rpiirtp phie, ch. liL sect. 55—63 He has 
AfloriKcoTepoj/ irapetTKevacrfieva. brought to bear much learning and 

2 Thucyd i.13. ingenuity to identify the places yisited 
* See Voelcker, Homerische Geogra by Odysseus with real lands, but the 
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poems, on the other hand, the Nile, the Ister, the Phasis and the 
Eridanus, are all specified byname j1 Mount iEtna, and the island 
of Ortygia near to Syracuse, the Tyrrhenians and Ligurians in the 
west, and the Scythians in the north, were also noticed.2 Indeed 
within forty years after the first Olympiad, the cities of Korkyra 
and Syracuse were founded from Corinth—the first of a numerous 
and powerful series of colonies, destined to impart a new character 
both to the south of Italy and to Sicily. 

In reference to the astronomy and physics of the Homeric 
Greek, it has already been remarked that he connected 

and together the sensible phsenomena which form the sub- 
physics. ject matter of these sciences by threads of religious 
and personifying fancy, to which the real analogies among them 
were made subordinate ; and that these analogies did not begin 
to be studied by themselves, apart from the religious element by 
which they had been at first overlaid, until the age of Thales, coin¬ 
ciding as that period did with the increased opportunities for 
visiting Egypt and the interior of Asia. The Greeks obtained 
access in both of these countries to an enlarged stock of astrono¬ 
mical observations, to the use of the gnomon or sun-dial,3 and to 
a more exact determination of the length of the solar year4 than 

attempt is not successful. Compare 
also Ukeit, Iloin. Geog vol 1 p. 14, 
and the valuable treatises of J H 
Voss, Altt Weltkunde, annexed to the 
second volume of his Knti&che Blatter 
(Stuttgart, 1828), pp. 245-413 Voss 
is the father of just views respecting 
Homeric geography 

1 Hesiod. Theog. 338—-340. 
2 Hesiod Theogon. 1016; Hesiod. 

Fragra. 190—194, e<L Gotthng; Strabo, 
ip 16; vn p. 800 Compare Ukert, 
Geographie der Griechen und Romer, 
i p sr: 

» The Gieeks learnt from the Baby¬ 
lonians t6aov /cal yv&ixova. Kal ra 8u«i>- 
/ca&«K<xucpea rijs i\ixipr\<; (Horodofc. ii. 
109). The word jhSAov means the same 
as horologium, the circular plate upon 
which the vertical gnomon projected 
its shadow, marked so as to indicate 
the hour of the day—twelve houis 
between sunrise and sunset. see Idoler, 
Handbuch der Chronologie, vol i p. 
283. Respecting the opinions of Thales, 
see the same work, part ii. p. 18—67; 
Plutarch de Placit. Philosophor. ii. 
c. 12; Anstot. de Ccelo, u. 18 Costard, 

Rise and Progiess of Asti onomy among 
the Ancients, p. 99 

* We have very little information 
respecting the early Grecian mode ot 
computing time, and we know that 
though all the different states com¬ 
puted by lunar periods, yet most, if 
not all, of them had different names of 
months as well as diffeient days of 
beginning and ending their months 
All their immediate computations 
however wore made by months: the 
lunar period was their immediate 
standard of reference for determining 
their festivals and for other purposes, 
the solar period being resorted to only 
as a corrective, to bung the same 
months constantly into the same 
seasons of the year. Their original 
month had thirty days, and was 
divided into three decades, as it con¬ 
tinued to be during the times of 
historical Athens (Hesiod. Opp. Di. 
700) In order to bring this lunar 
period more nearly into harmony with 
the sun, they intercalated every second 
year an additional month: so that 
their years included alternately twelve 
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that which served as the basis of their various lunar periods. 
It is pretended that Thales was the first who predicted an eclipse 
of the sun—not indeed accurately, but with large limits of error 
as to the time of its occurrence—and that he also possessed so 
profound an acquaintance with meteorological phenomena and 
probabilities, as to be able to foretell an abundant crop of olives 
for the coining year, and to realise a large sum of money by an 
olive speculation.1 From Thales downward we trace a succession 
of astronomical and physical theories, more or less successful, 
into which I do not intend here to enter. It is sufficient at 
present to contrast the father of the Ionic philosophy with the 
times preceding him, and to mark the first commencement of 
scientific prediction among the Greeks, however imperfect at the 
outset, as distinguished from the inspired dicta of prophets or 
oracles, and from those special signs of the purposes of the gods, 
which formed the habitual reliance of the Homeric man.3 We 
shall see these two modes of anticipating the futuie—one 
based upon the philosophical, the other upon the religious 
appreciation of nature—running simultaneously on through¬ 
out Grecian history and sharing between them m unequal 
portions the empire of the Greek mind; the former acquiring 
both greater predominance and wider application among 
the intellectual men, and partially restricting, but never 
abolishing, the spontaneous employment of the latter among 
the vulgar. 

months and thirteeen months, each 
month of thirty days. This peiiod 
was called a Diet^ris—sometimes a 
TnetOns Sol6n is said to have first 
introduced the fashion of months 
differing m length, varying alternately 
from thirty to twenty-nine days. It 
appeals however that Herodotus had 
present to his mind the Dietercc cycle, 
or years alternating between thirteen 
months and twelve months (each month 
of thirty days), and no other (Herodot 
i 82; compare u 104) As astronomical 
knowledge improved, longer and more 
elaborate periods were calculated, 
exhibiting a nearer correspondence 
between an integral number of luna¬ 
tions and an integral number of solar 
>ears. First, we find a period of four 
years next, the Octaetdns, or period 
of eight years, or ninety-nine lunar 

months: lastly, the Metonic period of 
nineteen years, or 285 lunar months 
How far any of these larger periods 
weie ever legaRyauthonsea or brought 
into civil usage even at Athens, is 
matter of much doubt See Ideiler, 
Heber die Astronomischen Beobach- 
tungen der Alten, p. 175—195, Macro* 
bius, Satumal. i 18. 

1 Herodot. i 74; Anstofc. Polit. i 
4, 5. 

2 Odyss hi 173.— 

*Hriopev Si Gebv fyolvtLV Wpas * cvrap 
oy rifiiv 

/cat rjVioyei, nikayof ftfoov «l$ 
EtfjSotav 

Tijumv, <&c. 

Compare Odyss. xx. 100, Iliad, i. 62; 
Eunp. Suppl. 216—280. 
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Neither coined money, nor the art of writing,1 nor painting, 
Coined nor sculpture, nor imaginative architecture, belong to 
vmtfng ti16 Homeric and Hesiodic times. Such rudiments of 
arts. * arts, destined ultimately to acquire great development 
ul Greece, as may have existed in these early days, served only 
as a sort of nucleus to the fancy of the poet, to shape out for him¬ 
self the fabulous creations ascribed to Hephaestus or Daedalus. 
No statues of the gods, not even of wood, are mentioned in the 
Homeric poems. All the many varieties, in Grecian music, poetry 
and dancing,—the former chiefly borrowed from Lydia and 
Phrygia—date from a period considerably later than the first 
Olympiad. Terpander, the earliest musician whose date is 
assigned—and the inventor of the harp with seven strings instead 
of that with four strings—does not come until the 26th Olympiad, 
or 676 b.c. : the poet Archilochus is nearly of the same date. 
The iambic and elegiac metres—the first deviations from the 
primitive epic strain and subject—do not reach up to the year 
700 B.o. 

It is this epic poetry which forms at once both the undoubted 
Epic prerogative and the solitary jewel of the earliest sera 
poetry 0f Greece. Of the many epic poems which existed in 
Greece during the eighth century before the Christian sera, none 
have been preserved except the Iliad and Odyssey: the iEthiopis 
of Arktmus, the Ilias Minoi of Lesches, the Cyprian Yerses, the 
capture of CEchalia, the Keturns of the Heroes from Troy, the 
Thebais and the Epigoni—several of them passing in antiquity 
under the name of Homer—have all been lost But the two 
which remain are quite sufficient to demonstrate in the primitive 
Greeks, a mental organisation unparalleled m any other people, 
and powers of invention and expression which prepared, as well 
as foreboded, the future eminence of the nation in all the various 
departments to which thought and language can be applied. 
Great as the power of thought afterwards became among the 
Greeks, their power of expression was still greater; in the former, 
other nations have built upon their foundations and surpassed 
them—in the latter they still remain unrivalled. It is not too 

iThe <rf)fiara. Xvypd mentioned in for, the existence of alphabetical 
Iliad, vi. 108, if they prove anything, writing at the times when the Iliad 
are rather an evidence against, than was composed. 
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much to say that this flexible, emphatic and transparent character 
of the language as an instrument of communication—its perfect 
aptitude for narrative and discussion, as well as for stirring all 
the veins of human emotion without ever forfeiting that character 
of simplicity which adapts it to all men and all times—may be 
traced mainly to the existence and the wide-spread influence of 
the Iliad and Odyssey. To us these compositions are Jtg ^ 

interesting as beautiful poems, depicting life and man- <md perma- 
ners, and unfolding certain types of character, with enceonflU’ 
the utmost vivacity and artlessness : to their original the Greet 

hearer, they possessed all these sources of atti action, mm * 
together with others more powerful still, to which we are now- 
strangers, Upon him they bore with the full weight and 
solemnity of history and religion combined, while the charm of 
the poetry was only secondary and instrumental. The poet was 
then the teacher and preacher of the community, not simply the 
amuser of their leisure hours ; they looted to him for revelations 
of the unknown past and for expositions of the attributes and 
dispensations of the gods, just as they consulted the prophet for 
his privileged insight into the future. The ancient epic com¬ 
prised many different poets and poetical compositions, which 
fulfilled this purpose with more or less completeness. But it is 
the exclusive prerogative of the Iliad and Odyssey, that after the 
minds of men had ceased to be in full harmony with their original 
design, they yet retained their empire by the mere force of 
secondary excellences ; while the remaining epics—though serving 
as food for the curious, and as storehouses for logographers, trage¬ 
dians, and artists—never seem to have acquired very wide popu¬ 
larity even among intellectual Greeks. 

I shall, in the succeeding chapter, give some account of the epic 
cycle, of its relation to the Homeric poems, and of the general 
evidences respectmgthe latter, both as to antiquity and authorship. 
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CHAPTER XXI 

GRECIAN EPIC.—HOMERIC POEMS. 

At tlie head of the once abundant epical compositions of Greece, 
Two classes most ttem unfortunately lost, stand the Iliad and 
of epic Odyssey, with the immortal name of Homer attached 
Someric— to each of them, embracing separate portions of the 
Hesiodic. comprehensive legend of Troy. They form the type 
of what may be called the heroic epic of the Greeks, as distin¬ 
guished from the genealogical, in which latter species some of 
the Hesiodic poems—the Catalogue of Women, the Eoiai, and 
the Naupaktia—stood conspicuous. Poems of the Homeric 
character (if so it may be called, though the expression is very 
indefinite)—being confined to one of the great events or great 
personages of Grecian legendary antiquity, and comprising a 
limited number of characters all contemporaneous—made some 
approach, more or less successful, to a certain poetical unity; 
while the Hesiodic poems, tamer in their spirit and unconfined 
both as to time and as to persons, strung together distinct events 
without any obvious view to concentration of interest—without 
legitimate beginning or end.x Between these two extremes there 
were many gradations. Biographical poems, such as the Herakleia 
or Thesels, recounting all the principal exploits performed by one 
single hero, present a character intermediate between the two, 
but bordering more closely on the Hesiodic. Even the hymns to 
the gods, which pass under the name of Homer, are epical frag¬ 
ments, narrating particular exploits or adventures of the god 
commemorated. 

i Arisfc. Poet c. 17—37. He points with the semi-Homenc and biographi- 
out and explains the superior structure cal poems. but he takes no notice of 
of the Iliad and Odyssey, as compared the Hesiodic or genealogical 
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Both the didactic and the mystico-religious poetry of Greece 
began in Hexameter verse—the characteristic and consecrated 
measure of the epic i1 but they belong to a different Didactic 

species, and burst out from a different vein in the Hexameter 
Grecian mind. It seems to have been the more poetry— 

common belief among the historical Greeks that such genus 
mystic effusions were more ancient than their narra- *he E^1C* 
tive poems: and that Orpheus, Musaeus, Linus, 01§n, Pamphus, 
and even Hesiod, &c., &c., the reputed composers of the former, 
were of earlier date than Homer. But there is no evidence to 
sustain this opinion, and the presumptions are all against it. 
Those compositions, which in the sixth century before the 
Christian sera passed under the name of Orpheus and Musaeus, 
seem to have been unquestionably post-Homeric. We cannot 
even admit the modified conclusion of Hermann, Ulrici, and 
others, that the mystic poetry, as a genus (putting aside the 
particular compositions falsely ascribed to Orpheus and others) 
preceded in order of time the narrative.2 * * 

Besides the Iliad and Odyssey, we make out the titles of 
about thuty lost epic poems, sometimes with a brief hint of their 
contents. 

Concerning the legend of Troy there were five—the Cyprian 
Verses, the JEthiopis and the capture of Troy, both Dost epic 
ascribed to Arktmus; the Lesser Iliad, ascribed to poems* 
Lesch6s; the Returns (of the Heroes from Troy), to which the 
name of Hagias of Troezen is attached; and the Telegonia, by 
Eugammdn, a continuation of the Odyssey. Two poems—the 
Thebals and the Epigoni (perhaps two parts of one and the same 
poem) were devoted to the legend of Thebes—the two sieges of 
that city by the Argeians. Another poem called (Edipodia, had 
for its subject the tragical destiny of (Edipus and his family; 
and perhaps that which is cited as Europia, or verses on Europa, 
may have comprehended the tale of her brother Kadmus, the 
mythical founder of Thebes.8 

1 Aristot Poetic, c 41 He con- in his Opuscula, tom. vi. p. 89. 
aiders the Hexameter to be the natural The snpeuor antiquity of Orpheus 
measure of narrative poetry: any other as compared with Homer passed as a 
would be unseemly. received position to the classical 

2 Ulrici, Geschichte des Griechisehen Romans (Horat Art. Poet, 892). 
Epos, 5te Vorlesung, pp. 96—108; G- 8 Respecting these lost epics, see 
Hetinann, Ueber Homer und Sappho, Dtintzer, Collection of the Fragments 
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Tlie exploits of HSrakles were celebrated in two compositions, 
eacli called Herakleia, by Kinsathon and Pisander—probably 
also in many others of which the memory has not been preserved. 
The capture of CEchaka by Herakles formed the subject of a 
separate epic. Two other poems, the iEgiimue and the Minyas, 
are supposed to have been founded on other achievements of this 
hero—the effective aid which he lent to the Dorian king JEgimius 
against the Lapithae, his descent to the under-world for the pur¬ 
pose of rescuing the imprisoned Theseus, and his conquest of the 
city of the Minyse, the powerful Orchomenus.1 

Other epic poems—the Phordms, the Danais, the Alkmsednis, 
the Atthis, the Amazonia2—we know only by name. We can 
just guess obscurely at their contents so far as the name indicates. 
The Titanomachia, the Gigantomachia, and the Corinthiaca, three 
compositions all ascribed to Eumelus, afford by means of their 
titles an idea somewhat clearer of the matter which they com¬ 
prised. The Theogony ascribed to Hesiod still exists, though 
partially corrupt and mutilated; but there seem to have been 
other poems, now lost, of the like import and title. 

Of the poems composed in the Hesiodic style, diffusive and full 
of genealogical detail, the principal were, the Catalogue of Women 
and the Great Eoiai; the latter of which indeed seems to have 
been a continuation of the former. A large number of the cele¬ 
brated women of heroic Greece were commemorated in these poems, 
one after the other, without any other than m arbitrary bond of 
connexion. The Marriage of K6yx—the Melampodia—and a 
string of fables called Astronomia, are farther ascribed to Hesiod: 
and the poem above mentioned, called iEgimias, is also sometimes 
connected with his name, sometimes with that of Kekrops. The 
Naupaktian Yerses (so called probably from the birth-place of 
their author), and the genealogies of KinsetbSn and Asius, were 
compositions of the same rambling character, as far as we can 
judge from the scanty fragments remaining? The Orchomenian 

Epicor. Greecorum; Wiillner, Be Cyclo of Hegesinous the same with the Ama- 
EpicOjP.48—66; and Mr Fynes Clin- zoma: mSuidas(v rO/*ijpos)the latter 
ton’s Chronology, vol hi. p 849—869. is among the poems ascribed to Homer. 

i Welcker, JDer Epische Cyklus, p. Leatsch (Tliebaidos Oyclicse Reh- 
266—266, Apollod6r. n 7, 7; Bioadr. quia, p. 12—14) views the Thebais and 
iv. 87,0. Mtlller,Donans,i. 28. the Bpigom as different parts of the 

3 Welcker (Ber Epische Cyklus, p. same poem. 
209) considers the Aikmaflms as the a See the Fragments of Hesiod, 
same with the Epigom, and the Atthis EumOlus, Kiwetlidn, and Asms, in the 
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epic poet Chersias, of whom two lines only are preserved to us by 
Pausauias, may reasonably be referred to the same category.1 

The oldest of the epic poets, to whom any date, carrying with 
it the semblance of authority, is assigned, is Arktmus Epic poets 

of Miletus, who is placed by Eusebius in the first p?obabLe 
Olympiad, and by Suidas in the ninth. Eugammon, dates, 

the author of the Telegonia, and the latest of the catalogue, is 
placed m the fifty-third Olympiad, B.c. 566. Between these two 
we find Asius and LeschSs, about the thirtieth Olympiad,—a time 
when the vein of the ancient epic was drying up, and when other 
forms of poetry—elegiac, iambic, lyric and choric—had either 
already arisen, or were on the point of arising, to compete 
with it.3 

It has already been stated in a former chapter, that in the 
early commencements of prose-writing, Hekatseus, E 10C cle 
Pherekydes, and other logographers, made it their piccyc 
business to extract from the ancient fables something like a 
continuous narrative chronologically arranged. It was upon a 
principle somewhat analogous that the Alexandrine literati, 
about the second century before the Christian sera,1 arranged the 
multitude of old epic poets into a series founded on the supposed 
order of time m the events narrated—beginning with the inter¬ 
marriage of Uranus and Gma, and the Theogony—and concluding 
with the death of Odysseus by the hands of his son Telegonus. 
This collection passed by the name of the Epic cycle, and the 
poets, whose compositions were embodied in it, were termed 
Cyclic poets. Doubtless the epical treasures of the Alexandrine 

collections of Marktseheffel, DUntzer, 
Gottling, and Gaisford. 

1 have already, in going over the 
ground of Grecian legend, referred to 
all these lost poems m their proper 
places. 

1 Pausan. ix, 88, 6; Plutarch, Sept. 
Sap, Oonv p 150. 

2 See Mr. Clinton’s Fasti Hellemci, 
about the dato of Arktinus, vol. i. p 
850. 

8 Perhaps Zenodotua, the superin¬ 
tendent of the Alexandrine library 
under Ptolemy Philadelphus, in the 
third century B.c.: there is a Scholion 
on Plautus, published not many yoars 
ago by Osann, and since more fully by 
Kitscnl,—'“ Caserns in commento Oo- 

moediarura Anatophanis in Pluto— 
Alexander ACtolus, et Lycophron 
Chalcidensis, et Zenodotua EphesiuSj 
impulsu regia Ptolemrei, Pliiladelphi 
cognomonto, artis poetices libios in 
unum collegorunt et m oidmem rede- 
gerunt; Alexander tragoedias, Lyco¬ 
phron, comcedias, Zenodotus vero 
Homeri poemata et rehnuorum lllus- 
trmni poetarum” See Lange, TJeber 
die Kyklischen Dichter, p 50 (Mainz, 
1837); Welcker, Per Epische Cyklus, 
p. 8; Kitschl, Pie Alexandrimschen 
Bibliotheken, p. 3 (Breslau, 1838). 

Lange disputes the sufficiency of 
this passage as proof that Zenodotus 
was the framer of the Epic Cycle: his 
grounds aie however unsatisfactory to 
me. 
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library were larger than had ever before been brought together 

and submitted to men both of learning and leisure; so that 

multiplication of such compositions in the same museum rendered 

it advisable to establish some fixed order of perusal, and to copy 

them in one corrected and uniform edition.1 It pleased the 

critics to determine precedence neither by antiquity nor by 

excellence of the compositions themselves, but by the supposed 

sequence of narrative, so that the whole taken together constituted 

a readable aggregate of epical antiquity. 

Much obscurity2 exists, and many different opinions have been 

expressed, respecting this Epic Cycle: I view it, not as an exclu¬ 

sive canon, but simply as an all-comprehensive classification, with 

a new edition founded thereupon. It would include all the epic 
poems in the library older than the Telegoma, and apt for con¬ 

tinuous narrative: it would exclude only two classes—first, the 

recent epic poets, such as Panyasis and Antimachus; next, the 

genealogical and desultory poems, such as the Catalogue of Women, 

the Eoiai, and others, which could not be made to fit in to any 

What the chronological sequence of events.8 Both the Iliad and 

was—Yi?6 Odyssey were comprised in the Cycle, so that the 

men? of the c^enoinina^on cyclic poet did not originally or 
poems ac- designedly carry with it any association of contempt 

continuity But as great an<l capital poems were chiefly spoken 
of narrative, of by themselves, or by the title of their own separate 

authors, so the general name of poets of the Gycte came gradually 

1 That there existed a cyclic copy or but the e/cSoo-is or edition was complete 
edition of the Odyssey (>7 kvkXik^) is without them 
proved by two passages in the Scholia 2 Respecting the great confusion in 
(xvi 195, xvii. 25), with Boeckh’s re- which the Epic Cycle is involved, see 
mark in Buttmann’s edition: this was the striking declaration of Buttmann, 
the Odyssey copied or edited along Addenda ad Scholia m Odysseam, p. 
with the othei poems of the cycle. 575 , compare the opinions of the dif- 

Our word to edit—or editvyrv-mg- ferent cutics, as enumerated at the 
gests ideas not exactly suited to the end of Welcker’s treatise, Episoh. Cyk. 
proceedings of the Alexandrine librai y, p. 420—453 
m which we cannot expect to find any- 3 Our information respecting the 
thing like what is now called publica- Epic Cycle is derived from Eutychius 
tion. That magnificent establishment, Broclus, a literary man of Sicca during 
possessing a large collection of epical the second century of the Christian 
manuscripts, anu ample means of every tera, and tutor of Marcus Antoninus 
kind at command, would naturally de- (Jul. Capitolm Vit Marc, c 2)—not 
sire to have these compositions putm fiom Proclus, called Diadockus, the 
older and corrected by skilful hands, new-Platonicphilosopher of the fifth 
and then carefully copied for the use century, as Ileyne, Mr. Clinton, and 
of the library. Such copy constitutes others have imagined The fragments 
the cyclic edition: they might peihaps from his work called Chrestomathia 
cause or permit duplicates to be made, give arguments of several of the lost 
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to be applied only to the worst, and thus to imply vulgarity or 
common-place; the more so as many of the inferior compositions 
included m the collection seem to have been anonymous, and 
their authors in consequence describable only under some such 
common designation as that of the cyclic poets. It is in this 
manner that we are to explain the disparaging sentiment con¬ 
nected by Horace and others with the idea of a cyclic writer, 
though no such sentiment was implied in the original meaning of 
the Epic Cycle. 

The poems of the Cycle were thus mentioned in contrast and 
antithesis with Homer,1 though originally the Iliad and Odyssey 

cyclic poems connected with the siege 
of Troy, communicating the impel taut 
fact that the Iliad and Odyssey weie 
included in the cycle, and giving the 
following descuption of the principle 
upon which it was arranged —Ata- 
Aa/xjBai/ti fit irepi rov AeyogeVov 
tirtKOV zcvzcAov,^&y apxcTat flit/ <k tijs 
Ovpavov zeal I\rjy 6p.oAoyovp.cVq9 /u£e«s 

. . . zeal irtparovrat 6 artzeoy zcizzcAoy, 
eze 8t.a<f>6pu)V iroiqTwv <rvfnr\YipovfitvQst 
fieXpi Tqy jxTro/SJao'tws 'Ofivcrcrttoy .... 
Atytti fie <!>$ rov ivucov zevzcAov ra 7roriJ- 
fiaTCL Siatrw^erat zeal yiroufia^lrat rozy 
iroAAoty, ovx ovrw fita tt)V aptrqv, toy 
fizA r)}v aKQhovOtav rwv «v atzrg 
npa.yfi<Lr<ov (ap Pliotium, cod. 230) 

This much-commented passage, 
while it clearly marks out the cardinal 
principle of the Epic Cycle (az<oAov0£a 
irpayp.arwv), neither afhimH nor demos 
anything respecting the excellence of 
the constituent poems Proclus speaks 
of the taste common in Ins own time 
(orffovfia^t-rat roly rroAAoty): thore was 
not much relish in his time for tlieso 
poems as such, but people were much 
interested m the sequence of epical 
events. 

The abstracts, which he hunw.f 
drew up m the 101x11 of arguments of 
several poems, show that He adapted 
himself to this taste We cannot col¬ 
lect from his words that he intended 
to express any opinion of his own re¬ 
specting the goodness or badness <?f 
the cyclic poems. . 

1 The gradual growth of a contemp¬ 
tuous feeling towards the senptor 
cyclicw (Horai. Ars Poetic. 136), which 
was not originally implied in the namo, 
is well set forth by Lange (TJebor die 
Kyklisch. Dicht. p. 53—66). 

Both Lange (p. 36—41) however and 
Ulrica (Gescnichte des Griech. Epos, 

9te Vorles p 418) adopt another 
opinion with respect to the cycle, 
which I tlimk unsupported and inad¬ 
missible,—that the several constituent 
poems were not received into it entne 
(t.e with only such changes as were 
requisite foi a corrected text), but cut 
down and abndged m such mannei as 
to produce an exact continuity of nai- 
rative. Lange even imagines that the 
cyclic Odyssey was thus dealt with. 
But theie seems no evidence to coun¬ 
tenance this theoiy, which would con¬ 
vert the Alexandrine literati from 
critics into logogiapheis That the 
cyclic Iliad and Odyssey were the 
samo in the main (allowing for cor¬ 
rections of text) as the common Iliad 
and Odyssey, is shown by the fact, 
that Proclus merely names them in 
the souos without giving any abstiact 
of their contents. they weie too well 
known to render such a procoss noces* 
saiy. Nor does either the language of 
Proclus or that of (Jeecius as applied to 
Zenodotus, indicate any transformation 
applied to the poets whose woiks are 
described to have been brought to¬ 
gether and put into a certain order. 

The hypothesis of Lango is founded 
upon the idea that the (dzcoAovfifa irpay- 
fiartau) continuity of narrated events 
must necessauly have been exact and 
without break, as if the whole consti¬ 
tuted one work. But this would not 
be possible, lot the framers do what 
they might * moreover, m the attempt, 
the individuality of all the constituent 
poets must have been sacrificed, m 
such maimer that it would be absuid 
to discuss their separate merits. 

The continuity of narrative m the 
Epic Cycle could not have been more 
than approximative,—as complete as 
the poems composing it would admit: 
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liad “both been included among them: and this alteration of the 
meaning of the word has given birth to a mistake as to the 
primary purpose of the classification, as if it had been designed 
especially to part off the inferior epic productions from Homer. But 
while some critics are disposed to distinguish the cyclic poets too 
pointedly from Homer, I conceive that Welcker goes too much 
mto the other extreme, and identifies the cycle too closely with 
Relation of that poet. He construes it as a classification delibe- 
cycie to rately framed to comprise all the various productions 
Homer of the Homeric epic, with its unity of action and com¬ 
parative paucity both of persons and adventures—as opposed to 
the Hesiodic epic, crowded with separate persons and pedigrees, 
and destitute of central action as well as of closing catastrophe. 
This opinion does indeed comcide to a great degree with the fact, 
inasmuch as few of the Hesiodic epics appear to have been included 
in the Cycle. To say that none were included, would be too 
much, for we cannot venture to set aside either the Theogony or 
the iEgimius; but we may account for their absence perfectly 
well without supposing any design to exclude them, foi it is 
obvious that their rambling character (like that of the 
Metamorphoses of Ovid) forbade the possibility of interweaving 
them in any continuous series. Continuity m the series of narrated 
events, coupled with a certain degree of antiquity in the poems, 
being the principle on which the arrangement called the Epic 
Cycle was based, the Hesiodic poems generally were excluded, not 
from any preconceived intention, but because they could not be 
brought into harmony with such orderly reading. 

What were the particular poems which it comprised, we cannot 
now determine with exactness. Welcker arranges them as fol¬ 

lows :—Titanomachia, Danais, Amazonia (or Attlns), 
were\n-6mS CEdipodia, Thebais (or expedition of Amphiarahs), 
tbedcycie Epigoni (or Alkmsednis), Minyas (or Phokais), Capture 

of CEchalia, Cyprian Verses, Iliad, .Ethiopia, Lesser 
Iliad, IXiupersis or ^the Taking of Troy, Returns of the Heroes, 
Odyssey, and Telegonia. Wuellner, Lange, and Mr. Fynes 

nevertheless it would be correct to say 
that the poems were arranged in senes 
upon this pnnciple and upon no other. 
The librarians might have arranged in 
like maimer the vast mass of tragedies 

in their possession (if they had chosen 
to do so) upon the principle of sequence 
w the subjects: had they done so, the 
senes would have formed a Tragic 
Cycle. 
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Clinton enlarge tlxe list of cyclic poems still fartlier.1 But all 
sucli reconstructions of the Cycle are conjectural and destitute of 
authority. The only poems which we can affirm on positive 
grounds to have been comprehended in it, are, first, the series 
respecting the heroes of Troy, from the Cypria to the Telegoma, 
of which Proclus has preserved the arguments, and which includes 
the Iliad and Odyssey—next, the old Thebais, which is expressly 
termed cyclic2 in order to distinguish it from the poem of the same 
name composed by Antimachus. In regard to other particular 
compositions, we have no evidence to guide us, either for admis¬ 
sion or exclusion, except our general views as to the scheme upon 
which the Cycle was framed. If my idea of that scheme be cor¬ 
rect, the Alexandrine critics arranged therein all their old epical 
treasures, down to the Telegonia—the good as well as the bad ; 
gold, silver, and iron—provided only they could be pieced in with 
the narrative series. But I cannot venture to include, as Mr. 
Clinton does, the Europia, the Phor6nis, and other poems of 
which we know only the names, because it is uncertain whether 
their contents were such as to fulfil that primal y condition. Nor 
can I concur with him in thinking that, where there were two or 
more poems of the same title and subject, one of them must neces¬ 
sarily have been adopted into the Cycle to the exclusion of the 
others. There may have been two Theogonies, or two Herakleias, 
both comprehended in the Cycle ; the purpose being (as I before 
remarked), not to sift the better from the worse, but to determine 
some fixed order, convenient for reading and reference, amidst a 
multiplicity of scattered compositions, as the basis of anew, entire, 
and corrected edition. 

Whatever may have been the principle on which the cyclic 
poems were originally strung together, they are all 
now lost, except those two unnvalled diamonds, whose ah! odyssey 

brightness, dimming all the rest, has alone sufficed to 
confer imperishable glory even upon the earliest the cycle 

phase of Grecian life. It has been the natural pnvi- preserved’ 
lege of the Iliad and Odyssey, from the rise of Grecian philology 
down to the present day, to provoke an intense curiosity, which, 

i Welcker, Der Epische Cyklus, p. 
87—41; Wuellner, De Cydo Epico, p 
43 seq , Lange, Leber die Kyklischen 
Dichter, p 47; Clinton, Fasti Hellemci, 

vol i. p 349 

2 Schol Pindar. Olyznp. vi. 26; 
Athene, xt p 465. 
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even in the historical and literary days of Greece, there were no 
assured facts to satisfy. These compositions are the monuments 
of an age essentially religious and poetical, but essentially also 
unphilosophical, unreflecting, and unrecording. The nature of 
the case forbids our having any authentic transmitted knowledge 
respecting such a period ; and the lesson must be learnt, hard and 
painful though it be, that no imaginable reach of critical acumen 
will of itself enable us to discriminate fancy from reality, m the 
absence oi a tolerable stock of evidence. After the numberless 
comments and acrimonious controversies1 to which the Homeric 
poems have given rise, it can hardly be said that any of the points 
Curiosity originally doubtful have obtained a solution such as 
which these to command universal acquiescence. To glance at all 
provoke^ these controversies, however briefly, would far trans- 
satmfy^fc0 cen^ the present work. But the most 

abridged Grecian history would be incomplete without 
some inquiry respecting the Poet (so the Greek critics in their 
veneration denominated Homer), and the productions which pass 
now, or have heretofore passed, under his name. 

Who or what was Homer ? What date is to be assigned to 
him % What were his compositions ? 

A person, putting these questions to Greeks of different towns 
and ages, would have obtained answers widely discrepant and 
contradictory. Since the invaluable labours of Aristarchus and 
the other Alexandrine critics on the text of the Iliad and 
Odyssey, it has indeed been customary to regard those two 
(putting aside the Hymns and a few other minor poems) as being 
the only genuine Homeric compositions: and the literary men 
called Chonzontes, or the Separators, at the head of whom were 
Xen6n and Hellanikus, endeavoured still farther to reduce the 
number by disconnecting the Iliad and Odyssey, and pointing 
out that both could not be the work of the same author. 

i It is a memorable illustration of positions of contemporary criticB and 
that bitterness which has so much poets, to declare what conclusion 
disgraced the controversies of literary he had come to (Paus. is. 80, 2): 
men m all ages (I fear we can make no nepl Si 'Ho-tSSov re teal 'O/wjpov, 
exception), when we find P&us&m&s iro\virpay/iovij<ravrt «s t£> £Kptj3<f<rraTOV 
saying that he had examined into the ov pot ypdfyeiv ijSv ijv, iirurrafj.4v<p rb 
ages of Hesiod and Homer with the <f>tXainov akxtav re ko.1 ov\ fourra o<rot 
most laborious scrutiny, but that he tear' ept eirl Troiijcret ru>y fimv /ea0«t<rrJj- 
knew too well the calumnious dis- <ecro.v. 
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Throughout the whole course of Grecian antiquity, the Iliad and 
the Odyssey, and the Hymns, have been received as Different 

Homeric. But if we go back to the time of Herodotus, ^nbed 
or still earlier, we find that several other epics also to Homer, 

were ascribed to Homer—and there were not wanting1 critics, 
earlier than the Alexandrine age, who regarded the whole Epic 
Cycle, together with the satirical poem called MargitSs, the 
Batrachomyomachia, and other smaller pieces, as Homeric works. 
The cyclic Thebais and the Epigoni (whether they be two 
separate poems, or the latter a second part of the former) were in 
early days currently ascribed to Homer : the same was the case 
with the Cyprian "Verses : some even attributed to him several 
other poems,2 the Capture of CEclialia, the Lesser Iliad, the 
Phokais, and the Amazonia. The title of the poem called 
Thebais to be styled Homeric depends upon evidence more 
ancient than any which can be produced to authenticate the 
Iliad and the Odyssey. for Kallinus, the ancient elegiac poet 
(b c. 640) mentioned Homer as the author of it—and his opinion 
was sliaied by many other competent judges3 From the 
remarkable description given by Herodotus of the expulsion of 
the rhapsodes from SikyOn, by the despot Kleisthenes, in the 
time of Solon (about b.c. 580), we may form a probable judgment 
that the Thebais and the Epigoni were then rhapsodised at Sikyon 
as Homeric productions.4 And it is clear from the language of 

A See the extract of Pioclus, in 
Photius, Ood 239 

2 Suidas, v 'O/xrjpo?; Eustath. ad 
Iliad, li p 330 

3 Pausan ix 9,3 The name of Kal¬ 
linus m that passage seems certainly 
correct, Tu 66 tin] ravra (the Thebais) 
KaAAti'oy a<£i/c<5p.ei'OS avrSiv «? p.wmiji', 
G<f>ycrev *Op.y)pov rbv Tm^cravra etvcu • 
KaAA(v<p Bi iroAAot re /cat aftoi K6yov 
Kara ravra eyvoHrav, ’Ey& Bt r^v irotTj- 
<riv raiirrjv p.era ye TAtafia /cat’Ofiucraretai/ 
eitaivta pakicrra 

To the same purpose the author of 
the Oertamen ot Btesiod and Homer, 
andthepseudo-Herodotus(Vit Homer 
C. 9). The ’Apw^tapeco e£e\am'a, alluded 
to in Suidas as the production of 
Homer, may he reasonably identified 
■with the Thebais (Suidas, v. vO/«jpos). 

The cyclograpner Dionysius, who 
affirmed that Homer had lived both m 
the Theban and the Trojan wars, must 

2- 

have recognised that poet as author of 
the Thebais as well as of the Hiad (ap. 
Prod ad Hesiod, p 3) 

4 Heiodot V 67 yelp 
’Apyetoicri noKeu.-j<ra<s—rovro (lev, pa\f/(?~ 
Soi/g eiravtrev ev SiKvjbvi dyutv^ecrdai.^ 
rSiV 'O/AYipcCav iireoiv ei've/ea, on *Apyctot 
re koi *Apyos rd iroAAa irdvra^ vfxvearat,— 
rovro fie, i]p<pov yap /cat ecrri iv avrff 
rff ayop<j ro>v '2,lkvu)vio)v "ABprjcrrov rov 
TaAaov rovrov eireQvp,r^Te o KkstaQetnjt, 
e6vra ’Apyetov, e/cjSaAeu' e/c rns 
Herodotus then goes on to relate how 
KleisthenSs earned into effect his pur¬ 
pose of banishing the hero Adrastus: 
first, he applied to the Delphian Apollo 
for permission to do so directly and 
avowedly next, on that permission 
being refused, he made application to 
the Thebans to allow him to introduce 
into Siky6n their hero Melamppus, 
the bitter enemy of Adrastus m the 
old Theban legend; by their consent. 
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Throughout the whole course of Grecian antiquity, the Iliad and 
the Odyssey, and the Hymns, have been received as Different 
Homeric. But it we go back to the time of Herodotus, |^nbed 
or still earlier, we find that several other epics also to Homer, 

were ascribed to Homer—and there were not wanting1 critics, 
earliei than the Alexandrine age, who regarded the whole Epic 
Cycle, together with the satmcal poem called Margins, the 
Batrachomyomachia, and other smaller pieces, as Homeric works 
The cyclic Thebais and the Epigom (whether they be two 
separate poems, or the latter a second part of the former) were in 
early days currently ascribed to Homer : the same was the case 
with the Cyprian Verses: some even attributed to him several 
other poems,2 the Capture of (Echalia, the Lesser Iliad, the 
Phokais, and the Amazonia. The title of the poem called 
Thebais to be styled Homeric depends upon evidence more 
ancient than any which can be produced to authenticate the 
Hiad and the Odyssey: for Kallinus, the ancient elegiac poet 
(b o. 640) mentioned Homer as the author of it—and his opinion 
was shared by many other competent judges.3 Erom the 
remarkable description given by Herodotus of the expulsion of 
the rhapsodes from Sikyon, by the despot KleisthenSs, in the 
time of Solon (about b.c. 580), we may form a probable judgment 
that the Thebais and the Epigom were then rhapsodised at Sikyon 
as Homeric productions.4 And it is clear from the language of 

1 See the extract of Pioclus, in 
Pholms, Ood 2S9 

2 Suidas, v vO/ATjpoff; Eu&tath. ad 
Hiad u p 330 

3 Pausan. ix 9,3 The name of Kal¬ 
linus m that passage seems ceitamly 
correct, Td fie tiry ravra (the Thebais) 
KoWlpos d<£iK<5/xei>os avr&v Is /Avnfirjv, 
£<f>r)(rev *Opnjpoy rbv iroi^cravra etj/at* 
KaAA.tj/<£) 8« jroAAot t« /eat afiot Adyov 
Kara. ravTa eyvtacrav *Eyfi) fie itcmj- 
<rtv tolvttiv jjtMrd ye ’IAidfia. Kat’Ofiveroretav 
eiraivSi lA&kicrra. 

To the same purpose the author of 
the Certamen of Hesiod and Homer, 
and the pseudo-Herodotus (Vit Homer. 
C. 9). The ’Af*4>tap&> ij-ekacrCa, alluded 
to in Suidas as the production of 
Homer, may be reasonably identified 
with the Thebais (Suidas, v 'O/njpos). 

The cyclograpner Dionysius, who 
affirmed mat Homer had lived both m 
the Theban and the Tiojan wars, must 

2- 

have recognised that poet as author of 
the Thebais as well as of the Hiad (ap. 
Piocl ad Hesiod p 3). 

4 Heiodot v 67. KAeitrfllvijs^ yap 
’Apyct'otat TroAep^jcras—tovto p.ev, pay<p- 
SoOff eiravcrev ev St/cvem &ytavCgccrBeutf 
rS>v ‘O/xijpeiW iirmv etvejta, ort *Apye?ot 
re koa *Apyos rb. irokka irdvra vpti/earat— 
rovro fie, iiptpov yap Ijy /cat ecrrt iv avrff 

ayop$ rSiv 'Zuamvmv 'Afipijcrroi/ rov 
aXaov rovrov eireOvprjtre o KAei<r0eV>7?, 

iovra ’Apyetov, bcfiakeiv Ik rivs ^tSpv]?. 
Herodotus then goes on to relate how 
KleisthenSs earned into effect his puT- 

ose of bamshmg the hero Adrastus: 
rst,he applied to the Delphian Apollo 

for permission to do so directly and 
avowedly* next, on that permission 
being lefused, he made application to 
the Thebans to allow him to introduce 
into Sikydn their hero Melamppus, 
the bitter enemy of Adrastus in the 
old Theban legend; by their consent. 
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Herodotus, tliat in his time the general opinion ascribed to Homer 
both the Cyprian Verses and the Epigom, though he himself 
dissents.1 In spite of such dissent, however, that historian must 
have conceived the names of Homer and Hesiod to be nearly 
co-extensive with the whole of the ancient epic, otherwise he 
would hardly have delivered his memorable judgment, that they 
two were the framers of Grecian Tlieogony. 

That many different cities laid claim to the birth of Homer 
(seven is rather below the tiuth, and Smyrna and Chios are the 
most prominent among them) is well known, and most of 
them had legends to tell respecting hie romantic parentage, 

he consecrated a chapel to Melanippus 
m the most commanding part of the 
Sikyoman agora, and then transferred 
to the newly-imported hero the rites 
and festivals which had before been 
given to Adrastus 

Taking into conjunction all the 
points of this veiy curious tale, I 
venture to think that the lhapsodes 
incurred the displeasure of KleisthenGs 
by reciting, not the Homeric lhad, but 
the Homeric Thebais and Epigom* The 
formei does not answer the conditions 
of the nairative, the latter fulfils 
them accuiately 

1 It cannot be said even by the 
utmost latitude of speech, that in 
the Iliad “Little else is sung except 
Argos and the Argeians”—(“in illis 
ubiaue fore nonnisi Argos et Argivi 
celebrantur is the translation of 
Schweighauser) Argos is rarely men¬ 
tioned m it, and never exalted into 
any pnraai y impol tance the Argeians, 
as inhabitants of Argos separately, 
aie never noticed at all. that name is 
applied in the Iliad, m common with 
Ackceans and Jfanaans, only to the 
general body of Greeks—and even 
applied to them much less frequently 
than the name of Ackceans. 

2 Adrastus is twice, and only twice, 
mentioned m the lhad, as master of 
the wonderful horse Areion and as 
father-in-law of Tydeus, but he makes 
no figure in the poem, and attracts no 
inteiest 

Wherefore, though Kleisthenfis 
might have been ever so much incensed 
against Aigos and Adrastus. there 
seems no reason why he should have 
interdicted the rhapsodes from reciting 
the Iliad. On the other hand, the 
Thebais and Epigoni could not fail to 
provoke him especially. For, 

1 Argos and its inhabitants were 
the grand subject of the poem, and the 
proclaimed assailants m the expedition 
against TliSbes Though the poem 
itself is lost, the first line of if has 
been preserved (Leutsch, Theb. Cycl. 
Rehq. p. 5; compare SophoklSs, (Ed. 
Col 880 with Scholia),— 

*Apyos aeiS«, 0ea, 7roA.vSu/n,ov, ivdev avtuc* 
t«s, &C 

2 Adrastus was king of Argos, and 
the chief of the expedition. 

It is theiefore litorally true, that 
Argos and the Argeians were “the 
buiden of the song” in these two 
poems 

To this we may add— 
1 The rhapsodes would have the 

stiongest motive to tecite the Thebais 
and Epigom at Sikj On, where Adrastus 
was woi shipped and enjoyed so vast a 
popularity, and wheie he even attracted 
to inmselt the choric solemnities which 
in othei towns were given to Dionysus. 

2 The means which KleisthenOs 
took to get rid of Admstus indicates 
a special reference to the Thebais * he 
invited from ThObos the hero Mela¬ 
nippus, the Hector of ThObes m that 
very poem. 

For these reasons I think we may 
conclude that the *Op.>5p«a cm? alluded 
to in this very illustrative story of 
Herodotus are the Thebais and the 
Epigom, not the Iliad. 

i Herodot n 117; iv. 82. The 
words in which Herodotus intimates 
his own dissent from the reigning 
opinion are treated as spurious by 
F A. Wolf; but vindicated by Schweig¬ 
hauser : whether they be admitted or 
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his alleged blindness, and his life of an itinerant hard acquainted 
with poverty and sorrow.1 The discrepancies of Nothing 

statement respecting the date of his reputed exist- endless di- 
ence are no less worthy of remark; for out of the 
eight different epochs assigned to him, the oldest respecting 

differs from the most recent by a period of 460 andPdate of 

years. Homer 

Thus conflicting would have been the answers returned in 
different portions of the Grecian world to any ques- PoetlcaI 
lions respecting the peison of Homer. But there Gens of the 

were a poetical gens (fraternity or guild) m the Ionic Hom6ll<is 
island of Chios, who, if the question had been put to them, 
would have answeied in another manner. To them Homer 
was not a mere antecedent man, of kindled nature with them¬ 
selves, but a divine or semi-divine eponymus and progenitor, 

whom they worshipped in their gentile bacufices, and m whose 
ascendant name and glory the individuality of every member of 

i The Life of Homer, which passes 
falsely undei the name of Heioriotus, 
contains a collection ot these diffei unt 
stones it is supposed to have boon 
wntten about the second century after 
the (Jhustian mi a, but the statements 
which it furnishes aio piobably several 
of them as old as Ephorus (compare 
also Pioclus ap Pliotium, c 230) 

The belief m the blindness of Homer 
is doubtless of fai more ancient date, 
since the circumstance appears men¬ 
tioned in the Homeric Hymn to the 
Delian Apollo, where the bard of 
Chios, in some very touching lines, 
lecommends himself and his stiains to 
the favour of the Delian maidens 
'employed in the worship of Apollo 
This hymn is cited by Thucydides 
as unquestionably authentic, and he 
doubtless accepted the lines as a 
description of the personal condition 
and relations of the author of the Iliad 
and Odyssey (Thucyd m 104): 
Simonides of Keds also calls Homei 
a Chian (Frag. 69, Sclmeidewm) 

There wore also tales which repre¬ 
sented Homer as the contemporary, 
the cousan, and the nval in recited 
composition, of Hesiod, who (it was 
pietended) had vanquished him. See 
the Certamen Homen et Hesiodi, 
annexed to the works of the latter 

also various stones respecting the life 
ot iromoi aie scattered The emperor 
Hadrian consulted the Delphian oracle 
to know who JLomei was, the answer 
of the puestess ropoited linn to be a 
native of Ithaca, the son of Telemachns 
and Epikastu, daughter of NeRtOr 
(Certamon Horn et lies p Ill4) The 
author of this Certamen tells us that 
the authority of the Delphian oracle 
deserves implicit confidence. 

Hellamkus, DamastCs, and Phere- 
kyd6s traced both Homer and Hesiod 
up to Orpheus, tlnough a pedigree of 
ten generations (see htuiz, Fiagment. 
Hellanic fr. 79—144, comp.tie also 
Lobeck’s remarks—AqlttopTinuuia, p S22 
—on the snbiect of these genealogies). 
The computations of these authois 
earlier than lleiodotus are of value, 
because they illustrate the habits of 
mind in which Giecian clnonology 
began. the genealogy might bo easily 
continued backward to any length m 
the past To tiace Homer up to 
Orpheus, however, would not have 
been consonant to the belief of the 
Homdnds 

. The contentions of the different 
cities which disputed for the birth of 
Homer, and indeed all the legendary 
anecdotes circulated m antiquity 
respecting the poet, are copiously 
discussed m Welcker, Der Epische 
Cyklus (p. 194—199). 
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the gens was merged. The compositions of each separate 
Homend, or the combined efforts of many of them in conjunction, 
were the works of Homer: the name of the individual bard 
perishes and his authorship is forgotten, hut the common gentile 
father lives and grows m xenown, from generation to generation, 
by the genius of his self-renewing sons. 

Such was the conception entertained of Homer by the poetical 
Homer, the gens called Homtbi&se or Hom$rids; and m the 
human general obscurity of the whole case, I lean towards it 

and fafchei 35 ttie most Plausi^e conception. Homer is not only 
of tins Gens the reputed author of the various compositions 
emanating from the gentile members, but also the recipient of the 
many different legends and of the divine genealogy, which it 
pleases their imagination to confer upon him. Such manufacture 
of fictitious personality, and such perfect incorporation of the 
entities of religion and fancy with the real world, is a process 
familiar and even habitual m the retrospective vision of the 
Greeks.1 

It is to he remarked that the poetical gens here brought to 
view, the HomSrids, are of indisputable authenticity. Their 
existence and their considerations were maintained down to the 
historical times in the island of Chios 2 If the Hom^nds were 
still conspicuous even m the days of Akusilaus, Pindar, Hellanikus, 
and Plato, when their productive invention had ceased, and when 
they had become only guardians and distributors, in common with 
others, of the treasures bequeathed by their predecessors—far more 
exalted must their position have been three centuries before, 
while they were still inspired creators of epic novelty, and when 
the absence of writing assured to them the undisputed monopoly 
of their own compositions.8 

i Even .Aristotle ascribed to Homer 
a divine parentage* a damsel of the 
isle of Ios, pregnant by some God, vras 
earned off by pirates to Smyrna at the 
time of the Ionic emigration, and there 
gave bnth to the poet (Anstotel. ap. 
Plutarch Vit. Homer, p 1059). 

Plato seems to have considered 
Homer as having been an itinerant 
rhapsode, poor and almost fnendless 
(BepubLp 600). 

Pindar, Nem. li. 1, and Scholia; 
Akusilaus, Fragm. Si, Didot; Harpo- 

kration, v. ‘OjtwjpiSca: Hellanic. Fr 55, 
Didot; Strabo, xiv. p 645 

It seems by a passage of Plato 
(Phsedrus, p. 252), that the HomOndee 
piofessed to possess unpublished veises 
of their ancestral poet—a7ro0tra 
Compare Plato, Republic p. 599, and 
Isocrat. Helen p 218 

s Nitzsch (De IlisfconfL Homeri, 
Fascic 1, p. 128, Fascic 2, p 71), and 
Ulrici (Geschichte der Episch Poesie, 
vol, i. p 240—881) question the antiquity 
of the Hom&nd gens, and limit their 
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Homer, then, is no individual man, but the divine or heroic 
father (the ideas of worship and ancestry coalescing, as they 
constantly did in the Grecian mind) of the gentile Homends, and 
he is the author of the Thebais, the Epigom, the Cyprian Verses, 
the Procerus or Hymns, and other poems, in the same sense in 
which he is the author of the Iliad and Odyssey—assuming that 
these various compositions emanate, as perhaps they may, from 
•different individuals numbered among the Homends. But this 
disallowance of the historical personality of Homer is quite 
distinct from the question, with which it has been often con¬ 
founded, whether the Iliad and Odyssey aie originally entire 
poems, and whether by one author or otherwise. To us the name 
of Homer means these two poems, and little else: we desire to 
know as much as can be learnt respecting their date, their 
original composition, their preservation, and their mode of 
communication to the public. All these questions are more or 
less complicated one with the other. 

Concerning the date of the poems, we have no other information 
except the vauous affirmations respecting the age of what may 
Homer, which differ among themselves (as I have be the dates 
before observed) by an interval of 460 years, and iiiadand 
■which for the most part determine the date of Homer 0tiysaey* 
by reference to some other event, itself fabulous and unauthenti¬ 
cated—such as the Trojan war, the Beturn of the Herakleids, or 

functions to simple reciters, denying i. p 324; and the treatise, Ueber die 
that they ever compobed songs or Sikcler in der Odyssee, in the Rhein- 
poems of then own Yet these gentee, isches Museum, 1828, p 257 ; and 
such as the Euneidse, the Lykomidce, Boeckh, m the Index of Contents to 
the Butadse, the Talthybiadas, the his Lectures of 1834. 
descendants of Cheirdn at Peli6n, <fcc., “ The Sage Vyasa (observes Profes- 
tbe Hesychid® (Schol Sophocl CEdip sorWilson,System of Hindu Mythology, 
Col 489) (the acknowledged parallels Introd p lxn ) is represented, not as 
of the HomfindoO, may be surely all the author, but as theanangerand corn- 
considered as belonging to the earliest piler of the Vedas and the Purdnds 
known elements ox Grecian history: His name denotes his character, 
rarely at least, if evei, can such gens, moaning the wronger or distributor 
with its tnpartite character of civil, (Welcker gives the same meaning ,to 
leligious and piofessionaJ, beshownto the name Momar), and the recurrence 
have commenced at any recent period of many Vyasos,—many individuals 
And in the early tames, composer and who new modelled the Hindu scrrp- 
smger were one person * often at least, tures,—has nothing in it that is 
though probably not always, the bard improbable, except the fabulous in- 
combmed both functions The Homeric tervals by which their labours are 
do i$<5s bmgs lus own compositions; separated” Individual authorship and 
and it is reasonable to imagine that the thirst of peisonal distinction are in 
many of the early HomSnds did the this case also buried under one great 
•same and common name, as in the case of 

See Niebuhr, Romisch. Gesch. vol Homer. 
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separate and special, like that of the carpenter, the leech, or the 
prophet: his manner and enunciation must have required par¬ 
ticular training no less than his imaginative faculty. His character 
presents itself in the Odyssey as one highly esteemed; and in 
the Iliad, even Achilles does not disdain to touch the lyie with 
his own hands, and to sing heroic deeds.1 Not only did the Iliad 
and Odyssey, and the poems embodied in the Epic Cycle, produce 
all their impression and gain all their renown by this process of 
oral delivery, but even the lyric and chonc poets who succeeded 
them were known and felt in the same way by the general public, 
even after the full establishment of habits of reading among let¬ 
tered men. While in the case of the epic, the recitation or singing 
had been extremely simple and the measure comparatively little 
diversified, with no other accompaniment than that of the four- 
stnnged harp—all the variations superinduced upon the original 
hexameter, beginning with the pentameter and iambus, and 
proceeding step by step to the complicated strophes of Pindar and 
the tragic writers, still left the general effect of the poetry greatly 
dependent upon voice and accompaniments and pointedly dis¬ 
tinguished from mere solitary reading of the words. And m the 
dramatic poetry, the last in order of time, the declamation and 
Lyric and gesture of the speaking actor alternated with the song 
chonc and dance of the Chorus, and with the instruments of 
ratencied musicians, the whole being set off by imposing visible 
for the ear decorations. Now both dramatic effect and song are 
familiar in modern times, so that every man knows the difference 
between reading tbe words and hearing them under the appropriate 
circumstances : but poetry, as such, is, and has now long been, 
so exclusively enjoyed by reading, that it requires an especial 
memento to bring us back to tbe time when tbe Iliad and 
Odyssey were addressed only to tbe ear and feelings of a 
promiscuous and sympathising multitude. Readers there were 

the others are largely interpolated iPhemius, Demodolais and the 
His opinion respecting these interpola* nameless bard -who guai ded the fidelity 
tions, however, is disputed by Franke of KlyteemnGstra, bear out this posi- 
<Pnefat.adHymn Homeric pix-xix.), tion (Odyss 1 155; lii 267, vrn 490; 
and the distinction between what is xxi 350, Achilles in Iliad, ix. 190). 
genuine and what is spurious depends A degree of inviolability seems 
upon criteria not very distinctly assign- attached to the person of the bard as 
able Compare Ulnci, Gesch. der Ep. well as to that of the herald (Odyss. 
Poesie, p. 885—391. xxn. 356—357). 
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none, at least until the century preceding Solon and Peisistratus: 
from that time forward, they gradually increased both m number 
and influence ; though doubtless small, even m the most literary 
period of Greece, as compared with modern European society. So 
far as the production of beautiful epic poetry was concerned, 
however, the select body of instructed readers furnished a less 
potent stimulus than the unlettered and listening crowd of the 

■earlier periods. The poems of Choenlus and Antimachus, towards 
the close of the Peloponnesian war, though admired by erudite 
men, never acquired popularity; and the Emperor Hadrian 
failed m his attempt to bring the latter poet into fashion at the 
expense of Homer1 

It will be seen by what has been here stated, that that class 
of men, who formed the medium of communication ofthe 

between the verse and the ear, were of the highest clabsof 

importance m the ancient world, and especially m simferl, and 

the earlier periods of its career—the bards and recifceis* 
rhapsodes for the epic, the singers for the lyric, the actors and 
singers jointly with the dancers for the chorus and drama. The 
lync and dramatic poets taught with their own lips the delivery 
of their compositions, and so prominently did this business of 
teaching present itself to the view of the public, that the name 
Didaskaha, by which the dramatic exhibition was commonly 
designated, derived from thence its origin. 

Among the number of rhapsodes who frequented the festivals 
at a time when Grecian cities were multiplied aud easy of access, 
for the recitation of the ancient epic, there must have been of 
course great differences of excellence; but that the more con- 

1 Sjpartfan, Vit Hadnan. p. 8; Dio factum est in GiteciA, quum populus 
Cass Ixix. 4; Plut. Tim. c 315 e& sotate, quam pueritiam dicere possis. 

There are some good observations peracta, partim ad res senas tnstesque, 
on this point m Nuke's comments on pohticas maxirae—easque multo, quam 
Chceulus, ch viit p. 59 — antea, impeditiores—abstrahebatur: 

partim epic#* poeseos portaesus, ex alus 
“ Habpt hoc epica poesis, vera ilia, poeseos genenbus, quae turn nasce- 

cujus perfectissiraam normam agnosci- bantur, novum efc diversum oblecta- 
muS Homencam—habot hoc proprium, menti genus primo pi .xssagire sibi, 
ut non m possession© viroiam erudi- deinrte hauiiro, coepit 
torum, sed quasi viva sit ot coram Nake lemarks too that the “ splen- 
populo recitanda * ut cum populo didissima et propria Homeric© poeseos 
crescat, ot si populus Doorum et ©tas, ea quae sponte quasi suft, inter 
antiquorum heroum faemora, quod populum et quasi cum populo viveret,* 
prascipuum est epic© poeseos argu- dm not reach below Peisistratus. It 
mentura, aurtire et secum repetere did not, I thmk, reach even so low as 
dedidicent, obmutescat Id vero turn that period. 
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siderable individuals of the class were elaborately trained and 
highly accomplished in the exercise of their profession, we may 
assume as certain. But it happens that Sokrates with his two 
pupils Plato and Xenophon speak contemptuously of their merits, 
and many persons have been disposed, somewhat too readily, to 
admit this sentence of condemnation as conclusive, without 
taking account of the point of view from which it was delivered1 
These philosophers considered Homer and other poets with a view 
to instruction, ethical doctrine, and virtuous practice: they 
analysed the characters whom the poet described, sifted the 
value of the lessons conveyed, and often struggled to discover a 
hidden meaning, where they disapproved that which was 
Rhapsodes apparent. When they found a man like the rhapsode, 
by^heSo^ Pr°fesse<l to impress the Homeric narrative upon 
cratic phi- an audience, and yet either never meddled at all, or 
undeser^3 meddled unsuccessfully, with the business of exposi- 
vediy. tion, they treated him with contempt; indeed Sokrates 
depreciates the poets themselves much upon the same principle, 
as dealing with matters of which they could render no rational 
account.2 It was also the habit of Plato and Xenophon to 
disparage generally professional exertion of talent for the purpose 
of gaining a livelihood, contrasting it often in an indelicate 
manner with the gratuitous teaching and ostentatious poverty of 
their master. But we are not warranted m judging the rhapsodes 

1 Xenoph Memorab. iv. 2, 10; and 
Sympos m. 6 ^ OTcrfla rt o$v edvos 
vjktfuorepov pcuf/aSoiv; .... AtjAov 
yap orl ras vrrovoCas ovk iirCcrravrat 
iv STTj<rt/u,/3poT<i> re teaX ’Ava^LfidvBpta 
jeat aAAoi? rroAAoisirokv SeSaxas apyiipiov, 
«<rre ovSev are ra>v roAAoi) d£iW Kckrjde. 

These oiai are the hidden mean¬ 
ings or allegories which a certain set 
of philosophers nndeitook to discover 
in Homer, and which the Thapsodes 
were no way called upon to study. 

The Platonic dialogue called Idn 
ascribes to I6n the double function 
of a rhapsode or impressive reciter, 
and a critical expositor of the poet 
(Jsokrates also indicates the ^ame 
double character in the rhapsodes of 
Ins time—Panathenaic p. 240); but it 
conveys no solid grounds for a mean 
estimate of the class of rhapsodes, 
while it attests remarkably the striking 
effect produced by their recitation 

(c, 6, p 685) That this class of men 
came to combine the habit of exposi¬ 
tory comment on the poet with their 
original piofession of lecitmg, piovos 
the tendencies of the age, probably it 
also bi ought them into uvalry with 
the philosophers. 

The grounds taken by Aristotle 
(Pioblem xxx. 10, compare Aul. Gol- 
lius, xx 14) against the actors, singers, 
musicians, &c, of his time aie more 
serious, and have more the air of truth 

If it be coirect in Lehrs (de Studns 
Anstarchi, Diss. u. p. 40) to identify 
those early glossographers of Hoinei, 
whose explanations the Alexandrine 
critics so sevetely condemned, with the 
rhapsodes, this only proves that the 
rhapsodes had come to undertake a 
double duty, of which their prede¬ 
cessors before SolOn would never have 
dreamt. 

3 Plato, Apolog. Socrat p. 22, c 7 
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by such a standard. Though they were not philosophers or 
moralists, it was their province—and it had been so, long before 
the philosophical point of view was opened—to bring their poet 
home to the bosoms and emotions of an assembled crowd, and to 
penetrate themselves with his meaning so far as was suitable for 
that purpose, adapting to it the appropriate graces of action and 
intonation. In this their genuine task they were valuable 
members of the Grecian community, and seem to have possessed! 
all the qualities necessary for success. 

These rhapsodes, the successors of the primitive Aoedi or Bards, 
seem to have been distinguished from them by the discontinuance 
of all musical accompaniment. Originally the bard sung, en¬ 
livening the song with occasional touches of the simple four- 
strmged harp : his successor, the rhapsode, recited, holding m his 
hand nothing but a branch of laurel, and depending for effect 
upon voice and manner,—a species of musical and rhythmical 
declamation,1 which gradually increased in vehement emphasis 
and gesticulation until it approached to that of the dramatic 

i Aristotel Poetic c 47; Welcker, 
DerBpisch Cfyklus, TJehei den Voitiag 
der Homenschon Gedichte, pp 310— 
406, ■which collects all the facts respect¬ 
ing the Aoedi and the Thapsoclos. 
Unfortunately the ascei tamed points 
are very few. 

The Laurel branch m the hand of 
the singer or reciter (for the two 
expiossums are often confounded) 
seems to have been peculiar to the 
recitation of Homer and Hesiod 
(Hesiod, Theog 30; Hchol. ad Ans- 
tophan Nub 1307 ; Pausan. x. 7, 2). 
“ Poemata omne genus (says Apuleius, 
Flond p 122. Bipont.) apta wigoe, 
lyra*, socco, cothumo” 

Not only Homer and Hesiod, but 
also Archilochus, were recited by 
rhapsodes (Athense. xii 620 ; also 
Plato, Legg ii. p. 658) Consult, 
besides, Nitzsch, De HisfconA Homeri, 
Fascic. 2, p 114, seq, rebpectmg the 
rhapsodes; and O Miiller, History of 
the Literature of ancient Greece, ch. 
iv. s 8, 

The ideas of singing and speech are 
however often confounded, in reference 
to any verse solemnly and emphatically 
delivered (Thucydid. ii. &3)-^>aor/covr«s 
oi Trpearpvrepoi ira\at $8ear6at. *Hfei 
Awpict/eos ttoA«/aov kcu kotfj&t ap! ai’/r<p. 

And the rhapsodes are said to sing 

Homer (Plato, Eiyxias, c 18, Heysch 
v BaavpujvCois) Stiabo (l p 18) has a 
good passage upon song and speech 

William Grimm (Deutsche Hclden- 
sage, p 373) supposes the ancient 
German heroic lomances to have been 
recited or declaimed in a similar 
manner with a simple accompaniment 
of the harp, as the Seivian heioic lays 
are even ao this time delivered. 

Faunel also tells ns, respecting the 
French Carlovmgmn Epic (Romans do 
Chevalene, Revne des Deux Mondes, 
mu. p. 656)* “The tomances of the 
12th and 13th centunes were really 
sung. the jongleur invited his audience 
to hear a belle chanson d'his ton e,—‘le 
mot chanter ne manque jamais dans 
la formule initiate,'—and it is to be 
understood liteially; the music was. 
simple and intermittent, 'more like a 
recitative; the jongleur earned a 
rebek, or violin with three strings, an 
Arabic instrument; when he wished 
to rest his voice, he played an air or 
retournelle upon this; he went thus 
about from place to place, and the 
romances had no existence among the 
people except through the aid and 
recitations of these jongleurs’'. 

It appears that there had once been 
rhapsodic exhibitions at the festivals 
of Dionysus, but they were discontinued 
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actor. At what time this change took place, or whether the two 
different modes of enunciating the ancient epic may for a certain 
period have gone on simultaneously, we have no means of deter¬ 
minations inning Hesiod receives from the muses a branch 
m the mode of laurel, as a token of his ordination into their 
the Ancient service, which marks him for a rhapsode; while the 
*pic ancient hard with his harp is still recognised m the 
Homeric Hymn to the Delian Apollo, as efficient and popular at 
the Pamomc festivals m the island of Delos.1 Perhaps the 
improvements made in the harps, to which three strings, in 
addition to the original four, were attached by Teipander (bo. 
660), and the growing complication of instrumental music 
generally, may have contributed to discredit the primitive 
accompaniment, and thus to promote the practice of recital: the 
story, that Terpander himself composed music not only for 
hexameter poems of his own, but also for those of Homer, seems 
to indicate that the music which preceded him was ceasing to find 
favour.2 By whatever steps the change from the bard to the 
rhapsode took place, certain it is that before the time of Sol6n, 
the latter was the recognised and exclusive organ of the old Epic; 
sometimes in short fragments before private companies, by single 
rhapsodes—sometimes several rhapsodes in continuous succession 
at a public festival 

(Klearchus ap Athene vii p 275)— 2 Terpander — flee Plutarch do 
probably superseded by the dithyramb Musicft, c 3—4, the facts respecting 
and the tragedy him are collected in Plohn’s Lesbiaoa, 

The etymology ot is a dis- pp, 140—160; but very little can bo 
puted point Welcker traces it to authenticated. 
pajSfios, most critics derive it fiom Stesander at the Pythian festivals 
pairrew boityv, which 0 Muller ex- sang the Homeric battles, with a hair 
plains “to denote the coupling to- accompaniment of his own composition 
gether of verses without any consider- (Athens© xiv. p 368) 
able divisions or pauses,—the even, The principal testimonies respecting 
unbroken, continuous flow of the epic the rhapsodising of the Homeric poems 
poem, * as contrasted with the stropmo at Athens chiefly at the Panathenaic 
or choric periods (i c ) festival, are IsokratOs, Panegyric p 

,1 Homer, Hymn to Apollo, 170 The 74, Lycurgus contra Leocrat p. 101; 
adapts, aotfiq, 6pyv)$u.6s, are constantly Plato. Hipparch. p 228; Diogen. Laert. 
nut together in that hymn * evidently Vit Solon i. 57 
the instrumental accompaniment was Inscriptions attest that rhapsodising 
essential to the hymns at the Ionic festi- continued in great esteem, down to a 
val Compare also the Hymn to HermSs late period of the historical age, both 
<430), where the function ascribed to at Chios and Te6s, especially the 
the Muses can hardly be understood to former: it was the subject of competi- 
include non-musical recitation. The tion by trained youth, and of prises 
Hymn to HerrnSs is more recent than for the victor, at periodical religious 
Terpander, inasmuch as it mentions the solemnities: see Corp.Inscnpt Boeckh, 
seven stimgs of the lyre, v. 50. No. 2214—3088. 
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Respecting the mode in which the Homeric poems were 
preserved, during the two centuries (or, as some think, longer 
interval) between their original composition and the period 
shortly preceding Solon—and respecting their original composi¬ 
tion and subsequent changes—there are wide differ- Atwhat 
ences of opinion among able critics. Were they time the 

preserved with, or without, being written? Was the 
Iliad oilgmally composed as one poem, and the Odyssey 
in like manner, or is each of them an aggregation of 
parts originally self-existent and unconnected 1 Was the author¬ 
ship of each poem single-headed or many-headed ? 

Either tacitly or explicitly, these questions have been generally 
coupled together and discussed with reference to each other, by 
inquiries into the Homeric poems; though Mr. Payne plologo. 

Knight’s Prolegomena have the merit of keeping them ^naj>f 
distinct Half a century ago, the acute and valuable raised new 

Prolegomena of E. A. Wolf, turning to account the Vene- JesifoctS^ 
tian Scholia which had then been recently published, 
first opened philosophical discussion as to the history connected 

of the Homeric text A considerable part of that ^utiioiship 
dissertation (though by no means the whole) is em- with poems 

ployed in vindicating the position, previously an- from the 
nounced by Bentley amongbt others, that the separate ^eginmn#. 
constituent portions of the Iliad and Odyssey had not been 
cemented together into any compact body and unchangeable order 
until the days of Peisistratus, in the sixth century before Christ. 
As a step towards that conclusion, Wolf maintained that no 
written copies of either poem could he shown to have existed 
during the earlier times to which their composition is referred— 
and that without writing, neither the perfect symmetry of so com¬ 
plicated a work could have been originally conceived by any poet, 
nor, if realised by him, transmitted with assurance to posterity. 
The absence of easy and convenient writing, such as must be 
indispensably supposed for long manuscripts, among the early 
Greeks, was thus one of the points in Wolf’s case against the 
primitive integrity of the Iliad and Odyssey. By Nitzseh and 
other leading opponents of Wolf, the connexion of the one with 
the other seems to have been accepted as he originally put it, and 
it has been considered incumbent on those, who defended the 
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The two 
questions 
not neces- 
sarily 
connected, 
though 
commonly 
discussed 
together. 
—Few 
traces of 
wnting, 

ancient aggregate character of tlie Iliad and Odyssey, to maintain 
that they were written poems from the beginning. 

To me it appears that the architectonic functions ascribed by 
Wolf to Peisistratus and his associates in reference to 
the Homeric poems are nowise admissible. But much 
would undoubtedly be gained towards that view of 
the question, if it could be shown that m order to 
controvert it we were duven to the necessity of 
admitting long written poems in the nmth century 
before the Christian sera. Few things, in my opinion, 

_ .. can be more improbable: and Mr Payne Knight, 
the^mienc opposed as he is to the Wolfian hypothesis, admits 
age. this no less than Wolf himself.1 The traces of writing 
in Greece, even in the seventh century before the Christian sera, 
are exceedingly trifling. We have no remaining inscription 
earlier than the 40th Olympiad, and the early inscriptions are 
rude and unskilfully executed: nor can we even assure ourselves 
whether Archilochus, Simonides of Amorgus, Kallinus, Tyrtseus, 
Xanthus, and the other early and elegiac lyric poets, com¬ 
mitted their compositions to writing, or at what time the practice 
of doing so became familiar. The first positive ground, which 
authorises us to presume the existence of a manuscript of Homer, 
is in the famous ordinance of Sol6n with regard to the rhapsodes 

l Knight, Prolegom Horn c.xxxvui. 
xl. ** Haud tamen ullum Homericorum 
carmrmim exemplar Pisistrati seculo 
antiquius extitisse, aut sexcentesimo 
prius anno ante C.N, scriptum fuisse, 
facile credam rara enim et perdifficihs 
erat ns temporibus scriptura ob penu- 
riam matenae scribendo idonese, quum 
literas aut lapidibus exarare, aut 
tabulis ligneis aut lammis metalli 
alicujus msculpere oporteret . . 
Atque ideo memoriter retenta sunt, et 
twee et aliaveterum poetarum carmuia, 
et per urbes et vicos et m pnncipum 
vnorum sedibus, decantata a Thapsodis. 
Neque rairandum est, ea per tot ssecula 
sic Integra conservata esse, quomam— 
per eos tradita erant, qui ab omnibus 
Grsecise et coloniarum regibus et civi- 
tatibus mercede satis ampl& conducti, 
omnia sua studia m iis ediscendis, 
retinendis, et nte recitandis, confere- 
"bant ” Compare Wolf, Prolegom. 
xxiv.-xxv. 

The evidences of early writing 
among the Gieeks, and of wntten Eoeras even anterior to Homer, may 

o seen collected m Kreuser (Voihagen 
uber Homeros, p, 127-159, Fiankfort, 
1S28). His proofs appear to me alto- tether inconclusive Nitzsch main- 

wns the same opinion (Histor. 
Homen, Ease i sect xi xvn. xvm )— 
in my opinion, not more successfully: 
nor does Franz (Epigraphies Orsec. 
Introd. s. iv.) produce any new argu¬ 
ments 

I do not quite subscribe to Mr. 
Knight’s language, when he says that 
there u nothing wonderful m the long 
preservation of the Homeric poems 
unwritten It is enough to maintain 
that the existence ana practical use 
of long manuscripts by all the rhap¬ 
sodes, under the condition and cir¬ 
cumstances of the 8th and 9th centuries 
among the Greeks, would be a greater 
wonder. 
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at the Panathensea; but for what length of time previously 
manuscripts had existed we are unable to say. 

Those who maintain the Homeric poems to have been written 
from the beginning rest their case, not upon positive proofs— 
nor yet upon the existing habits of society with regard to poetry, 
for they admit generally that the Iliad and Odyssey were not read, 
but recited and heard—but upon the supposed necessity that 
theie must have been manuscripts,1 to ensure the preservation of 
the poems,—the unassisted memory of reciters being neither 
sufficient nor trustworthy. But here we only escape a smaller 
difficulty by running mto a gieater ; for the existence of trained 
bards, gifted with extraordinary memory, is far less astonishing 
than that of long manuscripts m an age essentially non-reading 
and non-writing, and when even suitable instruments and 
materials for the process are not obvious. Moreover, there is a 
strong positive reason for believing that the bard was under no 
necessity of refreshing his memory by consulting a Bards or 

manuscript For if such had been the fact, blindness ofSqSte 
would have been a disqualification for the profession, 
which we know that it was not. as well from the consistent 

example of Demodokus m the Odyssey, as from that conditions 
of the blind bard of Chios, in the Hymn to the Delian than 
Apollo, whom Thucydides, as well as the general long MSS 

tenor of Grecian legend, identifies WLth Homer himself.2 The 
author of that Hymn, be he who he may, could never Blind 
have described a blind man as attaining the utmost hards, 

perfection m his art, if he had been conscious that the memory 
of the bard was only maintained by constant reference to the 
manuscript in his chest. 

Nor will it be found, after all, that the effort of memory 
required either from bards or rhapsodes, even for the longest of 
these old epic poems,—though doubtless great,—was at all supei- 

i See this aignment strongly put by Audituris enim, non Iectuxis, car- 
Nitzsch, m the prefatoiy remarks at mma parabant”. 
the beginning of his second volume aOayss. vii. 65: Hymn ad Apoll. 
of Commentaries on the Odyssey 172; Pseudo-Hero dot Vxt. Homer, c. 
(p. x -xxix). He takes great pains S; Thucyd iti 104 
to discard all idea that the Various commentators on Homer 
poems were wntten in order to be imagined that under the misfoitune of 
read To the same purpose Franz Demodokus the poet in reality de- 
(EpigraphicS Graec. Introd p. 82), scribed his own (Schol. ad Odyss 1,1; 
who adopts Nitzsch’s positions,— Maxim. Tyr. xxxvni 1). 
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human. Taking the case with reference to the entire Iliad and 
Odyssey, we know that there were educated gentlemen at Athens 
who could repeat both poems by heart:1 but in the professional 

i Xenoph Sympos lil 5.# Compare, 
respecting the labonous discipline of 
the Gallic Diuuls, and the numbe- of 
unwiifcten veises which they retained 
m their memoiies, Osar, B G vi 14: 
Mela, ni 2 also Wolf, Prolegg s. 
xxiv and Herod li 77, about the pro¬ 
digious memory of the Egyptian prieste 
at Heliopolis 

I transcribe, fiom the interesting 
Ihscouis ot M Fauriel (piefixed to his 
Chants Populaires de la Gi6ce Mo¬ 
dern©, Paris, 1824), a few paiticulais 
respecting the number, the mnemonic 
powei, and the popularity of those 
itinerant singers oi rhapsodes who 
frequent the festivals or paneqluy) is ot 
modern Greece. it iscuiious to learn 
that this profession is habitually exer¬ 
cised by blind men (p xc xeq ) 

“Les aveugles exeicent en GWtee 
nne profession qui les lend non seule- 
ment agreables, mais ndcessaues, le 
caiact&re, l’imaginafcion, etla condition 
dn peuple, dtant ce qu’ils sont c’esfc 
la profession de chantouis ambit Ians 
. Ils sont dans l’usage, tant 
sur le continent que dans los lies, de la 
Gr6ce, d’apprendre par coaur le plus 
grand nombie qu’ils peuvent de chan¬ 
sons populaires de tout genie et de 
fcoute dpoque Quelques-uns finissenfc 
paren savoirune quantite prodigieuse, 
et tous m savent beaucoup. Avec ce 
trdsor dans leur rndmoire, ils sont fcou 
jours en marche, tiaversent la Giece 
en tout sens ils s’en vont de ville en 
ville, de village en village, chantant h 
l’auditoire qui se forme aussitdt autour 
d’eux, partout oh ils se montient, colies 
de leurs chansons qu’ihgugent convenir 
le mieux, soit h la locality soit k la cir- 
constance, et reqoivent une petite re¬ 
tribution qui fait tout leur revenu. Us 
out Pair de chercher de preference, en 
tout lieu, la partie la plus inculte de la 
population, qm en est toujours la plus 
cuneuse, la plus avide dhmpiessions, 
et la moins difficile dans le choix de 
celles qui leur sont offertes. Res Turcs 
seuls ne les <Scoutent pas. (Test aux 
reunions nombreuses, aux fetes de vil¬ 
lage connues sous le nom de Paneghyi is, 
que ces chauteurs ambulans accourent 
le plus volontiers. Hs chantent en 
s’accompagnant d’un instrument k 
cordes que l’on touche avec un archet, 
et qui est exactement I’ancienne lyre 

des Giecs, dont il a conserve le nom 
comma lafoime 

“Cette lyre, pour §tre entitle, doit 
avoir cinq cordes. mais souvent elle 
n’en a que deux ou trois, dont les sons, 
comme il est ais6 de prosumer, n’ont 
nen de bien harmomeux Les chan- 
teurs aveugles vont ordmanement 
isoles, et chacun d’eux chante k part 
des autres mais quelquefois aussi ils 
se ifiumssent pai groupes de deux ou 
de trois, pour aire ensemble les mtJmes 
chansons . . Ces model nes 
lhapsodes doivent 6tre divisSs en deux 
classes Les uns (et ce sont, selon 
toute apparence, les plus nombieux) 
se boment k la fonction de recueilhr, 
d’appi entire par < ueur, et de mettre en 
circulation, des pieces qu’ils n’ont point 
composers Les autres (et ce sont ceux 
qui foi meat 1’ordre le plus distmguS de 
leuis corps), k cette fonction de 
repttiteui s et de colporteurs de poesies 
d’autvui, joignent celle de poetes, et 
ajoutent k la masse des chansons 
apprises d’auties chants de leur fa<;on 
. . Ces rhapsodes aveugles sont 
les nonvellistes et les histoiiens, en 
niAme temps quo les poetes du peuple, 
en cela parfaitement semblablos aux 
lhapsodes anciens de la Gitce ” 

To pass to another country—Poisia, 
once tno great rival of Greece —“ The 
Kunoglian lhapsodes aie called Km- Slou-Khans, fiom lhaunden, to smg 

en duty is to know by heart all the 
me nlmes (meetings) oi Kun oglou, 
nan ate them, oi amg them with the 
accompaniment of the favourite instru¬ 
ment of JKurroglou, the chungui oi 
sitar, a three-stunged guitar Fer- 
dausi has also his Shah-nama-Khans, 
and the m ophet Mahommed his Km an- 
Khans The memory of those singers 
is truly astonishing. At every request 
they recite m one breath for some 
hours, without stammering, beginning 
the tale at the passage or verse pointed 
out by the hearers ” (Specimens of 
the Popular Poetiy of Persia, as found 
in the Adventures and Improvisations 
of Kurroglou. the Bandit Minstrel of 
vTorthem Persia, by Alexander 

Chodsko: London 1842. Introd. p 
18) 

“ One of the songs of the Calmuck 
national bards sometimes lasts a whole 
day.” (Ibid. p. 872.) 
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i collations we are not to imagine that the same person did go 
through the whole • the recitation was essentially a joint under¬ 
taking, and the lhapsodes who visited a festival would naturally 
understand among themselves which part of the poem should 
devolve upon each particular individual. Under such circum¬ 
stances, and with such means of preparation beforehand, the 
quantity of verse which a ihapsode could deliver would he 
measured, not so much by the exhaustion of his memory, as by 
the physical sufficiency of his voice, having reference to the 
sonorous, emphatic, and rhythmical pronunciation required from 
him.1 

But what guarantee have we for the exact transmission of tin* 
text for a space of two centuries by simply oral means? p^sibrnt 
It may he replied that oral transmission would hand <>f piosorv- 
down the text as exactly as in point of fact it was 
handed down. The great lines of each poem—the us 
order of parts—the vein of Homeric feeling and the asm huV 
general style of locution, and for the most part, the j^wrvud 
true words—would be maintained : for the piofcs- 
sional training of the ihapsode, over and above Hie precision of 
his actual memory, would tend to Ilozneme his nund (if the 
expression may be permitted), and to restrain him within this 
magic circle. On the other hand, In respect to the details of the 
text, wc should expect that there would be wide differences and 
numerous inaccuracies . and so there really were, as the records 
contained in the Scholia, together with the passages cited in 
ancient authors, but not found in our Homeric text, abundantly 
testify.-’ 

Moreover the state of the Iliad and Odyssey in respect to the 
letter called the Digamma affords a proof that they Argument 
were recited for a considerable period before they 
were committed to wiitmg, insomuch that the onil Wuatnwa. 

-i There are just remarks of Mr 
Mitford on the possibility that the 
Homeric poems might have been pre* 
boived without wilting (History of 
Gieoce, vol. 1. pp 135—137). 

a Viuoison, Prolcgomen pp. xxxiv, 
--lxi ; Wolf, Prologomon. p. 37. 
Diintzer, in the Epicor. Grsec. Fragm. 
r> 27 -29, gives a considerable list of 
the Homeric passages cited by ancient 

4* 

authors, but not found either in the 
Iliad or Odyssey. It is loudly to bo 
doubted, however, that many of those 
passages belonged to other epic poems 
which passed under the name of 
Homer. Welekor (Her Kpisclio (tyklus, 
pp, 20—133) enforces this opinion very 
justly, and it harmonises with his view 
of the name of Homer as eo-extensive 
with the whole Knic cycle, 
-6 
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pronunciation underwent during the interval a sensible change.1 
At the time when these poems were composed, the Digamma was 
an effective consonant, and figured as such in the structure of the 
verse. at the time when they were committed to writing, it had 
ceased to be pronounced, and therefore never found a place in any 
of the manuscripts—insomuch that the Alexandrine critics, though 
they knew of its existence m the much later poems of Alkeeus 
and Sapphd, never recognised it m Homer. The hiatus, and the 
various perplexities of metre, occasioned by the loss of the 
Digamma, were corrected by different grammatical stratagems. 
But the whole history of this lost letter is very curious, and is 
rendered intelligible only by the supposition that the Iliad and 
Odyssey belonged for a wide space of time to the memory, the 
voice, and the ear exclusively. 

At what period these poems, or indeed any other Greek poems, 
When did first began to be written, must be matter of conjec- 
uoemabenc ture> ^ugh there is ground for assurance that it was 
to be egm before the time of Soldn. If in the absence of evi- 
'vmtten9 dence we may venture upon naming any more deter¬ 
minate period, the question at once suggests itself, what were the 
purposes which in that stage of society, a manuscript at its first 
commencement must have been intended to answer ? For whom 
was a written Iliad necessary 7 Not for the rhapsodes ; for with 
them it was not only planted in the memory, but also interwoven 
with the feelmgs, and conceived m conjunction with all those 
flexions and intonations of voice, pauses, and other oral artifices) 
which were required for emphatic delivery, and which the naked 
manuscript could never reproduce. Not for the general public — 
they were accustomed to receive it with its rhapsodic delivery, and 
with its accompaniments of a solemn and crowded festival. The 
only persons for whom the written Iliad would be suitable, would 

1 See this argument strongly main¬ 
tained m Giese (Ueber den JEohschen 
Dialekt, sect. 14, p 160 seqq) He 
notices several other parfciculais m the 
Homeric language—the plenitude and 
variety of interchangeable grammatical 
forms—the numerous metrical licences, 
set right by appropriate oral intona¬ 
tions—which, indicate a language as 
yet not constrained by the fixity of 
bitten authority. 

The same line of argument is taken 
by 0. Muller (History of the Literature 
oi Ancient Greece, ch. iv. s. 6). 

Giese has shown also, in the same 
chapter, that all the manuscripts of 
Homer, mentioned m the Scholia, were 
written in the Ionic alphabet (with H 
and O as marks for the long vowels, 
and no special mark for the rough 
breathing), in so far as the special cita¬ 
tions out of them enable us to verify. 
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be a select few; studious and curious men—a class of readers, 
capable of analysing the complicated emotions which they had 
experienced as hearers in the crowd, and who would on perusing 
the written words realise in their imaginations a sensible portion of 
the impression communicated by the reciter.1 

Incredible as the statement may seem m an age like the pre¬ 
sent, there is in all early societies, and there was in early Greece, 
a time when no such reading class existed. If we could discover 
at what time such a class first began to be formed, we should be 
able to make a guess at the time when the old Epic poems were 
first committed to writing. Now the period which may with the 
greatest probability be fixed upon as having first witnessed the 
formation even of the narrowest reading class in Greece, is the 
middle of the seventh century before the Christian sera (b c. 660 
to b c 630),—the age of Terpander, Kallinus, Archilochus, 
Simonides of Amorgus, &c. I ground this supposition on the 
change then operated in the character and tendencies 
of Grecian poetry and music,*—the elegiac and iambic p^Murnn^ 
measures having been introduced as rivals to the 
primitive hexameter, and poetical compositions hav- written 

mg been transferred from the epical past to the affairs wZfoof 
of present and real life. Such a change was lnipor- the seventh 
tant at a time when poetry was the only known mode IfJ ‘ 

1 Nitzsoh and Welcker argue, that 
because the Homouc poems weie heat d 
with great delight and interest, there¬ 
fore the first rudiments of the art of 
wntmg, even while beset by a thousand 
mechanical difficulties, would be em¬ 
ployed to recoid them I cannot adopt 
this opinion, which appears to mo to 
derive all its plausibility from our 
present familiarity with reading and 
wntmg. The first step from the recited 
to the written poem is really one of 
great violence, as well as useless for 
any want then actnally felt. I much 
more agree with Wolf when he says: 
^JDiu enim illorum hominum vita et 
simphcitas nihil admodura habuit, 
quod scripturft dignum viderotur: m 
alus omnibus oecupati agunt illi, quee 
posten scribunt, vel (ut do quibusdam 
populis accepimus) etiam monstratam 
operam hanc apemunt tanquam inde- 
con otii: carmina autera quae pangunt, 
longo usu sic ore fundere et evcipere 
consueverunt ut cantu et recitation© 

cum maxim© vigentia dedurere ad 
mutas nofcttH, ex films uitatih sen mi 
mini alum ©wet, quant punmere ©a ©t 
vitali vi ac spiritu privare ", (Prolegom. 
s. xv p so). 

Some good remarksion this subject 
are to be foundin William Humlmldt's 
Introduction to his elaborate treatise 
Vvber die JCmci-Spmchr, m reference to 
the oral tales current among the 
Jiasques, He too observes how great 
and repulsive a proceeding it is, to 
pass at first from verse sung or re¬ 
cited, to vers© wiitten; implying that 
the words are conceived detached from 
the V&t tray, the accompanying music 
and the suriounding and sympathising 
assembly. The Basque talos have no 
charm for the people themselves when 
put m Spanish words and read (Intro- 
duction, sect, xx, p. 258—250). 

Unwritten pros© tales, preserved in 
the memory and said to ho repeated 
nearly m the sum© words from ug© to 
age, are mentioned by Mariner in the 
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of publication (to use a modem phrase not altogether suitable, yet 
the nearest approaching to the sense). It argued a new way ot 
looking at the old epical treasures of the people, as well as a thirst 
for new poetical effect; and the men who stood forward in it may 
well be considered as desirous to study, and competent to criticise, 
from their own individual point of view, the written words ot the 
Homeric rhapsodes, just as we are told that Kallinus both noticed 
and eulogised the Thebais as the production of Homer. There 
seems theiefore ground for conjecturing, that (for the use of this 
newly-formed and important, but very narrow class) manuscripts 
of the Homeric poems and other old epics—the Thebais and tbe 
Cypria als well as the Iliad and the Odyssey—began to be com¬ 
piled towards the middle of the seventh century b.c. .1 and the 
opening of Egypt to Grecian commerce, which took place about 
the same period, would furnish increased facilities for obtaining 
the requisite papyrus to write upon. A reading class, when once 
formed, would doubtless slowly increase, and the number of 
manuscripts along with it; so that before the time of Sol6n, fifty 
years afterwards, both readers and manuscripts, though still com¬ 
paratively few, might have attained a certain recognised authority* 
and formed a tribunal of reference, against the carelessness of 
individual rhapsodes. 

We may, I think, consider the Iliad and Odyssey to have been 
preserved without the aid of writing for a period near upon two 
Condition centuries2 But is it true, as Wolf imagined, and as 
madand °ther able critics have imagined also, that the separate 
Odyssey portions of which these two poems are composed were 
reign of originally distinct epical ballads, each constituting a 
—theoryofS separate whole and intended for separate recitation? 
Wolf. Is it true that they had not only no common author, 

Tonga Islands (Mariner’s Account, vol. doubtless good as an argwnentim ad 
ii. p. 377) Tiomnem, but is not to bo iccuived a* 

The Druidical poems were kept un- proof (Wolf, Prolog p. 60) The ovi* 
written by design, after writing was in aences mentioned by Mr Clinton (p. 
established use for other purposes 3i>8) ceitamly cannot be icgaidod as 
(Caesar, B. G. vi. IS) pioving anything to the point. 

i Mr. Fynes Clinton (Fasti Hellemci, Giose (Ueber den jEohschon Dialekt, 
vol. l p, 368—378) treats it as a matter p. 172) places the first writing of the 
of certainty that Archilochus and sepaiate rhapsodies composing the 
Alkman wrote their poems I am not Iliad m the sevonth century B.c. 
aware of any evidence for announcing 3 The songs of the Icelandic Skalds 
this as positively known—except m- were preserved dally for a period 
deed an admission of Wolf* which is longer than two centuries,--P* A. 
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but originally neither common purpose nor fixed order, and that 
their first permanent arrangement and integration was delayed 
for three centuries, and accomplished at last only by the taste of 
Peisistratus conjoined with various lettered friends ?1 

This hypothesis—to which the genius of Wolf first gave celebrity, 
but which has been since enforced more m detail by others, espe¬ 
cially by William Muller and Lachmann—apjjears to me not only 
unsupported by any sufficient testimony, but also opposed to 
other testimony as well as to a strong force of internal probability 
The authorities quoted by Wolf are Josephus, Cicero, Allthorities 
and Pausanias:2 Josephus mentions nothing about quoted ui 
Peisistratus, but merely states (what we may accept as ltb favour* 
the probable fact) that the Homeric poems were originally un¬ 
written, and preserved only m songs or recitations, from which 
they were at a subsequent period put into writing : hence many 
of the discrepancies m the text. On the other hand, Cicero and 
Pausanias go farther, and affirm that Peisistratus both collected, 

Mullei thinks veiy much longer 
before they were collected or embodied 
m wutton story by Snot to and S/emund 
(Lange, Untersuchungon uber die 
Gefecn der Nordischen Holdonsage, 
p 98, also Introduct p. xx —xxvin ) 
He confounds, however, often, the 
pioseivation of the songs iiom old 
time—with the question whether they 
have or have not an historical basis. 

And there were doubtless many old 
bards and lliapsodes in ancient Gioece, 
of whom the same might bo saw 
which Saxo Ghammaticus aifinns of an 
Englishman named Lucas, that he was 
“litens quidem tenuitor mstiuctus, 
sed historiarum scientia apprime eru- 
ditus" (Dahlmann, TIistonbche Fors- 
chungen, vol. n. p. 17o; 

i “ Homer wrote a sequel of songs 
and ilnpsodies, to be sung by himself 
for small earnings and good cheer, at 
festivals and other days of merriment; 
the Iliad he made for the men, the 
pdysseis for the other sex. These 
loose songs were not collected together 
into the form of an epic poem until £00 
years after.” 
w Such is the naked language in which 
wolfs main hypothesis had been pre¬ 
viously set forth by Bentley, in lus 

* Remaiks on a late Discourse of Free- 
thmkmg, by X’hiloleutherus Lipsiensis,” 
published to JL713 : the passage re¬ 
mained unaltered in the seventh 

edition of that treatise published in 
1787 8ee Wolfs Prolegg. 5.x vn p lift. 

The same hypothesis may be soon 
more amply developed, partly m the 
work, of Wolfs pupil and admit er, 
William Mallei, llomtrmht VtuwJtule 
(the second edition of which was 
published at Leipsic, 1880, with an 
excellent introduction and notes by 
Baumgartcm-Crubius, adding gieatly to 
the value of the original work by its 
dispassionate review of the whole 
conti ovorsy), paitly in two valuable 
Dissertations of Lachmann, published 
in the Philological Transactions of the 
Berlin Academy for 1837 and 1841 

“Joseph, cont. Anion, i. il; Cicero 
de Oiator. iii. 34; Pausan. viu 20,8; 
compare the Scholfon on Plautus in 
Hitachi, Dio Alexandria. liibliothek, 
p. 4. AUlian (V. H, xiii. li), who 
mentions both the Introduction of the 
Ilomeiic poems into Peloponnesus by 
Lykurgus, and the compilation by 
Poisistratns, can hardly be considered 
os adding to the value of the testi¬ 
mony : still less Libamus and tiuidos. 
What we learn is, that some literary 
and critical men of tho Alexandrine 
age (more or fewer, as the ease may 
be: but Wolf exaggerates when he 
talks of an unammov* conviction) 
spoke of Peisistratus as having first 
put together the fractional parts of the 
Iliad and Odyssey into entire poems. 
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and arranged in the existing order, the rhapsodies of the Iliad 

and Odyssey (implied as poems originally entire and subsequently 

broken into pieces), which he found partly confused and partly 

isolated from each other—each part being then remembered only 

in its own portion of the Grecian world. Respecting Hipparchus 

the son of Peisistratus, too, we are told in the Pseudo-Platonic 
dialogue which bears his name, that he was the first to introduce 

into Attica the poetry of Homer, and that he prescribed to the 

rhapsodes to recite the parts at the Panathenaic festival in 
regular sequence.1 

Wolf and William Muller occasionally speak as if they admitted 

something like an Iliad and Odyssey as established aggregates 
prior to Peisistratus; but for the most part they represent him or 

his associates as having been the first to put together Homeric 

poems which were before distinct and self-existent compositions. 

And Lachmann, the recent expositor of the same theory, ascribes 
to Peisistratus still more unequivocally this original integration 

of parts in reference to the Iliad—distributing the first twenty- 

two books of the poem into sixteen separate songs, and treating it 

as ridiculous to imagine that the fusion of these songs into an 

order such as we now read, belongs to any date earlier than 

Peisistratus.2 
Upon this theory we may remark, first, that it stands opposed 

to the testimony existing respecting the regulations of Sol6n; 
who, before the time of Peisistratus, had enforced a fixed order 

Objections of recitation on the rhapsodes of the Iliad at the 
a8amsfc lt- Panathenaic festival: not only directing that they 

1 Plato, Hipparch p 228. than either Wolf or William MtiUor. 
2 Doch ion komme mir bald lacher- (See Wolf, Frolegomen. p. cxli —cxlii., 

lich vor, wexrn ich noch immer die and W. Muller, Homerische Vorschule, 
Mtfghohkeit gelten. lasse. dass unsere Abschnitt vii. pp. 96, 98,100.102.) The 
Bias in dem gegenwartigen Zusam- latter admits that neither Peisistratus 
raenhange der bedeutenden Theile, und nor the Diaskeuasts could have made 
nicht bios der wenigen hedeutendsten, any considerable changes in the Iliad 
jemals vor der Arbeit des Pisistratus and Odyssey, either in the way of 
gedacht worden sey.” (Lachmann, addition or of transposition; the poems 
Femere Betrachtungen liber die Bias, as aggregates being too well-known, 
sect, zxviii p. 32; Abhandlungen and the Homeric vein of invention too 
Berlin. Academ. 1841.) How far this completely extinct, to admit of such 
admission — that for the few moet novelties 
%mpo>taut portions of the Iliad there I confess Ido not see how these 
dice exist an established order of last-mentioned admissions can be re- 
successiom prior to Peisistratus—is conciled with the main doctrine of 
intended to reach, I do not know but Wolf, in so far as regards Pelsis- 
the language of Lachmann goes farther tratus. 
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should go through the rhapsodies seriatim aud without omission or 
corruption, but also establishing a prompter or censorial authority 
to ensure obedience,1—which implies the existence (at the same 
time that it proclaims the occasional infringement) of an orderly 
aggregate, as well as of manuscripts professedly complete. Kext, 

i Biogen Laerli 57.—TA S< 'Ofxijpov fiom this passage that the rhapsodes 
i £ virofiokrjt; yeypa^t (2oA.«v) paij/w- before Soldo, were guilty both of —' 
Seicrdau^ oloy ojtov o irptorof *kT)£ev, 
tKti&ev apvearOat rhy apxojteyov, (farjcrt 
AievxtSav ev rot? Mryaptwot?. 

Respecting Hipparchus, son of 
Peisistratus, the Pseudo-Plato tells 
us (in the dialogue so called, p. 228)— 
icai ra 'Ofitjpov eirrj irpcoro? inopucrev «U rv)v yyy ravnjyl, koL yvayKaire rove 
paif/utSoys Ilava&rjvaiois ij v 7r o A. 17- 

avra 5uewat, acrrrep vvv 
t Tt oiSe irotovcrt. 

These words have provoked multi¬ 
plied criticisms from all the learned 
men who have touched upon the theory 
of the Homeric poems—to determine 
what was the piactice which Soldn 
found existing, and what was the 
change which he introduced. Our 
information is too scanty to pretend to 
certainty, but I think the explanation 
of Hermann the most satisfactory 
(“Quid sit vrropoktf et viro/SktfSny”. 
—Opuecula, tom v. p. 300, tom. vn. p. 
162). 

*YjrojSoX<i?? is the technical term for 
the prompter at a theatrical represen¬ 
tation (Plutarch. Prsecept. gerend, 
Reip p. 813), virof2okrj ana viroficLkkeiv 
have corresponding meanings, of aid¬ 
ing the memory of a speaker and 
keeping him m accordance with a 
certain standard, m possession of the 
piompter, see the words virofioM}?, 
Xenophon. Cyropsed. ill. 3, 37. 
Yirofioki} therefore has no necessary 
connexion with a senes of rhapsodes, 
but would apply just as much to one 
alone: although it happens in this case 
to be brought to bear upon several m 
succession. again, means 
‘the taking up in succession of one 

rhapsode by another ”: though the 
two words, therefore, have not the 
same meaning, yet the proceeding 
described in the two passages in refer¬ 
ence both to SoI6n and Hipparchus 
appears to be in substance the same— 
1 e., to ensure, by compulsory super¬ 
vision, a correct and orderly recitation 
by the successive rhapsodes who went 
through the different* parts of the 
poena. 

There is good reason to conclude 

gence and of omission in their recital 
of Homer, but no reason to imagine 
either that they transposed the books, 
or that the legitimate order was not 
previously recognised. 

The appointment of a systematic 
viro£o\«v? or prompter plainly indicates 
the existence of complete manuscripts 

The direction of Soldn, that Homer 
should be rhapsodised under the 
secunty of a prompter with his manu¬ 
script, appears just the same as that of 
the orator Lykurgus in reference to 
iEschylus, SophoUds, and Euripides 
(Pseudo Plutarch, Vit. X. Rhetor 
LycurgiJVit)—ei<rnutyK< Si /cat i/oftot/?— 
»? x°^K<** tixovas avadetvat ra>y irotrjrtay 
Ai<rxvkovf Sofioxktovs, Evpiiri'Sov, /eat ra? 
rpayjpdias avrihy iv tccnvip ypa\j/ap.evove 
fivkaTTitv, Kai rhy T))? iroAew? ypaft/xarea 
irapavaytyvuxrKttv to 15 inroKptvotisyoie • 
otf yap i$yv avraf (akkuis) VTrOKplvt<r8cu. 
The word awhich occurs last but 
one is introduced by the conjecture of 
Orysar, who has cited and explained 
the above passage of the Pseudo- 
Plutarch m a valuable dissertation— 
m Giaconm. Tragcsdid guaUs/uii circa 
tmpora Dcmosthtm* (Cologne, 1830). 
All the critics admit the text as it now 
stands to be unintelligible, and various 
corrections have been proposed, among 
which that of Orysar seems the best. 
From ms Dissertation 1 transcribe the 
following passage, which illustrates 
the rhapsodising of Homer <£ vto- 

“Quum histriones fabulls interpo- 
landis segre abstinerent, Lyourgua 
logem supra indicate eo tulit consilio, 
ut recitationes histnonum cum publico 
illo exemplo omnino congruas redderet. 
Quod ut aaseaueretur, constitmt, ut 
dum fabulm in scordL recitarentur, 
scriba pnblicus simul oxemplum civi- 
tatis mspiceret, juxta sive in theatre 
sive in postsoemo sedens. Ua»c enim 
verbi ■trapo.vayivuiCFKtiv est signifleatio, 
posita prsecipue in proepositione irapa, 
ut idem sit, quod contxi sive juxta 
legere, id quod faciuat ii, qui beta ah 
altero vcl reettatu. cum tub con/’em 
cupiunt” (Orysar, p. 7.) 
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the theory ascribes to Peisistratus a character not only materially 
different from what is indicated by Cicero and Pausanias—who 
represent him, not as having put together atoms originally distinct, 
but as the renovator of an ancient order subsequently lost—but 
also m itself unintelligible and inconsistent with Grecian habit 
and feeling. That Peisistratus should take pains to repress the 
licence, or make up for the unfaithful memory, of individual 
rhapsodes, and to ennoble the Panathenaic festival by the most 
correct recital of a great and venerable poem, according to the 
standard received among the best judges m Greece—this is a 
task both suitable to his position, and requiring nothing more 
than an improved recension, together with exact adherence to 
it on the part of the rhapsodes. But what motive had he to string 
together several poems, previously known only as separate, into 
one new whole ? What feeling could he gratify by introducing 
the extensive changes and transpositions surmised by Laelimann, 
for the purpose of binding together sixteen songs which the rhap¬ 
sodes are assumed to have been accustomed to recite, and the 
people to hear, each by itself apart ? Peisistratus was not a poet, 
seeking to interest the public mind, by new creations and com¬ 
binations, but a ruler desirous to impart solemnity to a great 
religious festival m his native city. Now such a purpose would 
be answered by selecting, amidst the divergencies of rhapsodes m 
different parts of Greece, that order of text which intelligent men 
could approve as a return to the pure and pristine Iliad ; but it 
would be defeated if he attempted large innovations of his own, 
and brought out for the first time a new Iliad by blending together, 
altering, and transposing many old and well-known songs. A 
novelty so bold would have been more likely to offend than to 
please both the critics and the multitude. And if it were even 
enforced, by authority, at Athens, no probable reason can be given 
why all the other towns and all the rhapsodes throughout Gieece 
should abnegate their previous habits m favour of it, since Athens 
at that time enjoyed no political ascendency such as she acquired 
during the following century. On the whole, it will appear that 
the character and position of Peisistratus himself go far to negative 
the function which Wolf and Lachmann put upon him. His 
interference presupposes a certain foreknown and ancient aggre¬ 
gate, the mam lineaments of which were familiar to the Grecian 
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public, although many of the rhapsodes m their practice may have 
deviated from it both by omission and interpolation. In correct¬ 
ing the Athenian recitations conformably with such understood 
geneial type, he might hope both to procure respect for Athens 
and to constitute a fashion for the rest of Greece. But this step 
of collecting the torn body of sacred Homer” is something 
generically different from the composition of a new Iliad out of 
pre-existing songs : the former is fis easy, suitable, and promis¬ 
ing, as the latter is violent and gratuitous.1 

To sustain the inference, that Peisistratus was the first architect 
of the Iliad and Odyssey, it ought at least to be shown other long 
that no other long continuous poems existed during 
the earlier centuries. But the contrary of this is iTuui and 
known to he the fact. The dSthiopis of Arktmus, °dyssey. 
which contained 9100 verses, dates from a period more than two 
centuries earlier than Peisistratus : several other of the lost cyclic 
epics, some among them of considerable length, appear during 
the century succeeding Arktinus; and it is important to notice 
that three or four at least of these poems passed currently under 
the name of Homor2 There is no greater intrinsic difficulty in 
supposing long epics to have begun with the Iliad and Odyssey 

3 That the Iliad or Odyssey were 
ever locifced with all the paits entile, 
at any time anterior to Soldn, is a 
point which Ritschl denies (Die Alux- 
andini. Ribliothok p. 07—70) JUo 
thinks that befoio ftoldn, they were 
always recited m parts, and without 
any fixed oi dor among the parts. Nor 
dnl Sol On determine (as he thinks) the 
older of the parts: he only checked a 
licence of the rhapsodes as to the reci¬ 
tation of the separate books; it was 
Peisistratus, who, with the help of 
Onomakiitus and others, fitst settled 
the order of the parts ami bound each 
poem into a whole, with some correc¬ 
tions and interpolations. Nevertheless 
he admits that the parts woro origin¬ 
ally composed by the same poet, and 
adapted to form a whole amongst each 
other: but the primitive entireness(he 
asserts) was only maintained as a soit 
of traditional belief, never realised in 
recitation, and never reduced to an 
obvious, unequivocal, and permanent 
fact—until the time of Peisistratus. 

Tlieie is no sufficient wound, I 
think, for denying all entire iccitation 

previous to Solfm, and we only inter¬ 
pose a new difficulty, both grave and 
giatmtoUH, by doing w>. 

•-The jtfthiopis of Arktinus con¬ 
tained HKw verses, as wo learn from 
the Tabula lluca yet Proklus assigns 
to it only tour books. The (has Minor 
had Jour books, the Cypiian vetses 
eleven, though we do not know the 
number of lines m either. 

Nitmsh states it as a certain matter 
of fact, that Arktinus recited his own 
poem alone, though it was too long to 
admit of his doing so w ithout interrup¬ 
tion. (See his \ onede to the 2nd vol. 
of the Odyssey, p. xxiv.) There is no 
evidence for tins assertion, and it 
appears to me highly improbable. 

in reference to the Romances of the 
Middle Ages, belonging to the Cycle of 
the Hound Table, M. Fauriol tells us 
that the Oeman PmtuxU has nearly 
2'»,0o0 versos (more than half as long 
again as the Iliad); the Perceval of 
Christian of Troyes probably more: 
the (human Train n of Godfrey of 
Strasburg has more than 2.'t,000 ; 
sometimes the poem is begun by 
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than with the JEthiopis: the ascendency of the name of Homer, 
and the subordinate position of Arktinus, in the history of early 
Grecian poetry, tend to prove the former in preference to the 
latter. 

Moreover, we find particular portions of the Iliad, which 
Catalogue m exPress^y pronounce themselves, by their own internal 
the Iliad— evidence, as belonging to a large whole, and not as 
a^artafly separate integers. We can hardly conceive the Cata- 
poem— logue in the second book except as a fractional 
its early composition, and with reference to a series of approach- 
authonty. for taken apart by itself, such a barren 
enumeration of names could have stimulated neither the fancy of the 
poet nor the attention ol the listeners. But the Homeric Catalogue 
had acquired a sort of canonical authority even in the time of Solon, 
insomuch that he interpolated a line into it, or was accused of 
doing so, for the purpose of gaining a disputed point against the 
Megaiians, who on their side set forth another version.1 Ho such 
established reverence could have been felt for this document, 
unless there had existed, for a long time prior to Peisistratus, the 
habit of regarding and listening to the Iliad as a continuous 
poem. And when the philosopher Xenophanes, contemporary 
with Peisistratus, noticed Homer as the universal teacher, and 
denounced him as an unworthy descnber of the gods, he must 
have connected this great mental sway, not with a number of 
unconnected rhapsodies, but with an aggregate Iliad and Odyssey, 
probably with other poems also, ascribed to the same author, such 
as the Cypna, Epigoni, and Thebais. 

We find, it is true, references in various authors to portions of 
the Iliad each by its own separate name, such as the Teichomachy, 
the Aristeia (pre-eminent exploits) of Diomedes or of AgamemnCn, 
the Doloneia or Night-expedition (of Dol6n as well as of Odysseus 
and Diomedes), &c., and hence it has been concluded that these 
portions originally existed as separate poems, before they were 
cemented together into an Iliad. But such references prove 

one author and continued by another, ceed $00 hues, and they are for the 
(Fauriel, Romans de Chevalene, most part much shorter (TJnteisuch- 
Revue aes Deux Mondes, t. xm. p* ungen nber die Geschichte der Nordi- 
696—697.) scben Heldensage, aus P. A. Midler’s 

The ancient unwritten poems of the Sagahibliotliek, von G. Lange, Krankf. 
Icelandic Skalds are as much lyric as 1832. Introduct. p. xlii.) 
epic: the longest of them does not ex> i Plutarch, Soldn, 10. 
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nothing to the point; for until the Iliad was divided by Aristarchus 
and his colleagues into a given number of books or rhapsodies, 
designated by the series of letters in the alphabet, there was no 
method of calling attention to any particular portion of the poem 
except by special indication of its subject-matter.1 Authors 
subsequent to Peisistratus, such as Herodotus and Plato, who 
unquestionably conceived the Iliad as a whole, cite the separate 
fractions of it by designations of this sort. 

The foregoing remarks on the Wolfian hypothesis respecting 
the text of the Iliad, tend to separate two points which are by no 
means necessarily connected, though that hypothesis, as set forth 
by Wolf himself, by W. Muller, and by Lachmann, presents the 
two in conjunction. First, was the Iliad originally projected and 
composed by one author and as one poem, or were the different 
parts composed separately and by unconnected authors, and sub¬ 
sequently strung together into an aggregate ? Secondly, assuming 
that the internal evidences of the poem negative the former 
supposition, and drive us upon the latter, was the construction of 
the whole poem deferred, and did the parts exist only in their 
separate state, until a period so late as the reign of Peisistratus ? 
It is obvious that these two questions are essentially separate, and 
that a man may believe the Iliad to have been put together out 
of pre-existing songs, without recognising the age of Peisistratus 
as the period of its first compilation. Now whatever 
may be the steps through which the poem passed to its odylfwy1 
ultimate integrity, there is sufficient reason for believ- wei e entire 
ing that they had been accomplished long before that IKtS3orWtcf 
period: the friends of Peisistratus found an Iliad p£ifiiltrafcU9' 
already existing, and already ancient in their time, they were 

even granting that the poem had not been originally compow!2 
bom in a state of unity. Moreover, the Alexandrine ££tire 
critics, whose remarks are preserved in the Scholia, 
do not even notice the Peisistratic recension among the many 
manuscripts which they had before them: and Mr. Payne Knight 
justly infers from their silence that either they did not possess it, 
or it was in their eyes of no great authority;2 which could never 

i The Homeric Scholiast refers to J Knight, Prolegg. Homer, xxxii. 
Quintus Calaber iv rfi 'AfiagovouavCt, xxxvi xxxvil That Peisistratus caused 
which was only one portion of his long a corrected MS. o* the Iliad to be pre¬ 
poem (Schol. ad Iliau. li. 220). paied, thexe seems good reason to 
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have been the case if it had been the prime originator of Homeric 
unity. 

The line of argument, by which the advocates of Wolfs 
■hypothesis negative the primitive unity of the poem, consists in 
-exposing gaps, incongruities, contradictions, &c., between the 
separate parts. Now, if in spite of all these incoherencies, 
standing mementos of an antecedent state of separation, the 
component poems were made to coalesce so intimately as to appear 
as if they had been one from the beginning, we can better under¬ 
stand the complete success of the proceeding and the universal 
prevalence of the illusion, by supposing such coalescence to have 
taken place at a very early period, during the productive days of 
epical genius, and before the growth of reading and criticism. 
The longer the aggregation of the separate poems was deferred, 
the harder it would be to obliterate in men’s minds the previous 
state of separation, and to make them accept the new aggregate 
as an original unity. The bards or rhapsodes might have found 
comparatively little difficulty in thus piecing together distinct 
songs, during the ninth or eighth century before Christ; but if 
we suppose the process to be deferred until the latter half of the 
sixth century—if we imagine that Soldn, with all his contem¬ 
poraries and predecessors, knew nothing about any aggregate 
Iliad, but was accustomed to read and hear only those sixteen 
distinct epical pieces into which Lachmann would dissect the 
Iliad, each of the sixteen bearing a separate name of its own—no 
compilation then for the first time made by the friends of 
Peisistratus could have effaced the established habit, and planted 
itself in the general convictions of Greece as that primitive 

Relieve, and the Scholion on Plautus MS. co have been either lost or carried 
-edited by Ritschl (see Die Alexandnn- away when Xerxes took Athens (Der 
ische Biblxothek, p 4) specifies the four Epische Cyklus, p. 382—888). 
persons (Onomakritus was one) em- Compare Nitzsch, Histor. Homer, 
ployed on the task. Ritschl fancies Fasc. i. p. 166—167, also his commen- 
that it served as a sort of Vulgate for tary on Odyss xi 604. the alleged 
the text of the Alexandrine critics, who interpolation of Onomakritus, and 
named specially othei MSS. (of Chios, Ulnci, Geschichte der Hellen. Poes. 
SinopS, Massalia, <fec) only when they Part x. s vii. p 262—266. 
diverged, from this Vulgate: he thinks The mam facts respecting the 
also that it formed the original from Peisistratic recension are collected and 
whence those other MSS were first discussed by GrXfenhan, Geschichte 
drawn, which are called in the Homeric der Philologie, sect. 54—64, vol. i. p. 
Scholia at KOLvaCt KoivSrepai (p. 69— 266—811 unfortunately we cannot 

. ,, _ get beyond mere conjecture and possi- 
Welcker supposes the Peisistratic Bility. ^ 
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Homeric production. Had the sixteen pieces remained disunited 
and individualised down to the time of Peibiwtratus, they would 
m all probability have continued so ever afterwards ; nor could 
the extensive changes and transpositions which (accuiding to 
Lachmann’s theory) were required to melt them down into our 
present Iliad, have obtained at that late period universal accept¬ 
ance. Assuming it to be true that such changes and transpositions 
did really take place, they must at least be referred to a period 
greatly earlier than Peisistratus or Solon. 

The whole tenor of the poems themselves confirms what is here 
remarked. There is nothing either in the Iliad or traces 
Odyssey which savours of modernism, applying that 
term to the age of Peisistratus ; nothing which brings poems of 
to our view the alterations, brought about by two customs 
centuries, in the Greek language, the coined money, LeL.ji^in#? 
the habits of writing and reading, the despotisms and of JVisS"0 
republican governments, the close military array, the tiatus 
improved construction of ships, the Awphiktyonic convocations, 
the mutual frequentation of religious festivals, the Oriental and 
Egyptian veins of leligion, &<*, familiar to the latter epoch. 
These alterations Onoinakritus and the other literary friends ol 
Peisistratus could hardly have failed to notice even without, 
design, had they then for the first time undertaken the task of 
piecing together many self-existent epics into one large aggregate.1 
Everything in the two great Homeric poems, both in substance 
and in language, belongs to an age two ox three centuries earlier 
than Peisisti atus. Indeed even the interpolations (or those 
passages which on the best grounds are pronounced to be such) 
betray no trace of the sixth century before Christ, ami may 
well have been heard by Archilochus and Kallinus—in some 
cases even by Arktinus and Hesiod—as genuine Homeric matter. 

i Wolf allows both the uniformity of Aristarchus (“ miriflcum ilium concern- 
colouring and the antiquity of colour- turn rovocatura Arislareho imprimis 
ing which pervade the Homeric poems, dobomus ”)♦ This is a very exaggerated 
also the strong line by which they estimate of the interference of Aris- 
stand distinguished fiom the other taichus: but at any rate the concentua 
Greek poets:—“Immo congruunt in itself was ancient and original, and 
iis omnia ferme in idem mgenium, m Aristarchus only natored it when it 
eosdem mores, m oandom formam had been spoiled by intervening ucci- 
sentiendi et loquendi (Prolegotu. p. dents; at least, if wo are to construe 
cclxv.: comparep cxxxviii.) levocatum strictly, which perhaps is 

He thinks indeed that this harmony hardly consistent with wolf a main, 
was restored by the ability and care of theory. 
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As far as the evidences on the case, as well internal as external, 
enable ns to judge, we seem warranted in believing that the Iliad 
and Odyssey were recited substantially as they now stand (always 
allowing for partial divergences of text and interpolations) in 
776 B.c, our first trustworthy mark of Grecian time. And this 
ancient date—let it be added—as it is the best authenticated fact, 
so it is also the most important attribute of the Homeric poems, 
considered in reference to Grecian history. For they thus afford 
us an insight into the ante-historical character of the Greeks— 
enabling us to trace the subsequent forward march of the nation, 
and to seize instructive contrasts between their former and their 
later condition. 

Rejecting, therefore, the idea of compilation by Peisistratus, 
Homeric ari(l referring the present state of the Iliad and 
i° Whether O^y88^ a Pen°d more than two centuries earlier, 
by one the question still remains, by what process, or through 
or several? whose agency, they reached that state? Is each poem 
^Whether the work of one author, or of several? If the latter, 
date and do all the parts belong to the same age ? What ground 
scheme? ls there for believing that 'any or all of these parts 
existed before as separate poems, and have been accommodated 
to the place in which they now appear by more or less systematic 
alteration ? 

The acute and valuable Prolegomena of Wolf, half a century 
ago, powerfully turned the attention of scholars to the necessity 
of considering the Iliad and Odyssey with reference to the age 
and society in which they arose, and to the material differences m 
this respect between Homer and more recent epic poets.1 Since 
that time an elaborate study has been bestowed upon the early 

1 See Wolf, Prolegg. c xii p xliii. 
“Nondum emm prorsus ejecta et ex- 
plosa est eorum ratio, qni Homerum et 
Callimachum et Virgilium et Nonnum 
et Miltonum eodem animo legunt, nec 
^oid^umuscujusque eetas^ferat, exjDen- 

A similar and earlier attempt to 
construe the Homeric poems with re¬ 
ference to their age, is to be seen m 
the treatise called 11 Veto Omero of 
Vico,—marked with a good deal of ori¬ 
ginal thought, but not strong m erudi¬ 
tion (Opere di Vico, ed Milan, vol. v. 
p 437—497). 

. An interesting and instructive re¬ 
view of the course of Homeric criticism 
during the last fifty years, comprising 
some new details on the gradual de¬ 
velopment of the theories both of Wolf 
and of Lachmann, will be found in a 
recent Dissertation published at K6- 
nigsberg—“ Die Homerische Kritik von 
Wolf bisGrote by Dr. Ludwig Fned- 
l&nder, Berlin, 1868. Dr. Friedlander 
approves several of the opinions which 
I have ventured to advance respecting 
the probable structure of the Iliad, and 
sustains them by new reasons of his 
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manifestations of poetry (Sagenpoesie) among other nations ; and 
the German critics especially, among whom this description of 
literature has been most cultivated, have selected it as the only 
appropriate analogy for the Homeric poems. Such poetry, con¬ 
sisting for the most part of short artless effusions, with little of 
deliberate or far-sighted combination, has been assumed by many 
critics as a fit standard to apply for measuring the capacities of 
the Homeric age; an age exclusively of speakers, singers, and 
hearers, not of readers or writers. In place of the Question 

unbounded admiration which was felt for Homer, not 
merely as a poet of detail, but as constructor of a long b^enpoeaie 
epic, at the time when Wolf wrote his Prolegomena, Oanl applied 
the tone of criticism passed to the opposite extreme, % 
and attention was fixed entirely upon the defects m poems 

the arrangement of the Iliad and Odyssey. Whatever was to be 
found m them of symmetry or pervading system was pronounced 
to be decidedly post-Homeric. Under such preconceived anticipa¬ 
tions Homer seems to have been generally studied in Germany 
during the generation succeeding Wolf, the negative 
portion of whose theory was usually admitted, though Suty—C 
as to the positive substitute—what explanation was to f^“ctedyby 
be given of the history and present constitution of German 
the Homeric poems—there was by no means the lute the\agln 
agreement. During the last ten years, however, a ^fnerati(m 
contrary tendency has manifested itself; the Wolfian partialfyam 
theory has been re-examined and shaken by Nitzsch, rovived* 
who, as well as 0. Muller, Welcker, and other scholars, have 
revived the idea of original Homeric unity, under certain 
modifications. The change in Goethe's opinion, coincident with 
this new direction, is recorded in one of his latest works.1 On the 
other hand, the original opinion of Wolf has also been reproduced 
within the last five years, and fortified with several new observa¬ 
tions on the text, of the Iliad, by Lachm&nn, 

The point is thus still under controversy among able scholars, 
and is probably destined to remain so. For in truth our means 
of knowledge are so limited, that no man can produce arguments 

1 In the 46th volume of his collected 
works, in the little treatise “ Homery 
noch animal ”. compare G. Range, Ueber 

die Kykllfichen Diehter (Mumz, 1887), 
Piefacc, p. vi. 
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sufficiently cogent to contend against opposing preconceptions; 
and it creates a painful sentiment of diffidence when we read the 
expressions of equal and absolute persuasion with which the two 
opposite conclusions have both been advanced.1 We have nothing 
to teach us the history of these poems except the poems them¬ 

selves. Not only do we possess no collateral informa¬ 
tion respectmg them or their authors, but we have no 
one to describe to us the people or the age in which' 
they originated: our knowledge respecting contem¬ 
porary Homeric society is collected exclusively from 

the Homeric compositions themselves. We are ignorant whether 
any other, or what other, poems preceded them 01 divided with 
them the public favour, nor have we anything better than con¬ 
jecture to determine either the circumstances under which they 
were brought before the hearers, or the conditions which a bard 
of that day was required to satisfy. On all these points, more¬ 
over, the age of Thucydides2 and Plato seems to have been no 

Scanty 
evidence- 
difficulty of 
forming any 
conclusive 
opinion 

l« Non esse tofcam Hiadem ant 
Odysseam umus poetco opus, ita extra 
duoitationem positum puto, nt qui 
secus sentiat, enm non satis lecti- 
tasse ilia carmma contendam.” (Godf. 
Hermann, Praefat ad Odysseam, Lips 
1825, p iv ) See the language of the 
same eminent critic in his treatise 
“Ueber Homer und Sappho,” Opus- 
cula, vol v. p. 74. 

Lachmann, after having dissected 
the 2200 lines in the Iliad, between 
the beginning of the eleventh book and 
lme 590 of the fifteenth, into four songs 
“in the highest degree different m 
their spirit” (“ lhrem Geiste nach 
hochst verschiedene Liedei ”), tell ns 
that whosoever thinks this difference 
of spint inconsiderable,— whosoever 
does not feel it at once when pointed 
out,—whosoever can believe that the 
parts as they stand now belong to one 
artistically constructed Epos,—“ will 
do well not to trouble himself any more 
either with my criticisms or with epic 
poetry, because he is too weak to 
understand anything about it” (“ weil 
er zu schwach ist etwas dann zu ver- 
stehen ”) Femere Betrachtungen 
fiber die Ilias Abh&ndL Beilin. Acad. 
1841, p 18, § xxiii 

On the conti ary, TJlrici, after having 
shown (or tried to show) that the com¬ 
position of Homer satisfies perfectly, 

in the main, all the exigencies of an 
artistic epic—adds, that this will make 
itself at once evident to all those who 
have any sense of aitistical symmetiy; 
hut that for those to whom that sonso 
is wanting, no conclusive demonstration 
ca' he given He warns the lattei, 
however, that they are not to deny the 
existence of that which their shoit- 
sightod vision cannot distinguish, for 
everything cannot he made clear to 
children, which the mature man sees 
through at a glance (Uluci, Geschichte 
des Griechischen Epos, Part i ch vn. 
p. 200—261) Read also Payne Knight, 
Proleg c. xxvu , about the insanity or 
the Wolfian School, obvious oven to 
the “ homunculus e tnvio ”. 

1 have the misfortune to dissent 
from both Lachmann and Ulrici; for 

appears to me a mistake to put the 
Iliad and Odyssey on the same footing, 
as Ulnci does, and as is too frequently 
done by others 

2 Plato, Aristotle, and their contem¬ 
poraries generally, road the most sus¬ 
picious portions of the Homeric poems 
as genuine (Nitzsch, Plan und Gang der 
Odysseo, in the Preface to his second 
vol of Comments on the Odyssey, p. 
lx.—lxiv.) 

Thucydides accepts the Hymn to 
Apollo as a composition by the author 
of the Iliad. 
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better informed than we are, except in so far as they could 
profit by the analogies of the cyclic and other epic poems, 
which would doubtless in many cases have afforded valuable 
aid. 

Nevertheless no classical scholar can be easy without some 

opinion respecting the authorship of these immortal poems. And 
the more defective the evidence we possess, the more essential is 
it that all that evidence should he marshalled m the clearest 
order, and its bearing upon the points m controversy distinctly 
understood beforehand. Both these conditions seem to have 
been often neglected, throughout the long-continued Homeric 
discussion. 

To illustrate the first point:—Since two poems are compre¬ 
hended m the problem to be solved, the natural process would be, 
first to study the easier of the two, and then to apply the conclu¬ 
sions thence deduced as a means of explaining the other. Now 
the Odyssey, looking at its aggregate character, is incomparably 
more easy to comprehend than the Iliad. Yet most Homeric 
critics apply the microscope at once, and in the first instance, to 
the Iliad 

To illustrate the second point:—What evidence is sufficient to 
negative the supposition that the Iliad or the Odyssey is a poem 
originally and intentionally one? Not simply parti- Method or 
cular gaps and contradictions, tliongh they be even studying 
gross and numerous; but the preponderance of these tllm of 
proofs of mere unprepared coalescence over the other 
proofs of designed adaptation scattered throughout the 
whole poem. For the poet (or the co-operating poets, if merit 
than one) may have intended to compose an harmonious whole, 
but may have realised their intention incompletely, and left par¬ 
tial faults; or perhaps the contradictory lines may have crept in 
through a corrupt text. A survey of the whole poem is necessary 
to determine the question 5 and this necessity, too, has not always 
been attended to. 

If it had happened that the Odyssey had been preserved to us 
alone, without the Iliad, I think the dispute respecting Homeric 
unity would never have been raised. For the former is, in my 
judgment, pervaded almost from beginning to end by marks of 
designed adaptation; and the special faults which Wolf, W. 
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Muller, and B. Thiersch,1 have singled out for the purpose of 
disproving such unity of intention, are so few and of so little im¬ 
portance, that they would have been universally regarded as mere 
instances of haste or unskilfulness on the part of the poet, had 
they not been seconded by the far more powerful battery opened 
agaiixot the Iliad. These critics, having laid down their general 
presumptions against the antiquity of the long epopee, illustrate 
their principles by exposing the many flaws and fissures in the 
Iliad, and then think it sufficient if they can show a few similar 
defects in the Odyssey—as if the breaking up of Homeric unity 
m the former naturally entailed a similar necessity with regard 
to the latter; and their method of proceeding, contrary to the 
rule above laid down, puts the more difficult problem m the fore¬ 
ground, as a means of solution for the easier. We can hardly 
wonder, however, that they have applied their observations m the 
first instance to the Iliad, because it is in every man’s esteem the 
odyggeyto niore marked, striking and impressive poem of the 
be studied two—and the character of Homer is more intimately 
more simple identified with it than with the Odyssey. This may 
giblestnic serve 83 aiL explanation of the course pursued; but be 
ture than the case as it may m respect to comparative poetical 
the Iliad. merit, it is not the less true, that as an aggregate, the 
Odyssey is more simple and easily understood, and therefore 
ought to come first in the order of analysis 

Now, looking at the Odyssey by itself, the proofs of a unity 
Odyssey— of design seem unequivocal and everywhere to be 
o?oneC6S found. A premeditated structure, and a concentration 
design of interest upon one prime hero under well-defined 
itsr struck circumstances, may be traced from the first book to the 
ture. twenty-third Odysseus is always either directly or 
indirectly kept before the reader, as a warrior returning from the 
fulness of glory at Troy, exposed to manifold and protracted 
calamities during his return home, on which his whole soul is so 
bent that he refuses even the immortality offered by Calypsd;— 
a victim, moreover, even after his return, to mingled injury and 
insult from the suitors, who have long been plundering his pro¬ 
perty and dishonouring his house; but at length obtaining, by 

i Bernhard Thiersch, Ueber das Zeitalter und Vaterland des Homer (Halber- 
stadt, 1882), Einleitung, p. 4—18 
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valour and cunning united, a signal revenge which restores him 
to all that he had lost All the persons and all the events m the 
poem are subsidiary to this main plot * and the divine agency, 
necessary to satisfy the feeling of the Homeric man, is put forth 
by Poseiddn and Athene, m both cases from dispositions directly 
bearing upon Odysseus. To appreciate the unity of the Odyssey, 
we have only to read the objections taken against that of the 
Iliad—especially in regard to the long withdrawal of Achilles, 
not only from the scene, but from the memory—together with 
the independent prominence of Ajax, Diomedes and other heroes. 
How far we are entitled from hence to infer the want of preme¬ 
ditated unity m the Iliad, will be presently considered ; but it is 
certain that the constitution of the Odyssey in this respect every¬ 
where demonstrates the presence of such unity. Whatever may 
be the interest attached to Penelope, Telemachus, or Eummus, we 
never disconnect them from their association with Odysseus. 
The present is not the place for collecting the many maiks of 
artistical structure dispersed throughout this poem: but it may 
be worth while to remark, that the final catastrophe realised in 
the twenty-second book—the slaughter of the suitors in the very 
house which they were profaning—is distinctly and prominently 
marked out m the first and second books, promised by Teiresias 
m the eleventh, by Athene m the thirteenth, and by Helen in 
the fifteenth, and gradually matured by a senes of suitable preli¬ 
minaries, throughout the eight books preceding its occurrence.1 
Indeed what is principally evident, and what has been often 
noticed, m the Odyssey, is, the equable How both of the narrative 
and the events; the absence of that rise and fall of interest which 
is sufficiently conspicuous m the Iliad. 

To set against these evidences of unity, there ought at least to 
be some strong cases produced of occasional meoher- KxhK)lte 
ence or contradiction. But it is remarkable how little v!*ry few 

of such counter-evidence is to he found, although the 
arguments of Wolf, W. Muller, and B. Thiersch stand <<]*c<^ra 
so much in need of it. They have discovered only 10 0IL 
one instance of undeniable inconsistency in the parts—the number 
of days occupied by the absence of Telemachus at Bylus and 

1 Compare i. 205; ii. 145 (tnjtroivoC <tv «mra Soumv ivroa&ev tUot<r0«); xi. 118 ; 
jdu. 305; xv, 178, also xiv. 182. 
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Sparta. Tliat young prince, though represented as in great haste 
to depart, and refusing pressing invitations to prolong his stay, 

must nevertheless be supposed to have continued for thirty days 

Chronolo* §uest Menelaus, in order to bring his proceed- 
gicai ings into chronological harmony with those of 

m th°enmS Odysseus, and to explain the first me.etmg of father 
Odyssey m and son m the swine-fold of Eumseus. Here is 
one case undoubtedly an inaccuracy (so Nitzsch11 treats it, and 

I think justly) on the part of the poet, who did not anticipate, 

and did not experience m ancient times, so strict a scrutiny^1 gg 

inaccuracy certainly not at all wonderful; the matter of real 
wonder is, that it stands almost alone, and that there are no 
others in the poem. 

Now this is one of the main points on which W. Mullei and 

Inference ^kiersch rest ^eir theory—explaining the chiono- 
enoneousiy logical confusion by supposing that the journey of 

hence1 that Telemachus to Pylus and Sparta constituted the 
the paits subject of an epic originally separate (comprising the 

poem were first four books and a portion of the fifteenth), and 

sepaStey incorporated at second-hand with the remaining poem. 
And they conceive this view to be farther confirmed 

by the double assembly of the gods (at the beginning of the first 

book as well as of the fifth), which they treat as an awkwaid 

repetition, such as could not have formed part of the primary 

scheme of any epic poet. But here they only escape a small 

difficulty by running into another and a greater. For it is 

impossible to comprehend how the first four books and part of 

the fifteenth can ever have constituted a distinct epic ,* since the 

adventures of Telemachus have no satisfactory termination, except 

at the point of confluence with those of his father, when the 

i Nitzsch, Plan und Gang cler Ody ssee, quoscunque argutiarum captfitores, Lxlin , prefixed to the second vol of carmma cantita&se, sed inter eos qm 
i Commentary on the Odysseis sensibus anhnoium libere, mcaute, et 
“ At canmnum primi auditores non effuse indulge! ent,” <ftc Chap xxii — 

adeo cunosi erant (observes Mr Payne xxvu. of Mi Knight’s Prolegomena 
Knight, Prolegg c. xxm), ut ejusmodi are valuable to the same purpose, 
rerum rationes aut exqmrerent aut ex- showing the “ homines rudes et gsndereut: neque eorum fades e subti- agrestes ” of that day as excellent 

oribns congruentus omnino pendebat judges of what fell under their senses 
Monendi enim sunt etiam atque etiam ana observation, hut caieless, credu- 
Homericorum studiosi, vetores lllos lous, and unobservant of contradiction, 
dotSovs non lingua, professoria, inter m matters which came only under the- 
viros criticos et grammaticos, aut alios mind’s eye 
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unexpected meeting and recognition takes place under the roof 
of Eumaeus—nor can any epic poem ever have described that 
meeting and recognition without giving some account how 
Odvsseus came thither. Moreover the first two hooks of the 
Odyssey distinctly lay the ground, and carry expectation foi ward, 
to the final catastrophe of the poem—treating Telemachus as a 
subordinate person, and his expedition as merely provisional 
towards an ulterior result. Nor can I agree with W. Muller, 
that the real Odyssey might well be supposed to begin with the 
fiftn book. On the contrary, the exhibition of the suitors and 
the Ithakesian agora, presented to us m the second book, is 
absolutely essential to the full comprehension of the books sub¬ 
sequent to the thirteenth. The suitors are far too important 
peisonages m the poem to allow of their being first introduced in 
so informal a manner as we read in the sixteenth book : indeed 
the passing allusions of Athene (xni. 310, 375) and Eumseus (xiv. 
41, 81) to the suitors, presuppose cognizance of them on the part 
of the hearer. 

Lastly, the twofold discussion of the gods, at the beginning of 
the first and fifth books, and the double interference of Athene, 
far from being a needless repetition, may he shown to suit per¬ 
fectly both the genuine epical conditions and the unity of the 
poem.1 For although the final consummation, and the organisa¬ 
tion of measures against the suitors, was to be accomplished by 
Odysseus and Telemachus jointly, yet the march and adventures 
of the two, until the moment of their meeting in the dwelling of 
Eumseus, were essentially distinct. But according to the religious 
ideas of the old epic, the presiding direction of AthdnG was neces¬ 
sary for the safety and success of both of them. Her 
first interference arouses and inspires the son, her 
second produces the liberation of the father—consti- dwWe 
tutmg a point of union and common origination for events, ultf- 
two lines of adventures in both of which she takes Snfln5nSS° 
earnest interest, but which are necessarily for a time 
kept apart m order to coincide at the proper moment. 

i W M filler is not correct in saying 
that m the first assembly of the gods, 
Zeus promises something which he 
•does not perform Zeus does not 
promise to send Hermfls as messenger 

to KalypsA, in the first book, though 
AthflnG urges him to do so Zeus 
indeed, requires to be urged twice 
before he dictates to KalypnG the 
release of Odysseus, but he had 
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It will thus appear that the twice-repeated agora of the gods 
in the Odyssey, bringing home as it does to one and the same 
divine agent that double stait which is essential to the scheme of 
the poem, consists better with the supposition of premeditated 
Skill dis- unity than with that of distinct self-existent paits. 
fhis pomt J^n<i assuredly the manner m which Telemachus and 
by the poet. Odysseus, both by different roads, are brought into* 
meeting and conjunction, at the dwelling of Eumseus, is some¬ 
thing not only contrived, but veiy skilfully conti ived. It is 
needless to advert to the highly interestmg character of Eumseusy 
rendered available as a rallying point, though m different 
both to the father and the son, over and above the sympathy 
which he himself inspires. 

If the Odyssey be not an original unity, of what self-existent 

Difficulty of P81^ 08,11 we imagme it to have consisted 2 To this 
imagining question it is difficult to imagine a satisfactory reply : 
brokenyupey for the supposition that Telemachus and his adventures 
into many may 0nce have formed the subject of a separate epos, 
poems or apart from Odysseus, appears inconsistent with the 
songs. whole character of that youth as it stands m the poem, 
and with the events in which he is made to take part. We could 
better imagine the distribution of the adventures of Odysseus 
himself into two parts—one containing his wanderings and return, 
the other handling his ill-treatment by the suitors and his final 
triumph. But though either of these two subjects might have 
been adequate to furnish out a separate poem, it is nevertheless 
certain, that as they are presented m the Odyssey, the former 
cannot he divorced from the latter. The simple return of 
Odysseus, as it now stands in the poem, could satisfy no one as a 
final close, so long as the suitors remain in possession of his house 
and forbid his reunion with his wife. Any poem which treated 
his wanderings and return separately, must have repiesented his 
reunion with Penelope and restoration to his house as following 
naturally upon his arrival in Ithaka—thus taking little or no 
notice of the suitors. But this would he a capital mutilation of 
the actual epical narrative, which considers the suitors at home 
as an essential portion of the destiny of the much-suffering hero, 

already intimated m the fhst book that hero, because of the wrath manifested 
be felt great difficulty m protecting the against him by Pose»d6n 
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not less than his shipwrecks and trials at sea. His return (sepa¬ 
rately taken) is foredoomed, according to the curse of Polyphemus 
executed by Poseidon, to be long-deferred, miserable, solitary, 
and ending with destruction in his house to greet him ;1 and the 
ground is thus laid, m the very recital of his wanderings, for a 
new series of events which are to happen to him after his arrival 
in Ithaka There is no tenable halting-place between the depai- 
ture of Odysseus from Troy and the final restoration to his house 
and his wife. The distance between these two events may indeed 
be widened, by accumulating new distresses and impediments, 
but any separate portion ol it cannot be otherwise treated than 
as a fraction of the whole. The beginning and end are here the 
data m respect to epical genesis, though the intermediate events 
admit of being conceived as variables, moie or less numerous : so 
that the conception of the whole may be said without impropriety 
both to precede and to govern that of the constituent parts. 

The general result of a study of the Odyssey may be set down 
as follows *—1. The poem as it now stands exhibits structure 
unequivocally adaptation of parts and continuity of od>H»ey—• 
structure, whether by one or by several consentient essentially 

hands: it may perhaps be a secondary formation, out cannot 
of a pre-existing Odyssey of smaller dimensions ; but 
if so, the parts of the smaller whole must have been gather out 
so far recast as to make them suitable members of the listing 
larger, and are noway recognisable by us. 2. The ei)ics- 
subject-matter of the poem not only does not favour, but goes far 
to exclude, the possibility of the Wolfian hypothesis. Its events 
cannot be so arranged as to have composed several antecedent 
substantive epics, afterwards put together into the present aggre¬ 
gate. Its authors cannot have been mere compilers of pre-exist¬ 
ing materials, such as Peisistratus and his friends: they must 
have been poets, competent to work such matter as they found 
into a new and enlarged design of their own. Nor can the age 
m which this long poem, of so many thousand lines, was turned 
out as a continuous aggregate, be separated from the ancient* 
productive, inspired age of Grecian epic. 

1 Odyss. lx. 584d— Nij&s a!wr’ iWorptiqc, ttfpot 8* iv rnftuwra 
OLKCp—- 

#0ifri kcucms ekdoi, bkfaas Att6 ir&vras *Os *(f>ar «vy6/mvo9 (the Cyclops to 
iraipovs, PoseidCn): rov $1 <kXv« K,vavox*£njs. 
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Arriving at such conclusions from the internal evidence of the 
Odyssey,1 we can apply them by analogy to the Iliad. We learn 
Analogy of something respecting the character and capacities of 
sey shows that early age which he left no other mementos 
that long except these two poems. Long continuous epics (it is 
meditated observed by those who support the views of Wolf), 
position0111' with an artistical structure, are inconsistent with the 
consists capacities of a rude and non-writing age. Such epicS* 
Opacities (we may reply) are not inconsistent with the early age 
early0 Greek °* Greeks, and the Odyssey is a proof of it; for 
mind in that poem the integration of the whole, and the 
composition of the parts, must have been simultaneous. The 
analogy of the Odyssey enables us to rebut that preconception 
under which many ingenious critics sit down to the study of the 
Iliad, and which induces them to explain all the incoherences of 
the latter by breaking it up into smaller unities, as if short epics 
were the only manifestation of poetical power which the age 
admitted. There ought to be no reluctance in admitting a pre¬ 
siding scheme and premeditated unity of parts, in so far as the 
parts themselves point to such a conclusion. 

That the Iliad is not so essentially one piece as the Odyssey, 
Iliad— every man agrees. It includes a much greater rnulti- 
cohwent3 phcity of events, and, what is yet more important, a 
and urn- greater multiplicity of prominent personages : the 
farmthan very indefinite title which it hears, as contrasted with 
Odyssey. the speciality of the name Odyssey, marks the difference 
at once. The parts stand out more conspicuously from the whole, 
and admit more readily of being felt and appreciated in detached 
recitation. We may also add, that it is of more unequal execu¬ 
tion than the Odyssey—often rising to a far higher pitch of 
grandeur, but also occasionally tamer : the story does not move 
on continuously; incidents occur without plausible 'motive, nor 
can we shut our eyes to evidences of incoherence and contradiction. 

i Wolf admits, in most unequivocal clarissimo monumento Grseci ingenii 
language, the compact and artful habenda est . . . Unde fit ut 
structure of the Odyssey. Against Odysseam nemo, cui omnino prisons 
this positive internal evidence he sets v&tes placeat, nisi perlectam e mann 
the general presumption, that no such deponere queat. At iUa ars id ipsum 
constructive art can possibly have be- est, quod viz ae we via quidem cadere 
longed to a poet of the age of Homer:— videtur in vatem, singular tantrum 
■“Be OdysseA maxime, cujus admira- rhapsodiasdecantantem, &c.(Prolego- 
hilis aumma et compages pro pro- mena, p. cxvin.—cxx ; compare cxxiL). 
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To a certain extent, the Iliad is open to all these remark^! 
though Wolf and William Muller, and above all Lachmann, 
exaggerate the case in degree. And Ixom hence has been de¬ 
duced the hypothesis which treats the parts in their original 
state as separate integers, independent of and unconnected with 
each other, and forced into unity only by the afterthought of a 
subsequent age ; or sometimes not even themselves as integers, 
but as aggregates grouped together out of fiagments still smaller 
—short epics formed by the coalescence of still shorter songs. 
Now there is some plausibility m these reasonings, so long as the 
discrepancies are looked upon as the whole of the case. But in 
point of fact they are not the whole of the case : for it is not less 
true, that there are large portions of the Iliad which incohe- 

present positive and undeniable evidences of coherence 
as antecedent and consequent, though we are occasion- in parts of 
ally perplexed by inconsistencies of detail. To deal mamfo&t”" 
with these latter is a portion of the duties of a critic. othTr06 
But he is not to treat the Iliad as if inconsistency pre- paits, 

vailed everywhere throughout its parts ; for coherence of parts 
—symmetrical antecedence and consequence is discernible 
throughout the larger half of the poem. 

Now the Wolfian theory explains the gaps and contradictions 
throughout the narrative, but it explains nothing else. 
If (as Lachmann thinks) the Iliad originally con- thooiy1 
sisted of sixteen songs or little substantive epics former 

•(Lachmann’s sixteen songs cover the space only as far but not the 
•as the 22nd book or the death of Hect6r, and two more latter* 
songs would have to be admitted for the 23rd and 24tli books)— 
not only composed by diiTerent authors, but by each1 without any 

>view to conjunction with the rest—we have then no right to ex¬ 
pect any intrinsic continuity between them; and all Chat con¬ 
tinuity which we now find must be of extraneous origin. Where 
are we to look for the origin? Lachmann follows Wolf in aserib- 

1 Lachmann seems to admit one 
•case m which the compose! of one 
song manifests cognizance of another 
song, and a disposition to give what 
will foim a sequel to it His fifteenth 
song (the I’atroklm) lasts fiom xv. 
fi02 down to the end of tlio 17th book: 
the sixteenth song (including the four 
next books, from 18 to 22 inclusive) is 

a continuation of the fifteenth, hat by 
a different poet. (Femero Betracht- 
ungcn dher die Ihas, Abhandl. Berlin. 
Acad. 1841, sect. xxvi. xxvni. xxjx. pp. 
24, 84, 42.) Fr 

This admission of premeditated 
adaptation to a certain extent break* 
up the integrity of the Wolfian hypo¬ 
thesis. 
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ing the whole constructive process to Peisistratus and Ins 
associates, at a period when the creative epical faculty is admitted 
to have died out. But upon this supposition Peisistratus (or his 
associates) must have done much more than omit, transpose, and 
interpolate, here and there; he must have gone far to rewrite the 
whole poem. A great poet might have recast pre-existing 
separate songs into one comprehensive whole, but no mere 
arrangers or compilers would be competent to do so : and we are 
thus left without any means of accounting foi that degree of con¬ 
tinuity and consistence which runs through so large a portion of 
the Iliad, though not through the whole. The idea that the poem 
as we read it grew out of atoms not originally designed for the 
places which they now occupy, involves us in new and inextri¬ 
cable difficulties when we seek to elucidate either the mode of 
coalescence or the degree of existing unity.1 

Admitting then premeditated adaptation of paits to a certain 
extent as essential to the Iliad, we may yet inquire whether it 
was produced all at once or gradually enlarged—whether by one 
author or by several; and if the parts be of different age, which 
is the primitive kernel, and which are the additions. 

Welcker, Lange, and Nitzsch3 tieat the Homeric poems as 
representing a second step in advance in the progress of popular 
poetry. First comes the age of short narrative songs; next, when 
these have become numerous, there arise constructive minds 

1 The advocates of the Wolflan 
theory appear to feel difficulties which 
beset it, for their language is wavei mg 
in respect to these supposed primary 
constituent atoms. Sometimes Lach- 
xnann tells us, that the original pieces 
were much finer poetry than the Iliad 
as we now read it; at another time, 
that it cannot be now discovered what 
they originally were * nay, he fuither 
admits (as remarked in the preceding 
note) that the poet of the sixteenth 
song had cognizance of the fifteenth. 

But if it be granted that the original 
constituent songs were so composed, 
though by different poets, as that the 
more recent were adapted to the 
earlier, with more or less dexterity 
and success, this brings us into totally 
different conditions of the problem. 
It is a virtual surrender of the Wolfian 
hypothesis, which however Lachmann 
both means to defend, and does defend 
with ability; though his vindication of 

it has, to my mmd, only the effect of 
exposing its inherent weakness by 
carrying it out into something detailed 
and positive. I will add, m respect to 
his Dissertations, so instructive as a 
microscopic examination of the poem, 
—1. That I find myself constantly dis¬ 
senting from that critical feeling, on 
the strength of which he cuts out parts 
as interpolations, and discovers traces 
of the hand of distinct poets; 2. that 
his objections against the continuity of 
the nanative are often founded upon 
lines which the ancient scholiasts and 
Mr. Payne Knight had already pro¬ 
nounced to be interpolations; 8. that 
such of his objections as are founded 
upon lines undisputed, admit in many 
cases of a complete and satisfactory 
reply. 

s Lange, in his letter to Goethe, 
Ueber die Einheit der Hiade, p. 83 
(1826); Nitzsch, Histona Homeri, Fas¬ 
ciculus 2, Prasfat. p. x. 
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who recast and blend together many of them into a larger 
aggregate conceived upon some scheme of their own. Theoiy of 

The age of the epos is followed by that of the epopee Laiigefand 
—short spontaneous effusions preparing the way, and Nitzsch.— 

furnishing materials, for the architectonic genius of Epo^p^e-6 
the poet. It is farther presumed by the above-men- thatofthe° 
tioned authors that the pre-Homeric epic included a Epopee, 

great abundance of such smaller songs,—a fact which admits of no 
proof, but which seems countenanced by some passages m Homer, 
and is in itself noway improbable. But the transition from such 
songs, assuming them to be ever so numerous, to a combined and 
continuous poem, forms an epoch m the intellectual history of 
the nation, implying mental qualities of a higher order than 
those upon which the songs themselves depend. Nor is it to be 
imagined that the materials pass unaltered fiom their fust state 
of isolation into their second state of combination They must 
of necessity be recast, and undergo an adapting process, m which 
the genius of the oigamsmg poet consists ; nor can we hope, by 
simply knowing them as they exist m the second stage, ever to 
divine how they stood m the first. Such, in my judgment, is the 
right conception of the Homeric epoch,—an organising poetical 
mind, still preserving that freshness of observation and vivacity 
of details which constitutes the charm of the ballad. 

Nothing is gained by studying the Iliad as a congeries of 
fragments once independent of each other: no portion Iliaa essen. 
of the poem can be shown to have ever been so, and tmiiy an 

to tbe original and preconceived plan.1 In this the wholo 
respect the Iliad pioduces upon my mind an un- poom' 

the supposition introduces difficulties greater than poem—but 
those which it removes. But it is not necessary to 
affirm that the whole poem as we now read it belonged not 

x Even Aristotle, the great builder- 
up of the celebrity of Homer as to 
epical aggregation, found some occa¬ 
sions (it appears) on which he was 
obliged to do content with simply 
excusing, without admiring, the poet 
(Poet. 44, rois aAAots aya&ois 6 notrjTqg 
tfSrfva)v aiavt^et r?> aroirov). 

And Hermann observes justly, in 
his acute treatise De Interpolationibus 
Homen (Opuscula, tom v p. w)>~ 
“Nisi adrairabihs ilia Homericorum 

carminum suavltas lectorum animos 
quasi mcantationibus quibustlam cap- 
tos teneret, non tam facile dolites- 
ceront, quae accuralius conan lerata, 
eb multo minus apte quam quis jure 
postulet composita esse apparere ne- 
cesse oat”. 

This treatise contains many criti¬ 
cisms on the structure of the Iliad, 
some of them very well founded, 
though there are many from which I 
dissent. 
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piession totally different fiom the Odyssey. In the latter poem, 
the characters and incidents are fewer, and the whole plot 
appears of one projection, from the beginning to the death of the 
suitors: none of the parts look as if they had been composed 
separately and mseited by way of addition into a pre-existing 
smaller poem. But the Iliad, on the contrary, presents the 
appearance of a house built upon a plan compaiatively narrow 
Iliad and subsequently enlarged by successive additions. The 

an'AchiiLis fir8t lj0ok» toSetlier tlie eighth, and the books from 
built upon the eleventh to the twenty-second inclusive, seem 
piaMhen to form the primary organisation of the poem, then 
eniaiged. properly an Achilleis: the twenty-third and twenty- 
fourth books are, perhaps, additions at the tail of this primitive 
poem, which still leave it nothing more than an eniaiged 
Achill&s. But the books from the second to the seventh inclu¬ 
sive, together with the tenth, are of a wider and more compre¬ 
hensive character, and convert the poem from an Achilleis into an 
Iliad.1 The primitive irontispiece, inscribed with the anger of 
Achilles and its direct consequences, yet remains after it has 
ceased to be coextensive with the poem. The parts added, how¬ 
ever, are not necessarily inferior in merit to the original poem : 
so far is this from being the case, that amongst them are compre¬ 
hended some of the noblest efforts of the Grecian epic. Nor are 
they more recent m date than the original; strictly speakmg, 
they must be a little more recent, but they belong to the same 
geneiation and state of society as the primitive AchiHdis. These 
qualifications are necessary to keep apart different questions 
which, in discussions of Homeric criticism, are but too often 
confounded. 

If we take those portions of the poem which I imagine to have 
■constituted the original Achillas, it will be found that the 
sequence of events contained m them is more rapid, more un¬ 
broken, and more intimately knit together in the way of cause 
and effect, than in the other books. Heyne and Lachmann 
indeed, with other objecting critics, complain of the action in 
them as being too much crowded and hurried, since one day lasts 

i In reference to the books from the Muller, Homensche Vorschule, Ab- 
second to the seventh inclusive, I sclimtt. vm. p. 110—118. 
agree with the ohseivations of William 
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from the beginning of the eleventh book to the middle of the 
eighteenth, without any sensible halt m the match Part<,which 
throughout so lai&e a portion of the lournev. Lach- constitute 

b, , ? ^ j a • . thepnmi- 
mann hkewi&e admits that those separate songs, into tive Achii- 

whichhe imagines that the whole Iliad may be dissected, a SjSeient 
cannot be seveied with the same sharpness, in the sequence of 

a ©vents 
books subsequent to the eleventh, as m those befoie it.x 
There is only one real halting-place from the eleventh hook to 
the twenty-second—the death of Patroclus; and this can never 
be conceived as the end of a separate poem,1 2 though it is a capital 
step in the development of the Achillea*, and brings about that 
entire revolution m the temper of Achilles winch was essential 
lor the purpose of the poet. It would be a mistake to imagine that 
there could ever have existed a separate poem called Patrocleia, 
though a part of the Iliad was designated by that name. Por 
Patroclus has no substantive position; he is the attached friend 
and second of Achilles, but nothing else,—standing to the latter 
m a relation of dependence resembling that oi Telemachus to 
Odysseus. And the way in which Patroclus is dealt with m the 
Iliad is (in my judgment) the most dexterous and artistical 
contrivance in the poem—that which approaches nearest to the 
neat tissue of the Odyssey.3 

1 Lachinann, Feinero Betraclilungon 
ubei die llias, Abliandlungen Berlin. 
Acad 141, p, 4. 

Aftoi having pointed out certain, 
discrepancies which ho maintains to 
prove different composing hands, lie 
adds,—“ Nevertheless, we numb he 
careful not to regard tho single con¬ 
stituent songs m tins pait of the poem 
as being distinct and separable m a 
degiee equal to those m the first half; 
foi they all with one accord harmonise 
in one particular on cum stance, which 
with reference to the story of the Iliad 
is not less important even than the 
anger of Achilles, viz that the thiee 
most distinguished herooH, Agamem- 
n6n, Odysseus, and DiomOdfis, all be¬ 
come disabled throughout the whole 
duiation of tho battles’*. 

Important for tho story of the 
AchUleu, I should say, not for that of 
the Kiad This i omark of Lachmann 
is highly illustrative for the distinction 
between the original and the enlarged 
poem. 

2 X confess my astonishment that a 

man of so much genius and power of 
thought as M. Benjamin Constant, 
should have imagined the original 
Iliad to have concluded with the 
death of Patiodus, on tho ground that 
Achilles than becomes reconciled with 
AgamctmiOn See the review of Ji 
Constant's work, I)e la Religion, Av , 
by O Muller, in tho Kleme Schrifton 
of tho latter, voL ii p 74. 

3 ilo appears as tho mediator be¬ 
tween the insulted Adiillos and the 
Greeks, manifesting kindly sympathies 
for the latter without renouncing his 
fidelity to tho fonuoi Tho wounded 
MuchaOn, an object of interest to the 
whole camp, being carried off the field 
by Nestdr—Achilles, looking on from 
his <hatant ship, sends Patroclus to 
inquire whether it be roally Macliadn; 
which enables Nestor to lay before 
Patioclus the deplorable state of the 
Grecian host, as a motive to induce 
him and Achilles again to take arms. 
Tho compassionate feelings of Patroclus 
being powerfully touched, he is hasten¬ 
ing to enforce upon Achilles the urgent 
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The great and capital misfortune which prostrates the stiength 
of the Greeks and renders them incapable of defending themselves 
without Achilles, is the disablement by wounds of Agamemnon, 
Disable- Diomedes, and Odysseus: so that the defence of the 
Agamom- wa^ an^ the ships is left only to heroes of the 
non, odys- second magnitude (Ajax alone excepted), such as 
DiomOdfis, Idomeneus, Leonteus, Polypoetes, Menon@s, Menelaus, 
A1? Now it is remarkable that all these three first- 
battle of the , , - /»n/» , 
eleventh rate ciiiels are m lull force at the beginning of the 
book. eleventh book: all three are wounded m the battle 
which that book describes, and at the commencement of which 
Agamemnon is full of spirits and courage. 

Nothing can be more striking than the manner in which 
The first Homer concentrates our attention m the first hook 
centoatos UP011 Achilles as the hero, his quarrel with Agamem- 
attention n6n, and the calamities to the Greeks which are held 
Ichdies, out as about to ensue from it, through the intercession 
thefostiess with Zeus. But the incidents dwelt upon 
Grooks^re ^rom kegmn*ng of the second book down to the 
to meur m combat between Hector and Ajax in the seventh, 
of theqUence anim&ted and interesting as they are, do nothing to 
injury don© 
to him — 
Nothing 
done to 
realise this 
expectation 
until the 
eighth 
book 

realise this promise. They are a splendid picture of 
the Trojan war generally, and eminently suitable to 
that larger title under which the poem has been 
immoitalised—but the consequences of the anger of 
Achilles do not appear until the eighth hook. The 
tenth book, or Doloneia, is also a portion of the Iliad, 

hut not of the Achillas ; while the ninth book appears to me a 
subsequent addition, nowise harmonising with that main stream 

necessity of giving help, when he meets 
Eurypylus crawling out of the field, 
helpless with a severe wound, and 
imploring his succour. He supports 
the wounded warrior to his tent, and 
ministers to his suffering; but before 
this operation is fully completed, the 
Grecian host has been totally driven 
back, and the Trojans are on the point 
of setting fire to the ships * Patroclus 
then hurries to Achilles to proclaim 
the desperate peril which hangs over 
them all, and succeeds m obtaining his 
permission to take the field at the 
head of the Myrmidons. The way in 

which Patroclus is kept present to the 
hearer, as a prelude to his brilliant 
but short-lived display when he comes 
forth m arms,—the contrast between 
his characteristic gentleness and the 
ferocity of Achilles,—and the natural 
tram of circumstances whereby he is 
made the vehicle of reconciliation on 
the part of his offended friend, and 
rescue to his imperilled countrymen,— 
all these exhibit a degree of epical 
skill, m the author of the primitive 
Achillas, to which nothing is found 
parallel m the added books of the 
Iliad. 
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of the Achillas which flows from the eleventh hook to the 

twenty-second. The eighth book ought to be read in Primitive 
immediate connexion with the eleventh, in order to Achineis 

see the structure of what seems the primitive Achilleis; books i. viii 

for there are several passages in 
following books,1 which prove 

i Obseive, foi example, the following 
passages — . 

1. Achilles, standing on the prow of 
his ship, sees the geneial aimy of 
Gieeks undei going defeat by the 
Tiojans, and also sees Nestdi convey¬ 
ing m lus chariot a wounded wainor 
tiom the field. He sends l’atioclus to 
find out who the wounded man is in 
calling forth Patioclus, he says (xi 
607),— 
Ate McvoltloSt], t# V# Kexapccrp.cve 

Ovay* , , , . , 
Nuv ot(o irepl yovvar c/ia CTp tread at. 

’Axatovs . , , 
Aiaaopevovs xpeio» cjcarcrat ov/eer 

ai'C/CTOS 

Heyne, in his comment, asks the 
question, not unnatuially, “ Poeni- 
tueiat lgitur aspoutatis oiga puorern 
legationem, an liomo ariog.ms expccta- 
vorat altmam ad se inihsam iriV*’ X 
answer—-neither one noi the other: 
the words imply that he had received 
no embtwy at all He is still the same 
Achilles who in the fix si book paced 
alone by the sea-slioie, devouring his 
own soul under a sense of bittei afti out, 
and praying to Thotis to aid his 
revenge this levengo is now about to 
be realised, and ho hails its approach 
with delight But if we admit the 
embassy of the ninth book to intervene, 
the passage becomes a glaring incon¬ 
sistency for that which Achilles 
anticipates as future, and even yet as 
contingent, had actually occurred on the 
previous evening, the Greeks had 
supplicated at his feet,—they had pro¬ 
claimed their intolerable need,—and lio 
had spumed them The Scholiast, in 
his explanation of those lines, after 
giving the plain meaning, that 
r< Achilles shows what he has long 
been desiring, to see the Greeks m a 
state of supplication to him”—seems 

the eleventh and the t0 xxn 

that the poet who composed 

a supposition neither countenanced by 
any thing m the poet, noi sufficient to 
leniove the riiffu ulty. 

2 The speech of PoseidCn (xiii 115) 
to eiicouiage the dispmted Grecian 
lieioes, m which, aftei having admitted 
tho injury done to Achilles by Aga- 
inemndn, ho recommends an eftort to 
heal the sore, and intimates “that the 
minds of good men admit of this 
healing piocess” (’AAA* aiceuifiiBa 9aa- 
aov * euceorac rc $p<Vc$ ca9k<av), IS 
cei tamly not very consistent with the 
supposition that tins attempt to heal 
had been made in the ho^t possible way, 
and that Achilles had manifested a 
mind implacable in the extieme on the 
evening before—while the mind of 
AgamemnOn was alieady brought to 
pioclaimed humiliation and needed no 
farther healing. 

3. And what shall we say to the 
language of Achilles and J'atxoclus at 
the beginning of the sixteenth book, 
‘ust at the moment when the danger 
las leached its maximum, and when 

Achilles is about to send forth hut 
fnond? 

Neither Nost&r, when he invokes 
and instructs Patroclus as intercessor 
with Achilles Cxi 654—790), nor 
Patroclus himself, though m the 
extieme of anxiety to work upon the 
mmd of Achilles, and reproaching him 
with baldness of heart—ever bring to 
remembiance the ample atonement 
which hail boen tendered to him ; 
while Achilles himself repeats the 
original ground of quarrel, the wrong 
offered to him m taking away Briscis, 
continuing the language of the first 
book: then without the least allusion 
to the atonement and restitution sin< e 
tendered, he yields to his friend's 
proposition just like a man whose 
wrong remained unredressed, but who 
was nevertheless forced to take arms 

to the ninth book, and tries to remove 
the contradiction by saying “that he *AAAoi to. ph> rrporervx^ iaaontv, oi’$* 
had been previously mollified by apa. iru>s ifv 
conversation with Phoenix ”—rjSrj Si 'Aairepxte xoA&crdai *VL ptoi 
rrpoiAoAaxfols fy rwv $o(vucot Aoywv— -ye 
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them could not have had present to his mind the mam event of 
the ninth book,—the outpouring of profound humiliation by the 
Greeks, and from Agamemn6n especially, before Achilles, coupled 
with formal offers to restore Biis&Ls and pay the amplest compen- 

Ov irplv pyviOpbv Karan avcepw, AAA* 
oirorav 5 77 

Nrjaff e/xas a^bojrat avrfj r« urroAe/xos re. 

I agree with the Scholiast and Heyne 
in interpreting tyyjv ye as equivalent to 
8tev<ivi$i)v-~not as referring to any ex¬ 
press. antecedent declaration. 

Again, f ui thei on m the same speech, 
“The Trojans (Achilles says) now press 
boldly forward upon the ships, foi they 
no longer see the blaze of my helmet 
but if Agamemndn were favourably dis¬ 
posed toioards me, they would presently 
run away and fill the ditches with their 
dead bodies” (71) 

. . . . rdxp. <ccv <£evyoi/T€ff ei/ai/Aous 
IlXiqareiav veKVtav, el pot tcpetqv * Ay apip- 

v<nvt 
¥H.ma elSeiTj • vvv fie crrparov ap<j)tpd- 

XOVTCLL, 

How here again, if we take our start 
from the first book, omitting the ninth, 
the sentiment is peifectly just But 
assume the ninth book, and it becomes 
false and misplaced, for Agamemnon 
is then a prostiate and lepentant man, 
not meiely “favourably disposed” 
towards Achilles, but offering to pay 
any price for the purpose of appeasing 
him 

Again, a few lines further, in 
the same speech, Achilles permits 
Patroclus to go forth, m consideration 
of the extreme peril of the fleet, but 
restricts him simply to avert this peril 
and do nothing more: “ Obey my 
words, so that you may procure jot me 
honour and glory fiom the body of Greeks, 
and that they may send back to me 
the damsel, giving me ample piesents 
besides, when you have diiven the 
Troians from the ships, come back 
again”*— 

oiv pot riprjv peyaAijv teal kvSos apoio 
Upos ira.vT(i>v AavoJav • Arap ot nepiKaA- 

A«a Koyptju 
*Aifr Atroi/a<r<rwflrt, irpon fi* ayAaa Stopa 

irSptacnv • 
'Ex vtj&v eAacras, teVou. iraAtv (84-87). 

How are we to reconcile this with 
the ninth book, where Achilles de¬ 
clares that he does not care for being 
honoured by the Greeks, ix. 604? In 

the mouth of the affronted Achilles 
of the first hook such words aio apt 
enough he will giant succour, but 
only to the extent necessary for the 
emergency, and m such a way as to 
ensure lediess for his own wrong,— 
which redress he has no reason as yet 
to conclude that Agamemndn is willing 
to grant But the ninth book has 
actually tendeied to him everything 
which he heie demands and even moie 
(the daughter of Agamemndn in 
marriage, without the puce usually 
paid for a bride, <fec). Bnseis, whom 
now he is so anxious to re*possoss, was 
then offered m restitution, and ho 
disdained the offer Mr Knight m 
fact strikes out these lines as spurious, 
paitly because they eonti adict tho 
ninth book, whete Achilles has actu¬ 
ally rejected what he hoie thirsts foi 
(“ Bona cum puellA, jam antea oblata 
aspernatus erat”)—partly because he 
thinks that they express a sentiment 
unworthy of Achilles, m which latter 
criticism I do not concui. 

5 We pioceed a little farther to tho 
address of Patroclus to the Myrmidons, 
as he is conducting them forth to the 
battle “Fight biavely, Myrmidons, 
that we may bring honour to Achilles, 
and that the wide-ruling Agamemndn 
may know the marl folly which he 
committed, when he dishonouied the 
bravest of the Greeks” 

To impress this knowledge upon 
Agamemndn was no longer necossaiy 
The ninth book recoids his humiliating 
confession of it, accompanied by atone¬ 
ment and reparation To teach him 
the lesson a second time is to break 
the bruised reed,—to slay the slain 
But leave out the ninth book, and the 
motive is the natural one.—both for 
Patroclus to offei, and for the Myrmi¬ 
dons to obey: Achilles still remains a 
dishonoured man, and to humble the 
aval who has dishonoured lum is the 
first of all objects, as well with his 
friends as with himself. 

6 Lastly, the time comes when 
Achilles, m deep anguish for the death 
of Patroclus, looks back with aveision* 
and repentance to the past. To what 
point should we expect that his repent¬ 
ance would naturally turn? Not to* 
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button ior past wrong. The words of Achilles (not less than those 
of Patroclus and Nestor) m the eleventh and in the following 
books, plainly imply that the humiliation of the Greeks before 
him, for which he thirsts, is as yet future and contingent; that 

his prmiaiy quarrel with Agamemnon, sequence Agamemndn is on his knees 
m which he hart been undeniably befoie Achilles, entreating pardon and 
wi ongod—but to the scene m the ninth piofteung lepaiation, > et the calamities 
book, wheie the maximum of atone- of the Greeks become moie and more 
ment for the previous wrong is tendered dieai Iful The atonement ot the ninth 
to him and scornfully lejected Yet book comes at the wiong time and jn 
when we turn to xvm 108, andxix r>5, the wiong manner 
68, 270, we find him reveititig to the Theie aie four passages (and only 
pumitive quan el m the first book, just four, .so fai as I am aware) m which 
as if it lud been the last incident m the embassy of the ninth book is 
Ins relations with Agamemnon: moie- alluded to in the subsequent books; 
over AgamemnOn (xix SG), in his one m xvnl 444—45b, which was 
speech of reconciliation, treats the past expunged as spuiious bv Anstaiclius 
just in tlie same way,—deplores his (see the Scholia and Knight’s com- 
original insanity m wiongmg Achilles. mentaiy ad leu ); and tlnee otlieis m 

7 When we look to the piayeis of the i olio wing book, wlioiem tho gilts 
Achilles and Thetis, addiessed to Zeus picvioiwly tendmed by Odysseus as 
m the first book, we find that the the envoy of AgamemnOn :ue noticed 
consummation piayed foi is,—honour as identical with the gifts actually 
to Achilles,—ledress foi the wiong given m tho nineteenth book I fed 
offered to him,—victoiy to tho Tuvans peisuadcd that these passages (vv lib 
until Agamemnon and tho Greeks —141, H>2—105, and 213) aie specially 
shall be made bittoily sensible of the nisei ted for the puipose of establishing 
wrong which they have done to thou a connexion between tho ninth book 
biavest wanioi (1 400—GOO) Now this and the nineteenth The loui lines 
consummation is brought about m tho (Uni - il>r»> are decidedly better away 
ninth book At lulles can got no moie, the In st two lines (140—141) aie noway 
noi does he ultimately get more, oithor necessaiy ; while the wold \Qi$\ 
in the way ot lediess to himself or /'which occurs m both passages) is onlv 
i emoiseful humiliation of AgamemnOn, rendei ed admissible by being sti etelu d 
than what is here toudeied The vo mean »aduts to tutu (Ifeyne mf lor), 
defeat which the Greeks stiflei iu the I will only furtliei remaik with 
battle of the eighth book (KdAov Max»i) respect to the ninth book, that the 
lias brought about tho consummation speech of Agamemnon (17—28), the 
The subsequent and much more do- theme for tho rebuke of DionuMcs and 
structive defeats which they undeigo the obseuie commonplace of NestOr, 
are thus causeless yet Zeus is repie* is taken veibatim fiom his speech m 
eented as indicting them icluetamly, the second book, in which place the 
and only because they aie neccHsaty proposition, of leaving the place and 
to honour Achilles (xui. 350, xv 75, llynig, is made, not sei lously, but as a 
235, 598; compaie also vm 372 and stratagem (ii. 110,118,140) 
475) Tho length of tins note can only bo 

If we reflect upon the constitution excused by its direct bearing upon the 
of the poem, we shall see that the structmo of the Ilud. To show that 
fundamental sequence of events m it the books from the eleventh down- 
is, a series of misfortunes to tho wards are composed by a poet who 
Greeks, brought on by Zeus for the has no knowledge of the ninth book, 
special puipose of procuring atonement is, m my judgment, a very important 
to Achilles and bringing humiliation point oi evidence m aiding ns to 
on AgamemnOn. the introduction of undeistand what the original Achillas 
j'atroclus superadds new motives of was The books from the second to 
the utmost interest, but it is most the seventh inclusive are insertions 
harmoniously worked into the funda- into Achillas and lie apart from its 
mental sequence. Now the intrusion plot, but do not violently contradict it, 
of the ninth book breaks up the scheme except in regard to the agora of the 
of the poem by disuniting this gods at the beginning of the fourth 

2—8 
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no plenary apology has yet been tendered, nor any offer made of 
restoring Buseis, while both Nestor and Patroclus, with all their 
wish to induce him to take arms, never take notice of the offered 
atonement and restitution, but view him as one whose ground 
for quairel stands still the same as it did at the beginning. 
Moreover, if we look at the first book—the opening of the 
Achilleis—we shall see that this prostration of Agamemn6n and 
the chief Grecian heroes before Achilles would really be the 
termination of the whole poem ; for Achilles asks nothing more 
from Thetis, nor Thetis anything more from Zeus, than that 
Agamemn6n and the Greeks may be brought to know the wrong 
that they have done to their capital warrior, and humbled in the 
dust m expiation of it. We may add, that the abject teiror, in 
which Agamemnon appears in the ninth book when he sends the 
supplicatory message to Achilles, as it is not adequately accounted 
for by the degree of calamity which the Greeks have experienced 
in the preceding (eighth) book, so it is inconsistent with the 
gallantry and high spirit with which he shines at the beginning 
of the eleventh.1 The 'situation of the Greeks only becomes 
desperate when the three great chiefs, Agamemnon, Odysseus, 
and Diom4des, are disabled by wounds ;* tins is the irreparable 
calamity which works upon Patioclus, and through lnm upon 
Ninth Achilles. The ninth hook as it now stands seems to 
unsuitable me an addition, by a different hand, to the original 
addition. Achillas, framed so as both to forestall and to spoil 
the nineteenth book, which is the real reconciliation of the two 
mimical heroes: I will venture to add that it carries the pride 
and egotism of Achilles beyond even the largest exigencies of 
insulted honour, and is shocking to that sentiment of Nemesis 
which was so deeply seated m the Grecian mind. We forgive 
any excess of fury against the Tiojans and Hector, after the death 

book, and the almost mortal wound of imagines that it mu$t occur. Agamem- 
Sarped6n m his battle with Tlepole n6n never says—“ I was wrong m pro- 
mus But the ninth book overthrows vokmg Achilles, but you see I have 
the fundamental scheme of the poem done everything which man could do 

i Helbig (Sittl. Zustande des Hel* to beg his pardonw. Assuming the 
denalters, p. 80) says, “ The conscious- ninth book to be a part of the original 
ness in the bosom of AgamemnOn that conception, this feeling is so natural, 
he has offered atonement to Achilles that we could hardly mil to find it at 
strengthens his confidence and valour,” the beginning of the eleventh book, 
&c. This is the idea of the critic, not numbered among the motives of Agar 
ot the poet. It does not occur in the mexnndn 
Iliad, though the critic not unnaturally * Iliad xi. 669; aav. 128, xvi. 25. 
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of Patroclus ; but that be should remain unmoved by restitution, 
by abject supplications, and by the richest atoning presents, 
tendered from the Greeks, indicates an implacability such as 
neither the first book, nor the books between the eleventh and 
the seventeenth, convey.1 

It is with the Grecian agora in the beginning of the second 
book that the Iliad (as distinguished from the Achillas) Transit)0n 
commences,—continued through the Catalogue, the fiom the 
muster of the two armies, the single combat between ^0^ 
Menelaus and Pans, the xenewed promiscuous battle lhadmtho 
caused by the arrow of Pandarus, the (Epipolesis or) of the^ 
personal circuit of Agamemnon round the army, the |e0r0°£d 
Ansteia or brilliant exploits of Diomedes, the visit of 
Hector to Troy for purposes of sacrifice, Ins interview with 
Andromache, and his combat with Ajax—down to the seventh 
book All these are beautiful poetry, presenting to us the general 
Trojan war and its conspicuous individuals under different points 
of view, but leaving no room m the reader’s mind for the thought 
of Achilles. Now the difficulty for an enlarging poet was, to pass 
from the Achilleis m the first book to the Iliad in the second, and 
it will accordingly be found that here is an awkwardness in the 
structure of the poem which counsel on the poet’s behalf (ancient 
or modem) do not satisfactorily explain. 

In the first book, Zeus has promised Thetis that he will punish 
the Greeks for the wrong done to Achilles : in the beginning of 
the second book, he deliberates how he shall fulfil the promise, 
and sends down for that purpose “mischievous Oneirus” (the 
Dream-God) to visit Agamemnon in his sleep, to assure him that 
the gods have now with one accord consented to put Troy into his 
hands, and to exhort him forthwith to the assembling of his army 
for the attack. The ancient commentators were here perplexed 
by the circumstance that Zeus puts a falsehood into the mouth of 
Oneirus. But there seems no more difficulty in explaining this 
than m the narrative of the book of 1 Kings (chap. xxii. 20), where 

1 In respect to the ninth book of rebus qn® pro cardine totius Iliadis 
the Iliad, l*rio<Uander (Die Uoiminsclio babontur, ut umus poet® llpc<rp«Cct et 
ICntik von Wolf bis G rote, p 37) cites II <tTpofcA.ua esse noqueant, Reeentior 
a passage from Kaiser (De Interpie- autom, in magnopere fallor,U/>«r0«ia.M 
tatione Jlomeuca, p. 11) to the follow- He also alludes to a similar expression 
ing effect—“Nonum librum a sexto- of opinion by Nugelsbach in the Miinch- 
deenno ,deo discrepare in gravissiims ner Gelelirten Anzeigen, 1342, p. 314. 
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Jehovah is mentioned to have put a lying spirit into the mouth 
of Ahab’s prophets—the real awkwardness is, that Oneirus and his 
falsehood produce no effect. For in the first place Agamemnon 
takes a step very different from that which his dream recommends 
—and m the next place, when the Grecian army is at length 
armed and goes forth to battle, it does not experience defeat 
(which would be the case if the exhortation of Oneirus really 
proved mischievous), but carries on a successful day’s battle, 
chiefly through the heroism of Diomedes. Instead of arming the 
Greeks forthwith, Agamemnon convokes first a council of chiefs, 
and next an agora of the host. And though himself m a temper 
of mind highly elate with the deceitful assurances of Oneirus, he 
deliberately assumes the language of despair m addiessmg the 
troops, having previously prepared Nest6r and Odysseus for his 
doing so—merely m order to try the courage of the men, and 
with formal instructions given to these two other chiefs that they 
are to speak m opposition to him. Now this intervention of Zeus 
and Oneirus, eminently unsatisfactory when coupled with the 
incidents which now follow it and making Zens appear, but only 
appear, to realise his promise of honouring Achilles as well as of 
hurting the Greeks,—forms exactly the point of junction between 
the Achill&s and the Iliad.1 

The freak which Agamemn6n plays oft upon the temper of Ins 
army, though in itself childish, serves a sufficient purpose, not 
only because it provides a special matter of interest to be sub¬ 
mitted to the Greeks, but also because it calls forth the splendid 
description, so teeming "with vivacious detail, of the sudden 
breaking up of the assembly after Agamemnon’s harangue, and of 
the decisive interference of Odysseus to bring the men bade, as 
well as to put down Thersites. This picture of the Gieeks 111 

agora, bringing out the two chief speaking and counselling 
heroes, was so important a part of the general Trojan war, that 
the poet has permitted himself to introduce it by assuming an 
inexplicable folly on the part of Agamemnon; just as he has 
ushered in another fine scene in the third book—the Teichoskopy 

i The intervention of Oneirus ought would fit on and read consistently at 
rathei to come as an immediate pre* the beginning of book vni., the events 
liminary to book vni. than to book n of winch book foim a pioper sequel to 
The first forty-seven lines of book n. the mission of Oneirus 
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or conversation between. Priam and Helen on. tlie walls of Troy— 
by admitting the supposition that the old king in the tenth 
year of the war did not know the persons of Agamemnon and the 
other Grecian chiefs. This may serve as an explanation of the 
delusion practised by Agamemn6n towards his assembled host; 
but it does not at all explain the tame and empty intervention 
of Oneirus.1 

If the initial incident of the second book, whereby we pass out 
of the Aclnlleis into the Iliad, is awkward, so also the 
final incident of the seventh book, immediately before iii^d back 

we come back into the Achillas, is not less unsatis- Achillas at 

factoiy—I mean the construction of the wall and the 

ditch round the Greek camp As the poem now stands, book6™* ‘ 
no plausible reason is assigned why this should be done. NestGr 
proposes it without any constraining necessity: for the Greeks 
.are m a career of victory, and the Trojans are making offers of 
compromise which imply conscious weakness—while Diomedes is 
so confident of the approaching rum of Troy, that he dissuades 
his comrades from receiving even Helen liorself if the surrender 
should be tendered. “ Many Greeks have been slam,” it is true,2 
as Nestor observes; but an etpial or greater number of Trojans 
liave been slam, and all the Grecian heroes are yet in full force: 
•the absence of Achilles is not even adverted to. 

Now this account of the building of the fortification seems to 

i O. Mtiller (Ilistoiy of Greek Lite- to my judgment just as serious as any 
Tatma, ch. v § 8) cloubts -whether the part of the poem 
beginning of the second book was I think also that the words alluded 
written “by the ancient Homer, or by to by O Muller m the ninth book are 
one of the latter Ilomthids”: lie thinks a tiansonpt of those in the second, 
the speech of AgamemnCn, wherein he instead of the reverse, as he believes— 
plays off the deceit upon Ins aimy, is because it seems probable that the 
“ a copious paiody (oi the same woids ninth book is an addition made to the 
used m the ninth book) composed by a poem after the books between the first 
later Hom6nd, and mseited in the and the eighth had boon already in- 
room of an originally shorter account sorted—it is certainly introduced after 
of the arming of the Gieoks”, Ho the account of the fortification, con- 
treats the scene m the Grecian agora tained m the seventh book, had be- 
as “an entuo mythical comedy, full of come a part of the poem: see ix. 1540. 
tine irony and with an amusing plot, The author of the Embassy to Achilles 
in which the deceiving and deceived fauciod that that hero had been too 
Agamemn6n is the chief character”. long out of sight and out of mind,—a 

The comic or ironical character supposition for which there was no 
which is here ascribed to the second room m the original Achillas: when 
book appears to me fanciful and m- the eighth and eleventh books fol- 
coirect; but Mfiller evidently felt the lowed in immediate succession to the 
awkwardness of the opening incident, first, but which offers itself naturally 
though his way of accounting for it is to any one on reading our present Iliad, 
not successful. The second book seems 2 Iliad, vii. S27. 
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be an after-thought, arising out of the enlargement of the poem 
beyond its original scheme. The original Achilleis, passing at 
once from the first to the eighth,1 and from thence to the eleventh 
book, migh: well assume the fortification—and talk of it as a 
thing existing, without adducing any special reason why it was 
erected. The hearer would naturally comprehend and follow the 
existence of a ditch and wall round the ships, as a matter of 
course, provided there was nothing m the previous narrative to 
make him believe that the Greeks had originally been without 
these bulwarks. And since the Achillas, immediately after the 
promise of Zeus to Thetis at the close of the first book, went on 
to describe the fulfilment of that promise and the ensuing disasters 
Fortifica* of the Greeks, there was nothing to surpuse any one 
th^Grecian 111 faring that their camp was foitified. But the case 
camp. was altered when the first and the eighth hooks were 
parted asunder in order to make loom for descriptions of tem¬ 
porary success and glory on the part of the besieging ax my. The 
brilliant scenes sketched m the books from the second to the seventh, 
mention no fortification, and even imply its non-existence j 
yet since notice of it occurs amidst the first description of Grecian 
disasters m the eighth book, the hearer who had the earliei books 
present to his memory might be suipiised to find a fortification 
mentioned immediately afterwards, unless the construction of it 
were specially announced to have intervened. But it will at 
once appear, that there was some difficulty m finding a good 
reason why the Greeks should begin to fortify at this juncture, and 
that the poet who discovered the gap might not he enabled to fill it 
up with success. As the Greeks have got on up to this moment 
without the wall, and as we have heard nothing hut tales of their 

1 Heyne treats the eighth hook a*- latls pendent neque rationera pngnce 
decidedly a separate song or epic, a cotninissa1,nequeleiummeftgestaium 
supposition which the language of nexuw atque ordinom, quisquam mtel- 
Zeus and the agoia of the gods at the ligere posset, nisi iram et seem urn 
beginning are alone suflicient to lefute, Aohilhs et victonam quam Trojam 
m my judgment (Excursus I ad lib. mde consecuti erant, antea cognosset". 
xi vol vi. p 269) This Excursus, m (Prolegom c. xxix.) 
describing the sequence of events in Peitectly true, to understand the 
the Iliad, passes at once and naturally eleventh book, we must have befoie 
from book vm to book xi us the first and the eighth (which are 

And Mr Payne Knight, when he those that describe the anger and with- 
defends book xi. agau ist Heyne, says, drawal of Achilles, and the defeat which 
*Quse m undeciraft rhapsodifi. Hiadis the Greeks experience m consequent o 

nanata sunt, haud minus ex ante nar- of it), we may dispense with the lest. 
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success, why should they now think farther laborious precautions 
for security necessary ? We will not ask, why the Trojans should 
stand quietly by and permit a wall to be built, since the truce 
was concluded expressly for burying the dead1 

The tenth book (or Doloneia) was considered by some of the 
ancient scholiasts,2 and has been confidently set forth by the 
modern Woltian critics, as originally a separate poem, inserted 
by Peisistratus into the Iliad. How it can ever have been a 
separate poem, I do not understand. It is framed with great 
specialty for the antecedent circumstances under which it occurs, 
and would suit for no other place ; though capable of being sepa¬ 
rately recited, inasmuch as it has a definite beginning and end, 
like the story of Nisus and Euryalus m the HUneul. But A\hile 
distinctly presupposing and resting upon the incidents m the 
eighth bopk, and m line 58 of the ninth (probably, the appoint- 

J-O Muller (tlisfc Greek Litoiat eh monition (KpipAlAsis), so strikingly de- 
v § <>) says about this wall,—“JXoi is vnhmlmtlui fourth hook, proves that 
it until the Greeks are tauqht bij the he does not anticipate avoiy easj vic- 
e>jteuenie of the tint tiatj , lathttnt}, that tory, Noi (loos Nestor, m proposing 
the rrojtiiib can resist them in open the constitution of the wall, give the 
battle, that the (hooks build the wall smallest hint that the power of the 
lound their ships , . This up- Trojans to losistm the open Hold w,is 
peato<l to ThueyluWs ho little con- to tho Greeks an imuvpocted dis- 
loituabio to histoncal piobability, tovory. 
that without logatil to the authority The reason assigned by Mtiller, 
of Homer, he placed tho building of then, is a lanuy of ins own, piocoodnig 
these walls immediately after the from the same source of mistake as 
landing.” othois among his remarks; because lie 

It is to no lamented, I think, that tries to find, m the books between tho 
rhneytlidOs took upon him to deter- Hist and eighth, a governing ref memo 
mine the point at all an a matter of to Aclnllos (the point ot view of tlio 
histoiy , but when ho once undertook Aehdleis), which tlioso books distinctly 
this, tho account m tho Iliad was nob refuse. Tho AclnJleis w«ts a poom of 
of a nature to give him much satis- (i rouan disasters up to the time when 
faction, nor does the reason assigned Achilles Bent; forth Ihitroelus: and 
by Muller make it better It is implied dating those disasters, it might suit 
in Muller’s reason that before tho fiisb the poet to rofor by oontiast to the 
day’s oattle the Greeks did not believe past time when Achilles was active, 
that the Trojans mufti resist them in anil to say that then tho Ttojans did 
open battle. the Trojans (aeoouluig to not dare even to present themselves m 
him) never had maintained tho held so battle array in tho Held, whereas num 
long as Achilles was up and lighting they weie assailing tiro ships. But 
on tho Grecian side, ana therefore the tho author of books u. to vn. has no 
Greeks were quite astonished to find wish to glorify Achilles, he gives us a 
now, for the first time, that they could picture of the Trenail war generally, 
do so. and describes the Trojans not only as 

Now nothing can be more at brave and equal enemies, but well 
variance with the tenor of the second known by the Greeks themselves to 
and following books than this supposi- be so. 
tion. The Trojans come forth readily The building of tire Grecian wall, as 
and fight gallantly: neither Agamem- it now stands described, is an unex* 
adn, nor Nestftr, nor Odysseus consider plained proceeding which Muller's 
thorn as enemies who cannot hold front; ingenuity does not render consistent, 
and the circuit of exhortation by Aga- * Schol. ad Iliad, x. i. 
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ment of sentinels on the part of the Greeks as well as of the 
Trojans formed the close of the battle described m the eighth 
book), it has not the slightest bearing upon the events of the 
eleventh or the following books : it goes to make up the general 
picture of the Trojan war, but lies quite apart from the Achill&s. 
And this is one mark of a portion subsequently inserted—that 
though fitted on to the parts which precede, it has no influence 
on those which follow. 

If the proceedings of the combatants on the plain of Troy, 
between the first and the eighth book, have no reference either to 

Zeus in the ^-c^ll^es or to 811 Achill&s, we find Zeus in Olympus 
foui thbook, still more completely putting that hero out of the 
difteient question, at the beginning of the fourth book. He is 

thefifstAnd m last“mentl0ne<l passage the Zeus of the Iliad, 
eighth, or not of the Achillas. Forgetful of his promise to 
AchiUeis. Thetis in the first book he discusses nothing but the 
question of continuance or termination of the war, and manifests 
anxiety only for the salvation of Troy, m opposition to the miso- 
Trojan goddesses, who prevent him from giving effect to the 
victory of Menelaus over Paris and the stipulated restitution of 
Helen—in which case of course the wrong offered to Achilles 
would remain unexpiated. An attentive comparison will render 
it evident that the poet who composed the discussion among the 
gods, at the beginning of the fourth book, has not been careful to 
put himself in harmony either with the Zeus of the first book or 
with the Zeus of the eighth. 

So soon as we enter upon the eleventh book, the march of the 
Continuous Poem becomes T^te different We are then m a senes 
AchiliSis— of events, each paving the way fox that which follows, 
eleventh ail<i conducing to the result promised m the first 
book book—the reappearance of Achilles, as the only means 
onwar 0£ savmg the Greeks from rum—preceded by ample 
atonement,1 and followed by the maximum both of glory and 
revenge. The intermediate career of Patroclus introduces new 
elements, which however are admirably woven into the scheme 
of the poem as disclosed in the first hook. I shall not deny that 

1 Agamemnon, after deploring the ’AAA’ erreI aa.o-dij.rjv kcU fuv <f>p£vas «£rfAer© 
misguiding influence of Ate, which Zeit, 
induced him to do the original wrong *Aif/ ftfeAw ape'crai, 66p*va£ r* direpeitrC 
to Achilles, says (xix. 88—147),— airoLva, <fcc. 
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there are perplexities in the detail of events, as described in the 
battles at the Grecian wall and before the ships, from, the eleventh 
to the sixteenth books, but they appear only cases of partial 
confusion, such as may be reasonably ascribed to imperfections of 
text: the main sequence remains coherent and intelligible. We 
find no consideiable events which could be left out without 
breaking the thread, nor any incongruity between one con¬ 
siderable event and another. There is nothing between the 
eleventh and twenty-second books which is at all comparable 
to the incongruity between the Zeus of the fourth book and the 
Zeus of the first and eighth It may perhaps be true that the 
shield of Achilles is a superadded amplification of that which was 
originally announced m geneial terms—because the poet, from 
the eleventh to the twenty-second books, has observed such good 
economy of his materials, that he is hardly likely to have intro¬ 
duced one particular description of such disproportionate length, 
and having so little connexion with the series of events. But I 
see no reason for believing that it is an addition materially later 
than the rest of the poem. 

It must be confessed that the supposition here advanced, in 
leference to the structure of the Iliad, is not altogether free from 
difficulties, because the parts constituting the original gttppoS1. 
Achilleis1 have been more or less altered or interpo- tion of an 
lated to suit the additions made to it, particularly in Achdiois u» 
the eighth book. But it presents fewer difficulties consonaut 
than any other supposition, and it is the only means, to aUthe^ 
.so far as I know, of explaining the difference between poem as it 
one part of the Iliad and another; both the continuity stantis* 
of structure, and the conformity to the opening promise, which 

l The supposition of a smaller ori- Symbohk, part ii. p. 234; Nitzsch, 
gmal Iliad, enlaiged by successive Ilistor. Iioinori, Fasciculus l. p 111; 
additions to the present dimensions, and Vorrodo to the second volume of 
and moie or loss interpolated (wo must his Comments oil the Odyssey, p xxvi.* 
distinguish en(ai<wmrn’t from xnti i “In the Iliad (ho there says) many 

the insertion of a now rliapsody single portions may very easily bo 
fiom that of a newlme), seems to be imagined as parts of auothei whole, 
a soit of intermediate compromise, or as having boon once separately 
towards which the opposing views of sung (See liaumgarten-Crusius, 
Woh, J 11 Voss, NiUsch, Hermann, Proiace to his edition of \V. Mdllor*s 
and Boockli all converge* Baum- Homeusche Vorsohule, p. xlv.—xlix.) 
gaiten-Ciusius calls this smaller poem Nitzsch distinguishes the Odyssey 
an Achillas from the Iliad, and I think justly, m 

Wolf, Jthoface to the Goschen edit, respect to this supposed enlargement, 
of the Iliad, p xn — xxni.; Voss, Anti- The reasons which wan ant us in ap- 
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are manifest when we read the books in the order 1. vm. xi, to 
xxii., as contrasted with the absence of these two qualities in 
books li. to vii., ix. and x. An entire organisation, preconceived 
from the beginning, would not be likely to produce any such 
dispanty, nor is any such visible m the Odyssey;1 still less would 

plying this theory to the Iliad have no 
beaiing upon the Odyssey If theie 
ever was an Ur-Odyssee, we have no 
means of determining what it con¬ 
tained. 

1 The remarks of O Mdller on the 
Iliad (m his Histoiy of Gieek Litera¬ 
ture) are highly deserving of peiusal 
with much ot them I agiee, hut theie 
is also much which seems to me un¬ 
founded Ike range of combination, 
and the fai-tetched nairative stiata- 
gem which he ascnhes to the pnmitive 
author are m my view inadmissible 
(chap v. § 5—11) — 

“The internal connexion of the 
Iliad (he observes, § 6) rests upon the 
union of certain parts, and neither 
the interesting mtioduction describing 
the defeat ot the Greeks up to the 
burning of the ship of Protesuaus, nor 
the turn of affans brought about bv 
the death of Patioclus, nor the final 
pacification of the anger of Achilles, 
could be spared from the Iliad, when 
the fruitful seed of such a poem had 
once been sown in the soul of Homci 
and had begun to develop its growth. 
But the plan of the Iliad is certainly 
veiy much extended beyond what was 
actually necessary; and m particular 
the preparatory part, consisting of the 
attempts on the pait of the other hoots 
to compensate tor the absence of Achilles, 
has, it must be owned, been drawn out 
to a disproportionate length, so that 
the suspicion that there were later 
insertions of importance applies with 
greater probability to the first than to 
the last books .... A design 
manifested itself at an early period to 
make this poem complete in itself, so 
that all the subjects, descriptions, and 
actions, which could alone give interest 
to a poem oii the entire war, might find 
n place within the limits of its compo¬ 
sition For this purpose it is not im¬ 
probable that many lays of earlier 
hards, who had sung single adventures 
of the Tiojan war, were laid under 
contribution, and the finest parts of 
them incorporated in the new poem ” 

These remarks of 0 Muller intimate 
what is (in my judgment) the right 
view, inasmuch as they recognise an 

extension of the plan of the poem 
bej end its oi lg mat limit, manifested 
by insertions m the tnst half, and it 
is to be observed that m Ins enume¬ 
ration of those paits the union of 
which is necessaiy to the internal 
connexion of the Iliad, nothing is 
mentioned except what is compiled 
in books i vm xi to x\n oi xxiv. 
But Ills descuption of “ the i upmatmy 
pait " as “ the attempts oj the othei heioes 
to compensate roi the absence oj At Julies” 
is noway borne out by the poet him¬ 
self. From the second to tlio seventh 
book, Achilles is scarcely alluded to, 
moieover the Gieeks do peifeotly well 
without lnm This poition of the 
poem displays not “ the msvihuencn of 
all the othei heioes without Achilles,” 
as Muller had observed in the preced¬ 
ing section, but tho perfect svjicienn; 
of the Qieeks under DiomSdGs, Aga- 
memnfin, &c, to make head against 
Trov; it is only in the eighth book 
that their insvtliuency begins to be 
manifested, and only in the olovonth 
book that it is consummated by the 
wounds of the tlnee gieat heroes. 
DiomedOs is m fact exalted to a pit< h 
of glory in tegard to contests with the 
gods which even Achilles himself 
never obtains afterwards, and Helenas 
the Tiojan puts him above Adniles 
(vi 90) m terrific prowess Achilles is 
mentioned two oi three times as 
absent, and Agamomn6n m his speech 
to the Grecian agoia regrets the 
quarrel (n 877), but we never hear 
any such exhoitation as “Let us do 
our best to make up foi the absence of 
Achilles,’—not even in the EpipClfisis 
of Agamemn&n, where it would most 
natuialiy be found, “Attempts to 
compensate for the absence of Achil¬ 
les " must therefore be treated as the 
idea of the critic, not of the poet. 

Though O Mullor has glanced at 
the distinction between the two parts 
of the poem (an oiigmal part, having 
chief reference to At Julies and the 
Greeks; and a superinduced part, having 
reference to the entire wm)> he had not 
conceived it clearly, nor earned it out 
consistently. If we are to distinguish 
these two points of view at all, we 
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the result be explained by supposing integers originally separate 
and brought togethei without any designed organisation. And 
it is between these three suppositions that our choice has to be 
made. A scheme, and a large scheme too, must unquestionably 
be admitted as the basis of any sufficient hypothesis But the 
Achillas would have been a long poem, half the length of the 
present Iliad, and probably not less compact in its structure than 
the Odyssey. Moreover being paited off only by an imaginary 
line from the boundless range ot the Trojan war, it would admit 
of enlargement more easily, and with greater lelish to hearers, 

ought to draw the lines at the end of 
the fhst hook and at the beginning of 
the eighth, thus legai (ling the intei- 
mediate six hooks as belonging to the 
pictuie of the entire war (01 the Iliad as 
distinguished from the Achilleis), the 
point of view of tho Achilleis, diopt at 
the end of the fhst book, is resumed 
at the beginning of the eighth The 
natural fitting together of these two 
parts is noticed in the comment of 
lleyne ad vm, 1* “Cieteium nvne 
Jupitei aporte solvit Tlietidi piomissa, 
dum leddit causam Tioianorum hello 
supetioiem, ut Achillis desiclouum 
Achivos, et poemtontm linuu.e ei 
lllatso Agamemnonem mcossat (ef i 6). 
Nam qu«e ad hue narrata sunt, paitim 
contmebantur in foituna belli ntimqm* 
tentatd .... partim valebant ad 
narrationem variandam," &e The 
first and the eighth books belong to 
one and the same point of view, while 
all the intermediate books belong to 
the other But O Mulloi seeks to 
prove that a poition of these inter - 
modiate books belongs to one common 
point of view with the first and eighth, 
though he admits that they have been 
enlarged by insertions. Heio I think 
he is mistaken. Stnke out anything 
which can be reasonably allowod for 
enlargement m the books between the 
fhst and eighth, and the same difficulty 
will still remain m respect to the 
l omainder; for all the incidents between 
those two points are brought out in a 
splnt altogethei indifferent to Achilles 
or his anger Tho Zeus of the fouitli 
book, as contrasted with Zeus in the 
first or eighth, marks the difference; 
and this description of Zeus is abso¬ 
lutely indispensable as the connecting 
link between book ill. on the one side, 
and books iv. and v. on the other. 
Moreover the attempt of O. Mhller, to 
force upon the larger portion of what 

is between the fhst and eighth books 
the point of view of the Achillas, is 
never successful tho poet does not 
evlnlnt m those books “ rnsufhcient 
eftoits of otliei heioes to compensate 
foi the absence ot Achilles,’' but a. 
gouoial and highly interesting putuic 
of the Tngan wai, with piommont 
refoienco to the ongimil giouml of 
quail el. In this inctmo the duel 
between Tans and Menolaus foi ms 
naturally tho foremost item—but how 
farfetched is the reasoning whereby 
O Muller bungs that sinking rental 
withm tho sdieme of the Aihillus* 
“The (Greeks and Trojans aie foi the 
fhst time stiuck by an idea, wlmh 
might have omnted m tho previous 
nine yeais, if the <1 leeks, trhrn tmisttil 
by Achilla, had not, from contuhan- m 
then superior stmit/th, considoml every 
compromise as uuwoithy of them,— 
namely, to decide the war by a single 
combat between the authois of it" 
IIoi e the causality of Aclulles is. 
dragged in by mam force, and unsup¬ 
ported either by any actual statement 
m the poem or by any reasonable 
presumption; foi it is Ike Trojans who 
propose tho single combat, and we are 
nob told that they had over proposed 
it before- though they would nave had 
stronger r eosons for pi op< ismg it during 
the presence of Aelulles than during 
his absence. 

O MiUlor himself remarks (& 7), 
“ that from tho second to the seventh 
book Zeus appears as it wore to have 
forgotten his resolution and his promise 
to Thetis ” In other words, tlio poet 
during this part of the poem drops tho 
point of viow of the AciniIcis to take 
up that of the more compiehensivo 
Iliad: the Achillas reappears in book 
viii.—again disappears in book x.-— 
and is resumed from book xi. to the 
end of the poem. 
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than the adventures of one single hero ; while the expansion 
would naturally take place by adding new Grecian victory—since 
the original poem arrived at the exaltation of Achilles only through 
a painful series of Grecian disasters. That the poem under these 
circumstances should have received additions, is no very violent 
hypothesis : m fact when we recollect that the integrity both of 
the Achill&s and of the Odyssey was neither guarded by printing 
nor writing, we shall peihaps think it less wonderful that the 
former was enlarged,1 than that the latter was not. Any relaxa¬ 
tion of the laws of epical unity is a small pi ice to pay foi that 
splendid poetry, of which we find so much between the fiist and 
the eighth books of our Iliad. 

The question respecting unity of authorship is different, and 
•Question of more to determine, than that respecting con- 
one or many sistency of parts, and sequence in the narrative. A 
•difficult to poem conceived on a comparatively narrow scale may 
dead© enlarged afterwards by its original author, with a 
greater or less colieience and success: the Faust of Goethe affords 
an example even in our own generation. On the other hand, a 
systematic poem may well have been conceived and executed by 
pre-arranged concert between several poets; among whom pro¬ 
bably one will be the governing mind, though the rest may be 
effective, and perhaps equally effective, in respect to execution of 
the parts. And the age of the eaily Grecian epic was favourable 
to such fraternisation of poets, of which the Gens called HomSnds 
probably exhibited many specimens. In the recital or singing of 
a long unwutten poem, many bards must have conspired together, 

1 This tendency to insert new homo- les livres, et n’agit pins que par la 
geneous matter by new poets mto lecture.—cette deimere epoque est. 
poems already existing, is noticed by pour ainsi dire, celle de la propn^te 
M. Faunel in reference to the Homans po£tique—celle oh cbaque poete pretend 
of the Middle Ages — a une existence, a une gloire, person- 

“ C’est un ph<Snom&ne remarquable nelles; et oh la po^sie cesse d’etre 
dans l’histoire de la po&ie Unique, que une esp&ce de trdsor cornmun dont le 
cette disposition, cette tendance con- peuple jouit et dispose h sa mani&re, 
stante du goftt populaire, k amalgamer, sans s’inqui6ter des mdividus qui 
a lier en une seule et m6me composi- le lui out fait,” (Faunel, Sur les 
tion le plus possible des compositions Romans Chev&leresques, locon 5me, 
diverses,—cette disposition persiste Revue des Deux Mondes, vol. ann. p. 
chez un penple, taut que la po^sie 707) 
conserve un reste de vie, tant qu’elle M. Faunel thinks that the Shah 
s’y transmet par la tradition et qu’elle Nameh of Ferdusi was an amalgama- 
y circule A l’aide du chant ou des tion of epic poems originally separate, 
recitations publiques Elle cesse par- and that probably the Mahabharat 
tout oh la po&gie est une fois ffxte dans was so also (i6. p. 70S). 
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and in the earliest times the composer and the singer were one 
and the same person.1 Now the individuals comprised in the 
Homend Gens, though doubtless very different among themselves 
in respect of mental capacity, were yet homogeneous m respect of 
training, means of observation and instruction, social experience, 
religious feelings and theories, &c., to a degree much greater than 
individuals m modern times Fallible as our inferences are on 
this point, where we have only internal evidence to guide us, 
without any contemporary points of comparison, oi any species 
of collateral information respecting the age, the society, the poets, 
the hearers, or the language—we must nevertheless in the present 
case take coheience of structure, together with consistency in the 
tone of thought, feeling, language, customs, &c., as presumptions 
ot one author; and the contrary as pieMimptions of seveialty; 
allowing as well as we can for that inequality of excellence which 
the same author may at different times present. 

Now the case made out against single-headed authorship of the 
Odyssey appears to me very weak; and those who dispute it are 
guided more by their & pnoii rejection of ancient epical unity 
than by any positive evidence which the poem itself odyssey all 
affoids. It is otherwise with legat'd to the Iliad. by one 

Whatever presumptions a disjointed structure, several iimd p!<>. 
apparent inconsistencies of parts, and large excrescence bablj llut* 
of actual matter beyond the opening promise, can sanction—may 
leasonably he indulged against the supposition that this poem all 
proceeds from a single author. There is a difference of opinion 
on the subject among the best critics which is probably not 
destined to he adjusted, since so much depends partly upon critical 
feeling, partly upon the geneial reasonings, in respect to ancient 
epical unity, with which a man sits down to the study. For the 
champions of unity, such as Mr. Payne Knight, are very ready 

1 The remarks of Boockh, upon the mtolhgetur, ubi gentis civilis ITomori- 
poHsibxhtyof such co-operation of poets datum piopruun ot pocuhumu Hnme- 
towards ono and the same schorno, are ricam poomn fmiwo, votonlms lpwis si 
perfoctly justnon tostibus, at eerie duoibus, conco- 

“ Atqui quoxnodo componi a mriis detur .... (hue quum ita ami, 
auctoubus successu temporura rhap- non ent adeo difficile ad lnlolligondum, 
soduje potuexnitj quco post pnma mitia quomodo, post pruna imtia ab 
directs jam ad idem consilium efcquam vate acta, in gonfco saororum ofc aitis 
vocant umtatom carmmis Hint . , . commumone sociatfl., multas rhapsoduo 
missis istorum doclamationibus qui ad unum potuorint consilium airigi.” Buniversi opus Homerum esse flndox Loution. 1834, p. 12.) 

t . . . . turn potissimum I transcribe this passage from Glese 
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to strike out numerous and often considerable passages as inter¬ 
polations, thus meeting the objections raised against unity of 
authorship on the ground of special inconsistencies. Hermann 
and Boeckh, though not going the length of Lachmann in main¬ 
taining the original theory of Wolf, agree with the latter m 
recognising diversity of authors in the poem, to an extent over¬ 
passing the limit of what can fairly be called interpolation. 
Payne Knight and Nitzsch are equally persuaded of the contrary. 
Here then is a decided contradiction among critics, all of whom 
have minutely studied the poems since the Wolfian question was 
raised. And it is such critics alone who can be said to constitute 
authority: for the cursory reader, who dwells upon the parts 
snnply long enough to relish their poetical beauty, is stiuck only 
by that general sameness of colouring which Wolf himself admits 
to pervade the poem.1 

Having already intimated that, m my judgment, no theory of 
the structure of the poem is admissible which does not admit 
an original and preconcerted Achilleis—a stream winch begins 
at the hist book and ends with the death of Hector m the twenty- 
second, although the higher parts of it now remain only in the 
condition of two detached lakes, the first book and the eighth-pi 
reason upon the same basis with respect to the authorship. 
Assuming continuity of structure as a presumptive proof, the 
whole of this Achilleis must he treated as composed by one 

author. Wolf indeed affirmed that he never read the 
ofstyfem poem continuously through without being painfully 
books—may imPresse(^ with the inferiority2 and altered style of 
be explained the last six books—and Lachmann carnes this feeling 
supposing further hack, so as to commence with the seventeenth 
autborsbi °f ^ook. ^ I could enter fully into this sentiment, I 

should then be compelled, not to deny the existence 

(TTeber den jEolischen Dialekt, p. 157), 
not having been able to see the essay 
of which it forms a part. 

1 Wolf, Prolegom. p. cxxxviii. 
“ Quippe tn unw&rmm idem sonns est 
omnibus libris; idem habitus senten- 
tiarum, oratioms, numeroium.” &c 

2 Wolf, Piolegom. p cxxxvii. “ Equi- 
dem certe quoties in contmenti lectione 
ad istas partes (i.e. the lost six books) 
devem, nunquam non in iis talia quae- 

dam sensi, quae nisi illae tam matuie 
cum cetens coaluissont, quovis pignoro 
contendam, dudum ab oruditis detecta 
et ammadversa frnsse, immo multa 
ejus generis, ut cum nunc 'O/uppiKwrara 
habeantur, si tantummodo in Ilymnis 
legerentur, ipsa sola eos suspiciombus 
vo6eCas adspersura essont.” Compare 
the sequel, p. cxxxviii.: “uhi nervi 
deflciant et spintus Homencus—je¬ 
junum et frigiuum m loeis multis.” 
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of a preconceived scheme, but to imagine that the books from tlie 
eighteenth to the twenty-second, though forming part of that 
scheme or Achilleis, had yet been executed by another and an 
inferior poet But it is to be remarked, first, that inferiority of 
poetical ment to a certain extent is quite leconcilable with 
unity of authorship; and secondly, that the very circumstances 
upon which Wolfs unfavourable judgment is built, seem to arise 
out of increased difficulty m the poet’s task, when he came to the 
crowning cantoes of his designed Aclnlleis. For that which chiefly 
distinguishes these books is, the direct, incessant, and manual 
intervention of the gods and goddesses, formally permitted by 
Zeus—and the repetition of vast and fantastic conceptions to 
which such superhuman agency gives occasion; not omitting the 
battle of Achilles against Skamander and Simois, and the burning 
up of these rivers by Hephaestus. How looking at this vein of 
ideas with the eyes of a modern reader, or even with those of a 
Grecian critic of the literary ages, it is ceitain that the effect is 
unpleasmg: the gods, sublime elements of poetry when kept in due 
proportion, are here somewhat vulgarised. But though the poet 
heie has not succeeded—and probably success was impossible, in 
the task which he has prescribed to liuuself—yet the mere fact of 
his undertaking it, and the manifest distinction between his 
employment of divine agency in these latter cantoes as compared 
with the preceding, seems explicable only on the supposition that 
they are the latter cantoes and come in designed sequence, as the 
continuance of a previous plan. The poet wishes to surround 
the coming forth of Achilles with the maximum of glorious and 
terrific circumstance: no Troj*an enemy can for a moment hold 
out against him:1 the gods must descend to the plain of Troy 

1 Iliad, xx 26. Zeus addresses tlie 
agora of the gods,— 

’ Ap,<£oTcp o i eri 6* aprqye&t 6irq v6o$ itrriv 
e/ca<rrov • 

Et yap 'A^tXAcirs otos eirl Tptoffcrtrt 
jiaxe trat, 

Oft fit fxt,vvv6' c$ov<n rroS&Kea Xlrj^tcuva. 
Kat 6c ri fx.LV /cat 7rpo<r$ev ftirorpejatetr/cov 

OOWf'TCS 

NO? 6' ore 61) /cot! Ov/ibv eraipov 
aiv&s, 

Aetfiw py) /cat ret^oy ft trip p6pov i£aAa« 

The formal restriction put upon the 

gods by Zeus at the beginning of the 
eighth book, and the removal of that 
restriction at the beginning of the 
twentieth, are evidently parts of one 
preconceived scheme. 

It is ddbuilt to determine whether 
the battle of the gods and goddesses in 
book xxf. (886—620) is to bo expunged 
as Hpunous, or only to be blamed as of 
lnfeuor merit (“ improbanda tantuxn, 
non lesocanda—hoc omm est illud, quo 
plorumque samma criae&s Homencse 
rodit," as Heyne ohsoives in another 
place, Obss Iliad, xviu. 444). The ob¬ 
jections on the score of non-Homenc 
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and fight in person, while Zeus, who at the beginning of the 
eighth book had forbidden them to take part, expressly encourages 
them to do so at the beginning of the twentieth. If then the 
nineteenth book (which contains the reconciliation between 
Achilles and Agamemndn, a subject naturally somewhat tame) 
and the three following books (where we have before us only the 
gods, Achilles, and the Trojans without hope or courage) are 
inferior m execution and interest to the seven preceding books 
(which describe the long-disputed and often doubtful death-struggle 
between the Greeks and Trojans without Achilles), as Wolf and 
other critics affirm—we may explain the difference without sup¬ 
posing a new poet as composer: for the conditions of the poem 
had become essentially more difficult, and the subject mou1 
unpromising. The necessity of keeping Achilles above the level, 
even of heioic prowess, restricted the poet’s means of acting upon 
the sympathy of his heaiers1 

The last two books of the Iliad may have formed part of the 
original Achilleis. But the probability rather is, that 
they are additions; for the death of Hector satisfies 
the exigencies of a coherent scheme, and we are not 
entitled to extend the oldest poem beyond the limit 
which such necessity prescribes. It has been argued 

on one side by Nitzseh and 0. Muller, that the mmd could not 

last two 
books— 
piobably 
not paits 
of the 
original 
Achilleis. 

locution are not fmciblo (see P Knight 
ad lot), and the beeno belongs to that 
vein of conception winch animates the 
poet m the dosing act of his Achilluis. 

i While admitting that those last 
books of tho Iliad aie not equal m 
interest to those between tho olevenlh 
and eighteenth, we may add that tliev 
exhibit many stuking beautios, both of 
plan and execution, and one in pai- 
ticular may be noticed as an example 
of happy epical adaptation The Tro¬ 
jans are on the point of ravishing fiom 
the Greeks the dead body of Patroclus, 
when Achilles (by the inspiration of 
H6rd and Ins) shows himself unanned 
on the Grecian mound, and by his mere 
figure and voice stakes such terror mto 
the Trojans that they relinquish the 
dead body As soon as night arrives, 
Polydamas proposes in the Trojan 
agora that the Trojans shall retire 
without further delay from the ships 
to tho town, and shelter themselves 
within the walls, without awaiting the 

assault of Achilles armed on the next 
morning Ilootdi repels this counsel 
of Polydamas with expiossions—not 
merely of overweening confidence m 
his own force, even against Achilles— 
but also of extreme contempt and 
haishness towards tho giver, whose 
wisdom however is proved by the utter 
discomfiture of the Troians tho next 
day Now this angiy deportment and 
mistake on tho pait of Hector is made 
to tell strikingly m the twenty-second 
book, j ust befoi o his death There yet 
remains a moment for him to retire 
within the wails, and thus obtain 
shelter against the near approach of 
his irresistible enemy,— but he is 
stiuck with the recollection of that 
fatal moment when he repelled the 
counsel which would have saved his 
countrymen* “If I enter the town, 
Polydamas will be tho first to leproach 
me as having brought destruction upon 
Troy on that fatal night whou Achilles 
came forth, and when I resisted his 
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leave off with satisfaction at the moment in which Achilles sates 
his revenge, and while the bodies of Patroclus and Hector are 
lying unbuned—also, that the more merciful temper which he 
exhibits m the twenty-fourth book must always have been an 
indispensable sequel, in order to create proper sympathy with 
his triumph. Other critics, on the contrary, have taken special 
grounds of exception against the last book, and have endeavoured 
to set it aside as different from the other books both m tone and 
language. To a certain extent the peculiarities of the last book 
appear to me undeniable, though it is plainly a designed con¬ 
tinuance and not a substantive poem. Some weight also is due 
to the remark about the twenty-third book, that Odysseus and 
Diomedes, who have been wounded and disabled during the 
fight, now re-appear in perfect force, and contend in the games: 
here is no case of miraculous healing, and the inconsistency is 
more likely to have been admitted by a sepaiate enlaigmg poet 
than by the schemer of the Aclulleis. 

The splendid books from the second to v. 322 of the seventh,1 
are equal m most parts to any portions of the Aclulleis, Books 
and are pointedly distinguished from the latter by 
the bioad view which they exhibit of the general 
Trojan war, with all its principal personages, localities, and 
causes—yet without advancing the result promised in the first 
book, or indeed any final puipose whatever. Even the desperate 
wound inflicted by Tlepolemus on SurpedOn is forgotten, when 
the latter hero is called forth in the subsequent Aclulleis.2 The 
arguments of Laclnnann, who dissects these six hooks into three 
or four separate songs,3 cany no conviction to my mind; and I 
see no reason why we should not consider all of them to be h> 

bettor counsel” (compare xvni. 2f>0— embassy of the I’rojans, the truce foi 
315 , xxil. 100—110 , and Anstot. Ethic. buiiul, the arrival ot wmo-HlupH from 
in 8). Lemnos, <ftc) suit poifoctly with the 

In a discussion respecting tho struc- scheme of the poet of these boohs, to 
ture of tho Iliad, andm leforence to depict tlio Tiojan war gonoially. 
arguments which deny all designed 8 Unless indeed wo aie to imagine 
concatenation of parts, it is not out of the combat between Tlepolemus and 
place to notice this affecting touch of Sarpeddn, and that between Clankas 
poetry, belonging to thoHe books which and DiomodGs, to be separate songs, 
aio reproached as the feeblest and they are among the very few pas- 

1 The latter poition oi tho seventh sages m tho Iliad which aro completely 
book is spoiled by the very uusatis- separable, implying no special antoee- 
factory addition introduced to explain dents 
the constiuction of the wall and ditch . 8 Compare also Heyne, Excursus II. 
all the other incidents (the agora and sect, u ad Iliad xxiv. vol. vih. p, 788. 

2—9 
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the same author, bound together by the common purpose of 
Book X 8lvmS a Sieat collective picture which may properly 

be termed an Iliad. The tenth book, or Doloneia, 
though adapted specially to the place in which it stands, agrees 
with the books between the first and eighth m belonging only 
to the general picture of the war, without helping forward the 
march of the Achilleis ; yet it seems conceived m a lower vein, 
m so far as we can trust our modern ethical sentiment. One is 
unwilling to believe that the author of the fifth book (or Aristeia 
of DioinGdes) would condescend to employ the hero whom he 
there so brightly glorifies—the victor even over Ar§s himself— 
m slaughtering newly-arrived Thracian sleepers, without any 
large purpose or necessity.1 The ninth book, of which I have 
alieady spoken at length, belongs to a different vein of conception, 
and seems to me more likely to have emanated from a sepaiate 
composer. 

While intimating these views respecting the authorship of the 
Iliad as being m my judgment the most probable, I must repeat, 
that though the study of the poem carries to my mind a suffi¬ 
cient conviction respecting its structure, the question between 
unity and plurality of authors is essentially less determinable. 
The poem consists of a part original and other parts superadded ; 
yet it is certainly not impossible that the author of the former 

1 Subsequent poets, seemingly think¬ 
ing that the naked stoiy (of JLhomedfis 
slaughtering Rlifisus and his com¬ 
panions m tlieir sleep) as it now stands 
in the Iliad, was too displeasing, 
adopted difteiont ways of dressing it 
up Thus according to Pmdai (ap 
Schol. Iliad, x 435), Rhfisus fought 
one day as the ally of Tioy, and did 
such terrific damage, that the Greeks 
had no other means of averting total 
destruction from Ins hand on the next 
day, except by killing lnra during the 
mgnt And the Kunpidoan drama 
called JR/itJawa, though lepresentmg the 
latter as a new-comer, yet puts into 
the mouth of Ath$n6 the like over¬ 
whelming predictions of what ho would 
do on the coining day if suffered to 
live; so that to kill him in the mght 
is the only way of savmg the Greeks 
(Eunp Rh6s 602): moreover RhOsus 

'himself is there brought forward as 
talking with such overweening inso¬ 
lence, that the sympathies of man, and 

the envy of the gods, are turned 
against him (tb, 458) 

But the stoiy is best known in the 
form and with the addition (equally 
unknown to the Iliad) which Virgil has 
adopted It was decreed by fate that 
if the splendid horses of Rhesus wore 
permitted once either to taste the Tio- 
jan piovender, or to dunk of the river 
Xanthus, nothing could pieseivo the 
Gieeks from lum (iEneid l 468, with 
Servius ad loc.) — 

“Nec procul hinc Rhesi mveis tentoria 
velis 

Agnoscit lacrymans, prirao quse pro- 
dita sommo 

Tydidos multd vastabat ccede cruentus 
Ardentesque avertit oquos in castra, 

pnusquam 
Pabula gustassent Trojm, Xanthumque 

bibissent ”. 

All these versions are certainly im¬ 
provements upon the stoiy as it stands 
m the Iliad. 
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may himself have composed the latter: and such would be my 
belief, if I regarded plurality of composers as an inadmissible 
idea. On this supposition we must conclude that the poet, while 
anxious for the addition of new and lor the most part highly 
interesting matter, has not thought fit to recast the parts and 
events m such manner as to impart to the whole a pervading 
thread of consensus and organisation, such as we see m the 
Odyssey. 

That the Odyssey is of latei date than the Iliad, and by a 
different author, seems to be now the 021111 ion of most critics, 
especially of Payne Knight1 and Nitzsch , though 0. Muller 
leans to a contrary conclusion, at the same time adding that he 
thinks the arguments either way not very decisive. There are 
considerable differences of statement m the two 2>oems in regaid 
to some of the gods: Ins is messenger of the gods in the Tliad, 
and Hermes m the Odyssey ; iEolus, the dispenser of the winds 
m the Odyssey, is not noticed in the twenty-thud book of the 
Iliad, hut on the contrary, Ins invites the winds a* impendent 
gods to come and kindle the funeral pile of Patroclus; and unless 
we are to expunge the song of Demodokus m the eighth book of 
the Odys&ey as spurious, Ajihrodite there appears as the wife of 
Hephaestus—a relationship not known to the Iliad. There are 
also some other points of difference enumerated by odyssey— 
Mr. Knight and others, which tend to justify the I>r< »bably by 
presumption that the author of the Odyssey is not author flom 
identical either with the author of the Achilleis or tho 
his enlargers, which Q. Hermann considers to be a point unques¬ 
tionable.2 Indeed, the difficulty of siqqiosing a long coherent 
poem to have been conceived, composed, and retained, without 
any aid of writing, appears to many critics even now insurmount¬ 
able, though the evidences on the other side are in my view 
sufficient to outweigh any negative presumption thus suggested. 
But it is improbable that the same 2^rson should have powers of 
memorial combination sufficient for conoqjosing two such 2>oeniB, 
nor is there any proof to force upon us such a supposition. 

Presuming a difference of authorship between the two poems, 

1 Mr Kniftht places the Iliad about betwoon the two poems (Prolog*?, c. 
two centimes, and the Odyssey one lxi.), 
century, antenoi to Hesiod a century » Hermann, Pwefat. ad Odyss. p. vii. 
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I feel less convinced about the supposed juniority of the Odyssey. 
The discrepancies m manners and language m the one and the 
other are so little important, that two diffeient persons, m the 
same age and society, might well be imagined to exhibit as great 
but, per- or everi greater* If is to be recollected that the sub- 
haps, of the jects of the two are heterogeneous, so as to conduct 
s me age ^ poet, even were he the same man, into totally 
different veins of imagination and illustration. The pictures of 
the Odyssey seem to delineate the same heroic life as the Iliad, 
though looked at from a distinct point of view: and the circum¬ 
stances surroundmg the residence of Odysseus m Ithaka are just 
such as we may suppose him to have left m order to attack Troy. 
If the scenes presented to us are for the most part pacific, 
contrasted with the incessant fighting of the Iliad, this is not to 
be ascribed to any greater sociality or civilisation m the real 
hearers of the Odyssey, but to the cncumstances of the hero 
whom the poet undertakes to adorn: nor can we doubt that the 
poems of Arktmus and Lesches, of a later dale than the Odyssey, 
would have given us as much combat and bloodshed as the Iliad 
I am not struck by those proofs of improved civilisation which 
some critics affhm the Odyssey to present: Mr Kmght, who is 
of this opinion, nevertheless admits that the mutilation of Melan- 
thius, and the hanging up of the female slaves by Odysseus, m 
that poem, indicate greater baibarity than any incidents m the 
fights before Tioy.1 The moie skilful and compact structure of 
the Odyssey has been often consideied as a proof of its juniority 
m age. and m the case of two poems by the same author, we 
might plausibly contend that practice would bring with it im¬ 
provement m the combining laculty. But m reference to the 
poems before us, we must lccollect, first, that m all probability 
the Iliad (with which the comparison is taken) is not a primitive 
but an enlarged poem, and that the primitive Achilleis might 
well have been quite as coherent as the Odyssey ;—secondly, that 
between different authors, superiority in structuie is not a proof 
of subsequent composition, inasmuch as on that hypothesis we 
should be compelled to admit that the later poem of Arktmus- 
u ould be an improvement upon the Odyssey;—thirdly, that even 

i Knight, Prolegg. 1, c. Odyss xxn. 465—478. 
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if it were so, we could only infer that the author of the Odyssey 
had heard the Achillas or the Iliad ; we could not infer that he 
lived one or two generations afterwards.1 

On the whole, the balance of probabilities seems in favour of 
distinct authorship of the two poems, but the same age—and that 
age a very early one, anterior to the fust Olympiad. And they 
may thus be used as evidences, and contemporary evidences, for 
the phenomena of primitive Greek civilisation; while they also 
show that the power of constructing long premeditated epics, 
without the aid of writing, is to be taken as a characteristic of 
the earliest known Greek mind. This was the point controverted 
by Wolf, which a full review of the case (in my judgment) 
decides against him; it is moieover a valuable resort for the 
historian of the Greeks, inasmuch as it marks out to him the 
ground from which he is to start m appreciating their ulterior 
progress.2 

1 The arguments, upon the faith of 
which Payne Knight and other ciitics 
have maintained the Odyssey to be 
younger than the Iliad, are well stated 
and examined in Bernhard Thiersch— 
Quflestio do Diverse Hiadis et Odyssere 
jEtate—in the Anhang (p 306) to his 
work Ueber das Zeitalter und Vaterland 
des Homer. 

He shows all such arguments to be 
very inconclusive; though the grounds 
upon which he himself maintains 
identity of age between the two appear 
to me not at all more satisfactory (p. 
827): we can infer nothing to the point 
from the mention of Telemochus in the 
Iliad 

Welcker thinks that there is a great 
difference of age, and an evident 
difference of autnoiship, between the 
two poems (Der Epische Cyclus, p. 
296). 

O MttUer admits the more recent 
date of the OdySsey, but considers it 
“difficult and hazardous to raise upon 
this foundation any definite conclusions 
as to the person and age of the poet" 
(History of the literature of Ancient 
Greece, ch. v. s 18). 

a Dr. Thirlwall has added to the 
second edition of his History of Greece 
a valuable Appendix, on the early 
history of the Homeric poems (vol. i. 
p 500—516), winch contains copious 
information respecting the discrepant 
opinions of German critics, with a brief 
compaiative examination of their 

reasons I could have wished that so 
excellent a judge had supei added, to 
his enumeration of the views of others, 
an atnplet exposition of lus own. Dr 
Thirlwall seems decidedly convinced 
upon that which appears to me 
tlio most important point m the 
Homeric controversy. “That befoio 
the appearance of the earliest of the 
poems of the Epic Cycle, the Ihatl and 
Odyssey, even if they did not exist 
irecisely m their present form, had at 
oast reached then present compass, 

and were regarded each as a complete 
and well-defined whole, not as a 
fluctuating aggregate of fugitive pieces" 
(p 609). 

This marks out the Ilomonc poems 
as ancient both in the items and in the 
total, and includes negation of the 
theory of Wolf and Lacbmann, who 
contend that as a total they only date 
from the age of Peisistratus. It is 
then safe to treat the poems as unques¬ 
tionable evidences of Grecian antiquity 
(meaning thereby 776 B C.), which we 
could not do if wo regarded all con- 
gruity of parts in the poems as brought 
about through alterations of Peisia- 
tiatus and his friends. 

There is also a very just admonition 
of Dr Thirlwall (p. r>io) as to the 
difficulty of measuring what degree of 
discrepancy or inaccuracy might or 
might not have escaped the poet's 
attention, in an age so imperfectly 
known to us. 
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Whatever there may be of truth in the different conjectures of 
critics respecting the authorship and structure of these unrivalled 

poems, we are not to imagine that it is the perfection of their 

epical symmetry which has given them their indissoluble hold 

upon the human mind, as well modem as ancient. There is 

Real char some tendency in critics, from Aristotle downwards,1 

acterofthe to invert the order of attributes m respect to the 
Homenc 
poems— 
essentially 
popular. 

Homeric poems, so as to dwell most on recondite 
excellences which escape the unaided reader, and 

which are even to a great degree disputable. But it 

is given to few minds (as Goethe has remarked2 * * * * *) to appreciate 

fully the mechanism of a long poem, and many feel the beauty 

of the separate parts, who have no sentiment lor the aggregate 

perfection of the whole. 

Hor were the Homeric poems originally addressed to minds of 

the rarer stamp. They are intended for those feelings which the 

critic has m common with the unletteied mass, not for that 

enlarged range of vision and peculiar standard which he has 
acquired to himself. They are of all poems the most absolutely 

and unreservedly popular : had they been otherwise they could 
not have lived so long in the mouth of the rhapsodes, and the 

ear and memory of the people: and it was then that their influence 

was first acquned, never afterwards to be shaken. Their beauties 
belong to the parts taken separately, which revealed themselves 
spontaneously to the listening ciowd at the festival—far more 
than to the whole poem taken togethei, which could hardly be 
appreciated unless the parts were dwelt upon and suffered to 

expand in the mind. The most unlettered hearer of those times 

could readily seize, while the most instructed reader can still 
recognise, the characteristic excellence of Homeric narrative—its 

straightforward, unconscious, unstudied simplicity—its concrete 

forms of speech8 and happy alternation of action with dialogue— 

1 There are just remarks on this 
point m Heyne's Excursus n sect. 2 and 
4, ad II xxiv vol viii. p. 771—800. 

2 “ Wemg Deutsche, und vieUeicht 
nur wenige Menschen aller neucin 
Nationen, haben Gefuhl fui ein astbe* 
tisches Gauzes: sie loben und tadeln 
nur bteUenweise, sie entzucken sich 
nur stellenweise.” (Goethe, Wilhelm 
Meister I transcribe this from 

Welcker's Jfischyl Trilogie, p. 306.) 
What ground there is for restricting 

this proposition to modem as contrasted 
with ancient nations, 1 am unable to 
conceive. 

3 The Ktvovfieva, bv6ft.ct.ra. of Homer 
were extolled by Aristotle: see ftchol. 
ad Iliad, i, 481; compare Dionys. 
Halicam, De^ Compos. Verbor. c. 20. 
wcrrd fivjbcv ifft.lv Stcuftepuv yivojjuva ra 
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its vivid pictures of living agents, always clearly and sharply 
individualized, whether in the commanding proportions of Achilles 
and Odysseus, in the graceful presence of Helen and Penelope, or 
in the more humble contrast of Eumaeus and Melanthius: and 
always moreover animated by the frankness with which his 
heroes give utterance to all their transient emotions Addressed 
and even all their infirmities —its constant reference to uniet- 
to those coarser veins of feeling and palpable motives mmds, but 
which belong to all men in common—its fulness of those fell- 

graphic details, freshly drawn from the visible and which 
audible world, and though often homely, never tame havem 
nor trenching upon that limit of satiety to which the common 
Greek mmd was so keenly alive—lastly, its perpetual junction of 
gods and men in the same picture, and familiar appeal to ever¬ 
present divine agency, in harmony with the interpretation of 
nature at that time universal. 

7rpA.yp.ara r) \ry6peva opav Respecting 
the undisguised buists of feeling by 
the heroes, the Scholiast ad Iliad. 1. 
349 tells US—irotfjLOv ro Tipmuov irpb? 

SaKava—compare Eunpid Helen 959, 
and the severe censures of Plato, n 
p 388. 

The Homeric poems were the best 
understood, and the most widely 
populai, of all Grecian compositions, 
even amongthe least instructed persons, 
such (for example) as the semi- 
barbarians who had acquired the Gieek 
language m addition to their own 
mother tongue. (Dio Ohrysost., Oi. 
xvni. vol i. p. 478, Or lm. vol li, p, 
277, Reisk.) Respecting the simplicity 
and perspicuity of the narrative style, 
implied in this extensive popularity, 
Porphyry made a singular remark: he 
said that the sentences of Homer really 
presented much difficulty and obscurity, 
but that ordinary readers fancied they 
understood him, “because of the 
general clearness which appeared to run 
through the poems”. (See the j>role* 
gomena of villoison's edition of the 
Iliad, p. xli.) This remark affords the 
key to a good deal of the Homeric 
criticism. There doubtless were real 
obscurities in the poems, arising from 
altered associations, customs, religion, 
language, <fcc,, as well as from corrupt 
text; but while the critics did good 
service m elucidating those difficulties, 
they also introduced artificially many 

others, altogethei of their own creating. 
Refusing to be satisfied with the plain 
and obvious moaning, they sought m 
Homer hidden purposos, elaboiato 
innuendo, recondite motives, even with 
regard to petty details, deep-laid 
rhetorical artifices (soe a specimen in 
Dionys Hal. Ais Rhetor c. 15, p 310 
Reisko; nor is even Anstotle exempt 
from Himilar tendencies, Schol. ad 
Iliad, ixi 441, x. lUd), or a substiatum 
of philosophy allegorised. No wonder 
that passages, quite perspicuous to the 
vulgar reader, seemed difficult to them. 

There could not be so suro a way of 
missing the real Homer as by searching 
for him m these devious recesses. He 
is essentially the poet of the broad 
highway and the market-place, touch mg 
the common sympathies and satisfying 
the mental appetencies of his country¬ 
men with unrivalled effect, but exempt 
from ulterior views, either selfish or 
didactic, and immersed in the same 
medium of practical life and experience 
religiously construed, as his auditors. 
No nation has ever yet had ho pot feet 
and touching an exposition of its early 
social mmd as the Iliad and Odyssey 
exhibit. 9 

In the verbal ciiticism of Homer the 
Alexandrine literati seem to have made 
a very groat advance, as compared with 
the glosHograpkers who preceded them. 
(See Loins, I)e Studiiw Ariafcarchi, 
Dissert, ii, p. 42.) 
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It is undoubtedly easier to teel than to describe the impressive 
influence of Homeric nariative: but the time and circumstances 

under which that influence was first, and most powei fully felt, 

preclude the possibility of explaining it by comprehensive and 

elaborate comparisons, such as are implied m Aristotle’s remarks 
upon the structure of the poems. The critic who seeks the 

explanation in the right place will not depart widely from the 

point of view of those rude auditors to whom the poems were 
ongmally addressed, or from the susceptibilities and capacities 

common to the human bosom m every stage of progressive culture. 

And though the refinements and delicacies ol the poems, as well 

as their general structure, are a subject of highly interesting 

criticisms—yet it is not to these that Homer owes his wide-spread 
and imperishable popularity. Still less is it true* as the well- 

known observations of Horace would lead us to believe, that 

Homer is a teacher of ethical wisdom akin and superior to 

Chrysippus or Grantor.1 No didactic purpose is to be founds in 

No didactic tiie Iliad Odyssey : a philosopher may doubtless 
gupowm extract, from the incidents and strongly marked 

omer‘ characters which it contains, much illustrative matter 

l Horat Epist i 2, v. 1—26 — 

“ Sirenum voces, et Circes pocula 
nosti 

Quie si cum sociis stultus cupidusque 
bibisset, 

Vixisset cams jmmundus, vcl arnica 
luto sus ”, 

Horace contrasts the folly and 
greediness of the companions of 
Ulysses m accepting the lefreshments 
tendeied to them by Cnee, with the 
self-command of Ulysses himself in 
refusing them But m the incident as 
described in the original poem, neither 
the praise, nor the blame here implied, 
finds any countenance The com¬ 
panions of Ulysses follow the universal 

ractice in accepting hospitality ten- 
ered to strangers, the fatal conse¬ 

quences of which, in their particular 
case, they could have no grounds for 
suspecting; while Ulysses is preserved 
from a similar fate, not by any self- 
command of his own, but by a previous 
divine warning and a special antidote, 
which had not been vouchsafed to the 
rest (see Odyss. x, 286). And the 
incident of the Snens, if it is to be 
taken as evidence of any thing, indicates 

rather the absence, than the presence, 
of self-command on the part of Ulysses. 

Of the violent mutations of text, 
whereby the Qrammatici or critics tried 
to efface fiom Homer bad ethical 
tendencies (we must remember that 
many of these men were lecturers to 
youth), a temarkable specimen is 
affoided by the Venet Schol. ad Iliad 
ix. 463, compare Plutarch, de Audiendis 
Poetis, p 96 Phoenix descubes the 
calamitous family tragedy in which he 
himself had been paitly the agent, 
partly the victim Now that an 
Homeric hero should confess guilty 
proceedings and still moie guilty 
designs, without any expression of 
shame or contrition, was insupportable 
to the feelings of the cntics One of 
them, Anstoaemus, thrust two negative § articles into one of the lines: and 
bough he thereby ruined not only the 

sense but the metre, his emendation 
rocuied for him universal applause* 
ecause he had maintained the inno¬ 

cence of the hpro (/cal ov y6vov 
t]vhoKtjxr\crtVy aAAa koul &>s 
evcrefUri rrjprjtras rou ijpwa). And Aris¬ 
tarchus thought the case so alarming, 
that he struck out from the text foui 
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for his exhortations—but the ethical doctrine which he applies 
must emanate fiom his own reflection. The Homeric hero mani¬ 
fests virtues or infirmities, fierceness or compassion, with the 
same straightforward and simple-minded vivacity, unconsious of 
any ideal standard by which his conduct is to be tried j1 nor can 
we trace m the poet any ulterior function beyond that of the 
inspired organ of the Muse, and the nameless, but eloquent, 
herald of lost adventures out of the daikness of the past. 

lines which have only been preseived 
to us by Plutarch (‘O juev ‘ApiVrapyo? 
efffiAi* ra eirr} ravra, <f>o fSri$ e is). See 
the Fragment of Dioscoridos (irepl rwv 
trap' 'Ofjirjpu Nofwv) m Thdot's Frag* 
menta Hi&toricor Grwcor vol. n p lOd 

l ** C’est un tableau lddal, k coup sftr, 
que celui de la society Grecque dans 
les chants qui portent le nom d’Homfere 
et pourtant cefcte soudte y ost toute 
entire reproduite, avec la rusticity, la 
fdrocitd de ses moeurs, ses bonnes et ses 
mauvaises passions, sans dessem de 
faire particulidiement ressoitir, de 
cole bier tel ou tel de ses mentes, dc 
ses avantages, ou de laissei dans 
l’ombie ses vices et ses mau\. Ce 

melange du bien et du mal, du fort et 
du faible—cette simultaneite d’iddes et 
de sentimens en apparence contraires 
—cette variety cette incoherence, ce 
developpement mdgal de la nature et de 
la destmce humame—c’est prdcisdment 
lk ce qu’il y a de plus poebique, car 
c’est le fond rodrne (les choses, c’est 
la vdritd sur Thomme et le monde 
et dans les pointuxes iddales qu’en 
voulent faire la podsie, le roman et 
mdme l’histoire, cet ensemble, si divers 
et pom bant si harmonious, doit so 
retrouver sans quoi 1’idea! veritable y 
manque aussi bion que la rdalitd 
(Guizot, Court* d’lhstoire Modeme, 
Le<jon 7me, vol. i. p 2S5 ) 
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GENERAL GEOGRAPHY AND LIMITS OF GREECE. 

Greece Proper lies "between the 36th and 40th parallels of north 
latitude, and between the 21st and 26th degrees of touts of 
east longitude. Its greatest length from Mount GlC0Ce- 
Olympus to Cape Tccnarus may be stated at 250 English miles ; 
its greatest breadth, from the western coast of Alcarnama to 
MarathOn m Attica, at 180 miles; and the distance eastward 
fiom Ambralaa across Pindus to the Magnesian mountain Ilomolo 
and the mouth of the Pencius is about 120 miles. Altogether 
its area is somewhat less than that of Portugal.1 In regard how¬ 
ever to all attempts at determining the exact limits of Greece 
Proper, we may remark, first, that these limits seem not to have 
been very precisely defined even among the Greeks themselves; 
and next, that so large a proportion of the Hellons were distri¬ 
buted among islands and colonies, and so much of their influence 
upon the world m general produced through their colonies, as to 
render the extent of their original domicile a matter of compara¬ 
tively little moment to verify. 

The chain called Olympus and the Cambunian mountains, 
ranging east and west and commencing with the JEgean Sea or 

i Compare Strong, Statistics of the Kingdom of Chocce, p. 2; aiul Kruse, 
Hellas, vol. i. ch. 8, p 190. 
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the Gulf of Therma near the fortieth degree of north latitude, is 
Northern prolonged under the name of Mount Lmgon until it 
Crcpcx^of touches the Adriatic at the Akrokeraunian promon- 
Olympus tory. The countiy south of this chain comprehended 
all that in ancient times was regarded as Greece or Hellas Proper, 
hut it also comprehended something more. Hellas Proper1 (or 
■continuous Hellas, to use the language of Skylax and Diksearchus) 
was understood to begin with the town and Gulf of Ambrakia 
from thence northward to the Akrokeraunian promontory lay the 
land called by the Greeks Epirus—occupied by the Chaonians, 
Molossians, and Thesprotians, who were termed Epirots and were 
not esteemed to belong to the Hellenic aggregate. This at least 
was the general understanding, though iEtolians and Akarnanians 
in their more distant sections seem to have been not less widely 
removed from the full type of Hellenism than the Epirots were, 
while Herodotus is inclined to treat even Molossians and Thes- 
protians as Hellens.3 

At a point about midway between the ASgean and Ionian seas, 
■Scardus Olympus and Lingon are traversed nearly at right 
and Pmdus, angles by the still longer and vaster chain called 
Pindus, which stretches in a line rather west of north from the 
northern side of the range of Olympus. The system to which 
these mountains belong seems to begin with the lofty masses of 
greenstone comprised under the name of Mount Scardus or 
Scordus (Schardagh),3 which is divided only by the narrow cleft 
containing the river Drm from the limestone of the Albanian 

* Diksearch 81, p 460, ed. Fuhr — 

*H 5’ *EAAa? a.jr& tjj? ’ApjSpa/eiay elvcu 
Soicel 

MdAurra t?> 7repay ■ aunj $ 
HpXertu 

*Effl tov irdrapov Hijveiov, w? 
ypa<^et, 

vOpos re Ma.yw}ruv *Ofi6Xtjv KeKkt]{j,evov 

Skylax, C 85.—’Ap/3pajda—evrevBev 
apxercu. ij "EXXols (rvvevrjs eXvat p^xP‘ 

ntjveCov trorafiov, icai ‘OpoAiov Mayvtj- 
TtKtjs troXeas, ij icrri irapa rbv vora/iov, 

2 Herod i 146; li 56 The Molossian 
AlkOn passes for a Hellen (Herod, vi. 

^The mountain systems m ancient 
Macedonia and Illyncum, noith of 
’Olympus, have been yet hut imperfectly 

examined • see Dr Gnesebach, Reiso 
dutch Rumehen und nach iirussa mi 
Jahre 1839, voL u ch. 18, p 112 setm. 
(Gotting 1841), which contains much 
mstiuction respecting the real relations 
of these mountains as compaiod with 
the different ideas and representations 
of them. The words of Strabo (lib. vii. 
Excerpt. 3, ed Tzchucke), that Scardus, 
OrbSlus, Rhodopfi, and Hsemus extend 
in a straight line from the Adriatic to 
the Buxine, are incorrect. 

See Leake’s Travels m Northern 
Greece, vol 1. p. S85: the pass of 
Tschangon near Castona (through 
which the nver Devol passes from the 
eastward to fall into the Adriatic on 
the westward) is the only cleft m this 
long chain from the river Drm in the 
north down to the centre of Greece. 
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Alps. From the southern face of Olympus, Pmdus strikes off 
nearly southward, forming the boundary between Thessaly and 
Epirus, and sending forth about the 39th degree of latitude the 
lateral chain of Othrys—which latter takes an easterly course, 
reaching the sea between Thessaly and the northern coast of 
Euboea. Southward of Othrys, the chain of Pmdus under the 
name of Tyxnphrestus still contmues, until another lateral chain, 
called CEta, projects from it again towards the east,—forming the 
lofty coast immediately south of the Maliae Gulf, with the 
narrow road of Thermopylae between the two—and terminating 
at the Euboean strait. At the point of junction with (Eta, the 
chain of Pmdus forks into two branches; one staking to the 
westward of south, and reaching across iEtolia, under the names 
of Arakynthus, Kunus, Korax and Taphiassus, to the promontory 
called Antirrhion, situated on the northern side of the narrow 
entrance of the Connthian Gulf, over against the corresponding 
promontory of Khion in Peloponnesus—the othei tending south¬ 
east, and foimmg Parnassus, Helicon, and Kithoeron: indeed 
iEgaleus and Hymcttus, even down to the southernmost cape of 
Attica, Sunium, may he treated as a continuance of this chain 
From the eastern extremity of (Eta, also, a range of hills, inferior 
in height to the preceding, takes its departure in a south¬ 
easterly direction, under the various names of —their ox- 

Knemis, Ptoon, and Teum6ssus. It is joined with 
Kithoerdn by the lateral communication, ranging tion 
from west to east, called ParnCs; while the cele- smithom 
brated Pcntelikus, abundant in marble quairies, 
constitutes its connecting link, to the south of Panics, n4us 
with the chain from Kithair6n to Sunium. 

From the promontory of Antirrhion the line of mountains 
crosses into Peloponnesus, and stretches in a southerly direction 
down to the extremity of the peninsula called Ttenai us, now Cape 
Mataparu Forming the boundary between Elis with Messenia 
on one side, and Arcadia with Laconia on the other, it bears the 
successive names of Olenus, Pan&cliaikus, PholoG, Erymantlius, 
Lykceus, Parrhasius, and Taygetus. Another series of mountains 
stiikes off from Kithscrdn towards the south-west, constituting 
under the names of Geraneia and Oneia the high ground which 
fiist sinks down into the depression forming the Isthmus of 
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Corinth, and then rises again to spread itself in Peloponnesus 
One of itsbranches tends westward along the north of Arkadia, com¬ 
prising the Akrokorinthus or citadel of Corinth, the high peak of 
Kyll&ie, the mountains of Aroami and Lampeia, and ultimately- 
joining Eiymanthus and Pholo&—while the other branch strikes 
southward towards the south-eastern cape of Peloponnesus, the 
formidable Cape Malea or St. Angelo,—and exhibits itself under 
the successive names of Apesas, Artemisium, Parthemum, Parnon, 
Thornax, and Zar6x. 

From the eastern extremity of Olympus, in a direction rather 
Ossa and to the eastward of south, stretches the range of 
to the- mountains first called Ossa and afterwards Pelion, 
Cyclades down to the south-eastern corner of Thessaly. The 
long, lofty, and naked backbone of the island of Euboea may be 
viewed as a continuance both of this chain and of the cham of 
Othrys • the line is farther prolonged by a series of islands m the 
Archipelago, Andros, T6nos, Mykonos, and Naxos, belonging to 
the group called the Cyclades or islands encircling the sacred 
centre of Delos. Of these Cyclades others are m like manner a 
continuance of the chain which reaches to Cape Sunium—Ke6s, 
Kythnos, Seriphos, and Siphnos join on to Attica, as Andros does 
to Euboea. And we might even consider the great island of 
Krete as a prolongation of the system of mountains which breasts 
the winds and waves at Cape Malea, the island of Kythora 
forming the intermediate link between them. Skiathus, Skopelus, 
and Skyrus, to the north-east of Euboea, also mark themselves out 
as outlying peaks of the range comprehending Pelion and 
Euboea.1 

By this brief sketch, which the reader will naturally compare 
with one of the recent maps of the country, it will be seen that 
Greece Pioper is among the most mountainous territories m 
Europe. For although it is convenient, in giving a systematic 
view of the face of the country, to group the multiplicity of 
mountains into certain chains or range?, founded upon approxi- 

i For the geneial sketch of the 
mountain system of Hellas, see Kiuse, 
Hellas, vol 1 ch 4, p 280—290; Dr 
Cramer, Geography of Ancient Greece, 
vol. i. p. 8—8. 

Respecting the northern regions, 
Epirus, Illyna, and Macedonia, O. 

Muller, in his short hut valuable 
tieatise Ueber die Makedoner. p. 7 
(Berlin, 1825), may be consulted with 
advantage This treatise is annexed 
to the English translation of his 
Histoiy of the Dorians by Sir G. C, 
Lewis 
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mative uniformity of dnection; yet m point of fact theie aie so 
many ramifications and dispersed peaks—so vast a number of 
lulls and crags of different magnitude and elevation—tliat a 
comparatively small proportion ol tlie surface is left for level 
ground. Not only few continuous plains, but even few con¬ 
tinuous \ alleys, exist throughout all Greece Proper. The 
largest spaces of level ground are seen m Thessaly, m JEtolia, in 
the western poitiun of Peloponnesus, and m Bceotia; but 
ii regular mountains, valleys, frequent hut isolated, land-locked 
basins and declivities, which often occur but seldom last long, 
form the chaiacter of the country.1 

The islands of the Cyclades, Eubcea, Attica, and Laconia, 
consist for the most part of micaceous schist, com- Geological 

bmed with and often covered by crystalline granular featmea* 
limestone.8 The centre and west of Peloponnesus, as well as the 
country north of the Corinthian Gulf from tlie Gulf of Anibrakia 
to the strait of Euboea, present a calcaieous foimation, varying m 
different localities as to colour, consistency, and hardness, but 
generally belonging or appioximating to the chalk: it is otten 
very compact, but is distinguished m a mmked manner fiom the 
crystalline limestone above-mentioned. The two loUiest summits 
in Gieece3 (both however lower than Olympus, estimated at 0700 
feet) exhibit tins formation—Parnassus, which attains 8000 feet, 
and the point of St. Elias in Taygetus, which is not less than 7800 
feet. Clay-slate and conglomerates of sand, lime and clay are 
found m many parts: a close and firm conglomerate of lime 
composes the Isthmus of Coimth. loose deposits of pebbles and 
calcareous breccia occupy also some portions of tlie tenitoiy. 

1 Out of the 47,600,000 streams (- 
12,000,000 English acres) included 
in the present kingdom of Greece, 
26,500,000 go to mountains, rocks, nvors, 
lakes and torosts—and 21,000,000 to 
arable land, vinoyai ds, ohvo and currant 
mounds, &c. By amble land is meant 
laud of cultivation; for a comparatively 
small portion of it is actually cultivated 
at present (Stiong, Statistics of 
Greece, p 2, London, 1842.) 

The modem kingdom of Greece does 
not include Thessaly. The epithet 

Strabo, via, p SSI 
The lertility ot Bmotia is noticed in 

Stiabo, ix. p 400, ami m the valuable 
fragment of 1 >i kieaicbus, Bios 'JKMutos, 
p. 140, od. Fuhr. 

** For tho geological and minora- 
logical character ot Gieece, see tho 
suivey undertaken by Dr. Fiedler, by 
orders of tho jnesent government of 
Gieece, in. 18.11 uml the following jears 
(Iloise aurchallo Tlieiletlos Komgiviohs 
Giiochenlaud, lm Auftrag dor K. G. 

koU* (hollow) is appl'iod to several of “*1B37> 
the chief Grecian states-zcoiAij nu«, GSI,ecially voL JL * 

“ * * ' " “ ‘ " 3 Gricsobach, Iteison durch Bume- 
lien, vol n ch, IS, p. 124. 

2—10 

Kotky AouceSaCfAUiv, Koikbv¥A.pyo<;i &C. 
K6pLv6os b(f>p->jq. r< /cal /cotAa^vcrai, 
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But the most important and essential elements of the Grecian 
soil consist of the diluvial and alluvial formations, with which 
the troughs and basins are filled up, resulting from the decom¬ 
position of the older adjoining rocks. In these reside the 
productive powers of the country, and upon these the giam and 
vegetables for the subsistence of the people depend. The 
mountain regions are to a great degree barren, destitute at 
present of wood or any useful vegetation, though there is leason 
to believe that they were better wooded m antiquity: in many 
parts, however, and especially in JEtolia and Akamania, they 
afford plenty of timber, and m all parts pasture for the cattle 
during summer, at a time when the plains aie thoioughly burnt 
up.1 For other articles of food, dependence must be had on the 
valleys, which are occasionally of singular fertility. The low 
grounds of Thessaly, the valley of the Hephisus and the borders 
of the lake Kopais in Boeotia, the western portion of Elis, the 
plains of Stiatus on the confines of Akarnania and iEtolia, and 
those near the river Pamisus in Messema, both are now and were 
in ancient times remarkable for their abundant produce. 

Besides the scarcity of wood for fuel, there is another serious 
Iireeuiarit inc°n-vemence to which the low grounds of Greece are 
of tue exposed,—the want of a supply of water at once 
waters— adequate and regular.2 Abundance of ram falls 
Summer during the autumnal and winter months, little or 

none durmg the summer; while the naked limestone 
of the numerous hills neither absorbs nor retains moisture, so that 
the ram runs off as rapidly as it falls Springs are not numerous.8 
Most rivers are torrents in early spring, and dry before the end 
of summer: the copious combinations of the ancient language 

i In passing through the valley heon covered with wood (v. 227) 
between (Eta and Parnassus, going The best timber used by the ancient 
towaids Elateia, Fiedler observes the Greeks came from Macedonia, the 
striking change m the character of the Euxme, and the Propontis. the timber 
country “ Romelia (i.e. Akamania. of Mount Parnassus and of Euboea was 
JEtolia, Ozolian Lokns, &cX woody, reckoned vexy bad; that of Arcadia 
well-watered, and covered with a good bettei (Theophrast v. 2,1; iit 9). 
soil, ceases at once and precipitously; 2 See Fiedler, Reise, &c., vol. i. pp. 
while craggy limestone mountains of a 84, 219, Sfi2, &c. 
white grey colour exhibit the cold Both Fiedler and Strong (Statistics 
chaiacter of Attica and the Morea”. of Greece, p. 109) dwell with great 
(Reise, i. p. 21S) reason upon the inestimable value of 

The Homeric Hymn to Apollo con- Artesian wells for the country, 
ceives even the rreSLov in>prrf>6pov of 3 Ross, Reise auf den Giiechischext 
Thfibes as having in its primitive state Inseln, voL l, letter 2, p. 12. 
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■designated the winter torrent by a special and separate word.1 
The most considerable rivers m the country are, the Penems, 
which carries off all the waters of Thessaly, finding an exit into 
the iEgean through the narrow defile which parts Ossa from 
Olympus,—and the Achel6us, which flows from Pmdus in a 
south-westerly direction, separating JEtolia from Akarnania and 
emptying itself into the Ionian sea: the EuSnus also takes its rise 
at a more southerly part of the same mountain-chain and falls into 
the same sea more to the eastward. The rivers more to the south¬ 
ward are unequal and inferior. Keplusus and Asopus m Boeotia, 
Pamisus m Messema, maintain each a languid stream throughout 
the summer; while the Inachus near Argos, and the Keplusus 
and Ilissus near Athens, present a scanty reality which falls short 
still more of their great poetical celebrity. The Alplieius and 
the Spercheius are considerable streams—the Achelous is still 
more important.2 The quantity of mud which its turbid stream 
brought down and deposited, occasioned a sensible increase of the 
land at its embouchure, within the observation of Thucydides3 

But the disposition and jiroperties of the Grecian territory, 
though not maintaining permanent rivers, are favourable to the 
multiplication of lakes and marshes. There are 
numerous hollows and enclosed basins, out of which matches 
the water can find no superficial escape, and where, md lakcs* 
unless it makes for itself a subterranean passage through rifts m 
the mountains, it remains either as a marsh or a lake according 
to the tune of year. In Thessaly we find the lakes Nessonis and 
Bceb6is; m JEtolia, between the Aohel6u$ and Eu6nus, Strabo 
mentions the lake of TnchOnis, besides several other lakes, which 
it is difficult to identify individually, though the quantity of 
ground covered by lake and marsh is as a whole very considerable. 
In Boeotia are situated the lakes Kopazs, Hylike, and Harma ; the 
iiz st of the three formed chiefly by the river Kephisus, flowing 
from Parnassus on the north-west, and shaping for itself a sinuous 
■course through the mountains of Pliokis. On the north-east and 

. 1 The Greek language seems to stand gememen Rrdkundo, p 201, Leipzig, 
singular m the expression v1840). 
the Wadys of Arabia manifest the like * Most of the Ecliinades now xise out 
alternation, of extreme temporary of dry land, which has accumulated at 
fulness and violence, with absolute the mouth of the AchelOus. 
dryness (Kriegk, Schriften zur all- »Thuoydxd. ii. 102. 
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east, the lake Kopais is bounded by the high land of Mount 
Pt6on, which intercepts its communication with the Strait of 
Euboea. Through the limestone of this mountain the water has 
either found or forced several subterraneous cavities, by which it 
obtains a partial egress on the other side of the rocky hill and 
then flows into the strait. The Katabothra, as they were termed 
m antiquity, yet exist, but m an imperfect and half-obstructed 
condition. Even in antiquity however they never fully sufficed 
to carry off the surplus waters of the Kephisus; for the remains 
are still found of an artificial tunnel, pierced through the whole 
breadth of the rock, and with perpendicular apertures at proper 
intervals to let in the air from above. This tunnel—one of the 
most interesting remnants of antiquity, since it must date fiom 
the prosperous days of the old Orchomenus, antenor to its 
absorption into the Boeotian league, as well as to the preponderance 
of Thebes—is now choked up and rendered useless. It may 
perhaps have been designedly obstructed by the hand of an enemy. 
The scheme of Alexander the Great, who commissioned an 
engineer from Chalkis to re-open it, was defeated first by 
discontents in Boeotia, and ultimately by his early death.1 2 

The Katabothra of the lake Kopais are a specimen of the 
Subter* phsenomenon so frequent in Greece—lakes and livers 
=of finding for themselves subterranean passages through 
uveis, out the cavities m the limestone rocks, and even pursuing 
locked" their unseen course for a considerable distance before 
basms. they emerge to the light of day. In Ai cadia, especially, 
several remarkable examples of subterranean water-communication 
occur : this central region of Peloponnesus presents a cluster of 
such completely enclosed valleys or basms3 

1 Strabo, ix p 407. This temporary disappearance of tho 
2 Colonel Leake observes (Tiavels in rivers was familiar to the ancient 

Morea, vol. in pp 45, 153—155), “ The observers—oi KaTamvofievoi tu>v iroTtxfxOiv 
plain of Trip oil tza (anciently that of (Anstot Meteorolog. i 13 DiodOr. xv. 
Tegea and Mantmeia) is by far the 49. Strabo, vi p. 217; viu p. 389, 
greatest of that cluster of valleys mjfche &c.) 
centre of Peloponnesus, each of winch Their familiarity with this pheeno- 
is so closely shut m by the intersecting menon was m part the source of some 
mountains, that no outlet is affoicleu geogiaphical suppositions, which now 
to the waters except through the moun- appear to us extiavagant, respecting 
tarns themselves, <fec. Respecting the the long subterranean and submarine 
Arcadian Orchomenus and its enclosed course of certain nvers, and their re¬ 
lake with Katabothra, see the same appearance at very distant points, 
work, p. 103: and the mountain plains Sophoklds said that the Inachus of 
near Corinth, p 263. Akarnama joined the Inachus of 
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It will be seen from these circumstances, that Greece, consider¬ 
ing its limited total extent, ofleis but little motive, and still less 
of convenient means, for internal communication among its vai ious 

inhabitants.1 Each village or township occupying its plain with 

Aigolis, Ibykus the poet affirmed that 
tlio AsApus noai Sikyun had its source 
in Plmgia, the liver InGpus of the 
little island of Delos was alleged by 
otheis to be an effluent fiom the mighty 
Nile , and the rhetor Zdilus, m a 
panegyncal oiation to the inhabitants 
of Tonedos, went the length of assuring 
them that tho Alplieius m Elis had its 
somce in then island (Strabo, vi p 
C71) Not only Pindar and other poets 
(Antigon Oaiyst c 155), but also tho 
Uistoiian Timreus (Tirncei Frag 127, od 
til oiler), and Pn usamas also with the 
<>ieatest conhdonee (v 7, 2), believed 
that the tomitam Arethusa at Syracuse 
was noth me, else but the reappoaiance 
•of tho nv oi Alplieius from Pelopon¬ 
nesus tins was attested by tho actual 
fact that a goblet or cup (<f>id\ri) thiown 
into the Alplieius had come up at the 
S>iacusau fountain, which Tnmeus 
piofossed to have vended,—but oven, 
tho arguments by winch Stiabo justifies 
Ins disbelief of this tale show how 
powoitally tho phamomena of the 
Ciceian livers acted upon lus mind 
“ Lf (says ho, i t) tho Alplieius, mstoad 
of flowing into the sea, foil into some 
chasm m tho earth, there would bo 
some plausibility in supposing that it 
continued its subtori anoan course as 
far as Sicily without mixing with the 
sea hut since its junction with the sea 
is matter of obseivation, and since 
there is no aportuie visible near tho 
shore to absorb the watoi of the river 
(oroga to koltcittIvou to pcDfia rod TroTa- 
fiov), so it is plain that the water cannot 
maintain its sopaiation and its sweet¬ 
ness, whereas the spnng Arethusa is 
perfectly good to di ink u I have trans¬ 
lated here the sense rather than tho 
words of Strabo, but the phenomena 
of “livers falling into chasms and 
being diunk up” for a time is exactly 
what happens m Gieece It did not 
appear to Strabo impossible that the 
Alplieius might travel se so great a 
distance uudei ground; nor do we won¬ 
der at this when we learn that a more 
able geogi apher than he (Eratosthenes) 
-supposed that the marshes of Rhinoko- 
lura, between the Mediterranean and 
the Red Sea, were formed by the 
Euphrates and Tigris, which flowed 

underground for the length of 6000 
stadia or furlongs (Stiabo, xvi p 741, 
Seidcd, Fxagm Eratosth p 304)* com- 
paie the story about the Eupluates 
passing undeigiound and leappeanng 
m Ethiopians thonvei Nile (Pansan 
li 5, 3) This disappearance and re- 
appeaiance of nvois connected itself, 
m tho minds of ancient physical philo¬ 
sophers, with the supposition ot vast 
loseivoirs of water m the mtenor of 
tlio eaith, whuh weio piotiuilod up- 
waids to the surface by some gaseous 
force (see Seneca, Nat Qusest vi. 8) 
Pomponms Mela mentions an idea of 
some wi iters, that tho source of the 
Nile was to bo found, not in oui (ouou 
/it vri) habitable section of tho globe, 
but m tho Antichthon, or southern 
continent, and that it flowed undei the 
ocean to nse up m Ethiopia (Mela, i 
9, 55) 

These views of tho ancionts, evi¬ 
dently based upon the analogy of 
Giccian riveis, are well set forth by 
M Lotronne m a papei on the situation 
of tho Terrostnal Paradise as repre¬ 
sented by the Fatheis of tho Church, 
citod in A von Humboldt, Examen 
Gntiquo do THiston e do la Geographic, 
<fcc, vol in p 118—180. 

i “Upon tho amval of tho king 
and regency m 183$ (observes Mr 
Strong), no caniago roads existed m 
Gioeco; nor weie they indeod much 
wanted previously, as down to that 
period not a carnage, waggon, or cart, 
or any other descnption of vehicles, 
was to be found in the whole country. 
Tho traffic in general was earned on 
by means of boats, to which tho long 
indented lmo of the Grecian coast and 
its numoious islands afforded every 
facility. Between the seaports and 
tho interior of the kingdom, tho com¬ 
munication was effected by moans of 
beasts of burden, such as mules, homes, 
and camels.1* (Statistics of Greece, p. 
88 ) 

This exhibits a retrograde march to 
a pomt lower than tho description of 
the Odyssey, where Telemachus and 
Peisistratus drive their chariot from 
Pylus to Sparta. The remains of the 
ancient roads are still soon in many 
parts of Greece (Strong, p. 34). 
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the enclosing mountains,1 2 supplied its own mam wants, whilst the- 
ffi transport of commodities b7 land was sufficiently 

of land- difficult to discourage greatly any regular commerce 
SSonand with neighbours. In so far as the face of the inteilor 
transport country was concerned, it seemed as if nature had 

been disposed from the beginning to keep the popula¬ 
tion of Greece socially and politically disunited—by providing so 
many hedges of separation, and so many boundanes, genendly 
hard, sometimes impossible, to overleap One special motive to 
intercourse, however, arose out of this very geographical constitu¬ 
tion of the country, and its endless alternation of mountaiin and 
valley. The difference of climate and temperature betweeln the 
high and low grounds is very great; the hai vest is secured ii)i one 
place before it is ripe in another, and the cattle lind during the 
heat of summer shelter and pasture on the hills, at a time when 
the plains are burnt up.3 The practice of transferring them from 
the mountains to the plain according to the change of season, wjneh 
subsists still as it did in ancient times, is intimately connected 
with the structure of the country, and must from the earnest 
period have brought about communication among the otherwise 
disunited villages.3 

Such difficulties, however, in the internal transit by land were 
to a gi eat extent counteracted by the large proportion of coast and 

1 Dr Clarke’s description deserves March, summer in the low plams of 
to be noticed, though his warm eulogies Messenia. spring m Laconia, wmtei in 
on the fertility of the soil, taken gener- Arcadia (Journey in Gieece, p. 365- 
ally, are not borne out by later ob- 359) 
servers*—“The physical phenomena ** The cold central region (or moun- 
of Greece, diftormg from tnoso of any tain plain—opoweSiov) of Tnpohtssa 
other country, present a senes of beauti- differs in climato fiom the maiitime 
ful plains, successively surrounded by regions of Peloponnesus, as much as. 
mountains of limestone; resembling, the south of England from the south 
although upon a larger scale, and of Fiance . . . No appearance of spring 
rarely accompanied by volcanic pro- on the trees near Togea, though not 
ducts, the craters of the Phlegreean more than twenty-four miles from 
fields. Everywhere their level surfaces Argos . . . Cattle are sent from thence 
seem to have been deposited by water, every winter to the maritime plains of 
gradually retired or evaporated; they Elos in Laconia (Leake, Trav. in 
consist for the.most part of the richest Morea, vol. i pp. 88, 98, 197). The 
soil, and their produce is yet pro- pasture on Mount Olono (boundary of 
verbially abundant In this manner Elis, Arcadia, and Achaxa) is not 
stood the cities of Argos, Sikydn, healthy until June (Leake, vol. ii p. 
Connth, Megara, Eleusis, Athens, 119); compare p. 848, and Fiedler. 
Thdbes, Amphissa, Orchomenus, Chss- Reise, i. p. 314. 
Fonea, Lebadea, Larissa, Pella, and See also the instructive Inscription 
many others/* (Dr. Clarke’s Travels, of Orchomenus. in JBoeckh, Staatshaus* 
vol 11. ch. 4, p. 74) haltung der Athener, t n p 380 

2 Sir W. Cell found, in the month of The transference of cattle, belonging 
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the accessibility of the country by sea. The prominences and 
indentations in the line of Grecian coast are hardly less remarkable 
than the multiplicity of elevations and depressions which every¬ 
where mark the surface.1 The shape of Peloponnesus, with its 
three southern gulls (the Argolic, Lacoman and indenta- 
Messenian), was compared by the ancient geographers 
to the leaf of a plane-tiee : the Pagassean Gulf on the of coast- 
eastern side of Greece, and the Ambrakian Gulf on the accessibility 
western, with their narrow entrances and considerable b?sea 
area, are equivalent to internal lakes: Xenophon boasts of the 
double sea which embiaces so laige a proportion of Attica, Epliorus 
of the triple sea by which JBceotia was accessible liom west, north, 
and south—the Euboean Strait opening a long line of country on 
both sides to coasting navigation.45 But the most impoitant of all 
Grecian gulfs are the Corinthian and the Saronic, washing the 
northern and north-eastern shores of Peloponnesus and separated 
by the narrow barrier of the Isthmus of Corinth. The former, 
especially, lays open JEtolia, Phokis, and Bceotia, as well as the 
whole northern coast of Peloponnesus, to water approach. Corinth 
m ancient times served as an entrepot for the trade between Italy 
and Asia Minor—goods being unshipped at Lechseum, the port 
on the Corinthian Gulf, and carried by land across to Kenchrese, 
the port on the Saionic. indeed even the merchant vessels them¬ 
selves, when not very large,s were conveyed across by the same 

to proprietors in ono state, for tem¬ 
porary pasturage in anothoi, is as old 
as the Odyssoy, and is marked by 
various dlustiative incidents: see the 
cause of the first Mosseman war 
(Diodor. Fragm vm. vol. iv. p. ‘23, ed. 
wess.: Pausan. iv. 4, 2) 

i “ Uxuversa autem (PeloponnOsus), 
velut pensante aequoium mcursus 
naturft, in montes 76 extollitur.” (Dim. 
H. N iv. 6.) 

Strabo touches, in a striking passage 
(n. p. 121—122), on the influence of the 
sea in determining the shape and 
boundaries of tho land: his observa¬ 
tions upon the gieat superiority of 
Europe over Asia and Africa in respect 
of intersection and interpenetration of 
land by the sea-water are remarkable: 
V fMV otv 'Evpiairn woAvcr^jxov«<rr&i 17 
rraaSiv «<rrt, &c H© does not specially 
name the coast of Greece, though his 
remarks have a more exact bearing 
upon Greece than upon any other 

country And we may copy a passage 
out of Tacitus (Agricol. c 10), written 
in refeience to Britain, which applies 
far moie precisely to Greece: t‘nus- 
quam latius domman mare .... nec 
litoie tenus acore&cere aut resorben, 
sod mflueie pemtus et ambire, et juyt* 
ttiaon atque onontibus tneen velut vn> suo”. 

a XenophOn, Do Vectigal c. 1; 
Ephor. Frag. 07, ed. Maix; Stephan. 
Byas, BotwTta 

3 pimy, H. N. iv. 6, about the 
Isthmus of Corinth: “Lochsese hinc, 
Cenchrese illmc, angustiarum termini, 
longo et ancimti navium arabitu (t e. 
round Cape Malea), quas magnitude 
plaustns trameehi prohibet: quam ob 
causam perfodere navigabm alveo 
angustias eas tentavere Demetrius 
rox, dictator Caesar, Caius princeps, 
Domitius Nero—infausto (nt omnium 
exitu patuit) mcepto” 

The SioAkto?, less than four miles 
across, where ships were drawn across. 
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route. It was accounted a prodigious advantage to escape the 
necessity of sailing round Cape Malea: and the violent winds 
and currents which modem experience attests to prevail around 
that formidable promontory, are quite sufficient to justify the 
apprehensions of the ancient Greek merchant, with his imperfect 
apparatus for navigation1 

It will thus appear that there was no part of Greece Proper 
which could be considered as out of reach of the sea, while most 
parts of it were convenient and easy of access: m fact, the 
Aicadians were the only large section of the Hellenic name (we 
may add the Done Tetrapolis and the mountameeis along the 
chain of Pindus and Tymphre&tus) who were altogether without 

a seapoit.2 But Greece Proper constituted only a 
fraction of the entire Hellenic world, during the 
historical age; there were the numeious islands, and 
still more numerous continental colonies, all located 
as independent intruders on distinct points of the 

coast,8 in the Euxine, the iEgean, the Mediterranean and the 

muuieation 
essential 
for the 
islands and 
colonies 

if their size permitted, sti etched from 
Lechaum on the Corinthian Gulf, to 
bchuenus, a little eastward of Kench- 
reee, on the SarCnic Gulf (Strabo, vm 
p 880) Strabo (vui p 335) reckons 
the bieadth of the 8lo\kos at forty 
stadia (about 4$ English miles) j the 
reality, according to Leake, is 3£ 
English miles (Jiavels in Moiea, voL 
ii ch xxix p 297) 

1 The north wind, the EtSsian wind 
of the ancients, blows strong in the 
ASgean nearly the whole summer, and 
with especially dangerous violence at 
three points,—under Karystos, the 
southern cape of Euboea, near Cape 
Malea, and in the nanow strait between 
the islands of T6nos, Mykonos, and 
Ddlos (Ross, Rei&en auf den Gnechis- 
chen Inseln, vol i p. 20) See also 
Colonel Leake’s account of the terror 
of the Greek boatmen from the gales 
and currents round Mount Athos. the 
canal cut by Xerxes through the 
isthmus was justified by sound reasons 
(Travels m Northern Greece, voL in. 
c. 24, p. 145) 

2 The Penplus of Skylax enumerates 
every section of the Gioek name, with 
the insignificant exceptions noticed in. 
the text, as pai taking of the line of 
coast; it even mentions Arcadia (c. 45), 
because at that time Lepreum had 

shaken off the supremacy of Elis, and 
was confederated with the Arcadians 
(about 800 bc,). Lepreum possessed 
about twelve miles of coast, which 
theiefore count as Arcadian. 

* Cicero (De Republics, n. 2—4, in 
the fragments of that lost treatise, ed. 
Man) noticed emphatically both the 
geneial mantime accessibility of 
Grecian towns, and the effects of that 
circumstance on Grecian character — 
“Quod de Conntho dm, id haud scio 
an liceat de cuncta Gracid venssime 
dicere Nam et ipsa Peloponnesus fere 
tota in mari est: nec prater Phliuntios 
ulli sunt, quorum agn non contingant 
mare et extia Peloponnesum -dSnianes 
et Dores et Dolopes soli absunt a man. 
Quid dicam insulas Gracia, qua flne- 
tibus emeta natant pane ipsa simul 
ciun civitatium institutis et monbus? 
Atque hac quidem, ut supra (lixi, veteris 
sunt Gracia Colomarum vero qua est 
deducta a Grans in Asi&m, Thraciam, 
Italiam, Riciliam, Afncam, prater 
nnam Magnesiam, quam unda non 
alluat? Itfa barbarorum agris quasi 
adtexta quadam videtur ora esse 
Gracia ” 

Compare Cicero, EpistoL ad Attic, 
vi 2, with the reference to Dikaarchus, 
who agreed to a great extent in Plato’s 
objections against a mantime site (De 
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Adriatic; and distant from each other by the space which 
separates Trebizond from Marseilles All these various cities 
were comprised m the name Hellas, which implied no geographical 
continuity. all prided themselves on Hellenic blood, name, 
religion and mythical ancestry. As the only communication 
between them was maritime, so the sea, impoitant even if we 
look to Gieece Proper exclusively, was the sole channel for 
tiansmittmg ideas and improvements, as well as for maintaining 
sympathies, social, political, religious, and literary, throughout 
these outlying members of the Hellenic aggregate 

The ancient philosophers and legislators were deeply impressed 
with the contrast between an inland and a maritime - 

ViQWS of 
city : m the former, simplicity and uniformity of life, the ancient 

tenacity of ancient habits and dislike of what is new on tbe°pherS 
or foreign, great force of exclusive sympathy and 
narrow range both of objects and ideas ; in the latter, habits and 

variety and novelty of sensations, expansive imagiiia- commexce 
tion, toleration, and occasional preference for extraneous customs, 
greater activity of the individual and corresponding mutability of 
the state. This distinction stands piomment m the many 
comparisons instituted between the Athens of Penkles and the 
Athens of the earlier times down to Solon. Both Plato and 
Aristotle dwell upon it emphatically—and the former especially, 
whose genius conceived the comprehensive scheme of prescribing 
beforehand and ensuring in practice the whole course of individual 
thought and feeling in his imaginary community, treats maritime 
communication, if pushed beyond the narrowest limits, as fatal to 
the success and permanence of any wise scheme of education. 
Ceitainit is that a great difference of character existed between 
those Greeks who mingled much m maritime affairs, ^ nee 
and those who did not. The Arcadian may stand as between the 
a type of the pure Grecian landsman, with his rustic an^the^8 
and illiterate habits1—his diet of sweet chestnuts, sea-states 

barley cakes and pork (as contrasted with the fish m reec°' 

Legg iv p. 705 * also Anstot. Politic, 
vii 5—0). The sea (says Plato) is 
indeed a salt and bitter neighbour 
(paXa. ye pi\v ovrwy aXpvpbv ieai TTLKpov 
yeirotntua), though convenient for pur¬ 
poses of daily use. 

1 Hekatapus, Fragm. 'ApKaSixau Senr- 
vov .... /Liafa? teal tifta Kpea. 
TTerodot. i. 66 BaXanj^iyot civSpet 
Thoocnt. Id vif. 100.— 
K$v fiiv ra.v0* ipSys, & Tlav <}>t\e, pti rC 

tv 7rai$«s 
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winch formed the chief seasoning for the bread of an Athenian) 
—his superior courage and endurance—his reverence for Lace¬ 
daemonian headship as an old and customary influence—las 
sterility of intellect and imagination as well as ins slackness m 
enterprise—his unchangeable rudeness of relations with the gods* 
which led him to scourge and prick Pan if he came back empty- 
handed from the chase; while the inhabitant of PhOkaea or 
Miletus exemplifies the Grecian mariner, eager in search of gain 
—active, skilful, and daring at sea, but inferior in steadfast 
bravery on land—more excitable m imagination as well as more 
mutable m character—full of pomp and expense m religious 
manifestations towards the Ephesian Artemis or the Apollo of 
Branchidse: with a mind more open to the varieties of Grecian 
energy and to the refining influences of Grecian civilization. 
The Peloponnesians generally, and the Lacedaemonians m particu¬ 
lar, approached to the Arcadian type—while the Athenians of the 
filth century b.o. stood foremost in the other; superadding to it 
however a delicacy of taste, and a predominance of intellectual 
sympathy and enjoyments, which seem to have been peculiar to 
themselves.^ 

The configuration of the Grecian territory, so like m many 
Effects of respects to that of Switzerland, produced two effects 
guratiSu* °* Sreat moment upon the character and history of the 
upon1the People- the first place, it materially strengthened 
political their powers of defence : it shut up the country against 
tSe'Shab? those invasions from the interior which successively 
ta^ts subjugated all their continental colonies ; and it at the 
same time rendered each fraction more difficult to be attacked by 
the rest, so as to exercise a certain conservative influence in 
assuring the tenure of actual possessors: for the pass of Thermopylae 
between Thessaly and Phokis, that of Kithaeron between Bceotia 
and Attica, or the mountainous range of Oneion and Geraneia 
along the Isthmus of Corinth, were positions which an inferioi 
number of brave men could hold against a much greater force of 

*ApKathKoi <rKL\kaunv virb ir\evpas re teal 
&/JLOV? 

T<Lvl<a pacrricrSoirv Sre Kpca rvrBa 
irapeirj • 

Ei $' aAAwff vcvtrais Kara fibv \p6a navr 
bvvx«cr<n 

AaxvofMvos KvatroLO, <ftc. 

The alteration of Xtot, which is. 
obviously out of place, in the scholia 
on this passage, to mot, appears 
unquestionable. 
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assailants. But, in the next place, while it tended to protect 
each section of Greeks from being conquered, it also kept them 
politically disunited and perpetuated their sepaiate autonomy. 
It fostered that powerful principle of repulsion, which disposed 
even the smallest township to constitute itself a political unit 
apart from the rest, and to resist all idea of coalescence with others* 
either amicable or compulsory. To a modern reader, accustomed 
to large political aggregations, and securities for good government 
through the lepresentative system, it requires a certain mental 
effort to transport himself back to a time when even the smallest 
town clung so tenaciously to its right of self-legislation. Never* 
theless such was the geneial habit and feeling of the ancient 
world, throughout Italy, Sicily, Spam, and Gaul Among the 
Hellens it stands out more conspicuously, for several reasons—first, 
because they seem to have pushed the multiplication of autonomous 
units to an extreme point, seeing that even islands not larger than 
Peparetkos and Amoigos had two or thiee separate city com¬ 
munities .1 secondly, because they produced, for the fust time in 
the history of mankind, acute systematic thinkers on matters of 
government, amongst all of whom the idea of the autonomous 
city was accepted as the indispensable basis of political speculation; 
thirdly, because this incuiable subdivision proved finally the cause 
of their rum, in sjfite of pronounced intellectual superiority over 
their conqueiors; and lastly, because incapacity of political 
coalescence did not preclude a poweiful and extensive sympathy 
between the inhabitants of all the sepaiate cities, with a constant 
tendency to fraternise for numerous purposes, social, religious, 
recreative, intellectual, and sosthetical. For these reasons, the 
indefinite multiplication of self-governing towns, though m truth 
a phenomenon common to ancient Europe as contrasted with the 
large monaxehies of Asia, appears more marked among the ancient 
Greeks than elsewhere: and there cannot be any doubt that they 
owe it, in a considerable degree, to the multitude of insulating 
boundaries which the configuration of their country presented ^ 

Nor is it rash to suppose that the same causes may have tended 
to promote that unborrowed intellectual development for which 
they stand so conspicuous. General propositions respecting 

1 Skyiax, Peripl. 59. 
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the working of climate and physical agencies upon character 
Effects are in(^eed treacherous; for our knowledge of the 
upon their globe is now sufficient to teach us that heat and cold, 
develop. mountain and plain, sea and land, moist and dry atmo- 
ment sphere, are all consistent with the greatest diversities 
of resident men: moreover the contrast between the population 
of Greece itself, for the seven centuries preceding the Christian 
sera, and the Greeks of more modern times, is alone enough to 
inculcate reserve in such speculations. Nevertheless we may 
venture to note certain improving influences, connected with their 
geographical position, at a time when they had no books to study, 
and no more advanced predecessors to imitate. We may remark, 
first, that their position made them at once mountaineers and 
niarmers, thus supplying them with great variety of objects, 
sensations, and adventures; next, that each petty community, 
nestled apart amidst its own rocks,1 was sufficiently severed fiom 
the rest to possess an individual life and attributes of its own, 
yet not so far as to subtract it from the sympathies of the 
remainder ; so that an observant Greek, commercing with a great 
diversity of half-countrymen, whose language he understood, and 
whose idiosyncrasies he could appreciate, had access to a larger 
mass of social and political experience than any other man m so 
unadvanced an age could personally obtain. The Phoenician, 
superior to the Greek on ship-board, traversed wider distances 
and saw a greater number of strangers, but had not the same 
means of intimate communion with a multiplicity of fellows m 
blood and language. His lelations, confined to purchase and sale, 
did not comprise that mutuality of action and reaction which 
pervaded the crowd at a Grecian festival. The scene which here 
presented itself was a mixture of uniformity and variety highly 
stimulating to the observant faculties of a man of genius,—who 
at the same time, if he sought to communicate his own impressions, 
or to act upon this mingled and diverse audience, was forced to 
shake off what was peculiar to his own town or community, and 
to put forth matter in harmony with the feelings of alL It is 
thus that we may explain in part that penetrating apprehension of 
human life and character, and that power of touching sympathies 

i Cicero, de Orator. 1. 44, “Ithacam illam in asperrimis saxulis, sicut 
nidulum, affixam ”. 
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common to all ages and nations, which surprises us so much m 
the unlettered authors of the old epic. Such periodical inter¬ 
communion, of brethren habitually isolated from each other, was 
the only means then open of piocunng lor the bard a diversified 
lange of experience and a many-coloured audience; and it was 
to a gieat degiee the result of geographical causes. Perhaps 
among other nations such facilitating causes might have been 
found, yet without producing any result comparable to the Iliad 
and Odyssey. But Homer was nevertheless dependent upon 
the conditions of his age, and we can at least point out those 
peculiarities in eaily Grecian society without which Homenc 
excellence would never have existed,—the geogiaphioal position 
is one, the language another. 

In mineral and metallic wealth Greece was not distinguished. 
Gold was obtained in considerable abundance m the 
island of Sipliuos, which, throughout the sixth century pi<><iuc- 
bc., was among the richest communities of Greece, 
and possessed a treasure-chamber at Delphi distinguished for the 
richness of its votive offerings. At that time gold was so rare m 
Greece, that the Lacedamioinans were obliged to send to the 
Lydian Cnesus m order to provide enough of it for the gilding of 
a statue.1 it appears to have been moie abundant in .Asia Minor, 
and the quantity of it m Greece was much multiplied by the 
opening of mines in Thiace, Macedonia, Epirus, and even some 
parts of Thessaly. In the island of Tliasos, too, some mines were 
xe-opencd with piofitable result, which had been originally begun, 
and subsequently abandoned, by Phoenician settlers of an eat her 
century. JTioin these same distncts also was procured a con- 
sideiable amount of silver: while about the beginning of the 
fifth century B.O., the first effective commeuceinent seems to have 
been made of turning to account the rich southern district of 
Attica, called Laureion. Copper was obtained m various parts 
of Greece, especially in Cyprus and Euboea—m which latter 
island was also found the earth called Uadmia, employed for the 
purification of the ore. Bronze was used among the Greeks for 

l Uerodot. i 521 ill 57; vi 40—125. Homenc times (II. 5x. 405) downwards, 
Boeckh, Public Economy of Athens, B. were numerous and valuable; especially 
l eh 3. those dedicated by who- 

The gold and silver offerings sent to (Herodot. i 17—52) seems to have sur- 
the Delphian temple, even from the passed all pi edocessors 
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many purposes in which iron is now employed: and even the 
arms of the Homeric heroes (different m this respect fiom the 
later historical Gleeks) are composed of copper, tempered m such 
a way as to impart to it an astonishing hardness. Iron was found 
in Euboea, Boeotia, and Melos—but still more abundantly m the 
mountainous region of the Laconian Taygetus. There is however 
no part of Greece where the remains of ancient metallurgy appear 
now so conspicuous, as the island of Senphos. The excellence 
and varieties of marble, from Pentelikus, Hymettus, Paros, 
Karystus, &c., and other parts of the country—so essential for 
purposes of sculptuie and architecture—are well known.1 

Situated under the same parallels of latitude as the coast of 
its chief Asia Minor, and the southernmost regions of Italy 
produc* and Spam, Greece produced wheat, barley, flax, wine, 

and oil, in the earliest times of which we have any 
knowledge; though the currants, Indian com, silk, and tobacco 
which the country now exhibits, are an addition of more lecent 
times. Theophrastus and other authors amply attest the 
observant and industrious agricultuie prevalent among the 
ancient Greeks, as well as the care with which its various 
natural productions, comprehending a great diversity of plants, 
herbs, and trees, were turned to account. The cultivation of the 
vine and the olive—the latter indispensable to ancient life not 
merely for the purposes which it serves at present, but also from 
the constant habit then prevalent of anointing the body—appears 
to have been particularly elaborate; and the many dillerent 
accidents of sod, level, and exposure, which were to be found, not 
only in Hellas Proper, but also among the scattered Greek 
settlements, afforded to observant planters materials for study 
and comparison. The barley cake seems to have been moie 
generally eaten than the wheaten loaf :2 but one or other of them, 
together with vegetables and fish (sometimes fresh,‘but more 
frequently salt), was the common food of the population; the 

i Strabo, x p 447; xiv. p 080—684 bread for festivals (Athensous, iv, p. 
Stephan Byz, v Alfiij^os, AaKsSaifnav. 187) 
Kruse, Hellas, ch. iv vol l p 828. The milk of ewos and goats was in 
Fiedler, Reisen in Gnechenlanu, voL ancient Greece preferred to that of cows 
u. p 118—569. (Anatot. Hist Animal m 15, 5—7); at 

* At the repast provided at the public present also cow’s-milk and butter is 
cost for those who dined m the considered unwholesome m Greece, and 
Prytaneiurn of Athens, Sol6n directed is seldom or never eaten (Kruse, Hellas, 
barley-cakes for ordinary days, wheaten voL l ch 4, p. 368). 
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Arcadians fed much upon pork, and the Spartans also consumed 
animal food, but by the Greeks generally fresh meal seem* to 
have been little eaten, except at festivals and sacrifices. The 
Athenians, the most commercial people in Greece Proper, though 
their light, dry, and comparatively poor soil produced excellent 
barley, nevertheless did not grow enough corn for their own 
consumption: they nnpoited considerable supplies of corn from 
Sicily, from the coasts of the Euxme, and the Taunc Chersonese, 
and salt fish both from the Propontis and even from Gades .1 the 
distance from whence these supplies came, when we take into 
consideration the extent of line corn-land in Bceotia and Thessaly, 
proves how little internal trade existed between the various 
legions of Gieece Proper. The exj>orts of Athens consisted m 
her figs and other fruit, olives, oil—for all of which she was 
distinguished—together with potteiy, ornamental manufactures, 
and the silver from her mines at Laureion Salt-fish doubtless 
found its way more or less throughout all Greece ;2 but the popu¬ 
lation of other states m Greece lived more exclusively upon their 
own produce than the Athenians, with less of purchase and sale* 
—a mode of life assisted by the simple domestic economy 
universally prevalent, in which the women not only carded and 
spun all the wool, but also wove out of it the clothing and bedding 
employed in the family. Weaving was then considered as much 
a woman’s business as spinning, and the same feeling and habits 
still prevail to the present day m modern Greece, where the 
loom is constantly seen in the peasants’ cottages, and always 
worked by women4 

1 Theoplarast Cans, PI. ix. 2. ’Ij^OOsr «£ *Apyousr els T«yioaf e<£epoi<, 
Demosthen. adv. Lepton, c, 0 That <ftc. 
salt-fish from tho Propontis and troin ^ ^x , , , 
Gades was sold in the markets of Athens The Odyssey mentions certain inland 
during the Peloponnesian war, appears people who knew nothing either of the 

Eupolis (Fr 23, ed. Meineke; Stephan. 
Byji, v. VaScipa) 
llorffp’ rb roipexos, fcptfytov ») 

puebv. 

The Phoenician merchants who 
brought the salt-fish from Gades, took 
back with them Attic pottery for sale 
among tho Afncan tribes of tho coast 
of Morocco (Hkylax, Peripl c 100). 

2 Simonid6s, Fragm. 109, GaisforcL— 
npdo-05 /utii/ ap</>‘ (bpotcnv «xwI' T 

aankkav 

Pausanias looks for them m Epirus 
(Odyss. xi 121; Pausnn. i 12, 8). 

3 A•vrovpyot re yap ei<rt llekoirovvficnoi, 
(says Penklos in his speech to tho 
Athenians at the commencement of the 
Peloponnesian war, Thucyd. i 141) 
koX ovre iSccf. ovre ev tcoivy iunv 
avroiSf &C.— ai/5pe? yeoapyol KaX ov 
PaAairartot, &C. (lb C- 142) 

4 In Egypt the men sat at home and 
wovo, while the women did out-door 
business; both the one and the other 
excite the surprise of Herodotus and 
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Climate- 
better and 
more 
healthy 
in ancient 
times than 
it is now. 

The climate of Greece appears to be generally described by 
modern travellers m more favourable terms than it 
was by the ancients, which is easily explicable from 
the classical interest, picturesque beauties, and trans¬ 
parent atmosphere, so vividly appreciated by an 
English or a German eye. Herodotus,1 Hippok rates, 

and Aristotle, treat the climate of Asia as far more genial and 
favourable both to animal and vegetable life, but at the same 
time more enervating than that of Greece • the latter they speak 
of chiefly in reference to its changeful character and diversities of 
local temperature, which they consider as highly stimulant to the 
energies of the inhabitants. There is reason to conclude that 
ancient Greece was much more healthy than the same terntoiy 
is at present, inasmuch as it was more industriously cultivated, 
and the towns both more carefully administered and better 
supplied with water. But the differences in respect of healthiness, 
between one portion of Greece and another, appear always to 
have been considerable, and this, as well as the diversities of 

climate, affected the local habits and character of the 
particular sections. Not merely were there great 
differences between the mountaineers and the inhabi¬ 
tants of the plains3—between Loknans, iEtolians, 
Phokians, Dorians, (Etseans and Arcadians, on one 

hand, and the inhabitants of Attica, Boeotia, and Elis, on the 
other—but each of the various tribes which went to compose 
these categories had its peculiarities; and the marked contrast 
between Athenians and Boeotians was supposed to he represented 
by the light and heavy atmosphere which they respectively 
breathed. Nor was this all: for even among the Boeotian 
aggregate, every town had its own separate attributes, physical as 
well as moral and political.8 Oropus, Tanagra, Thespiao, Thebes, 

Great dif• 
feience 
between 
one part of 
Greece and 
another. 

SophoklSs (Herod, ii. 85; fcfoph 020. 
Col 840) 

For the spinning and weaving of the 
modern Gieek peasant women, see 
Leake, Trav Moiea, vol. l. pp 13,18, 
223, <fec , Stiong, Stat p 285. 

1 Herodot 1 142; Hippokrat De 
Aere, Loc et Aq c. 12—13; Austot. 
Polit xu. 6,1. 

a The mountaineers of j®tolia are, at 
this time, unable to come down into 

the marshy plain of Wrachon, without 
being taken ill after a few days (Fiedler, 
Raise m Griech l p, 184), 

s Dikeearch Fragm p 145, cd. Fnhr 
—Btos *EX\d8os ,I<rropov<rt 8* oi 
Bouorol ra /car* avrou? virdpxovra. iSia 
dic\ripij(jMTa Kiyovr^ ^ravra—TV 
cuaxpOKepSeLav KaroiKelv iv ’Qpiairtp, rov 
Si 4>9ovov ^iv Tavdypq, tV ^tAopetietav 
iv ©eomats, tV "Sftpw iv ©jjjSaiv, rV 
ir\eove£Cav iv ’AvfojSovt, tV irepiepyCav- 
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Anthedon, Haliartus, Koroneia, Onchestus, and Plataea, were 
known to Boeotians each by its own characteristic epithet: and 

Dikiearchus even notices a marked distinction between the 

inhabitants of the city of Athens and those m the country of 

Attica. Sparta, Argos, Corinth, and Siky6n, though all called 

Doric, had each its own dialect and peculianties. All these 

differences, depending in part upon climate, site, and other 
physical considerations, contributed to nourish antipathies, and 

to perpetuate that imperfect cohesion, which has already been 

noticed as an indelible featiue in Hellas. 
The Epirotic tribes, neighbours of the iEtolians and Akarna- 

nians, filled the space between Pmdus and the Ionian E iwtg 
Sea until they joined to the northward the territory Macedo- 

mhabited by the powerful and barbarous Illyrians. 3lians’&c* 

Of these Illyrians the native Macedonian tribes appear to have 

been an outlying section, dwelling northward of Thessaly and 
Mount Olympus, eastward of the chain by which Pmdus is 

continued, and westward of the river Axms. The Epirots were 

comprehended under the various denominations of Chaonmus, 
Molobsians, Thespi otians, Kassopaoans, Aniphiloclnans, Atlnimanes, 

the iEthlkes, Tymphsei, Orest oi, Paronei, and Atintanes1—most 
of the latter being small communities dispersed about the 

mountainous region of Pmdus. There was however much 

confusion in the application of the comprehensive name JSpirot, 

which was a title given altogether by the Greeks, and given 

purely upon geographical, not upon ethnical considerations. 
Epirus seems at first to have stood opposed to Peloponnesus, and 

to have signified the general region northward of the Gulf of 
Corinth ; and in this primitive sense it comprehended the 

JEtolians and Akarnanians, portions of whom spoke a dialect 

difficult to understand, and were not less widely removed than 
the Epirots from Hellenic habits.2 The oracle of D6d6na forms 

the point of ancient union between Greeks and Epirots, which 

was superseded by Detyhi as the civilization of Hellas developed 

iv Koptoveuj, iv HAtmuais rrjv aAa£o- 1 Strabo, Yii, pp. 328, 324, 826; 
vetavj rbv wopvrbv iv ’OyxQ<rr<p, rl}V Thucydld. li. 68. Theopompus (ap. 
avtucrdv}<rta.v iv 'AKidpry Strab. 1 c.) reckoned 14 Epiiotio 

About the distinction between Mvr). 
’A8ijvatoi and ’Arruof, see the same 2 Herodot i 146: li 66; vi. 
work, p. 11. 127. 

2-11 
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itself. Nor is it less difficult to distinguish Epirots hom Mace¬ 
donians on the one hand than from Hellenes on the other; the 
language, the dress, and the fashion of wearing the hair being 
often analogous, while the boundaries, amidst rude men and 
untravelled tracts, were very inaccurately understood.1 

In describing the limits occupied by the Hellenes m 776 B.C., 

we cannot yet take account of the important colonies of Leukas 
and Ambrakia, established by the Corinthians subsequently on 
the western coast of Epirus. The Greeks of that early time 
seem to comprise the islands of Kephallenia, Zakynthus, Ithaka, 
and Dulichium, but no settlement, either inland or insular, 
faither northward 

They include farther, confining ourselves to 776 B c, the great 
mass of islands between the coast of Greece and that of Asia 
Minor, from Tenedos on the noith, to Rhodes, Krete, and 
Kyth£ra southward: and the great islands of Lesbos, Chios, 
Samos, and Euboea, as well as the groups called the Sporadee, 
and the Cyclades. Respecting the four considerable islands 
nearer to the coasts of Macedonia and Thrace—Lemnos, Imbros, 
Islands m Samothrace, and Thasos—it may be doubted whether 
the ^Egean they were at that time hellenised. The Catalogue of 
the Iliad includes under Agamemndn contingents from dSgina, 
Euboea, Krlte, Karpathus, Kasus, Eds, and Rhodes ; m the oldest 
epical testimony which we possess, these islands thus appear 
inhabited by Greeks; but the others do not occur m the Catalogue, 
and are never mentioned m such manner as to enable us to draw 
any inference. Euboea ought perhaps rather to be looked upon 
as a portion of Grecian mainland (from which it was only 
separated by a strait narrow enough to be bridged over) than as 
an island. But the last five islands named m the Catalogue are 
all either wholly or partially Done: no Ionic or ASolic island 
appears in it: these latter, though it was among them that the 
poet sung, appear to be represented by their ancestral heroes who 
come from Greece Proper. 

The last element to be included, as going to make up the 

1 Strabo, yii p.827. _ regions, the excellent dissertation of 
Several of the Epirotic tnbes were O. Mftller above quoted, Ueber die 

Hiykui(rcroi,—spoke Greek in addition to Makedoner; appended to the first 
their native tongue. volume of the English translation of 

See, on all the inhabitants of these his histoiy of the Dorians. 
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Greece of 776 b.c , is the long string of Doric, Ionic and iEolic 
settlements on the coast of Asia Minor—occupying Greeks on 
a space bounded on the north by the Troad and the 
region of Ida, and extending southward as far as the n 
peninsula of Knidus. Twelve continental cities, over and above 
the islands of Lesbos and Tenedos, are reckoned by Herodotus 
as ancient iEolic foundations—Smyrna, Kym6, Larissa, hTeon- 
Teichos, Temnos, Killa, hTotium, .Egirosssa, Pitana, iEgae, Myrina, 
and Gryneia. Smyrna, having been at first iEolic, was after¬ 
wards acquired through a stratagem by Ionic inhabitants, and 
remained permanently Ionic. Phokaea, the northernmost of the 
Ionic settlements, bordered upon iEoiis; Klazomenae, Erytlirse, 
Te6s, Lebedos, Kolophdn, Pri§n§, Myus, and Miletus, continued 
the Ionic name to the southward. These, together with Samos 
and Chios, formed the Panionic federation.1 To the south of 
Miletus, after a considerable interval, lay the Doric establish¬ 
ments of Myndus, Halikarnassus, and Knidus: the two latter, 
together with the island of E6s and the three townships m 
Rhodes, constituted the Doric Hexapolis, or communion of six 
cities, concerted primarily with a view to religious purposes, but 
producing a secondary effect analogous to political federation. 

Such then is the extent of Hellas, as it stood at the commence¬ 
ment of the recorded Olympiads. To draw a picture even for 
this date, we possess no authentic materials, and are obliged to 
antedate statements which belong to a later age: and this con¬ 
sideration might alone suffice to show how uncertified are all 
delineations of the Greece of 1183 B.a, the supposed epoch of the 
Trojan war, four centuries earlier. 

i Herodot i. 148—150. 
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CHAPTER II. 

THE HELLENIC PEOPLE GENERALLY, IN THE EARLY 
HISTORICAL TIMES. 

The territory indicated in tlie last chapter—south of Mount 
Olympus, and south of the line which connects the city of 
Ambrakia with Mount Pindus,—was occupied during the his¬ 
torical period by the central stock of the Hellens or Greeks, 
from which their numerous outlying colonies were planted out. 

Both metropolitans and colonists styled themselves Hellens, 
The Hellens and were recognised as such by each other: all glorying 
SbafianT *n name as the prominent symbol of fraternity,— 
—the word all describing non-Hellenic men or cities by a word 
antithesis which involved associations of repugnance. Our 
to Hellens. term bwrbcman, boi rowed from this latter word, does 
not express the same idea; for the Gieeks spoke thus indiscri¬ 
minately of the extra-Hellenic world with all its inhabitants,1 
whatever might he the gentleness of their character, and what¬ 
ever might be their degree of civilization. The rulers and people 
of Egyptian ThSbes with their ancient and gigantic monuments, 
the wealthy Tynans and Carthaginians, the plnl-Helleue Argan- 
thomus of Tart§ssus, and the well-disci]dined patricians of Rome 
(to the indignation of old Cato),2 were all comprised in it. At 
first it seemed to have expressed more of repugnance than of 
contempt, and repugnance especially towards the sound of a 

1 See the protest of EratosthenSs intimating his strong antipathy to the 
against the continuance of the classi- Greeks he proscribes their medicine 
fication into Greek and Barbarian, altogether, and admits only a slight 
after the latter word had come to taste of their literaturequod 
imply rudeness (ap. Straho, li p. 6(3; bonura sit eorum literas inspicere, non 
Eratosth. Fragm Seidel, p 86) perdiscere.Jurarunt inter se 

2 Cato, Fragment, ed Lion. p. 46: Barbaros necare omnes medicinfl., sed 
ap. Pirn. H. N xxii. 1 A remarkable hoc ipsum morcede facrant, ut tides iis 
extract from Cato's letter to his son, sit et facile disperdant. Nos quoque 
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foreign language.1 Afterwards a feeling of their own superior 
intelligence (m part well-justified) arose among the Greeks, and 
their term barbarian was used so as to imply a low state of tlie 
temper and intelligence : m which sense it was retained by the 
semi-hellenised Romans, as the proper antithesis to their state of 
civilization. The want of a suitable word, corresponding to 
barbeurim as the Greeks originally used it, is so inconvenient in 
the description of Grecian phsenomena and sentiments, that T may 
be obliged occasionally to use the word in its primitive sense 

The Hellens were all of common blood and parentage,—were 
all descendants of the common patriarch Hell§n. In treating of 
the historical Greeks, we have to accept this as a datum : it 
represents the sentiment under the influence of which Hellenic 

they moved and acted. It is placed by Herodotus in 
the front rank, as the chief of those four ties which together, 

bound together the Hellenic aggregate: 1 Fellowship ship1>f0W* 
of blood , 2 Fellowship of language ; 3. Fixed domi- blood, 
ciles of gods, and sacrifices, common to all; 4 Like manners and 
dispositions. 

These (say the Athenians in their reply to the Spartan envoys, 
in the very crisis of the Persian invasion) “ Athens will never dis¬ 
grace herself by betraying And Zeus Hellemus was recognised 
as the god watching over and enforcing the fraternity thus 
constituted.2 

Hekatoeus, Herodotus, and Thucydides,3 all believed that there 

dictitant Barbaras et spurios, nosjque rffivi r« iptorpowa* r5>v rrpoSiras ytvicQat 
magis quam alios* Opieos appellation© ’Agatovs ovk &v «xot* (lb 1X* 7.) 
fcedant,” ‘BUmc Si, Ata re'EWvjviov 

1 Kap&v ■jjyrjauTO pappap<xf>u>vu>v} /eat ttjv 'JUAaSa Setvbv irouvp.evoi irpo- 
Homer, Iliad, u. 867. Homer does not Sow, &c. 
use the word fidpBapoi or any words Compare Dikasarch. Fragm. p. 147, 
signifying either a Erellen generally or ed Puhr , and Thucyd. in 69—ra. 
a non-Hellen generally (Tliucyd i 4). Koiva rS>v "EWfivuv v6p.tp.ar . ( 0«ovs 
Compare Strabo, vui. p. 370, and xiv rov$ o/toj3wtuovs ko.1 koivab? r£>v 
p 062 vwv * also the provision about the koivS. 

Ovid reproduces the primitive sense Up6. in the treaty between Sparta and 
of the woid /3ap/3apos wien he speaks Athens (Thuc. v. 18, Strabo, ix p 419). 
of himself as an exile at Tomi (Trist It was a part of the proclamation 
v. io—87) — solemnly made by the Eumolpidfle, prior 
“Barbaras hie ego sum, quia non to the celebration of the Kleusmian 

mtelhgor ulli . mysteries^ “ All non-Hellons to keep 
The Egyptians had a word in their away”— «ipye<r0at rS>v Up&v (Isocrates, 
language the exact equivalent of Orativ Panenyr. p. 74). 
)3ap/3apos in this sense (Herod, ii. 158). 3 Hekatse Fragm. 356, ed. Klausen * 

a Herod, vin. 144. . . . rb 'EAAtj- compare Strabo, vil. p. 821; Herod. 
vtttbv <4bv bp.aip.6v re /eat bp.6y\a><rcrov, L 57; Thucyd I. 8—Kara 7roAet? 
kuI OtStv lbpvp.ard re /eotvot /eat tfvertat, oerot d\\yKu>v <rvvit travt <KC. 
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Lad been an ante-Hellemc period, when different languages, 
mutually unintelligible, were spoken between Mount Olympus 
and Cape Malea. However this may be, during the historical 
times the Greek language was universal throughout these limits 
—branching out however into a great variety of dialects, which 
were roughly classified by later literary men into Ionic, Doric, 
2 Common iSolic, and Attic. But the classification presents a 
language. semblance of regularity, which in point of fact does 
not seem to have been realised; each town, each smaller sub¬ 
division of the Hellenic name, having peculiarities of dialect 
belonging to itself How the lettered men who framed the quad¬ 
ruple division took notice chiefly, if not exclusively, of the 
written dialects,—those which had been ennobled by poets or 
other authors; the mere spoken idioms were for the most part 
neglected.1 That there was no such thing as one Ionic dialect 
in the speech of the people called Ionic Greeks, we know from 
the indisputable testimony of Herodotus,2 who tells us that there 
were four capital varieties of speech among the twelve Asiatic 
towns especially known as Ionic. Of course the varieties would 
have been much more numerous if he had given us the impressions 
of his ear in Euboea, the Cyclades, Massalia, Rhegium, and Olbia, 
—all numbered as Greeks and as Ionians. The Ionic dialect 
of the grammarians was an extract from Homer, Hekatceus, 
Herodotus, HippokratSs, &c., to what living speech it made the 
nearest approach, amidst those divergencies which the historian 
has made known to us, we cannot telL Sapphd and Alkseus in 
Lesbos, Myrtis and Konnna m Bceotia, were the great souices of 
reference for the Lesbian and Boeotian varieties of the iEolic 
dialect—of which there was a third variety, untouched by the 
poets, in Thessaly.8 The analogy between the different mani¬ 
festations of Doric and iEolic, as well as that between the Done 
generally and the iEolic generally, contrasted with the Attic, is 
only to be taken as rough and approximative. 

1 “Antiqui grammatici eas tantura affords such increased facility for the 
dialectos spectabant, quibus senpbores registration of popular dialects 
usi essent: ceteras, quae non vigebant 3 Herod 1.142. 
nisi in ore populi, non notabant ” 3 Respecting the three varieties of 
(Ahrens, He Dialecto AEolicft, p. 2) the JEolic dialect, differing consuler- 
The same has been the case, to a great ably from each other, see the valuable 
degree, even in the linguistic researches woik of Ahrens, Be Dial JEol, sect. 2, 
of modem times, though printing now 82, SO 
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But all these different dialects are nothing more than dialects, 
distinguished as modifications of one and the same Greok 
language, and exhibiting evidence of certain laws and language 
principles pervading them all. They seem capable of JJSfwito J 
being traced bach to a certain ideal mother-language, 
peculiar in itself and distinguishable from, though 
cognate with, the Latin; a substantive member of what has been 
called the Indo-European family of languages. This truth has 
been brought out in recent times by the comparative examination 
applied to the Sanscrit, Zend, Greet, Latin, German, and Lithu¬ 
anian languages, as well as by the more accurate analysis of the 
Greek language itself to which such studies have given rise, in a 
maimer much more clear than could have been imagined by the 
ancients themselves.1 It is needless to dwell upon the importance 
of this uniformity of language in holding together the race, and 
in rendering the genius of its most favoured members available 
to the civilization of all. Except m the rarest cases, the diver¬ 
gencies of dialect were not such as to prevent every Greek from 
understanding, and being understood by, every other Gieek,—a 
fact remaikable when we consider how many of their outlying 
colonists, not having taken out -women in their emigration, 
intermarried, with non-Hellenic wives. And the perfection and 
popularity of their early epic poems were here of inestimable 
value for the diffusion of a common type of language, and for 
thus keeping together the sympathies of the Hellenic world.2 
The Homeric dialect became the standard followed by all Greek 
poets for the Hexameter, as may be seen particularly from the 
example of Hesiod—who adheres to it in the main, though his 
father was a native of the iEolic Kyme, and he himself resident 
at Askra, in JEolic Bceotia—and the early Iambic and Elegiac 
compositions are framed on the same model. Intellectual Greeks 
in all cities, even the most distant outcasts from the central 
hearth, became early accustomed to one type of literary speech, and 
possessors of a common stock of legends, maxims, and metaphors. 

1 The work of Albert Giese, TTeber inhabitants of Olbia (or Borysthenes) to 
den iEohsehen Dialekt (unhappily not the Homeric poems: most of them, he 
finished, on account of the early death says, could repeat the Iliad by heart, 
of the author), presents an ingenious though their dialect was partially 
specimen of such analysis batbarised, and the city in a sad state 

2 See the interesting remarks of Dio of ruin (Dio Chrysost. Orat. atxxvi p. 
Chrysostom on the attachment of the 7$, Bexsk.). 
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3 Common 
lehgious 
sentiments, 
localities, 
and 
sacrifices. 

That community of leligious sentiments, localities, and sacrifices, 
which Herodotus names as the third bond of union 
among the Greeks, was a phenomenon not (like the 
race and the language) interwoven with their primitive 
constitution but of gradual growth. In the time of 
Herodotus, and even a century earlier, it was at its 

full maturity, but there had been a period when no religious 
meetings common to the whole Hellenic body existed. What 
are called the Olympic, Pythian, Nemean, and Isthmian games 
(the four most conspicuous amidst many others analogous) were 
in reality great religious festivals—for the gods then gave their 
special sanction, name, and presence, to recreative meetings—the 
closest association then prevailed between the feelings of common 
worship and the sympathy in common amusement.1 Though 
this association is now no longer recognised, it is nevertheless 
essential that we fihould keep it fully before us, if we desire to 
understand the life and proceedings of the Greek. To Herodotus 
and his contemporaries, these great festivals, then frequented by 
crowds from every part of Greece, were of overwhelming impor¬ 
tance and interest; yet they had once been purely local, attracting 
no visitors except from a very narrow neighbourhood. In the 
Homeric poems much is said about the common gods, and about 
special places consecrated to and occupied by several of them; 
the chiefs celebrate funeral games in honour of a deceased father, 
which are visited by competitors from different parts of Greece, 
but nothing appears to manifest public or town festivals open to 
Grecian visitois generally.2 And though the rocky Pythd with 
its temple stands out m the Iliad as a place both venerated and 
rich—the Pythian games, under the superintendence of the 
Amphiktyons, with continuous enrolment of victors and a Pan- 

1 Plato, Legg.ii l,p.653; Kratylus, fesUsdiebus, ccetu guodammodohomimwi 
р. 406, andDionys Hal. Ars Rhetoric. Deorwnque, abactos esse . . . ideo nos 
с. 1—2, p 226—©cos ijl^v ye irov rravras ab &ode piorum, ccetu, concdioque 
tramjs rj(TTivocrovv *r<xj/»ryvpews Tjyepbv abigi ” It IS cunous to contrast this 
Kai enoiwiuv; • olov 'OA.vju.7nW fi'ev, with the dislike and repugnance of 
*OAt?ju.7r«>s Zeus • rov 8* iv TXvdoZ, Teitullian: — “Idololatna omnium 
•A7roAA<£v. ludoium mater est—quod emm specta- 

Apollo, the Muses, and. Dionysus culum ame ldolo, auis ludus sine 
aie $vveof>raaral teat, fv'yvopevrou sacnficiO?” (Do Spectaculis, p 860 1 
(Homer, Hymn to Apollo, 146) The 2 Iliad, xxin 630—679 The games 
same view of the sacred games is given celebiated by Akastus 4n honour of 
by Livy m reference to the Romans and Pelias were famed in the old opio 
the Volsci (ii. 36—37).—“Se, ut con- (Pausan. v. 17, 4 ApoIlodOr. l 9, 
sceleratos contammaiosque, ab ludis, 23). 
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Hellenic reputation, do not begin until after the Sacred War, in 
the 4Sth Olympiad, or 586 B.c.1 

The Olympic games, more conspicuous than the Pythian as 
well as considerably older, are also remarkable on 
another ground, inasmuch as they supplied historical andother 

computers with the oldest backward recoi d of continuous sacred 
time. It was in the year 776 B.c. that the Eleians 
inscribed the name of their countryman Korcebus as victor m the 
competition of runners, and that they began the practice of 
inscribing in like manner, in each Olympic or fifth recurring 
year, the name of the runner who won the prize. Even for a 
long time after this, however, the Olympic games seem to have 
remained a local festival ; the prize being uniformly carried off, 
at the first twelve Olympiads, by some competitor either of Elis 
or its immediate neighbourhood. The Neinean and Isthmian 
games did not become notorious or frequented until later even 
than the Pythian. Solon2 in his legislation proclaimed the large 
reward of 500 drachms for every Athenian who gained an 
Olympic prize, and the lower sum of 100 drachms for an Isthmiac 

l Strabo, ix p 421; Pausan x. 7, 3. 
The fh&t Pythian games celebrated by 
the Amphiktyons after the Sacied War 
carried with them a substantial reward 
to the Victor (an yp7j/£<xriV>js); but 
in the next or second Pythian games 
nothing was given but an honorary 
leward or wroath of laurel leaves (a?hv 
cre^fmVns). the first coincide with 
Olympiad 48, 3; the second with Olym¬ 
piad 49, 3. 

Compare Schol. ad Pindai Pyth 
Argument; Pausan x 37, 45, Krause, 
Die Pythien, Neraeen, und Isthmien, 
sect 3, 4, 5. 

The Homeric Ilymn to Apollo is 
composed at a tune earlier than the 
Sacred War, when Krissa is flourishing, 
earlier than the Pythian games as cele¬ 
brated by the Ampluktyons. 

® Plutarch, Sol6n, 23 The Isthmian 
Ag6n was to a certain extent a festival 
of old Athenian ongin; for among the 
many legends respecting its first insti¬ 
tution, one of the mo&t notorious 
represented it as having been founded 
by Theseus after his victory over Sinis 
at the Isthmus (see Schol ad Pindar. 
Isthm. Argument ; Pausan n. 1, '4), 
or over Skeir&n (Plutarch, Theseus, c. 

25) Plutarch says that they were first 
established by ThGseus as funeral 
games for Skeir6n, and Pliny gives the 
same story (H. N. vn 57) According 
to Hellamkus, the Athenian TheOrs an 
the Isthmian games had a privileged 
place (Plutarch, l.c) 

There is therefore good reason 
why Sol6n should single out the 
Isthmiomkai as peisons to be specially 
rewarded, not mentioning the Py- 
thionikse and Nemoomka*-—the Nemean 
and Pythian games not having then 
acquired Hellenic importance Dio¬ 
genes Laerfc, (i 55) says that S0I611 
piovided rowaids, not only for victories 
at the Olympic and Isthmian, but also 
&vaXoyov cm rStv aAAwv, which Krause 
(Pytluon, Nerneen und Istlunien, sect. 
8, p H) supposes to be the truth; I 
think, very improbably The sharp 
invective of Timokio6n against Thomis- 
toclfis, charging him among other 
things with providing nothing but cold 
meat at the Isthmian games ( Mfiol 
61 iira.v&6Kcve yfAouos 4f'IJXPa KP^a 
ir*ptxa>v> Plutarch. Themistoo. c 21), 
seems to imply that the Athenian 
visitors, whom the Theftrs were called 
upon to take care of at those games, 
were numerous. 
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prize. He counts the former as Pan-Hellenic rank and renown, 
an ornament even to the city of which the victor was a member 
—the latter as partial and confined to the neighbourhood. 

Of the beginnings of these great solemnities we cannot piesume 
Habit of to speak, except in mythical language • we know them 
common only in their comparative maturity. But the habit of 
early common sacrifice, on a small scale and between near 
offcheHei- neighbours, is a part of the eailiest habits of Greece, 
lemc mind The sentiment of fraternity, between two tribes or 
asmSf °n villages, first manifested itself by sending a sacred 
scale. legation or Thedria1 to offer sacrifices at each other’s 
festivals and to partake m the recreations which followed ; thus 
establishing a truce with solemn guarantee, and bringing them¬ 
selves into direct connexion each with the god of the other under 
his appropriate local surname. The pacific communion so 
fostered, and the increased assurance of intercourse, as Greece 
gradually emerged from the turbulence and pugnacity of the 
heroic age, opeiated especially in extending the range of this 
ancient habit: the village festivals became town festivals, largely 
frequented by the citizens of other towns, and sometimes with 
special invitations sent round to attract Theors from every 
Hellenic community,—and thus these once humble assemblages 
gradually swelled into the pomp and immense confluence of the 
Olympic and Pythian games. The city administering such holy 
ceremonies enjoyed inviolability of territory during the month 
of their occurrence, being itself under obligation at that time to 
refrain from all aggression, as well as to notify by heralds2 the 
commencement of the truce to all other cities not in avowed 
hostility with it. Elis imposed heavy fines upon other towns— 
even on the powerful Lacedaemon—for violation of the Olympic 
truce, on pain of exclusion from the festival m case of non-payment. 

1 In many Grecian states (as at Isthmian, <ftc., formally announced by 
JSgma, Mantmeia, Trcezfin, Tnasos, two heralds crowned with garlands 
&c ), these The6rs formed a peimanent sent from the administering city, and 
college, and seem to have been invested with respect to which many tncks 
with extensive functions in reference were played, see Thucyd. v. 49; Xeno- 
to religious ceiemomes: at Athons phon, Hellen iv 7 I—7; Plutarch, 
they wore chosen for the special Lycuig. 23; Pindar, Isthm u 85 — 
occasion (see Thucyd v. 47, Aristotel. <nrov8o^>6poi—Ko.pvKt<s &>pav—Thucvd 
Polit v. 8, 8 0 Muller, ^Eginetica, p. vm 9—10 is also peculiarly instructive 
135, Demosthen. de Pals Leg. p 880) in legard to the practice and the 

2 About the sacied truce, Olympian, feeling 
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Sometimes tliis tendency to religious fraternity took a form 
called an Amphiktyony, different from the common Ajn hiVf 
festival. A certain number of towns enteied into an omes— 
exclusive religious partnership, for the celebration of religious 
sacrifices periodically to the god of a particular temple, partnei- 

which was supposed to be the common property and b ips 
under the common protection of all, though one of the number 
was often named as permanent administrator ; while all other 
Greeks were excluded. That there were many religious partner¬ 
ships of this sort, which have never acquired a place in histoiy, 
among the early Grecian villages, we may perhaps gather from 
the etymology of the word (Amphiktyons1 designates residents 
around, or neighboms, considered m the point of view of fellow- 
religionists), as well as fiom the indications preserved to us in 
reference to various parts of the country. Thus there was an 
Amphiktyony2 of seven cities at the holy island of Kalauna, 
close to the harbour of Troezen. HermionS, Epidaurus, iEgina, 
Athens, Prasise, Nauplia, and Oichomenub, jointly maintained 
the temple and sanctuary of Poseid6n m that island (with which 
it would seem that the city of Troezen, though close at hand, had 
no connexion), meeting there at stated periods, to offer formal 
sacrifices. These seven cities indeed were not immediate neigh¬ 
bours, but the speciality and exclusiveness of their interest in 
the temple is seen fiom the fact, that when the Argeians took 
hfauplia, they adopted and fulfilled these rehgious obligations on 
behalf of the prior inhabitants. so also did the Lacedaemonians 
when they had captured Prasioo. Again in Tnphylia,3 situated 
between the Pisatid and Messenia in the western part of Pelopon¬ 
nesus, there was a similar religious meeting and partnership of 
the Triphylians on Cape Samikon, at the temple of the Samian 
Poseiddn. Here the inhabitants of Makiston were entrusted 
with the details of superintendence, as well as with the duty of 
notifying beforehand the exact time of meeting (a precaution 
essential amidst the diversities and irregulaiities of the Greek 
calendar), and also of proclaiming what was called the Samian 
truce—a temporary abstinence from hostilities which hound all 
Triphylians during the holy period. This latter custom discloses 

i Pindar, Isthm. iiL 20 (iv 14); 2 Strabo, viii p. 374. 
Nem. vi. 40. » Simbo, vui p 348; Pausan v. 6,1. 
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the salutary influence of such, institutions in presenting to men’s 
Their minds a common object of reverence, common duties, 
beneficial and common enjoyments, thus generating sympathies 
in creating and feelings of mutual obligation amidst petty corn- 
sympathies munities not less fierce than suspicious.1 So too, the 
twelve chief Ionic cities in and near Asia Minor had their Pan- 
Ionic Amphiktyony peculiar to themselves. the six Doric cities, 
in and near the southern corner of that peninsula, combined for 
the like purpose at the temple of the Triopian Apollo , and the 
feeling of special paitnership is here particularly illustrated by 
the fact, that Halikainassus, one of the six, was foimally extruded 
by the remaining five in consequence of a violation of the rules,2 
There was also an Amphiktyonic union at OnchSstus m Bceotia, 
in the venerated grove and temple at Poseidon:3 of whom it 

■consisted we are not informed. These are some specimens of the 
sort of special religious conventions and assemblies which seem 
to have been frequent throughout Greece. Nor ought we to 
•omit those religious meetings and sacrifices which were common 
to all the members of one Hellenic subdivision, such as the 
Pam-Bccotia to all the Boeotians, celebrated at the temple of 
the Itonian Athene near Kor6neia4—the common observances, 
rendered to the temple of Apollo Pythaeus at Argos, by all those 
neighboui mg towns which had once been attached by this reli¬ 
gious thread to the Argeians—the similar periodical ceremonies, 
frequented by all who boie the Achsean or AStolian name—and 
the splendid and exhilarating festivals, so favourable to the 

1 At Iolkos, on the north coast of 
the Gulf of Pagasao, and at the borders 
of the Magnates, Thessalians, and 
Achteans of PhtluOtis, was celebrated 
a periodical religious festival or pane* 
gyns, the title of which we are pre¬ 
vented from making out by the 
imperfection of Strabo’s text (Strabo, 
ix 436) It stands in the text as 
printed in Tzschocke’s edition, "ftv- 
ravda Si ical njv llvAauc^v iravrjyvpw 
<tvvct«Xovv The mention of ITvAnt/tyj 
vavriyvpi^, which conducts us only to 
the Amphiktyonic convocations of 
Thermopylae and Delphi, is here 
unsuitable; and the best or Parisian 
MS, of Strabo presents a gap (one 
among tho many which embarrass 
the ninth book) in the place of the 

word HvWfniV. Dutbeil conjectuies 
rf/v UeXatKrjv Trairijyvptv, deriving the 
name from the celebrated funeral 
games of the old epic celebrated by 
Akastus m honour of his father Pelias. 
Giosskurd (m his note on the passage) 
approves the conjecture, but it seems 
to me not probable that a Grecian 
panegyns would be named after Pelias. 
llrjKt-a.icrji', in reference to tho neigh¬ 
bouring mountain and town cf Pelion, 
might perhaps be less objectionable 
(see Dikfearch Fragm, p. 407—409, ed. 
Fuhr), but we cannot determine with 
certainty. 

a Ilerod i.; Dionys. Hal iv. 26. 
s Strabo, ix. p. 412; Homer, Ilymn. 

Apoll 232 
4 Strabo, ix p 411. 
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diffusion of the early Grecian poetry, which brought all Iomans 
at stated intervals to the sacred island of Delos.1 This latter 
class of festivals agreed with the Amphiktyony in being of a 
special and exclusive character, not open to all Greeks. 

But there was one amongst these many Amphiktyonies, 
which, though starting from the smallest beginnings, Whatwas 
gradually expanded into so comprehensive a character, called the 
and acquned so marked a predominance over the rest, 
as to be called The Amphiktyonic assembly, and even Counci1 
to have been mistaken by some authors for a sort of federal 
Hellenic Diet. Twelve sub-races, out of the number which made 
up entire Hellas, belonged to this ancient Amphiktyony, the 
meetings of v/lnch were held twice in every year: in spung at 
the temple of Apollo at Delphi; in autumn at Thermopylae, m 
the sacred piecmct of Demeter Amphiktyonis. Sacred deputies, 
including a chief called the Hieiomn&nun and subordinates 
called the Pylagorse, attended at these meetings from each of the 
twelve races. a crowd of volunteers seem to have accompanied 
them, for purposes of sacufice, trade, or enjoyment. Their 
special and most important function consisted in watching over 
the Delphian temple, in which all the twelve sub-races had a 
j‘omt interest, and it was the immense wealth and national 
ascendency of this temple which enhanced to so great a pitch the 
dignity of its acknowledged administrators. 

The twelve constituent members were as follow Thessalians, 
Boeotians, Dorians, Iomans, Perihaabians, Magnates, Ifcs twelve 
Lokrians, (Etseaus, Achseans, Phokians, Dolopes, constituent 

and Malians.2 AH are counted as races (if we tieat Sthen? 
the Hellenes as a race, we must call these sub-races), ^utuai^ 
no mention being made of cities.3 all count equally 

i Thucyd. ui. 104, v. 55. Pausan vii. 
7,1, 24, a. Polyb v. 8; li 54. Homer, 
Hymn Apoll. 146. 

According to what seems to nave 
been the ancient and sacred tradition, 
the whole of the month Kameius was 
a time of peace among the Dorians; 
though this was often neglected m 
practice at the time of the Pelopon¬ 
nesian war (Thuc v. 54). But it may be 
doubted whether there was any festival 
of Kameia common to all the Dorians: 
the Kameia at Sparta seems to have 
been a Lacedaemonian festival. 

2 The list of the Amphiktyonic con¬ 
stituency is differently given by 
jEschmes, by Haipokration, and by 
Pausamas. Tittmann (Ueber den 
Amphiktyonischen Bund, sect. 3, 4, 6) 
analyses and compares their various 
statements, and elicits the catalogue 
given in the text. 

3 ^Eschines, de Pals Lo^at. p. 280, 
C. 86 —Ka.TyptSfjwrafXTjV' Si wirq 5w8efca? 
ra fitre^ovra. rov tepou^ .... feat 
rovrtov e3ei£a e/eaarov *9vqs, lir6\(/v}<f>ov 
ytvSfxcvov, rb /xeyterrov r<jl iK&rrovi, 
&0. 
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in respect to voting, two votes being given by tbe deputies from 
•each of the twelve * moreover, we are told that in determining the 
deputies to be sent or the manner in which the votes of each race 
should be given, the powerful Athens, Sparta, and Thebes had 
no more influence than the humblest Ionian, Dorian, or Boeotian 
•city. This latter fact is distinctly stated by iEschmes, himself 
a Pylagore sent to Delphi by Athens. And so, doubtless, the 
theory of the case stood: the votes of the Ionic races counted for 
neither more nor less than two, whether given by deputies from 
Athens, or from the small towns of Erythrse and Pnene, and m 
like manner the Dorian votes were as good in the division, when 
given by deputies from Bceon and Kytmion m the little territory 
of D6ris, as if the men delivering them had been Spaitans. But 
there can be as little question that in practice the little Ionic 
•cities and the little Doric cities pietended to no share in the 
Amphiktyomc deliberations. As the Ionic vote came to be sub¬ 
stantially the vote of Athens, so, if Sparta was ever obstructed in 
the management of the Doric vote, it must have been by powerful 
Doric cities like Argos or Corinth, not by the insignificant towns 
of D6ris. But the theory of Amphiktyonic suffrage as laid down 
by ASschinSs, however little realised in practice during his day, 
is impoitant inasmuch as it shows in full evidence the primi¬ 
tive and original constitution. The first establishment of the 
Amphiktyonic convocation dates from a time when all the 
twelve members were on a footing of equal independence, 
and when there were no overwhelming cities (such as Sparta 
and Athens) to cast m the shade the humbler members— 
when Sparta was only one Doric city, and Athens only one 
Ionic city, among various others of consideration not much 
inferior. 

There are also other proofs which show the high antiquity of 
Anti uity ^is Amphiktyonic convocation. iEschin&s gives us 
ofthV an extract from the oath which had been taken by 
^piicity sacred deputies who attended on behalf of their 
oathf 0l<* respective races, ever since its first establishment, and 

which still apparently continued to be taken in his 
day. The antique simplicity of this oath, and of the conditions 
to which the members bind themselves, betrays the early age in 
which it originated, as well as the humble resources of those 
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towns to which it was applied.1 “We will not destroy any 
Amphiktyomc town—we will not cut off any Amphiktyomc 
town from running water ”—such are the two prominent obliga¬ 
tions which iEschm^s specifies out of the old oath. The second 
of the two carries us back to the simplest state of society, and to 
towns of the smallest size, when the maidens went out with their 
basins to fetch water from the spring, like the daughters of Keleos 
at Eleusis, or those of Athens from the fountain Kallirrhoe.2 
We may even conceive that the special mention of this detail, in 
the covenant between the twelve races, is borrowed literally 
from agreements still eailier, among the villages or little towns 
m which the members of each race were distributed. At any 
rate, it proves satisfactorily the very ancient date to which the 
commencement of the Amphiktyonic convocation must be 
referred The belief of iEschmes (perhaps also the belief geneial 
m his time) was, that it commenced simultaneously with the 
first foundation of the Delphian temple—an event of which we 
have no historical knowledge ; but there seems reason to suppose 
that its original establishment is connected with Thermopylae 
and DemeitSr Amphiktyoms, rather than with Delphi and 
Apollo. The special surname by which Demctei and 
her temple at Thermopylae was known3—the temple omcmeeJ" 
of the hero Amphikty6n which stood at its side—the 
word Pylsea, which obtained footing in the language Tiwrmo- 

to designate the half-yearly meeting of the deputies py *** 
both at Thermopylae and at Delphi—these indications point to 
Thermopylae (the real central point for all the twelve) as the 
piimary place of meeting, and to the Delphian half-year as 
something secondary and superadded. On such a matter, how¬ 
ever, we cannot go beyond a conjecture. 

The hero AmphiktyCn, whose temple stood at Thermopylae, 
passed m mythical genealogy for the brother of HellSn. And 
it may be affirmed, with truth, that the habit of forming 
Amphiktyonic unions, and of frequenting each other’s religious 

1 JECschm. Fals ( Legat p. 279, C. viSav avaerrarov irorfareiP firjS* vSarav 
35:—-*Aju.a Se e£ apxys Sie§yj\$ov ryjv voLfLa.na.tav «Zp£eiv, &c. 
Krt<nv tov Upov, teaX rtjv irpamjv aiSvoSov 2 Homer, Iliad, vi. 457 Homer, 
v«vofj.4vjfv rav tAp.<f>iKrv6vav, xal rois Hymn to D6m6t&r, 100, 107, 170. 
opKovs avrav iveyvav, w ots evopicov 9jv Herodot. vi 137. Thncyd. if 15 
roU ap\atoLS p.rjoep.LOLu rav 'Ajuu^cktvo- 8 Herodot. vii 200; Livy, XXXi. 32. 
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festivals, was the great means of creating and fostering the 
primitive feeling of biotlierhood among the childien 

influence of Hell&a, in those early times when rudeness, mse- 
Amnhilt - an<^ pugnacity did so much to isolate them, 
omes and A certain number of salutary habits and sentiments, 
pHMmotmg such as that which the Amphiktyonic oath embodies, 
mSnn1110 ln regar(^ abstinence from injury as well as to 

mutual protection,1 gradually found their way into 
men’s minds • the obligations thus brought into play acquired a 
substantive efficacy of their own, and the religious feeling which 
always remained connected with them, came afterwards to be 
only one out of many complex agencies by which the later 
historical Greek was moved. Athens and Sparta in the days of 
their might, and the inferior cities m relation to them, played 
each their own political game, m which religious considerations 
will be found to bear only a subordinate part. 

The special function of the Amphiktyonic council, so fai as we 
Am hikt know it, consisted in watching over the safety, the 
ons had the interests, and the treasures of the Delphian temple, 
dencoofthe “aiiy one &kall plunder the property of the god, or 
temple pf shall he cognizant thereof, or shall take treacherous 

p counsel against the things in the temple, we will 
punish him with foot, and hand, and voice, and by every means 
m our powei.” So ran the old Amphiktyonic oath, with an 
energetic imprecation attached to it.2 And there are some 
examples m which the council3 * construes its functions so largely 
as to receive and adjudicate upon complaints against entire 

Amphikty- 
ons nad the 
superinten¬ 
dence of the 
temple of 
Delphi; 

i The festival of the Amaiynlhia m 
Euboea, held at the temple of Aitemis 
of Amarynthus, was frequented by the 
Ionic Chalkis and Eretna, as well as 
by the Dryopic Karystus In a combat 
proclaimed between Chalkis and Ere¬ 
tna, to settle the question about the 
possession of the plain of Lelantum, it 
was stipulated that no missile weapons 
should be used by either party, this 
agreement was inscribed and recorded 
in the temple of Artemis (Strabo, x p 
448, Livy, xxxv 88) 

s jEscmn. De Fals Legat c, 85, p 
27$. compare Adv. Ctesipnont. c. 86, p. 
406. 

3 See the charge which JSschlnos 
alleges to have boon brought by the 

Loknans of Amphissa against Athens 
m the Amphiktyonic Council (adv. 
Ctesiphont c 38, p 409) Demosthenes 
conti adicts his nval as to the fact of 
the charge having been brought, 
saying that tho Amphisseans had not 
given the notice, customary and re¬ 
quired, of their intention to bring it: 
a roply which admits that tho charge 
might be brought (Demosth do Corona, 
c. 43. p. 277) 

The Amphiktyons offer a reward for 
the life of Ephialt£s, the betrayer of 
the Greeks at Thermopylae, they also 
erect columns to the memory of the 
fallen Greeks in that memorable strait, 
the place of their half-yearly meeting 
(Herod vn 213—228). ° 
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cities, for offences against the religious and patriotic sentiment of 
the Greeks generally But for the most part its intei ference 
relates directly to the Delphian temple. The eailiest case m 
which it is brought to our view is the Sacred War against 
Kiirha, m the 46th Olympiad or 595 bo., conducted by 
Eurylochus the Thessalian, and Kleisthenes of Sikydn, and 
proposed by Soldn of Athens:1 we find the Amphiktyons also 
about half a century afterwards undertaking the duty of collect¬ 
ing subscriptions throughout the Hellenic world, and making the 
contract with the Alkmscsonids for rebuilding the temple after a 
conflagration.2 But the influence of this council is essentially of 
a fluctuating and intermittent character. Sometimes lmt their 
it appears forward to decide, and its decisions command mtei- 
respect; but such occasions are rare, taking the genet al fn Siecian 
course of known Grecian history, while there are other affaires 

occasions, and those too especiallyaffectmg the Delphian ami occa- 
temple, on which we are surpnsed to find nothing said S10nal 
about it. In the long and perturbed period which Thucydides 
describes, he never once mentions the Amplnktyons, though the 
temple and the safety of its treasures form the repeated subject3 
as well of dispute as of express stipulation between Athens and 
Sparta Moreover, among the twelve constituent members of the 
council, we find three—the Perrhccbians, the Magnetes, and the 
Achseans of Phtliia—who were not even independent, but subject 
to the Thessalians; so that its meetings, when they were not 
matters of mere form, probably expressed only the feelings of 
the three or lour leading members. When one or more of these 
great powers had a party puipo&e to accomplish against others — 
when Philip of Macedon wished to extiude one of the members 
m order to procure admission for himself—it became convenient 
to turn this ancient form into a serious reality : and we shall see 
the Athenian iEschin£s providing a pretext for Philip to meddle 

i ^Esctun adv* Ctesfpli. 1. c. Plu- 2 Herodot. li 180, v 02. 
tarch, Sol6n, c xi, who refers to 3Thucyd. i 112, iv. 11S, v, 18 The 
Aristotle iv rfj t<av Hv6lovuc&v ava- Phokians in. the Sacred War (to c U54) 

Pansan x. S7, 4; Schol. ad protended that they had an ancient 
Pmdar Nom ix 2. Ta$ ’AfX't>ucrvovL- and prescnptive n#rlifc to tho ailxmm- 
ic«? BUas, ocrat mSA«<n irpbs iroAfis el<nV stration of the Delphian temple, under 
(Strabo, ix p 420). These Ampbik- accountability to the gonoral body of 
tyonic arbitrations, however, are of Greeks foi the proper employment of its 
rare occuironce in history, and very possessions—thus setting asulo the Am* 
commonly abused phiktyons altogether (Diodor, xvn 27). 
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in favour of the minor Boeotian cities against Thebes, by alleging 
that these cities were under the protection of the old Amphikty- 
onic oath.1 

It is thus that we have to consider the council as an element 
in Grecian affairs—an ancient institution, one amongst many 
instances of the primitive habit of religious fraternisation, but 
wider and more comprehensive than the rest—at first purely 
religious, then religious and political at once, lastly more the 
latter than the former—highly valuable m the infancy, but 
unsuited to the maturity of Greece, and called into leal working 
only on raie occasions, when its efficiency happened to fall m with 
the views of Athens, Thebes, or the king of Macedon In such 
special moments it shines with a transient light which affords a 
partial pretence for the imposing title bestowed on it by Cicero— 
“ commune Grascise concilium ” ;2 but we should completely 
misinterpret Grecian history if we regarded it as a federal 
council habitually directing or habitually obeyed. Had there 
existed any such “commune concilium” of tolerable wisdom and 
patriotism, and had the tendencies of the Hellenic mind been 
capable of adapting themselves to it, the whole course of later 
Grecian history would probably have been altered; the Mace¬ 
donian kings would have remained only as respectable neighbours, 
borrowing civilization from Greece and expending their military 
energies upon Thracians and Illyrians; while united Hellas might 
even have maintained her own territory against the conquering 
legions of Rome. 

The twelve constituent Amphiktyonic races remained un¬ 
changed until the Sacred War against the Phokians (b.c. 355), 

after which, though the number twelve was continued, the 
Phokians were disfranchised, and their votes transferred to 
Philip of Macedon. It has been already mentioned that these 
twelve did not exhaust the whole of Hellas. Arcadians, Eleans, 
Pisans, Minyse, Dryopes, iEtolians, all genuine Hellene, are 

i jffiJschm. de Fals Legat. p. 280, c karnassus (Ant Rora iv 26) overshoots 
86. The party intrigues which moved the luality stall more 
the council in regard to the Sacred About the common festivals and 
War against the Phokians (b.c 866) Amphiktyomes of the Hellenic world 
may be seen m Diodorus, xvi. 23—28 generally, see Wachsmuth, Hellenische 
seq Alterthumskunde, vol. i. sect 22, 24, 

a Cicero, De Invention, ii. 23 The 25; also C. F. Hermann, Lebrbuch der 
representation of Dionysius of Hali- Griech. Staatsalterthdmer, sect. 11—13. 
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not comprehended in it; but all of them had a right to make 
use of the temple of Delphi, and to contend m the ManyHei- 

Pvthian and Olympic games. The Pythian games, leme states 

celebrated near Delphi, were under the superintend- ticipation 

ence of the Amphiktyons,1 or of some acting magistrate 1x1 xt* 
chosen by and piesumed to repiescnt them. Like the Olympic 
games, they came round every four years (the interval between 
one celebration and another being four complete years, which the 
Greeks called a Pentaet&ris): the Isthmian and Nemean games 
recurred every two years. In its first humble form of a com- 
petition among bards to sing a hymn m piaise of Apollo, this 
festival was doubtless of immemorial antiquity;2 but the first 
extension of it into Pan-Hellenic notoriety (as I have already 
remarked), the first multiplication of the subjects of competition, 
and the first introduction of a continuous record of the conquerors, 
date only from the time when it came under the piesidency of the 
Amphiktyons, at the close of the Sacred War against Kirrha 
What is called the first Pythian contest coincides with the third 
year of the 48th Olympiad, or 585 B.o. From that period forward 
the games become ciowded and celebrated: but the date just 
named, nearly two centuries after the first Olympiad, is a proof 
that the habit of periodical frequentation of festivals, by numbers 
and from distant parts, giew up but. slowly in the Grecian world. 

The foundation of the temple of Delphi itself reaches far 
beyond all historical knowledge, forming one of the Tomple of 

aboriginal institutions of Hellas. It is a sanctified and Delphi. 

i ’Plutarch, Kympof? vii 5,1. 
a In this early phase of the Pythian 

festival, it is said to have h(*en cele¬ 
brated every eight yoarH, marking what 
we should caU an Octaetoris, and wh.it 
the eaily Gieeks called an Ennaetfiris 
(Uensoimuo, l>o JL>i© Natali, c 18). 
This period is one of considerable 
importance in reference to the prin¬ 
ciple of the Grecian calendar, for 99 
lunai months coincide very nearly 
with eight solar years The dis¬ 
covery of this coincidence is ascribed 
by Censonnus to Kloostratus of Tene- 
dos, whose age is not directly known; 
he must be anterior to Metdn, who 
discovered the cycle of nineteen solar 
yearsj but (I imagine) not much 
anterior. In spite of the authority of 
Ideler, it seems to me not proved, nor 

can I believe, that this octennial period 
with its solar and lunar coincidence 
was known to the Greeks in the earliest 
times of thoir mythical antiquity, or 
before the year 900 b.c. See Ideler, 
Handbuch aer Chronologie, voL t. p. 
360; vol n. p 607 The practice of 
the Eleians to celebrate the Olympic 
games alternately after forty-nine and 
fifty lunar months, though attested for 
a later time by the Scholiast on Pmdar, 
is not proved to be old. The fact that 
there were ancient octennial recurring 
festivals does not establish a know¬ 
ledge of the properties of the octae- 
tenc or ennaetenc period: nor does 
it seem to me that the details of 
the Boeotian SaAv^opto, described m 
Proclus ap. Photium. sect. 239, are very 
ancient. See on the old mythical 
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wealthy place even m the Iliad : the legislation of Lykurgus at 
Spaita is introduced under its auspices, and the earliest Grecian 
colonies, those of Sicily and Italy in the eighth century b.o., are 
established m consonance with its mandate. Delphi and D6dona 
appear, hl the most ancient circumstances of Greece, as universally 
venerated oracles and sanctuaries: and Delphi not only receives 
honours and donations, but also answeis questions, from Lydians, 
Phrygians, Etruscans, Bomans, &c.: it is not exclusively Hellenic. 
One of the valuable services which a Greek looked for fiom this 
and other great religious establishments was, that it should lesolve 
his doubts in cases of perplexity—that it should advise him 
whether to begin a new, or to persist m an old project—that 
it should foretell what would be his fate undei given cncum- 
stances, and inform him, if suffering under distress, on what 
conditions the gods would grant him relief. The three priestesses 
of DOdOna with their venerable oak, and the priestess of 
Delphi sitting on her tripod under the influence of a certain 
gas or vapour exhaling from the rock, were alike competent to 
determine these difficult points: and we shall have constant 
occasion to notice in this history, with what complete faith both 
the question was put and the answer treasured up—what serious 
influence it often exercised both upon public and private pro¬ 
ceeding.1 The hexameter verses m which the Pythian priestess 
delivered herself were indeed often so equivocal or unintelligible, 
that the most serious believer, with all anxiety to mtcrpiet 
and obey them, often found himself ruined by the result, Vet 

Octaet&ris, O MBlIer, Orchomenos, p 
218 seqq, and Krause, Die Pythian, 
Nemeen, und Isthmien, sect. 4, p 
22. 4 

1 See the argument in favour of 
divination placed by Ciceio m the 
mouth, of xus brother Quintus, De 
Divm., lib. l. Chrysippus and the ablest 
of the Stoic philosophers set forth a 
plausible theoiy demonstrating d pnon 
the probability of prophetic warnings 
deduced from the existence and attri¬ 
butes of the gods; if you deny alto¬ 
gether the occurrence of such warnings, 
so essential to the welfare of man, you 
must deny either the existence, or the 
foreknowledge, or the beneficence, of 
the gods (c. 88). Then the veracity of 
the Delphian oracle had been demon¬ 
strated in innumerable instances, of 

which Chrysippus had made a largo 
collection, and upon what other sup¬ 
position could the immense credit of 
the oracle be explained (e. 30) V “Col- 
logit mnumerabilia omcula (Jlirysippus, 
ot nullum sinelocuplete teste ot auetoro. 
quae quia nota tibl sunt, relmquo Do- 
rondo unum hoc : nunquam tllud ora- 
culum Delphis tarn colebie elannuque 
fuiHset, nequo tantis donut refoiturn 
omnium populorum et rogum, nisi 
omnia setas oraoulorum iHoruiu veii- 
tatem osset expoita . . Manoat 
id, quod negan non potest, nisi omnoui 
histonam porvertoi iuiub, multis hhhuiHs 

verax fuiase id oracul^m.,, Cicero 
admits that it had become less trust¬ 
worthy m his time, and tries to explain 
tins decline of prophetic power. com¬ 
pare Plutarch, De Defect. Oracul. 
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the general faith m the oracle was noway shaken by such painful 
experience For as the unfortunate issue always admitted of 
being explained upon two hypotheses—either that the god had 
spoken falsely, or that Ins meaning had not been correctly 
understood—no man of genuine piety ever hesitated to adopt the 
latter. There were many other oracles throughout 0racIeg 
Gieece besides Delphi and Dddona: Apollo was open generally— 

to the inquiries of the faithful at Pt6on in Boeotia, at Gkeek°mind 
Abse in Phokis, at Branchidse near Miletus, at Patara to consult 

m Lykia, and other places: in like manner Zeus gave 
answers at Olympia, Poseiddn at Tsenarus, Amphiaraus at Thebes, 
Amphiloehus at Mallus, &c. And this habit of consulting the 
oracle formed part of the still more general tendency of the Greek 
nund to undertake no enterprise without having tirst ascertamed 
how the gods viewed it, and what measures they were likely to 
take. Sacrifices were offeied, and the intenor of the victim 
carefully examined, with the same intent: omens, prodigies, un¬ 
looked-for coincidences, casual expressions, &c., were all construed 
as significant of the Divine will. To sacrifice with a view to this 
or that undertaking, or to consult the oracle with the same view, 
aie familiar expressions1 embodied in the language. Nor could 
any man set about a scheme with comfort until he had satisfied 
himself in some manner or other that the gods were favourable 
to it. 

The disposition here adverted to is one of those mental analogies 
peivadmg the whole Hellenic nation, winch Herodotus indicates. 
And the common habit among all Greeks of respectfully listening 
to the oracle of Delphi will be found on many occasions useful in 
maintaining unanimity among men not accustomed to obey the 
same political superior. In the numerous colonies especially, 
founded by mixed multitudes from distant parts of Greece, the 
minds of the emigrants were greatly determined towards cordial 
co-operation by their knowledge that the expedition had been 
directed, the (Ekist indicated, and the spot either chosen or 
Approved, by Apollo of Delphi Such in most cases was the fact: 
that god, accoiding to the conception of the Greeks, “ takes delight 

i Xenophon, Anabas. vii 8 20O Xenophon, Hellen. iii. 2,22^ xpijor- 
JH’AcrtbarrjsaKOv&as&rtTrdXiviir' axtrbv rqpi&.$*<r6cLt. tov? "EAA.'rji'a.s «<£> EAAi\vwr 
rtflup.ei'os tirj Utvofyiav, hj-avKigcrcu, &C. iroAc/tjup—compare Iliad, Vli. 460. 
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always in the foundation of new cities, and himself in person lays 
the first stone5’1 

These are the elements of union—over and above the common 
territory, described m the last chapter—with which the historical 
Hellens take their stait. community of blood, language, religious 

Oeneiai Point view’ leSen<ls> sacrifices, festivals,1 2 3 and also 
analogy of (with ceitam allowances) of manners and chaiacter. 
amongthe The analogy of manners and chaiacter between the 
Gieeks. rude inhabitants of the Arcadian Kymetha8 and the 
polite Athens, was indeed accompanied with wide differences, yet 
if we compare the two with foreign contemporaries, we shall find 
certain negative characteristics, of much importance, common to 
both. In no city of historical Greece did there prevail either 
human sacrifices4—or deliberate mutilation, such as cutting off the- 
nose, ears, hands, feet, &c —or castration—or selling of children 
into slavery—or polygamy—or the feeling of unlimited obedience 
towards one man: all customs which might be pointed out as 
existing among the contemporary Carthaginians, Egyptians, 
Persians, Thracians,® &c. The habit of running, wrestlings 
boxing, &c., in gymnastic contests, with the body perfectly naked, 
was common to all Greeks, having been first adopted as a 
Lacedaemonian fashion m the fourteenth Olympiad: Thucydides 
and Herodotus remark, that it was not only not practised, but 

1 Callimach Hymn ApolL 55, with of the yearly tribute paid by the Baby- 
Spanheim’s note; Cicero, Be Divinat. lonians to the court ot Susa (Herod in. 
i 1 92). Selling of children for export^ 

2 See this point strikingly illustrated tion by the Thracians (Herod, v to¬ 
by Plato, Eepub v p 470—471 (c. 16), there is some trace of this at Athens 
and Isokrates, Panegyr p 102 pnor to the Soloman legislation (piu- 

3 Respecting the Aicadian Kynoetha, tarch, Solbn, 28), arising probably out 
see the remaikable observations of of the cruel state of the law between 
Polybius, iv. 17—23. debtor and creditor. For the sacrifice 

4 See vol. l ch. vi. of this History. of children to Kronus by the Cartha- 
6 For examples and evidences of gunans, in troubled times (according 

these practices, see Heiodot li 162; to the language of Ennius ‘Vcemsobti 
the amputation of the nose and ears of suos saciiflcare puellos”), biodor xx. 
Patarbemis by Apries king of Egypt 14; xni 8b. Porphyr as Abstinent 
(Xenophon, Anab i. 9—13) There li 56 * the practice is abundantly lllus- 
were a large number of men deprived trated in Movers’ Die Religion der 
of bands, feet, or eyesight, in the Phoruzier, p, 298—304. 
satrapy of Cyrus the younger, who had Aman blames Alexander for cutting 
inflicted all these severe punishments oft the nose and ears of the satrap 
i or the prevention of crime—he did not BOssus, saying that it was an act 
(says XenophOn) suffer criminals to altogether da? oanc (i e non-Hellemc), 
scoff at him (eta /earayeAfii'). The eKTO/xij (Exp. A1 IV. 7,6) 'About the <re£acr/Ab? 
was earned on at Sardis (Herodot. hi fcoirpeirt? irepl r'ov pauriKia. m Asia, seei 
49)—500 Trotdev efer<$fuai formed a portion Strabo, xi. p. 526. 
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even regarded as unseemly, among Non-Hell ens.1 Of such 
customs, indeed, at once common to all the Greeks, and peculiar 
to them as distinguished from otheis, we cannot specify a great 
number; but we may see enough to convince ourselves tliattkeie 
did really exist, m spite of local differences, a general Hellenic 
sentiment and character, which counted among the cementing 
causes of a union appaiently so little assured. 

For we must recollect, that m respect to political sovereignty, 
complete disunion was among their most cheiished polltlcal 
principles. The only source of supreme authonty to soveieignty 

which a Greek felt respect and attachment, was to be eadf sepa-° 

sought within the walls of his own city. Authority ^te^dty—^ 
seated m another city might operate upon his fears— the Hellenic 

might procure for him increased security and advan- mmd 
tages, as we shall have occasion hereafter to show with regaid to 
Athens and her subject allies—might even be mildly exercised, 
and inspire no special aversion. but still the principle of it was 
repugnant to the rooted sentiment of his mmd, and he is always 
found giavitating towards the distinct sovereignty of his own 
Boul6 or EkklSsia. This is a disposition common both to 
democracies and oligarchies, and operative even among the dif¬ 
fer ent towns belonging to the same subdivision of the Hellenic 
name—Achseans, Phokians, Boeotians, &c. The twelve Achaean 
cities are harmonious allies, with a periodical festival which 
partakes of the character of a congress,—hut equal and indepen¬ 
dent political communities. The Boeotian towns, under the 
presidency of Thebes, their reputed metropolis, recognise certain 
common obligations, and obey, on various particular matters, 
chosen officers named Bccotarchs,—but we shall see, in this as in 
other cases, the centrifugal tendencies constantly manifesting 
themselves, and resisted chiefly by the interests and power of 
ThSbes. That great, successful, and fortunate revolution which 
merged the several independent political communities of Attica 
into the single unity of Athens, took place before the time of 
authentic history: it is connected with the name of the hero 
Theseus, but we know not how it was effected, while its compara¬ 
tively large size and extent render it a signal exception to 
Hellenic tendencies generally. 

1 Thucyd 1. e; Herodot. 110* 
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Political disunion—sovereign authority within the city-walls— 
thus formed a settled maxim m the Gi eek mind. The relation 
Each cit between one city and another was an international 
stood to the relation, not a relation subsistmg between members of 
interna^ a common political aggregate. Within a few miles 
relation • ^rom bis own city-walls, an Athenian found himself 

* in the territory of another city, wherein he was 
nothing more than an alien,—where he could not acquire property 
in house or land, nor contiact a legal mainage with any native 
woman, nor sue for legal protection against injury except through 
the mediation of some friendly citizen. The right of intermarriage 
and of acquiring landed property was occasionally granted by a 
city to some individual non-freeman, as matter of special favoui, 
and sometimes (though very rarely) reciprocated generally 
between two separate cities.1 But the obligations between one 
city and another, or between the citizen of the one and the citizen 
of the other, are all matters of special covenant, agreed to by 
the sovereign authority in each- Such coexistence of entire 
political severance, with so much fellowship in other ways, is 
perplexing in modern ideas; and modern language is not well 
furnished with expressions to describe Greek political phenomena. 
We may say that an Athenian citizen was an alien when he 
arrived as a visitor in Corinth, but we can hardly say that he 
was a foreigner; and though the relations between Corinth and 
Athens were in principle international, yet that word would be 
obviously unsuitable to the numerous petty autonomies of Hellas, 
besides that we require it for describing the relations of Hellene 
generally with Persians or Carthaginians. We are compelled to 
use a word such as mUrpolitical, to describe the transactions 
between separate Greek cities, so numerous in the course of this 
history. 

As, on the one hand, a Greek will not consent to look for 
sovereign authority beyond the limits of his own city, so, on the 
other hand, he must have a city to look to: scattered villages 
will not satisfy in his mind the exigencies of social order, 
security, and dignity. Though the coalescence of smaller towns 

i Aristot Polit iii. 6, 12 It is individual non-freeman the right of 
unnecessary to refer to the many emyafua and ey/crijcns. 
inscriptions which confer upon some 
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into a larger is repugnant to his feelings, that of villages into 
a town appears to him a manifest advance in the scale but Clty 
of civilization. Such at least is the governing senti- government o c* essential 
ment of Greece throughout the historical period; for —village 

there was always a certain poition of the Hellenic Jjf^Sd 
aggregate—the rudest and least advanced among them gponas an 
—who dwelt m unfortified villages, and upon whom scale of 
the citizen of Athens, Corinth, or Thebes looked ]Uvills 
down as inferiors. Such village residence was the character of 
the Epuots1 universally, and prevailed throughout Hellas itself in 
those very early and even ante-Homeric times upon which 
Thucydides looked hack as deplorably barbarous,—times of 
univeisal poverty and insecurity,—absence of pacific intercourse, 
—petty warfare and plunder, compelling every man to pass his 
life armed,—endless migration without any local attachments. 
Many of the considerable cities of Greece are mentioned as 
aggregations of pre-existing villages, some of them m times 
comparatively recent. Tegea and Mantineia in Arcadia represent 
in tins way the confluence of eight villages and five villages 
respectively, Dymd in Aclmia was brought together out of eight 
villages, and Elis m the same manner, at a period even later 
than the Persian invasion ;2 the like seems to have happened 
with Megara and Tanagra. A large proportion of the Arcadians 
continued their village life down to the time of the battle of 
Leuktra, and it suited the purposes of Sparta to keep them thus 
disunited; a policy which we shall see hereafter illustrated by the 
dismemberment of Mantineia (into its primitive component 
villages) which the Spartan contemporaries of Agesilaus carried 
into effect, but which was reversed as soon as the power of Sparta 
was no longer paramount,—as well as by the foundation of 
Megalopolis out of a large number of petty Arcadian towns and 
villages, one of the capital measures of EpameinOndas.3 * * * * 8 As this 

3 Skylax, Peiipl. c. 28—8$; Thucyd. The description of the 6ioiKt<ris of 
ii. 80. See Dio Olnvsostom, Or. xlvu. Mantineia is in Xenophon, Ilellen. v. 
p 226jol. ii, ed. Emsk —fiakkov ripovvro 2, (5—8 it is a flagrant example of his 
$LOLKct<r0ai Kara Ku>fL<ts, toi? fiapfidpots philo-Laconian bias. We see by the 
6/ucnovs, t) (rxvficL irokew? koX ovop-a case of the Phokians after the Sacred 

3 Strabo, vm p $37,342,386; Pausan. War (Diodor, xvi 60; Pautun. x. 8, 2) 
vih. 45, 1, Plutarch, Qusest. Gnec, c. how heavy a punishment this $«>£*urtc 
17—37 was, Compare also the instructive 

8 Pausan vii. 27, 2—6; Diod. xv. 72; speech of the Akanthian envoy Klei- 
compare Arist. Polit ii. 1, 5, genSs at Sparta, when he invoked the 
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measure was an elevation of Aicartian importance, so the reverse 

proceeding—the breaking up oi a city into its elementary villages 

—was not only a sentence of privation and suffeiing, but also a 
complete extinction of Grecian lank and dignity. 

The Ozohan Lokrians, the iEtolians, and the Akarnanians 

village maintained their separate village residence down to a 

numexcnSr later period, preserving along with it their 

Greece7 primitive rudeness and disorderly pugnacity.1 Their 
many o7 villages were unfortified, and defended only by com- 

coalesced parative inaccessibility; m case of need they fled for 
into cities, safety with their cattle into the woods and mountains. 

Amidst such inauspicious circumstances, there was no room for 

that expansion of the social and political feelings to which pro¬ 
tected intra-mural residence and increased numbers gave birth ; 

there was no consecrated acropolis or agora—no ornamented 
temples and porticos, exhibiting the continued offerings of suc¬ 

cessive generations2—no theatre for music or recitation, no 

gymnasium for athletic exercises—none of those fixed arrange¬ 
ments for transacting public business with regularity and 

decorum, which the Greek citizen, with his powerful sentiment 
of locality, deemed essential to a dignified existence. The village 
was nothing more than a fraction and a subordinate, appertaining 

as a limb to the organised body called the City But the City 
and the State are in his mind and in his language one and the 
same. While no organisation less than the City can satisfy the 

Lacedemonian Interference for the 
purpose of crushing the incipient 
federation, or junction of towns mto 
a common political aggregate, which 
was growing up round Olynthus (Xen 
Hellen v. 2, 11, 2) The wise and 
admirable conduct of Olynthus, and 
the reluctance of the lesser neighbour¬ 
ing cities to merge themselves m this 
union, are forcibly set forth; also the 
interest of Sparta m beeping all the 
Greet towns disunited Compare the 
description of the treatment of Capua 
by the Romans (Livy, xxvi 16). 

i Thucyd. i 5, iii. 94. Xenoph. 
Hellen iv 6, 5 

a Pausanias, x. 4, l; his remarks on 
the Phokian ttoAis Panopeus indicate 
^ hat he included in the idea of a 
arbkisetye bvopdaai. ns v6kw Kal 

tovtous, ols ye ovk apxeia, ov yvjj.va.a-t.6v 
iariv* ov fleorpov, ovk ayopav exovcriv, 
ovx vStop Ka.repxop.cvov e? Kpyvyv • akka. 
ev oreyais KOikcus jcara ras Kakvfio.s 
paktara ras ev rots opeaiv, ^ evravBa. 
oucovaiv cir\ xopaSpq.^ bpto$J>e bpM ye 
rj}s x<*>Pa$ avrols els rows ofwpovs, 
teat es rbv crvkkoyov avveSpovs Kal oCrou 
ireptrovtn rov $(uklk6v 

The piKpa TrokCapara of the Pelas- 
gians on the peninsula of Mount Athos* 
(Ihucyd iv 109) seem to have been 
something between villages and cities. 
When the Phokians, after the .Sacred 
War, were deprived of their cities and 
forcedmtovillagesbytheAmphiktyons, 
the order was that no village should 
contain more than fifty houses, and 
that no village should be within the 
distance of a furlong of any other 
(Diodor. xvi. 60). 
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exigencies1 of an intelligent freeman, tlie City is itself a peifect 
and self-sufficient whole, admitting no incoi poration into any 

higher political unity. It deserves notice that Spaita Sparta— 

even in the days of her gi eatest power was not (properly vxiu^eS 
speaking) a city, but a mere agglutination of hve adja- trim even 

cent villages, retaining unchanged its old-fashioned height of 

trim: for the extreme defensibility of its frontier and lts Power* 
the military prowess of its inhabitants supplied the absence of 

walls, while the discipline imposed upon the Spartan exceeded in 
rigour and minuteness anything known m Gieece. And thus 

Sparta, though less than a city in respect to external appearance, 
was more than a city in respect to perfection of drilling and 
fixity of political routine. The contiast between the humble 

appearance and the mighty reality is pointed out by Thucydidls.2 

The inhabitants of the small territory of Pisa, wherein Olympia 

is situated, had once enjoyed the honourable privilege of 
admimstenng the Olympic festival. Having been robbed of it 
anti subjected by the more powerful Elmans, they took advantage 

of various movements and tendencies among the larger Grecian 

poweis to try and regain it; and on one of these occasions we find 

their claim repudiated because they were villagers, and unworthy 

of so great a distinction.8 There was nothing to he called a city 
in the Pisatid territory. 

In going through historical Greece, we are compelled to accept 
the Hellenic aggregate with its constituent elements 
as a primary fact to start from, because the state of 

our information does not enable us to ascend any J^SnaJ^18 
higher. By what circumstances, or out of what pre- fact—its 

existing elements, this aggregate was brought together Se°ment3llg 
and modified, we find no evidence entitled to credit, 
There are indeed various names which are affirmed to 

designate ante-Hellenic inhabitants of many parts of Greece,— 
the Pelasgi, the Leleges, the Kur6tes, the Kaukdnes, the Aones, 

the Temmikes, the Hyantes, the Telchines, the Boeotian Thracians, 

1 Anstot. Polit. L 1, 8. 17 S' iK oy, ovre tepoty nal jcaraovcevaty 
irktiovtav KUijxtav KOtvoivCa rffAeioy ircSAvy, 7roAvreX«rc xP’?ar«/u.eVi7y, Kara. K&fias Si 

iracnjs exov<ra wepay rijs avTap/cetas. rip ira\at<3 nr)? *EMa5oy rp<5jro» owcur- 
Compaie also in, (J, 14; and Plato, 0et<njy, <f>euvo(.r av viroSeecrripcu 

65%te5yl^.8l0, 0*r« tvv<HK«r0<L<rris 3 Xenophon, Hellen. xii. 2,31. 
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the Teleboae, the Ephyri, the Phle&yae, &c. These are names 

belonging to legendary, not to historical Greece—extracted out 

of a variety of conflicting legends, by the logographers and sub¬ 

sequent historians, who strung together out of them a supposed 

history of the past, at a time when the conditions of historical 
evidence were very little understood. That these names desig¬ 

nated real nations may be true, but here our knowledge ends. 

We have no well-informed witness to tell us their times, their 

limits of residence, their acts, or their character; nor do we know 
how far they are identical with or diverse from the historical 
Hellens—whom we are warranted in calling, not indeed the first 

inhabitants of the country, but the first known to us upon any 
tolerable evidence If any man is inclined to call the unknown 

ante-Hellenic period of Greece by the name of Pelasgic, it is open 
to him to do so. But this is a name carrying with it no assured 

predicates, noway enlarging our insight mto real histoiy, nor 
enabling us to explain—what would be the real historical pro¬ 

blem—how or from whom the Hellens acquired that stock of 
dispositions, aptitudes, arts, &c., with which they begin their 
career. Whoever has examined the many conflicting systems 
respecting the Pelasgi,—from the literal belief of Clavier, Larcher, 

and Baoul Pochette (which appears to me at least the most 
consistent way of proceeding) to the interpretative and half- 
incredulous processes applied by abler men, such as Niebuhr, or 
0. Muller, or Dr Thirlwall1—will not be displeased with my 

resolution to decline so insoluble a problem. No attested facts 

, 1 Larcher, Chronologic d’H6rodote, ming up their cumulative effect, asserts 
oh, vm p 215, 274, Raoul Rochette, (“not as an hypothesis, but with full 
Histoire des Colonies Grecques, book historical conviction,” p 54) “that 
i ch 5, Niebuhr, RomischeGescmchte, there was a time when the Pelasgians, 
V°1 J P. 26—64, 2nd ed. (the section perhaps the most extended people m 
entitled Die Oenotrer und Pelasger); all Europe, were spread from the Po 
O Muller, Die Etrusker. vol i (Bin- and the Amo to the Rhyndakus ” (near 
leitung, ch u. p 75—100), Dr. Thirlwall, Kyzikus), with only an interruption in 
History of Greece, vol i ch li p. 86— Thrace What is perhaps the most 
C4. The dissentient opinions of JKruse remarkable of all, is the contrast be- 
and Mannert may be found m Kruse, tween his feeling of disgust, despair 
Hellas, voL i. p 898—425, Mannert, and aversion to the subject, when he 
Geogiaphie der Gnechen und Romer, begins the inquiry (“ the name Pelasgi” 
Part vm, Introduct. p 4 seqq he says, “ is odious to the historian, who 

Niebuhr puts together all the mythi- hates the spumous philology out of which 
cal and genealogical traces, many of the pretences to knowledge on the subject of 
them in the highest degree vague and such extmct people arise,” p 28), and the 
equivocal, of the existence of JPelasgi full confidence and satisfaction with 
in various localities, and then, sum- which he concludes it. 
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are now present to ns—none were present to Herodotus and 
Thucydides even m their age—on which to build trustworthy 

affirmations respecting the ante-Hellenic Pelasgians. And where 

such is the case, we may without impropriety apply the remark 
of Herodotus respecting one of the theories which he had heard 
for explaining the inundation of the Nile by a supposed connexion 

with the circumfluous Ocean—that “the man who carries up 
his story into the invisible world passes out of the range of 
criticism 1 

As fai as our knowledge extends, there were no towns or 

villages called Pelasgian, in Greece Proper, since 776 Ancient 

B c. But there still existed in two dilferent places, ^a^ans 
even m the age of Herodotus, people whom he believed knowable. 

to be Pelasgians One portion of these occupied the towns of 

Plakia and Skylake near Kyzikus, on the Piopontis; another 
dwelt m a town called Krcston, near the Theimaic Gulf.2 

There were moreover certain othei Pelasgian townships which he 
does not specify—it seems indeed, from Thucydides, that there 
were some little Pelasgian townships on the peninsula of AthOs.3 

Now Herodotus acquaints us with the remaikable fact, that the 
people of Krest6n, those of Plakia and Skvlake, and those of the 
other unnamed Pelasgian townships, all spoke the same language, 
and each of them respectively, a different language from their 

neighbours around them. He informs us, moreover, that their 

language was a barbarous (i.e, a non-Hellenic) language; and 

this fact he quotes as an evidence to prove that the ancient 
Pelasgian language was a barbarous language, or distinct from 
the Hellenic. He at the same time states expressly that he has 

no positive knowledge what language the ancient Pelasgians 
spoke—one proof, among others, that no memorials nor means of 
distinct information concerning that people could have been open 
to him. 

This is the one single fact, amidst so many conjectures con- 

1 Ilerodot ii. 23 —'0 84 irepl tov s Thucyd iv, 100 Compare the new 
flMa'ov €iira?, «s afiavts t6v ftvQov Fragmenta of Strabo, lib vn. edited 

and 
soct. 

to believe—not KrotOn, as Dionys Hal. ra.vTqu r&v Sk A’fjp.vov ile\o.<ry£)v •nuts, 
represents it (Ant Rom l 26)—in els irevre Si.riprifj.4uot irokt(rp.o.ra.‘ KAew- 
spite of the authonty of Niebuhr in vac, '0\6$v£ov, 'A*po0wovs, Alov. 
favour of the latter. Qvo-a-ov. 

eAet from the Vatican MS by Kramer, 
. 3 That KiSstOn is the proper readmg since by Tafel (Tubingen, 1844). 
in Ft A1 rtft/vriia fhaM cmoTYio atroMr itAOBAn Oa ^ aa ___ si > « « V 
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ceming the Pelasgians, which we can he said to know upon the 
Historical testimony of a competent and contemporary witness : 
Pelasgians the few townships—scatteied and inconsiderable, 
Wbaious hut all that Herodotus in his day knew as Pelasgian 
language —spoke a barbarous language. And upon such a point 
he must be regarded as an excellent judge. If then (infers the 
historian) all the early Pelasgians spoke the same language as 
those of Kreston and Plakia, they must have changed their 
language at the time when they passed into the Hellenic aggre¬ 
gate, or became Hellens. How Herodotus conceives that aggregate 
"to have been gradually enlarged to its great actual size by incor¬ 
porating with itself not only the Pelasgians, but several other 
nations once barbarians ;l the Hellens having been onginally an 
inconsiderable people. Among those other nations once barbarian 
whom Herodotus supposes to have become hellenised, we may 
probably number the Leleges; and with respect to them as well 
•as to the Pelasgians, we have contemporary testimony proving 
the existence of barbarian Leleges m later times. Philippus the 
Karian historian attested the present existence, and believed in 
the past existence, of Leleges in his country as serfs or dependent 
cultivators under the Kanans, analogous to the Helots m Laconia 
or the Penestse in Thessaly.2 We may be very sure that there 
Historical were no Hellens—no men speaking the Hellenic tongue 
Leleges— —standing in such a relation to the Kanans. Among 
in language those many barbaric-speaking nations whom Hero- 
also* dotus believed to have changed their language and 
passed into Hellens, we may therefore fairly consider the Leleges 
to have been included. Por next to the Pelasgians and Pelasgus, 
the Leleges and Lelex figure most conspicuously m the legendary 
genealogies; and both together cover the larger portion of the 
Hellenic soil. 

Confining myself to historical evidence and believing that no 
assured results can be derived from the attempt to transform 
legend into history, I accept the statement of Herodotus with 
confidence as to the barbaric language spoken by the Pelasgians 
of his day, and I believe the same with regard to the historical 

1 Herod i. 5f, irpooTeexupyr/erfruv /caraAefa? row Aa/ec&aip.oi'tuv EiAura? 
<ti>T(Steal edveoiv(iapf3dpo)v av\vaiv, /cal row jaAt/covs irev&rras, /cal 

2 Athense vi. P 27i. 4>£Ai7nro? iv reji Kapa? <f>r}cri rot? AeAeftv to? olKiraxt 
irepl Kaput' zeal AeAeyuv crvyypap.p.ari, xpijirturOeu it a kai re /cal vvv. 
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Leleges—but without presuming to determine any thing in regard 
to the legendaiy Pelasgians and Leleges, the supposed statements 

ante-Hellemc inhabitants of Greece. And I think of g°od Wlt' 
nesses r@* 

this course more consonant to the laws of historical gaidmg the 
inquiry than that which comes recommended by the peiasg^as 
high authonty of Dr. Thnlwall, who softens and and Leleges 

i i L. are to be 
explains away the statement of Herodotus until it admitted,— 

is made to mean only that the Pelasgians of Plakia tSyfftthe 
and Krestdn spoke a very bad Greek. The affirmation legendary 

of Heiodotus is distinct, and twice repeated, that the anYKges 
Pelasgians of these towns and of his own time spoke a or not 
barbaric language; and that word appears to me to admit of but 
one mtrepretation1 To suppose 

1 Herod i 57. ^ *Hvnva Si yktSooav 
letrav ot Uekaoyol, ovk drpe/cfc'tos 
etjrat et^ fie xpcuiv eon TCKp.at.pop.evois 
Aeyeiv roloi vvv en eov<rc IleAaorytoi/, 
rSsv virep Tvpoyjv&v Kp-Qoroiva rroktu 
ot/ceoi'Ttoi' , /cat Hkaxrfv 
re leal S/a/Ad/cTfv TLekaoytbv oiKioduTtov 
4v 'EAA^cnroi/Tto /cat oora aAAa 
IleAaoyi/ca eovra irokiop.ara to ovvopua 
p.crefiaks et tovtolol fict Aeyetv, fjarav 

IleAaoryol /Sap/Sapov yktocroav Uvres. 
Et tolvvv fy /cat irav tolovto to IleAacr- 
yuibv,ro 'ArriKov edvos, i-ov Heka.oytKbv 
apa Tjj [XGTafiokfj rfj is ''EAAijyas /cat tt\v 
ykMOoav p.ertp.a6e * /cat yap 55} outc ot 
KprfcrrtavLyjTtu ovfid/jtottrt Taiv i/yy <rtf>eas 
TrepioiKtovtmv elol opoykooooL, ovre ol 
UkoKL^yoi' atf>CcTL fie, o/xfiyAa/craot. 6tj- 
Aoucrt fid, art t5i/ yvciKavTO y A <6 arvyjs 
X a parr-rip a p-erajdaCvovrcs es ravra ra 
X«pta, rovrov Kxovcri ev cftvkcuqj 

In the next chapter Herodotus 
again calls the Pelasgian nation 
/SapjSapov. 

Respecting this language heard by 
Herodotus at KrSstdn and Plakia, Dr 
Thirl wall obseives (chap u. p. 60), 
“ This language Heiodotus describes as 
barbarous, and it is on this fact he 
grounds liis geneial conclusion as to 
the ancient Pelasgian tongue. But he 
has not entered into any details that 
might hare seived to ascertain the 
rnannei or degiee m which it differed 
fiom the Greek. Still the expressions 
he uses would have appeared to imply 
that it was essentially foreign, had he 
not spoken quite as strongly m another 
passage, whore it is impossible to 
ascribe a similar meaning to his words. 
When he is enumerating the dialects 

that a man who, like Heiodotus, 

that prevailed among the Ionian 
Gieeks, he obseives that the Ionian, 
cities m Lydia agiee not at all in their 
tongue with those of Kan a, and he 
applies the very same teim to these 
dialects, which he had before used in 
speaking of the remains of the 
Pelasgian language. This passage 
affords a measure by which we may 
estimate the force of the word barbarian 
m the former. Nothing more can be 
safely mfened from it, than that the 
Pelasgian language which Herodotus 
heard on the Hellespont, and else¬ 
where, sounded to him a strange 
jargon; as did the dialect of Ephesus 
to a Milesian, and as the Bolognese 
does to a Florentine. This fact leaves 
its real nature and relation to the 
Gieek quite uncertain, and we are the 
less justified in building on it, as the 
history of Pelasgian settlements is 
extremely obscuie, and the traditions 
which Herodotus reports on that 
subject have by no means equal weight 
with statements made from his personal 
observation.” (Thirlwall, Hist, of 
Gieece, ch 11 p. 60. 2nd edit.) 

In the statement delivered by Hero¬ 
dotus (to which Dr Thirlwall here 
refers) about the language spoken m 
the Ionic Greek cities, the historian 
had Said (l 142),—rAaxrcrav Si ov r)/v 
avrfjv oCroi vevop.Uao‘1, aAAa. rpSirovs 
retro-epos irapaytoyeoov. Miletus, Myus, 
and^ PnSne.—ev rft KapCj} Karoticqvrat 
Kara, ravra oiak.ey6p.evat otpu Ephesus, 
Kolophon, &c.—avrai at irSkets rfijcri 
npdrepov keypeicryirt op.okoyiovOL Kara 
yktbooav ovfiev, ertfil Si bp.otf>ti}viovot 
The Chians and Erythraaang—xara 
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had heard almost every variety of Greek, in the course of his 
long travels, as well as Egyptian, Phoenician, Assyrian, Lydian, 
and other languages, did not know how to distinguish had Hellenic 
from non-Hellenic, is m my judgment inadmissible; at any rate 
the supposition is not to be adopted without more cogent evidence 
than any which is here found. 

As I do not presume to determine what were the antecedent 
Alleged internal elements out of which the Hellenic aggregate 
ante-Hel* was foimed, so I confess myself equally uninformed 
colonies with regard to its external constituents. Kadmus* 
lucaaand6" Dan&us, Kekrops—the eponyms of the Kadmeians, of 
Egypt— _ the Danaans, and of the Attic Kekiopia—present 
Sable^or^* themselves to my vision as creatures of legend, and m 
probable that character I have already adverted to them. That 
there may have been very early settlements in continental 
Greece from Phoenicia and Egypt, is nowise impossible; but I 

r&vrb SiaXeyovrcu, ZidfUOi Si eir* euvrcov 
novvoc. Ovtoi xaP<UCT>1 Pe* ykta<r<njs 
r4<r<repae yCyvovrac 

The words y\dxrcnf]<s Yapcwnfp (“ dis¬ 
tinctive mode of spet^lr’) are common 
to both these passages, but their 
meaning in the one anu m the other is 
to be measured by refeience to the 
subject-matter of which the author is 
speaking, as well as to the words which 
accompany them,—especially the word 
Pappapos m the hist passage Nor can 
I think (with Di Tmilwall) that the 

by reieience fo the othei two woids. 
the reverse is m my j*udgment conect. 
Bap/3apos is a teim definite and unequi¬ 
vocal, but y\tZ><r<rris xaPaKTVP vanes 
according to the companson which you 
happen at tho moment to be making, 
and its meaning is here deteimmed by 
its conjunction with pdpPapos. 

When Herodotus was speaking of 
the twelve Ionic cities in Asia, he 
might properly point out the differences 
of speech among them as so many 
different xapajerripes y\ai crcrn$: the 
limits of difference were fixed by the 
knowledge which his hearers possessed 
of the persons about whom he was 
speaking; the Iomans being all notou- 
ously Hellene. So an author describing 
Italy might say that Bolognese, 
Romans, Neapolitans, Genoese, &c.. 
Lad different x0LPaKTrjp«s -yA<6<r<njs, it 
being undei stood that the difference 

was such as might subsist among 
pei sons all Italians 

But theie is also ax apoxr^p yk<acr<n\9 
of Gieek generally (abstraction made 
of its vanous dialects and diversities)- 
as contrasted with Persian, Phomician, 
or Latin—and ot Italian geneially, as 
contiasted with German or English 
It is this companson which Herodotus 
is taking when he debcnbes the 
language spoken by tho people ol 
KrestCn and Plakia, and which he notes 
by the woid pappapou as opposed to 
'EKKtivlkou : it is with rofoionce to this 
companson that xaPaKTvp ykuxrcrris m 
the nity-sevonth chapter is to ho con¬ 
strued. The woid pdppapog is the 
usual and recognised antithesis of 
’'EAA^j' or 'EAATjw/eds 

It is not tho least remarkable part 
of the statement of lXeiodotus, that 
the language spoken at KntatOn and at 
Plakia was the same, though the places 
were so faT apart from each other 
This identity of itself shows that ho 
meant to speak of a substantive 
language, not of a “sfciango jar¬ 
gon 

I think it therefore certain that 
Herodotus pronounces the Polasgians 
of his day to speak a substantive 
language different from Greek, but 
whether differing from it m a greater 
or less degree (e. g in the degiee of 
Latin or of Phoenician) we have no 
means of deciding. 
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see neither positive proof, nor ground for probable inference, that 
there were any such, though traces of Phoenician settlements m 
some of the islands may doubtless be pointed out. And if we 
examme the character and aptitude of Greeks, as compared either 
with Egyptians or Phoenicians, it will appear that there is not 
only no analogy, but an obvious and fundamental contrast: the 
Greek may occasionally be found as a boi rower from these 
ultramarme contemporaiies, but he cannot be looked upon as 
their offspring or derivative. Nor can I bring myself to accept 
an hypothesis which implies (unless we are to regard the supposed 
foreign immigrants as very few m number, m which case the 
question loses most of its importance) that the Hellenic language 
—the noblest among the many varieties of human speech, and 
possessing within itself a pervading symmetry and organization— 
is a mere confluence of two foreign barbaric languages (Phoenician 
and Egyptian) with two or more internal barbaric languages— 
Pelasgian, Lelegian, &c. In the mode of investigation pursued 
by different historians into this question of early foreign colonies, 
there is great difference (as in the case of the Pelasgi) between 
different authors—from the acquiescent Euemerism of Raoul 
Pochette to the refined distillation of Dr. Thirlwall in the third 
chapter of his History. It will be found that the amount of 
positive knowledge which Dr. Thirlwall guaiantees to his readers 
m that chapter is extremely inconsiderable; for though he pro¬ 
ceeds upon the geneial theory (different from that which I hold) 
that historical matter may be distinguished and elicited from the 
legends, yet when the question arises respecting any definite 
historical result, his canon of credibility is too just to permit him 
to overlook the absence of positive evidence, even when all 
intrinsic incredibility is removed. That which I note as Terra 
Incognita is m his view a land which may be known up to a 
certain point; but the map which he draws of it contains so few 
ascertained places as to differ very little from absolute vacuity. 

The most ancient district called Hellas is affirmed by Aristotle 
to have been near D6d6na and the river AchelOus—a 
description which would have been unintelligible Sent 
(since the river does not flow near DSdona), if it had 
not been qualified by the remark, that the river liad r 
often in former times changed its course. He states moreover 

2—13 
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that the deluge of Deukalidn took place chiefly in this district, 
which was in those early days inhabited by the Selli, and by the 
people then called Grseci, but now Hellenes.1 The Selli (called 
by Pmdar Helli) are mentioned in the Iliad as the ministers of 
the Dodonsean Zeus—“ men who slept on the ground and never 
washed their feet,” and Hesiod in one of the lost poems (the 
Eoiai) speaks of the fat land and rich pastures of the land called 
Hellopia wherein DddGna was situated.2 On what authority 
Aristotle made his statement, we do not know ; but the general 
feeling of the Greeks was different, connecting Deukalion, Hell&n, 
and the Hellenes, primarily and specially with the territory 
called Achaia Phthidtis, between Mount Othrys and (Eta We 
can neither affirm nor deny his assertion that the people m the 
neighbourhood of D6d6na were called Grseci before they were 
called Hellenes. There is no ascertained instance of the mention 
of a people called Grseci in any author earlier than this Aristotelian 
treatise; for the allusions to Alkman and Sophokl^s prove 
nothing to the point.3 Nor can we explain how it came to pass 
that the Hellenes were known to the Romans only under the 
name of Grseci or Graii. But the name by which a people is 
known to foreigners is often completely different from its own 
domestic name, and we are not less at a loss to assign the reason, 
how the Rasena of Etruria came to be known to the Romans by 
the name of Tuscans or Etiuscans. 

1 Aristotel. Meteorol. 1 14. may well be only a dialectic variety of 
s*Homei, Iliad, xvi. 234; Hesiod, ypaes, analogous to and opm£, for 

Fragm 149, ed Maiktscheftel, Sophokl opvi?, <fec (Ahrens, De Dialecto 
Trachm 1174, Strabo, vu. p 328 Dorica, sect 11, p. 91, and sect 31, p. 

s Stephan ^ Byz , v. rpaucos —rpauce? 242), perhaps declined like ywcuKes 
oe irapa. r<3 ’AA/cjw.ai/1 ac rtav ‘’EW^vuv The term used by Sophoklds, if we 
^TjTepes, teat irapa 2o<f>OK\el iv TLoip.e<nv. may believe Photius, was not rpatKos, 
ecm Se rj p,kTairka<rpbst rjjs Tpalg but *Pau«5s (Photius, p 480, 15; Dm- 
w mta5 Kk^ ivrCv, dorf, Fragment. Soph 933 ; compare 
. The woid rpa?Ke«rm Alkman, mean- 455) Eustathius (p. 890) seems unde- 
ing the mothers of the Hell&nos,” cided between the two. 
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CHAPTER m. 

MEMBERS OP THE HELLENIC AGGREGATE, SEPARATELY 
TAKEN.—GREEKS NORTH OF PELOPONNESUS. 

Having in the preceding chapter touched upon the Greeks m 
their aggregate capacity, I now come to describe separately the 
portions of which this aggregate consisted, as they present them- 
selves at the first discernible period of history. 

It has already been mentioned that the twelve races or sub¬ 
divisions, members of what is called the Amph iktyonic Amphiktyo- 

convocation, were as follows :— nic iacea. 
North of the pass of Thermopylae,—Thessalians, Perrhsebians, 

Magnates, Achseans, Melians, iEmanes, Dolopes. 
South of the pass of Thermopylae,—Dorians, Ionians, Boeotians, 

Lokrians, Phokians. 
Other Hellenic races, not comprised among the Amphiktyons, 

were— Non-Am 
The iEtolians and Akarnanians, north of the Gulf plnktyomc 

of Corinth. ra<m 
The Arcadians, Eleians, Pisatans, and Triphylians, in the 

central and western portion of Peloponnesus: I do not here 
name the Achseans, who occupied the southern or Peloponnesian 
coast of the Corinthian gulf, because they may be presumed to 
have been originally of the same race as the Phthiot Achseans, 
and therefore participant in the Amphiktyomc constituency, 
though their actual connexion with it may have been disused. 

The Dryopes, an inconsiderable, but seemingly peculiar sub¬ 
division, who occupied some scattered points on the sea-coast— 
Hermion6 on the Argolic peninsula; Styrus and Karystus in 
Euboea ; the island of Kythnus, &c. 

Though it may be said, in a general way, that our historical 
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discernment of the Hellenic aggregate, apart from the illusions 
First penod of legend, commences with 776 B.C., yet with regard 
of Grecian to the larger number of its subdivisions just enume- 
from 776— rated, we can hardly be said to possess any specific 
560 b.c. facts anterior to the invasion of Xerxes in 480 b.o. 
Until the year 560 b c. (the epoch of Croesus m Asia Minor, and 
of Peisistratus at Athens), the history of the Greeks presents 
hardly anything of a collective character the movements of each 
portion of the Hellenic world begin and end apart from the rest 
The destruction of Kiirha by the Amphiktyons is the first 
historical incident which brings into play, in defence of the 
Delphian temple, a common Hellenic feeling of active obligation 

But about 560 b.o , two important changes are seen to come 
into operation which alter the character of Grecian 
history—extricating it out of its former chaos of 
detail, and centralising its isolated phenomena.—1. 
The subjugation of the Asiatic Greeks by Lydia and 

by Persia, followed by their struggles for emancipation—wherein 
the European Greeks became implicated, first as accessories, and 
afterwards as principals. 2. The combined action of the large 
mass of Greeks under Sparta, as their most powerful state and 
acknowledged chief, succeeded by the rapid and extraordinary 
growth of Athens, the complete development of Grecian maritime 
power, and the struggle between Athens and Sparta for the 
headship. These two causes, though distinct in themselves, must 
nevertheless be regarded as working together to a certain degree 
—or rather the second grew out of the first For it was the 
Persian invasions of Greece which first gave bn th to a wide-spread 
alarm and antipathy among the leading Greeks (we must not 
call it Pan-Hellenic, smce more than half of the Amphiktyonic 
constituency gave earth and water to Xerxes) against the bar¬ 
barians of the East, and impressed them with the necessity of 
joint active operations under a leader. The idea of a leadership 
or hegemony of collective Hellas, as a privilege necessarily vested 
m some one state for common security against the barbarians, 
thus became current—an idea foreign to the mind of Sol6n, or 
any one of the same age. Next came the miraculous development 
of Athens, and the violent contest between her and Sparta which 
should be the leader; the larger portion of Hellas taking side 

Second 
period— 
from 560— 
300 B.C. 
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with one or the other, and the common quairel against the Persian 
being for the time put out of sight Athens is put down, Sparta 
acquires the undisputed hegemony, and again the anti-barbaric 
feeling manifests itself, though faintly, m the Asiatic expeditions 
of Agesilaus. But the Spartans, too incompetent either to 
deserve or maintain this exalted position, are overthrown by the 
Thebans—themselves not less incompetent, with the single 
exception of Epamein6ndas. The death of that single man 
extinguishes the pretensions of Thebes to the hegemony. Hellas 
is left, like the deserted PenelopS m the Odyssey, worried by the 
competition of several suitors, none of whom is strong enough to 
stretch the bow on which the prize depends.1 Such a manifesta¬ 
tion of force, as well as the trampling down of the competing 
suitors, is reserved, not for any legitimate Hellenic arm, but for 
a semi-hellemsed2 Macedonian, “brought up at Pella,” and 
making good his encroachments gradually from the north of 
Olympus. The hegemony of Greece thus passes for ever out of 
Grecian hands; but the conqueror finds his interest in reviving, 
as a name and pretext, the old miso-Persian banner, after it had 
ceased to represent any real or earnest feeling, and had given 
place to other impulses of more recent growth. The desolation 
and sacrilege once committed by Xerxes at Athens is avenged by 
annihilation of the Persian empire. And this victorious consum¬ 
mation of the once powerful Pan-Hellenic antipathy—the dream 
of XenophOn3 and the Ten Thousand Greeks after the battle of 
Kunaxa—the hope of Jas6n of Pherse—the exhortation of 
Isokrat&s4—the project of Philip and the achievement of Alexan¬ 
der,—while it manifests the irresistible might of Hellenic and 
Macedonian arms m the then existing state of the world, is at the 
same time the closing scene of substantive Grecian life. The 
citizen-feelings of Greece become afterwards merely secondary 
forces, subordinate to the preponderance of Greek mercenaries 

1 Xenophon, Hellen. vii 5, 27, 
Demosthenes, De Coron. c 7, p 281.— 
Cl\\6l TIS %V QLKpiTOS KaX TTOLpOL TOVTOt? KCU 

ira-pa. Tots oAAols 'EAAijcrtv epts Jcat 
rapax^- 

2 Demosthen de Coron, c. 21, p. 247 
s Xenophon, An&bas lii 2,26—26. 
4 Xenophon, Hellen. vi. 1, 12; Iso- 

krat^s, Orat ad Plnlipp , Orat v. p 

107 This discourse of IsokratSs is 
composed expressly for the purpose of 
calling on Philip to put himself at the 
head of united Greece against the 
Persians. the Oratio iv., called Pane- 
gynca, recommends a combination of 
all Greeks for the same purpose, but 
under the hegemony of Athens, putting 
aside all intestine differences: see Orat 
iv p. 45—68. 
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under Macedonian order, and to tlie rudest of all native Hellens 
—the iEtolian mountaineers. Some few individuals are indeed 
found, even in the third century b.c., worthy of the best times of 
Hellas, and the Achaean confederation of that century is an 
honourable attempt to contend against irresistible difficulties: but 
on the whole, that free, social, and political march, which gives 
so much interest to the earlier centuries, is irrevocably banished 
from Greece after the generation of Alexander the Great 

The foregoing brief sketch will show that, taking the period 
from Croesus and Peisistratus down to the generation 

d^reaSs Alexander (560—300 B.c.), the phsenomena of Hellas 
two^thethe £enerally> aiL<l her relations both foreign and inter- 
first penod political, admit of being grouped together in masses 
an^Fvery017 with continued dependence on one or a few predomi- 

nant circumstances. They may be said to constitute 
a sort of historical epopee, analogous to that which 

Herodotus has constructed out of the wars between Greeks and 
barbarians from the legends of 16 and Eurdpa down to the repulse 
of Xerxes. But when we are called back to the period between 
776 and 560 B.O., the phsenomena brought to our knowledge are 
scanty m number—exhibiting few common feelings or interests, 
and no tendency towards any one assignable purpose. To impait 
attraction to this first period, so obscure and unpromising, we 
shall be compelled to consider it m its relation with the second , 
oartly as a preparation, partly as a contrast 

Of the extra-Peloponnesian Greeks north of Attica, during 
these two centuries, we know absolutely nothing; but 

lopo^eaian it will be possible to furnish some information respect- 
(northof the early condition and struggles of the great 
Attica) not Dorian states in Peloponnesus, and respecting the rise 
a5°during of Sparta from the second to the first place in the 
the first comparative scale of Grecian powers. Athens becomes 

first known to us at the legislation of Drako and the 
attempt of Kyldn (620 B.c.) to make himself despot; and we 
gather some facts concerning the Ionic cities m Eubcea and Asia 
Minor during the century of their chief prosperity, prior to the 
reign and conquests of Croesus. In this way we shall form to 
ourselves some idea of the growth of Sparta and Athens,—of the 
short-lived and energetic development of the Ionic Greeks—and 
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of the slow working of those causes which tended to bring about 
increased Hellenic intercommunication—as contrasted with the 
enlarged lange of ambition, the grand Pan-Hellenic ideas, the 
systematised party-antipathies, and the intensified action both 
abroad and at home, which grew out of the contest with Persia. 

Theie were also two or three lemarkable manifestations which 
will require special notice during this first period of Grecian 
history:—1. The great multiplicity of colonies sent forth by 
individual cities, and the rise and progress of these several 
colonies; 2. The number of despots who arose in the various 
Grecian cities; 3 The lyric poetry; 4. The rudiments of that 
which afterwards ripened into moral philosophy, as manifested 
m gnomes or aphorisms—or the age of the Seven Wise Men. 

But before I proceed to relate those earliest proceedings 
(unfortunately too few) of the Dorians and Ionians during the 
historical period, together with the other matters just alluded to, 
it will be convenient to go over the names and positions of those 
other Grecian states respecting which we have no information 
during these first two centuries. Some idea will thus be formed 
of the less important members of the Hellenic aggregate previous 
to the time when they will be called into action. We begin by 
the territory north of the pass of Thermopylae. 

Of the different races who dwelt between this celebrated 
pass and the mouth of the river Peneius, by far General 

the most powerful and important were the Thessalians. 
Sometimes indeed the whole of this area passes under Greeks 

the name of Thessaly—since nominally, though not Themo- 

always really, the power of the Thessalians extended P?1® 
over the whole. We know that the Trachinian Herakleia, 
founded by the Lacedaemonians in the early years of the 
Peloponnesian war close at the pass of Thermopylae, was 
planted upon the territory of the Thessalians.1 But there were 
also within these limits other races, inferior and dependent on 
the Thessalians, yet said to be of more ancient date, and certainly 
not less genuine subdivisions of the Hellenic name. The Perrhsebi2 

i Thucyd. iii. 93, 01 ©eortraAoI iv 440—441 Herodotus notices the pass 
Swafin ovrtf r&v raySrv /cal S>v over the chain of Olympus or the 
e7rl Tpytf e/cr&J’ero (Herakleia), <fec. Cambunian mountains by which Xeixes 

a Heiodot. vu 173, Strabo, ix, p. and his army passed out of Macedonia 
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occupied the northern poition of the territory between the lower 
course of the river Peneius and Mount Olympus. The Magnates1 
dwelt along the eastern coast, between Mount Ossa and Pelion on 
one side and the iEgean on the other, comprising the south-eastern 
cape and the eastern coast of the Gulf of Pagasse as far as lOlkos. 
Ths Acliaeans occupied the territory called Phthiotis, extending 
from near Mount Pmdus on the west to the Gulf of Pagasse on 
the east2—along the mountain chain of Othrys with its lateral 
projections northerly into the Thessalian plain, and southerly 
even to its junction with CEta. The three tribes of the Malians 
dwelt between Achsea Phthiotis and Thermopylae, including 
both Trachm and Herakleia. Westward of Achsea Phthi6tis, the 
lofty region of Pmdus or Tymphrestus, with its declivities both 
westward and eastward, was occupied by the Dolopes. 

All these five tribes or subdivisions—Perrhsobians, Magnates, 
Thessalians Achseans of Phthiotis, Mahans, and Dolopes, together 
depen-0lr with certain Epirotic and Macedonian tribes besides, 
dents. beyond the boundaries of Pindus and Olympus—were 
m a state of irregular dependence upon the Thessalians, who 
occupied the central plain or basin drained by the Peneius. 
That river receives the streams from Olympus, from Pindus, and 
from Othrys—flowing through a region which was supposed by its 
inhabitants to have been once a lake, until Poseiddn cut open the 
defile of Tempi, through which the waters found an efflux. In 
travelling northward from Thermopyloe, the commencement of 
this fertile region—the amplest space of land continuously 
productive which Hellas presents—is strikingly marked by the 
steep rock and ancient fortress of Thaumaki ,8 fiom whence the 
traveller, passing over the mountains of Achsea Phthiotis and 
Othrys, sees before him the plains and low declivities which 
reach northward across Thessaly to Olympus A narrow strip of 
coast— m the interior of the Gulf of Pagasse, between the Magnates 
and the Achseans, and containing the towns of Amphanseum and 

into Perrhcebia seo the description of territory of Trachm m the limits of 
the pass and the neighbouring country Phthidtis (Strabo, l c.). Herodotus 
m Leake, Travels m Northern Greece, considers PhthiOtis as terminating a 
ch. xxvm vol. in p 838—348; compare little north of the nver Spercheius (vii 
Livy, xln 63 198), 

1 Skylax, Penplus, o. 66 ; Herodot 3 See the description of Thaumaki 
vii. 183—188. in Livy, xxxii. 4, and m Dr Holland’s 

2 Skylax, Penpl. c 64; Strabo, ix. Travels, ch. xvii, vol li p. 112^-now 
p. 433—134, SophokJ&s included the Thomoko. 
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Pagasse1—belonged to tins proper territory of Thessaly, but its 
great expansion was inland : within it were situated the cities of 
Pherse, Pharsalus, Skotussa, Larissa, Krannon, Atrax, Pharkadon, 
Tiikka, Metropolis, Pelinna, &c. 

The abundance of corn and cattle from the neighbouring plains 
sustained in these cities a numerous population, and above all a 
proud and disorderly noblesse, whose manners bore much 
resemblance to those of the‘heroic times. They were violent in 
their behaviour, eager in armed feud, but unaccustomed to 
political discussion or compromise; faithless as to obligations, 
yet at the same time generous in their hospitalities, and much 
given to the enjoyments of the table.2 Breeding the finest horses 
m Greece they were distinguished for their excellence as cavalry; 
but their infantry is little noticed, nor do the Thessalian cities 
seem to have possessed that congregation of free and tolerably 
equal citizens, each master of his own arms, out of whom the 
lanks of hoplites were constituted. The warlike nobles, such as 
the Aleuadse at Larissa, the Skopadae at Kranndn, despising 
everything but equestrian service for themselves, furnished, from 

i Skylax, Peripl c. 05 Hesychius (v 
Ila-yacnTns ’A.irokk(ov) seems to reckon 
Pagasse as Achaean, 

About the towns in Thessaly and 
their various positions, see Manneit, 
Geograph der Gr. und Romer, Part 
vn. Book in ch 8 and 9 

There was an ancient religious cere¬ 
mony, celebrated by the JDelphians 
every ninth year (EnnaetGris) a pio- 
cession was sent from Delphi to the 
pass of TempG, consisting of well-born 
youths under an archi-theflr, who repre¬ 
sented the proceeding ascribed by an 
old legend to Apollo, that god was 
believed to have gone thither to receive 
expiation after the slaughter of the 
serpent Pytho * at least this was one 
among several discrepant legends. The 
chief youth plucked and brought back 
a branch fiom the sacred lauiel at 
TempA as a token that he had fulfilled 
his mission* he returned by **the 
sacred road,” and broke his fast at a 
place called Aetimas near Larissa A 
solemn festival, frequented by a large 
concourse of people from the surround¬ 
ing regions, was celebiated on this 
occasion at TempG, m honour of Apollo 
TempeitSs CApwrAovvc Tenure irtf. in the 
wEohc dialect of Thessaly see Inscnpt. 
in Boeckh, Coip. Ins. No. 1767). The 

procession was accompanied by a flute- 
player 

See Plutarch, Qusest Gnec ch. xi 
p 292 ; De MusicH, ch. xiv. p 1136; 
JSlian, V. H. ni 1, Stephan. Byz. v. 
Aeiima?. 

. It is important to notice these reli¬ 
gious processions as establishing inter¬ 
com se and sympathies between the 
distant members of Hellas: but the 
inferences winch 0 Muller (Dorians, 
B li 1, p. 222) would build upon them, 
as to the ongmal seat of the Dorians 
and the worship of Apollo, are not to 
be trusted. 

2 Plato, Krito, c 15, p 53. ««« yap 
irAettrnj aratjCa (eat a«oAa<rta (compaie 

the beginning of the Men6n)—a remark 
the more stnking, since he had just 
before described the Boeotian Thebes 
as a well-regulated city, though both 
Diksearchus and Polybius repiosent it 
in their times as so much the contrary. 

See also Demosthen Olynth. i. c 9, 
§16, cont Aristocrat, c 29, p. 657; 

chol. Kurip Phcemss. 1466, Theo- 
pomp Fragment. 54—178, ed. Didot; 
Aristophanes, Plut. 521. 

The march of political affairs in 
Thessaly is understood from Xenoph. 
Hellen. vi. l, compare Anabas. i. 1, 
10, and Thucyd. iv. 78. 
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their extensive herds on the plain, horses for the poorer soldiers. 
These Thessalian cities exhibit the extreme of turbulent oligaichy, 
occasionally trampled down by some one man of gieat vigour, but 
little tempered by that sense of political communion and reverence 
for established law, which was found among the better cities of 
Hellas. Both in Athens and Sparta, so different in many respects 
from each other, this feeling will be found, if not indeed constantly 
predominant, yet constantly present and operative. Both of them 
exhibit a contrast with Larissa or Pherse not unlike that between 
Rome and Capua—the former with her endless civil disputes 
Thessalian constitutionally conducted, admitting the joint action 
character 0f parties against a common foe : the latter with her 
abundant soil enriching a luxurious oligarchy, and impelled 
according to the feuds of her great propnetors, the Magii, Blossn, 
and Jubellii.1 

The Thessalians are indeed in their character and capacity as 
much Epnotic or Macedonian as Hellenic, forming a sort of link 
between the two. For the Macedonians, though trained in after¬ 
times upon Grecian principles by the genius of Philip and Alex¬ 
ander, so as to constitute the celebrated heavy-armed phalanx, 
were originally (even in the Peloponnesian war) distinguished 
chiefly for the excellence of their cavalry, like the Thessalian ;2 
while the broad-brimmed hat or kausia, and the short spreading 
mantle or chlamys, were common to both. 

We are told that the Thessalians were originally immigrants 
from Thesprotia in Epirus, and conquerors of the plain of the 
Peneius, which (according to Herodotus) was then called JEolis, 
and which they found occupied by the Pelasgi.8 It may be 
doubted whether the great Thessalian families—such as the 
Aleuadse of Larissa, descendants fiom HSrakles, and placed by 
Pindar on the same level as the Lacedsemonian kings4—would 
have admitted this Thespiotian oiigin; nor dees it coincide with 
the tenor of those legends which make the eponym, Thessalus, 

i Seo Cicero Orat inPison. c 11; Be 
Leg. Agrar. cont. Rullum, c. 34—35. 

3 Compare the Thessalian cavalry as 
described by Polybius, iv 8, with the 
Macedonian as described by Thucy¬ 
dides, li. 100. 

3 Herodot vii 15T6, Thncyd i. 12. 

4 Pindar, Pyth. x. init., with the 
Scholia, and the valuable comment of 
Boeckh, m reference to the Aleuadse; 
Schneider ad Anstot. Polit v. 5, 9; 
and the Essay of Buttmann, Von dem 
Geschlecht der Aleuaden, art. xxii 
vol n p 254, of the collection called 
“Mythologus”. 
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son of Herakles. Moreover it is to "be remarked that the language 
of the Thessalians was Hellenic, a variety of the iEolic dialect;1 
the same (so far as we can make out) as that of the people whom 
they must have found settled in the country at their first conquest. 
If then it be true, that at some period anterior to the commence¬ 
ment of authentic history, a body of Thesprotian warriors crossed 
the passes of Pmdus, and established themselves as conquerors 
in Thessaly, we must suppose them to have been more warlike 
than numerous, and to have gradually dropt their primitive 
language. 

In other respects, the condition of the population of Thessaly, 
such as we find it during the historical period, favours the 
supposition of an original mixture of conquerors and conquered : 
for it seems that there was among the Thessalians and their 
dependents a triple gradation, somewhat rnalogous to that of 
Laconia. First, a class of rich proprietors distributed throughout 
the principal cities, possessing most of the soil, and constituting 
separate oligarchies loosely hanging together.2 Hext the subject 
Achseans, Magnates, Penhaebi, different from the Laconian 
Penceki, m this point, that they retained their ancient tribe- 
name and separate Amphiktyonic franchise. Thndly, a class of 
serfs or dependent cultivators, corresponding to the Laconian 
Helots, who tilling the lands of the wealthy oligarchs, paid over 
a proportion of its produce, furnished the retainers by which 
these great families were surrounded, served as their followers in 
the cavalry, and were in a condition of villenage,—yet with the 
important reserve that they could not be sold out of the country,3 

1 Ahrens, He Dialect. JSolicA, c. 1, 
2. 

2 See Anstot. Polit li. 6,3; Thucyd. 
ii. 99—100 

8 The words ascribed by Xenoph6n 
(Hellen. vi 1, 11) to Jason of Pheiae, 
and the lines of Theocntus (xvi. 34), 
attest the numbers and vigour of the 
Thessalian Penestse, and the gieat 
wealth of the Aleuaaae and Skopadse 
Both these families acquired celebuty 
from the verses of Simonides ; he was 
patronised and his muse invoked by 
both of them; see Lilian, V. H xn. l; 
Ovid, Ibis, 512, Qumtillian, xi. 2, 15 
Pindar also boasts of his friendship 
with Thorax the Aleuad (Pyth. x. 99) 

The Thessalian wSpairoSurraC allu¬ 

ded to m AnstophanSs (Plutus, 521) 
must have sold men out of the country 
for slaves—either lefractory Penestse, 
or Perrhsebian, Magnetic, and Achaean 
freemen, seized by violence: the 
Athenian comic poet Mnesimachus, m 
jestmg on the voracity of the Phar- 
salians, exclaims, ap. Athena, x. p. 
418— 

apa ttov 
oirrijv Ka.re<r8Cov(TL w6ktv ’A.x&t'idjv. 

Pagasse was celebrated as a place 
of export for slaves (Herxnippus ap. 
Athenae. i 49). 

Mendn of Pharsalus assisted the 
Athenians against Amphipolis with 
200 oi 300 “ Penestse on horseback, of 
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that yfchey had a permanent tenure in the soil, and that they 
maintained among one another the relations of family and village. 
This last-mentioned order of men, in Thessaly called the Penestse, 
Condition is assimilated by all ancient authors to the Helots of 
population Tacoma, and in both cases the danger attending such 
of Thessaly a social arrangement is noticed by Plato and Aristotle. 
race^tS? For the Helots as well as the Penestse had their own 
Penestae. common language and mutual sympathies, a separate 
residence, arms, and courage, to a certain extent, also, they 
possessed the means of acquiring property, since we are told that 
some of the Penestse were richer than their masters.1 So many 
means of action, combined with a degraded social position, gave 
rise to frequent revolt and incessant apprehensions. As a general 
lule, indeed, the cultivation of the soil by slaves or dependents, 
for the benefit of proprietors in the cities, prevailed throughout 
most parts of Greece. The rich men of Thebes, Argos, Athens, 
or Elis, must have derived their incomes m the same manner; 
but it seems that there was often in other places a larger 
intermixture of bought foreign slaves, and also that the number, 
fellow-feeling and courage of the degraded village population 
was nowhere so great as m Thessaly and Laconia. Now the 
origin of the Penestae in Thessaly is ascribed to the conquest 
of the territory by the Thesprotians, as that of the Helots in 
Laconia is traced to the Donan conquest The victors in both 
countnes are said to have entered into a convention with the 
vanquished population, whereby the latter became serfs and 
tillers of the land for the benefit of the former, hut were at the 
same time protected in their holdings, constituted subjects of the 
state, and secured against being sold away as slaves. Even in 
the Thessalian cities, though inhabited in common by Thessalian 
proprietors and their Penestae, the quarters assigned to each were 
to a great degree separated: what was called the Free Agora 
could not be trodden by any Pene&t except when specially 
summoned.3 

his own” (ITeveoraif ifiiotc)—Demos- Both Plato and Aristotle insist on 
then mpl 'S.wtaf. c. 9, p. 173, cont. the extreme danger of having numerous 
Aristocrat, c 61, p 687. slaves, fellow-countrymen and of one 

i Archemachus ap. Athense vi. p. language—(o/i6<£vAot, 6/jk54><dvoi, irarptw- 
264 , Plato, Legg Vi p 777 , Anstoc. rai A\\7j\<av). 

I0a as*.3’ m *' 9 ’ Dl0ny9- Hah0 2 Anstot. Pout vH. 11,2. 
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Who tlie people were, whom the conquest of Thessaly lijf^the 
Thesprotians reduced to this predial villenage, we who the 

find differently stated. Accordmg to Theopompus, 
they were Perrhsehians and Magnates; accoidmg to doubtful 

others, Pelasgians; while Archemachus alleged them to have 
been Boeotians of the territory of Arn$]—some emigrating to 
escape the conquerors, others remaining and accepting the 
condition of serfs. But the conquest, assuming it as a fact, 
occurred at far too early a day to allow of our making out either 
the manner m which it came to pass or the state of things which 
preceded it. The Pelasgians whom Herodotus saw at Kreston 
are affirmed by him to have been the descendants of those who 
quitted Thessaly to escapei 2 the invading Thesprotians ; though 
others held that the Boeotians, driven on this occasion from their 
habitations on the Gulf of Pagasso near the Achaeans of Phtlu6tis, 
precipitated themselves on Orchomenos and Boeotia, and settled 
in it, expelling the Mmyae and the Pelasgians. 

Passing over the legends on this subject, and confining ourselves 
to historical time, we find an established quadruple QUadruple 
division of Thessaly, said to have been introduced in division of 

the time of Aleuas, the ancestor (real or mythical) Thessaly 
of the powerful Aleuadae,—Thessalifitis, Pelasgiotis, Histi8e6tis, 
Phthiotis.3 * * * * 8 In Phthiotis were comprehended the Achaeans, whose 
chief towns were Miletsea, ItOnus, Thebse Phthiotides, Alos, 
Larissa Kremast6 and Pteleon, on or near the western coast of the 
Gulf of Pagasse. HistiseOtis, to the north of the Peneius, 

i Theopompus and Archemachus ap 
Athense vi p. 264—266, compare 
Thucyd u 12; Steph Byz v *Apvn— 
the converse of this stoiy in Strabo, ix 
p. 401—411, of the Thessalian Am6 
being settled from Boeotia That the 
villeins or Penestae weie completely 
distinct from the circumjacent depen¬ 
dents—Achaeans, Magueies, Perrhae- 
bians, we see by Anst. Polit. li. 6, 3. 
They had their eponymous hero 
Penest&s, whose descent was braced to 
Thessalus son of HSrakl&s. they were 
thus connected with the mythical 
father of the nation (Schol. Anstoph. 
Vesp. 1271). 

a Herodot. i. 67; compare vii 176, 

8 Hellamkus, Fragm 28, ed. Didot, 
Harpocration, v. Terpapxt*. the quad¬ 

ruple division was older than Hekataous 
(Steph Byz. v. Kpdwtav). 

Hekatceus connected the Peirhae- 
bians with the genealogy of jEolus 
through Tyr5 the daughtei of 
Salm6neus they passed as AioKkU 
(Hekataeus, Frag. 334, ed. Didot; 
Stephan. Byz v. 4>&kawa and T6w<n). 

The temtory of the city of Histicea 
(in the north part of the island of 
Euboea) was also called Hiotiee6tis 
The double occurrence of this name 
(no uncommon thing in ancient Greece) 
seems to have given rise to the state¬ 
ment, that the Peirheebi had subdued 
the northern parts of Euboea, and 
earned over the inhabitants of the 
Buboean Histisea captive into the 
north-west of Thessaly (Strabo, ix. p 
437, X p. 446). 
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comprised the Perrhsebians with numerous towns strong in 
situation, but of no great size or importance ; they occupied the 
passes of Olympus,1 and are sometimes considered as extending 
westward across Pmdus. Pelasgiotis included the Magnates, 
together with that which was called the Pelasgic plain bordering 
on the western side of Pelion and Ossa.2 Thessaiiotis comprised 
the central plain of Thessaly and the upper course of the river 
Peneius. This was the political classification of the Thessalian 
power, framed to suit a time when the separate cities were 
maintained in harmonious action by favourable circumstances or 
by some energetic individual ascendency, foi their union was in 
general interrupted and disorderly, and we find certain cities 
standing aloof while the rest went to war.3 Though a certain 
political junction, and obligations of some kind towards a common 
authority, were recognised m theory by all, and a chief or Tagus4 
was nominated to enforce obedience,—yet it frequently happened 
that the disputes of the cities among themselves prevented the 
choice of a Tagus, or drove him out of the country, and left the 
alliance little more than nominal. Larissa, Pliarsalus 5 and Pherse 
—each with its cluster of dependent towns as adjuncts—seem to 
Disorderly been nearly on a par in strength, and each torn 
confetlei acy by intestine faction, so that not only was the supremacy 
Thessalian over common dependents relaxed, but even the means 
cities. 0f repelling invaders greatly enfeebled. The depen¬ 
dence of the Perrhaebians, Magnates, Achaeans, and Malians, might 
under these cncumstances be often loose and easy. But the 
condition of the Penestae—who occupied the; villages belonging 
to these gieat cities, in the central plains of Pelasgiotis and 
Thessalidtis, and from whom the Aleuadae and Skopadse derived 
their exuberance of landed pioduce—was noway mitigated, if it 
was not even aggravated, by such constant factions. Nor were 
there wanting cases in which the discontent if this subject class 

1 Pliny, H. N. iv. 1; Strabo, ix. p rayott teal rfi i(r6A«t—the title of Tagi 
410 seems thus to have been given to the 

2 Strabo, ix, p, 443. magistrates of separate , Thessalian 
$ Diodor xvin 11; Thucyd li 22 cities. The Inscriptions of Thaumaki 

, 4 The inscription No. 1770 in Boeckh's (No 1773—177/4) have the title ap^ovre?, 
Corpus Inscript, contains a letter of not rayoi The title ra-yis was peculiar 
the Roman consul, Titus Qumcbius to Thessaly (Pollux, i. 128). 
Flamimnus, addressed to the city of 5 Xenophoni, Hellen. vi. 1,9; Diodor. 
Kyretne (north of Atrax m Perrhaebia). xiv. 82; Thuteyd. i. 8. Herod vu. 6, 
The letter is addressed, KvperUojv to is calls the Aleuiadae ©e<r<raAajs ^acrtA^es. 
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was employed by membeis of tbe native oligarchy,1 or even by 
foreign states, for the purpose of bringing about political 
revolutions. 

“When Thessaly is under her Tagus, all the neighbouring . 
people pay tribute to her; she can send into the field 6,000 
cavalry and 10,000 hoplites or heavy-armed infantry,”2 observed 
Jas6n, despot of Pherse, to Polydamas of Pharsalus, in endeavouring 
to prevail on the latter to second his pretensions to that dignity. 
The impost due from the tributaries, seemingly considerable, 
was then realised with arrears, and the duties upon imports at 
the harbours of the Pagassean gulf, imposed for the benefit of the 
confederacy, were then enforced with stuctness; but the observa¬ 
tion shows that while unanimous Thessaly was very powerful, 
her periods of unanimity were only occasional.3 Among the 
nations which thus paid tribute to the fulness of 
Thessalian power, we may number not merely the power of 

Perrhsebi, Magnates, and Achseans of Phthiotis, but ^kenma 
also the Malians and Dolopes, and various tribes of state of 

Epirots extending to the westward of Pmdus 4 We 
may lemark that they were all (except the Malians) javelin-men 
or light-aimed troops, not serving m rank with the full panoply; 
a fact which in Greece counts as presumptive evidence of a lower 
civilization; the Magnates, too, had a peculiar close-fitting mode 
of dress, probably suited to movements in a mountainous country.5 
There was even a time when the Thessalian power threatened to 
extend southward of Thermopylae, and subjugate the Phokians, 
Dorians, and Lokrians. So much were the Phokians alarmed at 
this danger, that they had built a wall across the pass of 
Thermopylae for the purpose of more easily defending it against 

1 Xenophon, Memorab i. 2, 24; to denounce Philip as having got pos- 
Hellenic n 3, 87. The loss of the session of the public authority of the 
comedy called 116Act? of Bupolis (see Thessalian confederation, partly by 
Memeke, Fragm. Conucor. Gieec p mtngue, partly by foice, and we thus 
513) probably prevents us from under- hear of the Atju,ei/e$ and the ay o pa. i 
standing the sarcasm of AnstophanSs which formed the revenue of the con- 
(Vesp 1203) about the ircu}o7rpecrj8eta federacy. 
of Amynias among the Penestre of 4 Xenophon (Hellen.vi 1,7) nnmbers 
Pharbalus; but the incident there the Mapeucot among these tributaries 
alluded to can have nothing to do with along with the Dolopes. the Maraces 
the proceedings of Kntias, touched are named by Pliny (H N iv. 8) also 
upon by Xenopbdn along with the Dolopes, but we do not 

2 Xenophon, Hellen, vi 1,9—12. know where they dwelt. 
3 Demosthen Olynth. i. c 8, p 15, 6 Xenophon, Hellen. vi 1,9, Pindar, 

ii. c. 5, p. 21. The orator had occasion Pyth. iv. 80. 
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Thessalian invaders, who are reported to have penetrated more 
than once into the Phokian valleys, and to have sustained some 
severe defeats.1 At what precise time these events happened, we 
find no information ; but it must have been considerably eailier 
than the invasion of Xerxes, since the defensive wall which had 
been built at Thermopylae by the Phokians was found by 
Leonidas m a state of rum. But the Phokians, though they no 
longer felt the necessity of keepmg up this wall, had not ceased 
to feai and hate the Thessalians—an antipathy which will be 
found to manifest itself palpably in connexion with the Persian 
invasion On the whole the lesistance of the Phokians was 
successful, for the power of the Thessalians never reached south¬ 
ward of the pass. 

It will be recollected that these different ancient races,— 
Achceans, Peirluxsbi, Magnates, Achseans, Malians, Dolopes — 
Site, thouSh tributaries of the Thessalians, still retained 
Mahans, their Amphiktyomc franchise, and were considered 

as legitimate Hellenes: all except the MAlnma are 

oVtheThes* infIeed mentl0ned m the Iliad. We shall rarely have 
giians, but occasion to speak much of them in the course of this 
phiktyomc history: they are found siding with Xerxes (chiefly 
races. by constraint) in his attack of Greece, and almost 
indifferent in the struggle between Sparta and Athens That 
the Achseans of Phthiotis are a portion of the same race as the 
Achseans of Peloponnesus it seems reasonable to believe, though 
we trace no historical evidence to authenticate it. Achsea 
PhthiOtis is the seat of Hellen, the patriarch of the entire race,— 
of the primitive Hellas, by some treated as a town, by others as 
a district of some breadth,—and of the great national hero 
Achilles. Its connexion with the Peloponnesian Achooans is not 
unlike that of DOris with the Peloponnesian Dorians.3 

We have also to notice another ethnical kindred, the date and 
circumstances of which are given to us only m a mythical form, 
but which seems nevertheless to be in itself a reality,—that of 
the Magnates on Pelion and Ossa, with the two divisions of 

i Herodot vii 176; viii. 27—28 s One story was, that these Achseans 
a The story of invading Thessalians of Phthia went into Peloponnesus with 

at KerGssus near Leuktra in Boeotia Pelops, and settled in Laconia (Strabo, 
(Pausan. ix. IS, 1) is not at all probable, vm. p. 365). 
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Asiatic Magnetes, or Magnesia on Mount Sipylus and Magnesia 
on the river Meander. It is said that these two Asiatic 
homonymous towns were founded by migrations of Asiatic 

the Thessalian Magnates, a body of whom became Magnetes* 
conseciated to the Delphian god, and chose a new abode under 
his directions. According to one story, these emigrants were 
warriors returning from the siege of Tioy; according to another, 
they sought fresh seats to escape from the Thesprotian conquerors 
of Thessaly. There was a third story, according to which the 
Thessalian Magnetes themselves were represented as colonists1 
from Delphi. Though we can elicit no distinct matter of fact 
from these legends, we may nevertheless admit the connexion of 
race between the Thessalian and the Asiatic Magnetes as well as 
the reverential dependence of both, manifested m this supposed 
filiation, on the temple of Delphi Of the Magnetes in Krete, 
noticed by Plato as long extinct m his time, we cannot absolutely 
verify even the existence. 

Of the Malians, Thucydides notices three tribes (yivrj) as 
existing m his time—the Paraln, the Hiercs (Priests), the 
and the Trachmii, or men of Trachm :2 it is possible Malmns* 
that the second of the two may have been possessor of the sacred 
spot on which the Amphiktyonic meetings were held. The 
prevalence of the hoplites or heavy-armed infantry among the 
Malians indicates that we are stepping from Thessalian to more 
southerly Hellenic habits: the Malians recognized every man as 

1 Anstoteles ap Athena* iv p, 173; 
Conon, Nan at. 29, Strabo, mv p 
647 

Hoeck (Kieta, b iii vol. li p 409) 
attempts (unsuccessfully, m my incite¬ 
ment) to reduce these stones into the 
form of substantial history 

2 Thucyd in 92 The distinction 
made by Skylax (c. 61) and Diodorus 
(xviii 11) between M^Aieis and MaAwZs 
—the latter adjoining the former on 
the north — appears inadmissible, 
though Letronne still defends it 
(P6riple de Marden d’Hdraclde, &c., 
Paris, 1839, p 212). 

Instead of MaAtets, we ought to read 
Aa/xteZ?, as O Muller.observes (Dorians, 
i 6, p. 48). 

It is remarkable that the important 
town of Lamia (the modem Zeitun) is 
not noticed either by Herodotus, 

2- 

Thucy didOs, or XonophCn; Skylax is 
the hist who mentions it. The route 
of Xeixes towards Thermopylae lay 
along the coast from Alo& 

The JLatmeis (assuming that to be 
the correct leading) occupied the 
northern coast of the Maliac Gulf, 
from the north bank of the Sperclioius 
to the town of Echinus, m which posi¬ 
tion Dr. Cramer places the MyAiets 
n<xp<fAu>i—an error, I think (Geography 
of Greece, vol i p, 430). j 

It is not improbable that Lamia 
first acquired impoitance during the 
couise of those events towards the 
close of the Peloponnesian war, when 
the Lacedaemonians, in defence of 
Herakleia, attacked the Achseans of 
Phthibtis, and even expelled the 
GEtseans for a time from their seats 
(see Thucyd. viii. 3; Diodor. aav. 88). 
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a qualified citizen who either had served, or was serving, in the 
ranks with his full panoply.1 Yet the panoply was probably not 
perfectly suitable to the mountainous regions by which they were 
surrounded; for at the beginning of the Peloponnesian war, the 
aggressive mountaineers of the neighbouring region of (Eta had 
so harassed and overwhelmed them in war, that they were forced 
to throw themselves on the protection of Sparta, and the 
establishment of the Spartan colony of Herakleia near Trachm 
was the result of their urgent application Of these mountaineers, 
described under the general name of (Etseans, the principal were 

The (Etsei J®malies (or Em&ues, as they are termed in the 
—The ’ Homeric Catalogue as well as by Herodotus),—an 
^manes ancient Hellenic2 Amphiktyonic race, who are said to 
have passed through several successive migrations m Thessaly and 
Epirus, but who m the historical times had their settlement and 
their chief town Hypata m the upper valley of the Spercheius, on 
the northern declivity of Mount (Eta. But other tribes were 
probably also included in the name, such as those JEtolian tribes, 
the Bomians and Kallians, whose high and cold abodes approached 
near to the Mahac Gulf. It is in this sense that we are to under¬ 
stand the name, as comprehending all the predatoiy tribes along 
this extensive mountain range, when we are told of the damage 
done by the (Etseans both to the Malians on the east, and to the 
Dorians on the south. but there are some cases m which the 
name (Etseans seems to designate expressly the iEmanes, 
especially when they are mentioned as exercising the Amphikty¬ 
onic franchise.3 

The fine soil, abundant moisture, and genial exposure of the 
southerly declivities of Othrys4—especially the valley of the 
Spercheius, through which river all these waters pass away, and 
which annually gives forth a fertilising inundation—present a 
marked contrast with the barren, craggy, and naked masses of 

1 Aristot. Polit iv. 10,10. 
s PlutaTch, Question. Gwec p. 294. 
t Thucyd no. 92 — 97 , vm 3. 

Xenoph. Hellen i. 2, 18; in another 
passage Xenophdn expressly distin¬ 
guishes the (Etsei and the iEmanes 
(Hellen in. 5, 6) Diodor, xiv 38. 
JBIschmes, De Pals Leg. c. 44, p. 290. 

4 About the fertility as well as the 

beauty of this valley, see Dr. Holland's 
Tia\els, ch xvn vol n. p. 108, and 
Porchhammer (Hefienika, Griechen- 
land, lm Neuen das Alte, Berlin, 1837). 
I do not concur with Porchhammer in 
his attempts to resolve the mythes of 
HSiaklSs, Achilles, and others into 
physical phenomena; but his descrip¬ 
tions of local scenery and attributes 
are most vivid and masterly. 
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Mount (Eta, which forms one side of the pass of Thermopylae. 
.Southward of the pass, the Lokrians, Phokians, and jj0krian3j 
Dorians occupied the mountains and passes between Phokians, 

Thessaly and Bceotia. The coast opposite to the onans 
western side of Euboea, from the neighbourhood of Thermopylae 
as far as the Boeotian frontier at Anth6d6n, was possessed by the 
Lokrians, whose northern frontier town, Alpdm, was conterminous 
with the Malians. There was, however, one narrow strip of 
PhOkis—the town of Daphnus, where the Phokians also touched 
the Eubcean sea—which broke this continuity and divided the 
Lokrians into two sections,—Lokrians ot Mount Knemis, or 
Epiknenndian Lokrians, and Lokrians of Opus, or Opuntian 
Lokrians. The mountain called Knemis, running southward 
paiallel to the coast from the end of (Eta, divided the former 
section from the inland Phokians and the upper valley of the 
Kephisus * farther southward, joining continuously with Mount 
PLuon by means of an intervening mountain which is now called 
Chlomo, it separated the Lokrians of Opus from the territories of 
Orchomenus, Thebes, and AntliedOn, the north-eastern poitions 
of Bceotia Besides these two sections of the Lokrian name, there 
was also a third, completely separate, and said to have been 
colonised out from Opus,—the Lokrians sumamed Ozolse,—who 
dwelt apart on the western side of PhOkis, along the northern 
coast of the Corinthian Gulf, They reached from Amphissa— 
which overhung the plain of Krissa, and stood within seven miles 
of Delphi—to Naupaktus, near the nairow entrance of the Gulf. 
which latter town was taken from these Lokrians by the Athenians 
a little before the Peloponnesian war. Opus prided itself on being 
the mother-city of the Lokrian name, and the legends of Deuka- 
lion and Pyrrha found a home there as well as in Phthidtis. 
Alpem, Nikaea, Tliromum, and Skaipheia, were towns, ancient 
but ummpoitant of the Epiknenndian Loknans * but the whole 
length of this Lokrian coast is celebrated for its beauty and 
fertility, both by ancient and modern observers.1 

i Strabo, ix p 425, I'orcbbaromer when military position came to be more 
Hollemka, p 11—12 Kynus is some- valued than legendary celebrity (Livy, 
times spoken of as the harbour of xxvm o, Pausan. x. 1, 1; Skylax, e. 
Opus, but it was a city of itself as old 61—62), the latter counts Thronium 
as the Homeric Catalogue, and of 'lome and 'KnSmis or Knfimides as being 
moment m the later wars of Greece, Phokian, not Lokrian; which they 
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The Phokians were bounded on the north by the little 
The Pho- territories called D6ris and Dryopis, which separated 
kians* them from the Malians,—on the north-east, east and 

south-west by the different branches of Loknans,—and on the 

south-east by the Boeotians. They touched the Eubcean sea (a& 
has been mentioned) at Dapbnus, the point where it approaches 

nearest to their chief town Elateia; their territory also comprised 
most part of the lofty and bleak range of Parnassus as far as its 
southerly termination, where a lower portion of it, called Kirphis, 

projects into the Corinthian Gulf, between the two bays of 
Antikyra and Krissa; the latter, with its once fertile plain, was 
in proximity to the sacred rock of the Delphian Apollo. Both 

Delphi and Krissa originally belonged to the Pliokian race. But 
the sanctity of the temple, together with Lacedaemonian aid, 
enabled the Delphians to set up for themselves, disavowing their 

connexion with the Phokian brotherhood Territorially speaking, 
the most valuable part of Phokis1 consisted in the valley of the 
river Kephisus, which takes its nse from Parnassus not far from 
the Phokian town of Lilsea, passes between QEta and KnSmis on 

one side and Parnassus on the other, and enters Bceotia near 

Chseroneia, dischaigmg itself into the lake K6pais. It was on 
the projecting mountain ledges and rocks on each side of this 

river that the numerous little Phokian towns were situated. 

Twenty-two of them were destroyed and broken up into villages 

by the Amphiktyomc order after the second Sacred War ; Abm 
(one of the few, if not the only one, that was spaied) being 
protected by the sanctity of its temple and oracle Of these 

cities the most important was Elateia, situated on the left bank 

of the Kephisus, and on the road from Lolais into Plidkis, m the 
natural march of an army from Theimopyloe into Bceotia. The 
Phokian towns2 were embodied in an ancient confederacy, which 

were for a short time duinift the spausan x 5 1, Demosth Fals 
prosperity of the Pliokmns at the Lee; c 22—28, Biodor xvi 60, with 
beginning of the Sacied War, though tho note of Wessehng 
not permanently (iEschin. Fals Legat The tenth book of Pausamas, 
c 42, p 46). This serves as one pre- though the larger half of it is devoted 
sumption about the ago of the Penplus to Delphi, tells us all that we know 
of Skylax (see the notes of Klausen ad respecting the less unpoitant towns of 
SkyL p 2t>9). These Loknaa towns Phokis Compare also Dr. Cramer’s 
lay along the important road from Geography of Greece, vol. n sect 
Thermopylae to Eiateh and Boeotia 10; and Leake’s Travels in Northern 
(Pausaa. viL 15, 2, Livy, xxxiii. 8). Greece, vol li ch 18 

1 Pausan. x. 83,4* Two funeral monuments of the> 
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held its periodical meetings at a temple between Daulis and 

Delphi. 

The little territory called Doris and Drvopis occupied the 

southern declivity of Mount (Eta, dividmg Phdkis on x>6ri&— 

-the north and north-west from the JEtolians, JEnianes, 

and Malians. That which was called Doris in the historical 

■times, and which reached, m the time of Herodotus, nearly as far 

eastward as the Maliac Gulf, is said to have formed a part of what 

had been once called Dryopis ; a territory which had comprised 
the summit of CEta as far as the Spercheius northward, and which 

had been inhabited by an old Hellenic tribe called Dryopes. 
The Dorians acquired their settlement m Dryopis by gift from 

Herakles, who along with the Malians (so ran the legend) had 
‘expelled the Dryopes, and compelled them to find for themselves 
new seats at Heimion6 and Asine, m the Argolic peninsula of 
Peloponnesus—at Styra and Karystus m Euboea—and in the 

island of Kythnus;1 it is only in these five last- Historical 

mentioned places that history recognises them. The 

territory of D6ris was distributed into four little townships— 

Pmdus or Akyphas, Boeon, Kytinion, and Enneon—each of 

which seems to have occupied a separate valley belonging to one 

•of the feeders of the river Kephisus—the only narrow spaces of 
cultivated ground which this “ small and sad ” region presented.2 

In itself this tetrapolis is so insignificant, that we shall rarely 
find occasion to mention it: but it acquired a factitious con¬ 

sequence by being regarded as the metropolis of the great Dorian 
cities in Peloponnesus, and receiving on that ground special 
protection from Sparta. I do not here touch upon that stiing of 

ante-historical migrations—stated by Herodotus and illustrated 
by the ingenuity as well as decorated by the fancy of 0. Muller— 
through which the Dorians are affiliated with the patriarch of the 

Hellenic race-—moving originally out of Plithiotis to Histisedtis, 

Phokian hero Schedius (who com¬ 
mands the Phokian troops before Troy 
and is slain in the Iliad) marked the 
two extremities of PhCkis,—one at 
Daphnus on the Euboean sea, the 
other at Antikyra on the Corinthian 
Gulf (Strabo, ix. p. 425, Pausan. x. 
36, 4\ 

i Herodot. viii. 31, 48, 46; Diodor. 

iv. 67, Aristot. ap Strabo, viii p 373. 
O. Muller (History of the Dorians, 

hook i chap, u.) has given all that can 
be known about D6ns and Dryopis, 
together with some matters which 
appear to me very inadequately 
authenticated. 

3 II6 Act? fUKpal kou Xvirp6xtnpOLf 
Strabo, ix. p. 427. 
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then to Pindus, and lastly to Dons The residence of Dorians in 

D6ns is a fact which meets us at the commencement of lnstoiy, 

like that of the Phokians and Loknans m their respective 

temtories 
We next pass to the iEtolians, whose extreme tribes covered 

The the bleak heights of .Eta and Korax, reaching almost 
iEtolians within sight of the Maliac Gull, where they bordeied 

on the Dorians and Malians—while tlieir cential and western 
tubes stretched along the lrontier of the Ozolian Loknans to the 

flat plain, abundant m maish and lake, near the mouth of the 
Euenus. In the time of Herodotus and Thucydides they do not 

seem to have extended so far westward as the Achelous, but in 

later times this latter river, throughout the greater pait of its 

lower course, divided them fiom the Akamanians 1 on the north 

they touched upon the Dolopians and upon a parallel of latitude 

nearly as far north as Ambiakia. There were three great 

divisions of the iEtolian name—the Apoddti, Ophioneis and 
Eurytanes—each of which was subdivided into several different 

village tribes. The northern and eastern portion of the territory3 

consisted of very higl mountain ranges, and even in the southern 
portion, the mountains Aiakynthus, Kurion, Chalkis, Taphiassus, 

are found at no great distance from the sea; while the chief towns 

in iEtolia—Kalydon, Pleuron, Chalkis,—seem to have been 

situated eastward of the Euenus, between the last-mentioned 
mountain0 and the sea.3 The first two towns have been greatly 

ennobled m legend, but are little named m history; while on the 

contrary, Thermus, the chief town of the historical IEtolians, and 

the place where the aggregate meeting and festival of the iEtolian 

name, for the choice of a Pan-AStolic geneial, was convoked, is 

not noticed by any one earlier than Epliorus.4 It was paitly 

l Herocl vii 126; Thucyd, n. 102. 
a See the difficult journey o! Fiedler 

from Wraohon northwai d by Karpenitz, 
and then across the north-western 
portion of the ancient Eurytanes (the 
southern continuation of Mount Tym- 
phrOstus and Oita), into the upper 
valley of the Spercheius (Fiedler’s Reise 
in Gnechenland, vol. i. p. 177—191), 
a part of the longer journey from 
Mi&solonghi to Zeitun 

Skylax (c 86) reckons iEtolia as 
extending inland as far as the boun¬ 

daries of the jEnianes on the Spercheius 
—which is quite correct—iEtolia 
Epiktetus—/u.e'xpi t?}? Oircuas, Strabo, 
x p 460. 

J Strabo, x. p. 469—460 There is. 
however great uncertainty about the 
position of these ancient towns: com¬ 
pare Kruse, Hellas, vol in. ch xi p 
233—266, and Brandstatei, Geschichte 
des Aetolischen Landes, p. 121—134 

* Ephorus, Fragm 29, Marx, ap 
Strabo, p 463 The situation of 
Thermus, “ the acropolis as it were of 
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legendary renown, partly ethnical kindred (publicly acknow¬ 

ledged on both sides) with the Eleans m Peloponnesus, which 

authenticated the title of the iEtolians to rank as Hellene But 

the gieat mass of the Apodoti, Eurytanes, and Opliioneis, m the 
inland mountains, were so rude m their manners, and so 

unintelligible1 m their speech (which, however, was not barbaric, 

but very bad Hellenic), that this title might well seem disputable 
—m point of fact it was disputed in later times, when the 
JEtolian power and depredations had become obnoxious nearly to 

all Greece. And it is probably to this difference of manners 

between the iEtolians on the sea-coast and those m the interior, 

that we are to trace a geographical division mentioned by Strabo 
into Ancient JStulia, and iEtolia Epiktetus (or acquired). When 
or by whom this division was introduced, we do not know. It 
cannot be founded upon any conquest, for the inland JEtolians 
were the most unconquerable of mankind; and the affirmation 
which Ephorus applied to the whole iEtolian race—that it had 
never been reduced to subjection by any one—is most of all 
bevond dispute concerning the inland portion, of it,2 

Adjoining the iEtolians were the Akarnanians, the westernmost 

of extra-Peloponnesian Greeks. They extended to the The Akar- 

Ionian sea, and seem, in the time of Thucydides, to nanians 
have occupied both banks of the river Achelous m the lower part 

of its course—-though the left bank appeals afterwards as belonging 
to the AUtolians, so that the river came to constitute the boundary, 

often disputed and decided by arms, between them. The principal 
Akamanian towns, Stratus and CEmadae, were both on the right 

bank; the latter on the marshy and overflowed land near its 

mouth. Hear the Akarnanians, towards the Gulf of Amhiakia, 
were found barbarian or non-Hellenic nations—the Agrseans and 
the Amphilochians. in the midst of the latter, on the shores of 

all iEtolia," and placed on a spot (Polyb v, 7—8; compare Brandstater, 
almost unapproachable by an army, is Geschichte des Aetol Landes, p 133) 
to a certain extent, though not wholly, 1 Thucyd. xii. 102—ayvoi<rr6rarot Si 
capable of being determined by the y\5><rar6.v el<n, <al »/u,o&ayot, i? 
description which Polybius gives of the Xeyorrat, It seems that Thucydides 
rnpid march of Philip and the Mace- had not himself seen or conversed 
donian army to surprise it. The maps* with them, but he does not call them 
both of Kruse ana Kiepert, place it /3ap/3apoi. 
too much on the north of the lake a Ephorus, Fragment. 29, ed Marx.; 
Tnchbnis: the map of Fiedler notes it Skymn. Chius, v. 471; Strabo, x. p. 
more correctly to the east of that lake 450* 
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the Ambrakian Gulf, the Greek colony called Argos Amphi- 
lochicum was established. 

Of the five Hellenic subdivisions now enumerated—Lokrians, 
Phokians, Dorians (of Doris) iEtolians, and Akarnamans (of 
whom Lokrians, Phokians, and iEtolians are comprised in the 
Homeric catalogue)—we have to say the same as of those north of 
Thermopylae. there is no information respecting them from the 
commencement of the historical period down to the Persian war. 
Even that important event brings into action only the Lokrians 
of the Euboean Sea, the Phokians, and the Dorians: we have to 
wait until near the Peloponnesian war before we require infor¬ 
mation respecting the Ozolian Lokrians, the iEtolians, and the 

Akarnamans These last three were unquestionably 
the most backward members of the Hellenic aggregate. 
Though not absolutely without a central town, they 
lived dispersed in villages, retiring when attacked 
to inaccessible heights, perpetually armed and in 
readiness for aggression and plunder wherevei they 

found an opportunity1 Very different was the condition of the 
Lokrians opposite Euboea, the Phokians, and the Dorians. These 
were all orderly town communities, small indeed and poor, but 
not less well-administered than the average of Grecian townships, 
and perhaps exempt from those individual violences which so 
frequently troubled the Boeotian Thebes or the great cities of 
Thessaly. Times us affirmed (contrary, as it seems, to the 
supposition of Aristotle) that in early times there were no slaves 
either among the Lokrians or Phokians, and that the work 
required to be done for proprietors was performed by poor 
freemen;2 a habit which is alleged to have been continued until 
the temporary prosperity of the Sacred War, when the plunder of 
the Delphian temple so greatly enriched the Phokian leaders. 
But this statement is too briefly given, and too imperfectly 
authenticated, to justify any inferences. 

We find in the poet Alkman (about 610 b.c ) the Erysichaean 
or Kalydonian shepherd named as a type of rude rusticity—the 

Ozolian 
Loki lans, 
iEtolians, 
and Akar- 
nanians, 
weiethe 
rudest of 
all Greeks 

iThucyd. i 6: iii 94 Aristotle, 
however, included in his large collec¬ 
tion of HoXtrecai, an ' AKa.pv6.voiv 
HoKvreCa as well as an AlruiK&v IIoXLTcla 
<Anstotelis Rertun Publicarum Reli¬ 

quiae, ed Neumann, p. 102: Strabo, 
vn. p. 821) 

2 Timaeus, Fragm xvii ed. Goller: 
Polyb. xn. 6—7; Athenaeus, vL p. 
264. 
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antithesis of Sardis, where the poet was horn.1 And among the 
suitors who are represented as coming forward to claim the 
daughter of the Sikyonian Kleisthenes in marriage, there appeal's 
both the Thessalian Diaktondes horn Krannon, a member of the 
Skopad family—and the iEtolian Males, brother of that Titormus 
who in muscular strength surpassed all his contemporary Greeks, 
and who had seceded from mankind into the inmost recesses of 

JEtolia: this JEtolian seems to be set forth as a sort of antithesis 
to the delicate Smmdyndes of Sybans, the most luxurious of 
mankind. Herodotus introduces these characters into his 

diamatic picture of this memorable wedding.2 3 * * * * 

Between Phdkis and Lokris on one side, and Attica (from 

which it is divided by the mountains Kithaerdn and The 

Paines) on the other, we find the important territory Boeotians 

called Boeotia, with its ten or twrelve autonomous cities, forming 

a sort of confederacy under the presidency ot Thebes, the most 
powerful among them. Even of this territory, destined during 

the second penod of this history to play a part so conspicuous and 

effective, we know nothing during the first two centunes after 
776 B c. We first acquire some insight into it on occasion of the 
disputes between Thebes and Platsea about the year 520 B.c. 

Orchomenus, on the north-west of the lake Kdpais, forms 
throughout the historical times one of the cities of the Boeotian 

league, seemingly the second after Thebes But I have already 
stated that the Orchomcnian legends, the Catalogue and other 
allusions m Homer, and the traces of vast power and importance 

yet visible m the historical age, attest the early political existence 

of Orchomenus and its neighbourhood apart from Boeotia.8 The 

1 This brief fragment of the sea, the other into the neighbouring 
UapQevela of Alkmau is preserved by lake Hylika, which is surrounded, by 
Stephan Byz. (’Bpuenxv), and alluded high rocky banks and can take more 
to by Strabo, x. p 400. see Welcker, water without «veiflowmg. The lake 
Alkm Fiagm XL, and Bergk, All? Fr. KOpais is an enclosed basin receiving 
xu all the water from DOns and Phdkis 

2 Herodot vi. 127. through the Kaphisus. 
3 See an adimiable topographical Foichhammer thinks that it was 

description of the north pai t of Boeotia nothing but the similarity of the name 
—the lake K6pais and its environs, in It6nea (derived fiom irea, a vnllov>-tree) 
Forchhammers Hollenika, p. 159—180, which gave rise to the tale of an lmmi- 
with an explanatory map. Tho two giation of people from the Thessalian 
long laborious tunnels constructed by to the Boeotian ItdnO (p 148). 
tho old Oichomemans. for the drainage The Homeiic Catalogue presents 
of the lake, as an aid to the insufficiency K6p», on the north of the lake, as 
of the natural Katabothra, are there Boeotian, but not Orchomenus, nor 
very cleaily laid down. one goes to the AspledOn (Iliad, it 502). 
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Amphiktyony in which Orcliomenus participated at the holy 

Orcho- island of Kalauria near the Argolic peninsula, seems 
mcmis. to show that it must once have possessed a naval 

force and commerce, and that its temtory must have touched tlie 

sea at Hake and the lower town of Laiymna, near the southern 
fiontier of Lokns , this sea is sepaiated by a very narrow space 
from the range of mountains which join Knemis and Ptoon, and 
which enclose on the east both the basin of Orcliomenus, Aspledun 

and K6pse, and the lake Kopais. The migration of the Boeotians 

out of Thessaly into Boeotia (which is represented as a consequence 

of the conquest of the former country by the Tliesprotians) is 

commonly assigned as the compulsory force which baptised 
Orchomenus. By whatever cause or at whatever time (whether 

befoie or after 776 B c.) the transition may have been effected, we 
find Orchomenus completely Boeotian throughout the known 

historical age—yet still retaining its local Mmyeian legends, and 

subject to the jealous rivalry1 of Thebes, as being the second city 

in the Boeotian league. The direct road from the passes of 

PhOkis southward into Boeotia went through Choeroneia, leaving 
Lebadeia on the right and Orchomenus on the left hand, and 

passed the south-western edge of the lake Kdpais near the towns 

of Koroneia, Alalkomeme, and Haliartus. Here stood, between 
Mount Helikon and the lake, on the road from PhOkis to ThSbes, 
the important militaiy post called TilphOssion2 The territory of 

Cities of this latter city occupied the greater part of central 
Boeotia Boeotia south of the lake Kopais; it comprehended 

Akrsephia and Mount PtOon, and piobably touched the Euboean 

Sea at the village of Salganeus south of Anthedon. South-west 
of Thebes, bordering cjl the south-eastern extremity of PhOkis 

with the Phokian town of Bulls, stood the city of Thespiae. 
Southward of the AsOpus, but northward of KithaerOn and 

ParnSs, were Platcea and Tanagra: in the south-eastern corner of 

Boeotia stood OrOpus, the frequent subject of contention between 
ThObes and Athens ; and m the road between the Euboean Chalkia 

and Thebes, the town of Mykalessus. 

1 See O. Muller, Orchoinenos, cap. KorOneia—ra irepl Koptivetav trreva. 
xx. p. 418 seq. (Diodor xv, 62: Xenoph. Hellen. iv 3, 

2 See Demostben De Fals Legat c. 15)—which EpamemOndas occupied to 
43—45. Another portion of this narrow prevent the invasion of Kleombrotus- 

' road is piobably meant by the pass of from PhOkis. 
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From our first view of historical Boeotia downward, there 

appears a confederation which embiaces the whole 0onfe(leia. 
territory; and dining the Peloponnesian war the tion of 

Thebans invoke “ the ancient constitutional maxims B(jeotia 

of the Boeotians53 as a justification of extieme rigour, as well as of 
tieacherous breach of the peace, against the recusant Platueans1 

Of this confederation the greater cities were primary members, 

while the lesser were attached to one or other of them m a kind 

of dependent union. Neither the names nor the number of these 

primal y members can be certainly known * theie seem grounds 

for including Thdbes, Orchomenus, Lebadeia, Kordneia, Haliartus, 

Kopse, Anthedon, Tanagra, Thespise, and Platsea before its 
secession.2 Akrsephia with the neighbouring Mount Ptoon and 
its oracle, SkOlus, Glisas and other places, were dependencies of 
Thebes * Chseroneia, Aspledon, Holmdnes and Hyettus, of Orcho¬ 

menus: Siphse, Leuktra, Keressus and Thisbd, of Thespise3 
Certain generals or magistrates called Boeotarchs were chosen 
annually to manage the common affairs of the confederation. At 
the time of the battle of Delium in the Peloponnesian war, they 
were eleven m number, two of them from Thebes ; but whetliei 
this number was always maintained, or m what proportions the 
choice was made by the diffei ent cities, we find no distinct infor¬ 
mation. There were likewise during the Peloponnesian war four 
diffei ent senates, with whom the Boeotarchs consulted on matters 

of impoitance; a cui ions arrangement, of which we have no 

explanation. Lastly, thei e was the general concilium and religious 

festival—the Pambceotia—held periodically at Kordneia Such 
were the forms, as far as we can make them out, of the Boeotian 
confederacy; each of the separate cities possessing its own senate 

and constitution, and having its political consciousness as an 

autonomous unit, yet with a certain habitual deference to the 
federal obligations. Substantially, the affairs of the confederation 

will be found m the hands of Thdbes, managed in the interests 

of Theban ascendency, which appears to have been sustained by 

1 Thucyd. ii. 2—Kara ra ir&rput rfav mentat ad Inscriptt Boeotic. ap. Corp. 
iravroiv Bo«inS>v compare the speech Ins Gr., paib v. p 726. 
of the Thebans to the Lacedaemonians * Herouot vni. 135; ix. 15—43. 
after the captuie of Platcea, uu 61,65,66. Pausan. ix 13, 1; ix 23, S; ix 24,3: 

2 Thucyd iv. 91; C, F. Hermann, ix 32,1—4. Xenophon, Hellen. vi. 4, 
Gnechische Staatsalterthumer, sect. 3—4; compare 0 MoUer, Oioliomenos, 
179; Herodot. v. 79: Boeckh, Coo cap. xx. p. 403. 
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no otter feeling except respect for superior force and bravery. 

The discontents of the minor Boeotian towns, harshly re¬ 

pressed and punished, form an uninviting chapter in Grecian 

history. 
One piece of information we find, respecting Thebes singly and 

Earl legis- aPart ^‘om t^le ot^er Boeotian towns, anterior to the 
lation of year 700 b c. Though brief and incompletely recorded, 

Phiioiaus it is yst highly valuable, as one of the first incidents 
andDioki&s 0f solid an<i positive Grecian history. Diokl£s the 

Corinthian stands enrolled as Olympic victor in the 13th 
Olympiad, or 728 B.c, at a time when the oligarchy called 
Bacchiadce possessed the government of Corinth. The beauty of 

his person attracted towards him the attachment of Phiioiaus, 
one of the members of this oligarchical body,—a sentiment which 
Grecian manners did not proscribe; but it also provoked an 
incestuous passion on the part of his own mother Halkyong, from 

which DioklSs shrunk with hatred and horror He abandoned 

for ever his native city and retired to Thebes, whither he was 

followed by Phiioiaus, and where both of them lived and died. 
Their tombs were yet shown in the time of Aristotle, close 
adjoining to each other, yet with an opposite frontage ; that of 

Phiioiaus being so placed that the inmate could command a view 
of the lofty peak of his native city, while that of Diokl$s ^vas so 

disposed as to block out all prospect of the hateful spot. That 

which preserves to us the memory of so remarkable an incident 

is, the esteem entertained for Phiioiaus by the Thebans—a feeling 
so pronounced, that they invited him to make laws for them. 
We shall have occasion to point out one or two similar cases m 

which Grecian cities invoked the aid of an intelligent stranger ; 

and the practice became common, among the Italian republics in 

the middle ages, to nominate a person not belonging to their city 
either as Podesta or as arbitrator m civil dissensions. It would 
have been highly interesting to know at length what laws Phiio¬ 

iaus made for the Thebans; but Aristotle, with his usual con¬ 
ciseness, merely alludes to his regulations respecting the adoption 
of children and respecting the multiplication of offspring in each 

separate family. His laws were framed with the view to main¬ 

tain the original number of lots of land, without either sub¬ 
division or consolidation; but by what means the purpose was to 
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be fulfilled we are not informed.1 There existed a law at Thebes, 

which perhaps may have been part of the scheme of Philolaus, 

prohibiting exposure of childien, and empowering a father under 

the pressure of extreme poverty to bung his new-born infant to 

the magistiates, who sold it for a price to any citizen-purchaser* 

—taking from him the obligation to bring it up, but allowing 

him m return to consider the adult as his slave.2 From these 

brief allusions, coming to us without accompanying illustration* 

we can draw no other inference, except that the great piobleni of 

population—the relation between the well-being of the citizens 
and their more or less rapid increase in numbers—had engaged 

the serious attention even of the earliest Grecian legislators We 

may however observe that the old Corinthian legislator PheidOn 
(whose precise date cannot be fixed) is stated by Anstotle3 to 

have contemplated much the same object as that which is ascribed 
to Philolaus at Thebes; an unchangeable number both of citizens 

and of lots of land, without any attempt to alter the unequal 

ratio of the lots, one to the other. 

lAristot Polit ii Q, 6—7 Nojuo- 
0£nj? S’ avTOt? (to the Thebans) iyuvi.ro 
<6iA.oA.ao? irepi r aWtov tlvojv kul in pi 
rrjs iratSoiroiias, ovs nakovcrtv cksivoi 
v6p.ov<i den/covs * leal tout’ icrrlv ISCtos 
vrr tKeCvov v«i/ogo0eT»}ju,cVov, omas 6 
apt.8fj.os arttifyrat rwv Kkrjptov A per¬ 
plexing passage follows witlnn tlaoe 
lines Of this—$iAoA.aov fie iSiov term/ 
i) t&v ov<riS>v avofiaktocris—which raises 
two questions fiist, whether Plnlolaus 
can really be meant m the socond 
passage, which talks of what is Ifiioi/ to 
Philolaus, while the fiist passage had 
alieady spoken of something lfi«o? 
vtvofj.o8(.rrifj.i.vov toy the same person 
Accoidmgly Gottling and M Bar- 
thelomy Ht HiLuie follow one of the 
MSS. by mating fcaAeov in place of 

$iA.oAaov Next, what is the meaning 
of avofiakoxTis'* (). Muller (Dorians, 
ch. x 6, p ikD) consideis it to mean a 
“fresh equalisation, .-just as at'«u«er/if>? 
means a lieah illusion,” adopting the 
translation of Victorias and ttehlussev 

The point can haidly too derisively 
settled, but if this tiunslation of 
avofiaKuiffis be conoet, there is good 
ground foi prefoumg the word <l>aAtov 
to ‘luAoAdou, since the proceeding 
described would harmonise toottei wit h 
the ideas of PJLtaleas (Austot. Pol. ii. 
4, 3) 

a Lilian, V. H u 7. 
2 Anstob. Polit n 3, 7. Tins Phoi- 

d6n seems different from PheidOn of 
Argos,, as far as we aio enabled to 
judge. 
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CHAPTER IV. 

EARLIEST HISTORICAL VIEW OF PELOPONNESUS. 
DORIANS IN ARGOS AND THE NEIGHBOURING CITIES. 

We now pass from the northern members to the heart and head 

of Greece—Peloponnesus and Attica, taking the former first m 
order, and giving as much as can he ascertained respecting its 

early historical phenomena 
The traveller who entered Peloponnesus from Boeotia diu mg 

the youthful days of Herodotus and Thucydides, 

SoifofU" found an array of powerful Doric cities conterminous 
Peioponnfi- to each other, and beginning at the Isthmus of 

460 bb Corinth. Ernst came Megara, stretching across the 
isthmus from sea to sea, and occupying the high and 

rugged mountain-ridge called Geraneia * next Corinth, with its 
strong and conspicuous acropolis, and its territory including 

Mount Oneion as well as the portion of the isthmus at once most 
level and narrowest, which divided its two harbours called 
Lechceum and Kenchrece Westward of Corinth, along the 

Corinthian Gulf, stood Siky6n, with a plain of uncommon fer¬ 
tility, between the two towns : southward of Sikyc5n and Corinth 

were Phlius and KleOnee, both conterminous, as well as Cormth, 
with Argos and the Argolic peninsula. The inmost bend of the 

Argolic Gulf, including a considerable space of fiat and marshy 

ground adjoining to the sea, was possessed by Argos ; the Argolic 

peninsula was divided by Argos with the Done cities of Epi- 

Continuous daiirus aud Trcez&i, and the Dryopian city of Her- 
Donaa mion§, the latter possessing the south-western corner. 

13 s Proceeding southward along the western coast of the 
gulf, and passing over the little river called Tanos, the traveller 
found hiruself m the dominion of Sparta, which comprised the 
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entire southern region of the peninsula from its eastern to its 
western sea, where the river Neda flows into the latter. He 

flrst passed from Argos across the difficult mountain range called 

Pam6n (which hounds to the west the southern portion of Aigolis), 
until he found himself in the valley of the river CEnus, which he 

followed until it joined the Enrbtas. In the larger valley of the 

Eur6tas, far removed from the sea, and accessible only through 

the most impracticable mountain roads, lay the five unwalled, 
unadorned, adjoining villages, which bore collectively the foi- 

midable name of Sparta. The whole valley of the Eurotas, from 
Skmtis and Belemmatis at the border of Ai cadia, to the Laconian 
Gulf—expanding m several parts into feitile plain, especially 
near to its mouth, where the touns of Gythium and lidos weie 

found—belonged to Sparta; together with the cold and high 
mountain range to the eastwaid winch pi ejects into the promon¬ 

tory of Malea—and the still loftiei chain of Tavgetus to the 
westward, which ends m the promontoiy of Tamar us On the 
other side of Taygetus, on the hanks of the river Farms us, 

which there flows into the Messeman Gull1, lay the plain of 

Messene, the richest land m the peninsula. This plain had once 
yielded its ample pioduee to the free Messeman Dorians, resident 

m the towns of Stenyklerus and Andania. But m the time of 
which we speak, the name of Messenians was borne only by a 
body of brave but homeless exiles, whose restoration to the land 

of their foiefathers overpassed even the exile’s proverbially 
sanguine hope. Their land was confounded with the western 

portion of Laconia, which reached in a south-westerly direction 
down to the extreme point of Cape Akritas, and northward as 

far as the river Neda. 

Throughout his whole journey to the point last-mentioned 

fiom the borders of Boeotia and Megaris, the travel lei WeBtorM 
would only step from one Dorian state into another. Jviopon- 

But on crossing from the south to the north bank of n UUB* 

the river Neda, at a point near to its mouth, he would find him¬ 
self out of Doric land altogether: first m the territory called 

Tiiphylia—next in that of Pisa or the Pisalid—thirdly in the 

more spacious and powerful state called Elis ; these three com¬ 

prising the coast-land of Peloponnesus from the mouth of the 

Neda to that of the Larissus. The Triphylians, distributed into 
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a number of small townships, the largest of which was Lepreon 
_and the Pisatans, equally destitute of any centralising city- 

had both, at the period of which we are now speaking, been con¬ 
quered by their more powerful northern neighbours of Elis, who 

enjoyed the advantage of a spacious territory united under one 

government: the middle portion, called the Hollow Elis, being 

for the most part fertile. The Eleians were a section of JEtolian 

nnmigiants into Peloponnesus, but the Pisatans and Triphylians 

had both been originally independent inhabitants of the peninsula 
—the latter being affirmed to belong to the same race as the 

Minyse who had occupied the ante-JBoeotian Orcliomenus: both 
too bore the ascendency of Elis with perpetual muimur and 

occasional resistance. 
Crossing the river Larissus, and pursuing the northern coast 

of Peloponnesus south of the Corinthian Gulf, the 

Peiopon? traveller would pass into Achaia—a name which 

AchSa" designated the narrow strip of level land, and the 
projecting spurs and declivities, between that gulf 

and the northernmost mountains of the peninsula—Skollis, 

Erymantlius, Aroania, Krathis, and the towering eminence called 

Kyi lene. Achaean cities—twelve in number at least, if not more— 

divided this long strip of land amongst them, from the mouth of 
the Larissus and the north-western Cape Araxus on one side, to 

the western boundary of the Sikyonian territory on the other. 

Accoiding to the accounts of the ancient legends and the belief 
of Herodotus, this temtory had been once occupied by Ionuui 
inhabitants, whom the Aclimans had expelled 

In making this journey, the traveller would have finished 

Central circult Peloponnesus ; but he would still have 
region— left untiodden the great central region, enclosed be- 
Arcadia. tween the territories just enumeiated—approaching 

nearest to the sea on the borders of Triphylia, but never touching 

it anywhere. This region was Arcadia, possessed by inhabitants 

who are uniformly represented as all of one race, and all abori¬ 
ginal. It was high and bleak, full of wild mountain, rock, and 
forest, and abounding, to a degree unusual even in Greece, with 

those land-locked basins from whence the water finds only a 
subterraneous issue. It was distributed among a large number 

of distinct villages and cities. Many of the village tribes—the 
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Mgenalii, Parrhasu, Azanes, &c, occupying tlie central and the 

western regions, were numbered among the rudest of the Greeks ; 

hut along its eastern frontier there weie several Arcadian cities 
which ranked deservedly among the more civilised Peloponnesians 

Tegea, Mantmeia, Orcliomenus, Stymphalus, Pheneus, possessed 

the whole eastern fiontier of Arcadia from the borders of Laconia 

to those of Siky6n and Pellene in Achaia . Phigaleia at the south¬ 

western corner, near the borders of Tnphylia, and Hersea on the 

north hank of the Alpheius, near the place where that river quits 

Arcadia to enter the Pisatis, were also towns deserving of notice. 

Towaids the north of this cold and thinly-peopled region, near 

Pheneus, was situated the small town of Nouakris, adjoining to 
which rose the hardly accessible crags where the rivulet of Styx1 
flowed down: a point of common feeling for all Arcadians, fiom 

the terrific sanction which this water was understood to impart 
to their oaths. 

The distribution of Peloponnesus here sketched, suitable to the 
Persian invasion and the succeeding half century, may also be 

said (with some allowances) to be adapted to the whole interval 

between about B.c 550—370 ; from the time of the conquest ot 

Thyreatis by Sparta to the battle of Leuktra. But it is not the 

earliest distribution which history presents to us. Not presuming 
to critise the Homeric map of Peloponnesus, and going back 

only to 776 B.c., we find this material difference—that Sparta 
occupies only a very small fraction of the largo ^ 

territory above described as belonging to her. West- between 

ward of the summit of Mount Taygetus are found buti«aSand 
another section of Dorians, independent of Sparta: that^of 

the Messenian Dorians, whose city is on the hill of 

StenyklSrus, near the south-western boundary of Arcadia, and 

i Herodot vi 74; Pausan viii 18, 2. They were pursued by 5000 Egyptians 
See the description and print of the and Arabians * a very small resistance, 
nver Styx and the neighbouring rocks in such ground, would have kept the 
m Fiedler’s Beise durch Griechenland, troops at bay, but the poor men either 
v°l i P 400 could not or would not offer it They 

He describes a scene amidst these were forced to surrender: the youngest 
rocks, m 1826, when the troops of and most enorgetic cast themselves 
IbrnhimPashaweremtheMorea,-which headlong fiom the rocks and perished. 
realizes the fearful pictures of war 3000 prisoners were earned away 
after the maimer of the ancient Gauls captive, and sold for slaves at 
or Thracians A crowd of 5000 Greeks Corinth, Fatias, and Modon. all 
of every age and sex had found shelter those who were unfit for sale were 
in a grassy and bushy spot embosomed massacred on the spot by the Egyptian 
amidst these crags—few of them armed troops 

2—15 
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whose possessions cover the fertile plain of Messene along the 
river Pamisus to its mouth in the Messenian Gulf. it is to be 
noted that Messene was then the name of the plain generally, 

and that no town so called existed until after the battle of 
Leuktra. Again, eastward of the valley of the Eurotas, the 

mountainous region and the western shores of the Argolic Gulf 
down to Cape Malea are also independent of Sparta ; belonging 

to Argos, or rather to Dorian towns m union with Argos. All 

the gieat Dorian towns, from the borders of the Megand to the 

eastern frontier of Arcadia, as above enumerated, appear to have 
existed in 776 b.c. : Achaia was m the same condition, so far as 

we are able to judge, as well as Arcadia, except in regard to 

its southern frontier conterminous with Sparta, of which more 

will hereafter be said. In respect to the western poition of 

Peloponnesus, Elis (pioperly so called) appears to have embraced 

the same territory m 776 b.c. as in 550 b.c. : but the Pisatid 

had been recently conquered, and was yet imperfectly subjected 

by the Eleians; while Triphylia seems to have been quite 

independent of them. Respecting the south-western promontory 
of Peloponnesus down to Cape Akritas, we are altogether without 

positive information, reasons will hereafter be given for believing 

that it did not at that time form part of the territory of 
Messenian Dorians. 

Of the different races or people whom Herodotus knew in 

Portions of Peloponnesus, he believed three to be original—the 

tfonwEujh" ^J?ca^ians) the Achseans, and the Eynurians. The 

hevedtobe '^LC^8eaB8> though belonging indigenously to the 
indigenous * peninsula, had yet removed from the southern portion 

KynmiaSs, ^ northern, expelling the previous Ionian 
Achceans. tenants: this is a part of the legend respecting the 

Dorian conquest or Return of the Herakleids, and we can neither 

verify nor contradict it But neither the Arcadians nor the 
Kynurians had ever changed their abodes. Of the latter I have 

not before spoken, because they were never (so far as history 

knows them) an independent population. They occupied the 

larger portion1 of the territory of Argolis, from Omese, near the 

1 This is the only wav of reconciling which neither of them had any means 
Herodotus (vui. 73) with Thucydides of very correct information, hut there 

v* ^ The original extent is no occasion to reject the one in 
of the Kynunan territory is a point on favour of the other. 
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northern1 or Phliasian border, to Tliyrea and the Thyreatis, on 
the Laconian border: and though belonging originally (as 

Herodotus imagines rather than asserts) to the Ionic race—they 
had been so long subjects of Argos m his time that almost all 

evidence of their ante-Dorian condition had vanished. 

But the great Dorian states m Peloponnesus—the capital powers 

in the peninsula—were all originally imnngiants Iminiprranfc 

according to the belief not only of Herodotus, but of 

all the Grecian world * so also were the ^Etolians of ^Etoio-' 

Elis, the Tnphylians, and the Dryopes at Hermionei Sl^Jpes, 

and 4.sm6 All these immigrations are so described as Tnphylians 

to give them a root m the Grecian legendary woild : the 
Tnphylians are traced back to Lemnos, as the offspring of the 

Argonautic heroes,2 and we are too uninibimed about them to 
venture upon any historical guesses. But respecting the Dorians, 

it may perhaps he possible, by examining the first historical 

situation m which they are presented to us, to offer some 

conjectures as to the probable circumstances under which they 

aruved. The legendary narrative of it has already Le/?(in^ary 
been given in the first chapter of this volume3—that 

great mythical event called the “Return of the Children 

ol HSrakles, by which the first establishment of the tl0lu 
Dorians m the promised land of Peloponnesus was explained to 
the full satisfaction of Grecian faith. One single armament and 

expedition, acting by the special direction of the Delphian god, 

and conducted by three brothers, lineal descendants of the 

principal Achseo-Dorian hero through Hyllus (the eponymus of 

the principal tribe)—the national heroes of the x>re-oxifit»ig 

population vanquished and expelled, and the greater part of the 

peninsula both acquired and partitioned at a stroke—the circum¬ 

stances of the partition adjusted to the historical relations of 
Laconia and Messenia—the friendly power of JStolian Elis, with 

its Olympic games as the bond of union in Peloponnesus, attached 

to this event as an appendage in the person of Oxylus—till these 

particulars compose a narrative well-calculated to impress the 

retrospective imagination of a Greek. They exhibit an epical 

,1 Hpiod. viii, 78. Oi Si Kvvovptot, apyo/xo'ot kcli toG xpovov, foi/rcs ’QpvrrjTai 
avT6\$oyc$ Mures, Soiuovcri povvou tlvat. tccu irtptot/coi,. '<* llerodot Iv, 145 -146. 
I«W cKSeSbipicwra-L Se, vtr6 re 'Apy«iW JVol. I ch. xvili p. 438 of this edition. 
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fitness and sufficiency winch it would be unseasonable to impair 

by historical criticism. 
The Alexandrine chronology sets down a period of 328 years 

.. from the Return of the Herakleids to the fiist 

dnnechro- Olympiad (1104 B.c.—776 B.C.),—a period measured 

the^tuni1 by the lists of the kings of Sparta, on the trust- 
kieute Hera- worthiness of which some remarks have already been 

the first offered Of these 328 years, the first 250, at the least, 
Olympiad are ait0ge^er barren of facts, and even if we 

admitted them to be historical, we should have nothing to 

recount except a succession of royal names. Being unable either 

to guarantee the entire list, or to discover any valid test for 
discriminating the historical and the non-historical items, I here 

enumerate the Lacedaemonian kings as they appear in Mr. 
Clinton’s Fasti Hellenici. There were two joint kings at Sparta, 

throughout nearly all the historical time of independent Greece, 
deducing their descent from Herakl§s through Eurysthends and 

ProklEs, the twin sons of Aristodemus ; the latter being one of 

those three Herakleid brothers to whom the conquest of the 

peninsula is ascribed:— 

Spartan Kings 

Zvrut of JEurysthenfe Line of Prolife, 
EurysthenSij .. reigned 42 yeais Pioklfis. .. . reigned 51 
Agis . . • »j SI ,, Soils • >» — 
Echestratus • * • »j 35 ,, EurypOn . .. . — 
L&bdtas . „ 37 „ PiytiniR 4ft 
Doryssus . . . „ 29 „ Eunomus .. „ 45 
Agesilaus 44 ,, Ohanlaus 60 
Aickel&us oo , Nikander .. „ 88 
Teleklus 
AlkamenSs 

. „ 40 „ 
. . „ 10 „ 

828 

Theopompus .. .. . „ 10 

Both Theopompus and Alkamenes reigned considerably longer, 

but the chronologists affirm that the year 776 B.o.#(or the first 

Olympiad) occurred m the tenth year of each of their reigns. It 

is necessary to add, with regard to this list, that there are some 

material discrepancies between different authors even as to the 

names of individual kings, and still more as to the duration of 
their reigns, as may be seen both m Mr. Clinton’s chronology 

and in Muller’s Appendix to the History of the Dorians.1 The 

l Herodotus omits Sous between Polydektes between Prytams and 
ProkJAs and EurypCn, and inserts Eunomus: moreover the accounts of 
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alleged sum total cannot be made to agiee with the items without 

great licence of conjecture. 0. Muller observes,1 m reference to 

this Alexandrine chronology, “ that our materials only enable us 

to restore it to its original state, not to verify its correctness ” 

In point of fact they are insufficient even for the former purpose, 

as the dissensions among learned clitics attest. 

We have a succession of names still more barren of facts, in 

the case of the Dorian sovereigns of Corinth This Her llclei<1 
city had its own line of Herakleids, descended from lungs of 

H6rakl§s, hut not through Hyllus. Hippotcs, the Counth- 

progenitor of the Corinthian Herakleids, was reported in the 

legend to have originally joined the Dorian invaders of the 

Peloponnesus, but to have quitted them in consequence of having 

slam the prophet Karnus2 The three brothers, when they be¬ 

came masters of the peninsula, sent for Aletes the son of Hippotcs, 

and placed him m possession of Coimtli, over which the clirono- 

the Lacedemonians, as he states them, 
represented Lykurgus the lawgiver as 
uncle and guaidian of LabOtas, oi *he 
Evryslheneirf hou$e,— while SimonidGs 
made him son of Prytams, and others 
made him son of Kunomus, of the 
Prokleid line compare Herou. i. 65; 
viii. l!il Plutarch, Lycurg c. 2, 

Some excellent remarks on this oarlv 
series of Spaitan kings will be found 
in air G. C Lewis's article m tho 
Philol. Museum, vol. n. p 42—48, m a 
review of Dr Arnold on tho Spartan 
Constitution. 

Compare also Larchor, Chronologic 
d'Hdrocloto, ch 13. p 484-514. lie 
lengthens many of the reigns consider' 
ably, m order to suit the earlior epoch 
which he assigns to the capture of 
Troy and the Return of the Jtlerak- 
leids. 

i History of the Dorians, vol, ii 
Append p 442. 

- This story—that the heroic ancestor 
of tho great Corinthian Bacchiadoe had 
slain tho holy man Karnus, and had 
been punished for it by long banish¬ 
ment and privation—leads to the 
conjecture, that the Corinthians did 
not celebrate the festival of the 
Kameia, common to tho Dorians 
generally, 

Herodotus tells us, with regard to 
tho Ionic cities, that all of them cele¬ 
brated the festival of Apaturia, except 
Ephesus and Kolophon; and that 
these two cities did not celebrate it. 

** because of a certain reason of murder 
committed/’—o5rot ydp uovuot 'ItavuiU 
ovk ayovartv *AirarotJpia • /cal o^rot Kara 
$ovov riva a/crji/M/ (Ilerod. i. 147) 

The murder of Karnus by HippotSs 
was piobably the <f>6vov <nawhich 
forbade the Corinthians nom cele¬ 
brating the Karnoift; at least this 
supposition gives to the legend a 
special pertinence which is otherwise 
wanting to it. Respecting the Kameia 
and Hyocmthia see Schoell De Ongme 
(b feci Dramatis, p. 70—78, Tubingen. 
1828 

There were various singular customs 
connected with the Grecian festivals, 
which it was usual to account for by 
some legendary tale Thus no native 
of Klis ever entered himself as a com¬ 
petitor, or contended for tho prize, at 
the Isthmian games. The legendary 
reason given for this was, that H6- 
raklGs had waylaid and slain (at 
Klednse) the two Molionid brothers, 
when they were pioceedmg to the 
Isthmian games as Thodrs or sacred 
envoys from the Eleian king Augeaa. 
Redress was in vain demanded for the 
outrage, and MolionG, mother of the 
slam envoys, imprecated a curse upon 
the Eleians generally if they should 
ever visit the isthmian festival. This 
legend is the <j>6vov aKiiifnr, explaining 
why no Eleian runner or wrestler was 
ever known to contend there (Pausan. 
ii. 15,1 v ? 1—4. Ister, Fragment. 
46; (d.Didot.) 
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legists make him begin to reign thirty years affcei the Herakleid 

conquest. His successors are thus given:— 

AlStds .. . reigned 38 years. 
38 „ 
37 „ 
35 „ 
85 „ 
30 „ 
25 „ 
35 „ 

It ;; 
1 ” 
327 

Such was the celebrity of Bacchis, we are told, that those who 

succeeded him took the name of Bacchiads in place of Aletiads 

or Herakleids. One year after the accession of Automenes, the 

family of the Bacchiads generally, amounting to two hundred 

persons, determined to abolish royalty, to constitute themselves 

a standing oligarchy, and to elect out of their own number an 

annual Pry tanis. Thus commenced the oligarchy of the Bacchiads, 

which lasted for ninety years, until it was subverted by Kypselus 

in 657 B.O,1 Beckoning the thirty years previous to the beginning 
of the reign of Alet£s, the chronologists thus provide an interval 

of 447 years between the Beturn of the Herakleids and the 

accession of Kypselus, and 357 years between the same period and 

the commencement of the Bacchiad oligarchy. The Bacchiad 
oligarchy is unquestionably historical; the conquest of the 

Herakleids belongs to the legendary world ; while the interval 

between the two is filled up, as m so many other cases, by a mere 

barren genealogy. 

When we jump this vacant space, and place ourselves at the 

first opening of history, we find that although ultimately Sparta 

came to hold the first place, not only in Peloponnesus, but in all 

Hellas, this was not the case at the earliest moment of which we 

Argos and have historical cognizance. Argos, and the neigh¬ 

bouring11* bouring towns connected with her by a bond of 
Dorians semi-religious, semi-political union,—Siky6n, Phlius, 

Sanlparta Epidaurus, and Troezdn,—were at first of greater 
m 776 3.c. power and consideration than Sparta ; a fact which 

i Diodor. Fragm. lib. vii p. 14* with 378) states the Bacchiad oligarchy to 
the note of Wesseling. Strabo (viii. p have lasted nearly 200 years. 

Inon 
Agelas 
Prymms.. 
Bacchis . 

Euddmu? 
AristomddSs. 
Ag6m6n . 
Alexandei 
Telestfis. 
Antomends. 
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the legend of the Herakleids seems to recognise by makim* 

Temenus the eldest brother of the three. And Herodotus assure-* 

us that at one time all the eastern coast of Peloponnesus down to 

Cape Malea, including the island of Esther a, all which came 

afterwards to constitute a material pait of Laconia, had belonged 

to Argos.1 Down to the time of the first Messeman war, the 

comparative importance of the Dorian establishments in 

Peloponnesus appears to have been m the older in which the 

legend placed them,—Argos first,2 Sparta second, MessenS third 

It will be seen hereafter that the Argeians never lost the 

recollection of this early pre-eminence, from which the growth of 

Sparta had extruded them ; and the liberty of entire Hellas was 

more than once in danger from their disastrous jealousy of a more 

foitunate competitor. 

At a short distance of about three miles from Argon, and at the 

exact point where that city approaches neaiest to the sea,3 was 
situated the isolated hillock called Tememon, noticed both by 

Strabo and Pausanias. It wTas a small village deriving both its 

name and its celebrity from the chapel and tomb of 
the hero T&nenus, who was there woibhipped by the ments of 

Dorians; and the statement which Pausanias heard at Aigo«ailH 
was, that Temenus with his invading Dorians had 
seized and fortified the spot, and employed it as an —Hill of 

armed post to make war upon Tisamenus and the 

Achleans. What renders tins report deserving of the greater 

attention is, that the same thing is affirmed with regard to the 

eminence called Solygeius near Corinth: this too was believed 

to be the place which the Dorian assailants had occupied and 

fortified against the pre-existing Corinthians m the city. Situ¬ 

ated close upon the Saronic Gulf, it was the spot which iirv aders 

iJIerodot i. 82. The historian adds, seaside is thoio uglily flat and for the 
besides Kythfira, k<u al Aoirrat rwv most part marshy * only at the single 
vfjaoiv What other islands are meant point where Argos comes nearest to the 
X do not distinctly understand coast -between tho mouth, now choked 

.J i la.to ui p. MsO, whoso by sand, of the united Jnachus ami 
mind is full of the old mythe and tho Uhauidrus, and the efflux of the 
tripartite distribution of Peloponnesus Erasmus, overgrown with weeds and 
among the Herakleids, — ^ «£, bulrushes,—stands an eminence of 
TrpwTtvoucra tv toi« tot* xpovots rots some elevation and composed of firmer 
vtptrrjv dutvofxrjv, y 7r«pl t& vApyoy, &c. earth, upon which the ancient 

* Pawwan. ii as, 1; Strabo, viii. p. Temenion was placed (Kelson im 
868 Profossor Ross observes respect- Peloponnes, vol. i. sect. 0, p. 148 
mg the lmo of coast near Argos, ‘‘The Rerim, 1841) 
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landing from that gulf would naturally seize upon, and which 

Nikias with his poweiful Athenian fleet did actually seize and 

occupy against Corinth m the Peloponnesian war.1 In eaily 
days the only way of overpowering the inhabitants of a fortified 

town, geneially also planted in a position itself very defensible, 
was—that the invaders, entrenching themselves in the neighbour¬ 
hood, harassed the inhabitants and ruined their produce until 

they brought them to terms. Even during the Peloponnesian 

war, when the art of besieging had made some progress, we read 

of several instances in which this mode of aggressive warfare was 

adopted with efficient results.2 We may readily believe that the 
Dorians obtained admittance both into Argos and Corinth m this 

manner. And it is remarkable that, except Sikyon (which is 

affirmed to have been surprised by night), these were the only 
towns m the Argolic region which are said to have resisted them; 

the story being, that Phlius, Epidaurus, and Trcez6n had admitted 

the Dorian intruders without opposition, although a certain 

portion of the previous inhabitants seceded. We shall hereafter 

see that the non-Dorian population of SikySn and Corinth still 

remained considerable. 
The separate statements which we thus find, and the position 

Donan of the Temenion and the Solygeius, lead to two con- 

amved jectures—first, that the acquisitions of the Dorians m 
by sea Peloponnesus were also isolated and gradual, not at all 
conformable to the rapid strides of the old Herakleid legend; 

next, that the Donan invaders of Argos and Corinth made their 

attack from the Argolic and the SarOmc Gulfs—by sea and not 
by land. It is indeed difficult to see how they can have got to 

Temenion in any other way than by sea; and a glance at the 

map will show that the eminence Solygeius presents itself,3 with 
reference to Corinth, as the nearest and most convenient holding- 

ground for a maritime invader, conformably to the scheme of 

operations laid by Nikias. To illustrate the supposition of a 
Dorian attack by sea on Cormtk, we may refer to a story quoted 

from Aristotle (which we find embodied in the explanation of an 

old adage) representing HippotSs the father of A16t§s as having 

l Thucyd. iv. 42. 
a Thucyd 1.122, Jii 85, vii. 18—27: Tiii. 88—40. 
s Thucyd iv. 42 
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ciossed the Maliac Gulf1 * (the sea immediately bordering on 

the ancient Malians, Dryopians and Dorians) m ships for the 
purpose of colonising And if it be safe to ti ust the mention of 

Dorians in the Odyssey, as a pait of the population of the island 

<>f Kr6te, we there have an example of Dorian settlements which 

must have been effected by sea, and that too at a very early 

period. “We must suppose (obseives 0 Muller,3 * * * * m RarIy 
reference to these Kretan Dorians) that the Dorians, Donansin 

pressed by want or restless from i nacti vity, constructed Kr6te- 

piratical canoes, manned these frail and mu row harks with 
soldiers who themselves worked at the oar, and thus being 

changed fiom mountaineers into seamen—the Normans of Greece 
—set sail for the distant island of Krete.” In the same manner 

w e may conceive the expeditions of the Dorians against Argos 
and Corinth to have been effected : and whatever difficulties may 

attach to this hypothesis, certain it is that the difficulties of a 

long land march, along such a territory as Greece, are still more 
serious. 

The supposition of Dorian emigrations by sea, from the Maliac 
Gulf to the north-eastern promontory of Peloponnesus, Th(J Diyo. 
is farther borne out by the analogy of the Dryopes or luaiib-their 

Dryopians. During the historical times, this people fmmedby8 
occupied several detached settlements in various parts 8ea‘ 

of Greece, all maritime and some insular :—they were found at 
HermionG, Asine, and Eion, in the Argolic peninsula (very near 
to the important Dorian towns constituting the Amphiktyony of 

Argos*)—at Styra and Karystus in the island of Euboea—in the 
island of Kytlinus, and even at Cyprus. These dispersed colonies 

can only have been planted by expeditions over the sea. Now 
we are told that the original Dryopis, the native country of this 

people, comprehended both the territory near the river Spercheius, 

1 Anstot. ap Drov. Vatican, iv, 4, Mjj- appears to have believed that the 
Xut*bvTr\oiov--(ilBo Prov, Huidas, x. 2. Ilerakleicla returned to Argos out of 

3 Hi«t. of Dorians. ch. i 0. Andrdn the Attic TotrapoliH (where, according 
positively affirms that the Dorians to the Athenian legend, they bad 
came fiom Histiiefttis to Kr6te; but obtained shelter when persecuted by 
nis affirmation does not seem to mo to Kurystheus), accompanying a body of 
constitute any additional evidence of lonians who then nettled at Kpidaurui*. 
the fact: it is a conjecture adapted to He cannot therefore have connected 
the passage In the OuyhsoyCxix 174), as tho Dot Ian occupation of Argos with 
tne mention of Arhmans and Pelaagfans the expedition from Naupaktus. 
evidently shows. 3 Herod, vhi. 43-46; Diodor. iv. 87; 

Aristotle (ap. Strab. viii. p. 874) Pansan. iv. 84,6. 
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and north of (Eta, afterwards occupied by the Malians, as well as 

the neighbouring district south of (Eta, which was afterwards 
called D6ns. From hence the Dryopians were expelled—accord¬ 
ing to one story, by the Dorians—according to another, by 

Herakles and the Malians : however this may be, it was from the 
Maliac Gulf that they started on shipboard m quest of new- homes, 

which some of them found on the headlands of the Argolic 
peninsula.1 And it was from this very country, according to 

Herodotus,2 that the Dorians also set forth, m order to reach 
Peloponnesus. Hor does it seem unreasonable to imagine, that 
the same means of conveyance, which bore the Dryopians 

from the Maliac Gulf to Hermione and Asin§, also carried the 

Dorians from the same place to the Temenion and the hill 
Solygeius. 

The legend represents Sikydn, Epidaurus, Trcezen, Phlius, and 

Dorian Klednse, as all occupied by Dorian colonists from 
settlements Argos, under the different sons of TSmenus : the first 

three are on the sea, and fit places for the occupation 
of maritime invaders. Argos and the Dorian towns 

in and near the Argolic peninsula are to be regarded 
as a cluster of settlements by themselves, completely 

distinct from Sparta and the Messenian StenyklSrus, 

which appear to have been formed under totally different con¬ 

ditions. First, both of them are very far inland—Stenyklerus 

not easy, Sparta very difficult, of access from the sea ; next, we 

know that the conquests of Sparta were gradually made down 

the valley of the Eurdtas seaward. Both these acquisitions 
present the appearance of having been made from the land-side, 

and perhaps in the direction which the Herakleid legend 

describes—by warriors entering Peloponnesus across the narrow 
mouth of the Corinthian Gulf through the aid or invitation of 

those JStolian settlers who at the same time colonised Elis. The 
early and intimate connexion (on which I shall touch presently) 

between Sparta and the Olympic games as administered by the 

Eleians, as well as the leading part ascribed to Lykurgus in the 

l Strabo, viii. p. 878; ix p. 484. 2 Herodot i 56.—ev9evr*v Si oStis 
Herodot vrn 43, Pherekydfis, Fr. 23 e$ ttjv ApvoiriSa koX &k tt}? 

and 88, ed. Didot. Steph. Byz v. ApvoirCSos oi/Ttos e$ TJeKoirSwiftrov tkQov, 
ApvoTnj. Apollodor ii 7, 7 Schol. Awpucbv To the same purpose, 
Apollon RUod. l 1213. vm 81—43 

from those 
in Sparta 
and in 
Messema 
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constitution of the solemn Olympic truce, tend to strengthen such 

a persuasion. 

How Sparta came constantly to gain upon Argos will be 

matter for future explanation :1 at pie&ent it is suffi- Early 
cient to remark, that the ascendency of Argos was position of 

derived not exclusively from her own territory, but metropolis 

came in part from her position as metropolis of an ^itj^)0ur 
alliance of autonomous neighbouring cities, all Dorian iniOonan 

and all colonised from herself—and this was an ultlC3‘ 

element of power essentially fluctuating. What Thebes was 

to the cities of Boeotia, of which she either was, or professed to 

have been, the founder 3—the same was Argos in reference to 

Klednai, Phlius, Sikydn, Epidaurus, Troezcn, and iEgma These 
towns formed, in mythical language, “the lot of Temenus,”3—in 

real matter of fact the confederated allies or subordinates ol 

Argos : the first four of them were said to have been dorisrd by 

the sons or immediate relatives of Tumenus, and the kings ol 

Argos, jih acknowledged descendants of the latter, claimed and 

exercised a sort of mzeraivotf over them. Jlermione, Asme, and 

Nauplia seem also to have been under the supremacy of Argos, 
though not colonies.4 But this supremacy was not claimed 

directly anti nakedly ; agreeably to the ideas of the time, the 

ostensible purposes of the Argeian confederacy or Amphiktyony 

were religious, though its secondary, and not less real effects, 

were political. The great patron god of the league was Apollo 

1 Sco Ilorodot. vil. 148. The Argolans 
say to tho LuemhcmoniaiiH, fn reference 
to the chief command of the Greeks ~ 
kcutoi Kara y« ro SCkcuou ywt<r$ai ?>)*' 
Yiytuavfoiv iuvr&v, Ac. SchwolglidUHor 
anti other* explain the point by refer¬ 
ence to the command of Agitmemnbn; 
hut thi» is at best only a part of the 
foundation of their claim: they had a 
more recent historical reality to plead 
also: compare Strabo, viii. p. 870. 

'llfxtiiv tcrtcrdvTuv (so runs tho ftccu- 
nation of the Theban orators against 
the captive Flatfeans, before their 
X.acodttjmonian judges, ThucycU lit. <U) 
UKaTouau vertpou f/}9 dKKys — 
ofoe fifctovv aw to l, Cicrittp irdx^fl rb 
irpwrriytfJ.ou«dt<rdo(. inf? ■fyxau', l£« 
hi rStv akXuv BoUdtu>u Trupapaivourt? ra. 
irdrpto, imify irpo&ijvayKdfourOt rrfiatri- 
Xtifflcrau %rpbc ’AOrjuaiOvt koX (Mr* avratu 
rroKKa 7}fio.<i ifikairreu. 

® Respecting PheldAn, kin# of Argos, 
Ephorus Haid-rJjv KriCiv ilKrtu avtkufl* 
rnu T*/o,rov Sn<rtra<TiJ.evT)v «U TrA«f<a fxip-q 
(ap Strabo, viii. p. IMS). 

* The worship of Apollo 
adopted from Argos both at 
and AsinG, shows the connexion 
between them and Argos (Rausan, d. 
35, 2; ii. 3d, 5) but Pausanias can 
hardly be justified In saying that the 
Argeians actually domed JMomuond, it 
was Dryopian in the time of Herodotus, 
and seemingly fm a long time after¬ 
wards (Uorouot viu 43). Tho II or- 
imonian Inscription, No. 1198, in 
JJoeekh’s Collection, recognise* their 
old Dryopian connexion with AsinG 
in Dacotda; tliat town hud once been 
neighbour of ITormionG, but was 
destroyed by the Argeians, and tho 
Inhabitants received a new home from 
the Spartans. Tho dialect of the 

Fyth&eus, 
Herraionfr 
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Pytliaeus, in wliose name the obligations incumbent on the 
members oJt ilie league were imposed. While m each of the 

confederated cities there was a temple to this god, his most holy 
and central sanctuary was on the Larissa or acropolis of Argos. 

At this central Argeian sanctuary solemn sacrifices were offered 
by Epidaurus as well as by other members of the confederacy, 
and, as it should seem, accompanied by money payments1—which 
the Argeians, as chief administrators on behalf of the common 
god, took upon them to enforce against defaulters, and actually 
tried to enforce during the Peloponnesian war against Epidaurus. 
On another occasion, dm mg the 66t.h Olympiad (bc. 514), they 

imposed the large fine of 500 talents upon each of the two states 
Sikydn and JSgma, for having lent ships to the Spartan king 

Kleomen&s wherewith he invaded the Aigeian terntory. The 
iEginetans set the claim at defiance, but the Sikyomans acknow¬ 

ledged its justice, and only demurred to its amount, professing 
themselves ready to pay 100 talents.2 There can be no doubt 

that at this later period the ascendency of Argos over the members 

of her primitive confederacy had become practically inoperative; 

but the tenor of the cases mentioned shows that hei claims were 

revivals of bygone privileges, which had once been effective and 

valuable. 
How valuable the privileges of Argos were, befoie the great 

rise of the Spartan power,—how important an ascendency t-hev 

conferred in the hands of an energetic man, and how easily the; 
admitted of being used in furtherance of ambitious views,—is 

shown by the remarkable case of Pheidon the Temenid. 

Temerid-6 The few facts which we learn respecting this prince 
k^g°f exhibit to ns, for the first time, something like a real 

rg0S* position of parties in the Peloponnesus, wherein the 

actual conflict of living, historical men and cities comes out in 

tolerable distinctness. 
Pheidon was designated hy Ephorus as the tenth, and by 

Hermionians (probably that of the 
Dryopi&ns generally) was Doric. See 
Ahrens, De Dialecto Donci, p. 2—12. ^ 

lThncyd V. 58. Kvpi.draroi rov 
lepov %<rav ot ’Apyetoi The word 
ewnrpaftf, which the historian uses in 
regard to the claim of Argos against 
Epidaurus, seems to imply a money- 
payment withheld. compare the offer¬ 

ings exacted by Athens from Epidaurus 
(Herod v 82) 

The peculiar and intimate connexion 
between tbe Argeians, and Apollo with 
his surname of PythSeus, was dwelt 
upon by the Argeian poetess Telesilla 
(Pausan. li. 36,2). A . 

s Herod vi. 92. See 0. Mtlller, 
History of the Donans, ch 7,18. 
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Theopompus as the sixth, an lineal descent from Temenus 

Respecting the date of his existence, opinions the most discrepant 

and irreconcilable have been delivered ; hut there seem* good 

leason foi refemug hmi to the penod a little before and a little 

aftei the 8th Olympiad,—between 770 B.c. and 730 b c.1 Of the 

preceding kings of Argos we hear little ; one of them, Eratu.s, is 

said to have expelled the Dryopian inhabitants of Asme from 

then town on the Argolic peninsula, m consequence of their 
having co-operated with the Spaitan king Kikander when he 

uiuwled the Aigeian temtory, seemingly during the generation 

preceding PheidOn ; there is another, Damokratidas, whose 

date cannot be positively determined, but he appears rather as 

subsequent than as anterior to Pheiddn.2 We are informed 

however that these anteiior kings, even beginning with Medon, 

the grandson of T&menus, had been foiced to submit to great 

abridgment of their power and privileges, and that a foim of 

government substantially popular, though nominally regal, had 
been established 3 Pheiddn, breaking through the limits imposed, 

made himself despot of Argos. He then re-establislied the power 
of Argos over all the cities of her confederacy, which had before 

been so nearly dissolved as to leave all the members practically hide** 

lEphor. Km*m 15, ed. Marx; ap. 
Strabo, vii. p 858; Theopompus, 
Eragm lib iv. 

The Parian Marble makes Phoidftn 
the eleventh from IfiimklOs and places 
him BO 806, Heiodotus, on the con¬ 
trary (m a passage which a fFords 
considotable grounds for discussion), 
places lnm at a period which cannot bo 
much higher than flOo it.c. (vi. 127). 
Heme authors suspect the text of 
Heiodotus to be incorrect: at any rate, 
the real epoch of Phoiddu is determined 
by the eighth Olympiad, Several critics 
suppose two PhoiubnH, each king of 
Argos—among others, O. Mtdler (I>or- 
lans, m 5,10) • but there is nothing to 
countenance this except the impossi¬ 
bility of reconciling Herodotus with the 
other authorities And Weissenbom, 
in a dissertation of some length, vindi¬ 
cates the emendation of Pausanias 
proposed by some former critics,— 
altering the eighth Olympiad, which 
now stands m the text of Pausanias, 
into the twenty-eighth, as the date of 
l’hoidOn’s usurpation at the Olympic 
games. Weissenborn endeavoius to 

show that Pheiddn cannot have 
flourished earlier than 000 n c.; but 
his aiguments do tot appear to me 
very forcible, and ceitamly not suffi¬ 
cient to justify so grave an alteration 
m the number of Pausanias OJiutrftge 
fcur (hiochischen Alfcerthumskundo, p 
18, Jena, 1814). Mr Clinton (Fasti 
Hellemci. vol 1, App. 1, p 24l>) places. 
Phei< Iftn between 788 and 74 \ B.c also 
Boockh ad Corp. Inscript. No. 2874, p. 
$85, and Muller, ACglnotiea, p. C8. 

a Pausan, li. S6, 5 , IV 85, 2 
3 Pausan. li. 11), 1. ‘Apyriot 8$, ar«r 

ioviyopCay icaX rb et.v76vop.ov ayrt7n»t'7«s 
in TraKcuordrov, 7<x rrjs efayerias r&v 
fUaeriKtov h ihaxwryv rrpoyyayov, 

r<p 'Keca'av «cu rot? awoyovot? rb 
bvoan. rov /3a<rtX«'a>? fiovov. 
This passage has all the air of trans- 
femng buck to the cm ly government of 
Argos feelings which weie only true of 
the Inter. It is curious, that in this 
chapter, though devoted to the Argoian 
regal line and government. Pausan ins 
takes no notice of Pliculon • he men¬ 
tions him only with inference to the 
disputed Olympic ceremony. 
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pendent.1 Next,he is said to have acquired dommion overCorinth, 
aad to have endeavoured to assure it by treacherously entrapping 
1000 of her warlike citizens * but his artifice was divulged and 
frustrated by Abron, one of his confidential friends.2 He is 
His claim father reported to have aimed at extending his sway 
and projects over the greater part of Peloponnesus,—laying claim, 
lenSve of as the descendant of HSrakles through the eldest son 
HSrakUs. 0f Hyllus, to all the cities which that restless and 
irresistible hero had ever taken3 Accoidmg to Grecian ideas, 
this legendary title was always seriously construed and often 
admitted as conclusive; though of course, where there were 
strong opposing interests, reasons would be found to elude it 
Pheid6n would have the same ground of right as that which, 
250 years afterwards, determined the Herakleid Ddrieus, brother 
of Kleomenes king of Sparta,, to acquue for himself the territory 
near Mount Eryx and Sicily, because his progenitor4 Hlrakl^s 
had conquered it before him. So numerous however were the 
legends respecting the conquests of H6rakles, that the claim of 
Pheidon must have covered the greater part of Peloponnesus, 
except Sparta and the plain of MessSne, which were already in 
the hands of Herakleids. 

Nor was the ambition of Pheid6n satisfied even with these 
He claims *ar§e pretensions. He farther claimed the right of 
tjie n$ht of presiding at the celebration of those religious games 
aUhemg or -^nes which had been instituted by H§rakl§s,— 
Olympic and amongst these was numbeied the Olympic Ag6n, 
games‘ then, h /wever, enjoying but a slender fraction of the 
lustre which afterwards came to attach to it. The presidency of 
any of the more celebrated festivals current throughout Greece 
was a privilege immensely prized. It was at once dignified and 
lucrative, and the course of our history will present more than 

1 Ephorus, tit sitpra. QeiSvva rbu I cannot, however, believe that 
’Apyeiov, Sckcltov ovra Atto Ttj/x&'ov, Pheiddn, the ancient Corinthian law- 
Hw&imii, Si uTrep/3c£\T7jueVov rovs /car’ giver mentioned, by Aiistotle, is the 
avrov, a<f>* ijs rijv t« oAtjv aWAajSe same person as Pheidbn the king of 
ri)v Tqnfrov Siecnracrftevrjv «l?n-A«£w fie>j, ArgOS (Pollt. il. 0, 4). 
&c What is meant by the lot of 3 Eplior. ut tuprcL Hpb? roiirotv, 
TSmenw has been already explained. eni94cr&<u ko.1 rat? v<f>’ ‘HpaicAlov? aipe- 

2 Plutarch Narrat Amator p 772; 0ec<rai? 7ro\«<rt, kou roi>? Aywvas a£iovv 
Schol Apollon Ehod iv 1212, compaie rt0evat aurbv, ot? exetvos effrfxt rovrtov 
Didymus, ap SchoL Pindar. Olyinp. Si el vat xal rbv ’OAv/JU«afc<Sv, <fcc. 

■xaL 27. 4 Herodot v. 48. 
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one example in which blood was shed to determine what state 

should enjoy it Pheid6n marched to Olympia, at the epoch of 

the 8th recorded Olympiad, or 747 b.c. , on the occasion of which 
event we are made acquainted with the real state of parties in the 

peninsula. 
The plain of Olympia—now ennobled only by immortal recol¬ 

lections, but once crowded with all the decorations of Relatlons of 
lehgion and art, and forming for many centuries the Pifaa with 

brightest centre of attraction known m the ancient anticrf”’ 
world—was situated on the river Alpheius in the Sjarta with 

territory called the Pisatid, hard by the borders of 

Arcadia. At what time its agonistic festival, recurring every 

fourth year at the first full moon after the summer solstice, first 

began or first acquired its character of special Ranctity, we have 

no means of determining. As with so many of the native waters 

of Greece—we follow the stream upward to a certain point, hut 
the fountam-head and the earliei flow of history are buried under 
mountains of unsearchable legend. The first cel el nation of the 

Olympic contests was ascribed by Grecian legendary faith to 
HeraklSs—and the site of the place, m the middle of the Pisatid 
with its eight small townships, is quite sufficient to prove that the 

inhabitants of that little territory were warranted in describing 

themselves as the original administrators of the ceremony.1 But 

this state of things seems to have been altered by the AfJtolian 

settlement in Elis, which is represented as having been conducted 

by Oxylus and identified with the Return of the Ilorakleids. 

The AStolo-Eleians, bordering upon the Pisatid to the north, 

employed their superior power in subduing their weaker 

neighbours,® who thus lost their autonomy and became annexed 

to the territory of Elis. It was the general rule throughout 

Greece, that a victorious state undertook to perform® the current 
services of the conquered people towards the gods—such services 

being conceived as attaching to the soil. Hence the celebration 
of the Olympic games became numbered among the incumbencies 

of Elis, just in the same way as the worship of the Eleusinian 
DGmStSr, when Eleusis lost its autonomy, was included among 

the religious obligations of Athens. The Pisatanw however never 

1 Xcnopli Hcllcn viL 4, 28; Biodor. » Btrnbo, viii. p. 864. 
xv. 78. * Thucyd iv. 08. 
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willingly acquiesced in this absorption of what had once been 
their separate privilege. They long maintained their conviction 
that the celebration of the games was their right, and strove on 
several occasions to regain it. Of those occasions the earliest, so 

far as we hear, was connected with the intervention of 
between Pheidon. It was at their invitation that the king of 
andthe Argos went to Olympia, and celebrated the games 
Spartans, at himself, in conjunction with the Pisatans, as the 
the8th^ lineal successor of H6rakl$s ; while the Eleians, 
Olympiad, being thus forcibly dispossessed, refused to include 

the 8th Olympiad in their register of the victorious 
runners. But their humiliation did not last long, for the 
Spartans took their part, and the contest ended in the defeat 
of PheidOn. In the next Olympiad, the Eleian management and 
the regular enrolment appear as before. The Spartans are even 
said to have confirmed Elis in her possession both of Pisatis and 
Triphylia1 

Unfortunately these scanty particulars are all which we learn 
Pheid6n respecting the armed conflict at the 8th Olympiad, in 
the eailiest which the religious and the political grounds of 
SnedWh0 quarrel are so intimately blended—as we shall find to 
Stemmed 0^teiQL ^e 08186 *n ^rec^ai1 history But there is one 
a scale of act of Pheiddn yet more memorable, of which also 
weight nothing beyond a meagre notice bas come down to us. 
He first coined both copper and silver money in iEgina, and first 
established a scale of weights and measures,2 which, through his 
influence, became adopted throughout Peloponnesus, and acquired 
ultimately footing both in all the Dorian states, and m Boeotia, 
Thessaly, northern Hellas generally, and Macedonia—under the 
name of the JSginsean scale. There arose subsequently another rival 
scale m Greece, called the Euboic, differing considerably from the 
iEgmsean. We do not know at what time the Euboic came in, 
but it was employed both at Athens and in the Ionic cities 
generally, as well as in Euboea—being modified at Athens, 
so far as money was concerned, by Solon’s debasement of the 
coinage. 

l Pausan v 22, 2; Strabo, vni p. pi ad, appears duly in the lists; it must 
854—358, Herodot vi 127 The name have been supplied afterwards 
of the victor (AntiklGs the Messenian), 2 Hei odot. vi. 127, Kphor ap Strab. 
however, belonging to the 8th Olym- vm. p 358—376 
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The copious and valuable information contained in M. Boeckh’s 
recent publication on Metrology has thrown new light coincidence 

upon these monetary and statical scales.1 He has ^the^g- 
sliown that both the JEgmaean and the Euboic scales with the 

—the former standing to the latter m the proportion Babylom,in 
of 6 : 5—had contemporaneous currency m different parts of the 
Persian empire ; the divisions and denominations of the scale 
being the same in both, 100 drachmae to a mina, and 60 mines to 
a talent The Babylonian talent, mina, and drachma are identical 
with the JSginaean: the word mina is of Asiatic origin ; and it 
has now been rendered highly probable, that the scale circulated 
by Pheiddn was borrowed immediately from the Phoenicians, and 
by them originally from the Babylonians. The Babylonian, 
Hebraic, Phoenician, Egyptian, and Grecian scales of weight 
(which were subsequently followed wherever coined money was 
introduced) aie found to be so nearly conformable, as to warrant 
a belief that they are all deduced from one common origin ; and 
that origin the Chaldooan priesthood of Babylon. It is to Pheiddn, 
and lo his position as chief of the Argeian confederacy, that the 
Greeks owe the first introduction of the Babylonian scale of 
weight, and the first employment of coined and stamped money. 

If wc maturely weigh the few but striking acts of PlieidOn 
which have been preserved to us, and which there is no reason to 
discredit, we shall find ourselves introduced to an early historical 
state of Peloponnesus very diffeient from that to which another 
century will bring us. That Argos, with the fedora- )g at 
tivc cities attached to her, was at this early time this time 
decidedly the commanding power in that peninsula, state m 
is sufficiently shown by the establishment and recep- ^lopon. 
tion of the Pheidonian weights, measures, and mone¬ 
tary system—while the other incidents mentioned completely 

i Metrologiache Untersuohungon suras of lennth. In general, I do not 
libei Gowichto, Manssfosne, un<l Manse think that M. Rooekk’u conclusions aro 
des Alterthums m iluem JSuHammen- well made out, in respect to the Grecian 
liango dargostollt, von Aug. Boeckh: measures of length and capacity. In an 
Berlin, 18!J8 examination of this eminently learned 

See chap. 7,1—S. But I cannot agree treatise (inserted in the Classical 
with M Boeckh in thinking that Phei- Museum, 1844, vol, i) I endeavouied to 
ddn, m celebrating the Olympic games, set forth both the now and interesting 
deduced fiom the Olympic stadium, points established by the author, anti 
and formally adopted, the measure of the vaiious others in which he appeared 
thefoot, or that he at all settled mea- to mo to have failed. 

2—16 
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harmonise with the same idea. Against the oppression of Elis, 
the Pisatans invoked Pheid6n—partly as exercising a primacy in 
Peloponnesus, just as the inhabitants of Lepreum in Tnphylia,1 
three centuries afterwards, called in the aid of Sparta for the same 
object, at a time when Sparta possessed the headship—and partly 
as the lineal representative of H6rakl§s, who had founded those 
games from the management of which they had been unjustly 
extruded On the other hand, Sparta appears as a second-rate 
power. The iEgmsean scale of weight and measure was adopted 
there as elsewhere2—the Messenian Dorians were still equal and 
independent—and we find Sparta interfering to assist Elis by 
virtue of an obligation growing (so the legend represents it) out 
of the common iEtolo-Dorian immigration : not at all from any 
acknowledged primacy, such as we shall see her enjoy mg here¬ 
after. The first comage of copper and silver money is a capital 
event in Grecian history, and must be held to imply considerable 
commerce as well as those extensive views which belong only to 
a conspicuous and leading position. The ambition of Pheidon to 
resume all the acquisitions made by his ancestor Her aides, sug¬ 
gests the same large estimate of his actual power. He is charac¬ 
terised as a despot, and even as the most insolent of all despots :8 
how far he deserved such a reputation, we have no means of 
judging. We may remark, however, that he lived before the age 
of despots or tyrants, properly so called, and before the Herakleid 
lineage had yet lost its primary, half-political, half-religious 
character. Moreover, the later historians have invested his 
actions with a colour of exorbitant aggression, by applying 
them to a state of things which belonged to their time, and not 
to his. Thus Ephorus represents him as having deprived the 
Lacedaemonians of the headship of Peloponnesus, which they 
never possessed until long after Mm—and also as setting at 
nought the sworn inviolability of the territory of the Eleians, 
enjoyed by the latter as eelebrators of the Olympic games; 

1111X107(1. v. SI 3 Herodot vi 127. ^#«£Swvos rov 
2 Plutarch, Apophthegm. Laconic,, ’Apyciwv rvpawov — rov {ifipCo-avrot 

p 226 J DlksearchllS ap. A then® , IV p. p.ey«rra St) 'Ekkrjvoiv airavrtav. Pan- 
141 samas (vi. 22, 2) copies the expies- 

The jEginsean mma, drachma and sion 
obolus were the denominations em- Aristotle cites Pheiddn as a person 
ployed in stipulations among the Pelo- who, being a 0a<nA.evs, made himself a 
ponnesian states (Thucyd. v. 47). rvpavvo? (Politic, vm, 8, 6). 
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whereas the Agonothesia, or right of superintendence claimed hy 
Elis, had not at that time acquired the sanction of prescription— 
while the conquest of Pisa hy the Eleians themselves had proved 
that this sacred function did not protect the territory of a weaker 
people 

How Pheiddn fell, and how the Argeians lost that supremacy 
which they once evidently possessed, we have no Her 
positive details to inform us * with respect to the subseq^nt 
latter points, however, we can discern a sufficient fiomthe 

explanation. The Argeians stood predominant as an tlon 
entire and unanimous confederacy, which required a confederacy 

vigorous and able hand to render its internal organisa¬ 
tion effective or its ascendency respected without. No such 
leader afterwards appeared at Argos, the whole histoiy of which 
city is destitute of eminent individuals * her line of kings con¬ 
tinued at least down to the Persian war,1 hut seemingly with only 
titular functions, for the government had long been decidedly 
popular. The statements which represent the government as 
popular anterior to the time of Pheidon, appear unworthy of 
tiust. That prince is rather to be taken as wielding the old, 
imdimimshcd pieiogatives of the Herakleid kings, but wielding 
them with unusual effect—enforcing relaxed privileges, and 
appealing to the old heroic sentiment in reference to Herakl6s, 
rather than revolutionising the existing relations either of Argos 
or of Peloponnesus. It was in fact the great and steady growth 
of Sparta, for three centuries after the Lykurgean institutions, 
which operated as a cause of subversion to the previous order of 
command and obedience in Greece. 

The assertion made hy Herodotus—that in earlier times the 
whole eastern coast of Laconia, as far as Cape Malca, 
including the island of Kythera and several other toeAr^oiic 
islands, had belonged to Argos—is referred by 0. Muller 
to about the 50th Olympiad, or 580 b.c. Perhaps it commerce 

had ceased to he true at that period ; but that it was j6 
true m the age of PheidOn, there seem good grounds 
for believing. What is probably meant is, that the ° 
Dorian towns on this coast, Prasise, ZarSx, Epidaurus Lim6ra, 
and Ba*se, were once autonomous, and members of the Argeian 

l Herodofc, vii. 149. 
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confederacy—a fact highly probable, on independent evidence, 
with respect to Epidanrus Limera, inasmuch as that town was a 
settlement from Epidaurus in the Argolic peninsula: and Boese 
too had its own oekist and eponymus, the Herakleid Boeus,A no¬ 
way connected with Sparta—perhaps derived from the same 
source as the name of the town Bceon in Ddris. The Argeian 
confederated towns would thus comprehend the whole coast of 
the Argolic and Saronic gulfs, from Kyth^ra as far as JEgma, 
besides other islands which we do not know. iEgma had received 
a colony of Dorians from Argos and Epidaurus, upon which 
latter town it continued for some time in a state of dependence.1 2 
It will at once be seen that this extent of coast implies a consider¬ 
able degree of commerce and maritime activity. We have besides 
to consider the range of Doric colonies in the southern islands of 
the iEgean and in the south-western corner of Asia Minor—Krete, 
K6s, Rhodes (with its three distinct cities), Hahkarnassus, 
Knidus, Myndus, Nisyrus, Sym§, Karpathus, Kalydna, &c. Of 
the Done establishments here named, several are connected (as 
has been before stated) with the great emigration of the T§memd 
Althsemenes from Argos: but what we particularly observe is, 
that they are often referred as colonies promiscuously to Argos, 
Trcez^n, Epidaurus3—more frequently however, as it seems, to 
Argos. All these settlements are doubtless older than PheidOn, 
and we may conceive them as proceeding conjointly from the 
allied Donan towns in the Argolic peninsula, at a time when they 
were more in the habit of united action than they afterwards 
became: a captain of emigrants selected from the line of Herakles 
and Temenus was suitable to the feelings of all of them. We 
may thus look back to a period, at the very beginning of the 

1 Pausan. iii. 22, 9; ill 23, 4 eolomam communem eo loco induxer- 
2 Herodot. v. 83; Strabo, vui p 875. unt, barbaios Caras et Lelogas 
s Rhodes, K6s, Knidus, and Hall- ejecerunt (Vitruy u.8,12, Steph Bjz. 

karnassus are all treated by Strabo v. ,A\tKipvao‘<ros) Compaie Strabo, 
(xiv p 653) as colonies of Argos: x. p. 479; Conon, Nan* 47; Diodor. v. 
Rhodes is so described by Thucy- 80. 
did6s (yii. 57), and Kds by Tacitus (xu. Raoul Rochette (Histoire des Colo- 
61) Kds, Kalydna, ana Nisyius are nios Giecques, t. iii cb 0) and O 
described by Herodotus as colonies of Muller (History of the Dorians, ch 6) 
Epidaurus (vu 99): Hahkarnassus have collected the facts about these 
passes sometimes for a colony of Asiatic Dorians 
Troezdn, sometimes of TroezGn and The littlo town of Boese had its 
Argos conjointly *— “ Cum Melas et counterpart of the same name in Krflte 
Areuamus ab Aigis et Trcezene (Steph. Byz. v. Botov). 
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Olympiads, when the maritime Dorians on the east of Pelopon¬ 
nesus maintained a considerable intercourse and commerce not 
only among themselves, but also with their settlements on the 
Asiatic coast and islands. That the Argolic peninsula formed an 
early centre for maritime rendezvous, we may farther infer from 
the very ancient Amphiktyony of the seven cities (Hermione, 
Epidaurus, ZEgina, Athens, Prasise, Nauplia, and the Mmyeian 
Orchomenus), on the holy island of Kalauria, off the harbour of 
Troezen.1 

The view here given of the early ascendency of Argos, as the 
head of the Peloponnesian Dorians and the metropolis From henco 
of the Asiatic Dorians, enables us to understand the arose the 
capital innovation of Pheidon—the first coinage, and money,,Ac, 
the first determinate scale of weight and measure hyPhoiddn. 
known m Greece. Of the value of such improvements, in the 
history of Grecian civilization, it is superfluous to speak, especially 
when we recollect that the Hellenic states, having no political 
unity, were only held together by the aggregate of spontaneous 
uniformities, m language, religion, sympathies, recreations, and 
general habits. We see both how PheidOn came to contract the 
wish, and how he acquired the power, to introduce throughout 
so much of the Grecian world a uniform scale. We also see that 
the Asiatic Dorians form the link between him and Phoenicia, 
from whence the scale was derived, just as the Enboic scale came 
in all probability, through the Ionic cities in Asia, from Lydia, 
It is asserted by Epborus, and admitted even by the ablest modern 
critics, that Pheidon first coined money “in ^Egma”:3 other 
authors (erroneously believing that his scale was the Euboic scale) 
alleged that his coinage had been carried on “ in a place of Argos 
called Eubcea'\s How both these statements appear highly 
improbable, and both are traceable to the same mistake—of sup¬ 
posing that the title by which the scale had come to be commonly 
known, must necessarily be derived from the place in which the 
coinage had been struck. There is every reason to conclude, 
that what Pheidfln did was done in Argos, and nowhere else: his 
coinage and scale were the earliest known in Greece, and seem 

i Strabo, p 374. also the Marmor Parmm, "Epoch, 80. 
9 Bphorus ap Strabo, vili p. 876; 3 Ktymologicon Magn. EtySouefcv 

Boeckn, Metrologie, Abschn. 7,1: see v<S/xt<7>a. 
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to have been known by his own name, “ the Pheidonian mea- 
Pheidonian slires ” under which designation they were described by 
stoical311(1 j^-T^sto^e m ^1S account of the constitution of Argos.1 
scale— They probably did not come to bear the specific 
originally to 8Plt^e^ of gincem until there was another scale in 
Argos, not vogue, the Euboic, from which to distinguish them; 

gma‘ and both the epithets were probably derived, not 
from the place where the scale first originated, but from the people 
whose commercial activity tended to make them most generally 
known—in the one case, the ASginetans; m the other case the in¬ 
habitants of Chalkis and Eretria. I think, therefore, that we are 
to look upon the Pheidonian measures as emanating from Argos, 
and as having no greater connexion, originally, with ASgma, than 
with any other city dependent upon Argos. 

There is moreover another point which deserves notice. What 
was known by the name of the iEgmaean scale, as contrasted 
with and standing in a definite ratio (6:5) with the Euboic scale, 
related only to weight and money, so far as our knowledge ex¬ 
tends:3 we have no evidence to show that the same ratio extended 
either to measures of length or measures of capacity. But there 
seems grounds for believing that the Pheidonian regulations, 
taken in their full comprehension, embraced measures of capacity 
as well as weights. Pheid6n, at the same time when he deter¬ 
mined the talent, mina, and drachma, seems also to have fixed the 
dry and liquid measures—the medimnus and metritis, with their 
parts and multiples: and there existed3 Pheidonian measures of 
capacity, though not of length, so far as we know. The iEginsean 
scale may thus have comprised only a portion of what was 
established by Pheidon, namely that which related to weight and 
money. 

J Pollux, Onomastic, x. 179. Eitj 
S’ av koX ri ayyciov iKatvfpbv, an-o 
r»v fitrptav iivOfxa.<rp.evov, virep 
&v cv ’ApyeiW iroAtr«t$ ’Apt errore'A^s 
Aeyei. 

Also Ephorus ap Strati viii. p. 
858. /cat fte'rpa e£e5p« ra $ei5(oveta 

KakovfjLcva. /cal <rra0/xov?» /cal v6p.i<rfxa. 
nexapa-y/xivov, &C. 

2 This differs from Boeckh’s opinion: 
see the note m page 241 

3 Theophrast. Character., c. 18; Pol¬ 
lux, x 179. 
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CHAPTER Y. 

MTOLO-DORIAN IMMIGKATION INTO PELOPONNESUS— 
ELIS, LACONIA, AND MESSENIA. 

It Las already been stated that the territory properly called Elis, 
apart from the enlargement which it acquired by conquest, 
included the westernmost land in Peloponnesus, south of Aeliaia, 
and west of Mount Pholoe and Olenus in Arcadia—but not 
extending so far southward as the river Alpheius, the course of 
which lay along the southern portion of Pisatis and on the borders 
of Triphylia. This territory, which appears in the Odyssey as 
“the divine Elis, where the Epeians hold sway,”1 is in the 
historical times occupied by a population of JEtolian origin. 
The connexion of race between the historical Eleians and the 
historical iEtolians was recognised by both parties, nor is there 
any ground for disputing it,3 

That -aEtolian invaders or immigrants into Elis would cross 
from Naupaktus or some neighbouring point in the iEtolian 
Corinthian Gulf, is in the natural course of things— iramigpra- 

and such is the course which Oxylus, the conductor litoPelo- 

of the invasion, is represented by the Herakleid P0^8^* 
legend as taking. That legend (as has been already recounted) 
introduces Oxylus as the guide of the three Herakleid brothers— 
Temenus, KresphontGs, and AristodSmus—and as stipulating 
with them that in the new distribution about to take place of 
Peloponnesus, he shall be allowed to possess the Eleian territory, 
coupled with many holy privileges as to the celebration of the 
Olympic games. 

In the preceding chapter, I have endeavoured to show that the 
settlements of the Dorians in and near the Argolic peninsula, so 

1 Odyss. xv. 207. s Strabo, x. p. 470. 
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far as the probabilities of the case enable us to judge, were not 
accomplished by any inroad m this direction. But the localities 
occupied by the Dorians of Sparta, and by the Dorians of 
Stenykl&us m the territory called Messen$, lead us to a different 
conclusion. The easiest and most natural road through which 
immigrants could reach either of these two spots, is through the 
Eleian and Pisatid country. Colonel Leake observes1 that the 
direct road from the Eleian territory to Sparta, ascending the 
valley of the Alpheius near Olympia to the sources of its branch 
the Theius, and from thence descending the Eurotas, affoids the 
only easy march towards that very inaccessible city : and both 
ancients and moderns have remarked the vicinity of the source 
of the Alpheius to that of theEurdtas The situationof StenykMrus 
and Andania, the original settlements of the Messenian Dorians, 
adjoining closely the Arcadian Parrhasii, is only at a short distance 

from the course of the Alpheius; being thus reached 
most easily by the same route. Dismissing the idea of a 

—accom- co^-ec^ve Dorian armament, powerful enough to 
panyrng or grasp at once the entire peninsula,—we may conceive 
theSTaefoss two moderate detachments of hardy mountaineers 
ian GSfnth* ^e cold regions ia and near D6ris, attaching 

themselves to the JEtolians their neighbours, who 
were proceeding to the invasion of Elis. After having aided the 
Settlement iEtolians both to occupy Elis and to subdue the 
madefy1 Pisatid, these Dorians advanced up the valley of the 
marching Alpheius in quest of settlements for themselves. 
vaHeysofthe One of these bodies ripens into the stately, stubborn, 
Aigheius victorious Spartans; the other into the short-lived, 
Eurdtas. trampled, and struggling Messenians. 

Amidst the darkness which overclouds these original settle¬ 
ments, we seem to discern something like special causes to 
determine both of them. With respect to the Spartan Dorians^ 
we are told that a person named Philonomus betrayed Sparta to 
them, persuading the sovereign in possession to retire with his 
people into the habitations of the Ionians m the north of the 
peninsula—and that he received as a recompense for this 

1 Leake, Travels in Motea, voL hi. as marked on a pillar which Pausanias 
ch. 28, p. 29; compare Diodor. xv. 66. saw at Olympia, was 660 stadia,—about 

The distance fiom Olympia to Sparta, 77 English miles (Pausan. vi. 16, 6). 

Dorians of 
Sparta and 
Stenykldrus 
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acceptable service Amyklse with the district around it It is 
farther stated—and this important fact there seems no reason to 
doubt—that Amyklae, though only twenty stadia or two miles 
and a half distant from Sparta, retained both its independence 
and its Achaean inhabitants long after the Dorian immigrants 
had acquired possession of the latter place, and was only taken 
by them under the reign of Teleklus, one generation before the 
first Olympiad 1 Without presuming to fill up hy conjecture 
incurable gaps in the statements of our authorities, we may from 
hence reasonably presume that the Dorians were induced to 
invade, and enabled to acquire, Sparta, by the causes 

invitation and assistance of a party in the voure/the 
interior of the country. Again, with respect to the settlement 

Messenian Dorians, a different but not less effectual temptation 
was presented by the alliance of the Arcadians in the south-western 
portion of that central region of Peloponnesus. Kiespliontes the 
Herakleid leader, it is said, espoused the daughter2 of the Arcadian 
king Kypselus, which procured for him the support of a powerful 
section of Arcadia. His settlement at Stonyklerus was a 
considerable distance from the sea, at tlie north-easi corner of 
Messenia,3 close to the Arcadian frontier; and it will be seen 
hereafter that this Arcadian alliance is a constant and material 
element m the disputes of the Messenian Dorians with Sparta. 

We may thus trace a reasonable sequence of events, showing 
how two bodies of Dorians, having first assisted the settlements 
iEtolo-Eleians to conquer the Pisatid, and thus finding confined at 
themselves on the banks of the Alpheius, followed the Sparta and 
upward course of that river, the one to settle at Sparta, S^uykl6rus* 
the other at Stenyklerus. The historian Ephorus, from whom 
our scanty fragments of information respecting these early 
settlements are derived—it is important to note that he lived in 
the age immediately succeeding the first foundation of Mess£n§ 
as a city, the restitution of the long-exiled Messenians, and the 
amputation of the fertile western half of Laconia for their benefit, 
by EpameinOndas—imparts to these proceedings an immediate 
decisiveness of effect which does not properly belong to them; as 

1 Strabo, viii. pp, 864, 865; Pausan. 8 Strabo (vim p. 306) blames Bu¬ 
rn. 2, 5. compare the story of Krius, ripidSs for calling MesuGna an inland 
Pausan, ni. 18, 8. country; but the poet seems to have 

2 Pausan. iv. 8, 8; viii. 29,4. been quite correct in doing so. 
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if the Spartans had become at once possessed of all Laconia, and 
the Messenians of all Messenia; Pausanias, too, speaks as if the 
Arcadians collectively had assisted and allied themselves with 
Kresphontes. This is the general spirit which pervades his 
account, though the particular facts, in so far as we find any such, 
do not always harmonise with it. Now we are ignorant of the 
pre-existing divisions of the country either east or west of Mount 
Taygetus, at the time when the Dorians invaded it. But to treat 
the one and the other as integral kingdoms, handed over at once 
to two Dorian leaders, is an illusion borrowed from the old 
legend, from the historicizing fancies of Ephorus, and from the 
fact that in the well-known times this whole territory came to be 
really united under the Spartan power. 

At what date the Dorian settlements at Sparta and Stenyklerus 
were effected we have no means of determining. Yet that there 
existed between them in the earliest times a degree of fraternity 
which did not prevail between Lacedsem6n and Argos, we may 
fairly presume from the common temple, with joint religious 
sacrifices, of Artemis Limnatis (or Artemis on the Marsh) erected 
™ „_„ on the confines of Messenia and Laconia.1 Our first 
of historical view of the two, at all approaching to distinctness, 
Sparta. seems to date from a period about half a century 
earlier than the first Olympiad (776 b.c.),—about the reign of 
king Teleklus of the Eurystheneid or Agid line, and the introduc¬ 
tion of the Lykurgean discipline. T&eklus stands in the list as 
the eighth king dating from Eurysthenes. But how many of the 
seven kings before him are to be considered as real persons—or 
how much, out of the brief warlike expeditions ascribed to them, 
is to be treated as authentic history—I pretend not to define. 

The earliest determinable event in the internal history of Sparta 
is the introduction of the Lykurgean discipline; the earliest 
external events are the conquest of Amyklse, Pharis, and Geron- 
thrae, effected by king Teleklus, and the first quarrel with the 
Messenians, in which that prince was slain. When we come to 
see how deplorably great was the confusion and ignorance which 
reigned with reference to a matter so pre-eminently important as 
Lykurgus and his legislation, we shall not be inclined to think 

1 Pausan. IV. 2, 2. Si avrov fi6voL AoapieW ot t« Meo-onfliaot /cat 
AojceSat/toi/tot. 
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that facts much less important and belonging to an earlier epoch, 
can have been handed down upon any good authority. And in 
like manner when we learn that Amyklse, Pharis, and Geronthrae 
(all south of Sparta, and the first only two and a half miles 
distant from that city) were independent of the Spartans until 
the reign of T61eklus, we shall require some decisive testimony 
before we can believe that a community, so small and so hemmed 
m as Sparta must then have been, had in earlier times undertaken 
expeditions against Helos on the sea-coast, against Kleitdr on the 
extreme northern side of Arcadia, against the Kynunans, or 
against the Argeians. If Helos and Kynuria were conquered by 
these early kings, it appears that they had to he conquered a 
second time by kings succeeding TeJeklus. It would be more 
natural that we should hear when and how they conquered the 
places nearer to them,—Sellasia, or Belemina, the valley of the 
CEnus or the upper valley of the Eurdtas. But these seem to be 
assumed as matters of course; the proceedings ascribed to the 
early Spartan kings are such only as might beseem the palmy 
days when Sparta was undisputed mistress of all Laconia. 

The succession of Messeman kings, beginning with Kresphontes, 
the Herakleid brother, and continuing from father to Mensoman 
son,—JEpytus, Glaukus, Isthmius, Dotadas, Subotas, kmss 
Phmtas, the last being contemporary with Teleklus,—is still less 
marked by incident than that of the early Spartan kings. It is 
said that the reign of KrcsphontGs was troubled, and himself 
ultimately slain, by mutinies among his subjects ; JEpytus, then 
a youth, having escaped into Arcadia, was afterwards restored to 
the throne by the Arcadians, Spartans, and Argeians.1 From 
JEpytus the Messenian line of kings are stated to have been 
denominated iEpytids in preference to Herakleids — which 
affords another proof of their intimate connexion with the 
Arcadians, since ASpytus was a very ancient name in Arcadian 
heroic antiquity.2 

There is considerable resemblance between the alleged behaviour 
of Kresphontes on first settling at Stenyklerus, and that of Eurys- 

1 Pausan. iv. 3, 5—6. Alirunov rrap& rvuBw* 
» Homer, Iliad, ii. 604.— 

01 S’ «yov 'ApK*Zh\vt M KvAAW opos §ckok ° ?' Aiirvro? apxauWos 
aim), ijpia?, Ap*as rb yivos. 
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thengs and Prokles at Sparta-so far as we gather from statements, 
Analogous alike meagre and uncertified, resting on the authority 
representa- of Ephorus. Both are said to have tried to place the 
regardto pre-existing inhabitants of the country on a level with 
proSmgs own ^orian kan<ls J both provoked discontents 
both of and incurred obloquy, with their contemporaries as 
audios3- well as with posterity, by the attempt; nor did either 
semans permanently succeed. Kresphontes was forced to 
concentrate all his Dorians in Stenykl&rus, while, after all, the 
discontents ended in his violent death. And Agis, the son of 
EurysthenSs, is said to have reversed all the liberal tentatives of 
his father, so as to bring the whole of Laconia into subjection and 
dependence on the Donans at Sparta, with the single exception 
of Amyklse. So odious to the Spartan Dorians was the conduct 
of Eurysthen^s, that they refused to acknowledge him as their 
cekist, and conferred that honour upon Agis; the two lines of 
kings being called Agids and Eurypontids, instead of Eurys- 
theneids and Prokleids.1 We see in these statements the same 
tone of mind as that which pervades the Panathenaic oration of 
Isokratds the master of Ephorus,—the facts of an unknown period 
so coloured as to suit an iddal of haughty Dorian exclusiveness. 

Again as Eurysthen^s and Prokles appear, in the picture of 
Ephorus, to carry their authority at once over the whole of 
Laconia, so too does Kresphontes over the whole of Messenia,— 
over the entire south-western region of Peloponnesus, westward 
of Mount Taygetus and Cape Tsenarus, and southward of the 
river Neda. He sends an envoy to Pylus and Bhium, the 
western and southern portions of the south-western promontory 

i Compare the two citations from in his works which passes under that 
Ephorus, Strabo, viii p 361—385 name (Or. iv. jp 120—122). IsokratOs 
Unfortunately a portion of the latter says that the Messeman Donans slew 
citation is incurably mutilated in the Kresphontes, whose children fled as 
text; 0. Muller (History of the suppliants to Sparta, imploring re- 
Dorians, Book I. chap v. 13) lias venge for the death of their father, 
proposed an ingenious conjecture, and surrendering the territory to the 
which however cannot be considered Spartans The Delphian god advised 
as trustwoithy. Grosskurd, the the latter to accept the tender, and 
German translator, usually skilful they accordingly attacked the Messe- 
in these restorations, leaves the mans, avenged KresphonWs, and ap- 
passage untouched. propnated the temtoiy 

For a new colouring of the death of IsokratSs always starts from the 
Kresphontes, adjusted by Isokrat£s so basis of the old legend,—the triple 
as to suit the purpose of the address Dorian conquest made all at once: 
which he puts into the mouth of Archi- compare Panathenaic. Or, xii. p. 270— 
damns king of Sparta, see the discourse 287. 
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of PeloponnGsua, treating the entire territory as if it were one 
sovereignty, and inviting tlie inhabitants to submit under equal 
laws.1 But it has already been observed, that this supposed 
oneness and indivisibility is not less uncertified in regard to 
Messema than in regard to Laconia. How large a pioportion of 
the former territory these kings of Stenyklerus may ^ 
have ruled, we have no means of determining, but ofsteny- 

there were certainly poitions of it which they did not ^possess 
rule, not merely during the reign of TGleklun at Sparta, an Mes- 

but still later, during the first Messenian war Bor sema 
not only we are informed that TGI eld us established three town¬ 
ships, Poieessa, Echeue2 and Tragium, near tlie Messenian Gulf 
and on the course of the river Nedon, but we read also a farther 
matter of evidence in the roll of Olympic victors. Every com¬ 
petitor for the prize at one of these gieat festivals was always 
entered as member of some autonomous Hellenic community, 
which constituted his title to approach the lists : if successful, he 
was proclaimed with the name of the community to which he 
belonged. Now during the first ten Olympiads seven winners 
arc proclaimed as Messeniana; in the eleventh Olympiad we find 
the name of Oxytliemis Koronojua,—Oxythemis, not of Koroneia 
m Bceotia, but of KorGne m the western bend of the Messenian 
Gulf,** some miles on the right bunk of the Pamlsus, and a 

i Ej (liorus at). Btrabo. viii. t>. SOI, 
Dr Tbirlwall observes (Hist, of Greece, 
ch vn. p, 300, 2nd edit.), “The Mouse- 
man Pylus seems long to have retained 
its independence, and to have been 
occupied for several centuries by one 
branch of the family of Neleus; for 
descendants of NestOr are mentioned 
as allies of the Messenians in their 
struggle with Sparta m the latter half 
of tlie seventh century b.C.”. 

For this assertion Dr. Tbirlwall cites 
Strabo (viii p. 305). I agree with him 
as to the matter of fact: x see no proof 
that the Dorians of StonyklGrus ever 
ruled over what is called the Messonian 
Pylus; for, of course, if they did not 
rule over it before the second Messonian 
war, they novor acquired it at all. But 
on referonco to the passage m Btrabo, 
it will not be found to prove anything 
to the point; for Strabo is speaking, 
not of the Messonian Pylus, but of the 
Tnphylian Pylus: he takes pains to 
show that NestOr had nothing to do 

with the Mcssmiun PyJws,—N^oropo? 
cunS-yovot means tlie inhabitants of Tri- 
phylia near Lopreum; compare p. 350. 

* Btrabo, vui. p. 3tH). Concerning 
the situation of Kor6n6 in tlio Mes¬ 
sonian Gulf, see Pausanias, iv 34, 2; 
Strabo, viii. p. 301; and the observa¬ 
tions of Colonel Leake, Travels in 
Morea, ch. x. vol i, p. 439—443. He 
places it near the modem Petalidlii, 
seemingly on good grounds. 

a See Mr. Clinton's Chronological 
Tables for the year 732 B.C.: O. Muller 
(in tlie Chronological Table subjoined 
to his history of the Dorians) calls tins 
victor Oxythemu qfKorSnda, in Buiotia. 
But this is inadmissible, on two 
grounds: 1. The occurrence of a 
Boeotian competitor in that early day 
at the Olympic games. The first- 
eleven victors (I put aside Oxythemis, 
because ho is the subject of the argu¬ 
ment) are all from western and southern 
Peloponn&sus: then come victors from 
Corinth, Megara, and Bpidaurus; then 
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considerable distance to tlie north of the modem Coron. Now 
if Kor6n£ had then been comprehended m Messenia, Oxythemis 
would have been proclaimed as a Messeman like the seven 
winners who preceded him ; and the fact of his being proclaimed 
as a KorOnsean proves that KoronS was then an independent 
community, not under the dominion of the Dorians of Steny- 
klerus. It seems clear therefore that the latter did not reign 
over the whole territory commonly known as Messenia, though 
we are unable to assign the proportion of it which they actually 

The Olympic festival, in its origin doubtless a privilege of the 
neighbouring Pisatams, seems to have derived its great 
and gradually expanding importance from the iEtolo- 
Eleian settlement in Peloponnesus, combined with the 
Dorians of Laconia and Messenia. Lykurgus of Sparta KUttUA) V w A 

lemans, and Iphitus of Elis are alleged to have joined their 
audEieians. eg?orts for p^pose of establishing both the sanctity 

of the Olympic truce and the inviolability of the Eleian territory. 
Hence though this tale is not to be construed as matter of fact, 

Olympic 
festival— 
the early 
point of 
union of 

from Athens, there is one from ThSbes 
in the 41st Olympiad I infer from 
hence that the celebrity and frequen- 
tation of the Olympic games increased 
only by degrees, and had not got 
beyond Peloponnesus m the eighth 
century bc. The name Koronaeus, 
Kopuvcuos, is the proper and formal 
title for a citizen of Kordnd, not for a 
citizen of KorSneia; the latter styles 
himself llopuivevs The ethnical name 
Koptovcvs as belongmg to Kordneia in 
Bceotia is placed beyond doubt by 
several inscriptions m Boeckh’s collec¬ 
tion; especially No 1683, in which a 
citizen of that town is proclaimed as 
victorious at the festival of the 
Chantesia at Orchomenus: compare 
Nos. 1687—1693, m which the same 
ethnical name occurs. The Boeotian 
Inscriptions attest in like manner the 
prevalence of the same etymological 
law in forming ethnical names, for the 
towns near Kordneia thus, CJuerdneia, 
makes Xaipaveius , Lebadeia, AejSa 
Slateia, ’EAarerJs or ’EAareitfvs 

The Inscriptions afford evidence 
perfectly decisive as to the ethnical 
title under which a citizen of Kordneia 
m Bceotia would have caused himsolf 
to be entered and proclaimed at the 
Olympic games; better than the evi¬ 

dence of Herodotus and Thucydides, 
who both call them Kopwvatoi (Herodofc 
v 79; Thucyd. iv. 93; Polybius agrees 
with the Inscription, and speaks of the 
Kopcovets, AejSafieis, Xaip«i/eis (XXV11 1) 
O Muller himself admits in another 
place (Orchomenos, p 480) that the 
proper ethnical name is Kopuvevs 
The reading of Strabo (ix. p 411) is 
not trustworthy: see Grosskuiclod lou., 
compare Steph. Byz, Kop<aveta and 
Ko £<6107. 

In regard to the formation of ethnical 
names, it seems the general rule, that 
a town ending lmj or at piecedea by a 
consonant had its ethnical deuvative 
m cuos; such as Skm&wj, Topwi^j, Kv/at?, 
0T?j8at, ’A&fjucu, while names ending in 
eca had their ethnicon in evv, as 
’AAe^a^Speta, 'Ajuaoreia, 2cAev/ceia, 
Ava-Lpayeta (the recent cities thus 
founded by the successors of Alexander 
are perhaps the best evidences that 
can be taken of the analogies of the 
language), M<?Adp.7r«ta, MeA«*e«x, m 
addition to the Boeotian names of 
towns above quoted There is, how¬ 
ever, great irregularity in particular 
cases, and the number of towns called 
by the same name cieated an anxiety 
to vaiy the ethnicon for each; see 
Stephan Byz v. 'llpfaktia 
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we may see that the Lacedaemonians regarded the Olympic games 
as a portion of their own antiquities. Moreover, it is certain 
both that the dignity of the festival increased simultaneously 
with their ascendency,1 and that their peculiar fashions were very 
early introduced into the practice of the Olympic competitois. 
Probably the three bands of co-operating invaders, iEtolians and 
Spartan and Messenian Dorians, may have adopted this festival 
as a periodical renovation of mutual union and fraternity ; from 
which cause the games became an attractive centie for the western 
portion of Peloponnesus, before they were much frequented by 
people from the eastern, or still more from extra-Peloponnesian, 
Hellas. Eor it cannot be altogethei accidental, when we lead 
the names of the first twelve proclaimed Olympic victors 
(occupying nearly half a century from 770 b.c. downwards), to 
find that seven of them are Messenians, thiee Eleians, one from 
Dym& in Achaia, and one from Korone ; while after the twelfth 
Olympiad, Corinthians, and Megarians and Epidaurians begin to 
occur; later still, extra-Peloponnesian victors. We may reason¬ 
ably infer from hence that the Olympic ceremonies were at this 
early period chiefly frequented by visitors anrl competitors from 
the western regions of Peloponnesus, and that the affluence to 
them from the more distant parts of the Hellenic world did not 
become considerable until the first Messenian war had closed. 

Having thus set forth the conjectures, to which our very 
scanty knowledge points, respecting the first establishment of 
the iEtolian and Dorian settlements in Ehs, Laconia, and 
Messenia, connected as they are with the steadily-increasing 
dignity and frequentation of the Olympic festival, I proceed in 
the next chapter to that memorable circumstance which both 
determined the character and brought about the political 
ascendency, of the Spartans separately: I mean the laws and 
discipline of Lykurgus. 

Of the pre-existing inhabitants of Laconia and Messenia, whom 
we are accustomed to call Acbseans and Pylians, so little is 
known, that we cannot at all measure the difference between 
them and their Dorian invaders, either in dialect, in habits, or 

1 The entire nakedness of the com- epigram on Orsippus the Megarfan. 
petitors at Olympia was adopted from Previous to that period, the Olympic 
the Spartan piactico, seemingly m the competitors had 8ia£«/iora «r«pi r«. 
14th Olympiad, as is testified by the alSoia (Thucyd i. 6). 
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Previous 
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of southern 
Pelopon¬ 
nesus—how 
far different 
from the 
Dorians. 

in intelligence. There appear no traces of any difference of 
dialect among the various parts of the population of 
Laconia: the Messenian allies of Athens, in the Pelo¬ 
ponnesian war, speak the same dialect as the Helots, 
and the same also as the Ambrakiotic colonists from 
Corinth : all Doric.1 Nor are we to suppose that the 
Doric dialect was at all peculiar to the people called 

Dorians. As far as can he made out by the evidence of inscriptions, 
it seems to have been the dialect of the Phokians, Delphians, 
Lokrians, iEtolians, and Achseans of Phthiotis with respect to the 
latter, the inscriptions of Thaumaki in Achaea Phthi6tis afford a 
proof the more curious and the more cogent of native dialect, because 
the Phthiots were both immediate neighbours and subjects of the 
Thessalians, who spoke a variety of the iEolic. So too, within 
Peloponnesus, we find evidences of Doric dialect among the 
Achaeans in the north of Peloponnesus—the Dryopic inhabitants 
of Hermione2—and the Eleuthero-Lacdnes, or Laconian townships 
(compounded of Perioeki and Helots), emancipated by the Romans 
in the second century B.c. Concerning the speech of that popu¬ 
lation whom the invading Dorians found in Laconia, we have 
no means of judging: the presumption would rather he that it 
did not differ materially from the Doric. Thucydides designates 
the Corinthians, whom the invading Dorians attacked from the 
hill Solygeius, as being iEolians, and Strabo speaks both of the 
Achaeans as an iEolic nation and of the iEolic dialect as having 
been originally preponderant in Peloponnesus.3 But we do not 
readily see what means of information either of these authors 
possessed respecting the speech of a time which must have been 
four centuries anterior even to Thucydides 

Of that which is called the iEolic dialect there are three marked 
Doric and arL<^ distinguishable varieties—the Lesbian, the Thes- 
JSoiic salian, and the Boeotian; the Thessalian forming a 
dialect‘ mean term between the other two. Ahrens has shown 
that the ancient grammatical critics are accustomed to affirm 
peculiarities, as belonging to the HSolic dialect generally, which 
in truth belong only to the Lesbian variety of it, or to the poems 

1 Thucyd iii 112; iv 41. compare 3 Corpus Inscriptt. BoecKh. Nos 
vii 44, about the sameness of sound of 1771, 1772, 1773, Aniens, De Dialecto 
the war-shout orpsean, as delivered by Donc&, sect i -h 48 
all the different Dorians. 3 Thucyd. iv. 42, Strabo, viii. p. S31 
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of Alkaeus and Sappho, which these critics attentively studied. 
Lesbian iEolic, Thessalian iEolic, and Boeotian iEolic are all 
different: and if, abstracting from these differences, we confine 
our attention to that which is common to all three, we shall find 
little to distinguish this abstract iEolic from the abstract Doric, 
or that which is common to the many varieties of the Doric 
dialect.1 These two are sisters, presenting both of them more or 
less the Latin side of the Greek language, while the relationship 
of either of them to the Attic and Ionic is more distant. Now it 
seems that (putting aside Attica) the speech of all Greece,2 from 
Perrhaebia and Mount Olympus to Cape Malea and Cape Akritas, 
consisted of different vaiieties either of the Doric or of the iEolic 
dialect; this being true (as far as we are able to judge) not less of 
the aboriginal Arcadians than of the rest. The Laconian dialect 
contained more specialities of its own, and approached nearer to 
the iEolic, and to the Eleian, than any other variety of the 
Dorian : it stands at the extreme of what has been classified as 
the strict Dorian—that is, the farthest removed from Ionic and 
Attic. The Kretan towns manifest also a strict Dorism ; as well 
as the Lacedaemonian colony of Tarentum, and seemingly most of 
the Italiotic Greeks, though some of them are called Achajan 
colonies. Most of the other varieties of the Doric dialect 
(Phokian, Lokiian, Delphian, Achaean of PhthiOtis) exhibit a 
form departing less widely from the Ionic and Attic: Argos and 
the towns m the Argolic peninsula seem to form a stepping-stone 
between the two. 

i See the valuable work of AhionH, 
De Dialecto JSolioft, sect. 51. He 
observes, in referonco to the Lesbian, 
Thessalian, an<l Bteotian dialects.— 
“ Tres lllas dialectos, quse optnno pire 
-fflolicce vocan vidontur—quia, qui lllis 
usi sunt, JEoles eiant—comparuntera 
mirum habere oportet, quoclAsianorura 
iEolurn et Boeotorum dialecto tantum 
inter se distant, quantum vix ab ahft 
qo&vis Greecsa lingua) dialecto * (lie 
then enumerates many points of dif¬ 
ference): “Contra tot tautasque dif¬ 
ferentiae pauca reperiuntur oaque fere 
levia, qu?e utnquo dialecto, neque 
simul Doncce, commuma suit,.. Vidos 
his comparatis tantum intcrease inter 
utramque dialectum, ut dubitare liccat, 
an ^ffiolos Boeoti non rnagis cum 
JEolibus Asianis conjuncti fuermt, 

2— 

quam qui hodie miro quodam casu 
Saxoues vocantur antiquis Saxonibus. 
Nihilominns Thessalicft, dialecto in 
comparationom vocat£t, diversissima 
qua) vidontur aliquo vinculo coiyungore 
licet. Quamvis emm pauca de eft com- 
pqrta habeaimw, hoctamen certum oat, 
alia Thossahs cum Losbiis, aha cum 
soils Bcaotis commuma esse.” (F. 222 

2 About the JEolic dialect of the 
Porrhu‘bians see Btephanus Byz. v. 
Vowost and ap, Eustath. ad Lliad. p. 335 

The Attic judgment m comparing 
these different varieties of Greek speech 
is expressed m the stoiy of a man being 
asked—Whether the Boeotians or the 
Thessalians were most bai baric in 
speech? He answered—the Eleians 
(Eustath. ad Iliad, p. 304). 
17 
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These positions represent all our scanty information respecting 
those varieties of Grecian speech which are not known to us by 
written works. The little presumption which can be raised upon 
them favours the belief that the Dorian invaders of Laconia and 
Messema found there a dialect little different from that which 
they brought with them—a conclusion which it is the more 
necessary to state distinctly, since the work of 0. Muller has 
caused an exaggerated estimate to be formed of the distinctive 
peculiarities whereby Dorism was parted off from the rest of 
Hellas. 
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CHAPTER YI. 

LAWS AND DISCIPLINE OF LYKTJRGIXS AT SPARTA. 

Plutarch begins his biography of Lykurgus with the following 
ominous wordsLykurgus- 

“ Concerning the lawgiver Lycurgns we can assert authorities 

absolutely nothing which is not controverted: there respecting 
are different stories in respect to his birth, hfs travels, hha- 

his death, and also his mode of proceeding, political as well as 
legislative: least of all is the time in which he lived agreed upon”. 

And this exordium is but too well borne out by the unsatisfac¬ 
tory nature of the accounts which we read, not only m Plutarch 
himself, but m those other authors out of whom we are obliged 
to make up our idea of the memorable Lykurgean system. If we 
examine the sources Irom which Plutarch’s life of Lykurgus is 
deduced, it will appear that—excepting the poets Alkman, 
Tyrtaeus, and Simonides, from whom he has borrowed less than 
we could have wished*—he has no authorities older than 
XenophOn and Plato : Anstotle is cited several times, and is 
unquestionably the best of his witnesses, but the greater number 
of them belong to the century subsequent to that philosopher. 
Neither Herodotus nor Ephorus is named, though the former 
furnishes some brief but interesting particulars—and the latter 
also (as far as we can judge from the fragments remaining) 
entered at large into the proceedings of the Spartan lawgiver.1 2 

Lykurgus is described by Herodotus as uncle and guaidian to 
kmg LabOtos, of the Euryatheneid or Agid Tine of 
Spartan kings ; and this would place him, according Swabou?" 
to the received chronology, about 220 years before the ^18 . 
first recorded Olympiad (about B.o. 990)3 All the gen 0gy* 

1 See Heeren, Dissertatio do Fonti- 
fcus Plutarch!, p. 19—2'j. 

2 Herodot. l 65. Moieover, Herodo¬ 

tus gives this as the statement ot the 
Lacedemonians themselves. 
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other accounts, on the contrary, seem to represent him as a, 
younger brother, belonging to the other or Prokleid line of 
Spartan kings, though they do not perfectly agree respecting his 
parentage. While Simonides stated him to be the son of 
Prytanis, Dieutychidas descubed him as grandson of Prytanis, 
son of Eunomus, brother of PolydektSs, and uncle as well as 
guardian to Oharilaus—thus making him eleventh in descent 
from H6rakl£s.a This latter account was adopted by Aristotle, 
coinciding, according to the received chronology, with the date of 
Iphitus the Eleian, and the first celebration of the Olympic 
games by Lykurgus and Iphitus conjointly,1 2 3 which Aristotle 
accepted as a fact. Lykurgus, on the hypothesis here mentioned, 
would stand about bc. 880, a century before the recorded 
Olympiads. Eratosthenes and Apollodorus placed him “not a 
few years earlier than the first Olympiad”. If they meant 
hereby the epoch commonly assigned as the Olympiad of Iphitus, 
their date would coincide pretty nearly with that of Herodotus ; 
if on the other hand they meant the first recorded Olympiad 
(b.o. 776), they would be found not much removed from the 
opinion of Aristotle. An unequivocal proof of the inextricable 
confusion in ancient times respecting the epoch of the great 
Spartan lawgiver is indirectly afforded by Timseus, who supposed 

1 Plutarch, Lycurg c 1 According 
to Dionys. Halik. (Ant Rom. n 49) 
Lykurgus was uncle, not son, of Euno¬ 
mus 

Aristotle considers Lykurgus as 
guardian of Chanlaus (Politic n 7,1): 
compare v. 10, 8. See 0. Muller (Hist, 
of Donans, i. 7, 3). 

2 PhlegOn also adds KleosthenGs of 
Pisa(De Olympus ap. Meursri Opp yii 
p. 128) It appears that tkei e existed a 
quoit at Olympia, upon which the 
formula of the Olympic truce was 
inscribed together with the names of 
Iphitus ana Lykurgus as the joint 
authors and proclaimed of it. Aris¬ 
totle believed this to be genuine, and 
accepted it as an evidence of the fact 
which it professed to certify and O. 
Muller is also disposed to admit it as 
genuine—that is, as contemporary with 
the times to which it professes to relate 
I come to a different conclusion; that 
the quoit existed, I do not doubt; but 
that tibte inscription upon it was 
actually set down in writing in or near 

B C 880, would be at variance with the 
reasonable pi obabilitios resulting from 
Grecian palaeography Had this 
ancient and memoiable instrument 
existed at Olympian! the days of Hero¬ 
dotus, he could hardly havo assigned 
to Lykurgus the epoch which we now 
read m ins writings 

The assertions m Muller’s History 
of the Donans (i. 7,7), about Lykurgus, 
Iphitus, and Kleosthends, “di awing 
up the fundamental law of the Olympic 
armistice,” are unsupported by any 
sufficient evidence. In the later 
times of established majesty of the 
Olympic festival, the Eleians did un¬ 
doubtedly exercise the power which he 
descnbes, but to connect this with any 
deliberate regulation of Iphitus ana 
Lykurgus, is in my judgment incorrect. 
See the mention of a similar truce pro¬ 
claimed throughout Tnphyha by the 
Makistians as presidents of the com¬ 
mon festival at the temple of the 
Samian Poseiddn (Strabo, viii. p. 
843). 
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that there had existed two persons named Lykurgus, and that 
the acts of both had been ascribed to one. It is plain from 
hence that there was no certainty attainable, even m the third 
century before the Christian sera, respecting the date or parentage 
of Lykurgns. 

Thucydides, without mentioning the name of Lykurgus, informs 
us that it was “400 years and somewhat more” an- probable 
xerior to the close of the Peloponnesian war,1 when the date of 

Spartans emerged from their previous state of desperate Lykurgus‘ 
internal disorder, and entered upon “their present polity”. We 
may fairly presume that this alludes to the Lykurgean discipline 
and constitution, which Thucydides must thus have conceived as 
introduced about B o. 830—820—coinciding with something near 
the commencement of the reign of king Teleklus. In so far as 
it is possible to form an opinion, amidst evidence at once so 
scanty and so discordant, I incline to adopt the opinion of 
Thucydides as to the time at which the Lykurgean constitution 
was introduced at Sparta. The state of “eunomy ” and good 
order which that constitution brought about—combined with 
the healmg of great previous internal sedition, which had 
tended much to enfeeble them—is represented (and with great 
plausibility) as the grand cause of the victorious career beginning 
with king T&eklus, the conqueror of Ainyklac, Pliaris, and 
'Gerontbras. Therefore it would seem, in the absence of better 
evidence, that a date, connecting the fresh stimulus of the new 
discipline with the reign of Teleklus, is more probable than any 
-epoch either later or earlier.2 

1 Thucyd i 18 
2 Mr Olmton fixes the legislation of 

Lykurgus, “ hi conformity with Thucy- 
*did6s,’r at about 817 B.C., and his 
regency at 852 B c., about thirty-flve 
years piovious (Fasti Hollen v l. c. 7, 
P 141): he also places the Olympiad of 
Iphitus B C. 828 (F. H. vol. li p. 410; 
•App. c 22). 

In that chapter, Mr Clinton collects 
and discusses the various statements 
respecting the date of Lykurgns; com- 
paie also Larchor ad Herotiot. i. 67, 
and Chronologic, p 48C—402. 

The differences in these statements 
must, after all, be taken as they stand, 
for they cannot bo reconciled except 
by the help of arbitrary suppositions, 

which only mislead ns by producing a 
show of agreement where there is none 
m reality. I agree with Mr. Clinton 
in thinking that the assertion of 
Thucydides is here to be taken as the 
best authority. But I altogether dis- 
sent from the proceeding wluch he (in 
common with Larcher, Wesselmg, Sir 
John Marsham, and others) employs 
with regard to the passage of Herodotus 
wheie that author calls Lykuigtw the 
guardian and uncle of LabOtas (of the 
Kurystheneid line). Mr Clinton says 
—“ From the notoriety of the fact that 
Lykurgus was ascribed to tho other 
house (the Prokleifln), it is manifest 
that the passage must be m rupted ** (p. 
144); and ne then goes on to correct tlie 
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0. Muller,1 after glancing at the strange and improbable 
circumstances banded down to us respecting Lykur- 

oPMui?e?f 8usj observes “ that we have absolutely no account of 
(thatSparta him as an individual person”. This remaik is 

perfect type perfectly just, but another remaik made by the same 

character distinguished author, respecting the Lykurgean system 
and ten- of laws, appears to me enoneous—and requires more 

mconett8 especially to be noticed, inasmuch as the corollaries 

o/spuita^ deduced from it pervade a large portion of liis valuable 
history of the Doiians He afiirms that tlie laws of 

Sparta were considered the true Doric institutions, and that their 

origin was identical with that of the people : Spaita is, m Ins 

view, the full type of Dorian principles, tendencies, and 

sentiments—and is so treated throughout his entire woik 2 But 

such an opinion is at once gratuitous (for the passage of Pindar 

cited m support of it is scarcely of any value) and contrary to the 

whole tenor of ancient evidence. The institutions of Sparta 
were not Dorian, but peculiar to herself ;3 distinguishing her not 

less from Argos, Corinth, Mcgara, Epidaurus, Sikyon, Korkvra, 
or Knidus, than from Athens or Thebes. Krete was the only 

other portion of Greece m which there prevailed institutions in 
many respects analogous, yet still dissimilar in those two attributes 

which form the real mark and pinch of Spartan legislation, viz., 
the military discipline and the rigorous private training. There 

text of Heiodotns, agreeably to the 
proposition of Sir J Mai sham. 

This proceeding seems to me inad¬ 
missible. The text of Iloiodotus reads 
perfectly well, and is not coutrudu ted 
by anything to be found elsewhere in 
Herodotus himself moieover, wo have 
here a positive guarantee of its accu¬ 
racy, for Mr Clinton himself admits 
that it stood m the days of Pausamas 
just as we now read it (Pausan m. 2, 
S) By what right then do wo alter it? 
or what do we gain by doing so? Our 
only nght to do so is the assumption 
that there must have been uniformity 
of belief, and means of satisfactory 
ascertainment (respecting facts and 
persons of the ninth and tenth cen- 
tui les before the Christian sera) existing 
among Greeks of the tilth and succeed¬ 
ing centuries; an assumption which I 
hold to be incorrect And a’l we gam 
is, an illusory unanimity produced by 

gratuitously putting woids into the 
mouth ol one of our witnesses. 

If we can piove Herodotus to havo 
been euonoously informed, it is right 
to do so, but we have no gioundior 
altering bis deposition It attouls «i 
clear pi oof that there weno very dif- 
feient stones as to the intro question, 
to which of the two lines ot Ilerakleuls 
the Snaitan lawgiver belonged—and 
that tlieie was an enormous difference 
as to tho time m which he lived. 

i Histoiy of the Donans, i. 7, 6. 
^Ilistoiy of the Dorians, m. 1, 8. 

Alf Kopstadt recognizes tins as an 
eiror in Mdller’s work' see his lecent 
valuable Dibseilation “De Rorum 
Laconicarum Constitutioms Lycurgece 
Origmo et Indole,” Gryphise, 1849, sect 
8, p 18 

s Among the many other evidences 
to this point, see Aristotle, Ethic i 9, 
Xenophon, Itepubl. Laced. 10, 8. 
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were doubtless Dorians m Krete, but we have no proof that these 
peculiar institutions belonged to them more than to the other 
inhabitants of the island. That the Spartans had an original 
organization and tendencies, common to them with the other 
Dorians, we may readily conceive; but the Lykurgean consti¬ 
tution impressed upon them a peculiar tendency which took them 
out of the general inarch, and rendered them the least fit of all 
states to be cited as an example of the class-attubutes of Dunsm. 
One of the essential causes, which made the Spartan institutions 
work so impieKbively upon the Grecian mind, was tlieir perfect 
singularity, combined with the conspicuous ascendency of the 
state m which they were manifested , while the Kietau 
communities, even admitting their partial resemblance (which 
was chiefly m the institution of the Syssitia, and was altogether 
more m form than m spirit) to Sparta, were too nisiginlicant to 
attract notice except from speculative observers. It is therefore 
a mistake on the part of O Muller to treat Sparta as the type 
and representative of Dorians generally, and very many of the 
positions advanced m his History of the Dorians require to be 
modifled when this mistake is pointed out. 

The first capital fact to notice respecting the institutions 
ascribed to Lykurgus is the very early period at Jllail (late 
which they had their commencement: it seems ot Bykur- 
impossible to place this period later than 825 B,c. 

We do not find, nor have we a right to expect, trustworthy 
history in reference to events so early. If we have one foot on 
historical ground, inasmuch as the institutions themselves are 
real, the other foot still floats in the unfaithful region of my the, 
when we strive to comprehend the generating causes: the mist 
yet prevails which hinders us from distinguishing between the 
god and the man. The light in which Lykurgus appeared, to an 
intelligent Greek of the fifth century before the Christian corn, 
is so clearly, yet briefly depicted, in the following passage of 
Herodotus, that I cannot do better than translate it:_ 

“In the very early times (Herodotus observes) the Spartans 
were among themselves the most lawless of all Greeks, view taken 
and unapproachable by foreigners. Their transition 
to good legal order took place in the following manner. Herodotus. 

When Lycurgus, a Spartan of consideration, visited Delphi to 
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consult tlie oracle, the instant that he entered the sanctuary, the 

Pythian priestess exclaimed,— 
“6Thou ait come, Lycurgus, to my fat shrine, beloved by Zeus 

and by all the Olympic gods. Is it as God or as man that I am to 

address thee in the spirit * I hesitate—and yet, Lycurgus, I 

incline more to call thee a god.5 55 
(So spake the Pythian priestess.) “ Moreover, m addition to 

these words, some affirm that the Pythia revealed to him the 
order of things now established among the Spartans. But the 

Lactdcemonians themsehes say, that Lycurgus, when guardian of 

his nephew Labotas king of the Spartans, introduced these 

institutions out of Krete. No sooner had he obtained this 

guardianship than he changed all the institutions into their 

present form, and took security against any transgression of it. 

Next, he constituted the military divisions, the Enomoties and 
the Triakads, as well as the Syssitia or public mess : he also, 

farther, appointed the ephors and the senate. By this means the 

Spartans passed from bad to good order: to Lycurgus, after his 

death, they built a temple, and they still worship him reverentially. 

And as might naturally be expected m a productive soil, and with 

no inconsiderable numbers of men, they immediately took a start 
forward, and flourished so much that they could not be content to 

remain tranquil within their own limits,55 &c. 

Such is our oldest statement (coming from Herodotus) respecting 

Little said Lykurgus, ascribing to him that entire order of things 
about Ly- which the writer witnessed at Sparta. Thucydides 

ttoeaiber also, though not mentioning Lykurgus, agrees m 
authors. stating that the system among the Lacedaemonians, as 

he saw it, had been adopted by them four centuries previously, 
had rescued them from the most intolerable disorders, and 
had immediately conducted them to prosperity and success.1 

Hellanikus, whose writings a little preceded those of Herodotus, 

not only did not (any more than Thucydides) make mention of 

Lykurgus, hut can hardly be thought to have attached any 
importance to the name ; since he attributed the constitution of 

Sparta to the first kings, Eurysthenes and Prokl6s.2 

But those later writers, from whom Plutarch chiefly compiled 
his biography, profess to be far better informed on the subject of 

i Herodot i 66—66, Thucyd. i. 18. 2 Strabo, viii. p. 863. 
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Lykurgus, and enter more into detail. His father, we are told, 
was assassinated during the preceding state of law- c ious 
lessness ; his elder brother Polydektls died early, details of 

leaving a pregnant widow, who made to Lykurgus plutarctu 
propositions that he should marry her and become king. But 
Lykurgus, repudiating the offer with indignation, awaited the 
birth of his young nephew Charilaus, held up the child publicly 
in the agora as the future king of Sparta, and immediately 
relinquished the authority which he had provisionally exercised. 
However, the widow and her brother Leonidas raised slanderous 
accusations against him, of designs menacing to the life £tegency 0f 
of the infant king,—accusations which he deemed it _ 
proper to obviate by a temporary absence. Accordingly sence from 

he left Sparta and went to Kidte, where he studied Sparta 
the polity and customs of the different cities; next he visited 
Ionia and Egypt, and (as some authors affirmed) Libya, Iberia, and 
even India While in Ionia, he is reported to have obtained from 
the descendants of Kreophylus a copy of the Homeric poems, which 
had not up to that time become known in Peloponnesus : there 
were not wanting authors, indeed, who said that he had conversed 
with Homer himself.1 

Meanwhile the young king Charilaus grew up and assumed 
the sceptre, as representing the Prokleid or Eurypontid family. 
But the reins of government had become more relaxed, and the 
disorders worse than ever, when Lykurgus returned. Finding 
that the two kings as well as the people were weary of so 
disastrous a condition, he set himself to the task of applying a 
corrective, and with tins view consulted the Delphian He gen(. 
oracle ; from which he received strong assurances of by the 

the divine encouragement, together with one or more oraSe’to 
special injunctions (the primitive Rhetra of the 
constitution) which he brought with him to Sparta.2 
He then suddenly presented himself in the agora, with thirty of 
the most distinguished Spartans, all in arms, as his guards and 
partisans. King Charilaus, though at fi rst terrified, wh en informed 

1 Plutarch, Lycurg. 3,4, 5. 

2 For an instructive leview of the 
text as well as the meaning of this 
ancient Rhetia, see Uihchs, TJeber die 
lycurgischen Rhetiae, published since 

the first edition of this History His 
refutation of the changes of Mottling 
seems to me complete, but his own 
conjectures are not all equally plau¬ 
sible : nor can X subscribe to lus expla¬ 
nation Of a<t>C<rrcurd(u. 
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of the designs of his uncle, stood forward willingly to second them; 
while the bulk of the Spartans respectfully submitted to the 
venerable Herakleid who came as refoimer and missionary from 
Delphi.1 Such were the steps by which Lykmgus acquired his 
ascendency: we have now to see how he employed it. 

His first proceeding, pursuant to the Rhetra or Compact brought 
nismsti- fr°m Delphi, was to constitute the Spartan Senate, 
asclibed consisting of twenty-eight ancient men; making an 
so him— aggregate of thnty m conjunction with the two kings, 
popuifuand who sat and voted in it. With this weie combined 
assembly— penodical assemblies of the Spartan people, m the 
ep ors open air, between the river Kuakion and the budge 
Babyka. Yet no discussion was permitted m these assemblies,— 
their functions were limited to the simple acceptance or rejection 
of that which had previously been determined m the senate.2 

1 Plutarch, Lycurg c 6—6 Hermip- 
pus, the scholai of Anstotie, professed 
to give the names of twenty out of these 
thirty devoted partisans 

There was, however, a different 
story, which xepi esentod that Lykui gus, 
on ms letum fiom hra tiavels, found 
Chanlaus govemmg like a despot 
(Heiachd Pontic c 2) 

2 The words of the old Rhetra— 
Aibs ‘EAAeuuov koX \\$rfvds 'EAAaj/ta? 
Upov iSpvcrdfJievov, <f>v\ds <f>v\d£avra, ical 
tafias <ofid£avra, rpta/cowa, yepovtrCav 
<rvv ap^ayiTais, Karacrr^ cravra, to pas cif 
cap as , aircXkageiv /atmi-v Ba/Su/ca? teat 
KvaKitavQs, ovtoos tltrtftcpeiv re /cal dtfttcr- 
racrQai • 8a,pup S’ ayopdv etaev /cal ttparos. 
(Plutarch, to) 

The leading ayopdv (last word hut 
three) is that of Coray’s edition: other 
readings proposed aie icvpiavt avtaydv, 
ayopiav, <kc The MBS. however are 
incurably corrupt, aud none of the con¬ 
jectures can be pronounced certain. 

The Rhetra contains various remark¬ 
able archaisms,—an*® AA d£ctv—duf) terra- 
arOai—the latter word, in the sense of 
putting the question for decision, cor¬ 
responding to the fimction of the 
'A<f>e<mt)p at Kmdus (Plutarch, Qusest. 
Gnec. o. 4; see Schneider, Lexicon, ad 
v°c). 

O. Mdller connects rptatcovra with 
tafias, and lays it down that there were 
thirty Obds at Sparta: I rather agroe 
with those ciitics who place the comma 
after wfidgavTa., and refer the number 
thirty to the senate* Urlichs, in his 

Dissertation hber die Lycurgisch. 
Rhotien (published m the Rhemisches 
Museum tor lb 17, p 204), mtioduees 
the WOld rrpt.crfivycut.as after rpirtKOrra, 
which scorns a iust conjecture when we 
look to the addition altorwards made 
by Thoopompns The statements of 
Muller about the Obos seem to me to 
rest on no authority 

The word lihetia means a solemn 
compact, either originally emanating 
from, or subsequently sanctioned by 
the gods, who are always p.uties to 
such agreements, see the old Tioafcy 
betwoon the Elmans aud Hermans,— 
‘A fparpat between the two,—comme¬ 
morated in tho valuable inscription 
still preserved,-as ancient, iuhaiding 
to Boockli, as 01\mp 40—u0 (Jioeekh, 
Ooip Inscupt. No IT. p 20, Part I). 
The words of Tyi tarns imply such a 
compact between contracting parties. 
first the kings, then the seuate, lastly 
the people—tat? tfrpats dvr ana- 
utcifi o/At vo vs-whore the participle 
last occurnng applies not to the people 
alone, but to all the three. The Khetia 
of Lykurgus emanated from the Del¬ 
phian god, but tho kings, senate and 
people all bound themselves, both to 
each other and to the gods, to obey it. 
The explanations given of the phrase by 
Nitzscb and Schumann (m Dr Thirl- 
wall’s note, ch. viii. 334) seem to me 
less satisfactory than what appears in 
C F. Hermann (Lehrbuch der Griech 
Staatsalfcerthumer, s 23) 

Nitzsch (Histor. Homer, sect. xiv. p. 
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Such, was the Spartan political constitution as fixed by Lykurgus, 
but a century afterwards (so Plutai cli’s account runs), under the 
kings Polyd6rus and Theopompus, two important alterations 
were made. A rider was then attached to the old Lykurgean 
Bhetra, by which it was provided that “in case the people 
decided crookedly, the senate with the kings should reverse 
their decisions ”.1 while another change, peihaps intended as a 

50—55) does not take sufficient account 
of the distinction between the meaning 
of prjTpa m the eaily and in the later 
times. In the time of the Ephor 
Epitadeus, oi of At* is III, he is right in 
saying thatp>jrpais equivalent to datum 
—still, howevoi, with an idea of greaiei 
solemnity and unchangealnlity tlian is 
implied in the woid vopos, analogous to 
what is nndeistood by a fundamental 
or organic enactment in modem ideas 
The old ideas of a maudato hom the 
Delphian god, and a compact between 
the kings and tlio citmons, which had 
once been connected with tlio woul, 
giadually chopped away hom it. There 
is no contradiction mPlutaieh, thoio- 
foro, such as that to which Nitzsch 
alludos(p 64) 

KopHt«y It’s Disseitation (p. 22, 30) 
touches on tho same subject I agiee 
with Kopstadt (lhsseit p 28—30; m 
thinking it probable that Plutiuch 
copied the woids <>1 tho old Lykmgoau 
constitutional Ithotia, fiom the ac¬ 
count given by Aristotle of the Spartan 
polity 

Kmg Tlioopompus probably brought 
from the Delphian oracle tho impel taut 
rider which he lacked to tho mandate 
as originally bionght by Lykurgus—oi 
J3a<riAet? 0«oirop.7TO(f kcu IIoAuSaipos rafie 
tq jiyTpqt -rrapeveypafav The authority 
or the oracle, together with their own 
influence, would enable them to got 
these words accepted by tho people 

1 At 8e tr/coAtdv o fiagos «Aotro, roi)$ 
iraeo-pvyeveas <cat apxayeTas airoa,rar!jpa9 
elfiev. (Plutaich, lb) 

Plutarch tolls us that tho primitive 
Rhetra, autenor to this addition, 
specially enjoined tho assembled citi¬ 
zens either to adopt or rojoet, without 
change, the Rhetta proposed by tho 
kings and senate, and that the rider 
was introduced because the assembly 
had disobeyed this injunction, and 
adopted amendments of its own It is 
this latter sense which he puts on the 
word cncoKtav. Urlichs (ueber Lye, 
Rhetr p. 282) and Nitzsch (DList. 

Homer p 54) follow him, and the 
latter even con&tiues tho epithet 
llvOttais frqrpat<i a.vraira.p.i.ifiap.kvov'S of 
Tyi teens m a conespondmg xonse he 
says, “Populus us (lhetiisj eufluats, 
ie mhd mil* as, sulhagau jubotux nam 
lox cujuh Tyx Ueus admonefc, ita sanxmat 
—si populus logationom iniUxnm (if 
non nisi ad suuiu ai 1 uti mm nmnutatam) 
accipeie voluont, senatoies ot auctoics 
aboleiito totam ” 

Now m tho tu st place, it seems 
highly unpiobahlo that tho pinmlivo 
Ithotia, with its antique simplicity, 
would contain any such preconceived 
speciality of lostilotion upon tho 
competence of tho assembly Tli.it 
restriction loceivod its toimal com¬ 
mencement only fiom tho ndor 
annexed by king Theopompus, winch 
evidently betokens a mevimis dispute 
and refractory behaviour oil tho paifc 
of tho assembly. 

In the second place, tho explanation 
which those authors givo of tho words 
ovcoAtdv and < £0«mu9, is not coni mumble 
to tho ancient (heck, oh wo find it in 
Homer and Hesiod and those oaiiy 
analogies two the proper test, seeing 
that wo are dealing with a voi y ancient 
document In Hesiod, iOus and ovtoA/o* 
are used m a souse which almost 
exactly coiresponds to rnjht and ioiun<t 
(which words indued m their primitive 
etymology may he braced back to the 
meaning of stnmjht and crooked) Wee 
Hesiod Opp Du 30, 11)2, 218,221, 220, 
230, 250, 20*2, 204 ; also Thoogon ,»7, 
and JPingm 217, ud Gottlmg: whoie 
the phrases are constantly repeated, 
t Bdlox Sixai, crKo\iai $t/e at, ctkoAcoI 
p.v&ot. There is also tlio remai liable 
expression, Op Du 9, /$na firf r* iDvw 
<tkoKi6v compaiov 2(>3, itivimre fxvQavr, 
also Ilomer, Iliad, xvi. 387, Ot j3tp <?iv 
ay opp cr/coAta* *ptV«crt Oepucrrai: Mid 
XXiii. 580, l&Gta,. xvm. 508, oy /x«ra rot<rt 
diicnv i$vvTa.Ta <trrp, &<l 

If we judge by these analogies, we 
shall see that the words of Tyrtwus, 
«v0ecat$ p^rpatc, mean “ dtraightjovwurdy, 
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sort of compensation for this bridle on the popular assembly, 
introduced into the constitution a new executive Directory of five 
men, called the Ephors. This .Board—annually chosen, by some 
capricious method the result of which could not well be foreseen, 
and open to be filled by every Spartan citizen,—either originally 
received, or gradually drew to itself, functions so extensive and 
commanding, m regaid to internal administration and police, as 
to limit the authority of the kings to little more than the exclusive 
-command of the military force. Herodotus was informed at 
Sparta that the ephors as well as the senate had been constituted 
by Lykurgus; but the authority of Aristotle as well as the internal 
probability of the case, sanctions the belief that they were 
subsequently added.1 

Taking the political constitution of Sparta ascribed to Lykuigus, 

Consti ^ aPPears not *° kave differed materially from the 
'tution rude organization exhibited in the Homeric poems, 
Lykurgus0 where we always find a council of chiefs or old men 
tSwhich an<* occasioILa* meetings of a listening agora. It is 
we find m hard to suppose that the Spartan kings can ever have 
Homer governed without some formalities of this sort: so 
that the innovation (if innovation there really was) ascribed to 
Lykurgus, must have consisted in some new details respecting 
the senate and the agora,—in fixing the number3 thirty, and the 
life-tenure of the former—and the special place of meetmg of the 

honest, statutes of conventions ”—not 
propositions adopted without change, as 
Nitzsch supposes And so the words 
<nco\iav ekoLTo mean, “ adopt a wrong 
or dishonest determination not a deter¬ 
mination different from what was 
pxoposed to them. 

These words gave to the kings and 
-senate power to cancel any decision of 
the public assembly which they disap¬ 
proved. It retained only the power of 
refusing assent to some substantive 
propositions of the authorities, first of 
the kings and senate, afterwards of the 
ephors And this limited power it 
seems always to have preserved. 

Kopstadt explains well the expres¬ 
sion oTeoAtav, as the antithesis to the 
epithet of Tyrtseus, «v$eCais far pais 
(Dissertat. sect 16, p. 124) 

i Herod, i. 65; compale Plutarch, 
Lycurg. c. 7; Anstot Polit v. 9,1 (where 
he gives the answer of kingTheopompus). 

Anstotle tells us that the ephors 
were chosen, but not how they were 
chosen; only that it was in some 
manner excessively puerile,—jraifiaptw- 
Sijs yap I cm kiav (u 6, 16). 

M. Barthriemy St Hilaire, in his 
note to the passage of Anstotle, pre¬ 
sumes that they were of course chosen 
w the same manner as the senators, 
but there seems no sufficient ground 
in Anstotle to countenance this. Nor 
is it easy to reconcile the words of 
Anstotle respecting the election of the 
senators, where he assimilates it to an 
atpearis SuvacrrevTi/oj (Polit V. 5, 8; ii. 
6, 18), with the description which 
Plutarch (Lycurg. 26) gives of that 
election. 

2 Kopstadt agrees in this supposi¬ 
tion, that the number of the senate was 
probably not peremptorily fixed befoie 
the Lykurgean reform (Dissertat., ut 
sup., sect. 18, p. 109). 
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latter as well as tlie extent of privilege winch it was to exercise ; 
consecrating the whole by the erection of the temples of Zeus 
Hellamus and Athene Hellama. The view of the subject pre¬ 
sented by Plutarch as well as by Plato,1 as if the senate were an 
entire novelty, does not consist with the pictures of the old epic. 
Hence we may more naturally imagine that the Lykurgean 
political constitution, apart from the ephors who were afterwards 
tacked to it, presents only the old features of the heroic govern¬ 
ment of Greece, defined and regularised in a particular manner. 
The presence of two co-existent and co-ordinate kings, indeed, 
succeeding m hereditary descent and both belonging to the gens 
of Herakleids, is something peculiar to Sparta—the origin of 
which receives no other explanation than a reference Pairofkmgs 

to the twin sons of Aristodemus, Eurysthenes and then>aita_ 
Prokles. These two primitive ancestors are a type of constant^^ 
the two lines of Spartan kings; for they are said to —a security* 
have passed their lives in perpetual dissensions, which *^n®fate 
was the habitual state of the two contemporaneous despotism, 

kings at Sparta. While the co-existence of the pair of kings, 
equal in power and constantly thwarting each other, had often a 
baleful effect upon the course of public measures, it was never¬ 
theless a security to the state against successful violence,2 ending 
m the establishment of a despotism, on the part of any ambitious 
individual among the regal line. 

During five successive centuries of Spartan history, from 
Polyddrus and Theopompus downward, no such violence was 
attempted by any of the kings,8 until the times of Agis III. and 
Kleomenls IIL (240 B.C. to 220 B.O.). The importance of Greece 
had at this last-mentioned period irretrievably declined, and the 
independent political action which she once possessed had become 
subordinate to the more powerful force either of the JStolian. 
mountaineers (the rudest among her own sons) or to Epirotic, 
Macedonian, and Asiatic foreigners, preparatory to the final 

1 Plato, Legg iii. p 691; Plato, Peisian monarch, rather than against 
Epist vhi. 304, B the established Lacedaemonian govom- 

a Plato, Legg iii p. 691; Anstot ment; though undoubtedly one portion 
polit. u. 6, 20. of his piojeci was to excite the Helots 

a The conspiracy of Pausanias, after to levolt, and Aristotle treats lnm as 
the repulse of Xerxes, was against the specially aiming to put down the power 
liberty of combined Hollas, to consti- of the ephors (Polit v. 5, 0; compare- 
tute himself satrap of Hellas under the Thucyd. i. 128—134; Horodot v. 32) 
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absorption by the Bomans. But amongst all- the Grecian states, 
Sparta had declined the most, her ascendency was totally gone, 
and her peculiar training and discipline (to which she had chiefly 
owed it) had degenerated m every way. Under these untoward 
circumstances, two young kings, Agis and Kleomenes—the former 
a generous enthusiast, the latter more violent and ambitious- 
conceived the design of restoring the Lykuigean constitution in 
its supposed pristine purity, with the hope of reviving both the 
spirit of the people and the ascendency of the state. But the 
Lykurgean constitution had been, even m the time ot Xenophon,1 
in part, an iddal, not fully realised in practice—much less was it 
a reality in the days of Kleomenes and Agis ; moreover it was an 
tdtfcil which admitted of being coloured according to the fancy or 
feelings of those reformers who professed, and probably believed, 
that they were aiming at its genuine restoration. What the 
reforming kings found most m their way was, the uncontrolled 
authority, and the conservative dispositions, of the ephors— 
which they naturally contrasted with the original fulness of the 
kingly power, when kings and senate stood alone. Among the 
Idea of various ways in which men’s ideas of what the primi- 
Kleomen&s tive constitution had been, were modified by the 
Meeting feelings of their own time (we shall presently see 
appoint- some °^er instances of this), is probably to be reck- 
xnent of the oned the assertion of Kleomenes respecting the first 
Ephors* appointment of the ephors. Kleomenes affirmed that 
the ephors had originally been nothing more than subordinates 
and deputies of the kings chosen by the latter to perform for a 
time their duties during the long absence of the Messenian war. 
Starting from this humble position, and profiting by the dissen¬ 
sions of the two kings,2 they had in process of time, especially by 
the ambition of the ephor AsterSpus, found means first to constitute 
themselves an independent board, then to usurp to themselves 
more and more of the kingly authority, until they at last reduced 
the kings to a state of intolerable humiliation and impotence. 
As a proof of the primitive relation between the kings and the 
ephors, he alluded to that which was the custom at Sparta in his 
own time. When the ephors sent for either of the kings, the 

i Xenophon, Republic. Laced c 14 to apytlov (the ephors) hrxvtiv 
3 Plutarch, Agis, c. 12. Tovro •yap Statfropa$ riav fkunktov, &c. 
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latter had a right to refuse obedience to two successive summonses, 
but the third summons he was bound to obey.1 

It is obvious that the fact here adduced by Kleomenes (a 
curious point m Spartan manners) contributes little to prove the 
conclusion which he deduced from it of the original nomination 
of the ephors as mere deputies by the kings. That they were 
first appointed at the time of the Messeman war is probable, 
and coincides with the tale that king Theopompus was a consent¬ 
ing party to the measure—that their functions were at first 
comparatively circumscribed, and extended by successive encroach¬ 
ments, is also probable. But they seem to have been from the 
beginning a board of specially popular origin, m Popular 
contraposition to the kings and the senate. One £iVe{>oaid 

proof of this is to be found in the ancient oath, which of ephors— 

was every month interchanged between the kings and changed^" 
the epliors; the king swearing for himself, that he 
would exercise his regal lunetions according to the the kings, 
established laws—the ephors swearing on behalf of the city, that 
Ins authority should on that condition remain unshaken.2 This 
mutual compact, which probably formed a part of the ceremony 
during the monthly sacrifices offered by the king,3 continued 
down to a time when it must have become a pure form, and 
when the kings had long been suboidmate m power to tbe 
ephors. But it evidently began first as a reality—when the 
king was predominant ana effective chief of the state, and 
when the ephors, clothed with functions chiefly defensive, 
served as guarantees to the people against abuse of the regal 
authority. Plato, Aristotle, and Cicero,4 all interpret the original 
institution of the ephors as designed to protect the people and 
restrain the kings : the latter assimilates them to the tribunes at 
Borne. 

^ i Plutarch, Kleomen^s, c. 10. crrjfxeiov 
dt tovtov, t6 vvv, juera- 
rrcju.Troftmt)!' rbv jSatnAea rStv *E<f>6p0p, 
&C 

3 Xenophon, Republic (Lacedaemon. 
C.^ 15. Kai bpKOvg p.gp akkrjkon Kara 
ixrjva 7TOLovvrat • vE<£opot p-iv vtrip m 
ir<SA«dff, pa(rL\.cv<s S* virip^ iavrov* *0 S& 
op/coy ecrrl, rtp pep jSacrtAet, Kara tovs rrjs 
irbkeuiv Keijxevovs v6povt fiacrikcvaeip - tq 
Si irrfAfft, eprreSopKOVProt i/ceiVov, a<rrv- 
fyikucrov rrjv paenkeiav trapij-ew. 

#Herodot. vl. 57. 

4 Plato, Logg lii. p 692; Aristot. 
Polit. v. li, i; Cicoro <le Republic. 
Fragm ii. S3, o<l Mail—** Ut contra 
consulare unpenum tribum plebls, sic 
llli (ejphon) contra vim regiam con* 
stituti ”also De Legg. ui. 7, and 
Valer. Max. iv. jl 

Compare Plutarch, Lycurg. c. 7; 
Tittmann, Gnochische Staatsverfaa- 
aang, p. 103, $eqq. 
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Sncli were tlie relations which had once subsisted between the 
Subordina- kings and the ephors * though m later times these 
km^s^and relations had been so completely reversed, that 
supremacy Polybius considers the former as essentially subor- 
ephors, dmate to the latter—reckoning it as a point of duty 
hSoncaT m *° resPect the ephors “ as their fathers ”.1 
times And such is decidedly the state of things throughout 
all the better known period of history which we shall hereafter 
traverse. The ephors are the general directors of public affairs 2 
and the supreme controlling board holding in check every other 
authority m the state, without any assignable limit to their 
powers. The extraordinary ascendency of these magistrates is 
particularly manifested in the fact stated by Aristotle, that they 
exempted themselves from the pubhc discipline, so that their 
self-indulgent year of office stood m marked contrast with the 
toilsome exercises and sober mess common to rich and poor alike. 
The kings are reduced to a certain number of special functions* 
combined with privileges partly religious, partly honorary: 
their most important political attribute is, that they are ex offiew 
generals of the military force on foreign expeditions. But even 
here we trace the sensible decline of their power. For whereas- 
Herodotus was informed, and it probably had been the old 
privilege, that the king could levy war against whomsoever he 
chose, and that no Spartan could impede lnm on pain of com¬ 
mitting sacrilege8—we shall see throughout the best known 
periods of this history that it is usually the ephors (with or with¬ 
out the senate and pubhc assembly) who determine upon war—the 
king only takes the command when the army is put on the march. 
Anstotle seems to treat the Spartan king as a sort of hereditary 
general; but even in this privilege shackles were put upon him 
—for two out of the five ephors accompanied the army, and their 
power seems to have been not seldom invoked to ensure obedience 
to his orders.4 

1 Polyb aoav. 8. Laced. C. 13 IEav<r<mas, irat<ra$ roiv- 
2 Aristot Polit. it 6, 14—16: 'Ecrrt ’E^opwv rpels, e£ayci <f>povpiyt Xenoph. 

Si koI §iair& riav ,3f>6juay ovx op.oA.o- Ilellen U. 4, 29, <£poupar i(f>rjvav oi 
yovpLtw] t<j> fiovkf)imart rijs mSA-ews • avri) Mityopot, lii 2, 23 
fiev y£p aveifi&vT] Alav ecrrl iv Si rols A special restriction was put on the- 
aAAois fx5.\kov virepisdWei iirl rb (rtcXrjpbv, functions of the king, as military com- 
&c. mander-in-ohief, m 417 B.C., after the 

3 Herodot. vi, 66. ill-conducted expedition of Agis son of 
4 Anstot n 7, 4, Xenoph. BepubL Archidamus against Argos. • It was- 
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The direct political powers of the kings were thus greatly 
curtailed ; yet importance in many ways was still left to them. 
They possessed large royal domains m many of the position 

townships of the Periceki: they received frequent occa- vSepreslof 
sional presents, and when victims were offered to the the kings 

gods, the skins and other portions belonged to them as perqui¬ 
sites j1 they had tlieir votes m the senate, which, if they were 
absent, were given on their behalf by such of the other senators 
as were most nearly related to them : the adoption of children 
received its formal accomplishment in their presence—and con¬ 
flicting claims at law, for the hand of an unbequeathed orphan 
heiress, were adjudicated by them. But above all, their root was 
deep m the religious feelings of the people. Their pre-eminent 
lineage connected the entire state with a divine paternity. They, 
the chiefs of the Herakleids, were the special grantees of the soil 
of Sparta from the gods—the occupation of the Dorians being 
only sanctified and blest by Zeus for the purpose of establishing 
the children of HeraklGs m the valley of the EnrOtas.2 They 
represented the state in its relations with the gods, being by 
right priests of Zeus LacedcemOn (the ideas of the god and the 
country coalescing into one) and of Zeus Uranius, and offering the 
monthly sacrifices necessary to ensure divine protection to tin* 
people. Though individual persons might sometimes be put 
aside, nothing short of a new divine revelation could induce the 
Spartans to step out of the genuine lineage of Eurysthenes and 
Prokles. Moreover, the remarkable mourning ceremony which 
took place at the death of every king, seems to indicate that the 
two kingly families—which counted themselves Achaean,3 not 
Dorian—were considered as the great common bond of union 

then provided that ten Spartan coun¬ 
sellors should always accompany the 
kmg in every expedition (Thucyd. v. 

1 The hide-money (Sepnarucov) arising 
from the numerous victims offered at 
public saci lflces at Athens, is accounted 
for as a special item of the public 
revenue m the careful economy of that 
city, see Booekh, Public JEcon. of 
Athens, ni. 7,p. 382, Kng. Trans.; 
Corpus Inscription. No 157. 

aTyitsous, Fragm. x, ed. Bergk; 
Strabo, xvm. p. 302 

2- 

Avr&v yap KponW KaAAi<rr«^dvov ir6<n$ 
s *11 

Zeuc 'HpafcActficus rvjvSt! SvScotcc 7t6\lv • 
OXcrtv a.jj.a TpoXtirovres 'llpivtov ■nvcp.oevra 

Evpetav Hd^owos urjerov &<f}tK6/xe&a, 

Compare Thucyd. v. 10; ITorodot v. 
8J>; Xenoph.Hellen.ni 3,3; Plutarch, 
.bysand, c 22 

3 IJorod. v. 72. See the account m 
Plutarch of the abortive stratagem of 
Lysander to make the kingly dignity 
elective by putting forwaiu a youth 
who passed for the son of Apollo 
(Plutarch, Lysaud. c. 25—20). 
-18 
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between the three component parts of the population of Laconia 
—Spartans, Penoeki, and Helots Not merely was it required, 
on this occasion, that two members of every house in Sparta 
should appear m sackcloth and ashes—but the death of the king 
was foimally made known throughout every part of Laconia ; 
and deputies from the townships of the Penoeki and the villages 
of the Helots, to the number of several thousand, were summoned 
to Sparta to take their share m the profuse and public demon¬ 
strations of sorrow,i which lasted for ten days, and which 
imparted to the funeral obsequies a superhuman solemnity. Nor 
ought we to forget, in enumerating the privileges of the Spaitan 
king, that he (conjointly with two officeis called Pythn 
nominated by him) earned on the communications between 
the state and the temple of Delphi, and had the custody of 
oracles and prophecies generally. In most of the Grecian states, 
such inspired declarations were treasured up, and consulted m 
cases of public emergency r but the intercourse of Sparta with 
the Delphian oracle was peculiarly frequent and intimate, and 
the responses of the Pythian priestess met with more reverential 
attention from the Spartans than from any other Greeks.2 So 
much the more important were the king’s functions, as the 
medium of this intercourse : the oiacle always upheld his dignity, 
and often even seconded his underhand personal schemes 3 

Sustained by so great a force of traditional reverence, a Spartan 
king of military talent and individual eneigy like Agesilaus 
exercised great ascendency; but such cases were very rare, and 
we shall find the king throughout the historical period only a 
secondary force, available on special occasions Bor real political 
Power orders, in the greatest cases as well as the least, the 
of the Spartan looks to the council of ephors, to whom 
ep 0rS* obedience is paid with a degree of precision which 
nothing short of the Spartan discipline could have brought about 
—by the most powerful citizens not less than by the meanest.4 
Both the internal police and the foreign affairs of the state are in 
the hands of the ephors, who exercise an authority approaching 

. 1 Xenoph Hellen lii 3, 1. *Ayt?— Alcib i p 123, 
ervve cre^j/oWpa? i) /car’ av0piairov ra<f>fj?. «* Heiodot, Vi. 66, and TllUCyd. V. 16, 

- For the privileges of the Spaitan furnish examples of this, 
kings, see Herodot, yi. 66-57 , Xeno- * Xenophon, Republ. Laced, c 8, 2, 
phon, Republ. Laced, c. 15, Plato, and Agesilaus, cap 7,2 
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to despotism, and altogether without accountability. They 
appoint and direct the body of 300 young and active citizens, 
who performed the immediate police of Laconia they cashier at 
pleasiue any subordinate 1 unctionary, and inflict fine or arrest at 
their own discretion, they assemble the military force, on 
occasion of foreign war, and determine its destination, though the 
king has the actual command ol it. they imprison on suspicion 
•even the regent or the king himself.1 thev sit as judges, some¬ 
times individually and sometimes as a board, upon causes and 
complaints of great moment, and they judge without the restraint 
of written laws, the use of which was peremptoiily forbidden by 
a special Rhetra,2 erroneously connected with Lykurgus himself, 
but at any rate ancient. On certain occasions of peculiar moment 

1 Xenoph Rep Laced 8,4, Thncyd 
i 131, Allbtot Polll 11 6, 14—VLpyjyv 
kiav p,cydk>}v Kai IcroTvpavvov Plu¬ 
tarch, Lycurg c 13—-/dj xpr)<rGon. vopois 
cyypa.(j)Oi$ 

Plato, hi his Republic, in like 
manner disapproves of any general 
enactments tying up beforehand the 
discietion of peifectly educated men 
like his guaidians, who will always do 
what is best on oach special occasion 
(Republic, iv p 42.0 

2 Resides the primi ti ve constitutional 
Rhetra mentioned above, page 205, 
various other Rhetno are also attri¬ 
buted to Lykurgus, and Plutarch 
singles out threo under the title of 
“The Three Rhetiie,” as if thev wore 
either the only genuine Lykurgean 
Rhetraa, or at least stood distinguished 
by some peculiar sanctity from ail 
otheis (Plutarch, Qiuest. Roman, c 87 
Agesilaus, c. 20). 

These three were (Plutarch, Lycurg 
c 13; comp Apophbh Lacon p 220. 
—■1 Not to resort to written laws. 2 
Not to employ m houso-building any 
other tools than the axe ancl the 
saw 3 Not to undertake militaiy 
expeditions often against the same 
enomies. 

I agree with Ni tali (Histor. Homer. 
P* 61—65) that these Rhotne, though 
doubtless not actually Lykurgean, are 
nevertheless anciont (that is, probably 
datingsomewherebetwoen650--550B,c) 
and not the mere Actions of recent 
writers, as Schomann (Ant. Jur. Pub 
iv 1; xiv. p. 182) and Urlichs (p. 241) 
seem to believe And though Plutarch 
specifies the number thirty yet there 
seem to have been still more, as the 

language of T>i turns must bo held to 
militate, out of which, from causes 
which we do not now undm stand, the 
threo wlut li Plutaich distinguishes 
excited paiticulnr notice 

These maxims 01 pi coopts of state 
were piob&bly preserved along with 
the dicta ot the Delphian oratlo, from 
which authority doubtless nianj of 
them may have emanated —1such as the 
famous anciont piopheey '.V </nAoxp7j- 
[iaria '2,ira,p~« vokt i akko fit ovitV (Krebs, 
Lectionos Diodorom, p HO Anstotel. 
IDpl llokiT*im, ap Schol. ad Kuiip. 
Amuomach. 446 Xchomnim, Comm, 
ad Plutarch Ag. et (Jloomen p 123) 

Nit/flch hah good remarks 111 ex¬ 
planation of the prohibition against 
“using written laws’* This piolnbi- 
tion was piobably called foith by the 
circumstance Unit othot Grecian states 
wei 0 employing lawgivers like Zaloukus, 
Diako, Oharondas, or Solbn—to pre¬ 
sent them at once with a series of 
written enactments or provisions. 
Home Spartans may have proposed 
that an analogous lawgiver should lie 
nominated for Sparta, upon which 
piopoaition a negative was put in the 
most solemn maimer possible, by a 
formal Rhetra, perhaps passed after 
advice from Delphi There is no such 
contradiction therefore (when we thus 
conceive the event), as some authors 
represent, in forbidding the use of 
written laws by a Rhetra itself put 
into writing. To employ a phrase in 
greater analogy with modern contro¬ 
versies—“ The Spartans, on the direc¬ 
tion of the oracle, resolve to retain 
their unwritten common law, and not 
to codify’*. 
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they take the sense of the senate and the public assembly3—such 
seems to have been the habit on questions of war and peace. It, 
appears however that persons charged with homicide, treason, or 
capital offences generally, were tried before the senate. We read 
of several instances in which the kings were tried and severely 
fined, and m which then houses were condemned to be razed to 
the ground, probably by the senate on the proposition of the 
ephors: in one instance, it seems that the ephors inflicted by 
their own authority a fine even upon Agesilaus.3 

War and peace appear to have been submitted, on most, if not 
Public on all occasions, to the senate and the public assembly , 
assembly. n0 matter could reach the latter until it had passed 
through the former. And we find some few occasions on which 
the decision of the public assembly was a real expression of 
opinion, and operative as to the result—as for example, the 
assembly which immediately preceded and resolved upon the 
Peloponnesian war. Here, m addition to the serious hazard of 
the case and the general caution of a Spartan temperament, there 
was the great personal weight and experience of kmg Archidamus 
opposed to the war, though the ephors were favourable to it3 
The public assembly, under such peculiar circumstances, really 
manifested an opinion and came to a division. But for the most 
part, it seems to have been little better than an inoperative 
formality. The general rule permitted no open discussion, nor 
could any private citizen speak except by special leave from the 
magistrates. Perhaps even the general liberty to discuss, if 
given, might have been of no avail, for not only was there no 
power of public speaking, but no habit of canvassing public 
measures, at Sparta: nothing was more characteristic of the 
government than the extreme secrecy of its proceedings.4 The 

rots *E<J><5poi$ koX til i/c/cA.Tjcrtqf alluded to briefly m the Rhetoric (lii. 
(Xen Hellen, m, 2, 23) 18) is not easy to be undoi stood 

a The case of leotychidfo, Herod, vi. 3 Tliucyd. i. 07,4 SO, S7. gvkkoyov 
72; of Pkutoanax.t Thucyd. li 21—V. onf)S>v avtS>v rbv elwflora. 
10; Agi&TL Thucyd. v. 03; Aim HI, 4 Thucyd, iv. t>8. rfjs ttoAiT«£as to 
Plutarch, Agis, o. 19: see Plutaich, Kpvirrov: compare iv. 74; also his 
Agesilaus, c 5. remaikable expression about so distm- 

Respecting the ephors generally, see guished a man as Brasidas, ov* 
Wachsmuth,Hellen, Alterthumskunde, afivVaros, ws A«K«fiatp,ovto<?, tlveiv, and 
y. 4, 42, vol. i p. 223; Cragius, Rep iv 24, about the Lacedaemonian envoys 
Lac. ii 4, p. 121. to Athens Compare Sehomann, Antiq. 

Aristotle distinctly marks the ephors Jur. Pub Grace, iv 1, 80, p. 122. 
as iwnevdvyot,. so that the story Anstotel Polit ii. 8,8. 
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propositions brought forward by the magistrates were either 
accepted or rejected, without any licence of amending Theie 
could be no attraction to invite the citizen to be present at such 
an assembly ; and we may gather fiom the language of XenophCn 
that m his time it consisted only of a certain number of notables 
specially summoned in addition to the senate, which latter body 
is itself called “the lesser Ekklesia ”.1 2 Indeed the constant and 
formidable diminution m the number of qualified citizens was 
alone sufficient to thin the attendance of the assembly, as well as 
to break down any imposing force which it might once have 
possessed. 

An assembly thus circumstanced—though always retained as a 
formality, and though its consent on considerable matters and for 
the passing of laws (which however seems to have been a rare 
occurrence at Sparta) was indispensable—could be very little of 
a practical check upon the administration of the ephors. The 
Senate, a permanent body with the kings included in' The 
it, was the only real check upon them, and must have Senate 
been to a certain extent a concurrent body in the government— 
though the large and imposing language m which its political 
supremacy is spoken of by Demosthenes and IsokratOs exceeds 
greatly the reality of the case. Its most important function was 
that of a court of criminal justice, before whom every man put on 
trial for his life was airaigned.3 But both in this and m their 
other duties, we find the senators as well as the kings and the 
ephors charged with corruption and venality.® As they were not 
appointed until sixty years of age and then held their offices for 

1 TV fUKpav KaXovfi4vriv iKK\r\<riw 
OCenoph. Hellen 111 S, 8), which means 
the yepovres or senate, ana none besides, 
except the ephors, who convoked it 
<See Lachmann, Spart. Verfass., sect. 
12, p 210.) What is still more to be 
noted is the expression ol £kk\tjtot as 
the equivalent of rj eKtcXyo-U (compare 
Holleu v. 2, 11; vi 8, 8), evidently 
showing a special and limited number 
of persons convened: see also ii. 4, 38; 
iv. 6, 8; v. 2, 83; Thucyd. V. 77. 

The expression ol </ckA.tjt<h could 
•never have got into use as an equivalent 
for the Athenian ecclesia. 

2 Xenoph Repub. Laced. 10; Aristot 
Polit u 6, 17; iiL 1, 7; Demosthen 
•cont Leptin. c. 28, p. 489; IsokratOs, 

Or. xii. (Panathenaic,) p. 266. The 
language of Demosthenes seems par¬ 
ticularly inaccurate. 

Plutarch (Agesilaus, c. 82), on occa¬ 
sion of some suspected conspuators 
who were put to death by Agesilaus 
and the ephors, when Sparta was in 
imminent danger from the attack of 
Epainem6ndas, asserts, that this vias 
the first time that any Spartan had 
ever been put to death without trial. 

® Aristot. Polit ii. 6, 18. Compare 
also Thucydid. i. 181 about the guilty 
Pausanias,—fricrrevwj' xpqiKaort, Si<xA.w- 
crtiv rrjv StafioXijv • Herodot. V. 72; 
Thucyd. v. 16—about the kings Leoty- 
chidfes and Pleistoanax; the brave and 
able Gylippua—Plutarch, Lysand, e. 16- 
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life, we may readily believe that some of them continued to act 
after the period of extreme and disqualifying senility—which, 
though the extraordinary respect of the Lacedaemonians for old 
age would doubtless tolerate it, could not fail to impair the 
influence of the body as a concurrent element of government. 

The brief sketch here given of the Spaitan government wilt 
show, that though Gieek theorists found a difficulty 

constaution m determining under what class they should arrange- 
Sgaichy. ltjl was ln substance a close, unscrupulous, and well- 

obeyed oligarchy—including within it as subordinate 
those portions which had once been dominant, the kings and the 
senate, and softening the odium, without abating the mischief, of 
the system, by its annual change of the ruling ephors. We must 
at the same time distinguish the government from the Lykurgean 
discipline and education, which doubtless tended much to equalise 
rich and poor, m respect to practical life, habits, and enjoyments. 
Herodotus (and seemingly also Xenophon) thought that the form 
just described was that which the government had originally 
received from the hand of Lykuigus. Now, though there is good 
reason for supposing otherwise, and for believing the ephors to 
be a subsequent addition—yet the mere fact, that Herodotus was 
so informed at Sparta, points our attention to one important 
attribute of the Spartan polity, which it is proper to bring mto- 
view. This attribute is, its unparalleled steadiness for lour or 
five successive centuries, m the midst of governments like the 
Grecian, all of which had undergone more or less of fluctuation. 
Long dura- No considerable revolution—not even any palpable 
constiintion or f°rmal change—occurred m it from the days of the 
-without for- Messenian war down to those of Agis III: m spite of 
—one cause the irreparable blow which the power and territory of 
respect in state sustained from Epameinondas and the 
^nde^irfthe the form of government nevertheless 
Ipartans ° remained unchanged. It was the only government 
themselves. ^ Qreece which could trace an unbroken peaceable 
descent from a high antiquity and from its real or supposed 

} The ephors are sometimes con- the exercise of thoir power they were- 
sidered as a demociatical element, subject to little restraint and no 
because eveiy Spaitan citizen had a responsibility, see Plato, Legg iv. 

chance:of becoming ephor, sometimes p 712, Aristot. Polit. n. 8, 1U, iv. 
as a despotical element, because in 7, 4, 5. 
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founder Now this was one of the mam circumstances (among 
others which will hereafter he mentioned) of the astonishing 
ascendency which the Spaitans acquired over the Hellenic mind, 
and which they will not he found at all to deserve by any superior 
ability in the conduct of affairs. The steadiness of their political 
sympathies—exhibited at one time by putting down the tyiants 
or despots, at another by overthrowing the democracies—stood m 
the place of ability, and even the recognised failings of their 
government were often covered by the sentiment of lespect for its 
early commencement and uninterrupted continuance. If such a 
feeling acted on the Greeks generally,1 much more powerful was 
its action upon the Spartans themselves m inflaming that haughty 
exclusiveness for which they stood distinguished. And it is to be 
observed that the Spartan mind continued to be cast on the old- 
fashioned scale, and unsusceptible of modernizing influences, 
longer than that of most other people of Greece. The ancient 
legendary faith, and devoted submission to the Delphian oracle, 
remained among them unabated, at a time when various influences 
had consideiably undeimined it among their fellow-Hellens and 
neighbours. But though the unchanged title and forms of the 
government thus contributed to its imposing effect, both at home 
and abroad, the causes of internal degeneracy were not the less 
really at work, in undermining its efficiency. It has been already 
stated that the number of qualified citizens went on continually 
diminishing, and even of this diminished number a larger propor¬ 
tion than before were needy, since the landed property tended 
constantly to concentrate itself m fewer hands. There grew up 
in this way a body of discontent, which had not originally 
existed, both among the poorer citizens, and among those 
who had lost their franchise as citizens ; thus aggravating the 
danger arising from Periceki and Helots, who will be presently 
noticed. 

We pass from the political constitution of Sparta to the civil 
ranks and distribution, economical relations, and lastly the 
peculiar system of habits, education and discipline, said to have 
been established among the Lacedaemonians by Lykurgus. Here 
again we shall find ourselves imperfectly informed as to the 

1A specimen of the way in which in Isokrat6s, Or. xil. (Panathenaio.) p. 
this antiquity was lauded may be seen 288. 
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existing institutions, and surrounded by confusion when we try 
to explain bow those institutions arose. 

It seems boweier ascei tamed that the Dorians in all their 
Dorians settlements were divided into three tribes—the Hylleis, 
three^ibes aii^ the Dymanes : in all Dorian cities, 
—Hylleis, moreover, there were distinguished Herakleid iamilies 

^rom wil0IU ^kists were chosen when new colonies 
manes. were formed. These three tubes can be traced at 
Algos, Siky6n, Epidaurus, Trcezen, Megara, Korkyra, and 
seemingly also at Sparta.1 The Hylleis recognised, as their 
eponym and progenitor, Hyllus the sou of Heiakles, and were 
therefore m tlieir own belief descended from HeiaklSs himself: 
we may suppose the Herakleids, specially so called, comprising 
the two regal families, to have been the Elder Brethren of the 
tribe ot Hylleis, the whole of whom are sometimes spoken of as 
Herakleids or descendants of Herakles.2 But there seem to have 
been also at Sparta, as in other Doiian towns, non-Dorian 
inhabitants, apart from these three tribes and embodied in tribes 
of their own. One of these, the JEgeids, said to have come from 
Thebes as allies of the Doiian invaders, is named by Aristotle, 
Pindar, and Herodotus3—while the iEgialeis at Sikyon, the tribe 
Hyrnethia at Argos and Epidaurus, and others whose titles we 
do not know at Corinth, represent m like manner the non-Dorian 
portions of their respective communities.4 At Corinth the total 
number of tribes is> said to have been eight.5 But at Sparta, 
though we seem to make out the existence of the thred Dorian 

i Herodot. v. 68; Stephan Byz v adopted into one of the three Dorian 
'YAAie?aDdAvfiav; O.Muller,Donans, tribes, this is one of the corollaries 
ill 6,2, JBoeckh ad Corp. Inscnp No. from his fundamental supposition, that 
1128. Sparta is the type of pure Donsrn (vol. 

Thucyd l. 24, about Phallus the ii p 78). Kopstadt thinks (Dissertat. 
Herakleid at Counth P 67) that I have done injustice to O. 

a See Tyrtseus, Fragm. 8, 1, ed. Muller m not assenting to his proof: 
Schneidewm. and Pindar, Pytb. l 01, but on studying the point over again, I 
v. 71, where the expressions “descend- can see no reason for modifying what 
ants of H6rakl6s” plainly compie- is here stated m the text. The section 
hended more than the two kingly of Sehomann’s work (Antiq. Jur. Publ 
families. Plutarch. Lysand. c. 22; Groec, iv. l, 6. p 116) on this subject 
Diodoi. xi. 68. asserts a great deal more than can be 

s Herodot. iv. 149; Pindar* Pyth. v. pioved. 
67; Anstot Acocw. lloAtr. p. 127, 4 Herod, v. 68—92; Boeckh, Oorp. 
Fragm. ed Neumann. The Talthy- Inscnp Nos. 1180,1181; Stephan. Byz, 
biadse, or heralds at Sparta, formed a v. YW0iov; Pausan ii. 28, 8. 
family oi caste apart (Herod vii. 184). 8 Photius, Udvra qktu> ; also Proverb. 

0 Mdller supposes, without any Vatic. Suidas, xi 64; compare Hesy- 
proof, that the JBgeids must have been chius, v. Kvi/o^aAoi. 
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tribes, we do not know how many tribes there were in all; still 
less do we know what relation the Ohse, or Obes, another 
subordinate distribution of the people, bore to the tribes. In the 
.ancient Rhetia of Lykuigus, the Tribes and Obes are directed to 
be maintained unalteied : but the statement of 0. Muller and 
Boeckh1 2—that there were thirty Obes m all, ten to each tribe— 
rests upon no other existence than a peculiar punctuation of 
this Rhetra, which various other cntics reject; and seemingly 
with good reason. We are thus left without any information 
respecting the Ob§, though we know that it was an old, peculiar, 
and lasting division among the Spartan people, since it occurs in 
the oldest Rhetra of Lykurgus, as well as in late inscriptions of 
the date of1 the Roman empire. In similar inscriptions and in 
the account of Panamas, there is however recognised Local dis_ 
a classification of Spartans distinct from and inde- t^tions 
pendent of the three old Dorian tribes, and founded among the 
upon the different quai ters of the city—Limnse, Me&oa, Spartans* 
Pitan§ and Kynosura ;3 * * * * from one of these four was derived the 
usual description of a Spartan m the days of Herodotus. Theie 
is leason to suppose that the old Dorian tribes became antiquated 
at Sparta (as the four old Ionian tribes did at Athens), and that 
the topical classification derived from the quarters of the city 
superseded it—these quarters having been originally the separate 
villages, of the aggregate of winch Sparta was composed.8 That 
the number of the old senators, thirty, was connected with the 
three Dorian tribes, deriving ten members from each, is probable 
enough, though there is no proof of it 

Of the population of Laconia three main divisions are recognised 
—Spartans, Penoeki, and Helots. The first of the three were 
the full qualified citizens, who lived in Sparta itself fulfilled 

1 Mtiller, Dorians, iii. 5, S—7; them five. Mnnso has discussed the 
Boeckli ad Ooip. Inscription. Part. iv. subject at large, but I think not veiy 
sect 3, p 600 satisfactorily, m the eighth Beilage to 

2 Pausan. m 10, 6; Herodot. ill* 55; the first book of his History of .Sparta 
Boeckh, Corp. Inscnpt. Nr. 1241, (vol. li. p. 125); and Dr Thii 1 wall's 
1338, 1347,142.“; Stoph. Byz, v. Mecroa; second Appendix (vol, l p. 617) both 
Strabo, \m. p 304; Ilesyoh. v. Ilcranj, notices all the diffoi ont modern opinions 

There is much contusion and dis- on this obscure topic, and adds several 
crepancy of opinion about the Spartan useful criticisms. Our scanty stock of 
tribes Ciagius admits six (De Republ. original evidence leaves much room for 
Lacon i 6), Moursius, eight (Rep. divergent hypotheses, and little chance 
Lacon, i. 7), Barfch&omy (voyage <lu of any certain conclusion. 
Jeune Anachaisia, iv. p. 185) makes a Thucyd. u 10. 
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all the exigencies of the Lykurgean discipline, paid their quota 
to the Syssitia or public mess, and were alone eligible 

of°EaconS? to honours1 or public offices. These men had 
spar- neither time nor taste even for cultivation of the land, 

still less for trade or handicraft: such occupations- 
were inconsistent with the prescribed training, even if they had 
not been positively interdicted. They were maintained from the 
lands round the city, and from the large proportion of Laconia 
which belonged to them; the land being tilled for them by 
Helots, who seem to have paid over to them a fixed proportion 
of the produce. m some cases at least as much as one halta 
Each Spartan retained his qualification, and transmitted it to his 
children, on two conditions—first, that of submitting to the 
prescribed discipline; next, that of paying each his stipulated 
quota to the public mess, which was only maintained by these 
individual conti lbutions. The multiplication of children in the 
poorer families, after acquisitions of new territory ceased, 
continually augmented both the number and the proportion of 
citizens who were unable to fulfil the second of these conditions, 
and who therefore lost their franchise : so that there arose 
towards the close of the Peloponnesian war a distinction, among 
the Spartans themselves, unknown to the earlier times—the 
reduced number of fully qualified citizens being called The 
Equals or Peers—the disfranchised poor, The Inferiors. The 
latter, disfranchised as they were, nevertheless did not become 
Periceki: it was probably still competent to them to resume 
their qualification, should any favourable accident enable them 
to make their contributions to the public mess. 

The Pencekus was also a freeman and a citizen, not of Sparta, 

2 Periceki some one ku^red townships of Laconia.* 
Both he and the community to which he belonged 

. 1 OneortwoPerioekic officers appear Byz alludes to this total of 100 town- 
m military command towards the end ships m his notice of several different 
of the Peloponnesian war (Thucyd. vm. items among them— Av0dva—mSAi* 
0,22), but these seem rare exceptions Aokcovik^ p.£a tuiv «<arov; also v. ’A<jbpo* 
even as to foieign service by sea or Sitnfc, BoZai, Avopaviov, &c ; but ho 
land, while a Pencekus as magistrate probably copied Strabo, and therefore 
at Sparta was unheard of. cannot pass for a distinct authonty. 

2 One half was paid by the enslaved The total of 100 townships belongs to* 
Messemans (Tyrtseus, Frag 4, Bergk): the maximum of Spartan power, after 
%/turv nay, otrarov Kapirov cipovpa 4>4pei the conquest and before the severance 

2 Strabo, vm. p. 862. Stephanas of Messema, for Aul6n, Boise and 
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received their ordeis only from Sparta, having no political sphere 
of their own, and no share m determining the movements of the 
Spartan authorities In the island of Kytheia,1 winch formed 
one of the Perioekic townships, a Spartan bailiff resided as 
administrator. But whether the same was tlie case with others, 
we cannot affirm . nor is it safe to reason from one of these 
townships to all—there may have been considerable differences 
in the mode of dealing with one and another. For they were 
spread through the whole of Laconia, some near and some 
distant from Sparta : the free inhabitants of Amyklm must have 
been Penoeki, as well as those of Kythera, Tlnina, iEtheia, or 
Aulon : nor can we presume that the feeling on tlie part of tlie 
Spartan authorities towards all of them was the same. Between 
the Spartans and their neighbours, the numerous renoeki of 
Amyklse, there must have subsisted a degree of intercourse and 
mutual relation m which the more distant Penccki did not 
partake—besides that both the religious edifices and the festivals 
of Amyklte weie most reverentially adopted by the Spartans and 
exalted into a national dignity: and we seem to perceive, on some 
occasions, a degiee of consideration manifested for the Amykhean 
hoplites,2 such as perhaps other Pericela might not have obtained. 
The class-name, Penceki3—Circum-residents, or dwelleis around 

Methdnd (the extreme places) are 
included among; them 

Mr. Clinton (Fast Hollcn 11. p 401) 
has collected the names of above 60 
out of tlie 100 

1 Thucyd iv 53 
2 Xenophon, Hollon iv 5,11; Herod. 

ix. 7, Thucyd. v is—23 The Amyklcean 
festival of the Hyacintlua, and the 
Amykldean temple of Apollo, seem to 
stand foremost m the mind of the 
Spartan authorities Autoi koX ot eyyv- 
rts.ro. rwv Trepioocwi/ (Thucyd. iv 8), who 
are ready before the rest and march 
against the Athenians at Pylus, pro¬ 
bably include the Amyklceans. 

Laconia geneially is called by 
Thucydides (in. 16) as the ireptooefc of 
Sparta 

3 The word ireptWoi is sometimes 
used to signify simply “ surrounding 
neighbour states," in its natural geo¬ 
graphical sense, see Thucyd i 17, 
and Anstot Polit. ii 7,1. 

But the more usual employment of 
it is, to mean the unprivileged or loss 
privileged members of the same politi¬ 

cal aggregate living without the city, 
m eontiast with the full puvilcgou 
burghers who lived withm it Aristotle 
uses it to signify in Kioto the class 
coiiespondmg to the Lacodtenmniaii 
Helots (IM. ii. 7, 3). there did not 
exist m Krote any class conesiloading 
to the Lacedaemonian PoiimU, In 
KiSte thoie were not two stages of 
inforioiity—there was only one, and 
that one is marked by the word irepuu- 
kol ; while the KieedwmomanFonoekn* 
had the Helot below him. To an 
Athenian the woid convoyed the idea 
of undefined dogi mlation. 

To understand better the stotw of 
the PoncekuH, we may contrast lma 
with the Motoekus or Metic. The 
latter resides m the city, but he is an 
alien resident on sufferance, not a 
native: he pays a special tax, stands 
excluded from all political functions, 
and cannot even appioacli the magis¬ 
trate except through a friendly citizen 
or Prostatas (ini npoorarov oiietlv— 
Lycnrgus cont Loocrat c. 21—53); he 
bears arms for the defence of the state. 
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tlie city—usually denoted native inhabitants of inferior political 
condition as contrasted with the full-pnvileged burghers who 
lived in the city, but it did not mark any precise or uniform 
degree of inferiority. It is sometimes so used by Aristotle as to 
imply a condition no better than that of the Helots, so that in a 
large sense, all the inhabitants of Laconia (Helots as well as the 
rest) might have been included in it But when used in reference 
to Laconia, it bears a technical sense whereby it is placed m 
contraposition with the Spartan on one side, and with the Helot 
on the other : it means native freemen and proprietors, grouped 
m subordinate communities1 with more or less power of local 
management, but (like the subject towns belonging to Bern, 

The situation of a Metic was however 
very different m difteient cities of 
Greece At Athens that class weie 
well protected in person and piopeitv, 
numeious and domiciliated at Sparta, 
theie were at first none—the XenOlasy 
excluded them, but this must have 
been relaxed long before the days of 
Agis IH 

The Penoekus differs from the Metic 
in being a native of the soil, subject by 
birth to the city law. 

M. Kopstadt (in his Dissertation 
above cited on Lacedcemonian affairs, 
sect 7, p 00) expresses much surpuse 
at that which I advance in this note 
respecting JKrGte and LacedminCn— 
that m Krfite there was no class of 
men analogous to the Lacedaemonian 
Perioeki, but only two classes—i e free 
citizens and Helots He thinks that 
this position is “ piorsus falsum " 

But I advance nothing more here 
than what is distinctly stated by 
Aristotle, as Kopstadt himself admits 
(p. 60,71). Aristotle calls the subject 
class in Iirfite by the name of JJepLoucoi. 
And in this case, the general presump¬ 
tions go far to sustain the authority of 

. Anstotle. For Sparta was a dominant 
or capital city, including m its depend¬ 
ence not only a considerable temtoiy, 
but a considerable number of infenoi, 
distinct organised townships In Kr6te, 
on the contrary, each autonomous state 
included only a town with its circum¬ 
jacent territory, but without any 
annexed townships. There was 
theiefore no basis for the interme¬ 
diate class called m Laconia Perueki: 
just as Kopstadt himself remarks (p. 
78) about the Donan city of Megai a. 
There were only the two classes of 

free Kr&tan citizens, and seif-culu 
vatots m various modifications and 
subdivisions 

Kopstadt (following Hoeck, KrSta, 
B III. vol ui p 28} savs that the 
authority of Anstotle on this point is 
overborne by that of Dosiaaas and 
Sosikratds—authors who wrote spe¬ 
cially on KrStan affairs Now if we 
were dnven to make a choice, I con¬ 
fess that I should prefer the testimony 
of Anstotle—considei mg that we know 
little or nothing respecting the other 
two. But in this case I do not think 
that we are dnven to make a choice: 
Dosiadas (ap. Athene xiv. p 143) is 
not cited m terms, so that we cannot 
affirm him to conti adict Anstotle, and 
Sosikrat&s (upon whom Hoeck and 
Kopstadt rely) says something which 
does not necessauly contradict him, 
but admits of being explained so as to 
place the two witnesses m haimony 
with each other 

SosikiatGs says (ap. Athens© vn p. 
263), Ttjv /xex/ koivt)v SoyXeCav oc Kpjjres 
icaXovtrt fivoCav, rqv 6$ i&Cav &<j>ap.LOtTas, 

roiis irtpLOLKOVS vttyikoovs Now the 
word Trepioucovs seems to be here used 
just as Anstotle would have used it, 
to comprehend the KrStan serfs um- 
veisally it is not distinguished from 
uvwtTcu and a^apuurai, but compre¬ 
hends both of them as different species 
under a gonenc term. The authonty 
of Aristotle affords a reason for pre- 
feinng to construe the passage m this 
manner, and the words appear to me 
to admit of it fairly 

iThe rroXei? of the Lacedaemonian 
Periceki are often noticed: see Xeno¬ 
phon (Agesilaus, ii. 24; Laced. Repub. 
xv S; Hellenic, vi 5,21), 
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Zurich, and most of the old thirteen cantons of Switzerland) 
embodied m the Lacedaemonian aggregate, which was governed 
exclusively by the kings, senate, and citizens of Sparta. 

When we come to describe the democracy of Athens after the- 
revolution of Kleisthends, we shall find the demes, or special 
local townships and villages of Attica, incorporated as raeamiic^of 
equal and constituent fractions of the integer called penoekim 
The Deme (or The City) of Athens, so that a demot of Lacollia* 
Acharnae or Sph^ttus is at the same time a full Athenian citizen. 
But the relation of the Pericekic townships to Sparta is one of 
inequality and obedience, though both belong to the same political 
aggregate, and make up together the free Lacedaemonian com¬ 
munity. In like manner, Orneae and other places were townships 
of men personally free, but politically dependent on Argos— 
Akraephise on Thebes—Chaeroneia on Orchomenus—and various 
Thessalian towns on Pharsalus and Larissa.1 2 This condition 
carried with it a sentiment of degradation, and a painful negation 
of that autonomy for which every Grecian community thirsted ; 2 

while being maintained through superior force, it had a natural 
tendency, perhaps without the deliberate wi-di of the reigning 
city, to degenerate into practical oppression. But in addition to 
this general tendency, the peculiar education ot a Spartan, while 
it imparted force, fortitude, and regimental precision, was at the 
same time so rigorously peculiar, that it rendered him harsh, 
unaccommodating, and incapable of sympathising with the 
ordinary march of Grecian feeling,--not to mention the rapacity 
and love of money, which is attested, by good evidence, as belong¬ 
ing to the Spartan character,3 and which we should hardly have 
expected to find in the pupils of Lykurgus. As Iiarmosts out of 
their native city,4 ancl in relations with inferiors, the Spartans 
seem to have been moie unpopular than other Greeks, aud we 
may presume that a similar haughty roughness pervaded their 

1 Herodot. viii. 73—Vf5 ; Xenoph. 
Helleu. vi 1—8; Thuoyd. iv. 70— 
04 

2 Xenoph Hollon vi. 3, 5, 9, 19. 
Isokratus, wutmg in the days of 
Theban power, after the battle of 
Leuktra, characterises the JBieotian 
towns as irtpLoiKot, of ThObos (Or. viii. 
Be Pace, p. 182); compute Oxat. xiy. 
Plataic. p, 290—303. Xenoph&a holds 

the same language, Hellen. v. 4, 40: 
compare Plutarch, Agesilaus, 28. 

3 Anslot. Polit. u. <1, 23. 
4 Thueyd. 1. 77—95, vi. 105. Iso¬ 

ld atfis (Pawathenaic. Or. xit p 283), 
XwapTidras Si viTrepon-riKous mu irokefxt,- 
ko9$ koX TTkeoviKtasy otow mp avrovs 
tlvai irdi/res virgik^aarL. Compare hie 
Oratio <lo Pace (Or vrn. p. 180—181); 
Oratio Panegyr. (Or. iv p. 04—07). 
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dealings with tlieir own Penoeki, who were bound to them 
certainly by no tie of affection, and who for the most part revolted 

after the battle of Leuktra as soon as the invasion of Laconia by 
Epamemdndas enabled them to do so with safety. 

Isokrates, taking his point of departure from the old Herakleid 

statement legend> with lts instantaneous conquest and triple par- 
of isokratds tition of all Dorian Peloponnesus among the three 

origin of the Herakleid brethren, deduces the first ongin of the 
Penceki. Pericekic townships from internal seditions among the 

-conquerors of Sparta. Accoidmg to him, the period immediately 
succeeding the conquest was one of fierce intestine waifare m 

newly-conquered Sparta, between the Pew and the Many,—the 
oligarchy and the demus. The former being victorious, two 
impoi tant measures were the consequences of their victory. They 

banished the defeated Many from Sparta into Laconia, retaining 
the residence m Sparta exclusively for themselves ; they assigned 

to them the smallest and least fertile half of Laconia, monopolis¬ 

ing the larger and better for themselves , and they disseminated 

them into many very small townships, or subordinate little com¬ 

munities, while they concentrated themselves entirely at Spaita. 

To these precautions for ensuring dominion they added another 

not less important. They established among their own Spartan 
citizens equality of legal privilege and democratical government, 

so as to take the greatest securities for internal harmony ; which 
harmony, according to the judgment of Isokrates, had been but 

too effectually perpetuated, enabling the Spartans to achieve their 
dominion over oppressed Greece,—like the accord of pnatcs1 for 

the spoliation of the peaceful. The Pericekic townships (he tells 
us), while deprived of all the privileges of freemen, were exposed 

to all the toils, as well as to an unfair share of the dangers of war. 

The Spartan authorities put them m situations and upon enter¬ 
prises which they deemed too dangerous for their own citizens ; 

and what was still worse, the ephors possessed the power of 
putting to death, without any form of preliminary trial, as many 

Penoeki as they pleased.2 

1 Isokratfis, PanathenaiC Or. xil. p. yap tieelvot, <r$i<riVf avTOis ojwovoovvTes 
280 wart ovoets av airrovs Std ye t%v tovs akkovs dirokkvovm, 
bfx6vot.av Sikcuci)? eir<uvecrctevy ovSbv /xaA- 2 IgokratOs, Orat Xll. (PanathenaiC ) 
kov t) tovs KarairovTiarras /cat k^arras teal p. 270—271 The Statement in the 
rovs rrepl ras aAAa? afii/aas ovras • teal same oration (p. 246), that the Lace- 
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The statement here delivered by Isokrates, respecting the first 
origin of the distinction of Spartans and Periceki, is nothing 
better than a conjecture, nor is it even a probable conjecture, 
since it is based on the historical truth of the Herakleid legend, 
and transports the disputes of his own time between the oligarchy 
and the demus into an early penod to which such disputes do 
not belong. Nor is there anything, as far as our knowledge of 
Grecian history extends, to bear out his assertion that the 
Spartans took to themselves the least dangerous post m the field, 
and threw undue peril upon their Periceki. Such dastardly 
temper was not among the sms of Sparta , but it is undoubtedly 
true, that as the number of citizens continually diminished, so 
the Pencoki came to constitute, m the latei tunes, a larger and 
larger proportion of the Spaitan foice. Yet the power which 
Isokrates lepresents to have been vested in the ephois, of putting 
to death Periceki without preliminary trial, we may fully believe 
to be real, and to have been exoicised as often as the occasion 
seemed to call for it. We shall notice presently the way in 
which these magistiates dealt with the Helots, and shall see 
ample reason horn thence to draw the conclusion, that whenever 
the ephors believed any man to he dangerous to the public peace, 
—whether an mfenor Spartan, a Pei uxikus, or a Helot,—the most 
summary mode ol getting rid of him would be considered as the 
best. Towards Spartans of rank and consideration they were 
doubtless careful and measured m their application of punish¬ 
ment, but the same necessity lor circumspection did not exist 
with regard to the inferior classes : moicover, the feeling, that the 
exigencies of justice required a fair trial he!ore punishment was 
inflicted, belongs to Athenian associations much more than to 
Spartan. How often any such summary executions may have 
taken place, we have no information. 

We may remark that the account which Isokrates has here 
given of the origin of the Laconian Periceki is not essentially 
irreconcilable with that of Ephorus,1 who recounted that Eurys- 
then§s and Prokles, on first conquering Lacoma, had granted 
to the pre-existing population equal rights with the Dorians— 

dsemomans “had put to death without their allies or dependents out of Ijv- 
tiial more Greeks (irkefovs rS>v “Ekkrivoiv) coma 
than had ever been tiled at Athens 1 ICphorus, Fragm. 18, ed. Marx; ap- 
smee Athens was a city,” refers to Strabo, viii. p. 306. 
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but that Agis, son of Eurysthen^, had deprived them of thxs- 
Statement e<*ua* Posltlon> ^ degraded them into dependent sub- 
of Ephoius jects of the latter. At least the two narratives both. 
Somiao^b agree m presuming that the Penoeki had once enjoyed 

nSwho&y a better P0Sltl0n> from wblcb they had been extruded 
irreconcii- by violence. And the policy which Isokrates asciibes 
able to the victorious Spai tan oligarchs,—of driving out the 
demus from concentrated residence in the city to disseminated 
residence in many separate and insignificant townships,—seems 
to be the expression of that proceeding which in his time 
was numbered among the most efficient precautions against 
refractory subjects,—the Dioekisis, or breaking up of a town- 
aggregate into villages. We cannot assign to the statement any 
historical authority.1 Moreover the division of Laconia into six 
districts, together with its distribution into townships (or the dis¬ 
tribution of settlers into pre-existing townships), which Ephorus 
ascribed to the fiist Dorian kings, are all deductions from the 
primitive legendary account, which described the Dorian conquest 
as achieved at one stroke, and must all be dismissed, if we suppose 
it to have been achieved gradually. This gradual conquest is 
admitted by 0. Muller and by many of the ablest subsequent, 
inquirers—who nevertheless seem to have the contrary supposi¬ 
tion involuntarily present to their minds when they criticise the 
early Spartan history, and always unconsciously imagine the 
Spartans as masters of all Laconia. We cannot even assert that 
Laconia was ever under one government before the consummation 
of the successive conquests of Sparta. 

x, 1 Pr* Arnold (in his Dissertation on Another point in the statement of 
the Spaitan Constitution, apponded to IsokratGs is, that the Donans at the 
the first volume of his Thucydides, p. time of tile oiiginal conquest of 
64S) places greater confidence in the Laconia were only 2U0U m nurnbei (Or 
historical value of this nairative of xu. Panath p. 280) Mr Clinton 
Isotoates than I am inclined to do rejects this estimate as too small, and 
On the other hand, Sir O. C. Lewis, m obseivos, “I suspoct that IsokratOs, 
lus Renew of Dr Arnold’s Dissertation in describing thi numbeis of the 
(Philological Museum, vol. ii. p 40), Donans at the oiiginal conquest, has 
considers the “ account of IsokmtGs as adapted to the description the actual 
completely inconsistent with that of numbers of the Hpartans m his own 
Ephorus”: whiohis saying rather more, time” (Fast. Hollen. n. p. 408) 
perhaps, than the tenor of the two This seems to me a probable conjoc- 
stnctly warrants. In Sir G. Lewis's tuie, and it illustrates as well the 
excellent article, most of the difficult absence of data under which Isokratfis 
points respecting the Spartan constitu- oi his informants Inborn e<l, as tho 
tion will be found raised and discussed method which they took to supply the 
in a manner highly instructive. deficiency. 
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Of tlie assertion of 0. Muller—repeated by Scliomann1—“ that 

the difference of laces was strictly preserved, and that the Penceki 

were always considered as Achreans”—I find no proof, and I 

believe it to be erroneous. Respecting Phans, Gerontlnae, and 

Amyklae, three Pericekic towns, Pausamas gives us to under¬ 

stand that the pre-existing inhabitants were expelled some long 

time after the Donan conquest, and that a Dorian population 

replaced them2 Without placing great faith m this statement, 

for which Pausamas could hardly have any good authority, we 

may yet accept it as representing the probabilities of the case and 

as counterbalancing the unsupported hypothesis of Muller. The 

Pericekic townships were probably composed either 

of Dorians entirely, or of Dorians incorporated m aSdPouceki 
greater or less proportion with the pre-existing in- 

habitants. But whatever difference of race there may of iace 

once have been, it was effaced before the histoneal ueeiftifem 

times,3 during which we find no proof of A chains, {J^|fconcaJ 
known as such, m Laconia. The Ilerakleids, the 

1 Schomann, Antiq. Jurisp. Grae¬ 
corum, iv 1, 6, p, 112 

2 Pausan in. 2, 6, iii 22, 5. The 
statement of Muller is to be found in 
History of the Dorians, m % 1. he 
quotes a passage of Pausamas which 
is noway to the point 

Su G C. Lewis (Philolog Mus. ut 
sup p 41) is of the same opinion as 
Muller. 

3 M Kopstadt (in the learned Disser¬ 
tation which I have before alluded to, 
Do Rerum Laconical um Constitution^ 
Lycargeae Otigmo et Indole, cap li p. 
31) controverts this position lespectmg 
the Penceki He appears to under¬ 
stand it in a sense which my words 
hardly piesent—at least a sense which 
I did not intend them to present: as if 
the majonty of inhabitants in each, of 
the hundred Penookic towns weie 
Donans—“ut per centum La-comae 
oppida distiibnti ubique majorcm inco- 
larum numerum efficerentM (p. 32). I 
meant only to affirm that some of the 
Pencekic towns, such as Amyklw, wore 
wholly, or almost wholly, Donan; many 
otheis of them partially Donan. But 
what may have been the comparative 
numbers (probably different in each 
town) of Donan and non-Dorian in¬ 
habitants—there aie no means of 
determining. M. Kopstadt (p. 86) 

admits that Amyklm, Pliaris and 
Goronthra?, were Pericekic towns 
peopled by Dorians; and if this bo 
true, it negatives the geneial maxim 
on the faith of which he contradicts 
what I affirm . his maxim is—“ nun- 
quam Douenses 5. Donensibus, nisi 
hello victi exant, civitate eequoque jure 
privati sunt” (p. 31). It is unsafe to 
Jay down such large positions respect¬ 
ing a supposed uniformity of Donan 
rules and practice. The high authority 
of 0. Midler has been misleading m 
this respect. 

It is plain that Herodotus (compare 
his expression, vm. 73 and i. 146) 
conceivod all the free inhabitants of 
Lacoma not as Achsoans, but as 
Donans. He behoves m the story of 
the legend, that the Achmans, dnven 
out of Laconia by the invading Dorians 
and Herakleidm, occupied the territory 
in the north-west of Peloponnesus 
which was afterwards called Acliaia,— 
expelling from it the lomans What¬ 
ever may be the truth about this 
legendary statement—and whatever 
may have been the original proportions 
of Dorians and Achseans in Lacoma— 
these two races had (in the fifth cen¬ 
tury B.C) become confounded m one 
undistmguishable ethnical and political 
aggregate called Laconian oi Lacedm- 

2—19 
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JEgeitls, and the Taltliybiads, all of whom belong to Sparta, seem 
to be the only examples of separate races (partially distinguishable 
from Dorians) known after the beginning of authentic history* 
The Spartans and the Penoeki constitute one political aggiegate, 
and that loo so completely melted together m the general opinion 
(speaking of the times before the battle of Leuktra), that the 
peace of Antalkidas, which guaranteed autonomy to every separate 
Grecian city, was never so construed as to divorce the Pericekic 
towns from Sparta. Both are known as Laconians or Lacedae¬ 
monians, and Sparta is regarded by Heiodotus only as the first 
and bravest among the many and brave Lacedaemonian cities.1 
The victors at Olympia are proclaimed not as Spartans, but as 
Laconians,—a title alike borne by the Penoeki. And many of 
the numerous winners whose names we read in the Olympic lists 
as Laconians may probably have belonged to Amyklse or other 
Pericekic towns. 

The Pericekic hoplites constituted always a large—in later 
times a preponderant—numerical proportion of the Lacedae¬ 
monian army, and must undoubtedly have been trained, more or 
less perfectly, in the peculiar military tactics of Sparta ,* since 
they were called upon to obey the same orders as the Spartans in 
the field,3 and to perform the same evolutions. Some cases 
appear, though rare, in which a Pencekus has high command in 
a foreign expedition. In the time of Aiistotle, the larger propor¬ 
tion ol Laconia (then meaning only the country eastwaid of Tay- 
getus, since the foundation of Mess6n§ by Epameinondas had been 
consummated) belonged to Spartan citizens,3 but the remamuig 

moman—comprisingboth Spartans and ovk efardfavcnv dMrjAav rds tier^opas. 
Penoeki, though with very unequal Sir G, C Lewis, m the article above 
political franchises and very material alluded to (Philolog. Mus n p. 54) says 
differences m individual training and about the Penoeki —“ They lived in the 
habits The case was difieient in country or m small towns of the 
Thessaly, where the Thessalians held Laconian territory, and cultivated the 
in dependence Magnates, Perrhsebi and land, which they did not hold of any 
Achceana the separate nationality of individual citizen, but paid for it a 
these latter was never lost. tribute or rent to the state; being 

1 Herod, vii 234. exactly in the same condition as the 
2 Thucyd vul 6—22 They did not poaaeaaorea of the Roman domain, or 

however paitake m the Lykurgean the Ryots in Hindostan before the 
discipline; but they seem to be named introduction of the Permanent Settle- 
oi e* -nft xwpa? wouSes as contrasted ment”. It may be doubted, I think, 
with ol e/e rrjs aywyrjs (Sosibius ap. whether the Penoeki paid any such 
Athen® xv p. 674) lent or tribute as that which Sn G, 

3 Anstot Poht n 6, 28 Sid ydp rb Lewis here supposes The passage 
rSiV 2i7ra/maTw>' etvoi rijv irKeCorr\v yrjv, just cited from Aristotle seems to show 
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smaller half must have been the property of the Periceki, who 
must besides have carried on most of the commerce of export and 
import—the metallurgy enterprise, and the distribution of in¬ 
ternal produce—which the territory exhibited; since no Spartan 
ever meddled in such occupations. And thus the peculiar training 
of Lykurgus, by throwing all these employments into the hands of 
the Periceki, opened to them a new source of importance which 
the dependent townships of A.rgos, of Th&bes, or of Orchomenus 
would not enjoy. 

The Helots of Laconia were Coloni or serfs bound to the soil, 
who tilled it for the benefit of the Spartan proprietors certainly 
—probably, of Pericekic proprietors also* They were the rustic 
population of the country, who dwelt, not in towns, but either in 
small villages1 or m detached farms, both in the 3 Helots_ 
district immediately surrounding Sparta, and round essentially 

the Pericekic Laconian towns also. Of course there vlUagers* 
were also Helots who lived in Sparta and other towns, and did 
the work of domestic slaves—but such was not the general cha¬ 
racter of the class. We cannot doubt that the Dorian conquest 
from Sparta found this class in the condition of villagers and 
detached rustics; but whether they were depeudent upon pre¬ 
existing Achaean proprietors, or independent like much of the 
Arcadian village population, is a question which we cannot 
answer. In either case, however, it is easy to conceive that the 
village lands (with the cultivators upon them) were the most 
easy to appropriate for the benefit of masters resident at Sparta ; 
while the towns, with the district immediately around them, 
furnished both dwell mg and maintenance to the outgoing detach¬ 
ments of Dorians. If the Spartans had succeeded in their attempt 

that they paid, direct taxation Indivi- property-tax, this observation of Ans- 
dually, and just upon the same principle totlo would have had no meaning. In 
as the Spartan citizens, who are dis- principle, the tax was assessed both 
tmguished only by being larger landed on their larger properties, and on the 
propiietors. But though the principle smaller properties of the Periceki. in 
of taxation be the same* there was practice, the Spartans helped each 
piactical injustice (according to Aris- other to evade the due proportion. 
JfJjg) *he mode of assessing it. * The village-character of the Helots 

The Spartan citizens (he observes) is distinctly marked by Livy, xxxiv. 27, 
being the laigest landed-propnetors, in desenbmg the inflictions of the 
take care not to canvass strictly each despot Nabis“ Hotarum quidam (hi 
oj/ic/s payment of property-tax,r—*.e., sunt jam mde antiquitus caetdlani, 
they wmk mutually at each other's agreste genus) tiansfugore voluisse 
evasions If the Spaitans had been msiinulati, per omnos vtcos sub ver- 
the only peisons who paid ei<r<j>op6 or benbus acta necantur”. 
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to enlarge their territory by the conquest of Arcadia,1 they might 
very probably have converted Tegea and Mantmeia into Pencekic 
towns, with a diminished territory inhabited (either wholly or 
in part) by Dorian settlers—while they would have made over to 
proprietors in Sparta much of the village lands of the Meenalii, 
Azanes, and Parrhasii, helotismg the inhabitants. The distinc¬ 
tion between a town and a village population seems the m^ir> 
ground of the different treatment of Helots and Perioeki in 
Laconia. A considerable proportion of the Helots were of 
genuine Dorian race, being the Donan Messenians west of Mount 
Taygetus, subsequently conquered and aggregated to this class of 
dependent cultivators, who, as a class, must have begun to exist 
from the very first establishment of the invading Dorians m the 
district round Sparta Prom whence the name of Helots arose 
we do not clearly make out: Ephorus deduced it from the town 
of Helus, on the southern coast, which the Spartans are said to 
have taken after a resistance so obstinate as to provoke them to 
They were deal rigorously with the captives. There are 
adscripti many reasons for rejecting this story, and another 
giebte-- etymology has been proposed according to which 

Helot is synonymous with captive: this is more 
treatment, plausible, yet still not convincing.2 The Helots lived 
in the rural villages as adscripti glebce, cultivating their lands and 
paying over their rent to the master at Sparta, but enj*oymg 
their homes, wives, families, and mutual neighbourly feelings 
apart from the master's view. They were never sold out of the 
country, and probably never sold at all; belonging not so much 
to the master as to the state, which constantly called upon them 
for military service, and recompensed their bravery or activity 
with a grant of freedom. Meno the Thessalian of Pharsalus took 
out three hundred Penestse of his own to aid the Athenians 
against Amphipolis : these Thessalian Penestse were in many 
points analogous to the Helots, but no individual Spartan possessed 
the like power over the latter. The Helots were thus a part of 
the state, having their domestic and social sympathies developed, 
a certain power of acquiring property,8 and the consciousness 

1 Hero dot. i. 66 ixprf<rrripi&£ovTO iv cration, v. EtA&>res. 
A4A$ot<rt «7tI Tracrfl tjj Ap/e<£fia)j/ yw/jjj. Kleomenfis in. offered manumis- 

s See O. Muller, Dorians in 8, 1; sion to every Helot who could pay 
Ephorus ap Stiabo. vii. p. 866; Harpo- down five Attic minse: he was in gieat 
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of Grecian lineage and dialect—points of marked superionty 
over the foreigners who formed the slave population of 
Athens or Chios. They seem to have been noway inferior 
to any village population of Greece; while the Grecian 
observer sympathised with them more strongly than with 
the bought slaves of other states—not to mention that their 
homogeneous aspect, their numbers, and their employment 
in military service, rendered them more conspicuous to the 
eye. 

The service in the Spartan house was all performed by 
members of the Helot class ; for there seem to have been few, if 
any, other slaves m the country. The various anecdotes which 
are told respecting their treatment at Sparta betoken less of 
cruelty than of ostentatious scorn1—a sentiment which we are 
noway surprised to discover among the citizens at the mess-table. 
But the great mass of the Helots, who dwelt in the country, were 
objects of a very different sentiment on the part of the Spartan 
ephors, who knew their bravery, energy, and standing discontent, 
and yet were forced to employ them as an essential portion of 
the state army. The Helots commonly served as light-armed, in 
which capacity the Spartan hoplites could not dispense with 
their attendance. At the battle of Plataea, every Spartan hoplite 
had seven Helots,2 and every Perioekic hoplite one Helot to 
attend him :3 but even in camp, the Spartan arrangements were 
framed to guard against any sudden mutiny of these light-armed 

immediate want of money, and ho 
raised by this means 500 talents Sis; 
thousand Helots must thus have been 
in a condition to find five mime each, 
which was a very consider able sum 
(Plutarch, Kleomen6s, c. 23) 

1 Such is the statement that Helots 
were compelled to appear m a state of 
drunkenness, in order to excite in the 
youths a sentiment of repiignance 
against intoxication (Plutarch, Lycurg. 
c. 28, aKo Advei&us Stoicos de Com- 
mun. Notit c 10, p. 1067). 

2 Herod ix. 29. The Spartans at 
Thermopylae seem to have been attended 
each by only one Helot (vii 229), 

0. Muller seems to consider that 
the light-armed who attended the 
Pencekic hoplites at Plataea were not 
Helots (Dor m. % 6). Herodotus does 

not distinctly say that they were so, 
hut I see no reason for admitting two 
diffeient classes of light-armed in the 
Spaitan military foice. 

The calculation which Mdller gives 
of the Number of Penoeki and Helots 
altogether proceeds upon very untrust- 
woitby data. Among them is to be 
noticed his supposition that iroAtn^ 
vcSpa means the district of Sparta as 
distinguished from Laconia, which i* 
contraiy to the passage in Polybius 
(vi. 46) iroktrucjj x“Pa hi Polybius 
means the temtory of the state gene¬ 
rally 

^ Xenophon, Hep. Lac. c. 12, 4. 
Kritias, !De Lacedasm. Repub ap 
Libamum, <*>rat de Servitute, t. ii. p. 
86, Reisk. cuff ewrumay ilvcko. rfj? rrpb? 
roiis BtAwras i£<upei pev SiraprtarijV 
ocicot rqs aarirCSoi rfjv iropiratca, &C. 
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companions, while at home the citizen habitually kept his 
shield disjoined from its holdmg-ring to prevent the 
possibility of its being snatched for the like purpose. 
Sometimes select Helots were clothed in heavy 
armour, and thus served in the ranks, receiving manu- 

Bravery 
and energy 
of the 
Helots— 
fear and 
cruelty 
of the 
Spartans. 

mission from the state as the reward of distinguished 
bravery.1 

But Sparta, even at the maximum of her power, was more than 
once endangered by the reality, and always beset with the appre¬ 
hension, of Helotic revolt. To prevent or suppress it, the ephors 
submitted to insert express stipulation for aid in their treaties 
with Athens—-to invite Athenian troops into the heart of Laconia 
—and to practise combinations of cunning and atrocity which 
even yet stand without parallel in the long list of precautions for 
fortifying unjust dominion. It was in the eighth year of the 
Peloponnesian war, after the Helots had been called upon for 
signal military efforts in various ways, and when the Athenians 
and Messenians were in possession of Pylus, that the ephors felt 
especially apprehensive of an outbreak. Anxious to single out 
the most forward and daring Helots, as the men from whom they 
had most to dread, they issued proclamation that every member 
of that class who had rendered distinguished services should 
make his claims known at Sparta, promising liberty to the 
most deserving. A large number of Helots came forward to 
claim the boon. not less than 2000 of them were approved, 
formally manumitted, and led m solemn procession round the 
temples, with garlands on their heads, as an inauguration to 
their coming life of freedom. But the treacherous garland only 
marked them out as victims for the sacrifice: every man of 
them forthwith disappeared, —the manner of their death was an 
untold mystery. 

For this dark and bloody deed Thucydides is our witness,* 
and Thucydides describing a contemporary matter 
into which be had inquired. Upon any less evidence 
we should have hesitated to believe the statement; 
but standing as it thus does above all suspicion, it 
speaks volumes as to the inhuman character of the Lace- 

fividence 
of the 
character 
of the 
Spartan 
govern¬ 
ment. 

1 Thucyd !. 101; iv. 80; v. 14—2S. verrepov y^dvio-dv re aiirovs, kcu ovSJis 
* Thucyd. iv. 20 ot Si ov nojjarOero orrp6n<f e Karros Sier^dpij. 
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daemoman government, while it lays open to ns at the same time 
the intensity of their fears from the Helots. In the assassination 
of this fated regiment of brave men, a large number of auxiliaries 
and instruments must have been concerned; yet Thucydides 
with all his inquiries could not find out how any of them 
perished : he tells us that no man knew. We see here a fact 
which demonstrates unequivocally the impenetrable mystery m 
which the proceedings of the Spartan government were wrapped, 
—the absence not only of public discussion, but of public curiosity, 
—and the perfection with which the ephors reigned over the 
will, the hands, and the tongues of their Spartan subjects. The 
Venetian Council of Ten, with all the facilities for nocturnal 
drowning which their city presented, could hardly have ac¬ 
complished so vast a coup d’dtat with such invisible means. And 
we may judge from hence, even if we had no other evidence, how 
little the habits of a public assembly could have suited either the 
temper of mind or the march of government at Sparta. 

Other proceedings, ascribed to the ephors, against the Helots, 
are conceived m the same spirit as the incident just recounted 
from Thucydides, though they do not carry with them the same 
certain attestation. It was a part of the institutions of Lykurgus 
(according to a statement which Plutarch professes to have 
borrowed from Aristotle) that tbe ephors should every year 
declare war against the Helots, in order that the muider of them 
might be rendered innocent; and that active young Spaztans 
should be armed with daggers and sent about Laconia, in order 
that they might, either in solitude or at night, assassinate such of 
the Helots as were considered formidable.1 This last measure 
passes by the name of the Krypteia, yet we find some The 
difficulty in determining to what extent it was ever Kiypteia 
realised. That the ephors, indeed, would not be restrained by 
any scruples of justice or humanity, is plainly shown by tbe 
murder of tbe 2000 Helots above noticed. But this latter 
incident really answered its purpose; while a standing practice 
such as that of the Krypteia, and a formal notice of war given 
beforehand, would provoke the reaction of despair rather than 
enforce tranquillity. There seems indeed good evidence that the 

i Plutarch, Lycurg. c. 28; Heraclides Pontic p. 504, ed. Ciag. 
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Kiypteia was a real practice,1—tliat the ephors kept up a system 
of police or espionage throughout Laconia by the employment of 
active young citizens, who lived a hard and solitary life, and 
suffered their motions to be as little detected as possible. The 
ephors might naturally enough take this method of keeping 
watch both over the Pericekie townships and the Helot villages, 
and the assassination of individual Helots by these policemen or 
Krypts would probably pass unnoticed. But it is impossible to 
believe in any standing murderous order, or delibeiate n-rmiml 
assassination of Helots, for the purpose of intimidation, as 
Aristotle is alleged to have represented—for we may well doubt 
whether he really did make such a representation, when we see 
that he takes no notice of this measure in his Politics, where he 
speaks at some length both of the Spartan constitution and of the 
Helots. The well-known hatred and feai, entertained by the 
Spartans towards their Helots, has probably coloured Plutarch’s 
description of the Krypteia, so as to exaggerate those unpunished 
murders which occasionally happened into a constant phenomenon 
with express design. A similar deduction is to be made from 
the statement of Myidn of Prien§,2 who alleged that they were 
beaten every year without any special fault, m order to put them 
in mmd of their slavery—and that those Helots, whose superior 
beauty or stature placed them above the visible stamp of their 
condition, were put to death ; whilst such masters as neglected 
to keep down the spirit of their vigorous Helots were punished. 
That secrecy, for which the ephors were so remarkable, seems 
enough of itself to refute the assertion that they publicly pro¬ 
claimed war against the Helots; though we may well believe 
that this unhappy class of men may have been noticed as objects 
for jealous observation in the annual ephoric oath of office. 
Whatever may have been the tieatment of the Helots m later 
times, it is at all events hardly to be supposed that any legulation 
hostile to them can have emanated from Lykurgus. For the 
dangers ansmg from that source did not become serious until 
after the Messenian war—nor indeed until after the gradual 

1 Plato, Legg 1 p. 638’ the words the! genuineness of the word/cpvTrroi. 
of the Lacedcemoman Megillus desig- »Myrdn, ap. Athena xiv p 657 
nate an existing Spartan custom. inucpirTtnv rovs aSpovgtVovs does not 
Compare the same treatise, vi p. 763, strictly or necessaiily moan “to put to 
vheie Ast suspects, without reason, death . 
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diminution of tlie number of Spartan citizens had made itself 
felt. 

The manumitted Helots did not pass into the class of Perioeki, 
—for this pm pose a special grant, of the freedom of Manumit- 
some Pencokic township, would probably he requued, ted Helots. 

—hut constituted a class apart, known at the time of the 
Peloponnesian war by the name of Feodamodes. Being persons 
who had earned their liberty by signal bravery, they were of 
course regarded by the ephors with peculiar apprehension, and, if 
possible, employed on foreign service,1 or planted on some foreign 
soil as settlers. In what manner these freedmen employed them¬ 
selves, we find no distinct information ; hut we can hardly doubt 
that they quitted the Helot village and field, together with the 
rural costume (the leather cap and sheepskin) which the Helot 
commonly wore, and the change of which exposed him to 
suspicion, if not to punishment, from his jealous masters. Pro¬ 
bably they, as well as the disfranchised Spartan citizens (called 
Hypomeiones or Inferiors), became congregated at Sparta, and 
found employment either m various trades or in the service of 
the government. 

It has been necessary to give this short sketch of the oiders of 
men who inhabited Laconia, in order to enable us to Economical 
understand the statements given about the legislation and social 

of Lykurgus. The arrangements ascribed to that law- ascribed to 

giver, in the way that Plutarch describes them, pre- Lykurgus. 
suppose, and do not create, the three orders of Spartans, Periceki, 
and Helots. We are told by Plutarch that the disorders which 
Lykurgus found existing in the state arose in a great measure 
from the gross inequality of property, and from the luxurious 
indulgence and unprincipled rapacity of the rich—who had 
drawn to themselves the greater portion of the lands in the 
country, leaving a large body of poor, without any lot of land, in 
hopeless misery and degradation. To this inequality (according 
to Plutarch) the reforming legislator applied at once a stringent 
remedy. He redistributed the whole territory belonging to 
Sparta, as well as the remainder of Laconia ; the former in 
9000 equal lots, one to each Spartan citizen; the latter partition 

in 30,000 equal lots, one to each Pericekus : of this of lands* 

i Thucyd v 84 
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alleged distribution I shall speak further presently. Moreover 
he banished the use of gold and silver money, tolerating nothing 
m the shape of circulating medium but pieces of iron, heavy and 
scarcely portable ; and he forbade1 to the Spartan citizen every 
species of industrious or money-seeking occupation, agriculture 
included. He farther constituted—though not without strenuous 
opposition, during the course of which his eye is said to have 
been knocked out by a violent youth, named Alkander—the 
Syssitia or public mess. A certain number of joint tables were 
provided, and eveiy citizen was required to belong to some one 
Syssitia or of them and habitually to take his meals at it2—no 
public mess new member being admissible without a unanimous 
ballot in his favour by the previous occupants. Each provided 
from his lot of land a specified quota of barley-meal, wme, cheese 
and figs, and a small contribution of money for condiments: 
game was obtained m addition by hunting m the' public forests of 
the state, while every one who sacrificed to the gods,3 sent to his 
mess-table a part of the victim killed. From boyhood to old age, 
every Spartan citizen took his sober meals at this public mess, 
where all shared alike , nor was distinction of any kind allowed, 
except on signal occasions of service rendered by an individual to 
the state. 

These public Syssitia, under the management of the Polemarchs, 
Public were connected with the military distribution, the 
training or constant gymnastic training, and the rigorous discipline 
duwiplmo of detail, enforced by Lykurgus. From the early age 
of seven years, throughout his whole life, as youth and man no 
less than as boy, the Spartan citizen lived habitually in public, 
always either himself under drill, gymnastic and military, or a 
critic and spectator of others—always under the fetters and obser¬ 
vances of a rule partly military, partly monastic—estranged from 
the independence of a separate home—seeing his wife, during the 
first years after marriage, only by stealth, and maintaining little 
peculiar relation with bis children. The supervision not only of 
his fellow-citizens, but also of authorised censors or captains 
nominated by the state, was perpetually acting upon him: his 

1 Xenophon, Rep Lac. c. 7. Lac. c. 1, 5. 
2 Plutarch, Lycurg, c 15; substan* * See the authors quoted in 

tially confirmed by Xenophon, Rep. Atheiweus, iv. p 141. 
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clay was passed in public exercises and meals, his nights in the 
public barrack to which he belonged. Besides the particular 
military drill, whereby the complicated movements, required 
from a body of Lacedaemonian hoplites in the field, were made 
familiar to him from his youth—he also became subject to severe 
bodily discipline of other kinds calculated to impart strength, 
activity, and endurance. To manifest a daung and pugnacious 
spirit—to sustain the greatest bodily torture unmoved—to endure 
hunger and thirst, heat, cold, and fatigue—to tread the worst 
ground barefoot, to wear the same garment winter and summer— 
to suppress external manifestations of feeling, and to exhibit in 
public, when action was not called for, a bearing shy, silent, and 
motionless as a statue—all these were the virtues of the accom¬ 
plished Spartan youth.1 Two squadrons were often matched 
against each other to contend (without arms) in the little insular 
circumscription called the Platanistus, and these contests were 
carried on, under the eye of the authorities, with the utmost 
extremity of fury. Nor was the competition among them less 
obstinate, to bear without murmur the cruel scourgmgs inflicted 
before the altar of Artemis Orthia, supposed to be highly accept¬ 
able to the goddess, though they sometimes terminated even m 
the death of the uncomplaining sufferer.2 Besides the various 

1 Xenoph Rep. Lac 2—3,3—5,4—6 
The extreme pams taken to enforce 
K&prepfa (fortitude and endurance) in 
the Spartan system is especially dwelt 
upon by Anstotle (Politica,u 6,5—16); 
compare Plato, Re Legibus, i. p. 633, 
Xenophon, De Laced. Repub. ii. 9— 
with the references m Schneider’s 
note; likewiso Cragius, Re Republica 
Laced m. 8, p 325. 

2 It is remaikable that these violent 
contentions of the youth, wherein 
kicking, biting, gouging out each 
other’s eyes, was resoitea to—as well 
as the 5iap,a<rrCytacns or scourging* 
match before the altar of Artemis- 
lasted down to the closing days of 
Sparta, and were actually seen by 
Cicero, Plutarch, and even Pausanias 
Plutarch had seen several persons die 
nnder the suffering (Plutarch, Lycurg 
c. 16,18—30; and Instituta Lacomca, 
p 239; Pausan. lii. 14, 9,16,7; Cicero, 
Tuscul. Disp. ii. 15). 

The voluntary tortmes undergone 
by the young men among the Mandan 
tribe ox Indians at their annual reli¬ 

gious festival, in the presence of the 
elders of the tribe, afford a stnkmg 
illustration of the same pnuciples and 
tendencies as this Spaitan Sia^acm'- 
y<o<ns. They are endured partly under 
the influence of religious feelings, as 
an acceptable offeung to the Cheat 
Spiut—partly as a point of emulation 
and glory on the part of the young 
men, to show themselves worthy and 
unconquerable in the eyes of their 
seniors. The intensity of these tor¬ 
tures is indeed frightful to read, and 
far surpasses in that respect anything 
ever witnessed at Sparta. It would be 
incredible, were it not attested by a 
trustworthy eye-witness. 

See Mr Catlm’s Letters on the 
North American Indians, Lettor 22, 
vol, i p. 157 zeqq. 

u These religions ceremonies are 
held, in pait, for the purpose of con¬ 
ducting all the young men of the 
tnbe, as they annually arrive at man¬ 
hood. through an ordeal of privation 
and torture; which, while it is sup¬ 
posed to harden their muscles aud 
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descriptions of gymnastic contests, the youths were instructed in 
the choric dances employed m festivals of the god, which contri¬ 
buted to impart to them methodized and harmonious movements. 
Hunting in the woods and mountains of Laconia was encouraged, 
as a means inuring them to fatigue and privation. The nourish¬ 
ment supplied to the youthful Spartans was purposely kept 
insufficient, but they were allowed to make up the deficiency not 
only by hunting, but even by stealing whatever they could lay 
hands upon, provided they could do so without being detected in 
the fact; in which latter case they were severely chastised.1 In 
reference simply to bodily results,2 the training at Sparta was 
excellent, combining strength and agility with universal aptitude 
and endurance, and steering clear of that mistake by which 
TMbes and other cities impaired the effect of their gymnastics— 
the attempt to create an athletic habit, suited for the games but 
suited for nothing else. 

Of all the attributes of this remarkable community, there is 
none more difficult to make out clearly than the condition and 

character of the Spartan women. Aristotle asserts 
iSdSSL ^at 111 time they were imperious and unruly, 

fl?6 without being really so brave and useful in moments 
women— of danger as other Grecian females ;3 that they pos- 
iSatotle* sessed great influence over the men, and even exer¬ 

cised much ascendency over the course of public 

Sare them for extreme endurance, 
ties the chiefs, who aie spectators 

of the scene, to decide upon their 
comparative bodily strength and 
ability to endure the extreme pri¬ 
vations and sufferings that often fall 
to the lot of Indian warriors, and 
that they may decide who is the most 
hardy and best able to lead a war- 
party in case of emergency.”—Again, 
p, 173, <fec 

The KaprepCa or power of endurance 
(Anstot. Pol. u. 6, 2—10) which formed 
one of the prominent objects of the 
Lykurgean training, dwindles into 
nothing compared to that of the 
Mantlan Indians 

1 Xenophon, Anab. iv. 0, 14; and 
De Repub. Lac. c 2, 0; IsokratCs, 
Or. xn. (P&nath.) p. 277. It is these 
licensed expeditions for thieving, I 
presume, to which Isokratds alludes 
when he speaks of rfa iraCStav avrovo- 

/ju'oi? at Sparta, which m its natural 
sense would be the leverse of the 
truth (p 277). 

a Anstotel. Polit viii. 3, 3—the 
remark is cunous—vUv fiiv ovy ai 
ix6.\urra Sokovctol r&p ir6\e<av iirtfie- 
\eicr$ai r&v iraCStav ai flip aBkyfrtKbp 
i£lv «/bwroi overt, rd r* etou 
/cat t$)v av^Tjtriv tu)V aruifiaruiv • ot Si 
Aa/cuve? rarirriv flip ovx tffiaprop rhP 
ifiapriap, &c. Compare the remark in 
Plato, Protagor p 342. 

i Austot Poht. ii 0, 5; Plutarch, 
Agesilaus, c. 81. Aristotle alludes to 
the conduct of the Spartan women on 
the occasion of the invasion of Laconia 
by the Thebans, as an evidence of his 
opinion respecting their want of 
courage. His judgment in this re¬ 
spect seems hard upon them, and he 
piobably had formed to himself exag¬ 
gerated notions of what their courage 
under such circumstances ought to 
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affairs ; and that nearly half the landed property of Laconia had 
come to belong to them. The exemption of the women from all 
control formed, in his eye, a pointed contrast with the rigorous 
discipline imposed upon the men,—and a contrast hardly less 
pointed with the condition of women m other Grecian cities 
where they were habitually confined to the interior of the house, 
and seldom appeared m public. While the Spartan husband 
went through the hard details of his ascetic life, and dined on 
the plainest fare at the Pheidition or mess, the wife (it appears) 
maintained an ample and luxurious establishment at home, and 
the desire to provide for such outlay was one of the causes of that 
love of money which prevailed among men forbidden to enjoy it 
in the ordinary ways. To explain this antithesis between the 
treatment of the two sexes at Sparta, Aristotle was informed that 
Lykurgus had tiled to bring the women no less than the men 
under a system of discipline, but that they made so obstinate a 
resistance as to compel him to desist.1 

The view here given by the philosopher, and deserving of 
course careful attention, is not easy to reconcile with that of 
Xenophdn and Plutarch, who look upon the Spartan women from 
a different side, and represent them as worthy and homogeneous 
companions to the men. The Lykurgean system (as these authors 
describe it), considering the women as a part of the state, and not 
as a part of the house, placed them under training hardly less 
than the men. Its grand purpose, the maintenance of a vigorous 
breed of citizens, determined both the treatment of the younger 
women, and the regulations as to the intercourse of the sexes. 
“ Female slaves are good enough (Lykurgus thought) statement 

to sit at home spinning and weaving—but who can and 

expect a splendid offspring, the appropriate mission Plutarch, 

and duty of a free Spartan woman towards her country, from 
mothers brought up in such occupations 1 ”2 Pursuant to these 
views, the Spartan damsels underwent a bodily training analogous 
to that of the Spartan youth—being formally exercised, and 

have been, as the lesult of their 
peculiar foaming. We may add that 
their violent demonstrations on that 
trying occasion may vs ell have arisen 
quite as much from the agony of 
wounded honour as from fear, when 

we consider what an event the appear¬ 
ance of a conqueiing enemy near 
Sparta was. 

1 Aristot. Polit ii. 6, 5, 8, II. 
^Xenoph. Rep Lac. i. 8—4; Plu¬ 

tarch, Lycurg. c. 18—14 
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contending with each other in running, wrestling, and boxing 
agreeably to the forms ot the Grecian agdnes. They seem to 
have worn a light tunic, cut open at the skirts, so as to leave the 
limbs both free and exposed to view—hence Plutarch speaks of 
them as completely uncovered, while other critics in different 
quarters of Greece heaped similar reproach upon the practice, as 
if it had been perfect nakedness.1 The presence of the Spartan 
youths, and even of the kings and the body of citizens, at these 
exercises, lent animation to the scene. In like manner, the young 
women marched m the religious processions, sung and danced at 
particular festivals, and witnessed as spectators the exercises and 
contentions of the youths ; so that the two sexes were perpetually 
intermingled with each other m public, m a way foreign to the 
habits, as well as repugnant to the feelings, of other Grecian 
states. "We may well conceive that such an education imparted 
to the women both a demonstrative character and an eager 
interest m masculine accomplishments, so that the expression 
of their praise was the strongest stimulus, and that of their 
reproach the bitterest humiliation, to the youthful troop who 
heard it 

The age of marriage (which in some of the unrestricted cities 
of Greece was so early as to deteriorate visibly the breed of 
citizens)2 was deferred by the Spartan law, both in women and 
men, until the period supposed to be most consistent with the 
perfection of the offspring. And when we read the restriction 
which Spartan custom imposed upon the intercourse even between 
married persons, we shall conclude without hesitation that the 
public intermixture of the sexes in the way just described led to 
no such liberties, between persons not married, as might he likely 
to arise from it under other circumstances.® Marriage was almost 
universal among the citizens, enforced by general opinion at least, 

1 Eurip. Androm 508; Cicero, Tuscul. 
Qucest ii. 15. The epithet ^at^oju^piSty, 
as old as the poet lbykus, shows that 
tho Spartan women were not uncoveied 
(see Julius Pollux, vh 65) 

It is scarcely worth while to notice 
tho poetical allusions of Ovid and 
Propex tius. 

How completely the practice of 
gymnastic and military training for 
young women, analogous to that of 

the other sex, was approved by Plato, 
may be seen from the injunctions m 
his .Republic. 

^ Arislot. Polit vii. 14, 4. 
®“It is ceitain (observes Dr 

Tlurlwall, speaking of the Spartan 
unmarried women) that In this respect 
the Spartan morals were as pure as 
those of any ancient, perhaps of any 
modem, people " (Histoiy of Greece, 
ch. vm. vol. i. p. 571.) 
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if not by law. The young Spaitan carried away his bride by a 
simulated abduction, but she still seems, for some time at least, 
to have continued to reside with her family, visiting her husband 
in his barrack m the disguise of male attire and on short and 
stolen occasions.1 To some married couples, according to Plutarch, 
it happened, that they had been married long enough to have 
two or three children, while they had scarcely seen each other 
apart by daylight. Secret intrigue on the part of married 
women was unknown at Sparta ; but to bring together the finest 
couples was regarded by the citizens as desirable, and by the 
lawgiver as a duty. No personal feeling or jealousy on the part 
of the husband found sympathy from any one—and he permitted 
without difficulty, sometimes actively encouraged, compliances on 
the part of his wife consistent with this generally acknowledged 
object. So far was such toleration carried, that there were some 
married women who were recognised mistresses of two houses,2 
and mothers of two distinct families,—a sort of bigamy strictly 
forbidden to the men, and never permitted except in the remark¬ 
able case of king Anaxandndes, when the royal Herakleidan line 
of EurysthenSs was m danger of becoming extinct The wife of 
Anaxandndes being childless, the epliors strongly urged linn, on 
grounds of public necessity, to repudiate her and marry another. 
But he refused to dismiss a wife who had given him no cause of 
complaint; upon which, when they found him inexorable, they 
desired him to retain her, but to marry another wife besides, in 
order that at any rate there might be issue to the Eurysiheneid 
line. “He thus (says Herodotus) married two wives, and 
inhabited two family hearths, a proceeding unknown at Sparta f3 
yet the same privilege which, according to Xenophon, some 
Spartan women enjoyed without reproach from any one, and 
with perfect harmony between the inmates of both their houses. 

1 Plutarch, Lycurg C 14; Xenoph vov /cal yevv<x.iav opiprj, iretcravra rbv 
Rep. Lac i 5 XenophCn does not tixovra, & Tavr/js reRUoirot.ei<r0cu Kal 
make any allusion to the abduction iroAAa pdv rouavra owexwpet. At r« 
as a general custom. There occurred yap ywvat/ces SCrrovt ol/covs 
cases m which it was real and violent • fioi$\ovrcu « a r ^ x «i *», olr« avSpes 
see Heiod v 05. Demaratus carried a5«A<£oi>s roU Traco-t irpotrKafifS&vM, ot 
off and innrned the betrothed bride of rov yivovs Rai ryjs Svydpyo)* /cotvoi- 
Lootychidas vovert, r&v Se ^pYjparwv ovk avruroioi)v* 

3 Xenoph Rep. Lac. i 9. Ei $<? ns rat. 
a$ yvvaLKi /xiv crvt/ocReiv fir} Aoito, * Herodofc V. 39—40 ^ Merol Si ravra, 
renvoiV d^t,oK6yu>v iiriOi/jbtow), /cal yvveuxas^ exu>y Svo, Sifas IcrrCas ol/ce<r 
roi/Ttp vofiov iiroCr}<rey, tfvTiva dv «ot«/c- iroi«wv ov&ajaa 257rapT«)n/c<£. 
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0 Muller1 remarks—and the evidence, as far as we know it, bears 
him out—that lo\e marriages and genuine affection towards a 
wife were more familiar to Sparta than to Athens; though m 
the former marital jealousy was a sentiment neither indulged 
nor recognised—while m the latter it was intense and uni¬ 
versal.2 

To reconcile the careful gymnastic training, which Xenophon 

Nmnbei of an(* ^utarc^ menti°nj with that uncontrolled luxury 
nek women and relaxation which Aristotle condemns m the 
Of Anbtotfe Spartan women, we may perhaps suppose, that in the 
—they had time of the latter the women of high position and 
proem od wealth had contrived to emancipate themselves from 
from the0n tlie general obligation, and that it is of such particular 
geneial cases that he chiefly speaks. He dwells especially 
training. . , , _ A J 

upon the increasing tendency to accumulate property 
in the hands of the women,3 which seems to have been still more 
conspicuous a centuiy afterwards m the reign of Agis III. And 
we may readily imagine that one of the employments of wealth 
thus acquired would he to purchase exemption from laborious 
training,—an obj'ect more easy to accomplish m their case than m 
that of the men, whose services were required by the state as 
soldiers. By what steps so large a proportion as two-fifths of the 
landed property of the state came to be possessed by women, he 
partially explains to us. There were (he says) many sole heiresses, 
—the dowries given by fathers to their daughters were very large, 
—and the father had unlimited power of testamentary bequest, 
which he was disposed to use to the advantage of his daughtei 
over his son Perfect equality ot bequest or inheritance between 
the two sexes, without any preference for females, would accom¬ 
plish a great deal: but besides this, we are told by Aristotle that 
there was in the Spartan mind a peculiar sympathy and yielding 
disposition towards women, which he ascribes to tbe warlike 
temper both of the citizen and of the state—Ares hearing the yoke 

i Mtiller, Hist of Dorians, iv. 4, 1. bands, illustrate powerfully tbe strong 
The stories recounted by Plutarch conjugal affection of a Spartan woman, 
(Agis, c. 20, KleomenSs, c. 87—88) of and her devoted adherence and forti- 
the conduct of Agesistrata and tude m sharing with her husband the 
Kratesikleia, the wives of Agis and last extremities of suffering 
KleomenOs, and of the wife of JPanteus 3 See the Oration of Lysias, De Csede 
(whom he does not name) on occasion Eratosthems, Orat i. p. 94 «eg. 
of the deaths of their respective hus- 3 Plutarch, Agis, c. 4 
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of ApliroditS.1 But apart from such a consideration, rfXwe’eup 
pose on the pait of a wealthy Spaitan father the simple disposr 
tion to treat sons and daughters alike as to bequest,—nearly one 
half of the inherited mass of property would naturally be found 
m the hands of the daughteis, since on an average of families the 
number of the two sexes born is nearly equal. In most societies, 
it is the men who make new acquisitions * but this seldom or 
never happened with Spaitan men, who disdained all money¬ 
getting occupations. 

Xenophon, a warm panegyrist of Spaitan manners, points with 
some pride to the tall and vigorous breed of citizens which the 
Lykurgic institutions had produced. The beauty of the Lacedae¬ 
monian women was notorious throughout Greece, and Lampitd, 
the Lacedaemonian woman introduced m the Lysistrata of Aris¬ 
tophanes, is made to receive from the Athenian women the loudest 
compliments upon her fine shape and masculine vigour.2 We 
may remark that, on this as well as on the othet points, Xenophon 
emphatically insists on the peculiarity of Spartan institutions, 
contradicting thus the views of those who regard them merely as 
something a little hyper-Dorian. Indeed such peculiarity seems 
never to have been questioned m antiquity, eithei by ^ ^ 
the enemies or by the admirers of Sparta And those andiofty 

who censured the public masculine exercises of the 5}ly^tlsm 
Spartan maidens, as well as the liberty tolerated m Spaitan 

married women, allowed at the same time that the 'womon 
feelings of both were actively identified with the state to a degree 
hardly known in Greece ; that the patnotism of the men greatly 
depended upon the sympathy of the other sex, which manifested 
itself publicly, in a manner not compatible with the recluse life 
of Grecian women generally, to the exaltation of the brave as well 
as to the abasement of the recreant; and that the dignified bear¬ 
ing of the Spartan matrons under private family loss seriously 
assisted the state in the task of bearing up against public reverses. 
“ Return either with your shield or upon it,” was their exhorta¬ 
tion to their sons when departing for foreign service: and after 
the fatal day of Leuktra, those mothers who had to welcome home 

l Anstot. Polit ii 0, 6; Plutarch, e/ceiWis rtov S-^xocrciov, y t&v ifiiW avrots, 
A^is, C 4 ^ to vs Aa/cefiai/uoWov? Kcmj- TroM)TrpayiJ.oveLv 8C8opra$. 
Koovy ovras act tS>p ywaiKtov, xal ifXtlov a Anstophan. Lysistr. 80. 

2 — 20 
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their surviving sons in dishonour and defeat were the bitter 
sufferers; while those whose sons had perished maintained a 
healing comparatively cheeiful.1 

Such were the leading points of the memorable Spartan disci¬ 
pline, strengthened m its effect on the mind by the absence of 
communication with strangers. For no Spartan could go abroad 
without leave, nor were strangers permitted to stay at Sparta ; 
they came thither, it seems, by a sort of sufferance, but the un- 
courteous process called xenelasy2 was always available to remove 
them, nor could there arise m Sparta that class of resident metics 
or aliens who constituted a large part of the population of Athens, 
and seem to have been found m most other Grecian towns. It is 
m this universal schooling, training and drilling imposed alike 
upon boys and men, youths and virgins, rich and poor, that the 
distinctive attribute of Sparta is to be sought—not m her laws or 
political constitution. 

Lykurgus (or the individual to whom this system is owing, 
Dylangus whoever he was) is the founder of a warlike brother- 
isthe hood rather than the lawgiver of a political com- 
amihtary munity; his brethren live together like bees in a 
hootfm'ore ^ive (*° borrow a simile from Plutarch), with all their 
than the feelings implicated in the commonwealth, and di- 
apoiitwSl vorced from house and home.3 Far from contemplat- 
cnnsntu- ing the society as a whole, with its multifarious wants 

and liabilities, he interdicts beforehand, by one of the 
three primitive Rhetrae, all written laws, that is to say, all formal 
and premeditated enactments on any special subject. When dis¬ 
putes are to he settled or judicial interference is required, the 
magistrate is to decide from his own sense of equity: that the 
magistrate will not depart from the established customs and recog¬ 
nised purposes of the city, is presumed from the personal discipline 

i See the remarkable account in 
Xenophon, Hellen. iv 10; Plutarch, 
Agesilaus, c 20, one of the most 
striking incidents in Grecian history. 
Compare also the string of sayings 
asciioed to Lacedaemonian women, in 
Plutaich, Lac Apophth p, 241 seq. 

a How offensive the Lacedaemonian 
xenGlasy or expulsion of stiangeis 
appealed in Greece, we may see fiom 
the speeches of PenklGs in Thucydides 

(i. 144, ii. 30). Compare Xenophon, 
Itep Lac xiV. 4, Plutaich, Agis, c. 
10, Lykurgus, c. 27, Plato, Protagoras, 
p 348 

No Spartan left the country without 
permission IaokiatOs, Orat xi (Bu¬ 
sins), p 225, Xenoph ut sup 

Both these regulations became 
much relaxed after the close of the 
Peloponnesian war. 

3 Plutarch, Lycurg. c. 25. 
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which he and the select body to whom he belongs have under¬ 
gone. It is this select body, maintained by the labour of others, 
ovei whom Lykurgus exclusively watches, with the provident eye 
of a trainer, for the purpose of disciplining them into a state of 
regimental pieparation,1 2 single-minded obedience, and bodily 
efficiency and endurance, so that they may be always fit and 
leady for defence, for conquest, and for dominion. The parallel 
of the Lykurgean institutions is to be found m the Republic of 
Plato, who approves the Spartan principle of select guaidLans 
carefully trained and administering the community at discretion ; 
with this momentous difference indeed, that the Spartan char¬ 
acter3 formed by Lykurgus is of a low type, rendeied savage and 
fierce by exclusive and overdone bodily discipline,—destitute 
even of the elements of letters,—immersed in their own narrow 
specialities, and taught to despise all that lay beyond,—possessing 
all the qualities requisite to procure dominion, but none of those 
calculated to render dominion popular or salutary to the subject; 
while the habits and attributes of the guardians, as shadowed 
forth by Plato, are enlarged as well as philanthropic, qualifying 
them not simply to govern, but to govern for purposes protective, 
conciliatoiy, and exalted. Both Plato and Aristotle conceive as 
the peifeotion of society something of the Spartan type—a select 
body of equally privileged citizens, disengaged from industrious 
pursuits, and subjected to public and uniform training. Both 
admit (with Lykurgus) that the citizen belongs neither to himself 
nor to his family, but to bis city; both at the same tune note 
with regret that the Spartan training was turned only to one 

1 Plutaich obsoives -justly about 
Sparta under the discipline of 
Lykurgus, that it was “ not the 
polity of a city, but the life ot a 
tiamed and skilful man”—ov 7r6Atws -h 
Sirap-nj TroAtrt Lav, aA A* aj'Spos a<TKy\rov /cal 
<ror/)o v /Stop exovcro. (Plutai ch, Lyk c. 30). 

About the perfect lubit of obedience 
at Spaita, see Xenophon, Memorab. 
m f>, 9, 15—iv 4, 15, the grand attii- 
butes of Siuita m the oyes of its 
admirers (LokratGs, Panathen Or 
XU p 266—278), 7reL0apxCa~—<r(o<j>po<rvvT] 
—ra yv(jLVa<rt,a. To/ctt KaBeorrtara /cal irpbs 
T^jV tL<TKri<riv rrjs avbpCa$ /cat rrpbs rJjv 
bfj.6vot.av /cat awoAtos rijv wept rbv 
7roAt/xov ip.Tret.pCav 

2 Aristot Polit viii 3,8. Ol Aa/cwves 
- • •. 0>jptw6«tf a7r«pyafovrat rots 7rovots. 

That the Spartans were absolutely 
lCfnoiant of letters, and could not i cad, 
is ovpiQhsly stated by Isoluatos O^ana- 
then. Ol. xn p. 277), oSrot bt rocrovrov 
airoAcAct/ut/uttVot ti}? Koivys iraifi< ta<s teat 
<fu\otrotf>Cas clcriv, S>crr* ovbc ypa/jt/jtara 
p,a}>6dvovcriv, &C. 

The pieferonce of rhetoric to accu¬ 
racy is so manifest in Isokratfis, that 
we ought to undoi stand Ins expressions 
with some resei ve , but in this case it 
is evident that he means literally what 
he says, foi in auother part of the 
same discourse there is an expression 
dropt almost unconsciously winch con¬ 
firms it. “ Tho most rational Spaitans 
(he says) will appreciate this discourse, 
if they find any one to tend d to tJinn”— 
%v Ad/3«cri tov a.vayv<u<r6fj.evov (p. 286). 
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portion of human virtue—that which is called forth m a state of 
war ;1 the citizens being converted into a sort of garrison, always 
under drill, and always ready to be called forth either against 
Helots at home or against enemies abioad. Such exclusive ten¬ 
dency will appear less astonishing if we consider the very early 
and insecure period at which the Lykurgean institutions arose, 
when none of those guarantees which aitervvards maintained the 
peace of the Hellenic world had as yet become effective—no con¬ 
stant habits of intercourse, no custom of meeting m Ainphiktyonj 
from the distant parts of Greece, no common or largely fiequented 
festivals, no multiplication of proxenies (or standing tickets of 
hospitality) between the important cities, no pacific or industri¬ 
ous habits anywhere. When we contemplate the general in¬ 
security of Grecian hie m the ninth or eighth century before the 
Christian sera, and especially the precarious condition of a small 
band of Dorian conquerors, in Sparta and its district, with sub¬ 
dued Helots on their own lands and Achscans unsubdued all 
around them—we shall not be surprised that the language which 
Brasidas m the Peloponnesian war addresses to his axmy m 
reference to the original Spartan settlement, was still more 
powerfully present to the mind of Lykurgus four centuries 
earlier—“We are a few in the midst of many enemies ; we can 
only maintain ourselves by fighting and conquering”.3 

Under such circumstances, the exclusive aim winch Lykuigus 
His end proposed to himself is easily understood ; but what is 
exclusively truly surprising, is the violence of Ins means and the 
hwmeons, success of the result. He realised Ins project of 
exclusively creating in the 8000 or 9000 Spartan citizens un- 
mere. rivalled habits of obedience, hardihood, self-denial, 
and military aptitude—complete subjection on the part of each 
individual to the local public opinion, and preference of death 
to the abandonment of Spartan maxims—intense ambition on 
the part of every one to distinguish himself within the prescribed 
sphere of duties, with little ambition for anything else. In what 

1 Anstot Polit. u 6* 22; vii 18,11; 
vni. 1, 8, viu 8, 8 Plato, Legg. i. p. 
626—629 Plutarch, SolOn, c, 22. 

SThucyd. IV 126 Ol ye airb 
irokneiSiv roiovroap iv at?, ov 
ttoWol apxovcrc,w aXXa rrkei6v<aP 
ftaAAov ekaaraovf • o£#c aWtp nvl KT^cr&r 

fievoi Trjv Bvvaoreiav rtp fia^Bfiepot 
KpartLU 

The most remarkable circumstance 
is, that those woids aie addiosscdby 
Binsidas to an army composed in huge 
propoition of manumitted Helots 
(Thucyd. iv 81) 
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manner so ngorous a system of individual training can have 
been first brought to bear upon any community, mastering the 
course of the thoughts and actions from boyhood to old age—a 
work far more difficult than any political revolution—we are not 
permitted to discover. Nor does even the influence of an earnest 
and energetic Herakleid man—seconded by the still more 
powerful working of the Delphian god behind, upon the strong 
pious susceptibilities of the Spartan mind—sufficiently explain a 
phenomenon so remarkable m the history of mankind, unless 
we suppose them aided by some combination of co-operating 
-circumstances which history has not transmitted to us,1 and 
preceded by disorders so exaggerated as to render the citizens 
glad to escape from them at any price. 

Respecting the ante-Lykurgean Sparta we possess no positive 
information whatever. But although this unfortunate statements 

gap cannot be filled np, we may yet master the nega- abouttaiCh 
tive probabilities of the case sufficiently to see that Lykuigus 

in what Plutarch has told us (and from Plutarch the romance 
modem views have, until lately, been derived), there m 
is indeed a basis of reality, but there is also a large supei structure 
of romance,—m not a few particulars essentially misleading. 
For example, Plutarch tieats Lykurgus as introducing his reforms 
at a time when Sparta was mistress of Laconia, and distributing 
the whole of that territory among the Perioeki Now we know 
that Laconia was not then in possession of Sparta, and that the 
partition of Lykurgus (assuming it to be real) could only have 
been applied to the land in the immediate vicinity of the latter. 
For even Amyklae, Pharis, and Geronthrae were not conquered 
until the reign of T&Leklus, posterior to any period which we can 
reasonably assign to Lykurgus : nor can any such distribution of 
Laconia have really occurred. Farther we are told that Lykurgus 
banished from Sparta coined gold and silver, useless professions 
and frivolities, eager pursuit of gain, and ostentatious dibplay. 
Without dwelling upon the improbability that any one of these 
anti-Spartan characteristics should have existed at so early a 
peiiod as the ninth century before the Christian sera, we may at 
least be certain that coined silver was not then to be found, since 

i Plato treats the system of Lykurgus and Lykuigus as his missionary (Legg. 
as emanating from the Delphian Apollo, 1. p. 632). 
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it was first introduced into Greece by Pheidon of Argos m the 
succeeding century, as lias been stated m the preceding section 

But amongst all the points stated by Plutarch, the most 
suspicious by far, and the most misleading, because 

partition endless calculations have been built upon it, is the 
no such” alleged redivision of landed pioperty He tells us 
measuie ^ that Lykurgus found fearful inequality m the landed 
LykuiVus possessions of the Spartans , nearly all the land m 
aiU?ioiser ^ie haads of a few, and a great multitude without 
do^n to any land , that he rectified this evil by a redivision 
Anstotle. 0f ^he Spaitan district into 0000 equal lots, and the 
rest of Laconia into 30,000, giving to each citizen as much as 
would produce a given quota of barley, &o.; and that he wished 
moreover to have divided the movable property upon similar 
principles of equality, but was deterred by the difficulties of 
carrying his design into execution. 

Now we shall find on consideration that this new and equal 
partition of lands by Lykurgus is still more at variance with fact 
and probability than the two former alleged proceedings. All 
the historical evidences exhibit decided inequalities of property 
among the Spartans—inequalities which tended constantly to- 
increase; moreover, the earlier authors do not conceive this evil 
as having grown up by way of abuse out of a primaeval system 
of perfect equality, nor do they know anything of the original 
equal redivision by Lykurgus Even as early as the poet Alkams 
(bo. 600—580) we find bitter complaints of the oppressive 
ascendency of wealth, and the degradation of the poor man, 
cited as having been pronounced by Aristodemus at Sparta ► 
“ Wealth (said he) makes the man—no poor person is either 
accounted good or honoured t\1 Next, the historian. Hellanikus 
certainly knew nothing of the Lykurgean redivision—for he 
ascribed the whole Spartan polity to Eurysthenes and Prokles,, 
the original founders, and hardly noticed Lykurgus at all. 
Again, m the brief but impressive description of the Spartan 
lawgiver by Herodotus, several other institutions are alluded 

lAlcau Fiagment. 41, p. 270, edL EiiHjy—"Kpri par irmxp&s 5’ 
Schneidew m :— oiiSets ireker’ ecr0Abs ovBk ripios. 

yap SrjiroT' ’Api<rr6Safxov ovk Compare the Schol ad Pmdar. Isthmu 
«iraAafivov iy SirapT<} \6yov. ii. 17, and Diogen Laeit t 31. 
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to, but bo thing is said about a redivision of the lands ; and this 

latter point is in itself of such transcendent moment, and was so 

recognised among all Grecian tbmkers, that the omission is 

almost a demonstration of ignorance Thucydides certainly 

could not have believed that equality of property was an original 

feature of the Lykurgean system ; for he says that at Lacedsemdn 

“the rich men assimilated themselves greatly in respect of 

clothing and general habits of life to the simplicity of the poor, 

and thus set an example winch was partially followed m the rest 

of Greece ” : a remark which both implies the existence of 

unequal property, and gives a just appreciation of the real 

working of Lykurgic institutions.1 The like is the sentiment 

of Xenophdn .3 he observes that the rich at Sparta gained little 

by their wealth in point of superior comfort; but he never 

glances at any original measure carried into effect by Lykurgus 
for equalising possessions. Plato too,3 while he touches upon 

the great advantage possessed by the Dorians, immediately after 

their conquest of Peloponnesus, m being able to apportion land 

suitably to all, never hints that this onginal distribution had 

degenerated into an abuse, and that an entire subsequent redivi¬ 

sion had been resorted to by Lykurgus: moreover, he is himself 

deeply sensible of the hazards of that formidable proceeding. 

Lastly, Aristotle clearly did not believe that Lykurgus had 

redivided the soil. For he informs us, first, that “both m 

Lacedaemfin and in Krete, the legislator had rendered the enjoy¬ 

ment of property common through the establishment of the 

Syssitia or public mess”.4 Now this remark (if read in the 

chapter of which it forms part, a refutation of the scheme of 

Communism for the select guardians m the Platonic Republic) 

will be seen to tell little for its point, if we assume that Lykurgus 

at the same time equalised all individual possessions. Had 

Aristotle known that fact, he could not have failed to notice it: 
nor could he have assimilated the legislators m Lacedaemon and 

Kr§te, seeing that m the latter no one pretends that any such 

s1 ?kucyd i. 0 fierpCq. S’ a® icOrjn 
Ktu tov vvv rpSirov Trpwrot. Aa/eeSai- 
Hoytoi «xpi$<r<xvro, /cal Iff ra aXXa 7rpbff 
TOVff, TTOXXOVff OL T<L » KfKTyjfltVQL 

tcroStairoi fj.dXiara Kare<rrr)cravt See also 
Plutarch, Apophthegm. Lacon. p 210, 

2 Xenoph Republ. Laced, c. 7. 

8 Plato, Legg. iii. p 684. 

v 4 Anstotel. Politic, u 2,10. ¥Q<nr«p 
ra Trtpl raff^ /enjcreis ev Aa/ce5ac/t*ovi 
ical KpJjryi rots crv«r<rmots b 
e/coiiao are. 
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equalisation was ever brought about. Next, not only does 
Aristotle dwell upon the actual inequality of property at Sparta 
as a serious public evil, but he nowhere treats this as having 
grown out of a system of absolute equality once enacted by the 
lawgiver as a part of the pnmitive constitution: he expressly 
notices inequality of property so far back as the second Messenian 
war. Moreover, in that valuable chapter of his Politics where 
the scheme of equality of possessions is discussed, Phaleas of 
Chalk6d6n is expressly mentioned as the iirst author of it, thus 
indirectly excluding Lykurgus.1 The mere silence of Aristotle 
is m this discussion a negative argument of the gieatest weight. 
Isokrates,3 too, speaks much about Sparta for good and for evil— 
mentions Lykurgus as having established a political constitution 
much like that of the earliest days of Athens—praises the 
gymnasia and the discipline, and compliments the Spartans upon 
the many centimes which they have gone through without 
violent sedition, extinction of debts, and redivision of the land— 
those “ monstrous evils ” as he terms them. Had he conceived 
Lykurgus as being himself the author of a complete redivision of 
land, he could hardly have avoided some allusion to it 

It appears then that none of the authors down to Aristotle 
ascribe to Lykurgus a redivision of the lands, either 

Lykurgus °f Sparta or of Laconia. The statement to this effect 
partftionS1 ^utarck> given m great detail and with precise 
of lands be* specification of number and produce, must have been 
century of6 borrowed from some author later than Aristotle ; and 
Kleomen6s we niay trace the source of it, when we study 

Plutarch's biography of Lykurgus m conjunction with 

XAnstot Politic ii. 4, l, about was no positive equality of posses- 
Phaleas, and about Spai ta and Ki Ote, sums 
generally, the whole sixth and seventh Both the Spaitan kings dined at the 
chapters of the second book, also v. 6, public mess at the same plieidition 
2—7. (Plutaich, Agesilaus, c 30). 

Theophrastus (apud Plutarch. Heiakleulus Ponticus mentions 
lycurgk c. 10) makes a similar obser- nothing either about equality of 
ration, that the public mess, and the Spartan lots or fiesh partition of 
general simplicity of habits, tended to lands by Lykurgus (ad calcem Cragii, 
render wealth of little service to the Do Spaitauorum Repub p 004), though 
possessor: rhv irAourov air\ovTov airep- ho speaks about the Spartan lots and 
yatraaBat rn leouwJ-njn r&v OeiTmov, law of succession as well as about 
feed rtf irepl rijv $£<urav «vT<rAet<f. Com- LykuigUS 
pare Plutarch, Apophthegm. Lacon. tJ JsokiatOs, Panathen Or. xu pp. 
p, 226 E The wealth therefore was 260, 270, 278 ovSi xp*£>v anoKoiras ovli 
not foimally done away with m ytfs avaSaa-pou ovS' akk* ovSiv t&v avr)- 
±he opinion of Theophrastus: there k<<tto>vkokuv 
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that of Agis and Kleomen&s. The statement is taken from 
authors of the century after Anstotle, either in, or shortly before, 
the age when both those kings tried extreme measures to renovate 
ihe sinking state : the former by a thorough change of system 
and property, yet proposed and accepted according to constitu¬ 
tional forms; the latter by projects substantially similar, with 
violence to enforce them. The accumulation of lauded property 
m few hands, the multiplication of poor, and the decline in the 
number of citizens, which are depicted as grave mischiefs by 
Aristotle, had become greatly aggravated during the century 
between him and Agis. The number of citizens, reckoned by 
Herodotus in the time of the Persian invasion at 8000, bad 
dwindled down m the time of Anstotle to 1000, and m that of 
Agis to 700, out of which latter number 100 alone possessed most 
of the landed property of the state1 Now by the ancient rule 
of Lykurgus, the qualification for citizenship was the ability to 
furnish the prescnbed quota, incumbent on each individual, at 
the public mess: so soon as a citizen became too poor to answer 
to this requisition, he lost his franchise and lus eligibility to 
offices.2 The smaller lots of land, though it was held discredit¬ 
able either to buy or sell them,3 and though some have asserted 

i Plutaich, Agis, c. iv. to give a largo dowry when a rich man's 
8 Aiibtot roue n o, 21. Tlapa $£ daughter married (n. 6,11) The sister 

tois Aa/eweriv dkacrtov Bel <£epcu/, teal of AgesilaUS, Kynislvii, was a peiSOtt of 
<r<f)6Bpa. rranjr<av evitav oi'rui', k&i rovro large property, which apparently im- 
to avaKto/xa ov Bwapcvoiv Sarravfy plies the division of his father's estate 
. . . . *0po? Be r-ijg TroXirtias (Plutarch, Agesilaus, 30) 
o®ros ktmv 6 irarptoi, rov p.T\ Whether there was ever any law 
Bwd.}x.evov tovto to rtXos <£«- prohibiting a father from dividing hi s 
petz/, p,er4xeiv avrrjf. So also lot among his childien may well be 
Xenophon, Rep. Lac c vu l<ra i±ev doubted The Rhetra of the ephox 

cts ra t7rtT^fitta, 6p.ota>ff Si Btat- Epitadeus (Plutarch, Agis, 5) granted 
racrSai rd£a«?. unlimited power of testamentary dis- 

The existence of this rate-paying position to the possessor, so that he 
qualification is the capital fact xn the might give away or bequeathe his 
history of the Spartan constitution; land to a stranger if he chose. To this 
especially when we couple it with the law great effects are ascribed * but it 
otnei fact, that no Spaitan acquired is evident that the tendency to accu- 
anything by any kind of industry mulate property in few hands, and the 

>Heiakleid£s Ponticus, ad ealeem tendency to diminution m the number 
Ciagn do Repub Laced, p. 504. Com- of qualified citizens, were powerfully 
pare Cragms, m. 2, p. 190 manifested before the time of Epita- 

Anstotle (u 0,10) states that it was deus, who came after Lysandei 
disci editable to buy or sell a lot of Plutaich in another place notices 
land, but that the lot might he either Hesiod, Xonokratfis and Lykurgus, as 
given or bequeathed at pleasure. He having concurred with Plato in thrak- 
mentions nothing about the prohibition ing that it was proper to leave only 
to divide, and he even states what one single heir (eva p.6vov kKt\p6vou.ov 
contiadicts it,—that it was the practice KoraXmeiv) CVwop.ioip.aTa els ‘Henoeov. 
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(without ground I think) that it was forbidden to divide them, 

became insufficient for numerous families, and seem to have been 

alienated in some indirect maimer to the rich ; while eveiy 

industrious occupation being both interdicted to a Spartan citizen 

and really inconsistent with his rigorous peisonal 
discipline, no other means of famishing his quota, 

except the lot of land, was open to him. The diffi¬ 

culty felt with regard to these smaller lots of land 

may be judged of fiom the fact stated by Polybius,1 

that thiee or four Spartan brothers had often one and the same 

wife, the paternal land being just sufficient to furnish contribu¬ 

tions for all to the public mess, and thus to keep alive the citizen- 

rights of all the sons. The tendency to diminution m the 

number of Spartan citizens seems to have gone on uninterruptedly 

from the time of the Persian war, and must luive been aggiavated 

by the foundation of MessdnO, with its independent territory 

around, after the battle of Leuktra, an event which robbed the 

Spartans of a large portion of their property. Apart from these 

special causes, moreover, it has been observed often as a statistical 

fact, that a close corporation of citizens, or any small number of 

families, intermarrying habitually among one another, and not 

reinforced fiom without, have usually a tendency to dimmish 

The present is not the occasion to enter at length into that 

combination of causes which partly sapped, partly overthiew, 

both the institutions of Lykurgus and the power of Sparta. But 

Circum¬ 
stances of 
Spaita 
down to 
the leign 
of Aglb 

Fragm vol. v p 777, Wyttenb ). But 
Hesiod does not Jay down this as a 
necessity or as a univeisal mle, he 
only says that a man is better off who 
has only one son (Opp Di. 374) And 
if Plato had been able to cite Lykurgus 
ns an anthontyfor that system of an 
invariable number of separate Kkrjpot 
or lots, winch he sets foith in his 
treatise De Legibus (p. 740), it is highly 
probable that he would have done so 
Still less can Aristotle have supposed 
that Lykurgus or the Spartan system 
cither ensuied, or intended, to ensure, 
the maintenance of an unalterable 
number of distinct proprietary lots, 
for he expressly notices that scheme as 
a peculiarity of Philolaus the Corin¬ 
thian, in his laws for the Thebans 
(Polit. h. 9, 7). 

i Polybius, Fragm. ap Mail Collect. 
Vett Scrip vol. n. p. 884. 

Peihaps, as O Muller remmks, this 
may moan only, that none except the 
eldest biotlier could afloid to many; 
but the feelings of the Spaitans m 
lespect to mam age were m many 
other points so different fiom ouis, 
that wo are haidly authorised to leject 
the litoial statement (History of the 
Donans, in 30, 2)—which indeed is 
both illustrated and rendered credible 
by the pei mission giantedin the laws 
or SolOn to an im^po^i who had been 
claimed in marriage by a relative m 
hlS old age—av o teparlav KoX jcvptos 
yeyoviiq Kara, rbv v&pov avrb? /jwj &vvar 
tos rf irA.7jcrid<Jetv inrb rfi>v iyycara rov 
avSpof oTrvUtrBai (Plutarch, Sol6n, c* 
20). 

I may observe, that of 0. Muller's 
statements respecting the lots of land 
at Sparta, several are unsuppoited and 
some incorrect. 
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taking tlie condition of that city as it stood in the time of 
Agis III. (say about 250 bc.), we know that its citizens had 
become few in number, the bulk of them miserably poor, and all 
the land m a small number of hands The old discipline and the 
public mess (as far as the rich were concerned) had degenerated 
into mere forms—a numerous body of strangers or non-citizens 
(the old xenelasy, or prohibition of resident strangers, being long 
discontinued) were domiciled in the town, forming a powerful 
moneyed interest, and lastly, the dignity and ascendency of the 
state amongst its neighbours were altogether ruined. Bimmishe(i 
It was insupportable to a young enthusiast like king nmnbei of 
Agis, as well as to many ardent spirits among liis delation 
contemporaries, to contrast this degiadation with the of Spaitain 

previous glories oi their country ; nor did they see a*?is His 
any other way of reconstructing the old Sparta except toiestoreSh 
by again admitting the disfranchised poor citizens, 
redividing the lands, cancelling all debts, and re&toi mg 
the public mess and military training m all their strictness. 
Agis endeavoured to carry through these subversive measures 
(such as no demagogue m the extreme democracy of Athens 
would ever have ventured to glance at), with the consent of the 
senate and public assembly, and the acquiescence of the rich. 
His sincerity is attested by the fact, that his own property, and 
that of his female relatives, among the largest in the state, was 
cast as the first sacrifice into the common stock. But he became 
the dupe of unprincipled coadjutors, and perished in the unavail¬ 
ing attempt to realise his scheme by persuasion. His successor 
Kleomen&s afterwards accomplished by violence a change substan¬ 
tially similar, though the intervention of foreign arms speedily 
overthrew both himself and his institutions. 

Now it was under the state of public feeling which gave birth 
to these projects of Agis and KleomenSe at Sparta, that H ^ 
the historic fancy, unknown to Aristotle and his pre- fancy©? 
decessors, first gained ground, of the absolute equality asan^qaal 
of property as a primitive institution of Lykurgus. petitioner 

How much such a belief would favour the schemes of g,ew out 

innovation is too obvious to require notice; and with- <^*£8 
out supposing any deliberate imposture, we cannot 
he astonished that the predispositions of enthusiastic patriots 
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interpreted according to their own partialities an old unrecorded 
legislation from which they were separated by more than five 
-centuries. The Lykurgean discipline tended forcibly to suggest 
to men’s minds the %dea of equality among the citizens,—that 
is, the negation of all inequality not founded on some personal 
attribute,-—inasmuch as it assimilated the habits, enjoyments, and 
capacities of the rich to those of the poor; and the inequality 
thus existing m idea and tendency, which seemed to proclaim the 
wish of the founder, was strained by the latter reformers into 
a positive institution which he had at first realised, but from 
which his degenerate followers had receded. It was thus that 
the fancies, longings, and indirect suggestions of the present 
assumed the character of recollections out of the early, obscure, 
and extinct historical past. Perhaps the philosopher Sphnerus of 
Borysthenes (friend and companion of Kleomenes,1 disciple of 
.Zeno the Stoic, and author of works now lost both on Lykurgus 
and Sokrat£s and on the constitution of Sparta) may have been 
one of those who gave currency to such an hypothesis. And we 
shall readily believe that, if advanced, it would find easy and 
sincere credence, when we recollect how many similar delusions 
have obtained vogue in modem times far more favourable to 
historical accuracy—how much false colouring has been attached 
by the political feeling of recent days to matters of ancient 
history, such as the Saxon Witenagemotc, the Great Charter, the 
rise and growth of the English House of Commons, or even the 
Poor Law of Elizabeth. 

When we read the division of lands really proposed by king 
Agis, it is found to be a very close copy of the original division 

i Plutarch. Kleomenes, cap. 2—11, r&v apxatW avyypo.4>iuv\ Plato, Xeno- 
with the note of Schumann, p. 176, ph6n, JFCphorus, KallisthenOs, can 
also Lycurg cap 8; Athene, iv. p. 141. compare the Kretan polity to the old 

PhylaTchus also described the pro- Lacedaemonian, the mam features of 
•ceedings of Kleomenes, seemingly with the two being (as he says) so different 
favoui (Atheme. ib.); compare Plu- —equality of property at Sparta, great 
tarch, Agis, c, 9. inequality of property in KrGte, among 

Polybius believed that Lykurgus had othei differences (Polyb vi. 46—48). 
introduced equality of landed posses- This remark of Polybius exhibits 
sion both in the district of Sparta and the difference of opinion of the earlier 
throughout Laconia* his opinion is writers,ascompaied with those during 
probably borrowed from these same the third century before the Christian 
authors, of the third century befoie sera The former compared Spartan 
the Chiistian sera. For he expresses and Kretan institutions, because they 
his great surprise how the best- did not conceive equality of landed pro- 
informed ancient authors (ol \oyiwTarot perty as a featui e in old Sparta. 
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ascribed to Lykurgus. He parcels the lands hounded by the four 
limits of Pellene, Sellasia, Malea, and Taygetus, into Paitltlon 
4500 lots, one to every Spartan; and the lands beyond proposed 

these limits into 15,000 lots, one to each Penoekus ; by AfiIS 
and he proposes to constitute in Sparta fifteen Pheiditia or public 
mess-tables, some including 400 individuals, others 200,—thus 
providing a place for each of his 4500 Spartans. With respect to* 
the division originally ascribed to Lykurgus, different accounts 
were given Some considered it to have set out 9000 lots for the 
district of Sparta, and 30,000 for the rest of Laconia,1 others* 
affirmed that 6000 lots had been given by Lykurgus, and 3000 
added aftei wards by king Polydorus ; a third tale was, that 
Lykurgus had assigned 4500 lots, and king Polydorus as many 
more. Tins last scheme is much the same as what was really 
proposed by Agis. 

In the preceding argument respecting the redivision of land 
ascribed to Lykurgus, I have taken that measure as it ()pmjou 
is described by Plutarch. But there has been a thatLy- 
tendency, m some able modern writers, while admit- piJJjUJed 
ting the general fact of such redivision, to leject the 
account given by Plutarch in some of its main cir- leionce 

cumstanccs That, for instance, which is the capital entiuT 
feature m Plutarch’s narrative, and which gives soul p^mtous 
and meaning to his picture of the lawgiver—the au<iim-U 
equality of partition—is now rejected by many as probable* 
incorrect, and it is supposed that Lykurgus made some new 
agrarian regulations tending towards a geneial equality of landed 
property, hut not an entirely new partition ; that he may have 
resumed from the wealthy men lands which they had unjustly 
taken from the conquered Acliaeans, and thus provided allotments 
both for the poorer citizens and for the subject Laconians. Such 
is the opinion of Dr Thirlwall, who at the same tune admits that 
the exact proportion of the Lykurgean distribution can hardly be 
ascertained3 

i Respecting Rphroms, see Plutarch, 
Lycurg. c 8, Kleoinen c 2, Athento 
iv. p 141; Diogen I»aeit. vii. sect 
137. 

- Hist of Greece, ch. viii. voL i p. 
844-347. 

C, F, nermann, on the contrary, 
consults the equal partition of Laconia 
into lots indivisible and inalienable 
as “an essential condition” (erne 
wesentliche JBudmgiuig) of the whole 
Lykuigean system (JLehrbuch dei 
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I cannot but take a different view of the statement made by 
Plutarch. The moment that we depart from that rule of 
equality which stands so prominently marked m his biography 
of Lykurgus, we step into a boundless field of possibility, m 
which there is nothing to determine us to one point more than to 
another. The surmise started by Dr. Thirlwall, of lands unjustly 
taken from the conquered Achaeans by wealthy Spartan pro¬ 
prietors, is altogether gratuitous ; and granting it to be correct, 
we have still to explain how it happened that this correction of a 
partial injustice came to be transformed into the comprehensive 
and systematic measure which Plutarch describes; and to explain, 
farther, from whence it arose that none of the authors earlier 
than Plutarch take any notice of Lykurgus as an agrarian 
equalizer. These two difficulties will still remain, even if we 
overlook the gratuitous nature of Dr. Thill wall’s supposition, 
or of any other supposition which can be pioposed respecting the 
real Lykurgean measure which Plutarch is affhmed to have 
misiepresented. 

Gncchischen Staatsaltei thumer, sect. 
28) 

Tittmann (Giiechische Staatsverfas- 
sungen, p r>88—50(5) states and seems 
to admit the equal partition as a lact, 
without any commentary 

Wachsmuth (IloUemsche Alter- 
thumskundo, V. 4, 42, p 217) supposes 
“that tho best land was already 
pai celled, befoi e tho time ot Lykuigus, 
into lots of equal magnitude, corre¬ 
sponding to the number of Spartans, 
which number afterwaids mcieased to 
nine thousand” For this assettion T 
know no evidence, it departs fiom 
Plutarch, without substituting any¬ 
thing better authenticated or more 
plauHiblc. Wachsmuth notices tho 
partition of Laconia among the Porimki 
m 30,000 equal lots, without any com¬ 
ment, and seemingly as if there weie 
no doubt of it (p. 218). 

Manso also supposes that there had 
once been an equal division of land 
prior to Lykurgus—that it had degene¬ 
rated into abuse—and that Lykuigns 
corrected it, restoung, not absolute 
equality, but something near to 
equality (Manso, Sparta, vol i. p. 
110—121). This is the same gra¬ 
tuitous supposition as that of 
Wachsmuth 

O. Muller admits the division as 

stated by Plutarch, though ho says 
that the whole number of 9000 lots 
cannot have been set out before the 
Messeman war; and ho adheres to 
the idea of equality as contained m 
Plutarch, but ho says that the equality 
consistedm “equal estimate of aveiage 
pi oduee,”—not m equal aci cable dimen¬ 
sions He goes so iai as to toll us that 
“thelots ot the Hpaitans, wluch sup¬ 
ported twice as many men as the lobs 
of the Ponodn, must upon the whole 
have been twice as extensive (t <?., m 
the aggregate) each lot must thei efoi o 
have been seven times gr&itoi ” (com¬ 
pare History of tho Dorian*, in 3, 0, 
in 10, 2) lie also supposes that 
“similar partitions of land had been 
made fiom the time of the tlrst occu¬ 
pation of Laconia by the Donans”. 
Whoever compares lus various positions 
with the evidence brought to support 
them, will ilnd a painful dispioportion 
between the basis and the supeistruc¬ 
ture. 

The views of Schomann, so far as I 
collect fiom expressions somewhat 
vague, seom to coincide with those of 
Di. Thnlwall Ho admits howevei 
that the alleged Lykurgean equalisa¬ 
tion is at variance with the repiesenta- 
tions of PJato (Schomann. Antiq Jur. 
Pub iv 1, 7, note 4, p. 110). 
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It appears to me that these difficulties are best obviated by 
adopting a diffeient canon of historical interpretation. The state. 
We cannot accept as real the Lykurgean land division 
described m the life of the lawgiver; but treating is best n 
this account as a fiction, two modes of proceeding are 
open to us We may either consider the fiction, as it a f 
now stands, to be the exaggeration and distortion of the tune1 of 
some small fact, and then try to guess, without any Agis* 
assistance, what the small fact was ; or we may regard it as 
fiction from first to last, the expression of some latge idea and 
sentiment so powerful m its action on men’s minds at a given 
time, as to induce them to make a place for it among the realities 
of the past. Now the latter supposition, applied to the times of 
Agis III, best meets the case before us. The eighth chapter of 
the life of Lykurgus by Plutarch, m recounting the partition of 
land, describes the dream of king Agis, whose rumd is full of two 
sentiments—grief and shame for the actual condition of his 
country, together with reveience for its past glories as well as for 
the lawgiver from whose institutions those glunes had emanated. 
Absoibed ’with this double feeling, the reveries of Agis go back 
to the old ante-Lykurgean Sparta as it stood more than five cen¬ 
turies before. He sees in the spirit the same mischiefs and disordei s 
as those which allhct his waking eye—gross inequalities of property, 
with a few insolent and luxurious rich, a crowd of mutinous and 
suffering poor, and nothing but fierce antipathy reigning between 
the two. Into the midst of this froward, lawless, and distempered 
community steps the venerable missionary from Delphi,—breathes 
into men’s minds new impulses, and an impatience to shake off 
the old social and political Adam—-and persuades the rich, volun¬ 
tarily abnegating their tempoial advantages, to welcome with satis¬ 
faction a new system wherein no distinction shall be recognised, 
except that of good or evil desert.1 Having thus regenerated the 
national maul, he parcels out the territory of Laconia into equal 
lots, leaving no superiority to any one. Fraternal harmony 
becomes the reigning sentiment, while the coming harvests pre- 

1 Plutarch, Lykurg c 8. trvviiretcre neriovras • aAAijs nphs ere pot' 
rr}v x<npav arracrav ets fj.e<rov divras, «£ owe oven}? 5tacf>opas, ouo' avicroT-qro^y 
apX>js avafiacracr0ai, kcX £yjv per akkrjbMV rrkrjv oarju aiorypcSv \[toyos K0L^ 
anavTaus, op, aAeis koX IcroKkplfgovs^ toIs KaXSiy frratvo? Eira,y»y fii rtp koyt? to 

fiCoLS ycvopcvovSy rb fib irpwTtiov aperfl tpyov, fitempe, &C 
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sent tlie gratifying spectacle of a paternal inheritance recently 
distributed, with the brotherhood contented, modest and docile. 
Such is the picture with which “mischievous Oneirus” cheats 
the fancy of the patriotic Agis, whispenng the treacherous 
message that the gods have promised him success in a similar 
attempt, and thus seducing him into that fatal revolutionary 
course, which is destined to bring himself, his wife and his aged 
mother to the dungeon and the hangman’s rope.1 

That the golden dream just described was dreamt by some 
Spartan patriots is ceitam, because it stands recoided m Plutarch; 
that it was not dreamt by the authors of centuries preceding 
Agis, I have already endeavoured to show; that the earnest 
feelings, of sickness of the present and yearning foi a better 
future under the colours of a restored past, which filled the soul 
of this king and his brother reformeis—combined with the 
levelling tendency between rich and poor which really was 
inherent in the Lykurgean discipline—were amply sufficient to 
beget such a dream and to procure for it a place among the great 
deeds of the old lawgiver, so much venerated and so little known, 
—this too I hold to be unquestionable. Had there been any 
evidence that Lykurgus had interfered with private property, to 
the limited extent which Dr. Thirlwall and other able critics 
imagine—-that he had resumed certain lands unjustly taken by 
the rich from the Achiaans—I should have been glad to record 
it; hut finding no such evidence, I cannot think it necessary to 
presume the fact simply in order to account for the story in 
Plutarch.2 

1 Plutarch, AgiR, c 10—20 
31 lead with much mtisfaction m 

M Kopstadt’s Dissertation, that the 
general conclusion which I liave 
endeavoured to establish respecting 
the alleged Lykurgean re-division of 
property, appeam to him successfully 
proved (Dissert. De Ifcerum Laconic 
vonst. sect. 13, p 138.) 

lie supposes, with perfect truth, 
that at the time when the drat edition 
of these volumes was published, I was 
Ignorant of the fact that Lachmann 
and Kortum had both called in ques¬ 
tion the reality of the Lykurgean 
re-division In regard to Professor 
Kortum, the fact was that biought to 
my knowledge by Ins notice of these 

two volumes in the ITeidolbergor 
Jahrbucher, 18*10, No 41, p, (>4U. 

Since the first edition I have lead 
the tieatiso of Lachmann (Die rtpai- 
tanischo Staatsveifassung m inter 
Entwickelung und lhrem Voifalle, 
aw b. 10, p. 170) wherein the re-division 
ascribed to Lyktirgus is canvassed. 
Uo too attubutes the origin oi the tale 
an a portion of history, to the social 
and political feelings cununfc m the 
days of Agis III and Kleomonta III, 
He notices also that it is m contradic¬ 
tion with Plato and IsokiutOs. But a 
large proportion of the arguments 
winch he brings to disprove it are 
connected with ideas of his own 
respecting tlio social and political 
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The various items in that story all hang together, and must be 
understood as forming parts of the same comprehensive fact, or 
comprehensive fancy. The fixed total of 9000 Spartan and 
30,000 Laconian lots,1 the equality between them, and the rent 
accruing from each, represented by a given quantity of moist 
and dry produce,—all these particulars are alike true or alike 
uncertified. Upon the various numbers here given, many authors 
have raised calculations as to the population and produce of 
Laconia, which appear to me destitute of any trustworthy 
foundation. Those who accept the history, that Acknow- 

Lykurgus constituted the above-mentioned numbers 
both of citizens and of lots of land, and that he of under- 
contemplated the maintenance of both numbers in what means 

unchangeable proportion, aie perplexed to assign the j^her^nd 
means whereby this adjustment was kept undisturbed, integrity 

Nor are they much assisted in the solution of this lots were 

embarrassing problem by the statement of Plutarch, maintained 
who tells us that the number remained fixed of itself, and that 
the succession ran on from father to son without either consoli¬ 
dation or multiplication of parcels, down to the period when 
foreign wealth flowed into Spaita, as a consequence of the 
successful conclusion of the Peloponnesian war. Shortly after 
that period (he tells us) a citizen named Epitadeus became ephor 
—a vindictive and malignant man, who, having had a quarrel 
with Ins son, and wishing to oust him from the piutaich’s 

succession, introduced and obtained sanction to a new the epho°rUt 

Khetra, whereby power was granted to every father ttpitadeus. 

of a family either to make over during life, or to bequeath 

constitution of Spaita, which I think evidence stands now, there is nothing 
either untrue oi uncertified Moie- whatever to show it. Nor are we 
over ho behoves m the inalienability entitled (in my mdgment) to presume 
as well as the indivisibility of the that it was so, m the absence of evi- 
sepaiate lots of land—which I believe dence, simply in order to make out 
to be just as little correct as their that the Lykurgean mythe is only an 
supposed equality exaggeration, and not entiro fiction 

Kopstadt (p 130) thinks that I have 1 Axistotle (Polifc u. 0, 11) remaiks 
gone too far m rejecting every middle that the temtoiy of the Spaitans 
opinion Ho thinks that Lykurgus would maintain 1600 horsemen and 
must have done something, though 20,000 hophtes, while the numbei of 
much less than what is affirmed, tend- citizens was in point of fact less 
mg to tealiso equality of individual than 1000 Dr Thirl wall seems to 
pioperty prefer the reading of Gottling—3000 

l shall not say that this is impossible instead of 30,000, but the latter seems 
If we had ainplei evidence, perhaps better supported by MSS., and most 
such facts might appear But as the suitable. 

2—21 
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after deatli, his house and his estate to any one whom he chose.1 
But it is plain that this story (whatever be the truth about the 
family quairel of Epitadeus) does not help us out of the difficulty 
From the time of Lykurgus to that of this disinheriting ephor, 
more than four centuries must be reckoned : now had there been 
real causes at work sufficient to maintain inviolate the identical 
number of lots and families during thus long period, we see no 
reason why his new law, simply permissive and nuthmg more, 
should have overthrown it. We are not told by Plutarch what 
was the law of succession prior to Epitadeus. If the whole 
estate went by law to one son m the family, what became of the 
other sons, to whom industrious acquisition m any shape was 
repulsive as well as interdicted? If, on the other hand, the 
estate was divided between the sons equally (as it was by the law 
of succession at Athens), how can we defend the maintenance of 
an unchanged aggregate number of parcels ? 

Dr. Thirlwall, after having admitted a modified interference 
with private property by Lykurgus, so as to exact from the 
wealthy a certain sacrifice in order to create lots for the poor, 
and to bring about something approaching to equi-producing lots 
for all, observes:—<c The average amount of the rent (paid by the 
cultivating Helots from each lot) seems to have been no more 
than was required for the frugal maintenance of a family with 
six persons. The right of transfer was as strictly confined as 
that of enjoyment: the patrimony was indivisible, inalienable, 
and descended to the eldest son; in default of a male heir, to 
the eldest daughter. The object seems to have been, after the 
number of the allotments became fixed, that each should be 
constantly represented by one head of a household. But the 
nature of the means employed for this end is one of the most 
obscure points of the Spartan system. .... In the better 
times of the commonwealth, this seems to have been principally 
effected by adoptions and marriages with heiresses, which pro¬ 
vided for the marriages of younger sons in families too numerous 
to be supported on their own hereditary property. It was then 
probably seldom necessary for the state to interfere, in order to 
direct the childless owner of an estate, or the father of a rich 

i Plutarch, Agis, c, 5 
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heiress, to a proper choice. But as all adoption required the 
sanction of the kings, and they had also the disposal of the hand 
of orphan heiresses, there can be little doubt that the magistrate 
had the power of interposing on such occasions, even in opposition 
to the wishes of individuals, to relieve poverty and check the 
accumulation of wealth.” (Hist. Gr., ch. 8, vol. u, p. 367.) 

I cannot concur in the view which Dr. Thirl wall here takes of 
the state of property, or the arrangements respecting Landed 
its transmission, m ancient Sparta. Neither the property 

equal modesty of possession which he supposes, nor 8 
the precautions for perpetuating it, can be shown to 
have ever existed among the pupils of Lykurgus. pai ' 
Our earliest information intimates the existence of rich men at 
Sparta: the story of king Ansto and Ag6tus, in Herodotus, 
exhibits to us the latter as a man who cannot be supposed to have 
had only just “enough to maintain six persons frugally”—while 
his beautiful wife, whom Aristo coveted and entrapped from 
him, is expressly described as the daughter of opulent parents. 
Sperthiis and Bulls the Talthybiads are designated as belongmg 
to a distinguished race, and among the wealthiest men in Sparta.1 
Demaiatus was the only king of Sparta, in the days of Herodotus, 
who had ever gained a chariot victory in the Olympic games; 
but we know by the case of Lichas during the Peloponnesian 
war, Evagoras, and others, that private Spartans were equally 
successful;2 3 and for one Spartan who won the prize, there must 
of course have been many who bred their horses and started 
their chariots unsuccessfully. It need hardly be remarked that 
chariot-competition at Olympia was one of the most significant 
evidences of a wealthy house : nor were there wanting Spartans 
who kept horses and dogs without any exclusive view to the 
games. We know from Xenophdn, that at the time of the battle 
of Leuktra, “the very rich Spartans” provided the horses to be 
mounted for the state-cavalry.8 These and other proofs, of the 
existence of rich men at Sparta, are inconsistent with the idea of 
a body of citizens each possessing what was about enough for the 
frugal maintenance of six persons and no more. 

1 Herod vi. 61 ota avQptoirav t« 3 Xenoph. Hellen Yi 4,11; Xenoph. 
oAjSujv 6vyarepa, <fec ; vii. 184 de Rep Lac. v. 8; Molpis ap. Athenae 

3 Herod vi 70—103; TliucycL v 60 iv. p. 141; Aristot. Polit. it 2, 6. 
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As we do not find that such was in practice the state of 
property m the Spartan community, so neither can we discover 
that the lawgiver ever tiled either to make or to keep it so. 

nor were ^at ^ was to impose a ngorous public disci- 
SwsfwSch P^ne’ W1^ slmP^e clothing and fare, incumbent alike 
tended to upon the rich and the poor (this was his special 
equalise it present to Greece, according to Thucydides,1 and his 
great point of contact with democracy, according to Aristotle); 
but he took no pains either to restrain the enrichment of the 
former, or to prevent the impoverishment of the latter. He 
meddled little with the distribution of property, and such neglect 
is one of the capital deficiencies for which Aristotle censures 
him. That philosopher tells us, indeed, that the Spartan law 
had made it dishonourable (he does not say, peremptorily for¬ 
bidden) to buy or sell landed property, but that there was the 
fullest liberty both of donation and bequest: and the same 
results (he justly observes) ensued from the practice tolerated as 
would have ensued from the practice discountenanced—-since it 
was easy to disguise a real sale under an ostensible donation. 
He notices pointedly the tendency of property at Sparta to 
concentrate itself m fewer hands, unopposed by any legal 
hindrances: the fathers mained their daughters to whomsoever 
they chose, and gave dowries according to their own discretion, 
generally very large: the rich families moreover intermarried 
Opinions of among one another habitually and without restriction. 
Aristotle. Now all these are indicated by Aristotle as cases m 
which the law might have intei fered, and ought to have inter¬ 
fered, but did not—for the great purpose of disseminating the 
benefits of landed property as much as possible among the mass 
of the citizens. Again, he tells us that the law encouraged the 
multiplication of progeny, and granted exemptions to such 
citizens as had three or four children—but took no thought how 
the numerous families of poorer citizens were to live, or to 
maintain their qualification at the public tables, most of the 
lands of the state being m the hands of the rich.2 His notice, 
and condemnation of that law, which made the franchise of the 

i Thucyd. i. C; Aristot. Polit. iv. 7, »Aiistot. Polit. ii 6, 10—13, v 
4, 5; vm 1, 8. 6, 7 
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Spartan citizen dependent upon Ins continuing to furnisli his 

quota to the public table—have been already adverted to; as 

well as the potent love of money1 which he notes m the Spartan 

character, and which must have tended continually to keep 

together the richer families among themselves: while amongst a 

community where industry was unknown, no poor citizen could 

ever become rich. 

If we duly weigh these evidences, we shall see that equality of 

possessions neither existed in fact, nor ever entered „ 
r , _ - , , \ A Erroneous 
into the scheme and tendencies of the lawgiver at supposi- 

Sparta. And the picture which Dr. Thirlwall2 has regardTo1 
drawn of a body of citizens each possessing a lot of |partan 

land about adequate to the frugal maintenance of six practice of 
persons—of adoptions and marriages of heiresses successi01u 

arranged with a deliberate view of providing for the younger 

1 The panegyrist XenophCn acknow¬ 
ledges much the same respecting the 
Sparta which he witnessed; but he 
maintains that it had been bettei in 
former times (Repub Lac. c 14). 

2 The view of Pi Thu 1 wall agrees 
in the main with that of Manso and O. 
Muller (Manso, Sparta, vol i p. 118— 
128; and vol u Beilage.9, p 129; and 
Muller, History of the Dorians, vol. ii. 
B in. c 10, sect. 2, 3). 

Both those authors maintain the 
proposition stated by Plutarch (Agis, 
c 5, m his reference to the epnor 
Epitadeus, and the new law earned 
by that ephor), that the number of 
Spartan lots, nearly equal and ngo- 
rously indivisible, remained with little 
or no change from the time of the 
original division down to the return 
of Lysandor after his victonous close 
of the Peloponnesian war. Both ac¬ 
knowledge that they cannot under¬ 
stand by what regulations this long 
unalterabihty, so improbable in itself, 
was maintained. but both affirm the 
fact positively. 

The penod will be more than 400 
years, if the original division be re¬ 
ferred to Lykurgus: more than 800 
years, if the 9000 lots are understood 
to dam from the Messeman war 

If this alleged fact be really a fact, 
it is something almost without a Earallel in the history of mankind, and 

efore we consent to believe it, we 
ought at least to be satisfied that 
there is considerable show of positive 

evidence in its favonr, and not much 
against it. But on examining Manso 
and Muller, it will be seen that not 
only is there very slender evidence in 
its favour—there is a decided balance 
of evidence against it. 

The evidence produced to prove the 
mdmsibikty of the Spartan lot is a 
passage of Herakleidls Ponticus, c. 2 
(ad calc. Cragu, p 504), irtoXetv Si yrjy 
AaKeBatfiovtois tdtrxpbv vev6fu<rrai—njs 
a p you as jxotpas ayav<Fuecr0ai (or Yevep.iJ<r- 
Ocu) ovSlv Ifecm. The first portion of 
this assertion is confirmed by, and 
probably borrowed from, Aristotle, 
who says the same thing nearly m the 
same words: the second portion of the 
sentence ought, according to all rea¬ 
sonable rules of construction, to be 
understood with reference to the first 
part, that is, to the sale of the original 
lot. “ To sell land is held disgraceful 
among the Lacedaemonians, nor is it 
permitted to sever off any portion of 
the original lot," % e. for sale. Hera- 
kleidds is not here speaking of the law 
of succession to property at Lacedaemon, 
nor can we infer from his words that 
the whole lot was transmitted entire 
to one son No evidence except this 
very irrelevant sentence is produced 
by Miiller and Manso to justify their fiositive assertion, that the Spartan 
ot of land was indivisible in respect to 

inheritance 
Having thus determined the indi¬ 

visible transmission of lots to one son 
of a family, Manso and Muller pre- 
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children of numerous families—ol interference on the pait of the 

kings to ensuie this object—of 

each represented by one head of 

sume, without any pi oof, that that 
son must be the eldest and Muller 
piocceds to state something equally 
unsupported by pi oof —“ The extent 
of his rights, however, was peihaps 
no faither than that he was consideied 
master of the house and property, while 
the othei members of the family had 
an equal light to the enjoyment of it 
. . . The master of the family was 
therefore obliged to conti ibute foi all 
these to the syssitia, without which 
contribution no one was admitted ”— 
Pp 300, 200 

All this is completely gratuitous, 
and will be found to pioduce as many 
difficulties m one way as it removes in 
another. 

The next law as to the transmission 
of property which Manso states to have 
prevailed, is, that all daughters weio 
to marry without receiving any dowry 
‘-the case of a sole daughter is here 
excepted For this pi oposition he cites 
Plutarch, Apophtheg Laconic, p 227; 
Justin ill 3; Lilian V. II. vi 6. 
These authors do certainly affirm that 
there was such a regulation, and both 
Plutarch and Justin assign reasons for 
it, real or supposed ** Lykuigus being 
asked why he directed that maidens 
should be married without dowry, 
answered,—In order that maidens of 
poor families might not remain un¬ 
married, and that character and virtue 
might be exclusively attended to in 
the choice of a wife” The same 
general loason is given by Justin. 
Now the reason here given for the rhibition of dowry, goes indirectly 

prove that there existed no such 
law of general succession as that 
which had been before stated, viz the 
sacred indivisibility of the primitive 
lot For had this latter been recog¬ 
nised, the reason would have been 
obvious why daughters could receive 
no dowry: the father’s whole landed 
property (and a Spartan could have 
little of any other property, since he 
never acquired anything by industry) 
was under the strictest entail to his 
eldest son. PlutaTch and Justin, 
therefore, while m their statement as 
to the matter of fact they warrant 
Manso m affirming the prohibition of 
dowry (about this matter of fact, more 
presently), do by the reason which they 

a fixed number of lots of land, 

a household—this picture is one, 

give discountenance his formei suppo¬ 
sition as to the indivisibility of the 
primitive family lots 

Thirdly, Manso understands Aris¬ 
totle (Pout. u. 6, li), by the use of the 
adverb vvv, to affiim something ie- 
spectmg his own time specially, and to 
imply at the same time that the ancient 
custom had been the reverse. I cannot 
think that the adverb, as Aristotle uses 
it m that passage, bears out such a 
construction vvv there does not 
signify piesent time as opposed to past, 
but the antithesis betw eon the actual 
custom and that which Aiistotle pio- 
nounces to be expedient. Aiistotle 
gives no indication of being aware that 
any material change had taken place 
m the laws of succession at Spaita; 
this is one circumstance for which both 
Manso and Muller, who both believe m 
the extraordinary revolution caused by 
the permissive law of the ephoi Epita- 
deus, censure him 

Three other positions axe laid down 
by Manso about the laws of property 
at Spaita. l A man might give away 
or bequeath his land to whomsoever he 
pleased 2. But none except childless 
persons could do this. 3 They could 
only give or bequeath it to citizens 
who had no land of their own. Of 
these three regulations, the first is dis¬ 
tinctly affiimed by Anstotle, and may 
be reliod upon: the second is a restric¬ 
tion not noticed by Aristotle, and sup¬ 
ported by no pi oof except that which 
arises out of the story of the ephor 
Epitadeus, who is said to have been 
unable to disinherit his son without 
causing a new law to be passed. the 
third is a pure fancy 

So much fox the positive evidence, 
on the faith of which Manso and Muller 
affirm the startling fact, that the lots 
of land in Sparta remained distinct, 
indivisible, and unchanged in number, 
down to the dose of the Peloponnesian 
war. I venture to say that such posi¬ 
tive evidence is far too weak to sustain 
an affirmation m itself so improbable, 
even if there were no evidence on the 
other side for contiadiction But in 
this case there is powerful contra¬ 
dictory evidence. 

Fix st, the assertions of these authors 
are distinctly in the teeth of Aristotle, 
whose authority they try to invalidate 
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of which the reality must not be sought on the banks of the 

Eur6tas The “better times of the commonwealth,” to which 

he refers, may have existed in the glowing retrospect of Agis, but 

by saying that he spoke altogether with 
reference to his own time at Sparta, 
and that he misconceived the primitive 
Lvkuigean constitution Now this 
might form a reasonable ground of 
presumption against the competency of 
Anstotle, if the witnesses pioduced on 
the other side were oldei than he. But 
it so happens that every one of the 
witnesses pioduced by Manso and 
Muller are yotuu/er than Aristotle . 
HerakleidGs Ponticus, Plutaich, Justm, 
^lian, <fec Noi is it shown that these 
authors copied fiom any source earlier 
than Aristotle—for his testimony can¬ 
not be contradicted by any inferences 
drawn from Herodotus, Thucydides, 
Xenophftn, Plato, IsokiatGs or Ephorus. 
None of these wt iters, anterior to or 
contemporary with Anstotle, counte¬ 
nance the fancy of equal, indivisible, 
perpetual lots, or prohibition of dowry. 

The fact is, that Aristotle is not only 
our best witness, but also out oldest 
witness, respecting the laws of pioperty 
in the Spai tan commonwealth. I could 
have wished indeed that earliei testi¬ 
monies had existed, and I admit that 
even the most sagacious observer of 
340—330 b c is liable to mistake when 
he speaks of one or two centui les bef01 e 
But if Anstotle is to be discredited on 
the ground of late date, what are we 
to say to Plutarch? To insist on the 
intellectual eminence of Ai istotle would 
be superfluous and on this subject he 
is a witness the more valuable, as he 
had made careful, labonous and per- 

ments generally, and that of Sparta 
among them—the meat point de mire 
for ancient speculative politicians. 

Now the statements of Anstotle 
distinctly exclude the idea of equal, 
indivisible, inalienable, perpetual lots, 
—and piohibition of dowry. He par¬ 
ticularly notices the habit of giving 
very laige downes, and the constant 
tendency of the lots of land to become 
consolidated m fewer and fewer hands. 
He tells us nothing upon the subject 
which is not perfectly consistent, intel¬ 
ligible, and uncontradicted by any 
known statements belonging to his 
own or to eai her times But the reason 
why men refuse to believe him, and 
either set aside or explain away his 
evidence, is that they sit down to study 

with then minds full of the division of 
landed property ascribed to Lykuigus 
by Plutarch I willmgly concede that 
on this occasion we have to choose 
between Plutarch and Aristotle We 
cannot reconcile them except by arbi- 
tiaiy suppositions, every one of which 
breaks up the simplicity, beauty and 
symmetry of Plutarch’s agranan idea— 
and every one of which still leaves the 
perpetuity of the ongmal lots unex¬ 
plained And I have no hesitation m 
preferring the authority of Anstotle 
(which is m peifect consonance with 
what we indnectly gather irom other 
authors, his conteinporanes and pre¬ 
decessors) as a better witness on every 
ground, rejecting the statement of 
Plutarch, and 1 electing it altogether 
with all its consequences 

But the authoiity of Anstotle is 
not the only aigument which may be 
urged to Tefute this supposition, that 
the distinct Spaitan lots remained 
unaltered m number down to the time 
of Lysander For if the number of 
distinct lots remained undiminished, 
the number of citizens cannot have 
greatly diminished. Now the con¬ 
spiracy of Kinaddn falls duung the 
life of Lysander, within the first ten 
years after the close of the Pelopon¬ 
nesian war: and m the account which 
Xenophdn gives of that conspiracy, 
the paucity of the number of citizens is 
brought out m the clearest and most 
emphatic manner. And this must be 
before the time when the new law of 
Epitadeus is said to have passed, at 
least before that law can have had 
room to produce any sensible effects. 
If then the ancient 9000 lots still 
remained all separate, without either 
consolidation or subdivision, how are 
we to account for the small number of 
citizens at the time of the conspiracy 
of KmadOn? 

This examination of the evidence 
(for the puxpose of which I have been 
compelled to prolong the present note) 
shows—1. That the hypothesis of 
indivisible, inalienable lots, maintained 
for a long penod m undimmished 
number at Sparta, is not only sustained 
by the very minimum of affirmative 
evidence, but is contradicted by very 
good negative. 2 That the hypothesis 
which represents downes to daughters 
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are not acknowledged m the sober appreciation of Aristotle. 
That the citizens were far more numerous m early times, the 
philosopher tells us, and that the community had in his day 
greatly declined in power, we also know : in this sense the times 
of Sparta had doubtless once been better. We may even concede 
that during the three centuries succeeding Lykurgus, when they 
were continually acquiring new territory, and when Aristotle had 
been told that they had occasionally admitted new citizens, so 
that the aggregate number of citizens had once been 10,000—we 
may concede that in these previous centuries the distribution of 
land had been less unequal, so that the disproportion between 
the great size of the territory and the small number of citizens 
was not so marked as it had become at the period which the 
philosopher personally witnessed; for the causes tending to 
augmented inequality were constant and uninterrupted m their 
working. But this admission will still leave us far removed from 
the sketch drawn by Dr. Thirl wall, which depicts the Lykurgean 
Sparta as starting from a new agrarian scheme not far removed 

as being prohibited by law, is indeed 
affirmed by Plutarch, jElian and Justin, 
but is contradicted by the better autho¬ 
rity of Anstotle. 

The recent edition of Herakleidfis 
Ponticus, published by Schnoidewm in 
1847 since my first edition, presents an 
amended text which completely boars 
out my mteipretation, His text, 
derived from a fuller comparison of 
existing MSS., as well as from better 
critical judgment (see his Prolog# c 
m p liv.), stands—IT w At tv Si yfjv Acute- 
SaiftQvCoLS aitrxpbv vevSpitrrai ttjs Be 
apxalas uoCpa$ ovSi egccrTW (p 7) It 
is plain that all this passage relates to 
sale of land, and not to testation, or 
succession, or division Thus much 
negatively is certain, and Schneidewm 
remarks in his note (p. 5H) that it 
contradicts Mttller, Hermann and 
Schomann—adding, that the distinc¬ 
tion drawn is, betweon land inherited 
from the original family lots, and land 
otherwise acquired, by donation, 
bequest, Ac. Sale of the formor was 
absolutely illegal: sale of the latter 
was discreditable, yet not absolutely 
illegal, Anstotle in the Politics (vii. 
6, 10) takes no notice of any such 
distinction, between land inherited 
from the pnmitive lots, and land 
otherwise acquired. Nor was there 

poihaps any well-defined line of dis¬ 
tinction, m a country of unwritten 
customs like Sparta, between what 
was simply disgraceful and what was 
positively illegal Schneidewm in his 
note, howevei, assumes the original 
equality of the lots as certain m itself, 
and as being the cause of the piohibi- 
tion4 neither of which appears to me true. 

I speak of this confused compilation 
still under the name of HeiakleulGs 
Ponticns, by which it is commonly 
known, though Schneidewm m the 
second chapter of his Prolegomena has 
shown sufficient reason for believing 
that there is no authority for connecting 
it with the name of Heiakleidfis He 
tries to establish the woik as consist¬ 
ing of Excerpta from the lost treatise 
of Aristotle's wcpl Tlokcremv which is 
well made out with regard to some 
parts, tout not enough to Justify his 
inference as to the v hole. The article, 
wherein Welcker vindicates the 
ascribing of the work to an Excerptor 
of Herakleidds, is unsatisfactory 
(Kleme Schnften, p 451) 

Beyond this irrelevant passage of 
HerakleidGs Ponticus, no farther 
evidence is produced by Mtfller and 
Manso to justify their positive asser- 
tion, that the Spartan lot of land was 
indivisible in respect to inheritance. 
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from equality of lauded property—the citizens as spontaneously 
disposed to uphold this equality by giving to unprovided men the 
benefit of adoptions and heiress-marriages—and the magistrate as 
interfering to enforce this latter purpose, even m cases where the 
citizens were themselves unwilling. All our evidence exhibits to 
us both decided inequality of possessions and inclinations on the 
part of rich men the reverse of those which Dr. Thirlwall indi¬ 
cates ; nor will the powers of interference which he ascribes to 
the magistrate be found sustained by the chapter of Herodotus 
on which he seems to rest them.1 

To conceive correctly, then, the Lykurgean system, as far as 
obscurity and want of evidence will permit, it seems to me that 
there are two current misconceptions which it is essential to 

i Herod vi. 57, in enumerating the 
privileges and perquisites of the kings 
—8usageiv Si povvovs rows 
rScraSe fiovva* irarpo^xov re irapdevov 
irept, es rbv iievierat ^cp 6 
irarijpavrrjveyyvrjcrg* /calo85>vSr)p.o<rt>e<av 
wipf Ka\ YjV tis derbv rraZSa iroteecrdat 
e9eXv}t f$a<ri\‘f}a>v ivavrtov rroteecrdeu 

It seems curious that Karpovyos rrap- 
Bfros should mean a damsel who has 
no fatter (literally Incus a non lucendo), 
but I suppose that we must accept 
this upon the authority of Julius 
Pollux and Timseus Proceeding on 
this intei pi station, Valckenaer gives 
the meaning of the passage very justly: 
“ Orbse nuptias, necdum a patie des- Sonsatse, si nlures sibi vmdicarent, 
eretque y iirucXypos, ut Athems loque- 

bantur, iirCBucos, Sparta) lis ista dirime- 
batur a regibus solis ”, 

Now the judicial function here 
described is something very different 
from the language of Hr. Thirlwall, 
that “the kings had the disposal of 
the hand of orphan heiresses in cases 
where the father had not signified his 
will ” Such disposal would approach 
somewhat to that omnipotence which 
AnstophanSs (Vesp. 585) makes old 
Philokledn claim for the Athenian 
dikasts (an exaggeration well-calcu¬ 
lated to serve the poet’s purpose of 
making the dikasts appear monsters 
of caprice and injustice), and would 
be analogous to the power winch 
English kings enjoyed thiee centuries 
ago as feudal guardians over wards 
But the language of Herodotus is 
inconsistent with the idea that the 
kings chose a husband for the orphan 

heiress She was claimed as of right 
by persons m certain degrees of rela¬ 
tionship to her Whether the law 
about ayxtoreta (affinity carrying legal 
rights) was the same as at Athens we 
cannot tell; but the question submitted 
for adjudication, at Spaita to the kings 
and at Athens to the dikasteries, was 
ceitainly the same, agreeably to the 
above note of Valckenaer—namely, to 
whom, among the various claimants 
for the mainage, the best legal title 
really belonged. It is indeed probable 
enough, that the two royal descendants 
of Heiaklfis might abuse tbeir judicial 
function, as there are various instances 
known in which they take bribes; but 
they weie not likely to abuse it in 
favour of au unprovided youth 

Next, as to adoption: Herodotus 
tells us that the ceremony of adoption 
was peiformed before the kings: pro¬ 
bably enough there was some fee paid 
with it. But this affords no ground 
for presuming that they had anjr hand 
in determining whom the childless 
father was to adopt According to the 
Attic law about adoption, there were 
conditions to be fulfilled, consents to 
be obtained, the absence of disquali¬ 
fying circumstances verified, &c., and 
some authority before which this was 
to be done was indispensable (see Meier 
and Schoraann, Attasch Prozess, b. ni. 
ch li. p. 436) At Sparta such autho¬ 
rity was vested by ancient custom in 
the king; but we are not told, nor is it 
probable, “ that he could interpose, in 
opposition to the wishes of individuals, 
to relieve poverty,” as Hr. Thirlwall 
supposes. 
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discard. One of these is, that the system included a repartition 
of landed property, upon principles of exact or approximative 
equality (distinct from that appropriation which belonged to the 
Dorian conquest and settlement), and provisions for perpetuating 
the number of distinct and equal lots. The other is, that it was 
first brought to bear when the Spartans were masters of all 
Laconia. The illusions created by the old legend—which depicts 
Laconia as all one country, and all conquered at one stroke_ 
yet survive after the legend itself has been set aside as bad 
evidence: we cannot conceive Sparta as subsisting by itself 
without dominion over Laconia, nor Amyklse, Pkaris and Geron- 
thrse, as really and truly independent of Sparta. Yet, if these 
towns were independent in the time of Lykurgus, much more 
confidently may the same independence be affirmed of the 
portions of Laconia which lie lower than Amyklse down the 
valley of the Eurdtas, as well as of the eastern coast, which 
Herodotus expressly states to have been originally connected 
with Argos. 

Discarding then these two suppositions, we have to consider 
LykuTgean the Lykurgean system as brought to bear upon Sparta 

and its immediate circumjacent district, apart from 
applied the rest of Laconia, and as not meddling systematically 
Sparta— with the partition of property, whatever that may 
equaf1100*1 have been, which the Dorian conquerors established 
seventy of at their original settlement. Lykurgus does not try 
notTqimiky niake the poor rich, nor the nch poor; but he 
of property, imposes upon both the same subjugating drill1— 
the same habits of life, gentlemanlike idleness, and unlettered 
strength—the same fare, clothing, labours, privations, endurance, 
punishments, and subordination. It is a lesson instructive at 
least, however unsatisfactory, to political students—that with all 
this equality of dealing, lie ends in creating a community in 
whom not merely the love of pre-eminence, hut even the love of 
money, stands powerfully and specially developed.2 

How far the peculiar of the primitive Sparta extended we have 
no means of determining; but its limits down the valley of the 
Eurdtas were certainly narrow, inasmuch as it did not reach so far 

1 Xirapra Safiacrt/uppoToe, Simonides, 2 Aristotel. Pohfc ii. 6,9,19,23. to 
apud Plutarch. Agesilaus, c, 1 (fn \6t t/nov—ri> «£iAoxpv?uaTov. 
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as Amyklae. Nor can we tell what principles the Dorian con¬ 
querors may have followed m the oiiginal allotment original 

of lands within the limits of that peculiar. Equal ^i^^entof 
apportionment is not probable, because all the mdi- land in 

viduals of a conquering band are seldom regarded unsown— 
as possessing equal claims ; but whatever the original probably 
apportionment may have been, it remamed without any no eq,u 
general or avowed disturbance until the days of Agis III. and 
Kleomen$s III. Here then we have the primitive Sparta, 
including Dorian warriors with their Helot subjects, but no 
Periceki. And it is upon these Spartans separately, perhaps 
after the period of aggravated disorder and lawlessness noticed by 
Herodotus and Thucydides, that the painful but invigorating 
discipline above sketched must have been originally brought to 
bear. 

The gradual conquest of Laconia, with the acquisition of 
additional lands and new Helots, and the formation Graduai 
of the order of Periceki, both of which were a conse- oooguest of 
quence of it—is to be considered as posterior to the the result of 
introduction of the Lykurgean system at Sparta, and forceeW 
as resulting partly fiom the increased force which that e<3 
system imparted. The career of conquest went on, Lykuigean 
beginning from Teleklus, for nearly three centuries— discipline, 
with some interruptions indeed, and in the case of the Messenian 
war, with a desperate and even precarious struggle—so that m 
the time of Thucydides, and for some time previously, the Spartans 
possessed two-fifths of Peloponnesus. And this series of new 
acquisitions and victories disguised the really weak point of the 
Spartan system, by rendering it possible either to plant the poorer 
citizens as Perioeki in a conquered township, or to supply them 
with lots of land, of which they could receive the produce 
without leaving the city—so that their numbers and their military- 
strength were prevented from declining. It is even affirmed by 
Aristotle, that during these early times they augmented the 
number of their citizens by fresh admissions, which of course 
implies the acquisition of additional lots of land.1 But successful 
war (to use an expression substantially borrowed from the same 
philosopher) was necessary to their salvation: the establishment 

1 Aristot. Polit it 6,12. 
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of their ascendency, and of their maximum of territory, was 
followed, after no very long interval, by symptoms of decline.1 
It will hereafter he seen that at the period of the conspiracy of 
Kinad6n (395 B.c), the full citizens (called Homoioi or Peeis) 
were considerably inferior in number to the Hypomeiones, or 
Spartans who could no longer furnish their qualification, and had 
become disfranchised. And the loss thus sustained was very 
imperfectly repaired by the admitted practice sometimes resorted 
to by rich men, of associating with their own children the 
children of poorer citizens, and paying the contribution of these 
latter to the public tables, so as to enable them to go through the 
prescribed course of education and discipline—whereby they 
became (under the title or sobriquet of MotMkes2) citizens, with 
a certain taint of inferiority, yet were sometimes appointed to 
honourable commands. 

Laconia, the state and territory of the Lacedaemonians, was 
affirmed at the time of its greatest extension to have comprehended 
100 cities®—this after the conquest of Messenia, so that it would 

1 Aristot Polit ii. 6, 22. Totyopovv in 1618 (on occasion of a projected 
t<r<jigovTo iroXc/Aovi/rc?, air<o\ovro Si movement to liberate the Morea from 
ap^ccvTc?, &c. Compare also vn. IS, the Turks, and to assure to him the 
16. sovereignty of it, as descendant of the 

a Plutarch, Kleomen c. 8, Phylarch Palceologi) by a confidential agent 
ap. Athens vi. p 271 whom he despatched thither — M. 

The strangers called Tp6<f>tftot, and Chateanrenaud — who semis to him 
the illegitimate sons of Spartans, whom “une sorte de tableau statistique du 
XenophCn mentions with eulogy, as Magne, oh sont 3num6rds 126 bourgs 
‘1 having partaken m the honourable ou villages renfermans 4918 feux, et 
training of the city,” must probably pouvans fourmi 10,000 combattans, 
have been introduced m this same aont 4000 armds, et 6000 sans arnuSs 
way, by pnvate support from the nch (between Calamata and Capo di 
(Xenoph. Hellen. v. 3, 9) The xenA Magna)”. (Mdmoires de 1* Academic 
lasy must have then become practically des Inscriptions, tom xv 1842, p 329. 
much relaxed, if not extinct. M&noire de M. Beiger de Xivioy.) 

5 Strabo, vul p 862; Steph Byz This estimate is not far removed 
AtOeca. from that of Colonel Leake towards 

Construing the word irdAet? exten- the beginning of the ptesent century, 
sively, so as to include townships small who considers that there were then m 
as well as considerable, this estimate Mani (the same territory) 180 towns 
is probably inferior to the truth, since and villages; and this too m a state of 
even during the depressed times of society exceedingly distmbed and in- 
modem Greece a fraction of the secure—-where pnvate feuds and pn- 
ancient Laconia (including in that vate towers (or pyrghi) for defence 
term Messenia) exhibited much more were universal, ana in parts of which, 
than 100bourgs. Colonel Leake says, “I see men pre* 

In leference merely to the territory paring the ground for cotton, with a 
called Mama, between Calamata in dagger and pistols at their girdles, 
the Messeman Gulf and Capo di This, it seems, is the ordinary armour 

peninsula of Taenarus, see a cutious particular suspicion of danger, the 
Letter addressed to the Due de Nevers shepherd is almost always armed with 
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include all the southern portion of Peloponnesus, from Thyrea on 
the Argolic Gulf to the southern bank of the river Nedon m its 
course into the Ionian Sea. But Laconia, more strictly so called, 
was distinguished from Messenia, and was understood to designate 
the portion of the above-mentioned territory which lay to the east 
of Mount Taygetus. The conquest of Messenia by the Spartans 
we shall presently touch upon; but that of Laconia proper is very 
imperfectly narrated to us. Down to the reign of Teleklus, as 
has been before remarked, Amyklae, Phans and ^ ^ 
Geronthrae were still Achaean: in the reign of that AmySse, ° 
prince they were first conquered, and the Achaeans GeronthSe 
either expelled or subjugated. It cannot be doubted 
that Amyklae had been previously a place of conse¬ 
quence : in point of heroic antiquity and memorials, this city, as 
well as Therapnse, seems to have surpassed Sparta. And the war 
of the Spartans against it is represented as a struggle of some 
moment—indeed m those times the capture of any walled city 
was tedious and difficult. Timomachus, an dSgeid from ThSbes,1 
at the head of a body of his countrymen, is said to have rendered 
essential service to the Spartans in the conquest of the Achseans 
of Amyklas; and the brave resistance of the latter was commemo¬ 
rated by a monument erected to Zeus Tropaeus at Sparta, which 
was still to be seen m the time of Pausanias.2 The Achseans of 
Pharis and Geronthrae, alarmed by the late of Amyklse, are said 
to have surrendered then towns with little or no resistance: after 
which the inhabitants of all the three cities, either wholly or m 
part, went into exile beyond sea, giving place to colonists from 
Sparta.3 Prom this time forward, according to Pausanias, Amyklae 
continued as a village.4 But as the Amyklsean hoplites constituted 
a valuable portion of the Spartan army, it must have been numbered 

a musket” .... “The Maniotes all Laconia is a very moderate com- 
lGckon their population at 30,000, and putation 
their muskets at 10,000” (Leake, 1 Aristot. Acuctov HoAir«Mt,ap Schol 
Travels m Morea, vol. i ch. vii. pp Pindar. Isth vii. 18 
243, 263—266) I agree with M Boeckh, that Pmdar 

Now undei the dominion of Sparta himself identifies this march of the 
all Laconia doubtless enjoyed complete iEgeids to Amyklse with the original 
internal security, so that the idea of Herakleid conquest of Peloponnesus, 
the cultivator tilling his land in arms (Notoe Cnticse ad Pindar Pyth. v. 74, 
would be unheard of Reasoning upon p 479.) 
the basis of what has just been stalked 2 Pausan. iii 2, 6, iii. 12,7. 
about the Maniote population and 2 Pausan. in 22, 5. 
numboi of townships, 160 rroXets for 4 Pausan in 10, 5. 
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among the cities of the Periceki as one of the hundred ;1 the dis¬ 
tinction between a dependent city and a village not being very 
strictly drawn. The festival of the Hyacinthia, celebrated at the 
great temple of the Amyklsean Apollo, was among the most 
solemn and venerated m the Spartan calendar. 

It was in the time of Alkamenes the son of Teleklus that the 
Heins con. Spartans conquered Helus, a maritime town on the 
queied by left bank of the Eurdtas, and reduced its inhabitants 
Alkamenes ^ ■b031<iage—from whose name,2 according to various 

authors, the general title Helots, belonging to all the serfs of 
Laconia, was derived. But of the conquest of the other towns of 
Laconia—Gy theium, Aknse, Therapnse, &c.—or of the eastern land 
on the coast of the Argolic Gulf, including Brasise and Epidaurus 
Limera, or the island of Kythera, all which at one time belonged 
to the Argeian confederacy, we have no accounts. 

Scanty as our information is, it just enables us to make out a 
progressive increase of force and dominion on the part 

increase of of the Spartans, resulting from the organisation of 
Sparta Lykurgus. Of this progress a farther manifestation 
is found, besides the conquest of the Achseans in the south by 
T&eklus and Alkamenes, m their successful opposition to the great 
power of Pheidon the Argeian, related in a previous chapter. 
We now approach the long and arduous efforts by which they 
accomplished the subjugation of their brethren the Messenian 
Dorians. 

i Xenoph Hellen. iv 5,11. their assistance must probably have 
2Pausan. iii. 2, 7; ni. 20, 6. Strabo, been given by sea, perhaps from Epi- 

viu. p. 363. daurus LimGra, or Piasise, when these 
If it be true (as Pausanias states) towns formed part of the Argeian 

that the Argeians aided Solus to resist, federation. 
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CHAPTEK YIL 

FIRST AND SECOND MESSENIAN WARS. 

That there were two long contests between the Lacedsemonians 
and Messenians, and that, in both, the former were Authorities 

completely victorious, is a fact sufficiently attested, 
And if we could trust the statements in Pausamas— Messeman 

our chief and almost only authority on the subject— wais— 
we should be m a situation to recount the history of both these 
wars m consideiable detail. But unfortunately the incidents 
narrated m that writer have been gathered from sources which 
are, even by his own admission, undeserving of credit—from 
Rhianus, the poet of Ben§ m KrSte, who had composed an epic 
poem on AristomenSs and the second Messeman war, about b.c. 

220—and fiom MyrOn of Pri§n§, a prose author whose date is 
not exactly known, but belonging to the Alexandrine age, and 
not earlier than the third century before the Christian sera. 
Prom Rhianus we have no right to expect trustworthy infor¬ 
mation, while the accuracy of Myron is much depreciated by 
Pausamas himself—on some points even too much, as will pre¬ 
sently be shown. But apart from the mental habits either of the 
prose writer or the poet, it does not seem that any good means of 
knowledge were open to either of them, except the poems of 
Tyrtseus, which we are by no means sure that they ever consulted. 
The account of the two wars, extracted from these two authors 
by Pausanias, is a string of tablecmx, several of them indeed 
highly poetical, but destitute of historical coherence or sufficiency; 
and 0. Muller has justly observed, that “ absolutely no reason is 
given in them for the subjection of Messenia”.1 They are accounts 

i Histoiy of the Dorians, !. 7, 10 in considerable detail, if we-may judge 
(note) It seemb that Diodmus had from a fragment of the last seventh 
given a history of the Messeman wars hook, containing the debate between 
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unworthy of being transcribed in detail into the pages of general 
history, nor can we pretend to do an) tlnng more than verify a 

few leading facts of the war 
The poet Tyrtaeus was hnn«elf engaged on the side of the 

Spartans in the second war, and it is from him that we learn the 

few indisputable facts respecting both the first and the second. 

If the Messemans had never been re-established in Peloponnesus, 
we should probably never have lieaul any farther details respecting 

these early contests. That re-establish ment, together with the 

first foundation of the city called Messene on Mount 1thdme, was 

among the capital wounds inflicted on Sparta by Epameindndas, 

m the year B.c. 369—between 300 and 250 years after the con¬ 

clusion of the second Messenian war. The descendants of the old 

Messemans, who had remained for so long a period without any 

fixed position in Greece, were incorporated in the new city, 
together with various Helots and miscellaneous settlers who had 

no chum to a similar genealogy. The gods and heroes of the 
Messemau race were reverentially invoked at this great ceremony, 

especially the great hero Aristomenes;1 and the sight of Mount 

IthtfmS, the ardour of the newly established citizens, the hatred 
and apprehension of Sparta, operating as a powerful stimulus to 

the creation and multiplication of what are called traditions, 

sufficed to expand the few facts known respecting the struggles of 

Chiefly tin* old Messenians into a variety of details, hi almost 

thehm©5 a11 8tori<iH Wti a colouring unfavourable 
after the to Sparta, contrasting forcibly with the account given 

ofMeSnfi hy Tsokrates in his Discourse called Archidamus, 

nXndaamei" wIierem we rea(* the view which a Spartan might 
take of the ancient comj nests of his forefathers. But 

a clear proof that these Messscnian stories had no real basis of 

tradition is shown m the contradictory statements respecting the 

principal hero AristomenCis; for some place him in the first, 
others in the second, of the two wars. Diodflrus and Myrdn 

both placed him in the first; Rhiamm in the second. Though 

Kteonnfa and AnsfcnwonfiB Vary Srobably it was taken from Mphorus— 
bough this wo do not know. 

For tho statements of Pauaantas 
respecting MyrCn and Rhiaims, see 
iv. 0 Besides MyrAn and Rhianus, 
however, lie seems to have received 

oral statements from contemporary 
McHHcnianH nnd LamifiemoniauH; at 
Iwist on some occasions ho states and 
contrasts tlie two contradictory stones 
(iv. 4, 4 i iv r*. 1). ' 

l Taiwan, iv. 27, 2-3; Diodor, xv 
77. 
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Pausamas gives it as his opinion that the account of the latter is 
preferable, and that Aristomenes really belongs to the second 
Messenian war, it appears to me that the one statement is as 
much worthy of belief as the other, and that there is no sufficient 
evidence for deciding between them—a conclusion which is sub¬ 
stantially the same with that of Wesselmg, who thinks that there 
were two persons named Aristomenes, one m the first Absence of 

and one in the second war.1 This inextricable con- 
fusion respecting the greatest name m Messenian traditions 

antiquity, shows how little any genuine stream of these^ais 
tradition can here be recognised. dictum's 

Pausamas states the first Messenian war as begin- about the 

nmg in B.c. 743 and lasting till B c 724—the second hercflns^ 
as beginning m B.c. 685 and lasting till b.c. 668. tomenes 

Neither of these dates rests upon any assignable positive authority; 
but the time assigned to the fiist war seems probable, 
while that of the second is apparently too early thirst* 
Tyrtseus authenticates both the duration of the first 
war, twenty years, and the eminent services rendered 
in it by the Spartan king Theopompus.2 He says moreover 

1 See Diodoi Fragm lib vni vol iv. nothing about Tyrtmus he says that 
p SO. m his summary of Mes&eiuan the Messemaus affirmed that their 
events (xv 0f>) he represents it as a hero Ai istomenGs had hi led the Spartan 
matter on which authors diffexed, king Theopompus, wheieas the Lace- 
whether Anstomends belongod to the dtcmonuiifc. said that he had only 
first or second war Clemens Alexand wounded the king Accoidmg to both 
(Prot. p ^0) places him in the /frs£, the accounts, then, it would appear that 
same as Myidn, by mentioning him as AnstomenSs belonged to the just Mes- 
havmg killed Theopompus seman wai, not to the second 

Wesselmg observes (ad Diod 1 c ), a Tyrtseus, Fiagm 6, Gaisford But 
** Duo fueiunt Aiistoraones, uteique m Tyitfous ought not to he undeistood 
Messemoium contra Spavtanos hello to affirm distmctly (as Pausanias, Mr. 
illustussimus, alter po&tenore, puore Clinton, and MtUler all think) that 
alter bello ” Theopompus survived and put a close 

Unless this duplication of homo- to the war his language might consist 
nyraous poisons can be shown to be with the supposition that Theopompus 
probable, by some collateral evidence, had been slam m the war—Ov 5ta 
I consider it only as tantamount to a (Theopompus) tee<r<rfvnv eXXop*v evpv- 
confession, that the difficulty is in- \opov. 
soluble For we srnely might be authorised 

Pausanias is reserved in his manner m saying—“ It was through Epamei- 
of giving judgment,—6 pevroi *Apt<rro* nCndas that the Spartans were con- 
jiivtis So$yi X* tfj.fi ytyovev eirl rov quered and humbled, or it was through 
iroX.4fjt.ov rov vcrrepov (iv. 6) Muller Lord Nelson that the French fleot was 
(Donans, 1 7, n) goes much too far destroyed m the last war,” though 
when he affirms that the statement of both of them perished in the accom- 
Myrdn was “ m the teeth of all tradi- plishment. 
tion”. Muller states incorrectly the Tyrtseus therefore does not contra- 
citation from Plutarch, Agis, c. 21 diet the assertion, that Theopompus 
(see his note h). Plutarch there says was slain by Anstomends, nor can he 

2—22 
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(speaking during the second war), “the fathers of our fathers 
conquered Mess§n653; thus loosely indicating the relative dates 
of the two. 

The Spartans (as we learn from Isokrat^s, whose words date 
from a time when the city of Messene was only a recent 

SSed foundation) professed to have seized the territory, 
sy rtans Partl7 m revenge for the impiety of the Messenians 

Pa nS‘ in killing their own king the Herakleid KresphontSs, 
whose relative had appealed to Sparta lor aid—partly hy sen¬ 
tence of the Delphian oracle. Such were the causes which had 
induced them first to invade the country, and they had conquered 
it after a struggle of twenty years.1 The Lacedaemonian explana¬ 
tions, as given in Pausanias, seem for the most part to be counter¬ 
statements arranged after the time when the Messenian version, 
evidently the interesting and popular account, had become 
circulated. 

It has already been stated that the Lacedaemonians and 
Messenians had a joint border temple and sacrifice m honour 
of Artemis Limnatis, dating from the earliest times of their 
establishment in Peloponnesus. The site of this temple near 
the upper course of the river bTedon, in the mountainous 
territory north-east of Kalamata, but west of the highest ridge 
of Taygetus, has recently been exactly verified—and it seems in 
these early days to have belonged to Sparta. That the quarrel 
began at one of these border sacrifices was the statement of both 
parties, Lacedaemonians and Messenians. According to the latter, 
the Lacedaemonian king T&Leklus laid a snare for the Messenians, 
by dressing up some youthful Spartans as virgins and giving 
them daggers ; whereupon a contest ensued, in which the Spartans 
were worsted and T^leklus slam. That Tlleklus was slain at the 
temple by the Messenians was also the account of the Spartans ; 
but they affirmed that he was slain in attempting to defend some 
young Lacedaemonian maidens, who were sacrificing at the 
temple, against outrageous violence from the Messenian youth.3 

be cited as a witness to prove that a Strabo (vi p 257) gives a similar 
Anstoraenfis did not live aunng the account of the sacnlege and murderous 
first Messenian war which is the conduct of the Messenian youth at the 
purpose for which Pausanias quotes temple of Artemis Limnatis His 
him (iv 6) version, substantially agieemg with 

i Isokratds (Archidamus), Or. vi. p that of the Lacedaemonians, seems to 
121—122. be borrowed from Antiochus, the 
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In spite of the death of this king, however, the war did not 
actually break out until some little time after, when 
Alkamenes and Theopompus were kings at Sparta, king an 
and Antiochus and Androkles, sons of Phintas, ^lr^by the 

kings of Messenia. The immediate cause of it was, a Messenians 

private altercation between the Messenian Polychares temple of 
{victor at the fourth Olympiad, b.c. 764) and the 
-Spartan Eusephnus. Polychar§s having been grossly 
injured by Eusephnus, and his claim for redress having been 
rejected at Sparta, took revenge by aggressions upon other Lace¬ 
daemonians. The Messenians refused to give him up; though one 
of the two kings, Androkles, strongly insisted upon First Mes- 

domgso, and maintained his opmi on so earnestly against seman wai 
the opposite sense of the majority and of his brother Antiochus, 
that a tumult arose, and he was slain. The Lacedaemonians, now 
resolving upon war, struck the first blow without any formal 
•declaration, by surprising the border town of Ampheia, and 
putting its defenders to the swoid. They farther overran the 
Messenian terntory, and attacked some other towns, but without 
success. Euphaes, who had now succeeded his father Antiochus 
as king of Messenia, summoned the forces of the country and 
carried on the war against them with energy and boldness. For 

contemporary of ThucydidSs, and is 
theiefoie earlier than the foundation 
of Messond by Epamemdndas, fiom 
which event the philo-Mosseman 
statements take their use. Antio¬ 
chus, writing during the plenitude of 
Lacedaemonian power, would naturally 
look upon the Messemans as 11 retriev¬ 
ably piostrate, and the impiety here 
nanated would m his mind be the 
natural cause why the divine judg¬ 
ments oveitook them Epliorus gives 
a similar account (ap. Strabo vi. p. 
280) 

Compare HerakleidGs Ponticns (ad 
calcem Ciagu De Rep. Laced p. 528) 
and Justin, m 4 

The possession of this temple of 
Artemis Limnatis—and of the Ager 
DentheliatGs, the district m which it 
was situated—was a subject of con¬ 
stant dispute between the Lacedae¬ 
monians and Messenians after the 
foundation of the city of Messdnd, 
even down to the time of the Roman 
-emperor Tihenus (Tacit. Annal. iv 48) 
See Stephan. Byz. v. AeMaviot; Pau- 

san. in. 2, 6, iv. 4, 2; iv. 81, 8 Strabo, 
vm p 862 

Foi the situation of the temple of 
Artemis Limnatis, and the descuption 
of the Ager Dentheliatfis, see Professor 
Ross, Reisen lm Poloponnes, i. p 5— 
11. He discovered two boundary- 
stones with mscnptions, dating from 
the time of the early Roman emperors, 
marking the confines of Lacedaemon 
and Mess6n6; both on the line of the 
highest ridge of Taygetus, where the 
waters separate east and west, and 
considerably to the eastward of the 
temple of Artemis Limnatis, so that at 
that time the Ager DentheliatGs was 
considered a part of Messenia 

I now find that Colonel Leake 
(Peloponnewaca, p. 181) regards these 
Inscriptions discovered by Professor 
Ross as not proving that the temple of 
Artemis Limnatis was situated near 
the spot where they were found. His 
authority weighs much with me on 
such a point, though the arguments 
which he here employs do not seem to 
me conclusive. 
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the first four years of the war the Lacedemonians made no 
progress, and even incurred the ridicule of the old men of their 
nation* as faint-hearted warnors. In the fifth year, however, 
they undertook a more vigorous invasion, under their two kings, 
Theopompus and Polvd6rus, who were met by Euphaes with the 
full force of the Messenians. A desperate battle ensued, m which 
it does not seem that either side gained much advantage. 
nevertheless the Messenians found themselves so much enfeebled 
by it, that they were forced to take refuge on the fortified 
mountain of Ith6m§, abandoning the rest of the country. In 
Messeman their distress they sent to solicit counsel and protection 
Eu^hads fr°m Delphi, but their messenger brought back the 
aac?Ansto- appalling answer that a virgin of the royal race of 
ddmus jEpytus must be sacrificed for their salvation. At 
the tragic scene which ensues, Aristodemus puts to death his own 
daughter, yet without satisfying the exigencies of the oracle. The 
war still continued, and in the thirteenth year of it another 
hard-fought battle took place, in which the brave EuphaSs was 
slain, but the result was again indecisive, Aristodemus, being 
elected king in his place, prosecuted the war strenuously. The 
fifth year of his reign is signalised by a third general battle, 
wherein the Corinthians assist the Spartans, and the Arcadians 
and Sikyonians are on the side of Messenia; the victory is here 
decisive on the side of Aristodemus, and the Lacedaemonians are 
driven back into their own territory.1 It was now their turn to 
Messenians sen^ envoys and ask advice from the Delphian oracle. 
themselves6 remainmg events of the war exhibit a series, 
on Mount partly of stratagems to fulfil the injunctions of the 
afteraf~ pnestess,—partly of prodigies in which the divine 
long siege wrath is manifested against the Messenians. The 
completely king Aristodemus, agonised with the thought that he 
conquered, ^ g]^ fog own daughter without saving his country, 
puts an end to his own life.2 In the twentieth year of the war 
the Messenians abandoned Ith6m§, which the Lacedaemonians 

i It is perhaps to this occasion that The story of the Paithenias, ob- 
ihe story of the Epemiakti m Theo- seme and unintelligible as it is, 
pompus referred (ap Athense vi. p belongs to the foundation of the 
271),—Helots adopted into the sleep- colony of Taras or Tarentum (Strabo, 
mg-place of their masters who had vi. p. 279). 
been slam in the war, and who were 2 See Plutarch, De Supeistitione, p. 
subsequently enfranchised. 168. 
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razed to the ground * the rest of the country being speedily 
conquered, such of the inhabitants as did not flee either to 
Arcadia or to Eleusis were reduced to complete submission. 

Such is the abndgment of what Pausamas1 gives as the 
narrative of the first Messenian war. Most of his details bear 
the evident stamp of mere late romance; and it will easily be 
seen that the sequence of events presents no plausible explanation 
of that which is really indubitable—the result The twenty years’ 
war and the final abandonment of Ithdme is attested by Tyrtseus 
beyond all doubt, as well as the harsh treatment of Haish 

the conquered—“Like asses worn down by heavy ^tmenfc 
burthens,”2 says the Spartan poet, “they were Heiotism 

compelled to make over to their masters an entire conquered 

half of the produce of their fields, and to come in the Me^senmns 
garb of woe to Sparta, themselves and their wives, as Sparta 

mourners at the decease ot the kings and principal persons”. 
The revolt of their descendants, against a yoke so oppressive, goes 
by the name of the second Messenian war. 

Had we possessed the account of the first Messenian war as 
given by Myron and Diodorus, it would evidently Bevolt Qf 
have been very different from the above, because theMes- 

they included Anstomenes in it, and to him the agamat 
leading parts would be As the narrative *OTnd'~ 
now stands in Pausanias, we are not introduced to Messenian 

that great Messenian hero—the Achilles of the Epic Anstome- 

of Rhianus8—until the second war, m which his n6s* 
gigantic proportions stand prominently forward. He is the great 
champion of his country m the three battles which are represented 
as taking place during this war: the first, with indecisive result, at 
Derse; the second, a signal victory on the part of the Messenians, 
at the Boar’s Grave; the third, an equally signal defeat, in conse- 

i See Pausan iv 6—14 
An elaborate discussion is to be seen 

in Manso’s Sparta on the authorities 
whom Pausanias has followed m his 
Histoiy of the Messenian Wars, 18. 
Beilage, tom n p 264. 

“it would evidently be folly (he 
observes, p 270) to suppose that in 
tbe history of the Messenian wars, as 
Pausamas lays them before us, we 
possess the true history of these 
-events M 

2 Tyrtseus, Fragm. 6, 6 (Schneide- 
win) 

C F Hermann conceives the treat¬ 
ment of the Messenians after the first 
war as mild m comparison with what 
it became after the second (Lehrbuch 
der Gnech. Staatsalterthumer, sect. 
81), a supposition which the emphatic 
words of Tyrtseus render inadmis¬ 
sible 

® This is the express comparison 
introduced by Pausanias, iv. 6, 2. 
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quence of the traitorous flight of AristokratSs king of the Arcadian 
Orchomenos, who, ostensibly embracing the alliance of the Messe- 
nians, had received bribes from Sparta. Thrice did Aristomenes 
sacrifice to Zeus Ithomat^s the sacrifice called Hekatomphoma,1 
reserved for those who had slain with their own hands 100 
enemies in battle. At the head of a chosen band he carried his 
incursions more than once into the heart of the Lacedaemonian 
territory, surprised Amyklae and Pharis, and even penetrated by 
night into the unfoitified precinct of Sparta itself, where he 
suspended his shield as a token of defiance m the temple of 
Ath6n§ Chalkicekus Thrice was he taken prisoner, but on two 
occasions marvellously escaped before he could be conveyed to 
Sparta: the thud occasion was more fatal, and he was cast by 
order of the Spartans into the Keadas, a deep rocky cavity m 
Mount Taygetus into which it was their habit to precipitate 

criminals. But even m this emergency the divine 
Susex- aid2 3 was not withheld from him. While the fifty 
raSrow”* Messemans who shared his punishment were all killed 
escapes— by the shock, he alone was both supported by the gods 
the second so as to reach the bottom unhurt, and enabled to find 
Messemans an unexpected means of escape. For when, abandoning 
again con- all hope, he had wrapped himself up m his cloak to 
quered ^ie, perceive<i a fox creeping about among the dead 
bodies : waiting until the animal approached him, he grasped its 
tail, defending himself from its bites as well as he could by means 
of his cloak; and being thus enabled to find the aperture by 
which the fox had entered, enlarged it sufficiently for crawling 
out himself To the surprise both of friends and enemies he 
again appeared alive and vigorous at Eira. That fortified 
mountain, on the banks of the river Nedon, and near the Ionian 
sea, had been occupied by the Messemans after the battle in 
which they had been betrayed by Aristokrates the Arcadian; it 
was there that they had concentrated their whole force, as m the 
former war at Ithome, abandoning the rest of the country. Under 

i Plutarch, Sept Sapient Convi- p. 856) states that Herodotus had men- 
Yium, p. 159. tioned Aristomenes as having, been 

3 Pausan. iv. 18,4. ’Apurro/xei/vjv made prisoner by the Lacedaemonians: 
i<s re rot akkot, 6e5>t> ns, koX icat t<St« but Plutarch must here have been de- 
idydkaa-a-ev ceived by his memory, for Herodotus. 

Plutarch (De Herodot Malignitat does not mention AristomenSs. 
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the conduct of Anstomenes, assisted by the prophet Theoklus, 
they maintained this strong position for eleven years At length 
they were compelled to abandon it. Yet as in the case of I thorn e 
the final determining circumstances are represented to have been, 
not any superiority of bravery or organization on the part of the 
Lacedaemonians, but treacherous betrayal and stratagem, seconding 
the fatal decree of the gods. Unable to maintain Eira longer, 
Anstomenes, with his sons and a body of his countrymen, forced 
his way through the assailants and quitted the country—some of 
them retiring to Arcadia and Elis, and finally migrating to 
Ehegium. He himself passed the remainder of his days in 
Rhodes, where he dwelt along with his son-in-law Damagltus, 
the ancestor of the noble Rhodian family called the Diagorids, 
celebrated for its numerous Olympic victories. 

Such are the mam features of what Pausanias calls1 the second 
Messeman war, or of what ought rather to be called Narrative of 

the Anstomeneis of the poet Rhianus. That after bono^ved3’ 
the foundation of Mess6n§, and the recall of the exiles from the 

by Epamemondas, favour and credence were found for Rhianus, 
many tales respecting the prowess of the ancient hero 
whom they invoked3 in their libations—tales well ofciedlt 

calculated to interest the fancy, to vivify the patriotism, and to 
inflame the anti-Spartan antipathies, of the new inhabitants— 
there can be little doubt. And the Messeman maidens of that 
day may well have sung in their public processional sacrifices,* 
how “ Anstomenes pursued the flying Lacedaemonians down to 
the mid-plain of Stenyklerus and up to the very summit of the 
mountain”. From such stories (traditions they ought not to be 
denominated) Rhianus may doubtless have borrowed; but if proof 
were wanting to show how completely he looked at his materials 

1 The narrative in Pausanias, iv 15 
—24. 

According to an incidental notice in 
Herodotus, the Samians affirmed that 
they had aided LacedseraCn in war 
against MessGnG,—at what period we 
do not know (Herodot. m 56). 

j* Toi>s Se Meo’cnjvtovs oTSct avrbs ini 
reus anrovSaU 'ApurrofxevTjv Nt/cop^Sovs 
koAovvtas (Pausan. li 14, 5). The 
practice still continued in his time 

Compare also Pausan. iv. 27, 3; iv. 
32,8—4. 

s Pausanias heard the song himself 
(JlV^ 16, 4)—’Err^Ae'yov $<rpa rb iea! es 

«rt <$&6ix*vov: 

vEs re pecrov ffeStov SrcwArX^piov es r 
opos awpov 

Etir«r’ *Apicrrop.rfvTjs rots AcuccSatjuovtot? 

According to one story, the Lace- 
dsemomans were said to have got 
possession of the person of Ansto- 
mends and killed him: they found m 
him a hairy heart (Steph Byz. v 
*AySavca)i 
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from tlie point of view of the poet and not from that of the 
historian, we should find it in the remarkable fact noticed by 
Pausamas. Rhianns represented LeotychidSs as having been king 
of Sparta during the second Messenian war: now LeotychidSs (as 
Pausamas observes) did not reign until near a century and a half 
afterwards, during the Persian invasion.1 

To the great champion of Messenia, during this war, we may 
The poet oppose on the side of Sparta another remarkable 
Tyrtaeus, person, less striking as a character of romance, but 
Sparta—ins more interesting in many ways to the historian— 
aency6an'd * mean the poet Tyrtseus, a native of Aphidnae in 
influence, Attica, an inestimable ally of the Lacedaemonians 
Spartan during most part of this second struggle According 
Tnind* to a story—which however has the air paitly of a 
boast of the later Attic orators—the Spartans, disheartened at the 
first successes of the Messemans, consulted the Delphian oracle, 
and were directed to ask for a leader from Athens. The Athenians 
complied by sending Tyrtseus, whom Pausamas and Justin represent 
as a lame man and a schoolmaster, despatched with a view of 
nominally obeying the oracle, and yet rendering no real assistance.2 
This seems to be a colouring put upon the story by later writers, 
but the intervention of the Athemans in the matter m any way 
deserves little credit8 It seems more probable that the legendary 
connexion of the Dioskuri with Aphidnae, celebrated at or near 
that time by the poet Alkman, bi ought about through the 
Delphian oracle the presence of the Aphidnaean poet at Sparta. 

i Pausan iv. 15,1 
Perhaps LeotychidGs was king 

during the last revolt of the Helots 
or Messemans in 464 B G, which is 
called the third Messenian wai. He 
seems to have been then in exile, in 
consequence of his venality dui mg the 
Thessalian expedition—but not yet 
dead (Herodot vi. 72). Of the reality 
of what Mr Clinton calls the thud 
Messenian war in 490 BC, I see no 
adequate proof (see Fast. Hell, vol i. 
p 267). 

The poem of Rhianus was entitled 
MecrcrnyiaKa, He also Composed ®e<r<ra~ 
Xued, *HA.tcuca, 'A-xomcol. See the frag¬ 
ments—they are very few—in Duntzer’s 
Collection, p. 67—77. 

He seems to have mentioned Niko- 
teleia, the mothei of AnstomenGs (Fr. 

ii, p 73). compare Pausan iv 14, 6. 
I may lemark that Pausanias 

throughout his account of the second 
Messenian war names king Anaxander 
as leading the Lacedaemonian troops: 
but he has no authority for so doing, 
as we see by iv. 15,1. It is a pure cal¬ 
culation of his own from the iraripatv 

Tepe? of Tyrtaeus. 
a Pausan iv. 15, 3; Justm, iii. 5, 4. 

Compare Plato, Legg. u p. 680; Diodor, 
xv. 66, Lycurg. cont Leocrat. p. 162. 
Philochorus and Kallisthen&s also re¬ 
presented him as a native of Aphidnae 
m Attica, which Strabo controverts 
upon slender grounds (viii. p. 362); 
Philochor Fr. 66 (Didot). 

s Plutarch, Theseus, c. 83: Pausan. 
i 41, 6; Welcker, Alkman. Fragm. p. 
2U 
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Respecting the lameness of Tyrtseus, we can say nothing. But 
that he was a schoolmaster (if we are constrained to employ an 
unsuitable term) is highly probable—for m that day, minstrels 
who composed and sung poems weie the only persons from whom 
the youth received any mental training. Moreover his sway over 
the youthful mind is particularly noted m the compliment paid 
to him m after-days by king Leonidas—“ Tyrtseus was an adept 
in tickling the souls of youth ”1 We see enough to satisfy us that 
he was by birth a stranger, though he became a Spartan by the 
subsequent recompense of citizenship conferred upon him—that 
he was sent through the Delphian oracle—that he was an 
impressive and efficacious minstrel—and that he had moreover 
sagacity enough to employ his talents for present purposes and 
diverse needs, being able not merely to reanimate the languishing 
courage of the baffied warnoi, but also to soothe the discontents 
of the mutinous. That his strains, which long maintained 
undiminished popularity among the Spartans,2 contributed much 
to determine the ultimate issue of this war, there is no reason to 
doubt; nor is his name the only one to attest the susceptibility 
of the Spartan mmd m that day towards music and Musical 

poetry. The first establishment of the Karneian 
festival, with its musical competition at Sparta, falls Spaitans. 

during the period assigned by Pausanias to the second Messenian 
war: the Lesbian harper Terpander, who gained the first recorded 
prize at this solemnity, is affirmed to have been sent for by the 
Spartans pursuant to a mandate from the Delphian oracle, and to 
have been the means of appeasing a sedition. In like manner, 
the Kretan Thaletas was invited thither during a pestilence, which 
his art (as it is pretended) contributed to heal (about 620 b.o ); 

and Alkman, Xenokritus, Polymnastus, and Sakadas, all foreigners 
by birth, found favourable reception, and acquired popularity by 
their music and poetry. With the exception of Sakadas, who is 
a little later, all these names fall in the same century as Tyrtseus, 
between 660 B.C.—*610 b o. The fashion which the Spartan music 
continued for a long time to maintain is ascribed chiefly to the 
genius of Terpander.3 

i Plutarch, Kleomen. c 2, AyaJffbs Lycurgus cont Leocrat p 168. 
veiop if/vYa.9 ai/caAAetv. » See Plutarch, Do MuaicfL pp. 1184, 

3 Philochorua, Flag 56, ed. Bidot; 1142,114a 
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The training in which a Spartan passed his life consisted of 
exercises warlike, social, and religious, blended together. While 
the individual, strengthened by gymnastics, went through his 
painful lessons of fatigue, endurance, and aggression, the citizens 
collectively were kept in the constant habit of simultaneous and 
regulated movement m the warlike march, in the religious dance, 
and m the social procession. Music and song, being constantly 
employed to direct the measure and keep alive the spirit1 of these 
multitudinous movements, became associated with the most 
powerful feelings which the habitual self-suppression of a Spartan 
permitted to arise, and especially with those sympathies which 
are communicated at once to an assembled crowd Indeed the 
musician and the minstrel were the only peisons who ever 
addressed themselves to the feelings of a Lacedaemonian assembly. 
Moreover the simple music of that early day, though destitute of 
artistical merit and superseded afterwards by more complicated 
combinations, had nevertheless a pronounced ethical character. 

It wrought much more powerfully on the impulses 
and resolutions of the hearers, though it tickled the 
ear less gratefully, than the scientific compositions of 
afteidays. Farther, each particular style of music 
had its own appropriate mental effect—the Phrygian 

mode imparted a wild and maddening stimulus; the Dorian mode 
created a settled and deliberate resolution, exempt alike from the 
desponding and from the impetuous sentiments.2 What is called 
the Dorian mode seems to be in reality the old native Greek 
mode as contradistinguished from the Phrygian and Lydian— 
these being the three primitive modes, subdivided and combined 
only in later times, with which the fust Grecian musicians became 
conversant. It probably acquired its title of Dorian from the 
musical celebrity of Sparta and Argos, during the seventh and 
sixth centuries before the Christian sera; but it belonged as much 
to the Arcadians and Achseans as to the Spartans and Argeians. 
And the marked ethical effects, produced both by the Dorian and 

Powerful 
ethical 
effect of 
the old 
■Grecian 
music. 

i ThucycL v. 00: Xenoph Rep 
Laced c. 18. 

i See the treatise of Plutarch, De 
MusicA, passim, especially c. 17, p. 
1186, &c , 33, p. 1143. Plato, Rep. ifi. 
p. 399 ; Arist, Pol. viii 0, 6—8. 

The excellent treatise De Metns- 
Pindari, prefixed by M Boeckh to his 
edition of Pindar, is full of instruction 
upon this as well as upon all other 
points connected with the Grecian 
music (see lib. in c 8, p. 238). 
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the Phrygian modes in ancient times, are facts perfectly well- 
attested, however difficult they may be to explain upon any 
general theory of music. 

That the impression produced by Tyrtseus at Sparta, therefore, 
with his martial music, and emphatic exhortations to bravery m 
the field, as well as union at home, should have been very con¬ 
siderable, is perfectly consistent with the character both of the age 
and of the people; especially as he is represented to have appeared 
pursuant to the mj unction of the Delphian oracle From the scanty 
fragments remaining to us of his elegies and anapaests, however, we 
can satisfy ourselves only of two facts • first, that the war was long, 
obstmately contested, and dangerous to Sparta as well as to the 
Messemans, next, that other parties in Peloponnesus took part 
on both sides, especially on the side of the Messemans. So 
frequent and harassing were the aggressions of the Sufferings 

latter upon the Spartan territory, that a large portion gpjjteans 
of the border land was left uncultivated scarcity in the 

ensued, and the proprietors of the deserted farms, Herman 
driven to despair, pressed for a redivision of the war 
landed property m the state. It was m appeasing these 
discontents that the poem of Tyrtseus called Eunomia, “ Legal 
ordei,” was found signally beneficial.1 It seems certain that a 
considerable portion of the Arcadians, together with the Pisatse 
and the Triphylians, took part with the Messemans; there are 
also some statements numbering the Eleians among their allies, 
but this appears not probable. The state of the case rather 
seems to have been, that the old quarrel between the Eleians and 
the Pisatse respecting the right to preside at the Olympic games, 
which had already burst forth during the preceding century m 
the reign of the Argeian Pheiddn, still continued. Unwilling 
dependents of Elis, the Pisatse and Triphylians took part with 
the subject Messenians, while the masters at Elis and Sparta 
made common cause, as they had before done against Pheidon 2 
Pantale8n king of Pisa, revolting from Elis, acted as commander 
of his countrymen in co-operation with the Messenians ; and he 
is farther noted for having, at the period of the 34th Olympiad 
(644 B.o.), marched a body of troops to Olympia, and thus 

1 Arist Polit. v 7,1; Pausan. iv 18,2. 355, where the NcVropos Myovot. mean 
3 Pausan. vi. 12, 2; Strabo, viu p the Pylians of Tnpbylia 
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•dispossessed the Eleians, on "that occasion, of the presidency: 
that particular festival—as well as the 8th Olympiad, in which 
Pheidan interfered,—and the 104th Olympiad, m which the 
Arcadians marched m,—were always marked on the Eleian 
register as non-Olympiads, or informal celebrations We may 
reasonably connect this temporary triumph of the Pisatans with 
the Messeman war, inasmuch as they were no match for the 
Eleians single-handed, while the fraternity of Sparta with Elis 
is in perfect harmony with the scheme of Peloponnesian politics 
which we have observed as prevalent even before and during the 
Date of the days of Pheiddn1 The second Messeman war will 
ifc°648—^ t^us stan<i as ^ginning somewhere about the 33rd 
€S1 Olympiad, or 648 B.C., between seventy and eighty 

^ Respecting the position of the ’0/u,<|>aAia»vos ijvtKtx <f>i)cn.v avrbs crTpttnj- 
Eleians and Pisatse during the second yfj<rca rov 7rbA.eju.0v rot? Aa«e5aijaovi'oiff, 
Messeman -war, there is confusion m &c Heie it is obvious that in the 
the different statements. as they can- enumeiation of allies, the Arcadians 
not all be reconciled, we are compelled ought to have been included , accord- 
to make a choice mgly both O Muller and Mi Clinton 

That the Eleians were allies of (ad annum 672 b c.) agree m altering 
Sparta, and the Pisatans of Messenia the passage thus. they insert the 
- also that the contests of Sparta and words k at *Ap/eaSas attei the word 
Messema were mixed up with those of ‘H Aetovs, so that both Eleians and 
Elis and Pisa about the agonothesia of Pisatans appear as allies of Messenia 
the Olympic games—is confoimable to at once I submit that this is lmpio- 
one distinct statement of Strabo (vm. bable m itself, and inconsistent with 
pp 355, 858), and to the passage m the passage of Stiabo previously 
Phavormus v Avycta?, and is more- noticed, the propei way of altering 
over indirectly sustained by the view the passage is (m my judgment) to 
given in Pausamas respecting the substitute the word VA p k a S a s in place 
lelations between Elis and Pisa (vi of the word ’HAd'ovs, which makes 
22, 2), wheieby it clearly appears that the two passages of Stiabo consistent 
the agonothesia was a matter of with each other, and haidly does greater 
standing dispute between the two, violence to the text 
until the Pisatans were finally crushed As opposed to the view here adopted, 
by the Eleians m the time of Pyrrhus, there is undoubtedly the passage of 
son of PantaleOn Faither, this same Pausamas (iv 15,4) which numbers the 
view is really conformable to another Eleians among the allies of Messenia, 
passage m Strabo, which, as now and takes no notice of the Pisatse. 
printed, appears to contradict it, bu« The affhmation of Julius Africanus 
which is recognised by Miiller and (ap Eusebium, Chronic 1 p 145, that 

■others as needing correction, though the Pisatse revolted from Elis in the 
the correction which they propose 30th Olympiad, and celebrated the 
seems to me not the best. The passage Olympic games themselves until 01. 
•fviu, p. 362) stands thus IIAeovaKts fi* 52, for twenty-two successive cere- 
«7ToAeVi)<rav(MesseniansandLacedsemo- monies).ism contradiction—first, with 
nians)5tara,5 ajracrracrets TwvM«<r<n)vtW. Pausanias (vi 22, 2), which appears to 
Trjv fiiv oZv irptaryv tcar&Krv)<riv avr«v me a clear and valuable statement, 
foci TvpTatoy iv rots 7row}ju.a<rt «ara from its particular reference to the 
rovs r«v 7raT«pwv iraTe'pas yevecSat • tj^v three non-Olympiads—secondly, with 
fie fievrepav, ko.9' yv <Ab/xevoi <rvptjaa^ovs P&usanias (v 9, 4), when the Eleians 
’HXeiovs koX ’Apyetovs <aX XIiopaTas in the 50th Olympiad determine the 
<x7rb<rrTjcrav, ’Ap«afiwv fiiv ’ApttrroKpaTTjv number of Hellanodikce. I agree with 
rbv ’Opvojutbvov gaartAba TrapexojuteVwv Corsim (Fasti AttiCl, t. ili. p. 47) m 
•CTparnyov, Ilicrarwv fi< HavraAeovra rov settmg aside the passage of Jtuius 
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years after the close of the first, and lasting, according to Pansamas, 
seventeen years; according to Plutarch, more than twenty years.1 

Many of the Messenians who abandoned their country after 
this second conquest are said to have found shelter punishment> 

and sympathy among the Arcadians, who admitted 0fthe 
them to a new home and gave them their daughters ^11gtt°0rkra_ 
m marriage; and who moreover punished severely tos, kmg 
the treason of Ariatokratds, king of Orchomenus, in Arcadian 

abandoning the Messenians at the battle of the Trench. 
That perfidious leader was put to death and his race 
dethroned, while the crime as well as the punishment was farther 
commemorated by an inscription, which was to be seen near the 
altar of Zeus Lykaeus in Arcadia, The inscription doubtless 

Afncanus Mr Clinton (F H p 253) 
is displeased with Corsim foi this 
suspicion, but he himself virtually 
does the same thing, foi in order to 
reconcile Jul Afncanus with Pau- 
samas, he mtioduces a supposition 
quite different fiom what is asseited 
by either of them , i e. a joint agono- 
thosia by Elewns and Pisatans 
together This hypothesis of Mi 
Clinton appeals to me gratuitous and 
inadmissible Afncanus himself meant 
to state something quite different, and 
I imagine him to nave been misled 
by an eironeous authority See Mi 
Clinton, P. H ad ann COO B C. to 580 

i Plutarch, De Sera Num Vmd, 
p 518, Pausan iv 15, 1: iv IT, 3, 
iv 23, 2. 

The date of the second Messeman 
war, and the interval between the 
second and the hist, are points 
respecting which also there is nre- 
concilablo discrepancy of statement 
we can only choose the most piobable * 
see the passages collected and can¬ 
vassed in 0 Muller (Dorians, i 7,11, 
and m Mr Clinton, East Hellen. vol 
i., Appendix 2, p 257) 

According to Pausamas, the second 
war lasted fiom b c 1)85—608, and there 
was an interval between the first and 
the second war of 30 years. Justin 
(in 5) reckons an interval of eighty 
years, Eusebius an interval of ninety 
years The mum evidence is the pas¬ 
sage of Tyitaeus, wherein that poet, 
speaking duung the second war, says, 
<rThe fathers of our fathers conquered 
MessOnO”. 

Mi Clinton adheies very nearly to 
the view of Pausamas, he supposes 
that the real date is only six yeais 
lower (070—062). But I agico with 
Clavier (Histoire des Plenums Temps 
de la Giece, tup 203) and O Mullei 
(l c ) m thinking that an ratei vol of 
thirty-nine years is too short to suit 
the phrase of fathe) s’ iuthet & Speaking 
m the piesent year (1840), it would not 
be held piopei to say, “ The fathers ot 
our fathers earned on the wai between 
1793 and the peace of Amiens ” * we 
should rather say, “ The fathers of our 
fatheis canied on the Amoncan war 
and the Seven Yeais’ wai ”, An age is 
mariid byitsmatuze and eveneldeilv 
merabeis—by those between thuty-hve 
and fifty-five yoais of age 

Agieemg as I do here with O 
MfUloi, against Mr Olmton, I also 
agiee with him in thinking that the 
best maik winch we possess of the date 
of the second Messeman war is the 
statement respecting Pantaloon the 
34th Olympi.ut, which Pant,»le6n cele- 
biated, probably fell within the tune 
of the wai; which would thus be 
brought down much later than the 
time assigned by Pausani.is, yet not 
so fai down as that named by Eusebius 
and Justin the exact year of its com¬ 
mencement, however,we have no means 
of fixing 

Krebs, in his discussions on the 
Fragments of the lost Books of Dio- 
dOrus, thinks that that histonan 
placed the beginning of the second 
Messeman war m the 35th Olympiad 
(b.c. 640) (Krebs, Lectiones Diodorese, 
p 254—200) 
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existed in the days of KallisthenSs, in the generation after the 
restoration of Messenl But whether it had any existence prior 
to that event, or what degree of truth there may be m the story 
about Aiistokrates, we are unable to determine:1 the son of 
Aristokrates, named Aristod^mus, is alleged m another authority 
to have reigned afterwards at Orchomenus2 That which stands 
strongly marked is, the sympathy of Arcadians and Messenians 
against Sparta—a sentiment which was in its full vigour at the 
time of the restoration of MessenS 

The second Messenian war was thus terminated by the complete 
Spartans subjugation of the Messenians. Such of them as 
acquue the remained m the country were reduced to a servitude 
west of probably not less hard than that which Tyrtaeus 
Taygetus. described them as having endured between the first 
war and the second. In after-times, the whole territory which 
figures on the map as Messenia,—south of the river Nedon, and 
westward of the summit of Taygetus,—appears as subject to 
Sparta, and as forming the western portion of Laconia ; distri¬ 
buted (m what proportion we know not) between Pencekic towns 
and Helot villages. By what steps, or after what degree of 
farther resistance, the Spartans conquered this country we have 
no information ; but we are told that they made over Asm6 to 
the expelled Dryopes from the Argolic peninsula, and Moth6n§ 
to the fugitives from Nauplia.8 Nor do we hear of any serious 
revolt from Sparta m this territory until 150 years afterwards,4 
subsequent to the Persian invasion,—a revolt which Spaita, after 
serious efforts, succeeded in crushing, so that the territory 
remained m her power until her defeat at Leuktra, which led to 
the foundation of Mess&ue by Epamemdndas. The fertility of the 
plains—especially of the central portion near the river Pamisus, 
so much extolled by observers, modern as well as ancient— 
rendered it an acquisition highly valuable. At some time or 
other, it must of course have been formally partitioned among 

i Diodor, atv 66, Polyb. iv 83, who light by the interposition of the gods; § notes KallisthenSs, Paus. viii. 6, 8. whereas Pausamas describes the trea- 
feither the inscription, as cited by son of Aristokiat6s at the battle of the 

Polybius, nor the allusion in Plutarch Trench as palpable and flagrant 
<De Sera Numin Vindicta, p 648), 2 Herakleid Pontic ap Diog Laert. 
appears to fit the narrative of Pausamas, i. 94 
for both of them imply secret and long- 8 Pausan. iv 24,2; iv. 34,6; iv. 85,2. 
•concealed treason, tardily brought to 4 Thueyd, 3.101. 
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the Spartans, but it is probable that different and successive 
allotments were made, according as the various portions of terri¬ 
tory, both to the east and to the west of Taygetus, were conquered. 
Of all this we have no information1 

Imperfectly as these two Messenian wars are known to us, we 
may see enough to warrant us in making two remaiks. The 

Both were tedious, protracted, and painful, showing ^r^sian 
how slowly the results of war were then gathered, and had no con- 

adding one additional lllustiation to prove how much titled6 

the rapid and instantaneous conquest of Laconia and 
Messenia by the Dorians, which the Herakleid legend small 

sets forth, is contradicted by historical analogy. Both andnships 
were characterised by a similar defensive proceeding Vllla£es 
on the part of the Messema,ns—the occupation of a mountain 
difficult of access, and the fortification of it for the special purpose 
of resistance—Ithomd (which is said to have had already a small 
town upon it) m the first war, Eira m the second. It is reasonable 
to infer from hence that neither their principal town Stenvkldru^, 
nor any other town m their country, was strongly fortified so as to 
he calculated to stand a siege ; that there were no walled towns 
among them analogous to Mykcme and Tiryns on the eastern 
portion of Peloponnesus; and that perhaps what were called 
towns were, like Sparta itself, clusters of unfortified villages. 
The subsequent state of Helot-ism into which they were reduced 
is m consistency with this dispersed village residence during their 
period of freedom. 

The lelations of Pisa and Elis form a suitable counterpart and 
sequel to those of Messenia and Sparta. Unwilling 
subjects themselves, the Pisatans had lent their aid to ot ihsa 
the Messenians—and their king Pantaloon, one of the ailtl KllH 
leaders of this combined force, had gamed so great, a temporary 
success as to dispossess the Eleiaus of the agonothesia or adminis¬ 
tration of the games for one Olympic ceremony, in the &fth 
Olympiad. Though again reduced to their condition of subjects, 

1 Pausawas says, r^v fj.lv SXkifv 
Mecroyjvtov, irXrjv rr}<; ’Acnvafov, avrol 
Sktkayxavov, <fcc (iV. 24, 2). 

In an apophthegm ascribed to King 
Polyddros, leader of the Spartans 
doling the first Messenian war, he is 

asked, whether he is really taking 
arms against his brethren, to which he 
replies, “ No; I am only marching to 
the unallotted portion of tho territory”. 
Plutarch, Apophthegm. Laconia p. 
231.—C7r! ryjv a/cA.jjpwro*' x&pav 
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they manifested dispositions to renew the revolt at the 48th 
Olympiad, under Damophon, the son of PantaleSn, and the 
Eleians marched into their country to put them down, but were 
persuaded to retire by protestations of submission. At length, 
shortly afterwards, under Pyrrhus, the brother of Damophdn, a. 
serious revolt broke out The inhabitants of Dyspontium and 
the other villages m the Pisatid, assisted by those of Makistus, 
Skillus and the other towns in Triphylia, took up arms to throw 
off the yoke of Elis; but their strength was inadequate to the- 
undertaking. They were completely conquered; Dyspontium 
was dismantled, and the inhabitants of it obliged to flee the 
country, from whence most of them emigrated to the colonies of 
Epidamnus and Apolloma in Epirus. The inhabitants of 
Makistus and Skillus were also chased from their abodes, while 
the territory became more thoioughly subject to Elis than it had 
been before. These incidents seem to have occuired about the 
50th Olympiad, or b o. 580 ,* and the dominion of Elis over her 
Pericekid tenitory was thus as well assured as that of Sparta.1 
The separate denominations both of Pisa and Triphylia became 
more and more merged in the sovereign name of Elis . the town 
of Lepreum alone, in Triphylia, seems to have maintained a 
separate name and a sort of half-autonomy down to the time of 
the Peloponnesian war, not without perpetual struggles against 
the Eleians.2 But towards the period of the Peloponnesian war, 
the political interests of Lacedaemon had become considerably 
Struggles of Ranged, and it was to her advantage to maintain the 
the ft^t® independence of the subordinate states against the 
Sns for y~ superior: accordingly, we find her at that time up- 
—TiLeXSer fhe autonomy of Lepreum. From what cause 
in after the devastation of the Triphylian towns by Elis which 
sustained Herodotus mentions as having happened m his time, 

Mose> ™ d0 not ^7 5 7e feot T. * mdi?ate a 
interests continual yeanling for their original independence, 
of Sparta. wkich was still commemorated, down to a much later 

1 Pausan. vi 22, 2; v 6,3, v 10, 2 s characterised as Eleian, however 
Strabo, viii. p 355—357 (Ari&toph. Aves, 149) * compare also 

The temple in honour of Zeus at Steph Byz. v. Tp^uAta, ^ *HAis 
Olympia was first erected by the Even in the sixth Olympiad an m- 
Eleians out of the spoils of this expedi- habitant of Dyspontium is proclaimed 
tiou (Pausan v, 10, 2) as victor at the stadium, undei the 

2 Thucyd. v. 31 Even Leprenm is denomination of “ an Eleian from 
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period, by the ancient Amphiktyony at Samikum in Tnphylia, 
in honour of Poseidon—a common religious festival frequented 
by all the Tnphylian towns and celebrated by the inhabitants 
of Makistus, who sent round proclamation of a formal truce for 
the holy period.1 The Lacedaemonians, after the close of the 
Peloponnesian war had left them undisputed heads of Greece, 
formally upheld the independence of the Triphylian towns 
against Elis, and seem to have countenanced their endeavours to 
attach themselves to the Arcadian aggregate, which however was 
never fully accomplished. Their dependence on Elis became 
loose and uncertain, but was never wholly shaken off.8 

DyipontiuTn ”, proclaimed by the 1 Herodot. iv 140; Stiabo, viii p 
Ifileians of couiae—the like m the 343. 
27th Olympiad soe Stephan Byz. v a Diodoi. xiv 17; xv. 77; Xenoph 
Avffirovnou, which shows that the Hellen in 2,23,26 
inhabitants of the Pisatid cannot have It was about this ponod probably 
rendered themselves independent of that the idea of the local opens mus, 
Elis in the 26th Olympiad, as Stiabo Tuphylus, son of Arkus, was first 
alleges (vui p 305) mtioduced (Polyb. iv 77). 
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CHAPTER YIIL 

CONQUESTS OF SPARTA TOWARDS ARCADIA AND 
ARGOLIS. 

I have described in the last two chapters, as far as our imperfect 
evidence permits, how Sparta came into possession both of the 
southern portion of Laconia along the course of the Eurbtas down 
to its mouth, and of the Messenian territory westward. Her 
progress towards Arcadia and Argolis is now to be sketched, so 
as to conduct her to that position which she occupied during the 
reign of Peisistratus at Athens, or about 560—540 b.c.,—a time 
when she had reached the maximum, of her territorial possessions, 
and when she was confessedly the commanding state m Hellas. 

The central region of Peloponnesus, called Arcadia, had never 
received any emigrants from without. Its indigenous inhabitants 
—a strong and hardy race of mountaineers, the most numerous 
State of Hellenic tribe m the peninsula, and the constant hive 
Arcadia. for mercenary troops1—were among the rudest and 
poorest of Greeks, retaining for the longest period their original 
subdivision into a number of petty hill-villages, each independent 

> of the other; while the union of all who bore the Arcadian name 
(though they had some common sacrifices, such as the festival of 
the Lykaean Zeus, of Despoma, daughter of PoseidGn and D§m6t$r, 
and of Artemis Hymnia2) was more loose and ineffective than 
that of Greeks generally, either m or out of Peloponnesus. The 

1 Hermippus ap. Athens© i. p, 27. Parrhasian district in Arcadia, cele- 
AvSpdiroS’ «k $pvyta$, <xtt6 6* ’Ap/eaSta? brates with great solemnity, during the 
iTrucovpovs Also Xenoph. Hellen. vn march upward, the festival and games 
1, 28 TrXelarov 8e Qvkov iw 'EAAiji/wewi' of the Lykaea (Xenoph. Anabas i. 2,10; 
rb ’Ap/caSi/ebi/ cZt?, &c compare Pindar, Olymp ix. 142), 

2 rausan vin 6, 7; vui 87, 6, viii. Many of the forests m Arcadia 
88, 2. Xemas, one of the geneials of contained not only wild boars, but 
Greek mercenaries in the service of bears, m the days of Pausamas (vui. 
Cyrus the younger, a native of the 28, 4). 
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Arcadian villagers were usually denominated by the names of 
regions, coincident with certain ethnical subdivisions—the Azanes, 
the Parrhasn, the Maenalii (adjoining Mount Msenalus), the 
Eutr^sn, the JEgytee, the Skiritse,1 &c, Some considerable towns 
however there were—aggregations of villages or demes which had 
been once autonomous. Of these the principal were Tegea and 
Mantmeia, bordering on Laconia and Argolis—Orchomenue, 
Pheneus, and Stymphalus, towards the north-east, bordering on 
Acliaia and Plilius—Kleitor and Heraea, westward, where the 
country is divided from Elis and Triphylia by the woody moun¬ 
tains of Pholoe and Erymanthus—and Phigaleia, on the south¬ 
western border near to Messenia. The most powerful of all were 
Tegea and Mantmeia2—conterminous towns, nearly equal m force, 
•dividing between them the cold and high plain of Tripohtza, and 
separated by one of those capricious torrents which only escape 
through katabothra. To regulate the efflux of this water was a 
difficult task, requiring friendly co-operation of both the towns ; 
and when their frequent jealousies brought on a quarrel, the 
more aggressive of the two inundated the leintory of its neigh¬ 
bour as one means of annoyance. The power of -Tegea, which 
had grown up out of nine constituent townships originally 
separate,3 appears to have been more ancient than that of its 
rival; as we may judge from its splendid heroic pretensions 
connected with the name of Echemus, and from the post conceded 
to its hoplites in joint Peloponnesian armaments, which was 
second in distinction only to that of the Lacedaunonians.* If it 
be correct, as Strabo asserts,5 that the incorporation of the town 

1 Pausan. viii 26, 5: Strabo, viii. p. 
388 

Some geographers distributed the 
Aicadians into three subdivisions, 
Azanes, Patrhasu, and Trajiezuntii. 
Azan passed for the son of Areas, and 
his lot m the division of the paternal 
inheritance was said to have contained 
seventeen towns (a? tAa***' ’A£r/i/), 
Stephan. Byz V. ’A£avta—Xlappaata; 
KleitCr seems the chief place in Azama, 
as far as we can infer from genealogy 
(Pausan vm. 4, 2. H) Poe us or Piles, 
from whence the Azanian suitor of the 

selffwas between Kleitfi* and Psdphis 
{Herod, vi. 127; Pans viii. 23, 6) A 
Delphian oracle, however, reckons the 

inhabitants of Phigaleia, in the south¬ 
western corner of Aicadia, among the 
Amnes(PauH viii 42,3). 

The burial-place of Areas Was sup- 
posed to be on Mount Mamlus (Paus. 
viii 9, 2) 

- Tlmcyd. v. 66. Compare the de¬ 
scription of the ground m Piofossor 
Boss (JfteiHon nn Peloponnea, iv. 7) 

8 Strabo, viii. p. 837. 
4 llerodot, ix. 27. 
6 Strabo, 1. c. Mantineia is reckoned 

among the oldest cities of Arcadia 
(Polyb n. 64) Both Mantineia and 
Orchomemis had oiiginally occupied 
very lofty hill sites, and had been 
rebuilt on a huger scale, lower down 
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of Mantmeia, out of its five separate Demes, was brought about 
by the Argeians, we may conjecture that the latter adopted this 
proceeding as a means of providing some check upon their 
powerful neighbours of Tegea. The plain common to Tegea and 
Mantmeia was bounded to the west by the wintry heights of 
Msenalus,1 beyond which, as far as the boundaries of Laconia, 
Messema, and Tnphylia, there was nothing m Arcadia but small 
and unimportant townships or villages—without any consider¬ 
able town, before the important step taken by EpamemOndas m 
founding Megalopolis, a short time after the battle of Leuktra 
The mountaineers of these regions who joined Epamemdndas 
before the battle of Mantineia (at a time when Mantmeia and 
most of the towns of Arcadia were opposed to him) were so in¬ 
ferior to the other Greeks m equipment, that they still carried as 
their chief weapon, in place of the spear, nothing better than the 
ancient club.2 

Both Tegea and Mantineia held several of these smaller 
Arcadian townships near them in a sort of dependence, and were 
anxious to extend this empire over others: during the Pelopon¬ 
nesian war, we find the Mantineians establishing and garrisoning 
a fortress at Kypsela among the Parrhasn, near the site in 

nearer to the plain (Pausan viii 8, 3, 
12, 4, 13, 2) 

In repaid to the relations, during 
the eaily historical penod, between 
Sparta, Algos, and Arcadia, there is a 
new fragment of Diodoi us (among those 
recently published by Didot out of the 
Excel pta in the Escunal hbiary, Frag¬ 
ment Historic Giaocor vol n p. vm ). 
The Aigoians had espoused the cause 
of the Arcadians against Sparta, and 
at the expense of considerable loss and 
suffeung had regained such poitions 
of Arcadia as she had conquered. The 
king of Argos restored this recovered 
territory to the Arcadians but the 
Argeians generally were angiy that ho 
didnot retain it and distubute it ni *ong 
them as a reward for then losses in the 
contest. They rose in insurrection 
against the Jong, who was forced to 
flee, and take refuge at Tegea. 

We have nothing to lllustiate this 
fragment, nor do wo know to what king, 
date, or events it relates. 

1 TAaivaXit\ Svtrveijuurpo? (Delphian 
Oracle, ap. Paus vni. 9, 2). 

3 Xenophftn, in describing the ardour 

with which Epamoindndas inspired his 
soldiers befoi e this final battle, says(vii 
5, 20), irpoQ-i fuas fiiv tAtv/coucro oL iirirds 
ra icpd.pii, Ke\cvovTO$ Itcdvoy • e tt i yjp a- 
<f> o v t o fit /cal rCiV 'ApicdSon' fWAcrai, 
p o 7r a A a 6 x° v 7 c *>5 © /3 a t o i 
6 v r t s * iroLvrt? fie riKOvSivro icai Aoyxa? 
/cat g.ax<wpa$, /cal v.kapwrrpvvovro raff 
acrfftfias 

It is hardly conceivable that those 
Aicadian clubmen should have pos¬ 
sessed a shield and a full panoply 
The language of Xenopbdn in calling 
themhophtes, and theteimtin ypd<j>ovro 
(properly referring to the msci Iption on 
the shield) appear to ho conceived in a 
spirit of contemptuous snooting, mo- 
coedmg froip XonophOu’s nuso-'I’lieban 
tendencies: “the Arcadian hoplites 
with their clubs put themselvos forward 
to he as good as the Thebans’*. That 
these tendencies of XenophAn show 
themselves m expressions very unbe¬ 
coming to the dignity of history (though 
curious as evidences of the time) may 
he seen by vil G, 12, wheie he says of 
the Thonans —ivra.v$a fi ij oi %rvp 
v v 4 o v r « 9, ^ oim vevcKTjKOTis roiie Aa/ce* 
fiacgovtovs, oi r<£ rravri itA«ov«y, &C. 
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which Megalopolis was afterwards built.1 But at this period, 
Spaita, as the political chief of Hellas—having a T(iffea and 
strong interest m keeping all the Grecian towns, 
small and great, as much isolated from each other powerful 

as possible, and m checking all schemes for the forma- towns*811 
tion of local confederacies—stood forward as the before the 

protectress of the autonomy of these smaller Area- crfMegfio- 
dians, and drove back the Mantmeians within their polls* 
own limits.2 At a somewhat later period, during the acmd of 
her power, a few years before the battle of Leuktra, she even 
proceeded to the extreme length of breaking up the unity of 
Mantmeia itself, causing the walls to be razed, and the inhabi¬ 
tants to be again parcelled into their five original Demos—a 
violent arrangement which the turn of political events very 
soon reversed3 It was not until after the battle of Leuktra 
and the depression of Spaita that any measures were taken for 
the formation of an Arcadian political confederacy ;4 5 and even 
then the jealousies of the separate cities rendered it incomplete 
and short-lived. The great permanent change, the establish¬ 
ment of Megalopolis, w*is accomplished by the ascendency of 
Epamemondas. Forty petty Arcadian townships, among those 
situated to the west of Mount Mama!us, were aggregated into the 
new city; the jealousies of Tegea, Mantineia, and Kleitdr were 
for a while suspended ; and celasts came from all of them, as well 
as from the districts of the Mam alii and Parrhasii, in order to 
impart to the new establishment a genuine Pan-Arcadian 
character.0 It was thus that there arose for the first time a 
powerful city on the borders of Laconia and Messenia, rescuing 
the Arcadian townships from their dependence on Sparta, and 
nnjiartiug to them political interests of their own, which rendered 

1 Thuoyd v 33, 47, 81. 
2 Thucyd. 1, c Compare the instruc¬ 

tive speech of Klmgenos, the envoy 
fiom Akanthus, addiessed to the Lace¬ 
demonians, B c 382 (Xoxl Ilollon v 2, 
10-1«). 

2 Xcnoph Jlclleu v. 2,1—0; Diodor. 
*v 10. 

4 Xenoph. Hellcn. vi. 5,10—11; vii. 
1, 2H—2T>. 

5 Pausan. vni, 27, 6. No cekist is 
mentioned from Orchomcnus, though 
three of the potty townships contnOat- 

mg (crvvreXovvra) to Orchomcnus were 
embodied m the now city. The feud 
between the neifthbouimg cities of 
Orchomcnus and Mantmeia was bitter 
(Xen. Ilollon. vi 6,31—22) Orehomenus 
and II6wa both opposed the political 
confederation of Aicadia 

The oiation of Demosthenes, virip 
Mcya\o7roA.iTwi\ strongly attests the 
importance of this city .especially o. 10— 
iav inev apatpc0tocn KaiStotjetcrtitocni', 
pois AeuccSaifiovLOit evQv s iartv tlvcu, 
&C. 
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them both a check upon their former chief and a support to the 
reestablished Messemans. 

It has been necessary thus to bring the attention of the reader 
for one moment to events long posterior m the order of time 
(Megalopolis was founded in 370 bc), m order that he may 
understand, by contrast, the general course of those incidents of 
the earlier time, where direct accounts are wanting. The 
Encroach- northern boundary of the Spartan territory was formed 
mentsof by some of the many small Arcadian townships or 
upon th© districts, several of which were successively conquered 
boundary ^y the Spartans and incorporated with their do- 
of Aicadia minion, though at what precise time we are unable 
to say. We are told that Chanlaus, the reputed nejiliew and 
ward of Lykurgus, took iEgys, and that he also invaded the 
territory of Tegea, but with singular ill-success, for he was 
defeated and taken prisoner:1 we also hear that the Spaitans 
took Phigaleia by surprise in the 30th Olympiad, but were 
driven out again by the neighbouring Arcadian Oresthasians2 
Duimg the second Messeman war the Arcadians are represented 
as cordially seconding the Messenians and it may seem perhaps 
singular, that while neither Mantmeia nor Tegea are mentioned 
in this war, the more distant town of Orchomenus, with its king 
Aristokrates, takes the lead But the facts of the contest come 
before us with so poetical a colounng, that we cannot venture to 
draw any positive inference as to the times to which they are 
referred. 

CEnus3 and Karystus seem to have belonged to the Spartans 
in tbe days of Alkman. moreover the district called Sknitis, 
bordering on the territory of Tegea—as well as Belemina and 
Maleatis, to the westward, and Karyse to the eastward and 
south-eastward, of Skirltis—forming all together the entire 

northern frontier of Sparta, and all occupied by 
Arcadian inhabitants—had been conquered and made 
part of the Spartan territory4 before GOO B.c. And 
Herodotus tells us that at this period the Spartan 
kings LeOn and HegesiklSs contemplated nothing less 

1 Pausan iii 2,6; lii. 7, S; yiii. 48, 3. 4 That the Skiritoe were Arcadians 
2 Pausan. viii. 39, 2. is well-known (Thuc v 47 Steph Byz. 
2 Alkman, Fr. 15, Welcker, Strabo, v. Skip os) , the possession of Belemma 

x. p. 440. was disputed with Sparta, m the day a 

Unsuc¬ 
cessful 
attempts 
of the 
Spartans 
against 
Tegea. 
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than the conquest of entire Arcadia, and sent to ask from the 
Delphian oracle a blessing on their enterprise.1 The priestess 
dismissed their wishes as extravagant in reference to the whole 
of Arcadia, but encouraged them, though with the usual equivoca¬ 
tions of language, to try their fortune against Tegea. Flushed 
with their course of previous success, not less than by the 
favourable construction which they put upon the words of the 
oracle, the Lacedaemonians marched against Tegea with such 
entire confidence of success, as to carry with them chains for the 
purpose of binding their expected prisoners. But the result was 
disappointment and defeat They were repulsed with loss; ancl 
the prisoners whom they left behind, bound m the very chains 
which their own army had biought, were constrained to servile 
labour on the plain of Tegea—the words of the oracle being thus 
literally fulfilled, though in a sense different liom that m which 
the Lacedaemonians had first understood them.2 

For one whole generation, we are told, they were constantly 
unsuccessful m their campaigns against the Tegeans, and this 
strenuous resistance probably prevented them from extending 
their conquests farther among the petty states of Aicadia. 

At length m the reign of Anaxandrides and Aristd, the successors 
of Ledn and Hegesikles (about 560 B.C.), the Delphian ^ 
oracle, in reply to a question from the Spartans— directly 
which of the gods they ought to propitiate in order to to bnn)fto 
become victorious—enjoined them to find and carry ^par^uho 
to Sparta the bones of Orestes, son of Agamemnon, the hero 

After a vain search, since they did not know where 0restuH 
the body of Orestes was to be found, they applied to the or** |<» 

of her comparative hmmliation, hy the 
Arcadians, soo Flutaieh, KlooinenOs, 
4 ; Pausan vni. a6, 4 

Respecting Karyte (the border town 
of Sparta, whore the Siaparffna were 
sacrificed, Thuc. v. 55) see Photms. 
K apvareta—-topri) ’ApWjacfios'* ray 6e 
Kapva? 'AptcdSaiu ovcrtxf airerifiovTO Aouee- 
SattiovLOL. 

The readiness with which Karyse 
and the Maleates revolted against 
Sparta after the battle of Leuktra, 
even befoio the invasion of Laconia by 
the Thebans, exhibits them apparently 
as conquered foreign dependencies of 
Sparta, without any kindred of race 
(Xenopli. Hellen, vi. 5, 24—26; vii. 1, 

28) Leuktron m the Mai oat I ^ seems to 
have formed apart of the temtoiy of 
Megalopolis m the days of Kh»omcne» 
III (Plutarch, KloomemXs 0) m the 
Peloponnesian war it was the liontior 
town of Sparta towards Mount Lykwum 
(Thuc. v. 68). 

1 Herod. 1. 66. Karauf>poprf<ravTt e 
’ApfidSioy Kpi<r<rovef eti/cu, txpyicmjpid- 
govro ip AeX&oun «jrt irdo"jn ri1 

?Af>Kd8»v x^py- 
2 Herod, i. 07 ; Pausan iii. 8,6: vni. 

46, 2. 
Herodotus saw the identical chains 

suspended in the temple of Athflne 
Alea at Tegea. 
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for more specific directions, and were told that the son of 
Agamemn6n was buried at Tegea itself, m a place “where two 
blasts were blowing under powerful constraint,—where there was 
stroke and counter-stroke, and destruction upon destruction”. 
These mysterious words were elucidated by a lucky accident 
During a truce with Tegea, Lichas, one of the chiefs of the 300 
Spartan chosen youth who acted as the moveable police of the 
country under the ephors, visited the place, and entered the forge 
of a blacksmith—who mentioned to him, m the course of con¬ 
versation, that m sinking a well m his outer court he had recently 
discovered a coffin containing a body seven cubits long, astounded 
at the sight, he had left it there undisturbed It struck Lichas 
that the gigantic relic of aforetime could be nothing else but the 
corpse of Orestes, and he felt assured of this when he reflected 
how accurately the indications of the oracle were verified; for 
there were the “ two blasts blowing by constraint,” in the two 
bellows of the blacksmith : there was “ the stroke and counter- 
stroke” in his hammer and anvil, as well as the “destruction 
upon destruction” m the murderous weapons which he was 
forging. Lichas said nothing, but returned to Sparta with his 
discovery, which he communicated to the authorities, who, by a 
concerted scheme, banished him under a pretended criminal 
accusation. He then again returned to Tegea, under the guise of 
an exile, prevailed upon the blacksmith to let to him the premises, 
and when he found himself in possession, dug up and carried off 
to Sparta the bones of the venerated hero.1 

From and after this fortunate acquisition, the character of the 
contest was changed; the Spartans found themselves 

opeiations constantly victorious over the Tegeans. But it does 
Tegea be- not that these victories led to any positive 
auccessfid6* reS11^ though they might perhaps serve to enforce 
neverthe- * the practical conviction of Spartan superiority; for 
Sntams the territory of Tegea remained unimpaired, and its 
her mde- autonomy noway restrained. During the Persian 
pen ence. inVasjon Tegea appears as the willing ally of 
Lacedsemdn, and as the second military power in the Pelopon¬ 
nesus ;2 and we may fairly presume that it was chiefly the 

1 Herod, i. 69—70* 2 Herod, ix 26. 
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strenuous resistance of the Tegeans which prevented the Lacedae¬ 
monians from extending their empire over the larger portion of 
the Arcadian communities. These latter always maintained their 
independence, though acknowledging Sparta as the presiding 

power m Peloponnesus, and obeying her orders implicitly as to 

the disposal of their military force. And the influence which 

Sparta thus possessed over all Arcadia was one main item m her 

power, never seriously shaken until the battle of Leuktra ; which 

took away her pievious means of ensuring success and plunder to 

her minor followers.1 

Having thus related the extension of the power of Sparta on 
her northern or Arcadian frontier, it remains to mention her 
acquisitions on the eastern and north-eastern side, towards Argos. 

Ongmally (as has been before stated) not meiely the Boundaiies 

jjrovince of Kynuiia and the Tliyreatis, but also the 

whole coast down to the promontory of Malea, had Argos— 

either been pait of the territory of Argos or bcdonged Tiiyieatis<>f 
to the Argeian confederacy. Welearn from Herodotus,2 by Sparta 

that befoie the time when the embassy from Croesus kmg of 
Lydia came to solicit aid m Greece (about 547 B.C.), the whole of 

this territory had fallen into the power of Spaita ; but how long 

before, or at what precise epoch, we have no information. A 

considerable victory is said to have been gained by the Argeians 

over the Spartans m the 27th Olympiad or 669 B c., at Ilysise, on 
the road between Algos and Tegea3 At that time it does not 

seem probable that Kynuria could have been in the possession of 

the Spartans—so that we must refer the acquisition to some period 

m the following century; though Pausamas places it much earlier, 

during the reign of Theopompus4—and Eusebius connects it with 

the first establishment of the festival called Gymnopsedia at Sparta 
in 678 B.c. 

About the year 547 bo., the Argeians made an effort to 

reconquer Thyrea from Sparta, which led to a combat long 

memorable in the annals of Grecian heroism. It was agreed 

between the two powers that the possession of this territory should 

, 1 Xenoph Hcllon. v.m 2, 19. *Gi<rirep about ten years before the battle of 
Ap/cuo«?^ orav fxid VfLOtv twert, rd r« Louktra. 
avr<av <rw£ot/<rt /eat ra aAA<5rpta aprra- Herod i. 82. 
£ov<n, &c* 3 ftiusan if 25,1. 

11ns was said to the Lacedaemonians * Pausan in. 7, 5. 
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be determined by a combat of 300 select champions on each side; 
the armies of both retiring, in order to leave the field 
clear. So undaunted, and so equal was the valour of 
these two chosen companies, that the battle terminated 

by leaving only three of them alive—Alkenfa* and 

Chromius among the Argeians, Othryades among the 

Spartans. The two Argeian warriors hastened home to 

report their victory, but Othryades remained on the 
field, carried off the arms of the enemy’s dead into the 

Spartan camp, and kept his position until he was joined 

by his countrymen the next morning. Both Argos and Sparta 

claimed the victory for their respective champions, and the dispute 
after all was decided by a general conflict, m which the Spartans 

were the conquerors, though not without much slaughter on both 

sides. The brave Othryades, ashamed to return home as the 

single survivor of the 300, fell upon his own swoid on the field 
of battle.1 

This defeat decided the possession of Thyrea, which did not 

again pass, until a very late period of Grecian history, under the 
power of Argos. The preliminary duel of 300, with its uncertain 

issue, though well-established as to the general fact, was 

Thyreatls represented by the Argeians in a manner totally 
comos mto different from the above story, which seems to have 

of Spartak been current among the Lacedaemonians2 But the 

of the* raost remarkable circumstance is, that more than a 
Argeians to century afterwards—when the two powers were 
recover it negotiating for a renewal of the then expiring truce— 

the Argeians, still hankering after this their ancient tenitory, 

Battle of 
the 300 
select 
champions, 
between 
Sparta and 
Argos, to 
decide the 
possession 
of the 
Thyieatis 
—valoui of 
OthryadOs. 

^ Herod I, 82; Strabo, vni p 370 
2 The Argeians showed at Argos a 

statue of Pordaus, son of AlkOnOi, 
killing Othryades (Pau&an ii. 20, 6, 
ii 38, 5* compare x 9, 6, and the 
references m Larcher ad Herodot. i 
82) The narrative of Chrysoimus, kv 
rpCrtp XleXoTroi'Vt}crLa.Ku}V (as given in 
Plutarch, Parallel Hellenic, p. 306), is 
different in many respects. 

Pausanias found the Thyreatis in 
possession of the Argeians (lii 38, 5) 
They told him that they had recovered 
it by adjudication, when or by whom 
we do not know it seems to have 
passed back to Argos before the close 

of the reign of Kleomenes IH. at 
Spaita(220 B C ), Polyb iv 36 

Stiabo even reckons Prasiae as 
Argeian, to the south of Kynuna (vm. 
p SOS), though m his other passage (p. 
J74), seemingly cited fiom Ephorus, it 
is treated as Lacedaemonian Compare 
Manso, Spaita, voL n, Beilage I., 
p. 48. 

Eusebius, placing this duel at a 
much earlier period (01.27,3, 678 bc), 
ascuhes the first foundation of the 
Gymnopaedia at Spaita to the desire 
of commemorating the event Pau¬ 
sanias (in. 7, 3) places it still faither 
back, m the reign of Theopompus. 
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desired the Lacedcemomans to submit the question to arbitration; 
which being refused, they next stipulated for the privilege of 
trying the point in dispute by a duel similar to the former, at 
any time except during the prevalence of war or of epidemic 
disease. The histoi ian tells us that the Lacedaemonians acquiesced 

m tins proposition, though they thought it absurd,1 m consequence 

of their anxiety to keep their relations with Argos at that time 
smooth and pacific. But there is no reason to imagine that the 
real duel, m which Othryades contended, was considered as 

absurd at the time when it took place or during the age 

immediately succeeding. It fell m with a sort of chivalrous 

pugnacity which is noticed among the attnbutes of the early 

Greeks,2 and also with various legendary exploits, such as the 

single combat of Echcmus and Hyllus, of Mel an thus and 

Xanthus, of Menelaus and Paris, &c. Moreover the heroism of 

Othryades and his countrymen was a popular theme for poets 

not only at the Spartan gymnopjedia,3 but also elsewhere, and 

\ppears to have been frequently celebrated. The absurdity 
attached to this proposition, then, during the Pelopon- Alteration 
nesian war—in the minds even of the Spartans, the 
most old-fahluoned and unchanging people m Greece to tho^ 

-is to be ascribed to a change in the Grecian political Kdi»£° 
mind, at and after the Persian war. The habit of hy 
political calculation had imwle such decided progress champions 

among them, that the leading states especially had become 

familiarised with something like a statesmanlike view of tlieir 

resources, their dangers, and their obligations. How lamentably 

deficient thin sort of sagacity was during the Persian invasion will 

appear when we come to describe that imminent crisis of Grecian 

independence : but the events of those days were wrell calculated 

to sharpen it for the future, and the Greeks of the Peloponnesian 

war had become far more refined political schemers than their 

forefathers. And thus it happened that the proposition to settle 

a territorial dispute by a duel of chosen champions, admissible 

i Tlmoyd. v. 41. ToU & AcuMfou- challenge which Herodotus alleges to 
fiovtoiri to jjtLif wpwTOv Mitcei, ptapia <lvtu have been proclaimed to the Hn.utmis 
Tavra, Siretra (hre&v{iow yelp jtAvtow rb by Mardomus, through a herald, just 
vA/jyos <l>ikt.ov oXt befoie the battle of Platsea (ix. 
ijijCovv, koX £vvtypd\f/avTO, 48). 

a Herodot. vii 9. Compare the * Athouse. xv. p. 078. 
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and even, becoming a century before, came afterwards to be 
derided as childisli. 

The inhabitants of Kynuria are stated by Herodotus to have 

been Iomans, but completely dorised through their 

in Aigoiis long subjection to Argos, by whom they were governed 

beofdionic ^ Penoekb Pausamas gives a different account of 

doriLedUt their racej which he traces to the eponymous hero 
Kynurus son of Perseus : but he does not connect them 

with the Kynunans whom he mentions in another place as a 
portion of the inhabitants of Arcadia.1 It is evident, that even 

m the time of Herodotus, the traces of their primitive descent were 

nearly effaced He says they were “Orneates and Penoeki ” to 
Argos; and it appears that the inhabitants of Ornese also, whom 

Argos had reduced to the same dependent condition, traced their 

eponymous hero to an Ionic stock—Orneus was the son of the Attic 

Erechtheus.2 Strabo seems to have conceived the Kynunans as 

occupying originally, not only the frontier district of Argolis and 

Laconia, wherein Thyrea is situated, but also the north-western 

portion of Argolis, under the ridge called Lyrkeium, which 

separates the latter from the Arcadian temtory of Stymphalus.3 

This ridge was near the town of Ornese, which lay on the border 

of Argolis near the confines of Phlius; so that Strabo thus helps 
to confirm the statement of Herodotus, that the Orneates were a 
portion of Kynunans, held by Argos along with the other Kynu- 
lians m the condition of dependent allies and Penoeki, and very 
probably also of Ionian ongm 

The conquest of Thyrea (a district valuable to the Lacedae¬ 

monians, as we may piesume from the large booty which the 

Argeians got from it during the Peloponnesian war)4 was the last 

territorial acquisition made by Sparta. She was now possessed 

of a continuous dominion, comprising the whole southern por¬ 

tion of the Peloponnesus, from the southern bank of the river 

,} Herod, vui. 73; Pausan, in* 2, 2; s Strabo, viii. p 370—6 'Ivaxos evuv 
Ylil 27,3. _ raf 7njya$ #/c AvpKeCov rov /cara. Kv- 

2 Pausan. li. 25, 5. Mannert (Geo- vovpCav 6povs rtfs ApxaSias. Coray and 
s^aphie der Gnechen und Romer, Grosskuid gam nothing here by tlio 
Gnechenland. book li. ch. six. p. 018) conjoctuial reading of ’ApyeCas m place 
connects the Kynunans of Arcadia and, of 'Ap/ca5£a$, for the ridge of Lyrkeium 
Argolis, though Herodotus tells us that ran between the two. and might theie- 
ihe latter were Iomans he gives to this fore be connected with either without 
name much greater importance and ex- impropnety 
tension than the evidence heais out* * Tnucyd. vi 95. 
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Full acqui¬ 
sition ol the 
southern 
poition of 
Pelopon¬ 
nesus, fiom 
sea to sea, 
by the 
Spaitans, 
bofoie 
540 B C 

Nedon on the western coast, to the northern boundary of Thyreatis 

on the eastern coast. The area of her territory, 
including as it did both Laconia and Messenia, was 
equal to two-fifths of the entire peninsula, all governed 
from the single city, and for the exclusive purpose 

and benefit of the citizens of Sparta. Within all 
this wide area there was not a single community pre¬ 
tending to independent agency. The townships of the 

Pericela, and the villages of the Helots, were each 

individually unimportant; nor do we hear of any one of them 

presuming to treat with a foreign state. All consider themselves 

as nothing else but subjects of the Spaitan epliors and their 

subordinate officers. They are indeed discontented subjects, 
hating as well as fearing their masters, and not to be trusted if a 

favourable opportunity for secure revolt presents itself But no 

individual township oi distuct is strong enough to stand up for 

itself, while combinations among them are prevented by the 

habitual watchfulness and unscrupulous precautions of the ephor^, 

especially by that jealous secret police called the Kryptcia, to 
which allusion has already been made. 

Not only therefore was the Spartan territory larger and its 
population more numerous than that of any other . 
1 A , , , , Great coin- 
state m Hellas, but its government was also more pmativo 

completely centralised and more strictly obeyed. Its spauVat 
souice of weakness was the discontent of its Perimki 
and Helots, the latter of whom were not (like the slaves 

of other states) imported barbarians from diJierent countries, 

and speaking a broken Greek, but genuine flellens—of one 

dialect and lineage, sympathising with each other, and as much 

entitled to the protection of Zeus Hellanms as their masters— 

from whom indeed they stood distinguished by no oilier line 

except the perfect training, individual and collective, which was 

peculiar to the Spartans. During the period on which we are at 

present dwelling, it does not seem that this discontent comes 

sensibly into operation; but we shall observe its manifestations 

very unequivocally after the Persian and during the Peloponnesian 

war. 
To such auxiliary causes of Spartan predominance we must 

add another—the excellent military position of Sparta, and the 
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unassailable character of Laconia generally. On three sides that 

territory is washed by the sea, with a coast remarkably dangerous 
and destitute of harbours ,x hence Sparta had nothing to apprehend 

from this quarter until the Persian invasion and its consequences 

—one of the most remarkable of which was, the astonishing 

development of the Athenian naval force. The city of Sparta, 

far removed from the sea, was admirably defended by an almost 

impassable northern frontier, composed oi those districts which 

we have observed above to have been conquered iiom Arcadia— 
Karyatis, Skirltis, Maleatis, and Belemmatis. The difficulty 

as well as danger of marching into Laconia by these moun¬ 

tain passes, noticed by Euripides, was keenly felt by every 

enemy of the Lacedaemonians, and has been powerfully stated by 

a first-rate modern observer, Colonel Leake2 No site could be 

better chosen for holding the key of all the penetrable passes 

than that of Sparta. This well-protected frontier was a substitute 
more than sufficient for fortifications to Sparta itself, which always 

maintained, down to the times of the despot Nabis, its primitive 

i Xenoph6n, Hellen. iv. 8, 7: <£oj3ov- upper EurOtas, as the course of that 
aevos ttjv a.Kifjxv6nf\ra rijy river above Sparta may be termed; the 

axenoph Hellen v 5, 10, Eurip other by its only laigo bianch (Enus, 
ap Strabo vm p 366 , Leake, Travels now the Kelefina, which, as I have 
mMoiea. vol in c xxn p 20 all eady stated, joins the Euidlas oppo- 

“ It is to the strength of the frontiers, site to the noith-eastern extremity of 
and the comparatively large extent oi Sparta. Allthenatuialappioachesto 
countiy enclosed within them, that we Sparta from tho noithward lead to 
must tiace the primary cause of the one or the other of these two valleys 
Lacedaemonian power These enabled On the side of Messoma., tho northeily 
the people, when strengthened by a prolongation of Mount Taygetum, 
rigid military discipline, and put in which ]oms Mount Lyceum at tho pass 
motion by an ambitious spmt, first to of Andiuua, now the pass of MakiypMi, 
triumph over their weaker noighbouis furnishes a continued burner of the 
of Messema, by tins additional stiength loftiest kind, admitting only of loutos 
to overawe the disunited republics ot easily defensible, and which—whether 
Arcadia, and at length for centuries to fiom the Oromitis of Arcadia to tho 
hold an acknowledged military supe* south-westward of tho model n London, 
nonty over every other state in from the Stenyklenc plain, from the 
Uieece. plain ot the X^amisus, or fiom J*horro, 

“It is remarkable that all theprin- now Kalamdta—all descend into tho 
cipal passes into Laconia lead to one valley of tho upper Eur6tas,and conduct 
point: this point is Sparta, a fact to Sparta by Pellana. There was indeed 
which shows at once now well the a branch of the last-mentioned loute 
position of that city was chosen for the which descended into the Spartan plain 
defence of the province, and how well at the modern Mistra. and which must 
it was adapted, especially as long as it have a very frequent communication 
continued to be unwalled, to maintain between Sparta and the lower part of 
a perpetual vigilance and readiness for Messoma; but, like the other direct 
defence, which are the surest means of passes over Taygetum, it was much 
offensive success. more difficult ana defensible than those 

“ The natuial openings into the plain which I have called the natural 
of Spaita are only two; one by the entrances of the province.*1 
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aspect of a group of adjacent hill-villages rather than a regular 
city. 

When, along with such territorial advantages, we contemplate 
the personal training peculiar to the Spartan citizens, careful 
as yet undiminished in their numbers,—combined 
with the effect of that training upon Grecian sentiment, ofthe** 
in inspiring awe and admiration,—we shall not be sur- 
prised to find, that during the half-century which elapsed when other 
between the year 600 B.c., and the final conquest pf no training 
Thyreatis from Argos, Sparta had acquired and begun at aJL 
to exercise a recognised ascendency over all the Grecian states. 
Hei military force was at that time superior to that of any of the 
rest, in a degree much greater than it aftei wards came to be ; for 
other states had not yet attained their maximum, and Athens in 
particular was far short of the height which she afterwards 
reached. In respect to discipline as well as number, the Spartan 
military force had even at this early peuod reached a point 
which it did not subsequently surpass, while m Athens, ThSbes, 
Argos, Arcadia, and even Elis (as will be hereafter shown), the 
miiitaiy training m later days received greater attention, and 
improved considerably. The Spartans (observes Aristotle)1 
brought to perfection their gymnastic training and their military 
discipline, at a time when other Greeks neglected both the one 
and the other: their early superiority was that of the trained 
men over the untrained, and ceased m after-days when other 
states came to subject their citizens to systematic exercises of 
analogous character or tendency. This fact—the early period 
at which Sparta attained her maximum of discipline, power and 
territory—is important to bear in mind when we are explaining 
the general acquiescence which her ascendency met with in Greece, 
and which her subsequent acts would certainly not have enabled 
her to earn. That acquiescence first began, and became a habit 
of the Grecian mind, at a time when Sparta had no rival to come 
near her—when she had completely shot ahead of Argos—and 
when the vigour of the Lykurgean discipline had been manifested 

1 Aristofc. Polit, viii, B, 4. *Er& Si Aciiro/tivovs ir4p&v • ov yap r<p rov? 
aurov? tov9 Aa/cwva? Icrjj.tv, fiiv viovs yvpva^W rov rp6irov rovrov Sii- 
avroc 7rpo<njSpevov raw ^ <fn\oirovtai?, (frepov, aAAa rep /jlovov firj irpb$ acTKOvyrag 
virepexovra<s tuiv aAAwv • vvv Si, teal rotf aoveetp. . . 'AvraytovLOYas yap ttj? imo- 
yvfj.va.cr Cot % /cat rots mXgpAJtclf aySitn, Setas vvv i^ovext • jrporepov St ovtc elxcv. 
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in a long series of conquests, made during tlie stationary period 
of other states, and ending only (to use the somewhat exaggerated 
phrase of Herodotus) when she had subdued the greater part of 
Peloponnesus.1 

Our accounts of the memorable military organisation of Sparta 
Military are scanty, and insufficient to place the details of it 
^tutions clearly before us. The arms of the Spartans, as to all 
Pecmiai material points, were not different from those of other 
^ta£yUte ^reek hoplites. But one grand peculiarity is observable 
subdivi- from the beginning, as an item m the Lykurgean in¬ 
distinct stitutions. Thatlawgiver established military divisions 

quite distinct from the civil divisions, whereas in the 
Endmoties, other states of Greece, unt'l a period much later than 

c* that which we have now reached, the two were 
confounded—the hoplites or horsemen of the same tribe or 
ward being marshalled together on the field of battle. Every 
Lacedaemonian was bound to military service from the age of 
twenty to sixty, and the ephors, when thev sent forth an 
expedition, called to arms all the men within some given limit of 
age. Herodotus tells us that Lykurgus established both the 
Syssitia or public mess and the Endmoties and Tnakads, or the 
military subdivisions peculiar to Sparta2 The Tnakads are 
not mentioned elsewhere nor can we distinctly make out what 
they were; but the Enomoty was the special characteristic of the 
system, and the pivot upon which all its arrangements turned. 
It was a small company of men, the number of whom was variable, 
being given differently at 25, 32, or 36 men—drilled and practised 
together in military evolutions, and bound to each other by a 
common oath.3 Each Enomoty had a separate captain or 
enomotarch, the strongest and ablest soldier of the company, who 

w 1 Herod, i 68 vSvj 84 zeal rj iroAAv 
TJJS IleAoTrovvijo'Ou tjv KaretrTpaujxevy). 

2 Herodot i. 67; compare Lurcher's 
note. 

Concerning the obscure and difficult 
subject of the military arrangements of 
Sparta, see Cragrns, JEtepub Laced, iv. 

4, Manso, Sparta n., Beilage 18, p. 224; 
0. Mtiller, Hist. Dorians, m 12, Dr. 
Arnold’s note on ThucydidGs, v. 68; 
and Dr. Thirlwall, History of Greece, 
voL L Appendix S, p. 620. 

* Pollux, i. 10,129. ISiwt m*Wqi rS>v 

AcueeSai/AOPMOi', kvui^orCa, KaX fxopa: com¬ 
pare Suidas and Hesych. v. ’Ei/w^ona; 
Xenoph. JRep Lacon. c 11; Thucyd v. 
67—68, Xenoph Hellen vx. 4,12 

Suidas states the enOmoty at 26 men, 
in the Lacedaemonian army which 
fought at the first battle of Mantweia 
(418 B.c), it seems to have consisted of 
about 32 men (Thuc l c.) * at the battle 
of Leuktraof 36men(Xen Hellen l.c.). 
But the language of XenophOn and 
ThucydidOs does not imply that the 
number of each enOmoty was equal. 
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always occupied tlie front rank, and led the Enomoty when it 
maicked m single file, giving the order of march as well as 
setting the example. If the Enomoty was drawn up in three, or 
four, or six files, the enomotarch usually occupied the front post 
on the left, and care was taken that both the front rank men and 
the rear rank men, of each tile, should be soldiers of particular 
merit.1 

It was upon these small companies that the constant and severe 
Lacedaemonian drilling was brought to act. They were taught 
to marcli m concert, to change rapidly from line to file, to wheel 
right or left in such manner as that the enomotarch and the other 
proto&tates or front rank men should always be the persons 
immediately opposed to the enemy.2 Their step was legulated 
by the fife, which played m martial measures peculiar to Sparta, 
and was employed m actual battle as well as in military practice 
and so perfectly were they habituated to the move- Cateful 

ments of the Enomoty, that if their order was deranged tho!1i<!iS>?f 
by any adverse accident, scattered soldieis could rootle-, 
spontaneously form themselves into the same order, each man 
knowing peifeetly the duties belonging to the place into which 
chance had tin own lam.’1 Above the Enomot\ were several 

1 O Muller states that the enoma- mg of the first enomotarch, who sot 
taich, after a 7rapay<oyrj or deployment the example of side-movement to the 
into phalanx, stood on the ? utht hand, loft hand, as it is shown by tho woids 
which is contrary to Xenoph Eep. Lite, which follow—/cal Sid iravros ov t o v 
11, 9 —’'Ore j Si 6 apx<*>v evwi'vpos terr' dv <f)d\a.y$ ivavria KCLTaorji Tho 
ytyrerat, t ov8w rovr<p imiov*KT*h> phalanx was constituted when all tho 
TjyotWou AW corn/ ore kcu wkeovtKrelv— Lochi formed an equal and continuous 
the apy<*>? was the first endmotardi of front, whothor the sixteen en6motiew 
the lochus, tho 7rpwTo<rrdnj?(as appeals <of which each lochus was composed) 
from 11, r>), when the enOmoty maiohed might bo each m one file, in throe files, 
in single file. To put the ^yepadv on the or in six files. 
right flank, was done occasionally for s See Xenoph Anal) iv. 8, 10, upon 
special reason—fyv Be wore eveic* the advantage of attacking the enemy 
nvo$ So icq ppQepeiv, rbv r)yep,ovct with opOtoi Aovot, m which case tile 
Si.£toy Kepag*xeivi &c Iundeistand strongest and best soldiers all came 
Xenophon sdesenpuon of the irapaywy^ first into conflict. It is to be recol¬ 
or deployment differently from Muller lectod, however, that the practice ot 
—it rather seems that the en6moties the Cyroian troops cannot be safely 
which stood first made a side move- quoted as authority for the practice at 
mont to the left, so that tho first Sparta. XenophOn and ins colleagues 
endmotarch still maintained his place established Loclil, Pentekostios and 
on the left, at the same time that EnGmoties in the Oyroian anny: the 
the opportunity was created for the Lochus consisted of 100 men. but the 
enomoties m the loar to come up and numbers of the other two divisions art* 
fonn equal front (r£ Iwo/aorapy# trapsy- not stated (Anab. lii, 4, 421; iv. 3, *20. 
yuarat «tsueratirov wap’ aonriSa, KaQtv compare Arrian, Tactic, cap. C). 
raa’dat.)—the woids wap’ aa-iriSahave •* The words of Thucydiuds, v.60, in 
reference, as I imagine, to the proceed- dicate the pecuhai marshalling of the 
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larger divisions—the Pentekosties, the Lochus, and tlie Mora,1 of 
which latter there seem to have been six in all. Respecting the 
number of each division, and the proportion of the larger to the 
smaller, we find statements altogethei different, yet each resting 
upon good authority,—so that we are driven to suppose that there 
was no peremptory standard, and that the Enomoty comprised 
25, 32, or 36 men ; the Pentekosties two or four Enomoties ; the 
Lochus two or four Pentekosties, and the Mora, 400, 500, 600, or 
900 men—at different times, or according to the limits of age 
which the ephors might prescribe for the men whom they called 
into the field.2 

Lacedaemonians, as distinguished both tows (uev cru(indxov$ a<f>rjKc, rb Si iroAi- 
fiom their enemies and fioin their tikov ohcaSe amjyayt. (IJellen v 3, 
allies at the battle of Mantmeia—/cal 25) 
evQv? virb ctttovStjs icadicrTavTo e ? O Mullei also thinks that the whole 
Koo-fiov rov e a vruv, vAyt 80s rov number of 5740 men, who fought at the 
0acnXews e/ca<rra e£ijyov/ieVov Kara vofiou. first battle Of Mantmeia m the thn- 
agam c (58. teenth year of the Peloponnesian war, 

About the music of the flute or fife, were furnished by the city of Sparta 
Tliucyd v. 09, Xen Rep. Lac 13, 9, itself (Hist of Ponans, 111 12, 2) ami 
Plutarch, Lycuig. c 22 to prove this he refeis to the very 

i Meuisius,Di. Arnold and Racchetti passage just cited fiom the Ilellenica 
(Della Milizia dei Grechi Antichi, of Xenophdn, which, as fai as it proves 
Milan, 1807, p. 160) all think that anything, proves the contrary ot his 
Lochus and Moia weie diffeient names position. He gives no othei evidence 
for the same division, but if this is to to support it, and I thmk it m the 
be leconciled with the statement of highest degree impiobable I have 
Xenophdn m Repub Lac. c 11, we already remarked that he undei stands 
must suppose an actual change of the expression ttoAitikt) ycbpa (in 
nomenclatuie after the Peloponnesian Polybius, vi 46) to mean the distuct of 
war, which appeals to be Dr Arnold’s Spaita itself as contradistinguished 
opinion—yet it is not easy to account fiom Laconia—a construction which 
foi. seems to me not wananted by the 

There is one pomt m Di TlmlwalTs passage m Polybius 
Appendix which is of some impoitance ^ Aristotle, Acuaavm' noAirct'a, 
ana in which I cannot but dissent fiom Fragm. 5—6, ed Neumann* Photius, 
his opinion He says, after stating the v. Aoyo?. Harpokration, Mopa. Kty- 
nomenclature and classification ot the mologic Mag, U6pa. The statement 
Spartan mihtaiy force as given by of Austotle is transmitted so imper- 
Xenophdn, “ Xenophdn speaks only of fectly that we cannot make out clearly 
Spartans, as appeals by the epithet what it was Xenophon says that 
rrokiTiKbiv” p. 521. the words of there were six moiae 111 all, compio- 
Xenophdn are, ^Kdartf $« rS>v ito\ltikS>v hendmg all the citizens of military 
fiopiav «xciL iroKenapxov tva, &c (Rep age (Rep Lac 11, 3). But Ephorus 
Lac. 11). stated the morn at 500 men, Kallis- 

It appears to me that Xenophdn thenSs at 700, and Polybius at 900 
is here speaking of the aggregate (Plutaich, Pelopid. 17, Diodor. xv. 32). 
Lacedaemonian heavy-armed foice, in- If all the citizens competent to bear 
eluding both Spartans and Peucela— arms were comprised in six morse, the 
not of Spartans alone. The woid nmnbeis of each morn must of course 
4rokt.Ti.KSiv does not mean Spartans as have varied At the battle of Mantmeia 
distinguished from Periceki, but there were seven Lacedaemonian lochi, 
Lacedaemonians, as distinguished from each lochus containing four pentekos- 
alhes. Thus when Agesilaus returns ties, and each pentekosty containing 
home from the blockade of Phlras, four endmoties: Thucydides seems (as 
Xenophdn tells us that ravra irotijcras I before remaiked) to make each 
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What remains fixed in the system is, fiist, the small number, 
though varying within certain limits, of the elementary company 
called EnOmoty, trained to act together, and composed of men 
nearly ot the same age,1 in which every man knew his place : 
secondly, the scale of divisions and the hierarchy of officers, each 
using above the other,—the En6motaich, the Pentekontei, the 
Loch age, and the Polemarch, or commander of the Mora,—each 
having the charge of their respective divisions. Orders were 
transmitted from the kmg, as commander-in-chief, through the 
Polemarchs to the Lochages,—from the Locliages to the Pente- 
konters, and then from the latter to the Enomotaichs, each of 
whom caused them to he executed hy his Endmoty. As all these 
men had been previously trained to the duties of their respective 
stations, the Spartan infantry possessed the arrangements and 
aptitudes of a standing army. Originally they seem to have had 
no cavalry at all,2 and when cavalry was at length mtioduced 
into their system, it was of a very inferior chaiacter, no provision 
having been made for it in the Lykurgean training. But the 
mihtaiy force of the other cities of Greece, even down to the close 
ot the Peloponnesian war, enjoyed little or no special training, 
luvmg neither any small company like the enoinoty, consisting 
of particular men drilled to act together—nor fixed and disciplined 
officers—nor triple scale of subordination and subdivision. Gym¬ 
nastics and the use of arms made a part of education In oth6r 
everywhere, and it is to he presumed that no Grecian 
In >plite was entirely without some practice of mai clung Ime no6 
m line and military evolutions, inasmuch as the obli- 
gatiou to serve was universal and often enforced. But divisions, 
such practice was casual and unequal, nor had any iromthe 
individual of Argos or Athens a fixed military place civi1' 
and duty. The citizen took arms among his tribe, under a 
Taxi arch chosen from it for the occasion, and was placed in a rank 
or line wherein neither his place nor his immediate neighbours 
were predetermined. The tribe appears to have been the only 

enOmoty tlmty-two men But Xeno- * This is implied in the fact, that 
jmon tolls us that oach mora had four the men under thnty, or under thirty- 
lochi, eat h lochus two pentekosties, five years of age, were often detached 
and each pentekonty two endmoties in a cattle to pursue the light troops 
(Rep Lac U, 4) The names of these of the enemy (Xen. Hellen. iv 5,15— 
divisions remain the same but the 15) 
numbers varied. » Xenoph. Hellen. vi. 4,12. 
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military classification known to Allien*,1 and the taxiarch the 
only tribe officer for infantry, as the pliylareh was for cavalry, 
tmdei the general-in-chief. Moreover, orders from the general 
were proclaimed to the line collectively by a herald of loud voice, 
not communicated to the taxiarch so as to make him responsible 
for the proper execution of them by his division. With an 
arrangement thus perfunctory and unsystematised, we shall be 
surprised to find how well the military duties were often per¬ 
formed. But e\ ery Greek who contrasted it with the symmetrical 
structure of the Lacedaemonian armed force, and with the laborious 
preparation of every Spaitan for his appropriate duty, felt an 
internal sentiment of inlenonty which made him willingly accept 
the headship of “these professional artists m the business of war,51-’ 
as they are oiten denominated. 

It was through the concurrence of these various circumstances 
Recognised ^hat acknowledgement of Sparta as the 
supenouty leading state of Hellas became a part of Grecian 

of~" habitual sentiment, during the interval between about 

mnhen-6* ^00 B,c* ail<* ^ B-c* During this period too,chiefiy, 
timent—co- Greece and her colonies were ripening into a sort of 
wth the recognised and active partnership The common 
tendency to re^1o10Ub assemblies, which bound the parts together, 
increased not only acquired greater ibrmalit) and moie extended 
communion developmeut, but also became more numerous and 

i Herodot vi 111, Tlmcyd vi 9S; 
Xenoph Ilellen iv 2,19 

The same marshalling: of lioplites, 
according to the civil tnbos to which 
thevbolonged, is seen m the inhabitants 
of Messfino m Sicily as well as of 
Syracuse (Thucyd. in 90, vl 100) 

At Argos there was a body of 1000 
hoplites, who during the Pelopon¬ 
nesian war received training in military 
manueuvies at the cost of the city 
(Thucyd v 67), but there is reason to 
believe that this arrangement was not 
introduced until about the period of 
the peace of JSfikias in the tenth or 
eleventh yeai of the Peloponnesian 
wai, when the truce between Argos 
and Sparta was just expnnig, and 
when the former began to entertain 
schemes of ambition The Epanti m 
Arcadia began at a much later time, 
aftei the battle of Leuktra (Xenoph. 
Ilellen vii. 4, 48). 

About the Athenian Tnxiarclis, one 

to each tube, see iEschmos de Fa Is. 
Log c 68, p 300 R ; Lysias, pro 
Mantitheo, Oi. xvi. p 147; Demosth. 
adv Bncotum pro nomine, p. 901) It, 
Philippic i p 47. 

See the advice given by Xenophon 
(m his Treatise !De Officio Magistu 
JCquitum) for the remodelling of the 
Athenian cavaliy, and for the intro¬ 
duction of small divisions, each with 
its special commander The division 
into tribes is all that he finds recog¬ 
nised (Ofl M JEG. c. li. 2-—iv. 9); ho 
stiongly recommends giving orders— 
Si a irapayytk<retns and not airo idjpvKOS. 

2 Plutarch, Pelopid. c. 23.^ Havruv 
aKpoi TGXvirai kox <r<xfn<ri‘al r<au irokepi- 
Ktov oi'res oi Sirapnarai, &C Xenoph. 
Itep Lac. c. 14: rjyr^raio av, rovt yu.r 
akkovs avTOfryeStcurrcis etm rwv trrpa- 
rttoTiK&v, AcuecSou/iOinov? TtS ovn re^n'ras 
tS)v irokey.iKii>v. . . . rS*v 
Seofievoip yiyvt-ffQai oirStv airopHtat * 
ovSiv yap airpocneurrov £<rnv 
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frequent—wThlie tlie Pythian, Isthmian, and Neuman games were 
exalted into a national mipoifcance, approaching to that of the 
Olympic. The recognised superiority of Spaita thus formed part 
and parcel ot tlie first historical aggregation of the Grecian states. 
It was about the year 547 bc, that Croesus of Lydia, when 
pressed by Cyrus and the Peisians, solicited aid from Greece, 
addressing himself to the Spartans as confessed presidents of tin* 
whole Hellenic body1 And the tendencies then at work, tow aids 
a certain degree of moieased intercourse and co-operation among 
the dispersed members of the Hellenic name, were doubtless 
assisted by the existence of a state recognised by all as the fust— 
a state whose superiority was the more readily acquiesced in, 
because it was earned by a painful and laborious discipline, whit h 
all admired, but none chose to copy.- 

Whether it be true (as 0. Muller and other learned men con¬ 
ceive) that the Homeric mode ol fighting was the general practice 
in Peloponnesus and the lost of Gieeco uuteiioi Lo the invasion of 
the Dorians, and that the latter first, introduced the hahit of 
fighting with close ranks and protended speais, js a point which 
cannot he determined. Throughout all our historical iy , , , (, , , , . . ITomenc 
knowledge oL Greece, a dose rank among the hophtes, mode ot 
charging with spears always in hand, is the prevailing SfoImVSjT 
practice ; though there are cases of exception, m winch 
the spear is luuled, when troops seem afraid of coming not t<>‘ ’ 
to (dose quarters.*1 Nor is it by any means certain, <{n‘<iCC* 
that the Ilomeiic manner of lighting ever really prevailed in 
Peloponnesus, which is a country eminently inconvenient for the 
use of war-cliaiiots. The descriptions ot the bard may pm haps 

1 *Y/ut,tas ydp mti Oavofiai irpoctfravat. 
tj]s *EAAaSo? (lierodot. j. (19): compare 
i. 152, v. 49; vi 84, about Spartan 
hegemony 

- Xcuoph Repub Lac 10,8. tirai- 
vovtrt (JLcvirdvTes ra rotavraeimrjSrvfxaTa, 
puptlardai St avrd ovStpua ttoAis ttftfArt. 

The magnificent funeral ch scorn se, 
pronounced by Teriklds m the early 
pait of the Peloponnesian war ovei the 
deceased Athenian wamors, includes 
a remarkable contiast of the uncon¬ 
strained patuotism andbmvei*y of the 
Athenians, with the nustoio, impulsive 
and ostentatious drilling to which the 
Spartans were subject from their 
earliest youth; at the same time 

it attests tho powoiful effect which 
that dulling produced upon tho 
mind of Greece r (Thueyd. h. 17 -;«)) 
m.crrt!voprti ov rat? irapa<r/cf vat? 11> 7rA* ov 
/ecu «7rttTfli<i, I; Ttf? a<ft’ avrtav %.$ ra 
ipya cv\f/vycj>* Kailv rat? TraiSuats ot f*tv 
(tlie Spartans) iniirovtp &,<ricrim t-vdvf 
veot ovTcf rb dt/Sptcov p.irtp^orrat, Ac 

The impression of tho light troops 
when they first began to attm k the 
Lnoediemoman hoplites in the rdand 
of ttphnktoria is stiongly expi essed by 
Thucydides (rv. ,M)—rfi yvutfiy StSov* 
Aw/xtoot tir t Aa\(.&atjuoctov;, 
Ac 

'* Xenopli JLlellen v. 4, 52 * compare 
m 5,20 
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have been founded chiefly upon what he and his auditors wit¬ 

nessed on the coast of Asia Minor, where chariots were moie 

employed, and where the country was much more favourable to 

them.1 We have no histoncal knowledge of any military 
practice in Peloponnesus anterior to the hoplite* with close ranks 

and protended spears. 
One Peloponnesian state there was, and one alone, which 

disdained to acknowledge the superiority or headship of Lacedaemon 

Argos never forgot that she had once been the chief power in the 

Aigos—*hei Peninsula, and her feeling towards Sparta was that of 
stiuggies to a jealous, but impotent, competitor. By what step* 

headship of the decline of her power had taken place, we are 
Gieece. unable to make out, nor can we trace the succession 

of her kings subsequent to PheidOn. It has been already stated 

that about 669 B.c. the Argeians gained a victory over the 

Spartans at Hysise, and that they expelled from the port of 

Nauplia its pre-existing inhabitants, who found shelter, by favour 

of the Lacedaemonians, at the port of Mothone in Messeiua *- 

Damokratidas was then king of Argos. Pausanias tells us that 

Meltas the son of Lakides was the last descendant of Temenus 

who succeeded to this dignity ; he being condemned and deposed 

by the people. Plutarch however states that the family of the 

Heraklexds died out, and that another king, named iEgdn, was 

chosen by the people at the indication of the Delphian orach*1 

Of this story, Pansanias appears to have known nothing. His 

language implies that the kingly dignity ceased with Meltas— 

wherein he is undoubtedly mistaken, since the title existed 

(though probably with very limited functions) at the time of the 

Persian war Mm eover there is some ground for presuming that 

the king of Argos was even at that time a Herakleid—since the 

Spartans offered to him a third part of the command of the 

Hellenic force, conjointly with their own two kings.4 The con- 

i Xenoph. Hellen. iii 4,10. identifies Lakidds, son of Meltas, 
Pausan iv. 24, 2; iv. 85,2 named by Pausanias, with LeOkOdts 

s Pausan. ii. 19, 2, Plutarch (Cui son of PheidOn, named bv Herodotus 
Pythia nunc non reddat oracula, &c as one of the suitors for the daughter 
c. 5, p 896, He Fortune Alexandri, c. of KleistlienOs the Sikyoman (vi. 127), 
8, p 340) LakidOs, long of Argos, Is and he thus infers that Heltas must 
also named by Plutarch as luxurious have been deposed and succeeded by 
and effeminate (De capiendft ab hosti- MgOn, about 560 B o This conjecture 
bus utilitate, c. 6, p 89) seems to me not much to be ti usted 

0. Muller (Hist Honans, iii. 0,10 * Herodot. ni 149 
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quest of Thyreatis by tlie Spartans deprived the Argeians of a 

valuable portion of tlieir Perioekis, or dependent territory. But 

Omeae and the remaining portion of Kynuria1 still continued to 

belong to them : the plain round their city was very productive : 

and, except Sparta, there was no other power m Peloponnesus 

supeiior to them. Mykense and Tiryns, nevertheless, seem both 

to have been independent states at the time of the Persian war, 

since both sent contingents to the battle of Platsea, at a time 

when Argos held aloof and rather favoured the Persians. 
At what time Kleonse became tbe ally or dependent 

of Argos, we cannot distinctly make out. During the Mykenw, 

Peloponnesian war it is numbered in that character Ki©anta~l 
along with Omeae ;2 but it seems not to have lost its Nemean 
autonomy about the year 470 b.c, at which period 

Pmdar represents the Kleonteans as presiding and distributing 
prizes at the Nemean games “» The grove of Nemea was less than 
two miles from then* town, and they were the original presidents 

of this great festival—a function of which they were subsequently 

robbed by the Argeians, m the same manner as the Pisatans had 

been treated by the Eleians with reference to the Olympic Agon. 
The extinction of the autonomy of JKlufmre, and the acquisition of 

the presidency of the Nemean festival by Argos, were doubtless 
simultaneous, but we are unable to maik the exact time. For the 

statement of Eusebius that the Argeians celebrated the Nemean 

festival as early as the 53rd Olympiad, or 568 b.c., is contradicted 
by the more valuable evidence of Pindar.4 

1 Uoiodot vm. 73 
Rtiabo distinguishes two places 

called Oinoro, one a village in the 
Aigeiftii territory, the other a town 
between Connth and SikjCn: but I 
doubt ■whether there ever were two 
places so called* the town or village 
dependent on Algos seems the only 
place (.Strabo, vm. p 37G). 

2 Thucyd v. 07—vi Of) 
The Klednreans are also said to have 

aided tbe Argeians in the destruction 
of Myk£nu», conjointly with the Tegea- 
tans. fiom hence, however, we cannot 
infer anything as to tlieir dependence 
at tliat time (Strabo, vm. p 377) 

» Pindar, Nem. x. 42. KAfcwvaw 

4 See Coismi Dissertations Ago- 
mstica*, m 2. 

The tenth Nemean Ode of Pmdar is 
on this point peculiarly good evidence, 
inasmuch as it is composed for, and 
supposed to be sung by Theuxsus, a 
native of Argos. Had there beon any 
jealousy then subsisting between Argos 
and Kle6nm on tho subject of the pre¬ 
sidency of this festival, Pmdar would 
never on such an occasion have men¬ 
tioned expressly the KleOnfeans as 
presidents. 

The statements of the Scholia on 
Pindar, that the Counthians at <>m» 
time celebrated the Nemean games, or 

" ■L',01/u* ** t\.Mu>vat(av that they were of old celebrated at 
Tppbs auSpuiv rerpebeis {compare Nem IV SikyCn, beem unfounded (Wohol. Puul. 
17) KAtwj/acov r air aycaroy, <SLe Arg. Nem., and Nem. x. 49) 
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Achaia— 
twelve 
autono¬ 
mous 
towns, pei 
haps more 
—little 
known 

Of Corinth and SikyCn it will be more convenient to speak 

when we suivey wliat is called the Age of the T} rants 

or Despots, and of the inhabitants of Achaia (who 

occupied the southern coast of the Corinthian Gulf, 

westward of Sikydn as far as Cape Araxus, the north¬ 

western point of Peloponnesus), a few words exhaust 

our whole knowledge, down to the time at which we 

are arrived. These Achceans are given to us as representing the 

ante-Donan inhabitants of Laconia, whom the legend affirms to 
have retired under Tisamenus to the northern parts of Pelopon¬ 

nesus, from whence they expelled the pre-existing Ionian*, and 

occupied the country. The race of their kings is said to have 
lasted from Tisamenus down to Ogygus1—how long we do not 

know. After the death of the latter, the Achaean towns formed 

each a separate republic, hut with periodical festivals and sacrifice 
at the Temple of Zeus Homarius, affording opportunity of settling 

differences and arranging their common concerns. Of these 

towns, twelve are known from Herodotus and Strabo—Pellenc, 

JEgira, JSgee, Bura, Helik£, iEgium, Eliypes, Pate, Pharco, 

Olenus, Dym£, Tutaea2 But there must originally Lave been 

some other autonomous towns besides these twelve; for in the 
23rd Olympiad, Ikarus of Hyperesia was proclaimed as victor, 

and there seems good reason to believe that Hyper&sia, an old 

town of the Homeric Catalogue, was m Acliaia.3 It is affirmed 

that, before the Achaean occupation of the country, the loinans 

had dwelt in independent villages, several of which were subse¬ 

quently aggregated into towns, thus Patue was formed by a 

coalescence of seven villages, Dyme from eight (one of win* h was 

named Teuthea), and JSgium albo from seven or eight But all 

these towns were small, and some of them underwent a farther 

junction one with the other ; thus JSgse was joined with /Egeira, 

and Olenus with Dyrnd,4 All the authors seem disposed to 
recognise twelve cities, and no more, in Achaia; for Polybius, 

still adhering to that number, substitutes Leontmm and Kervneia 

i Polyl). n 41 
a Herodot. i 145; Strabo, vni p. 385. 
3 Pausan. iv. 16, 1, Strabo, vni p 

383, Homer, Iliad, n. 673 Pausanias 
seems to have forgotten this statement 
when he tells us that the name of 
HyperSsia was exchanged for that of 

^Egeira, dining the tune of the Ionian 
occupation of the country (vn. 2*5, 1: 
Steph Byz copies him, v Atyupa) 
It is doubtful whether the two names 
designate the same place, nor does 
Stiabo conceive that they did 

4 Strabo, vni pp 337, 342, 380, 
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in place of Mg& and Rhypes ; Pausamas gives Keryneia in place 

oi Patrae.1 We liear of no facts respecting these Aclnean towns 

mitil a short time belore the Peloponnesian war, and even then 
their part was inconsiderable. 

The gi eater portion of the territory comprised under the name 

of Achaiawas mountain, forming the noithern descent of tho^e 

high ranges, passable only through very difficult gorges, which 

separate the country from Arcadia to the south, and which throw 

out various spurs approaching closely to the Gulf of Corinth. A 
strip of flat land, with white clayey soil, often very fertile, between 

these mountains and the sea, formed theplain of each of the Aclncan 

towns, which were situated for the most part upon steep oath mg 

eminences overhanging it. From the mountains between Achilla 
and Arcadia, numerous streams flow into the Corinthian Gulf, 
but few of them are perennial, and the whole length of ovst is 

represented as harbour!os2 

i Polvb ii 41. 2 See Leake’s Tiavels in Aloxoa, c xxvii ami xxxi. 
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CHAPTER IX. 

CORINTH, SIKY6N, AND MEGARA—AGE OF THE GRECIAN 
DESPOTS. 

I have thus brought down the history of Sparta to the period 

walked by the reign of Peisistratus at Athens; at which time she 

had attained her maximum of territory, was confessedly the most 
powerful state in Greece, and enjoyed a proportionate degree of 

deference from the rest. I now proceed to touch upon the three 

Dorian cities on and near to the Isthmus—Corinth, SikySn, and 

Megara, as they existed at this same period. 

Even amidst the scanty information which has reached us, we 

Kaiiy com. trace the marks of considerable maritime energy and 
merce and commerce among the Corinthians, as far back as the 

of the Co- eighth century b.c. The foundation of Korkyra and 
unthians Syracuse, in the eleventh Olympiad, or 734 b.c. (of 

which I shall speak farther m connexion with Grecian colonisation 

generally), by expeditions from Cormth, affords proof that they 

knew how to turn to account the excellent situation which 

connected them with the sea on both sides of Peloponnesus. 

Moreover Thucydides,1 while he notices them as the chief 

liberators of the sea m early tunes from pirates, also tells us that 

the first great improvement in ship-building—the construction of 
the trireme, or ship of war, with a full deck and triple hanks for 

the rowers—was the fruit of Corinthian ingenuity. It was in 

the year 703 B.C., that the Corinthian Ameinoklls built four 
triremes for the Samians, the first which those islanders had ever 
possessed. The notice of this fact attests as well the importance 
attached to the new invention, as the humble scale on which the 

naval force in those early days was equipped. And it is a fact of 

l Thucyd i U. 
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not less moment m proof of the maritime vigour of Cormtli m 

the seventh century b c , that the earliest naval battle known to 

Thucydides was one which took place between the Corinthians 

and the Korkyrceans, b.c. 6G1.1 
It has already been stated that the line of Herakleid kings in 

Corinth subsides gradually, through a series of empty names, into 

the oligarchy denominated Bacclnadoe or Baechiads, oligarchy 
under whom our first hisloncal knowledge of the city 

begins. The persons so named were all accounted 
descendants of Herakles, and formed the governing caste in the 

city; intermarry mg usually among themselves, and choosing from 
their own number an annual prytams, or president, for the 
administration of affairs. Of their internal government we have 

no accounts, except the tale respecting Archias the founder of 

Syracuse,'- one of their number, who hacl made himself so detested 

by an act of brutal violence terminating m the death of the 
beautiful youth Aktieon, as to be foiced to expatriate. That 

such a man should have been placed m the distinguished post of 
CEkist of the colony of Syracuse gives us no favourable idea of 
the Batchiad oligarchy, we du not however know upon what 
original authority the story depends, nor can we he sine that it 

is accurately recounted But Uoimtli under their government 

had already become a powerful commercial and maritime city 

Megara, the last Dorian state m this direction eastward, mid 
conterminous with Attica at the point where the Eftrl 

mountains called Kerata descend to Eleusis and the condition of 

Thmsian plain, is affirmed to have been originally 
settled by the Dorians of Corinth, and to have remained for some 

time a dependency of that city. It is farther said to have been 
at first merely one of five separate villages—Megara, Hora'a, 

Pemea, Kynosura, Tripodiskus—inhabited by a kindred popula¬ 

tion, and generally on fiieudly terms, yet sometimes distracted 

by quarrels, and on those occasions carrying on war with a degree 

of lenity and chivalrous confidence which reverses the proverbial 

affirmation respecting the sanguinary character of enmities 

} Tliuryd, f Vi Apollon. Rhod. iv- 1212, seem to connect 
2 Plutarch, Amator. Namifc, c. 2, p. this act of outra&o with the expul- 

772; Diodor. Frngiu lib. vm, p, 2(>. sion of the lUcehiada* from Oonnth, 
Alexander ^HJtolus (Fragm i. 5, ed. which did not take place until long 
Schneidewin), and tho Scholiast ad affcorwauW 
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"between kindred. Both these two statements are tiansnntted to 
us (we know not from what primitive source) as explanatory of 

certain current phrases *1 the author of the latter cannot have 

agreed with the author of the former in considering the Corinthians 

as masters of the Megarid, because he represents them a fomenting 
wars among these five villages for the purpose of acquiring that 

territory. Whatever may he the truth respecting this alleged 
early subjection of Megara, we know it2 in the historical age, 

and that too as early as the fourteenth Olympiad, only as an 
independent Dorian city, maintaining the integrity of its tei ntory 

under its leader Orsippus the famous Olympic runner, against 
some powerful enemies, probably the Corinthians. It wa« of no 

mean consideration, possessing a territory which extended across 
Mount Geraneia to the Corinthian Gulf, on which the fortified 

town and port of Pegre, belonging to the Meganans, was situated. 
It was mother of early and distant colonies,—and competent, 

during the time of Soldn, to carry on a protracted contest with 

the Athenians, for the possession of Salamis; wherein, although 

the latter were at last victorious, it was not without an 

intermediate period of ill-success and despair. 
Of the early history of Sikyon, from the period when it became 

Dorian down to the seventh century b.c., we know 
condition nothing Our first information respecting it concerns 
oifcjikyOn t]ie establishment of the despotism of Orthagoras, 

about 680—6*70 b.o And it is a point deserving of notice, that all 

i The fust account seems refened to 57, Pausan iv 14,3, Tyitseus, Fragm ) 
Dumdn (a wnter on Attic aiehieology, Pausamas conceives the victory oi the 
or what is called an ’Ar&Soypa^os, Meganans over the Connthians, which 
whose date is about 280 bc See he saw commemoiated in tlioMeganan 
1‘hanodOixn, DOmOnis, Clitodemi, atque 6y<ravp6s at Olympia, as having"taken 
Jstri, 'ArdiSdiv Piagmenta, ed Siebehes, place before the first Olympiad, when 
Prsefatio, p viu.—xi.). It is given as Phoibas was life*aichon at Athens. 
the explanation of the locution—o Atos Phorbas is placed by clnonologeis fifth 
Kopu/0o$. See Schol, ad Pindar Nera in the senes fiom Meddn son of Codrus 
vn ad finem, Schol Anstophan (Pausan, l 39, 4; vi 19. 9) The early 
Ran 440: the Connthians seem to have enmity between Oonnth and Megara 
represented their Eponymous hero as is alluded to in Plutarch, De Malig- 
Hon of Zeus, though other Greeks uitate Heiodoti, p. 868, c 35, 
did not believe them (Pausan. ii 1,1) The second story noticed m the 
That the Meganans were compelled to text is given by Plutarch, (Junction 
come to Corinth for demonstiation of Gisec c 17, p. 205, m illustration of 
mourning on occasion of the decease of the meaning of the word Aopvfrvos 
any of the membeis of the Bacchiad ^Pausamas,! 44,1, and the epigram 
ohgaichy, is perhaps a story copied upon Oisippus in iioeckh, Coipus In* 
from the regulation at Sparta i egaruing senpt. Gi, No 1050, with Boeekh’s 
the Perajeki and Helots (Heiodot vi commentary 
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the three above-mentioned towns,—Corinth, Sikyon, and Megata 
—underwent dining the course of this same century a similar 

change of government. In each of them a despot established 

himself: Orthagoras m Sikyon; Kypselus m Corinth ; Theagenes 
m Megara. 

Unfortunately we have too little evidence as to the state of 
things by which this change of government was pre- Rise of the 

ceded and brought about, to be able to appreciate fully desPots 

its bearing. But what draws our attention to it more particularly 

is, that the like phenomenon seems to have occurred contem¬ 

poraneously throughout a large number of cities, continental, 

insular and colonial, in many different parts of the Grecian woild. 

The period between 650 and 500 bc. witnessed the lise and 
downfall of many despots and despotic dynasties, each m its own 

separate city. During the succeeding interval between 500 and 
350 b.c , new despots, though occasionally springing up, become 

more rare. Political dispute takes another turn, and the question 

is raised directly and ostensibly between the many and the few— 

the people and the oligarchy. But in the still later times which 
follow the battle of Chaeroneia, in proportion as Greece, declining 
in civic not less than in military spirit, is driven to the constant 

employment of mercenary troops, anti humbled by tlie overruling 

interference of foreigners—the despot with Ins standing foreign 

body-guard becomes again a characteristic of the time; a tendency 
partially counteracted, but never wholly subdued, by Aratus and 

the Achtcan league of the third century b o 

It would have been instructive if we had posseted a faithful 

record of these changes of government m some of the more 

considerable of the Grecian towns. In the absence of such 

evidence, we can do little more than collect the brief Earliest 

sentences of Aristotle and others respecting tlie causes jlJJowiSicnfc 
which produced them. For as the like change of m Greece, 

government was common, near about the same time, to cities 

very different in locality, in race of inhabitants, in tastes and 

habits, and in wealth, it must partly have depended upon certain 

general causes which admit of being assigned and explained. 

In a preceding chapter I tried to elucidate the heroic govern¬ 
ment of Greece, so far as it could be known from the epic poems 

—a government founded (if we may employ modern phraseology) 
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upon divine right as opposed to the sovereignty of the people, 

hut requiring, as an essential condition, that the king vShall 

possess force, both of body and mind, not unworthy of the exalted 

breed to which he belongs.1 In tins government the authority, 

which pervades the whole society, all resides in the king. But 

on important occasions it is exercised through the forms of 

publicity: he consults, and even discusses, with the council of 

chiefs or elders—he communicates after such consultation with 

the assembled Agora,—who hear and approve, perhaps hear and 

murmur, but are not understood to exercise an option or to reject. 

In giving an account of the Lykurgean system, I remarked that 

llie old primitive Rlietrse (or charters of compact) indicated the 

existence of these same elements ; a king of superhuman lineage 

(m this particular case two co-ordinate kings)—a senate of 

twenty-eight old men, besides the kings who sat m it—and an 

Ekklesia or public assembly of citizens, convened for the purpose 

of approving or rejecting propositions submitted to them, with 

little or no liberty of discussion The elements of the heroic 
government of Greece are thus found to be substantially the same 

as those existing in the primitive Lykurgean constitution; in 
both cases the predominant force residing m the kings, and the 

functions of the senate, still more those of the public assembly, 
being comparatively narrow and restricted; m both cases the 
legal authonty being upheld by a certain religious sentiment, 
winch tended to exclude rivalry and to ensure submission m the 

people up to a certain point, m spite of misconduct or deficiency 
m the reigning individual. Among the principal Epirotie tribes 
tins government subsisted down to the third century B.C.,3 though 

some of them had passed out of it, and were in the habit of 

electing annually a president out of the gens to which the king 

belonged. 

Starting from these points, common to the Grecian heroic 

Rectdiai lty government, and to the original Lykurgean system, 
of Sparta. we find that in the Grecian cities generally the king is 

replaced by an oligarchy, consisting of a limited number of 

families—while at Sparta the kingly authority, though greatly 

curtailed, is never abolished. And the different turn of events at 

1 See a stinking passage in Plutarch, 2 Plutarch, ryirh c. 5. Anstot. 
Pnecept Repubi, Gerend. c. r», p. 801 Poht. v. y, 1 
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Sparta admits of being partially explained. It so happened that 

for five centuries neither of the two coordinate lines of Spartan 

kings was ever without some male representatives, so that the 

sentiment of divine right, upon which their pre-eminence was 

founded, always proceeded m an undeviatmg channel. That 

sentiment never wholly died out m the tenacious mind of Sparta, 

but it became sufficiently enfeebled to occasion a demand for 

guarantees against abuse. If the senate had been a more nume¬ 

rous body, composed of a few principal families, and comprising 
men of all ages, it might perhaps have extended its powers so 

much as to absorb those of the kmg. But a council of twenty- 
eight old men, chosen indiscriminately from all Spaitan families, 

was essentially an adj unct and secondary force. It was msufficient 

even as a restraint upon the king—still less was it competent to 

become his rival, and it served indirectly even as a support to 
him, by preventing the formation of any other privileged order 

powerful enough to be an overmatch for his authority. This 
insufficiency on the part of the senate was one of the causes which 
occasioned the formation of the annually renewed Council of 
Five, called the Ephors; originally a defensive board like the 

Roman Tribunes, intended as a restraint upon abuse of power m 
the kings, but afterwards expanding into a paramount and 

unresponsible Executive Directory. Assisted by endless dissen¬ 

sions between the two coordinate kings, the Ephors encroached 

upon their power on every side, limited them to certain special 

functions, and even rendered them accountable and liable to 
punishment, but never aspired to abolish the dignity. That 

which the regal authority lost m extent (to borrow the just 

remark of king Theopompus1) it gained in durability. The 

descendants of the twins Enrysthenes and Prokl£s continued in 
possession of their double sceptre from the earliest historical 
times down to the revolutions of Agis III. and Kleomenes III.— 
generals of the military force, growing richer and richer, and 

reverenced as well as influential in the state, though the 

Directoiy of Ephors were their superiors. And the Ephors 
became in time <juite as despotic, in reference to internal affairs, 
as the kings could ever have been before them. For the Spartan 

l Aristot, Polit. v. 0,1. 
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mind, deeply possessed with the feelings of command and 

obedience, remained comparatively insensible to the ideas of con- 

tiol and responsibility, and even averse to that open discussion 

and censure of public measures or officers which such ideas imply. 

We must recollect that the Spartan political constitution was 

both simplified in its character and aided m its working by the 

comprehensive range of the Lykurgean discipline with its rigorous 
equal pressure upon rich and poor, which averted many of the 

causes elsewhere productive of sedition—habituating the proudest 

and most refractory citizen to a life of undeviatmg obedience— 

satisfying such demand as existed for system and regularity — 

tendering Spartan personal habits of life much more equal than 

even democratical Athens could parallel; but contributing at the 

same time to engendei a contempt for talkers, and a dislike of 
methodical and prolonged speech, which of itself sufficed to ex¬ 

clude all regular interference of the collective citizens, eithci m 

political or judicial affairs. 
Such were the facts at Sparta. But in the rest of Greece the 

Discontinu- Primitiye heroic government was modified in a very 
tmce of different manner * the people outgrew, much more 

frGieeeo decidedly, that feeling of divine right and personal 
genw ally reverence which originally gave authority to the 

king. Willing submission ceased on the part of the people, and 

still more on the part of the inferioi chiefs; and with it ceased 

the heroic royalty. Something like a system or constitution 

came to be demanded. 
Of this discontinuance of kingship, so universal in the political 

inarch of Hellas, one main cause is doubtless to be sought in the 
smallness and concentrated lesidence of each distinct Hellenic 

Compari- society. A single chief, perpetual and unresponsible, 
son with was noway essential for the maintenance of union. 

aAesofllUe In modern Europe, for the most part, the different 
Kmopo political societies which grew up out of the Romau 

empire embraced each a considerable population and a wide 

extent of territory. The monarchical form presented itself as the 
only known means of union between the parts ; the only visible 
and imposing symbol of a national identity. Both the military 

character of the Teutonic invaders, as well as the traditions of 
the Roman empire which they dismembeied, tended towards the 
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establishment of a monarchical chief. The abolition of his 

dignity would have been looked upon as equivalent, and would 

really have been equivalent, to the breaking up the nation ; since 

the maintenance of a collective union by means of general assem¬ 
blies was so burdensome, that the kings themselves vainly tried 

to exact it by force, and representative government was then 

unknown. 
The history of the middle ages—though exhibiting constant 

resistance on the part of powerful subjects, frequent deposition of 

individual kings, and occasional changes of dynasty—contains 

few instances of any attempt to maintain a large political aggre¬ 

gate united without a king, either hereditary or elective. Even 

towards the close of the last century, at the period when the 

federal constitution of the United States of America was fust 

formed, many reasoners regarded1 as an impossibility the appli¬ 
cation of any other system than the monarchical to a territory of 

large size and population, so as to combine union of the whole 

with equal privileges and securities to each of the parts. And it 
might perhaps be a real impossibility among any rude people, 

with strong local peculuuities, difficult means of communication, 

and habits of icpresentative government not yet acquired. Hence 

throughout all the larger nations of mediaeval and modern 

Europe, with few exceptions, the prevailing sentiment has been 

favourable to monarchy; but wherever any single dly or district, 

or cluster of villages, whether in the * plains of Lombardy or in 

the mountains of Switzerland, has acquired independence— 

wherever any small fraction has severed itself from the aggregate 

—the opposite sentiment has been found, and the natural ten¬ 
dency has been towards some modification of republican govern¬ 
ment ;2 out of which indeed, as in Greece, a despot has often 

i See this subject discussed in the (vol i. p. 159, od. 17<>0), aftei remarking 
admirable collection of letters, called “that all kinds of government, free 
the Fedeialist, written in 1787, during and despotic, seem to have undergone 
the time when the federal constitution in modern tunes (*.<•. as compared with 
of the United States of America was ancient) a great change to the bottei, 
nndei discussion—Letters, 9,10,14, by with regard both to foioign and domes- 
Mr. Madison tic management,” proceeds to say — 

“ II estde la nature d’une rfpuhliqne “But though all kinds of govem- 
(says Montesquieu, Espi it des Loix, ment he improved in modem times, 
viu. 16) de n’avoir quun petit terri- yet monarchical government seems to 
toire. sans cela, elle ne peut gu&re nave made the greatest advances 
subsister.” towards perfection Tt may now bo 

a David Hume, in his Essay XV. affirmed of civilized monarchies, what 
2—25 
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been engendered, but always through some unnatural mixture of 

force and fraud The feudal system, evolved out of the disordered 

state of Europe between the eighth and thirteenth centuries, 

always presumed a permanent suzerain, vested with large rights 
of a mixed personal and proprietary character over his vassals, 

though subject also to certain obligations towards them: the 

immediate vassals of the king had subordinate vassals of their 

own, to whom they stood in the same relation • and in this 

hierarchy1 of power, propeity, and territory blended together, 

the rights of the chief, whether king, duke, or baron, were 

conceived as constituting a status apart, and neither conferred 

originally by the grant, nor revocable at the pleasure of those 
over whom they were exercised. This view of the essential 

nature of political authority was a point in which the three gieat 

elements of modern European society—the Teutonic, the Roman, 
and the Christian—all concurred, though each m a different way 

and with different modifications, and the result was, a variety 
of attempts on the part of subjects to compromise with their chief, 

without any idea of substituting a delegated executive m his 

place. On particular points of these feudal monarchies there 

grew up gradually towns with a concentrated population, among 
whom was seen the remarkable combination of a republican feel¬ 

ing, demanding collective and responsible management m their 

own local affairs, with a necessity of union and subordination 
towards the great monaichical whole; and hence again arose a 

new force tending both to maintain the form, and to predeter¬ 

mine the march of kingly government.2 And it has been found 

was formerly said in praise of 1 ©publics 
alone, that they are a government of 
laws, not of men They are found 
suweptible of older, method, and con¬ 
stancy to a sui prising degree Property 
is there secure: mdustiy encouraged, 
the arts flourish, and the pnnco lives 
secure among his subjects, like a father 
among his children. There are per¬ 
haps, and have been for two centuries, 
near two hundred absolute pnnces, 
great and small, m Europe, ana 
allowing twenty years to each reign, 
we may suppose that there have been 
in the whole two thousand monarchs 
01 tyrants, as the Greeks would have 
called them; yet of these there has 
not been one, not even Philip II of 
Spam, so bad as Tiberius. Caligula, 

Nero, Domitian, who were four in 
twelve amongst the Roman emperors 
It must however be confessed, that 
though monaichical governments have 
approached nearer to popular ones in 
gentleness and stability, they are still 
much inferior Our modem education 
and customs instil more humanity and 
moderation than the ancient, but have 
not as yet been able to overcome 
entirely the disadvantages of that form 
of government.” 

r See the Lectures of M. Guizot, 
Corns d’Histoire Moderns, Legon 30, 
vol in. p. 187, edit 1829 

2 M Augustin Thierry observes, 
Lettres sui THistoiro de Fiance, Lettre 
xvi p 235 

“ Sans aucun souvenir de l'histoire 
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in practice possible to attain this latter object—to combine 
regal government with fixity of administration, equal law 
impartially executed, security to person and property, and 
freedom of discussion under representative forms, in a degree 
which the wisest ancient Greek would have deemed hopeless.1 
Such an improvement m the practical working of this species of 
government, speaking always comparatively with the kings of 
ancient times m Syria, Egypt, Judea, the Grecian cities, and 
Eome,—coupled with the increased force of all established routine, 
and the greater durability of all institutions and creeds which 
have obtained footing throughout any wide extent of territory 
and people,—has caused the monarchical sentiment to remain 
predominant m the European mind (though not without 
vigorous occasional dissent) throughout the increased know¬ 
ledge and the enlarged political experience of the last two 
centuries. 

It is important to show that the monarchical institutions and 
monarchical tendencies prevalent throughout mediaeval and 
modern Europe have been both generated and perpetuated by 

Grocque ou Romaine, les bourgeois des et los actes, les agens de l’admmisfcra- 
onzi&mo et doimOme sidcles, soit qua tion locale pour les aff ares locales— 
leur ville fdt sous la seigneune d’un cotto demarcation politique, dont Fem- 
roi, d’un comte, d*un due, d’un evOque pire Romam avoit doim£ l’exemple. 
ou d’une abbaye allaient droit ii la et qui concilioit lo gouvememont 
rdpubhque; mais la reaction du pouvoir monarchique avec une administration 
dtabli los lejetait souvont en anidre populaire—contmua plusoumoins ex- 
Du balancement de ces deux foices pressdmont sous lea trois dynasties”, 
opposdos resultait pour la villo une M. Raynouard presses too far his 
sorte do gouvemement mixto, et e’est theory of the continuous preset vation 
ce qui aruva, en gcneiol, dans le nord of the municipal powois m towns from 
de la Fiance, comma le prouvent les the Roman empire down to the thud 
chaites de commune/* French dynasty, hut into tins question it 

Even among the Italian cities, which is not necessary for my purpose to enter, 
became practically self-governing, and i In leferonce to the Italian repub- 
pioduced despots as many in number lies of the middle ages, M Bismondi 
and as unprincipled m character as observes, speaking of Philip della 
the Grecian (I shall touch upon this Toire, denominated ngnor by the 
compai’ison more laigely hereafter), people of Como, Vercelli and Beigamo, 
Mr Hallara obseives, that “ the “ Dans ces villes, non plus quo dans 
sovereignty of the emperors, though cellos que son fr&re s*dt«ait aupaiavant 
not veiy effective, i>as m theory always assujottios, le peuple ne ci oyoit point 
admitted, their name was used m lenoncer k sa Iibertd ii n’avoit point 
public acts and appeared upon the voulu choisir un maltre, mais seule- 
com ".—View of the Middle Ages, ment un protecteur contro les nobles, 
Part I, cli % p 846, sixth edit, un capitamo des gens do guerre, et un 

See also M Raynouard, lJistoire du chef de la justice L’expd nonce lui 
Droit Municipal en France, Rook in. apprit trop tard, que ces pidrogativos 
oh 12, vol. n p, 150* “Cette adpaia- reumos constituoient un bouverain,”— 
tion essentiolle et fondamentale entre Republiques Itaheimes, vol. ni* ch. 20, 
les actes, les agens du gouvornement— p 272 
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causes peculiar to those societies, whilst in the Hellenic societies 
such causes had no place—-in order that we may approach Hel- 
Anti-mo- lenlc phenomena in the proper spirit, and with an 
narchical impartial estimate of the feeling universal among 

Greeks towards the idea of a king. The primitive 
fordMlt* sentiment entertained towards the heroic king died 

out, passing first into indifference, next—after experi¬ 
ence of the despots—into determined antipathy. 

To an historian like Mr. Mitford, full of English ideas respecting 
government, this anti-monarchical feeling appears of the nature of 
insanity, and the Grecian communities like madmen without a 
keeper : while the greatest of all benefactors is the hereditary 
king who conquers them from without—the second best is the 
home despot who seizes the acropolis and puts his fellow-citizens 
under coercion. There cannot be a more certain why of mis¬ 
interpreting and distorting Grecian phenomena than to read them 
in this spirit, which reverses the maxims both of prudence and 
morality current m the ancient world. The hatred of kings as it 
stood among the Greeks (whatever may be thought about a similar 
feeling now) was a pre-eminent virtue, flowing directly from the 
noblest and wisest part of their nature. It was a consequence of 
their deep conviction of the necessity of universal legal restraint; 
it was a direct expression of that regulated sociality which required 
the control of individual passion from every one without exception, 
and most of all from him to whom power was confided The 
conception which the Greeks formed of an unresponsible One, 
or of a king who could do no wrong, may be expressed in the 
pregnant words of Herodotus:1 “ He subverts the customs of the 
country: he violates women: he puts men to death without 
trialJ?. No other conception of the probable tendencies of 
kingship was justified either by a general knowledge of human 
nature, or by political experience as it stood from Soldn 
downward: no other feeling than abhorrence could be enter¬ 
tained for the character so conceived: no other than a man of 
unprincipled ambition would ever seek to invest himself 
with it. 

Our larger political experience has taught us to modify this 

1 Herod ill 80, No/xaia r« Kcpet irarpca, teal jStarcu ywat/ca?, /cmW re au<pCrovs, 
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opinion, by showing that under the conditions of monarchy in 
the best governments of modem Europe the enormities described 
by Herodotus do not take place—and that it is possible, by means 
of representative constitutions acting under a certain force of 
manners, customs, and historical recollection, to obviate many of 
the mischiefs likely to flow from proclaiming the duty of peremptory 
obedience to an hereditary and unresponsible king, who cannot 
be changed without extra-constitutional force. But such larger 
observation was not open to Aristotle, the wisest as well as the 
most cautious of ancient theorists : nor if it had been open, could 
he have applied with assurance its lessons to the governments of 
the single cities of Greece. The theory of a constitutional king, 
especially, as it exists in England, would have appeared to him 
impracticable: to establish a king who will reign without 
governing—m whose name all government is canied on, yet 
whose personal will is in practice of little or no effect—exempt 
from all responsibility, without making use of the exemption— 
receiving from every one unmeasured demonstrations of homage, 
which are never translated into act except within the bounds of a 
known law—suriounded with all the paraphernalia of power, yet 
acting as a passive instrument m the hands of ministers marked 
out for his choice by indications which he is not at liberty to 
resist. This remarkable combination of the fiction of superhuman 
grandeur and licence with the reality of an invisible strait- 
waistcoat, is wbat an Englishman has in his mind when he speaks 
of a constitutional king. The events of our history have brought 
it to pass, in England, amidst an aristocracy the most powerful 
that the world has yet seen—but we liave still to learn whether 
it can be made to exist elsewhere, or whether the occurrence of a 
single king, at once able, aggressive, and resolute, may not suffice 
to break it up. To Aristotle, certainly, it could not have appeared 
otherwise than unintelligible and impracticable: not likely even 
in a single case—but altogether inconceivable as a permanent 
system, and with all the diversities of temper inherent in the 
successive members of an hereditary dynasty. When the Greeks 
thought of a man exempt from legal responsibility, they conceived 
him as really and truly such, in deed as well as in name, with a 
defenceless community exposed to his oppressions ; and their fear 
and hatred of him were measured by their reverence for a govern- 
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ment of equal law and free speech,1 with the ascendency of which 
their whole hopes of security were associated,—m the democracy 
of Athens more perhaps than m any other poition of Greece. 
And this feeling, as it was one of the best in the Greek mind, 
so it was also one of the most widely spread,—a point of 
unanimity highly valuable amidst so many points of dissension 
We cannot construe or criticise it by reference to the feelings 
of modem Europe, still less to the very peculiar feelings of 
England, respecting kingship : and it is the application, some¬ 
times explicit and sometimes tacit, of this unsuitable standard, 
which renders Mr. Mitford’s appreciation of Greek politics so often 
incorrect and unfair. 

When we try to explain the course of Grecian affairs, not from 
the circumstances of other societies, but from those Cdiiisds / 

which of the Greeks themselves, we shall see good reason 
CTowthof for the discontinuance as well as for the dislike of 
that^en- kingship. Had the Greek mind been as stationary 
im6n and unimprovmg as that of the Orientals, the 

discontent with individual kings might have led to no other 
change than the deposition ot a bad king in favour of one 
who promised to be better, without ever extending the views of 
the people to any higher conception than that of a personal 
government. But the Greek mind was of a progressive character, 
capable of conceiving and gradually of realizing amended social 
combinations. Moreover it is m the nature of things that any 
government—regal, oligarchical or democratical—which comprises 
only a single city, is far less stable than if it embraced a wider 
surface and a larger population. When that semi-religious and 

1 EunpidGs (Supplices, 429) states 
plainly the idea of a rtfpawos, as 
received in Greece, the antithesis to 
laws 

OvSev rvpdvvov Svcrfxev4arepov rr6Xac» 

"On-oVj to Mumcrrov, ovk elarip pSfiot, 
Kolpch, Kpc.nl o’ et?, Tbv p6jm>p KeKrrjfxe- 

P09 
Avrbs trap* avrtp 

Compare Soph. Antigon 73T. See also 
the discussion in Anstot. Polit. in. 
sect 30 and 11, in which the rule of 
the king is discussed m comparison 
with the government of laws, compare 
also iv. 8, 2—3. The person called “ a 
king according to law’' is, m his judg¬ 

ment, no king at all: ’O ydp Kara. 
p6(iov \ey6pevos /SacnAets ov« ecrrw el&os 
Ka.6d.irep eliropxp /3a<nAeux« (ill. 11,1). 

Respecting l<ropop.Cnt loijyopwj, irafi- 
pricrla.—equal laws ana equal speech— 
as opposed to monarchy, see Horodot. 
in. 142, v. 78—92. Thucyd. ni 02; 
Demosthen ad Leptin. c. 6, p. 4C1; 
Eunp Ion. 071. 

Of TimoleOn it was stated, asapart of 
the giateful vote passed after his death 
by tiie Syracusan assembly-<m tous 
Tvpavpovs /caraAvcras, — aireSwKe roil <; 
i/ojxovs rot? ^iweAcwrats. (Plutarch, 
TimoleOu, c 89) 

See Karl Fried. Hermann, Giiech. 
Staatsalterthtmier, sect. 61—65. 
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mechanical submission, wlucli made up for the personal deficiencies 
of the heroic king, became too feeble to serve as a working pnnciple, 
the petty prince was m too close contact with his people, and too 
humbly furnished out in every way, to get up a prestige or 
delusion of any other kind. He had no means of overawing 
their imaginations by that combination of pomp, seclusion, and 
mystery, which Herodotus and Xenophon so well appreciate 
among the artifices of kingcraft.1 As there was no new feeling 
upon which a perpetual chief could rest his power, so there was 
nothing m the circumstances of the community which rendeied 
the maintenance of such a dignity necessary for visible and effec¬ 
tive union.2 In a single city, and a small circumjacent community, 
collective deliberation and general rules, with tempoiary and 
responsible magistrates, were practicable without difficulty. 

To maintain an unresponsible king, and then to contrive 
accompaniments which shall extract from him the benefits of 
responsible government, is in reality a highly complicated 
system, though, as has been remarked, we have become familiar 
with it m modern Europe. The more simple and obvious change 
is, to substitute one or more temporary and responsible magis¬ 
trates m place of the king himself. Such was the course which 
affairs took m Greece. The inferior chiefs, who had originally 
served as council to the king, found it possible to supersede him, 
and to alternate the functions of administration among them¬ 
selves ; retaining probably the occasional convocation of the 
general assembly, as it had existed before, and with as little 
practical efficacy. Such was m substance the character of that 
mutation which occurred generally throughout the Grecian 
states, with the exception of Sparta: kingship was e 
abolished, and an oligarchy took its place—a council ohgatchicai 

deliberating collectively, deciding general matters by g0VernDlcnt 
the majority of voices, and selecting some individuals of their 

1 See the account of DOiokOs the first avroiSs, &c 
Median king in Herodotus, i. 98, evi- 2 David Hume, Essay xvii, On the 
dently an outline drawn by Grecian Rise and Progress of the Arts and 
imagination. also the Cyropsedia of Sciences, p 19s, eOL 1760. The effects 
XenophOn, vm 1, 40: vni. 8, 1—14; of the greater or less extent of territory, 
vn. 5, 87 ... ov Tovrcp pi6vy iv6(u£* upon the nature of the government, 
(KOpos) xpvvcu rov? apxovras rS>v amo- ai e also well discussed in. Pestutt Ti acy, 
fitimv Siapepeiv r<p/SbXrioj/as air&v etpat, Commontaire sur l'Esprit des Loix do 
aWa zeal KarayoriTevuv <$ero XP$veu Montesquieu, ch. vni 
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own body as temporary and accountable administrators. It was 
always an oligarchy which arose on the defeasance of the heroic 
kingdom. The age of democratical movement was yet far 
distant, and the condition of the people—the general body of 
freemen—was not immediately altered, either for better or worse, 
by the revolution. The small number of privileged persons, 
among whom the kingly attributes were distributed and put in 
rotation, were those nearest in rank to the king himself; perhaps 
members of the same large gens with him, and pretending to a 
common divine or heroic descent As far as we can make out, 
this change seems to have taken place in the natuial course of 
events and without violence. Sometimes the kingly lineage died 
out and was not replaced; sometimes, on the death of a king, his 
son and successor was acknowledged1 only as archon—or perhaps 
set aside altogether to make room for a Prytanis or president out 
of the men of rank around. 

At Athens, we are told that Kodrus was the last king and that 
his descendants were recognised only as archons for life. After 
some years, the archons for life were replaced by archons for ten 
years, taken from the body of Eupatridse or nobles; subsequently, 
the duration of the archonship was further shortened to one year. 
At Corinth, the ancient kings are said to have passed m like 
manner into the oligarchy of the Bacchiadae, out of whom an 
annual Prytanis was chosen. We are only able to make out the 
general fact of such a change, without knowing how it was 
brought about—our first historical acquaintance with the Grecian 
cities beginning with these oligarchies. 

Such oligarchical governments, varying in their details but 
analogous in general features, were common throughout the cities 
of Greece Proper as well as of the colonies, throughout the 

1 Anstot Polit iii 6—7, ni. 10,7—8 chises municipal es accorctees. Quelque 
M. Augustin Thierry remaiks, m a face du problfcme qu’on envisage, il 

similar spirit, that the great political reste bien entendu que les constitutions 
change, common to so large a poition urbames du xu et du xiii sifecle, 
of mediaeval Europe in the twelfth and comme toute espfcce ^institutions 
thirteenth centuries whereby the many politiques dans tous les temps, ont pu 
different communes or city constitutions s'6tab£lr k force ouverte, s’octroyer de 
were formed, was accomplished under guerre lasso ou de plein gr<5, gtre 
great varieties of manner and cucum* arrach^es ou sollicitGes, vendues ou 
stances; sometimes by violence, some- donn^es gratuitement les grandes 
times by harmonious accoid revolutions sociales s’accompli&sent 

“ (Testunecontroversequidoitflnir, par tous cesmoyens k la fois’—Aug. 
que celle des fianchises mumcipales Thieirv, R£wts des Temps M4rovm- 
obtenues par rmsuirection et des fran- giens, Preface, p 19, 2de edit. 
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seventh century B.c. Though they had little immediate tendency 
to benefit the mass of the freemen, yet when we g 
compare them with the antecedent heroic government, change 

they indicate an important advance—the first aclop- advancfin*1 
tion of a deliberate and preconceived system m the the Greek 

management of public affaus1 They exhibit the first 
evidences of new and important political ideas m the Greek mind 
—the sepaiation of legislative and executive powers ; the former 
vested m a collective body, not merely deliberating but also 
finally deciding—while the latter is confided to temporary in¬ 
dividual magistrates, responsible to that body at the end of their 
period of office. We are first introduced to a community of 
citizens, according to the definition of Aristotle—men qualified, 
and thinking themselves qualified, to take turns in command and 
obedience. The collective sovereign, called The City, is thus 
constituted. It is true that this first community of citizens 
comprised only a small proportion of the men personally 
free; but the ideas upon which it was founded began gradually 
to dawn upon the minds of all. Political power had lost 
its heaven-appointed character, and had become an attri¬ 
bute legally communicable as well as determined to certain 
definite ends : and the ground was thus laid for those 
thousand questions which agitated so many of the Grecian 
cities during the ensuing three centimes, partly respecting 
its apportionment, partly respecting its employment,—ques¬ 
tions sometimes raised among the members of the privileged 
oligarchy itself, sometimes between that order as a whole and 
the non-privileged Many. The seeds of those popular move¬ 
ments, which called forth so much profound emotion, so 
much bitter antipathy, so much energy and talent, throughout 
the Grecian world, with different modifications in each par¬ 
ticular city, may thus be traced back to that early revolu¬ 
tion which erected the primitive oligarchy upon the ruins of 
the heroic kingdom. 

1 Anstot Polit. m 10, 7 irrel 5* object for which the European'towns 
(t <% aftor the early kings had had their in the middle ages, In the twelfth 
day) (rvvepcuve yCyueo-Oat ttoAAous hfiotovs century, stiuggled with so much 
irpos aptirriv, ovKtn vitifMvov (ri)v pa<rf energy, and ultimately obtained * n 
XeCav) <5AA* e£tfrow kolv6v rt, Aral charter of incorporation, and a quali- 
7ro\irtCav KaOCaracrav, fled privilege ox internal self-govera- 

KotveSv ti, a commune, the groat ment 
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Dissatis¬ 
faction 
■with the 
oligarchies 
—•modes by 
which the 
despots 
acquired 
power 

How these first oligarchies were administered we have no direct 
information. But the narrow and anti-popular interests 
naturally belonging to a privileged few, together with 
the general violence of private manneis and passions, 
leave us no ground for presuming favourably respecting 
either their prudence or their good feeling ; and the 
facts which we learn respecting the condition of Attica 
prior to the Solonian legislation (to be recounted in 

the next chapter) raise inferences all of an unfavourable character. 
The first shock which they received, and by which so many of 

them were subverted, arose from the usurpeis called Despots, who 
employed the prevalent discontents both as pretexts and as aids 
for their own personal ambition, while their very frequent success 
seems to imply that such discontents were wide spread as well as 
serious. These despots arose out of the bosom of the oligarchies, 
but not all in the same manner.1 Sometimes the executive 
magistrate, upon whom the oligarchy themselves had devolved 
important administrative powers for a certain temporary period, 
became unfaithful to his choosers, and acquired sufficient 
ascendency to retain his dignity permanently in spite of them— 
perhaps even to transmit it to his son. In other places, and 
seemingly more often, there arose that noted character called the 
Demagogue, of whom historians both ancient and modern com¬ 
monly draw so repulsive a picture:2 a man of energy and 
ambition, sometimes even a member of the oligarchy itself, who 
stood forward as champion of the grievances and sufferings of 
the non-privileged Many, acquired their favour, and employed 
their strength so effectively as to put down the oligarchy by 
force, and constitute himself despot. A third form of despot, 
some presumptuous wealthy man, like Kyldn at Athens, without 
even the pretence of popularity, was occasionally emboldened, 
by the success of similar adventurers in other places, to 

i The definition of a despot is given Boeckh thinks that it came from the 
in Cornelius Nepos, Vita Miltiacus, c. Lydians or. Phrygians (Comment, ad 
8*—“Omnes habentur et dicuntur Corp Insciip No 8489) 
tyranni, qui potestate sunt perpetu& m 3 Anstot Polit. v% 8, 2, 8, 4 
eacivitate, quselibertateusaesfc” com- Ttfpawos—iie irpoorarurij? pi&Vjs *at ovk 

pare Cicero ae Republic^, ii 26,27; in. 14. akkoBev iicfikaordvu (Plato, Repub. 
The word Tvpawos was said by vni c. 17, p 666). OvSevl yap 85) 

Hippias the sophist to have first found. aSykov, on ir a $ T&paj/VQS iK SypAKokaicos 
its way into the Greek language about <f>vtrai (Dionys. Halic. vi. 60), a piopo- 
the tune of Archilochus (ii c. 660): sition decidedly too general. 
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hire a troop of retainers and seize the acropolis. And there 
were examples, though rare, of a fourth variety—the lineal 
descendant of the ancient kings—who, instead of suffering 
himself to be restricted or placed under control by the oligarchy, 
found means to subjugate them, and to extort by force an 
ascendency as great as that which his forefathers had enjoyed by 
consent. To these must be added, m several Grecian states, the 
iEsymnete or Dictator, a citizen formally invested with supreme 
and unresponsible power, placed in command of the military 
force, and armed with a standing body-guard, but only for a 
time named, and in order to deal with some urgent peril 
or ruinous internal dissension1 The person thus exalted, 
always enjoying a large measure of confidence, and generally a 
man of ability, was sometimes so successful, or made himself so 
essential to the community, that the term of his office was 
prolonged, and he became practically despot for life ; or even if 
the community were not disposed to concede to him this 
permanent ascendency, he was often strong enough to keep it 
against their will. 

Such were the different modes in which the numerous Greek 
despots of the seventh and sixth centuries b.c. 

acquired their power. Though we know thus much ExamploB* 
in general terms from the brief statements of Aristotle, yet 
unhappily we have no contemporary picture of any one of these 
communities, so as to give us the means of appreciating the 
change m detail. Of the persons who, possessing inherited 
kingly dignity, stretched their paternal power so far as to 
become despots, Aristotle gives us Pheidon of Argos as an 
example, whose reign has been already narrated. Of those who 
made themselves despots by means of official power previously 
held under an oligarchy, he names Phalaris at Agrigentum and 
the despots at Miletus and other cities of the Ionic Greeks: 
among others who raised themselves by becoming demagogues, 
he specifies Pancetius in the Sicilian town of Leontini, Kypselus 
at Corinth, and Peisistratus at Athens :2 of iEsymnetes or 

1 Aristot. 111. 9, 5; lii. 10,1—10; iv. 8, R. v. 73—74; Strabo, xui. p. 617; and 
2. AurvfAvrjrat.—cwroKp<£rop«s fi6vapxo^ Aristot Fragment Rerum Publicarum, 
iv rots dpxatot? rHAAijcri—aiperi) rvpav ed Neumann, p 122, Kvftaiojv II o Aire to, 
vk; compare Theophrastus, Fragment. 2 Aiistot. Polit. v, 8,2,3, 4 ; v 4, fi. 
irepl BacrtAet'a?, and Dionys. Hal., A. Aristotle refers to one of the songs 
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chosen despots, Pittakus of Mitylen^ is the prominent instance. 
The military and aggressive demagogue, subverting an oligarchy 
which had degraded and ill-used him, governing as a cruel 
despot for seveial years, and at last dethroned and slain, is 
farther depicted by Dionysius of Halikarnassus in the history of 
Aristodemus of the Italian Cumse.1 

From the general statement of Thucydides as well as of 
Tendency Aristotle, we learn that the seventh and sixth 
towards a centuries B.o. were centuries of progress for the 
organised Greek cities generally, m wealth, in power, and m 
citizenship population; and the numerous colonies founded 
during this period (of which I shall speak m a future chapter) 
will furnish further illustration of such progressive tendencies. 
Now the changes just mentioned in the Grecian governments, 
imperfectly as we know them, are on the whole decided 
evidences of advancing citizenship. For the heroic govern¬ 
ment, with which Grecian communities begin, is the rudest 
and most infantine of all governments : destitute even of the 
pretence of system or security, incapable of being m any way 
foreknown, and depending only upon tbe accidental variations 
in the chaiacter of the reigning individual, who in most cases, 
far from serving as a protection to the poor against the rich 
and great, was likely to indulge his passions in the same 
unrestrained way as the latter, and with still greater impunity. 

The despots, who in so many towns succeeded and supplanted 
Character this oligarchical government, though they governed 
fngof the* on principles usually narrow and selfish, and often 
debpots oppressively cruel, “taking no thought (to use the 
emphatic words of Thucydides) except each for his own body 
and his own family”—yet since they were not strong enough to 
crush the Greek mind, imprinted upon it a painful but 
improving political lesson, and contributed much to enlarge the 
range of experience as well as to determine the subsequent cast 
of feeling.8 They partly broke down the wall of distinction 

of Alk»u$ as his evidence respecting reign of AiistodGmus falls about 510 b c. 
the elevation of Pittakus: a very sum- ^ Thucyd. i 17. Tvpawot fie Sorot 
Cient proof doubtless—-but we may 3<rav iv rats 'EAAamatf wfiAecn, rb «$’ 
see that he had no other informants, iavrtav fi6vov irpoopwitw&t, Is re rb trS>fxa 
except the poets, about these early #cal 1$ rh rbv ISiov oIkov atffetv fit* a<r4>a- 
times A*tas ocrov eSHvavro /taAtora, ray iroAety 

1 Dionys Hal, A. R. vii. 2,12 The <$kow> 
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“between the people—properly so called, the general mass of 
freemen—and the oligarchy : indeed the demagogue-despots are 
interesting as the first evidence of the growing importance of 
the people in political affairs. The demagogue stood foiward as 
representing the feelings and interests of the people against the 
governing few, probably availing himself of some special cases of 
ill-usage, and taking pains to be conciliatory and generous m his 
own personal behaviour. When the people by their armed aid 
had enabled him to overthrow the existing rulers, they had thus 
the satisfaction of seeing their own chief in possession of the 
supreme power, but they acquired neither political rights nor 
increased securities for themselves. What measure of positive 
advantage they may have reaped, beyond that of seeing their 
previous oppressors humiliated, we know too little to determine1 
But even the worst of despots was more formidable to the 
rich than to the poor , and the latter may perhaps have gained 
by the change, m comparative importance, notwithstanding 
their share m the rigours and exactions of a government which 
had no other permanent foundation than naked fear. 

A remark made by Aristotle deserves especial notice here, as 
illustrating the political advance and education of the Giecian 
communities. He draws a marked distinction Tll0 
between the early demagogue of the seventh and 
sixth centuries, and the later demagogue, such as he the uailwr 

himself, and the generations immediately preceding, Smfparod 

had witnessed. The fonner was a military chief, with the 
daring and full of resouice, who took arms at the oi lateriK 

head of a body of popular insurgents, put down the times 
government by force, and made himself the master both of those 
whom he deposed and of those by whose aid he deposed them : 
while the latter was a speaker, possessed of all the talents 
necessary for moving an audience, but neither inclined to, nor 
qualified for, aimed attack—accomplishing all his purposes by 
pacific and constitutional methods. This valuable change—sub¬ 
stituting discussion and the vote of an assembly in place of an 

i Wachwnuth (Hellenische Alter- tual goodwill between the despot and 
thumskunde, sect. 49—61) and Titt- the poorer fieemen Community of anti- 
rnann (Uriechisch Staatsverfassungen, pathy against the old oligarchy was a 
p. 527—633) both make too much of the bond essentially temporary, dissolved 
supposed friendly connexion and mu- as soon as that oligarchy was put down. 
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appeal to arms, and procuring for the pronounced decision of the 
assembly such an influence ovei men’s minds as to render it final 
and respected even by dissentients—arose from the continued 
practical working of democraticai institutions. I shall have 
occasion, at a later period of this history, to estimate the value of 
that unmeasured obloquy which has been heaped on the 
Athenian demagogues of the Peloponnesian war—Kle6n and 
Hyperbolus ; but assuming the whole to he well-founded, it will 
not be the less true that these men were a material improvement 
on the earlier demagogues such as Kypselus and Peisistratus, who 
employed the armed agency of the people for the purpose of 
subverting the established government and acquiring despotic 
authority for themselves. The demagogue was essentially a 
leader of opposition, who gained his influence by denouncing the 
men in real ascendency, and m actual executive functions. Now 
under the early oligarchies his opposition could be shown only 
by armed insurrection, and it conducted him either to personal 
sovereignty or to destruction. But the growth of democraticai 
institutions insured both to him and to his political opponents 
full liberty of speech, and a paramount assembly to determine 
between them ; whilst it both bmited the range of his ambition 
and set aside the appeal to armed force. The railing demagogue 
of Athens at the time of the Peloponnesian war (even if we accept 
literally the representations of his worst enemies) was thus a far 
less mischievous and dangerous person than the fighting 
demagogue of the earlier centuries : and the “ growth of habits 
of public speaking5,1 (to use Aristotle’s expression) was the cause 
of the difference. Opposition by the tongue was a beneficial 
substitute for opposition by the sword. 

The rise of these despots on the rums of the previous oligarchies 
was, m appearance, a return to the principles of the heroic age— 
the restoration o± a government of personal will in place of that 
systematic arrangement known as the City. But the Greek 
mmd had so far outgrown those early principles, that no new 

B1 Anstot Polit v 4,4,7,3. ’Em Si 
r&v apxaiui/, ore yiyoiro 6 avrbs 5i?p,ayto- 
705 /cal crrpaTijybs^ets rypavviSa p.eW/3aA- 
Xov * trxeSbv yap oi irXeioTOt tS>v apxaCtav 
rvpdwtav itc Stniaytayuv yey6ya<n A it toy 
£e rov rfire fikv yeveo-Oai, vvv Si puj, on 

r6re piv, 01 Srjfiayoiyoi fjcrav ac r&v <rrpan}* 
yovvTtov * ov yap irm fieivol $<rav Atyetp 
vvv fie, rrjs pTjropi/dJs 17pi Svvd- 
fievoL kiyetv Srjfiaytayovan fiivt 01 dveipiav 
Si ttav irokep.LKU)V cvk ijri6evr<u, irA.ij*' el 
irov jSpaxv rt yeyovc roiovrov. 
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government founded thereupon could meet with willing acqui¬ 
escence, except under some temporary excitement. At contrast 

first doubtless the popularity of the usurper— combined between 
with the fervour of his partisans and the expulsion or and theP<>t 

intimidation of opponents, and further enhanced by hei01c 
the punishment of rich oppressors—was sufficient to Position of 

procure for him obedience; and prudence on his e espo 
part might prolong this undisputed rule for a considerable period, 
perhaps even throughout his whole life. But Aristotle intimates 
that these governments, even when they began well, had a con¬ 
stant tendency to become worse and worse. Discontent mani¬ 
fested itself, and was aggravated rather than lepressed by the 
violence employed against it, until at length the despot became 
a prey to mistrustful and malevolent anxiety, losing any measure 
of equity or benevolent sympathy which might once have animated 
him. If he was fortunate enough to bequeath his autlionty to Ins 
son, the latter, educated in a corrupt atmosphere and surrounded 
by parasites, contracted dispositions yet more noxious and un¬ 
social. His youthful appetites were more ungovernable, while 
he was deficient in the prudence and vigour which had been 
indispensable to the self-accomplished nse of his father3 For 
such a position, mercenary guards and a fortified acropolis were 
the only stay—guards fed at the expense of the citizens, and 
thus requiring constant exactions on behalf of that which was 
nothing better than a hostile garrison. It was essential to the 
security of the despot that he should keep down the spirit of the 
free people whom he governed ; that he should isolate them from 
each other, and prevent those meetings and mutual communica¬ 
tions which Grecian cities habitually presented in the School, 
the Lesche, or the Palaestra ; that he should strike off the over- 
topping ears of com in the field (to use the Greek locution) or 
crush the exalted and enterprising minds2 Nay, he had even to 

1 Aristot Poht. v 8, 20. Tho whole story as if Thrasybulus had boon the 
tenor of this eighth chapter (of the fifth pei non to suggest this hint by conduct* 
hook) shows how uni osti ainod were the mg the messenger of Pei lander into a 
peisonal passions—the lust as well as coin-field and there striking off tho 
the anger—of a Grecian -nigawo$. tallest ears with Lns stick. At istotle 

T6v toi rvpavvov evcrefitiv ov reverses the two, and makes Penander 
(Sophokles ap Schol Anstides, vol. the adviser. Livy (i. f>4) transfois the 
in p 201, ed Dmdorf). scene to Gabn and Rome, with Sextus 

aAustot. Polit in 8, 8; v. 8, 7 Tarqumius as the person sending for 
Herodot. v. 92 Heiodotus gives the counsel to lus father at Rome. Com- 
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a certain extent an interest in degrading and impoverishing them, 
or at least m debarring them from the acquisition either of wealth 
or leisure. The extensive constructions undertaken by Polykrates 
at Samos, as well as the rich donations of Periander to the temple 
at Olympia, are considered by Aristotle to have been extorted by 
these despots with the express view of engrossing the time and 
exhausting the means of their subjects. 

It is not to be imagined that all were alike cruel or unprin¬ 
cipled. But the perpetual supremacy of one man or one family 
had become so offensive to the jealousy of those who felt them¬ 
selves to be his equals, and to the general feeling of the people, 
Good that repression and severity were inevitable, whether 

originally intended or not. And even if an usurper, 
to him. having once entered upon this career of violence, 
grew sick and averse to its continuance, abdication only left him 
in imminent peril, exposed to the vengeance1 of those whom he 
had injured—unless indeed he could clothe himself with the 
mantle of religion, and stipulate with the people to become 
priest of some temple and deity; m which case his new function 
protected him, just as the tonsure and the monastery sheltered a 
dethroned prince m the middle ages.2 Several of the despots 
were patrons of music and poetry, courting the goodwill of con¬ 
temporary intellectual men by invitation as well as by reward. 
Moreover there were some cases, such as that of Peisi stratus and 
his sons at Athens, in which an attempt was made (analogous to 

government 
impossible 

pare Plato, Republ, vm, e. 17, p 565, 
Em Ip Supplic 414— >. 

Tlie discussion -which Herodotus 
asciibes to the Peisian conspirators* 
after tho assassination of the Magian 
king, whether they should constitute 
the Persian government as a monarchy, 
an oligarchy, or a democracy, exhibits 
a vein of ideas purely Giecian, and 
altogether foieign to the Oriental con¬ 
ception of government. But it sets 
forth—bneny, yet with great per¬ 
spicuity and penetration—the advan¬ 
tages and disadvantages of all tho 
three The case made out against 
monarchy is by far the strongest, while 
the counsel on behalf of monarchy 
assumes as a part of his ease that the 
individual monarch is to be the best 
man in the state The anti-monarchial 
champion Otanes concludes a long 
string of criminations against the 

despot with these words above-noticed, 
—“He subverts the customs of the 
country: he violates women he puts 
men to death untried” (Herod m. 80 
—82) 

1 Thucyd ii. 62. Compare again 
the speech of Klebn,t in ^37—40— 
il>s TVOOLwCda. yap <?xfcTe vv \afieZv 
fxkv SlSikov SokcZ etvai, A^ecvat Si eiructv- 
Svvov 

The bitter sentiment against des¬ 
pots seems to be as old as Alkseus, and 
we find traces of it in Soldn and Theog- 
nis (Theognis, 88—50, Sol6n, Fragm. 
vii jp. 32, ed. Schneidewin) Phamas 
of Eresus had collected in a book the 
“Assassinations of Despots from re¬ 
venge” (Tvpdj/vwv 6.vaip4<rus e/crt/xwptac 
—Athenseus, lii p 90: x. p 438) 

2 See the stoiy of Mceandnus, mnns- 
ter and successor of PolykratGs of 
Samos, in Herodotus, in 142, 143. 
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that of Augustus at Eome) to lecoucile the reality of personal 
omnipotence with a certain respect for pre-existing forms.1 In 
such instances the administration—though not unstained by 
guilt, never otherwise than unpopular, and carried on by means 
of foreign mercenaries—was doubtless practically milder. But 
cases of this character were rare; and the maxims usual with 
Grecian despots were personified in Periander the Kypselid of 
Corinth—a harsh and brutal person, though not destitute either 
of vigour or intelligence.- 

The position of a Grecian despot, as depicted by Plato, by 
Xenophon, and by Aristotle,2 and farther sustained by the indi- 

1 Thucyd vi. 54 The epitaph of 
Archodike, the daughter of liippias 
(which was msciibed at Lampsakus, 
wheie she died), though written by a 
great fnend of Hippias, conveys the 
shai post implied invective against the 
usual pioceedmgs of the despots — 

*H irarp6<s re /eat avSp'os dock<f)tbv r* o$cra 
rvpavvu>v 

UaiSuvr, ovx VPb1 vovv is araa’BaX.iriv, 
(Tliuc. Vi 00 ) 

The position of Augustus at Rome, 
and of Poisistiatus at Athens, may be 
illustrated by a passage m Sismoiidj, 
R6publiquos Italiennos, vol iv ch. 20, 
p 208 —“Les petits monaiques de 
chaque ville s’opposaiont euv-momes k 
ce quo leur pouvoir fftfc attnbud nn 
droit hditiditane, parco que Theiuditu 
aurait ptosque toujouis <5to rutorqinS 
conti o eux (Joux qui avaient suecodiS- 
d une ltSpublique, avaient abam6 des 
nobles plus ancions ot plus lllusties 
qu’eux • oeu\ qui avaient succ<kld & 
d’autres seigiieuisn’avaioiit tenu aucim 
compte du dioit do leuis piodecesseuis, 
ot se sentaiont mtdiossds d le mer. 
Us se disaiont done mandatanes du 
pouple. its ne pienaiout jamais le 
commandement crune villo, fors m6mo 
qu’ilsTavaumt sonmiso paries airnos, 
sans se fairo attubuer par les ancions 
on par ras&erabldo du pouple, scion quo 
les uns ou les auties se montiaiont 
plus docilos, lo title ot les pouvons do 
seigneur gtm6ral, pom un an, ponr 
cmq ans, ou pour toute lour vie, avco 
une paie fixe, qui devoit (tie prise sur 
les demers do fa communautd h 

2 Consult especially the treatise of 
XenophOn, called JJieio, or Tvpam/cds, 
m which the utenor life and feelings 
of the Grecian despot are stiikmgly 
set forth, in a supposed dialogue with 

2— 

the poet Siraonidfis. The tenor of 
Plato’s lemaiks in the eighth and ninth 
books of the Republic, and those of 
Au&totle m the fifth book (ch 8 and 9) 
of the Politics, display the same 
pictiuo, though not with such fulness 
of detail The speech of one of the 
assassins of Euplnon (despot of Sikyon) 
is i emai kat »lo, as a specimen of Gi euan 
fooling (Xenoph Hollon. vn 3, 7—12) 
The expiossions both of Plato and 
Tacitus, in legal d to tho mental wretch¬ 
edness of tho despot, aio the strong¬ 
est which tho language affoids —Kat 
Trtpny rjj t<j <£>amrat, io.u rtff oAqi' 

tiri<rrr}Tac BeacracOac, /cat <}>6l3ov 
ytp.<uv 6ta irarTos rov BCov, <r<£afiacr« 

re /cat bSvvuv 7r\ypr\$ . . . . 
iAvdyK7] /cat eh/at., /cat <s'rt /dtAAop yty- 
vc<r0cu avrt* ij TTpoTtpov Sid rrjt' a.pxt\v, 
<f>6ovep<$, aTTioTa), aSt/c<j>, at/ocnw, 
/cat iracrr}^ Kcueias rravSoKtt i <. /eat rpoibci, 
/cat ouravTUiv rovriav p.d\i<rra.plv avrcJ 
Suertvxii cTvat, tmtra Sb /cat tovs 7rkr}<xCov 
aiiTov roiovrovs ampyciijeerOai. (Repub¬ 
lic ix. p f>b()) 

And Tacitus, in the well-known 
passago (Annul, vl 0) • “ Nequo frustra. 
pries tantissimus sapiential firmaio 
solitus ost, si rocludantur tyraimorum 
inentes, posse aspici laniabus ot ictus: 
quaudo ut cmpoia voiboribus, ita 
siovitiA, lilmlme, malm consultis, 
animus ddacoietur. Guippo Tibonum 
non foi tuna, non soliiut tines, proto- 
gebant, qum tormontapoctons suasque 
ipso pumas fatoiotui.” 

It is not easy to imagine power 
moio completely surrounded with all 
circumstances calculated to render it 
repul&ivo to a man of ordinal y bene¬ 
volence , tho theoian doapot had laige 
means of doing harm,—Hcarcely any 
means of doing good Yet the acquisi¬ 
tion of power over others, under any 
26 
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cations in Herodotus, Thucydides, and Isokrates, though always 
coveted by ambitious men, reveals clearly enough “ those wounds 
and lacerations of mind 99 whereby the internal Ermuys avenged 
the community upon the usurper who trampled them down. 
Ear from considering success m usurpation as a justification of 
the attempt (according to the theories now prevalent respecting 
Cromwell and Bonaparte, who are often blamed because they 
kept out a legitimate king, but never because they seized an un¬ 
authorized power over the people), these philosophers regard the 
despot as among the greatest of criminals. The man who 
assassinated him was an object of public honour and reward, and 
a virtuous Greek would seldom have scrupled to carry his sword 
concealed in myrtle blanches, hke Haimodius and Anstogeitdn, 
for the execution of the deed.1 A station, which overtopped the 
restraints and obligations involved in citizenship, was understood 
at the same time to forfeit all title to the common sympathy and 
protection;3 so that it was unsafe for the despot to visit in person 
those great Pan-Hellenic games in which his own chariot might 
perhaps have gamed the prize, and m which the Theors or sacred 
envoys, whom he sent as representatives of his Hellenic city, 
appeared with ostentatious pomp. A government carried on 
under these unpropitious circumstances could never be otherwise 
than short-lived Though the individual daring enough to seize 

conditions, is a motive so all-absoibmg, 
that even this piecauous and anti¬ 
social sceptre was always mtonsoly 
Coveted,—Tv^awls, XPVJerfyaktpov, 
irokkoX Sh avrrjt epaerrai elcrt (Herod 
in 63) See the stukuig lines of SolOn 
(Fragment, vn ed Sclmeidewm), and 
the saying of Jasfin of Phonr, who 
used to declaie that he felt hunger 
until he became despot,—ireu^^oTe w 
Tvpavvol (I)? ov/e cmarr&fJLevos 
elvai (Anstot Polit lil 2,0) 

1 See the beautiful Skolion of Kal- 
li&tratus, so popular at Athens, xxvii, 
p 466, apud Schneidewm, Poet. Grcec. 
—’Ev fjLvprov *AaSi rb £t<f>oe <£0077 cm, <&c 

XenophOn, Hiero, 11 8 0<. Tupawot 
Travres wawaxy 7roA.eft.ta5 iropevov 
rat. Compare Jsokmtds, Or. vm (Do 
Pace) p. 182, Polyb, 11, 69; Cicero, 
Oiat. pro Milone, c 29. 

Anstot. Polit 11 4, 8 ’Ewtl aSiKovtrC Je ra p.4yLara $ia ras vircppoAis, a\\’ ov 
t«L ravay/eaia* otov rvpavvovcriv, ovx tva 

jtw) jbiyweri ■ Sio /cat at ri/ial ju.eyaA.at, ay 

airo/creCvy «5, ou /eAe'Tmjv, aAAa. rvpav- 
vov 

There cannot be a moie powerful 
manifestation of the sentiment enter¬ 
tained towards a despot m the ancient 
world, than the remaiks of Plutarch 
on the conduct of Tnnoledn m assisting 
to put to death his brother the despot 
Timophanfis (Plutarch, Timoledn, c 
4—7, and Comp, of TimoleOn with 
Paulus JSmilius, c 2) See also 
Plutarch, Comparison of Dion and 
Brutus, c 3, and Plutarch, Praecepta 
Eoipubhcse Gerendse, c 11, p 806; c 
17, p 813, c 32, p. 824,—he speaks of 
the putting down of a despot (rvpav- 
vCB<ov naTo.kv<n<i) as among the most 
splendid of human exploits—and the 
account given by XenophOn of the 
assassination of Jasdn of Phene, Hel¬ 
lenic vi 4, 32 

^ Livy, xxxviii 60. “ Qui jus 
cequum pati non possit, in eum vim 
baud mjustara esse” Compare 
Theogms, v. 1183, ed. Gaisf. 
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it often found means to preserve it for the term of Ms own life, 
yet the sight of a despot living to old age was rare, and the trans¬ 
mission of his power to his son still more so.1 

Amidst the numerous points of contention in Grecian political 
morality, this rooted antipathy to a permanent here¬ 
ditary ruler stood apart as a sentiment almost una- between oli- 
mmous, m which thethiist for pre-eminence felt by and 

the wealthy few, and the love of equal freedom in the pieceded 

bosoms of the many, alike concurred. It first between oii- 

began among the oligarchies of the seventh and sixth garchyand 
centuries B.o, being a reveisal of that pronounced emocracy* 
monarchical sentiment which we now read m the Iliad ; and it 
was transmitted by them to the democracies which did not arise 
until a later period. The conflict between oligarchy and despo¬ 
tism preceded that between oligarchy and democracy, the Lace¬ 
daemonians standing forward actively on both occasions to uphold 
the oligarchical principle. A mingled sentiment of fear and 
repugnance led them to put down despotism m several cities of 
Greece during the sixth century b c , 311st as during their contest 
with Athens m the following century, they assisted the oligarchical 
party to overthrow democracy. And it was thus that the dema¬ 
gogue-despot of these earlier times—-bringing out the name of the 
people as a pretext, and the arms of the people as a means of 
accomplishment, for his own ambitious designs—served as a 
preface to the reality of democracy which manifested itself at 

1 Plutarch, Sept Sapient Conviv. 
C 2, p. 147,—a>s cpa>T7?<?cts vxro MoATra- 
yopov rod Tcovos, r£ irapaboi-oTarov 
ttLrii e<opa/e«s, airoKpivcuo, rvpcLvpov 
ytpovra —Compare the answer of 
Thales in the same treatise, c 7, p 
152 * * 

The oiator Lysias, piesent at the 
Olympic games, and seeing the TheOis 
of the Syracusan despot Dionysius also 
piesent m tents with gilding and 
purple, addiessed an harangue inciting 
the assembled Gieeks to demolish the 
tents (Ly&ite Aoyos’OAvjwncucbs, Fiagm. 
P Oil, ed Reisk.; Dionys Ilalicai 
Do LysiA Judu mm, c 29—30) Theo¬ 
phrastus ascribed to ThemistokIGs a 
similar recommendation in refeience 
to the TheOis and prize chariots of 
the Syracusan despot Hiero (Plutaioh, 
Themistokl6s, c. 25) 

The common-places of the rhetors 

afford the best proof how unanimous 
was the tendency m the (Jieelt nnnd to 
rank the despot among the most odious 
ciimmals, and the man who put him 
to death among the benefactors of 
humanity The rhetor Thoun, treat¬ 
ing upou common-plates, says Tow-os 
t<rrl A<5yoy av£ //n/ebs t o/uoAoyov- 
fitvov rrpayi&aTOs, vjroi ajaapr^/juxTOs, w 
avbpa\a£rifuiTOs. ’Eottl yap Huttos o 
rdiroi 6 ju.ee ns, Kara r&v rrt7rovy)p€v- 
ptviav, olov Koura. rvparvov, irpo- 
8 6rov, avS po<j>6vov, dtrwrov* 6 
84 ns, virep riap xP71a"r^v rc Siaire- 
irpayfj.iv<av otov ’irrri.p rvp avvo- 
ktovov, aptcreta s, pop, o94rov. 
(The6n, Progyumasmata, c vn ap. 
Walz Coll ithett. vol l p 222 Com¬ 
pare Aphtliomus, Progymn. c vii. p. 
82 of the same volume, and Dionysius 
Halikarn , Ars Rhetorica', x. 15, p. 390t 
ed. Reiske.) 
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Athens a short time before the Persian war, as a development of 
the seed planted by Sol6n. 

As far as our imperfect information enables us to trace, these 
early oligarchies of the Grecian states, against which 

oligarchies the first usurping despots contended, contained in 
mStipiwity themselves more repulsive elements of inequality, 
of difreient and more misehevious barriers between the compo- 
associa-m nent parts of the population, than the oligarchies of 
tions. later days. What was true of Hellas as an aggregate, 
was true, though m a less degree, of each separate community 
which went to compose that aggregate. Each included a variety 
of clans, orders, religious brotherhoods, and local or professional 
sections, very imperfectly cemented together: so that the 
oligarchy was not (like the government so denominated m subse¬ 
quent times) the government of a rich few over the less rich and 
the poor, but that of a peculiar order, sometimes a Patrician order, 
over all the remaining society. In such a case the subject Many 
might number opulent and substantial proprietors as well as the 
governing Pew; but these subject Many would themselves be 
broken into different heterogeneous fractions not heartily sympa¬ 
thising with each other, perhaps not intermarrying together, nor 
partaking of the same religious rites. The country-population, 
or villagers who tilled the land, seem in these early times to have 
been held to a painful dependence on the great proprietors who 
lived in the fortified town, and to have been distinguished by a 
dress and habits of their own, which often drew upon them an 
unfriendly nickname. These town proprietors often composed 
the governing class m early Grecian states ; while their subjects 
consisted—1. Of the dependent cultivators living m the district 
around, by whom their lands were tilled. 2. Of a certain number 
of small self-working proprietors (<airovpyo[), whose possessions 
were too scanty to maintain more than themselves by the labour 
of their own hands on their own plot of ground—residing either 
in the country or the town, as the case might be. 3. Of those 
who lived in the town, having not land, but exercising handicraft, 
arts, or commerce. 

The governing proprietors went by the name of the Gamori 
or Gedmori, according as the Doric or Ionic dialect might be 
used in describing them, since they were found in states belonging 
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to one race as well as to the other. They appear to have constt^; 
tuted a close order, transmitting their privileges to Govern. 
their children, but admitting no new members to a ment^the 
participation. The principle called by Greek thinkers a close 

a Timocracy (the apportionment of political rights p^serSfor 
and privileges according to comparative propel ty) pastpro- 

seems to have been little, if at all, applied m the earlier pnetors* 
times. We know no example of it earlier than Solon. So that 
by the natural multiplication of families and mutation of 
property, there would come to be many individual Gamon 
possessing no land at all,1 and peihaps worse off than those small 
freeholders who did not belong to the order ; while some of these 
latter freeholders, and some of the artisans and traders m the 
towns, might at the same time be rising m wealth and importance. 

Under a political classification such as this, of which the repul¬ 
sive inequality was aggravated by a rude state of manners, and 
which had no flexibility to meet the changes in relative position 
amongst individual inhabitants, discontent and outbreaks were 
unavoidable. The earliest despot, usually a wealthy man of the 
disfranchised class, became champion and leader of the malcon¬ 
tents.2 However oppressive his rule might be, at least it was an 
oppression which bore with indiscriminate seventy upon all the 
fractions of the population; and when the hour of reaction against 
him or against his successor anived, so that the common enemy 
was expelled by the united effoitsof all, it was hardly possible 
to revive the pre-existing system of exclusion and inequality with¬ 
out some considerable abatements. 

As a general rule, every Greek city-community included in 
its population, independent of bought slaves, the three classes of 
elements above noticed,—considerable land-proprietors the Pe°Ple* 

with rustic dependents, small self-working proprietors, and town- 
artisans,—the thiee elements being found everywhere m different 
proportions. But the progress of events in Greece, from the 
seventh century B.c. downwards, tended continually to elevate the 
comparative importance of the two latter; while in those early 
days the ascendency of the former was at its maximum, and 

1 Like various members of the Polish or Hungauan noblesse in lecont 
times. 

a Thucyd. i 13. 
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Military 
force of the 
eaily oli- 
gaicliies 
consisted of 
cavalry. 

altered only to decline. The military force of most of the cities 
was at first m the hands of the great proprietors, and 
formed by them. It consisted of cavalry, themselves 
and their retainers, with hoises fed upon their lands. 
Such was the primitive oligarchical militia, as con¬ 
stituted m the seventh and sixth centuries B.C,1 at 

Chalkis and Eietna m Euboea, as well as at Kolophon and other 
cities m Ionia, and as it continued in Thessaly down to the fourth 
century B.C But the gradual rise of the small proprietors and 
town-artisans was maiked by the substitution of heavy-armed 
infantry m place of cavalry. Moreover a further change not less 

impoitant took place, when the resistance to Persia led 
to the great multiplication of Grecian ships of war, 
manned by a host of seamen who dwelt congregated in 
the maritime towns. All these movements m the 
Grecian communities tended to break up the close and 
exclusive oligarchies with which our first historical 
knowledge commences; and to conduct them, either 
to oligarchies rather more open, embracing all men of 

a certain amount of property—or else to democracies. But the 
transition in both cases was usually attained through the 
interlude of the despot. 

In enumerating the distinct and unharmonious elements of 
which the population of these early Grecian communities was 
made up, we must not forget one further element winch was to 

be found in the Dorian states generally—men of 
Dorian, as contrasted with men of non-Dorian, rare. 
The Dorians were m all cases immigrants and con¬ 
querors, establishing themselves along with and at the 
expense of the prior inhabitants. Upon what terms 

the co-habitation was established, and in what proportions 
invaders and invaded came together—we have little information. 
Important as this circumstance is m the history of these Doi lan 
communities, we know it only as a general fact, without being 
able to follow its results in detail. But we see enough to satisfy 
ourselves that m those revolutions which overthrew the oligarchies 
both at Corinth and Sikyon—perhaps also at Megaia—the Dorian 

Rise of the 
heavy- 
armed. in¬ 
fancy and 
of the lice 
mill taiy 
manna— 
both un¬ 
favorable 
to oli¬ 
garchy. 

Dorian 
states— 
JDonan and 
non Douan 
inhabi¬ 
tants. 

l Aiistot. Polit iv. B, 2; 11, 10. Neumann, Fragm v EwjSo&iv iroktretat, 
Aristofc. Rerum Public. Fittgm. ed. p. Ill, ytiabo, a. p. 447. 
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and non-Dorian elements of the community came into conflict 
more or less direct. 

The despots of Sikyon are the earliest of whom we have any 
distinct mention. Their dynasty lasted 100 years, Dynasfcy0f 
a longer period than any other Grecian despots known 
to Aristotle; they are sanl1 moreover to have theOitha- 
governed with mildness and with much practical gon(ltie 
respect to the pie-existing laws. Orthagoras, the beginner of the 
dynasty, raised himself to the position of despot about 676 B.o, 
subveitmg the pre-existmg Dorian oligarchy ;8 but the cause and 
circumstances of this revolution are not preserved. He is said to 
have been originally a cook. In his line of successors we find 
mention of Andreas, Myron, Ari^tonymus, and Kleisthen&s. 
Myron gained a chariot victory at Olympia m the 33rd Olympiad 
(648 b c ), and built at the same holy place a thesaurus containing 
two ornamented alcoves of copper, for the reception of commemo¬ 
rative offerings from himself and his lamily.3 Respecting 
Kleisthen^s (whose age must be placed between 600—500 B c, but 
can hardly be determined accurately), some facts are loported to 
us highly curious, but of a nature not altogether easy to follow or 
verify. 

lAristot Poht v 9,21 An oracle beyond Cadis;) hodochnes to guarantee 
is said to have pieihcted to tho the statement But 0 JVlulloi treats 
Sikyouians that they would be sub it as a ceitamty,—"two apaitments 
iected foi the penodot «a century to tho miaul with Tartcssum brass, and 
hand of tho scoiugci (biodor Kiugm adorned with Doric and Ionic columns, 
lib. vn.—x , Fmgm xi\ ed Man) Both theaicliitectuialonleis employed 

2 Herodot vi. 12(5, Pausan n 8,1. m this and the Taitessian 
Theie is some confusion about the biass, which the Phokmans had then 
names of Oitliagoras and Andreas, brought to Gzeece in laigo quantities 
the latter is callo<l a cook in Diodorus fiom tho hospitable king Arganthom as, 
(Fragment Exempt. Vatic lib vn — attost the mteicourse of MyiOn with 
x JEfragm xiv) Clompaio Libamusm tho Asiatics” (Dorians, i. 8, 2.) So 
Sever vol in. p 251, Roisk It has also JLh Tim 1 wall states the fact: 
been supposed, with some probability, “ copper of Taitessns, which had not 
that the same person is designated long been mtiodueed into Greece", 
under both names the two nameR do (Hist Or ch, x p. 183, 2nd ed) Yet, 
not seem to occur m the samo authoi if we examine the cbionology of the 
See Plutaich, Set. Numm Vmd c. 7 case, wo shall see that the tlmty-tlnrd 
p. 553 Olympiad (048 bo) must have been 

Anstotle (Poht. v. 10, 3) seems to earlier even than the first discovoiyof 
have concoived the dominion as having Tartessus by tho Gioeks,—ht'foio the 
passed Uuect fiom Myrfai to Kleis* accidental voyage of the Sanuun mei- 
thenGs, omitting Aristdnyinus chant KOlaous first made tho region 

3 Pausan vi 19, 2 Tho Eleians known to them, and more than half a 
informed Pausamas that the braes m century (at least) eailier titan the 
these alcoves came fiom Tartessus (the conmieico of the Phokwans with 
south-western const of Spam from the Aigantliomus Compare Ileiod. iv. 
Strait of Gibialtar to the territory 162,i 103,107. 
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We learn from the narrative of Herodotus that the tribe to 
which Kleisthen&s1 himself (and of course his progenitors 
Orthagoras and the other Orthagondm also) belonged, was distinct 
from the three Dorian tribes, who have been already named in 
my previous chapter respecting the Lykurgean constitution at 
Violent Sparta—the Hylleis, Pamphyli, and Dymanes. We 
proceed- also learn that these tubes were common to the 
K^isthe- Sikyomans and the Argeians. Kleisthenes, being in 
n6s* a state of bitter hostility with Argos, tried in several 
ways to abolish the points of community between the two. 
Sikyon, originally doused by settlers from Argos, was included 
m the “lot of Temenus,” or among the towns of the Argeian 
confederacy. The coherence of this confederacy had become 
weaker and weaker, paitly without doubt through the influence 
of the predecessors of Kleisthen&s; hut the Argeians may perhaps 
have tried to revive it, thus placing themselves m a state of war 
with the latter, and inducing him to disconnect palpably and 
violently Sikydn from Argos. There were two anchors by which 
the connexion held—first, legendary and religious sympathy; 
next, the civil rites and denominations current among the 
Sikyonian Dorians : both of them were torn up by Kleisthen&s. 
He changed the names both of the three Dorian tubes, and of 
that non-Dorian tribe to which he himself belonged : the last he 
called by the complimentary title of Archelai (commanders of 
the people); the first three he styled by the insulting names of 
Hyatae, Oneatae, and Choereatse, from the three Greek words 
signifying a boar, an ass, and a little pig. The extreme bitterness 
of such an insult can only he appreciated when we fancy to 
ourselves the reverence with which the tribes m a Grecian city 
regarded the hero from whom their name was borrowed. That 
these new denominations, given by Kleisthenes, involved an 
intentional degradation of the Dorian tribes as well as an 
assumption of superiority for his own, is affirmed by Herodotus, 
and seems well deserving of credit. 

But the violence of which Kleisthenes was capable in his anti- 
Argeian antipathy is manifested still more plainly m his pro¬ 
ceedings with respect to the hero Adrastus and to the legendary 
sentiment of the people. Something has already been said in a 

i Heiod. v. 67. 
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former chapter1 about this remarkable incident, which must 
however be here again briefly noticed. The hero Adrastus, 
whose chapel Herodotus himself saw m the Sikyoman agora, was 
common both to Argos and to Sikydn, and was the object of 
special reverence at both. He figures in the legend as king of 
Argos, and as the grandson and heir of Polybus king of Sikyon. 
He was the unhappy leader of the two sieges of Thebes, so famous 
m the ancient epic. The Sikyonians listened with delight both 
to the exploits of the Argeians against Thebes, as celebrated in 
the recitations of the epical rhapsodes, and to the mournful tale of 
Adrastus and his family misfortunes, as sung in the tragic chorus. 
Kleistlienes not only forbade the rhapsodes to come to Sikybn, 
but further resolved to expel Adrastus himself from the country 
—such is the literal Greek expression,2 the hero himself being 
believed to be actually present and domiciled among the people. 
He first applied to the Delphian oracle for permission to carry 
this banishment into direct effect; but the Pythian priestess 
ieturned an answer of indignant refusal,—ct Adrastus is king of 
the Sikyonians, but thou art a ruffian Thus baffled, he put in 
practice a stratagem calculated to induce Adrastus to depart of 
his own accord.3 He sent to Thebes to beg that he might be 
allowed to introduce into Sikyon the hero Melamppus ; and the 
permission was granted. Now Melanippus—being celebrated in 
the legend as the puissant champion of Thebes against Adrastus 
and the Argeian besiegers, and as having slain both M^kisteus 
the brother, and Tydeus the son-in-law, of Adrastus—was pre¬ 
eminently odious to the latter. Kleisthends brought this anti¬ 
national hero into Sikyon, assigning to him consecrated ground 
m the prytaneium or government-house, and even in that part 
which was most strongly fortified4 (for it seems that Adrastus 
was conceived as likely to assail and to battle with the intruder); 
moreover he took away both the tragic choruses and the 
sacrifice from Adrastus, assigning the former to the god Dionysus, 
and the latter to Melanippus. 

The religious manifestations of SikyOn being thus transferred 

1 See above, Part I ch. 21. rfi avrbs o *A8p>jcrro9 dnaWd^ercu. 
2 II010(1 v. t>7 ToOtou iirtidviJiyjiTG 8 * ’ftiraya.yo/jiAi'oe 81 6 KKticrddvyjs 

KXeicr0<!zo7?, «oino. ’Apyetov, iKpakeiv e/c ’Ult.kdvurrtrov, repcvos ot &rre$e£< iv avrip 
Tr)9 Xu>pir)<> T(p irpvravrittp teat iuv hQavra ISpvtr* iv 

3Iieiod,. V. C7. ’E<{>p6vrtge r<p ia-yypordrtf, (Ueiod lb ) 
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from Adrastus to Lis mortal foe, and from the cause of Argeians 
in the siege of Thebes to that of the Thebans, Adrastus was 
presumed to have voluntarily retired from the place. And the 
purpose which Kleisthenes contemplated, of breaking the com¬ 
munity of feelmg between Sikydn and Argos, was m part 
accomplished. 

A ruler who could do such violence to the religious and 
Classes legendary sentiment of his community may well be 
uiarfpopu* supposed capable of inflicting that deliberate insult 
lation upon the Dorian tribes which is implied m their new 
appellations. As we are uninformed, however, of the state of 
things which preceded, we know not how far it may have been a 
retaliation for previous insult m the opposite direction. It is 
plain that the Dorians of Sikydn maintained themselves and 
their ancient tribes quite apart from the remaining community; 
though what the other constituent portions of the population 
were, or m what relation they stood to these Dorians, we are not 
enabled to make out. We hear indeed of a. dependent rural 
population in the territory of Sikydn, as well as m that of Argos 
and Epidaurus, analogous to the Helots m Laconia. In Sikydn 
this class was termed the Koryndphori (club-men) or the Katdna- 
kophori, from the thick woollen mantle which they wore, with a 
sheepskin sewn on to the skirt: in Argos they were called Gym- 
nesn, from their not possessing the military panoply or the use 
of regular arms . m Epidaurus, Kompodes or the Dusty-footed.1 
We may conclude that a similar class existed in Corinth, in 
Megara, and in each of the Dorian towns of the Aigolic Aktd. 
But besides the Dorian tiibes and these rustics, there must 
probably have existed non-Dorian proprietors and town-residents, 
and upon them we may suppose that the power of the Orthagondae 
and of Kleisthends was founded, peiliaps more friendly and 
indulgent to the rustic serfs than that of the Dorians had been 
previously. The moderation which Aristotle ascribes to the 
Orthagondae generally is belied by the proceedings of KleisthenGs. 
But we may probably bebeve that his predecessors, content with 
maintaining the real predominance of the non-Dorian over the 

1 Julius Pollux, iii. 83; Plutarch, As an analogy to this name of 
Qrwest Grcec c 1 p. 291; Theopompus Kompodes, we may notice the ancient 
ap. Athenaeum, vi p 271; Welcker, courts of justice called Courts of JPie- 

Prolegomerr. ad Theognid c. 19. p xxxiv. powder in England, J^uds-poudi es. 
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Dorian population, meddled very little witli the separate position 

and civil habits of the latter—-while Kleistlienes, provoked or 

alarmed by some attempt on their part to strengthen alliance 

with the Argeians, resorted both to repiessive measures and to 

that offensive nomenolatuie which has been above cited. The 

preservation of the power of Kleistlienes was due to his military 
energy (according to Aristotle) even more than to his moderation 
and popular conduct. It was aided probably by his magnificent 

displays at the public games, for he was victor m the chariot-race 
at the Pythian games 582 b c, as well as at the Olympic games 

besides. Moreover he was in fact the last of the race, nor did he 

transmit his power to any successor.1 

The reigns oi the early Orthagondse then may he considered 

as maiking a predominance, newly acquired hut Fallofthe 
quietly exercised, of the non-Dorians ovei the Dorians Oith°- 

m Sikyon : the reign of Kleistlienes, as displaying a ^ato oF 
strong explosion of antipathy lrom the former towaids sikyou 

the latter. And though this antipathy, with the afb01 lfc 

application of those opprobrious tribe-names m which it was 

conveyed, stand ascribed to Kleistlienes peisonally, we may see 

that the non-Dorians m Sikyon shared it generally, because these 
same tube-names continued to be applied not only during the 

reign of that despot, but also for sixty years longer, after his 

death. It is hardly necessary to remark that such denominations 

could never have been acknowledged or employed among the 

Dorians themselves. After the lapse of sixty years from the 
death of Kleisthenos, the Sikyouians came to an amicable adjust¬ 

ment of the feud, and placed the tribe-names on a footing satis¬ 

factory to all parties. The old Dorian denominations (Hylleis, 
Pampliyli, and Dymanes) were re-established, while the name of 

the fourth tube, or non-Dorians, was changed from Archclai to 
JSgialeis, iEgialeus son of Adrastus being constituted their 

eponymus.2 This choice, of the son of Adrastus for an 
eponymus, seems to show that the worship of Adrastus him- 

1 Anstot. Pollt v, 9, 21J PfLUSfUl. X. p,4vroi \6yov fftfucrl $<$vre$} [UT*fia\ov e? 
*» ® A TOv<f ’YAAhx9 Kal IIapuf>vA<n/i tea.I Avpia- 

•* Herod V 68. Tovrourtrouri ovv6- varas rcraprous 6c avroltrt irpocridtvTO 
fxatn T<av<{)v\{u}v expewpto ot ini row \Aop»j<rrov rrat6u$ AtymAto? rqu 
nat ewt KAeta-det'eo? apYovro?, Kal etcet uov inwuvp.iqv ir0t«tf/xet'ot MKkqcrQcu Atyia- 
TcdvtuTQS «n in' erea t^rjxovra • pKrerrttra Aea?. 
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self was then revived m Sikyon, since it existed in the time of 
Herodotus. 

Of the war which KleisthenSs helped to conduct against Kirrha, 
ie for the protection of the Delphian temple, I shall 

Sikyoman 
despots not 
put down 

speak in another place. His death and the cessation 
of his dynasty seem to have occurred about 560 B c., 

>y Sparta as far as the chronology can be made out.1 That he 
was put down by the Spartans (as K. F. Heimann, 0 Miiller, 
and Dr. Thirlwall suppose)2 can be hardly admitted consistently 
with the narrative of Herodotus, who mentions the continuance 
of the insulting names imposed by him upon the Dorian tribes 
for many years after his death. Now, had the Spartans forcibly 
interfered for the suppression of his dynasty, we may reasonably 
presume that, even if they did not restore the decided pre¬ 
ponderance of the Dorians m Sikydn, they would at least have 
rescued the Dorian tribes from this obvious ignominy. But it 

i The chionology of Orfchagoras and 
his dynasty is peiplexmg. The com- 
memoiative offering of Myidn at 
Olympia is marked foi 648 b.c , and 
this must throw hack the beginning of 
Orthagoras to a peiiod between 080— 
670 Then we aie told by Anstotle 
that the entire dynasty lasted 100 
ears; but it mnst have lasted pro- 
ably somewhat longer* for the death 

of Kleisthen6s can haidly be placed 
earlier than 600 B c. The war against 
Kirrha(605 BC) and the Pythian vic¬ 
tory (582 B c.) fall within his leign * 
but the maniage of his daughter 
AganstO with MegaklOs can hardly be 
put eaihei than 670 B.c, if so high; 
foi Kleisthenfis the Athenian, the son 
of that marriage, effected the demo- 
cratical revolution at Athens in 609 or 
508 B C Whether the daughter whom 
MegaklGs gave in marriage to Peisis- 
tratus about 664 b.C2 was also the 
offspring of that maniage, as Larcher 
contends, we do not know. 

Megakl£s was the son of that 
AlkmoaOn who had assisted the 
•deputies sent by Croesus of Lydia into 
Gieece to consult the different oracles, 
and whom Croesus rewarded so libe¬ 
rally as to make his fortune (compare 
Herod, i. 46, vL 125) and the marnage 
of Megaklds was m the next generation 
after this ennchment of AJkmcpfinr- 
juwra 6c, yevcfj Sevrcpy Hcrrttpov (Herod, 
vi. 126). Now the reign of Croesus 

extended from 660—54C B.C., and his 
deputation to the oracles m Greece 
appears to have taken place about 
666 bc If this chionology be ad¬ 
mitted, the marnage of MegaklOs 
with the daughter of the Sikyonian 
Kleisthen&s cannot have taken place 
until considerably after 656 B c See 
the long, but not very satisfactory, 
note of Laichor, ad Herodot v. 66. 

But I shall show grounds for be¬ 
ll evmg, when I recount the intei view 
between Sol6n and Cicesus, that Hero¬ 
dotus m his conception of events mis¬ 
dates very con&ideiably the reign and 
proceedings of Cicesus as well as of 
Peisistiatus This is a conjecture of 
Niebuhr which I think very just, ancl 
which is rendered still moie probable 
by what we find heie stated about the 
succession of the AlkmseOmdae Foi 
it is evident that Herodotus here con¬ 
ceives the adventure between Alkmsedn 
and Croesus as having occuired one 
generation (about twenty-five or thirty 
years) anterior to the marnage between 
Megakl6s ancl the daughter of Kleis- 
thenfis. That adventure will thus 
stand about 500—585 b.c., which would 
be about the time of the supposed 
interview (if real) between Solon and 
Croesus, describing the maximum of 
the power and prosperity of the latter. 

^Mdller, Dorians, book i, 8, 2; 
Thirlwall, Hist of Greece, vol. i. ch. 
x. p. 486, 2nd ed. 
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seems doubtful whether Kleisthenes had any son : and the 
extraordinary importance attached to the marriage of his daughter 
Agariste, whom he bestowed upon the Athenian Megalvles of the 
great family Alkmoeomdae, seems rather to evince that she was 
an heiress—not to his power, but to his wealth. There can be no 
doubt as to the fact of that marriage, from which was born the 
Athenian leader Kleisthenes, afterwards the author of the great 
democratical revolution at Athens after the expulsion of the 
Peisistratidse; but the lively and amusing details with which 
Herodotus has surrounded it bear much more the stamp of 
romance than of reality. Drest up apparently by some ingenious 
Athenian as a compliment to the AlkmreOmd lineage of his city, 
which compiised both Kleisthenes and Perikl&s, the narrative 
commemorates a marriage-rivalry between that lineage and 
another noble Athenian house, and at the same time gives a 
mythical explanation of a phrase seemingly proverbial at Athens 
—“ Higpolcleides don't care ”.1 

Plutarch numbers iEsclnn^s of Sikydn2 among the despots put 
down by Sparta : at what period this took place, or how it is to 

i Heiod vi 127—131 ^ The locution 
explained is—Ov (fipovr'ls ‘Itt^o/cXciSt? . 
compare the allusions to it m the 
Paioemiogiaphi, Zenob v 31, Dio- §enian vu. 21, Suidas, xi. 45, ed 

chott. 
The convocation of the suitors at 

the invitation of KloisthenOs finm all 
parts of Gieoco, and the distinctive 
mark and character of each, is piettily 
told, as well as the diunken freak 
whereby Hippokleidds foifeits both 
the favour oi Kleisthenes and the 
hand of Aganstfi which lie was on the 
point of obtaining. It seems to be a 
stoiy fiameil upon the model of various 
incidents in the old epic, especially the 
suitors of Helen. 

On one poiub, howevoi, the author 
of the stoi y seems to have overlooked 
both the exigencies of cln onology and 
the liistoncal position and feelings of 
his hero Kleistlienfis For among tho 
suitors who present themselves at 
ShkyOn m conformity with the invita¬ 
tion of tho latter, one is LedkMSs, son 
of Pheiddn the despot of Argos. Now 
the hostility and vehement antipathy 
towaids Argos, which Herodotus as¬ 
cribes m another place to the Sikyo- 
nian KleisfclienGs, renders it all but 

impossible that the son of any king of 
Argos could have become a candidate 
for the hand of AganstS I have 
already iccounted tho violence which 
KleisthenOs did to the legendary sen¬ 
timent; of his native town, and the 
insulting names which he put upon 
the Sikyoman Doiuus—all under the 
influence of a stiong anti-Argoian 
feeling Next, as to cln onology 
Pheiddn king of Argos lived some 
time between 760—731), and his sou 
can nover have boon a candidate for 
the daughter of Kleisthenes, whose 
reign falls 6u0—500 b c (JUionologors 
resort here to the usual icsourco m 
cases of difficulty * they recognise a 
second and later JPheidOn, whom they 
affirm that Herodotus has confounded 
with tho first, or they altoi tho text 
of Herodotus by reading m place of 
“son of Pheiudn,” “descendant of 
Pheiddn ” But neither of these con- 
jectuios rests upon any hnsih the te\t 
of Herodotus is smooth and cleai, and 
the second Phoidon is nowheio else 
authenticated See Laiclior and Wos- 
selmg ad loc : compare also Pait II 
ch 4 of this Histoiy 

3 Plutaich, He Herod Malign c. 21, 
p. 859. 
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be connected with the history of Kleisthenes as given m Herodotus, 
we are unable to say. 

Contemporaneous with the Orthagond© at Sikyon_but 

Kespotsat begummg a little later and closing somewhat earlier 
Cormth— —we find the despots Kypselus and Penander at 
Kypselua Cormth. The former appears as the subverter of the 
oligarchy called the Bacchiadse. Of the manner in which he 
accomplished his object we find no information: and this 
historical blank is inadequately filled up by various religious 
prognostics and oracles, foreshadowing the rise, the harsh rule 
and the dethronement, after two generations, of these powerful 
despots. 

According to an idea deeply seated in the Greek mind, the 
destruction of a great prince or of a great power is usually 
signified by the gods beforehand, though either through hardness 
of heart or inadvertence no heed is taken of the warning. In 
reference to Kypselus and the Bacchiadas, we are informed that 
Melas, the ancestor of the former, was one of the original settlers 
at Corinth who accompanied the first Dorian chief A16t6s, and 
that Alet6s was in vain warned by an oracle not to admit him.1 
Again too, immediately before Kypselus was born, the Bacchiadae 
received notice that his mother was about to give birth to one 
who would prove their ruin: the dangerous infant escaped 
destruction only by a hair’s breadth, being preserved from the 
intent of his destroyers by lucky coucealment m a chest. Labda, 
the mother of Kypselus, was daughter of Amphion, who belonged 
to the gens or sept of the Bacchiadce ; hut she was lame, and none 
of the gens would consent to many her with that deformity. 
Eetion, son of Echekrat^s, who became her husband, belonged to 
a different, yet hardly less distinguished, heroic genealogy. He 
was of the Lapitkoe, descended from Kseneus, and dwelling m the 
Corinthian deme called Petra. We see thus that Kypselus was 
not only a high-born man m the city, but a Bacchiad by half¬ 
birth : both of these circumstances were likely to make exclusion 
from the government intolerable to him. He rendered himself 
highly popular with the people, and by their aid overthrew and 
oxpelled the Bacchiad©, continuing as despot at Cormth for 

iPau8an.il 4,0. 
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thirty years until his death (b.c. 655—625). According to 
Aristotle, he maintained throughout life the same conciliatory 
behaviour by which his power had first been acquired ; and his 
popularity was so effectually sustained that he had never any 
occasion for a body-guard. But the Corinthian oligarchy of the 
century of Herodotus (whoso tale that historian has embodied m 
the oration of the Corinthian envoy So&ikles1 to the Spartans) 
gave a very different description, and depicted Kypselus as a 
cruel ruler, who banished, robbed, and murdered by wholesale. 

His son and successor Periander, though energetic as a warrior, 
distinguished as an encourager of poetry and music, Penander 
and even numbered by some among the seven wise 
men of Greece, is nevertheless uniformly represented as oppres¬ 
sive and inhuman m his treatment of subjects The revolting 
stories which are told respecting his private life, and his relations 
with his mother and his wife, may for the most part be regarded 
as calumnies suggested by odious associations with his memory. 
But there seems good reason for imputing to him tyranny of the 
worst character. The sanguinary maxims of piecaution, so often 
acted upon by Grecian despots, were traced back m oidmary 
belief to Penander2 and his contemporary Tlirasybulus, despot of 
MilStus. He maintained a powerful body-guard, shed much 
blood, and was exorbitant m his exactions, a part of which was 
employed m votive offerings at Olympia. Such munificence to 
the gods was considered by Aristotle and others as part of a deli¬ 
berate system, with the view of keeping his subjects both hard at 
work and poor. On one occasion we are told that he invited the 
women of Corinth to assemble for the celebration of a religious 
festival, and then stripped them of their rich attire and ornaments. 
By some later writers he is painted as the stern foe of everything 
like luxury and dissolute habits—enforcing industry, compelling 
every man to render account of his means of livelihood, and 
causing the procuresses of Connth to be thrown into the sea.3 

i Anstot. Polit. v 9, 22, Herodofc 
v 92 TJUe tale respecting Kypselus 
and Ins wholesale exaction from the 
people, contained in the spurious 
second hook of the GEconomica of 
Anstotle, coincides with the general 
view of Herodotus (Anstot. CEconom. 
ii. 2), hut I do not trust the statements 
of tma treatise for facts of the sixth or 

seventh centuries B.c 

s Anstot Polit. v. 9, 3—22; iii. 8, 8. 
Horodot. v. 92. 

3 Ephorus, Frag. 106, ed. Marx. , 
HerakleidSs Ponticus, Frag. v. ed. 
Kohler; Nicolaus Damasc. p 50, ed. 
Orell; Diogen. Laert. i. 96—98; Suidas, 
V. ELvi/feAxStu*' av6$rjjua. 
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Though the general features of his character, his cruel tyranny 
no less than his vigour and ability, may be sufficiently relied on, 
yet the particular incidents connected with his name are all 
extremely dubious. The most credible of all seems to be the tale 
of his inexpiable quarrel with his son and his brutal treatment of 
many noble Korkyrsean youths, as related m Herodotus. Penander 
is said to have put to death his wife Melissa, daughter of Proklls, 
despot of Epidaurus. His son Lykophr6n, informed of this deedr 
contracted an incurable antipathy against him. Periander, after 
vainly trying both by rigour and by conciliation to conquer this 
feeling on the part of his son, sent him to reside at Korkyia, then 
dependent upon his rule; but when he found himself growing 
old and disabled, he recalled him to Corinth, in order to ensure 
the continuance of the dynasty. Lykophron still obstinately 
declined all personal communication with his father, upon which 
the latter desired him to come to Corinth, and engaged himself to 
go over to Korkyra. So terrified were the Korkyrseans at the 
idea of a visit from this formidable old man, that they put 
LykophrGn to death—a deed which Periander avenged by seizing 
three hundred youths of their noblest families, and sending them 
over to the Lydian king Alyatt6s at Sardis, in order that they 
might be castrated and made to serve as eunuchs. The Corinthian 
vessels in which the youths were despatched fortunately touched 
at Samos m the way; where the Samians and Knidians, shocked 
at a proceeding which outraged all Hellenic sentiment, contrived 
to rescue the youths from the miserable fate intended for them, 
and after the death of Periander sent them back to their native 
island.1 

While we turn with displeasure from the political life of this 
man, we are at the same time made acquainted with the 
great extent of his power—greater than that which 
was ever possessed by Corinth after the extinction of 
his dynasty. Korkyra, Ambrakia, Leukas, and 

Anaktorium, all Corinthian colonies, but m the next century 
independent states, appear m his time dependencies of Corinth. 
Ainhrakia is said to have been under the rule of another despot 
named Periander, probably also a Kypselid by birth. It seems 

l Herodot iii. 47—54. He details at pare Plutarch, De Herodoti Malignitat. 
some length this tragical story. Com- c. 22, p. 860. 

Great 
power of 
Corinth 
under 
Penander 
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indeed that the towns of Anaktorium, Leukas, and Apolloma m 
the Ionian Gulf were either founded by the Kypselids, or 
received reinforcements of Corinthian colonists, during their 
dynasty, though Korkyra was established considerably earlier.1 

The reign of Penander lasted for forty years (b.c. 625—585): 

Psammetichus son of Gordius, who succeeded him, reigned three 
years, and the Kypselid dynasty is then said to have FaJ1 of the 
closed after having continued for seventy-three years.2 Kypselid 

In respect of power, magnificent display, and wide- dyn£U3fcy 
spread connexions both m Asia and in Italy, they evidently stood 
high among the Greeks of their time. Their offerings consecrated 
at Olympia excited great admiration, especially the gilt colossal 
statue of Zeus and the large chest of cedar-wood dedicated m the 
temple of Her§, overlaid with various figures in gold and ivory 
The figures were borrowed from mythical and legendary story, 
while the chest was a commemoration both of the name of Kypselus 
and of the tale of his marvellous preservation in infancy.3 If 
Plutarch is conect, this poweiful dynasty is to be numbered 
among the despots put down by Sparta.4 Yet such intervention 
of the Spartans, granting it to have been matter of fact, can 
baldly have been known to Herodotus. 

Coincident m point of time with the commencement of 
Penander’s reign at Corinth, we find Theagenes despot at Megara, 
who is also said to have acquired his power by demagogic arts, as 

1 Aristot Polit. v. 3, 6, 8, 9. 
Plutarch, Araatonus, c 23, p. 768, 
andDe Sei& Numinis Vmdicta, c 7, p. 
563 Stiabo, vu p. 325; x. p. 452. 
Scymnus Chius, v 454, and Antoninus 
Lioeralis, c iv., who quotes the lost 
work called *Ajn/3p<wet«<£ of Athanadas 

2 See Mr. Clinton, Fasti Hellenici, 
adann 625—585 b c. 

spausan v. 2, 4; 17, 2. Strabo, 
vni p. 858 Compare Schneider, 
Epimetrum ad Xenophon. Anabas p. 
570. The chest was seen at Olympia 
both by Pausanias and by Dio 
Chrysostom (Or x p. 325, Beiske). 

4 Plutarch. De Herodot Malign, c. 
21, p. 859. If Herodotus had known 
or believed that the dynasty of the 
Kypselids at Corinth was put down by 
Sparta, he could not have failed to 
make allusion to the fact m the long 
harangue which he ascribes to the 
Corinthian Sosiklfis (v. 92). Whoever 

2- 

leads that speech will perceive that 
the mferenco fiom silence to ignorance 
is in this case almost irresistible. 

O Muller ascribes to Penander a 
policy intentionally anti-Dorian— 
“prompted by the wish of utterly 
eradicating the peculiarities of the 
Done lace For this reason he abolished 
the public tables, and prohibited the 
ancient education.” (O. Mullei, 
DonanSj in 8, 3 ) 

But it cannot be shown that any 
public tables (owerma) or any peculiar 
education, analogous to those of Sparta, 
ever existed at Coiinth If nothing 
more be meant by these <n/<rcriTta than 
public banquets on particular festive 
occasions (see Wolcker, Prolegom. ad 
Theogmd. c. 20, p. xxxvn ). these are 
noway peculiar to Donan cities. Nor 
does Tbeogms, v 270, bear out Welcker 
in affirming ‘‘syssitiorum vetus insti- 
tuturn ” at Megara. 
-27 
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well as by violent aggressions against the rich proprietors, whose 
aregaia— catt^e destroyed m their pastmes by the side of 
TheagenSs the river. We are not told by what previous con- 
the despot. (|uct QJ1 tjie 0f the rich this hatred of the people 

had been earned; but TheagenSs carried the popular feeling 
completely along with him, obtained by public vote a body of 
guards ostensibly for his personal safety, and employ etl them to 
overthrow the oligarchy.1 Yet he did not maintain his power 
even for his own life. A second revolution dethroned and 
expelled him, on which occasion, after a short interval of tempeiate 
government, the people are said to have renewed m a still more 
marked way their antipathies against the rich; banishing some 
of them with confiscation of property, intruding into the houses 
of others with demands for forced hospitality, and even passing a 
formal Palmtolua—or decree to require from the rich who had 
lent money on interest the refunding of all past interest paid to 
them by their debtors.2 To appreciate correctly such a demand, 
we must recollect that the practice of taking interest for money 
lent was regarded by a large proportion of early ancient society 
with feelings of unqualified reprobation. And it will be seen, 
when we come to the legislation of Solon, how much such violent 
reactionary feeling against the creditor was provoked by the 
antecedent working of the harsh law determining his rights. 

We hear in general terms of more than one revolution m the 
government of Megara—a disorderly democracy subverted by 
reluming oligarchical exiles, and these again unable long to 
maintain themselves;3 but we are alike uninformed as to dates 
and details. And *n respect to one of these struggles we are 
admitted to the outpourings of a contemporary and a sufferer— 

the Meganan poet Theognis. Unfortunately his 
government elegiac verses as we possess them are in a state so 
Tl^gms8^ ^ro^eib incoherent, and interpolated, that we make 

out no distinct conception of the events which call 
them forth Still less can we discover in the verses of Theognis 
that strength and peculiarity of pure Dorian feeling, which, since 
the publication of 0. Muller’s History of the Dorians, it has been 

1 Aristot Polifc, v 4,5; Rhetor i. 2, 7. 
2 Plutarch, Qussst. Grac c 18, p 21*5 
s Anstot. Polifc. iv. 12,10: v. 2, 0 ; 4,3. 
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the fashion to look for so extensively. But we see that the poet 
was connected with an oligarchy of birth, and not of wealth, 
which had recently been subverted by the breaking m of the 
rustic population previously subject and degraded—that these 
subjects were content to submit to a single-headed despot, m 
older to escape from their former rulers—and that Theognis had 
himself been betrayed by his own friends and companions, 
stripped of his property and exiled, through the wrong-doing 
“ of enemies whose blood he hopes one day to be peimitted to 
drink”.1 The condition of the subject cultivators previous to 
this revolution he depicts in sad colours * they cl dwelt without 
the city, clad m goatskins, and ignorant of judicial sanctions or 
laws33:2 after it, they had become citizens, and their importance 
had been immensely enhanced. Thus (according to his impi ession) 
the vile breed has trodden down the noble—the bad have become 
masters, and the good are no longer of any account. The 
bitterness and humiliation which attend upon poverty, and the 
undue ascendency which wealth confers even upon the most 
worthless of mankind,3 are among the prominent subjects of his 
complaint. His keen personal feeling on this point would be 
alone sufficient to show that the recent revolution had no way 
overthrown the influence of property; in contradiction to the 
opinion of Welcker, who infers without ground, from a passage 
ol uncertain meaning, that the land of the state had been formally 
re-divided.4 The Megarian revolution, so far as we apprehend 

1 Theogms, vv. 202,349, 512, 600, 828, 
834,1119, 1200, Gaisf edit. •— 

T5>v thf ju.4A.av aX/xa. meiv, <&C. 

a Theogms, v 849, Gaisf. 

Kvpve, mJAis fxtv «£>’ ySe ir6\t.$, Aao! Si 
Sij aAAoi, 

Ol irp6cr9' ovre Sifeas rav ovre vo- 
Iuoys, 

*AAA* d/xtfil irkcvpflcri Sop as aiy&v Kari- 
rpijSov, 

8’ Star' e\a<f>oi rijcrS* evi/xovro 
ttoXsos, 

3 Theogms, w. 174, 267, 528,700,865, 
Gaisf 

4 Consult the Prolegomena to 
Welckei’s edition of Theogms, also 
those of Schneidewin (Delectus Elegiac. 
Poetar, p. 46—05) 

The Piolegomena ol Welcker are 

paiticularly valuable and full of in¬ 
struction He illustrates at great 
length the tendency common to 
Theogms with other early Greek poets, 
to apply the woids good and bad, noc 
with leference to any ethical standard, 
but to wealth as contiasted with 
povertv—nobility with low birth— 
stiength with weakness—conservative 
and oligarchical politics as opposed to 
innovation (sect 10—18). The ethical 
meaning of these words is not abso¬ 
lutely unknown, yet rare, m Theogms 
it gradually grew up at Athens, and 
became popularized by the Sociatic 
school of philosophers as well as by 
the orators But the early or political 
meamng always remained, and the 
fluctuation between the two has been 4 
productive of freauent misunderstand¬ 
ing. Constant attention is necessary 
when we read the expressions oL ayaeoi. 
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it from Theogms, appears to have improved materially the 
condition of the cultivators around the town, and to have 
strengthened a certain class whom he considers “ the had rich ”— 
while it extinguished the privileges of that governing order, to 
which he himself belonged, denominated in his language “ the 
good and the virtuous,” with ruinous effect upon his own 
individual fortunes How far this governing order was exclu¬ 
sively Dorian, we have no means of determining. The political 
change by which Theognis suffered, and the new despot whom 
he indicates as either actually installed or nearly impending, 
must have come considerably after the despotism of Theagenes ; 
for the life of the poet seems to fall between 570—490 B.C., while 
Theagenes must have ruled about 630—600 B.O. From the 
unfavourable picture, therefore, which the poet gives as his own 
early experience, of the condition of the rural cultivators, it is 
evident that the despot Theagenes had neither conferred upon 
them any permanent benefit, nor given them access to the judicial 
protection of the city. 

It is thus that the despots of Corinth, Sikydn, and Megara 
Analogy of serve as samples of those revolutionary influences 
tiiky6n,’and which towards the beginning of the sixth century B.o. 

Megara. seem to have shaken or overturned the oligarchical 
governments in very many cities throughout the Grecian woild. 

t<x6\o(, KaXoK&yaBoC, xpycrroi, <fec , or OH 
the othci hand, ol koukh, 8«Aot, &c , to 
examine whether the context is such as 
to give to them the ethical or the 
political meaning. Welcker seems to 
go a step too far when he says that the 
lattei sense “fell into desuetude, 
thiough the influence of the Socratic 
philosophy’'. (Proleg sect. 11,p.xxv) 
The two meanings both remained ex¬ 
tant at the same time, as we see by 
Aristotle (Polit. iv,t 2)—axeSbv yap 
trap a rots irAaerrots ot eviropot, r<av ttakuiV 
KayaB&v Sokovctl Karfyew A 
careful distinction is sometimes found 
m Plato and Thucydides, who talk of 
the oligarchs as “the persons called 
superexcellent ”—tovs icaAovs /cayaflovs 
bvo(J.agofj.4pov$ (Thucyd Vlli. 48)—virb 
r&tv irXovcrCuiv re /cat koKSjv Kaya$5>v 
keyofjJvcav ev rrj iroA«t (Plato, Rop Vlli. 
p. 569). 

The same double sense is to he 
found equally prevalent in the Latin 
language * “ Bomque et mall dves ap* 

pollati, non oh menta m rempublicam, 
omnibus pauter corruptis sed uti 
quisque locupletissimus, et lnjunfl. 
validior, quia prtesontia defendehat, pro 
bono habebatur (Sallust Hist Frag¬ 
ment lib. i p 935, Oort) And again 
Cicero (De Republ i.34) “Hocenore 
vulgi cum rempublicam opes paucoium, 
non virtutes, tenure cceperunt, nomen 
llli prmcipes optimatium moidicus 
tenent, re autem carent eo nomine”. 
In Cicero's Oration pro Sextio (o. 45) 
the two meanings aie intentionally 
confounded together, when he gives 
his definition of optimum quuque. 
Welcker (Proleg. s. 12) produces several 
other examples of the like equivocal 
meaning. There are not wanting in¬ 
stances of the same use of language in 
the laws and customs of the early 
Germans—boni homines, piobi ho¬ 
mines, Rachinburgi. Gudemanner. See 
Savigny, Geschicnte des Rormsth. 
Rechts lm Mittelalter, vol. l. p. 184, 
vol. n p. xxii 
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There existed a certain sympathy and alliance between the 
despots of Corinth and Sikydn:1 how far such feeling was further 
extended to Megara we do not know. The latter city seems 
evidently to have been more populous and powerful during the 
seventh and sixth centuries b.c. than we shall afterwards find her 
throughout the two brilliant centuries of Grecian history* Her 
colonies, found as far distant asBitliyniaandthe Thracian Bosphorus 
on one side, and as Sicily on the other, argue an extent of trade 
as well as naval force once not inferior to Athens; so that we 
shall be the less surprised when we approach the life of Soldn, 
to find her in possession of the island of Salamis, and long 
maintaining it, at one time with every promise of triumph, against 
the entire force of the Athenians. 

1 Herod vl. 128. 
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CHAPTER X. 

IONIC PORTION OF HELLAS—ATHENS BEFORE SOL0N 

Haying traced in the preceding chapters the scanty stream of 
Peloponnesian history, from the first commencement of an 
authentic chronology in 776 B o., to the maximum of Spartan 
territorial Acquisition, and the general acknowledgement of 
Spartan primacy, prior to 547 b.c., I proceed to state as much as 
can he made out respecting the Ionic portion of Hellas during the 
same period. This portion comprehends Athens and Euboea,— 
the Cyclades islands—and the Ionic cities on the coast of Asia 
Minor, with their different colonies. 

In the case of Peloponnesus, we have been enabled to discern 
Histo of somet^lng like an order of real facts in the period 
AthonJhe- alluded to—Sparta makes great strides, while Argos 
^nlya,k° ^s* ^e case of Athens, unfortunately, our 
list of materials are less instructive. Thenumberof historical 

facts, anterior to the Solonian legislation, is very few 
indeed: the interval between 776 b o. and 624 b.c., the epoch of 
Drako’s legislation a short time prior to Kyldn’s attempted usurpa¬ 
tion, gives us merely a list of archons, denuded of all incident. 

In compliment to the heroism of Kodrus, who had sacrificed 
Ho Mn kis life for the safety of his country, we are told that 
after So- no person after him was permitted to bear the title of 
archons^6 king.1 His son Med6n, and twelve successors— 
arcKsal Pastils, Archippus, Thersippus, Phorbas, Megabits, 
Annuaiar- DiognStus, PhereklSs, Ariphrdn, Thespieus, Agamestdr, 
mnrmiber.0 -^schylus, and Alkmaedn—were all archons for life. 

In the second year of Alkmeedn (752 B.C.), the dignity 
of archon was restricted to a duration of ten years: and seven of 

l Justin, li 7. 
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these decennial archons are numbered—Chat ops, JEsimides, 
ELlcidikus, Hippomenes, Leokrates, Ap&andrus, Eiyxias. With 
Kreon who succeeded Eiyxias the archonship was not only made 
annual, but put into commission and distributed among nine 
persons. These nine archons annually changed continue thiough- 
out all the historical period, interrupted only by the few 
intervals of political disturbance and foreign compression. Down 
to Kleichkus and Hippomenes (714 b.c ), the dignity of archon 
had continued to belong exclusively to the Medontidse or 
descendants of Meddn and Kodrus;1 at that period it was thrown 
open to all the Eupatnds, or order of nobility in the state. 

Such is the series of names by which we step down from the 
level of legend to that of history. All oar historical 
knowledge of Athens is confined to the annual archons ; ^KieOii^ 
which series of eponymous archons, from Kreon B c °83” 
downwards, is perfectly trustworthy.2 Above 683 b c., ment ot 

the Attic antiquaries have provided us with a string noiogy.hr°' 

of names, which we must take as we find them, with¬ 
out being able either to wairant the whole or to separate the 
false from the true. There is no reason to doubt the geneial fact 
that Athens, like so many other communities of Greece, was m its 
primitive times governed by an hereditary line of kings, and that 
it passed from that form of government into a commonwealth, 
first oligarchical, afterwards democrat!cal. 

We are m no condition to determine the civil classification and 
political constitution ot Attica, even at the period of the archon¬ 
ship of Kreon, 083 bo, when authentic Athenian chronology 
first commences—much less can we pretend to any knowledge 
of the anterior centuries. Great political changes were in troduced 
first by Soldn (about f>94 b.c.), next by KleisthenSs (509 B.o), 
afterwards by Aristeides, Periklejs, and Ephialtos, between the 
Persian and Peloponnesian wars: so that the old ante-Soloman— 
nay even the real Solonian—polity was thus put more and more 
out of date and out of knowledge. But all the information which 
we possess respecting that old polity is derived from authors wlio 

1 Paimn l 3,2, Smrtas, 'In-Tro/wV^; pp 307, 310, 832. 
Piogeman Centur. Pioverb. in. 1. Fiom the beginning of the reign of 
'Atrt^earepov ’lirirofj.evovi, MeitOll SOU Of KodrilS, to tho first 

2 See Boeckh on the Parian Marble, annual archon KreOn, the Parian Marr 
in Corp Inserip Uiwc. part 12, sect 0, ble computes 407 yoars, Eusebius 387. 
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lived after all or most of tliese great changes—and who, finding 

Obscurity n0 recor<^s> nor anything better than current legends, 
of the civil explained the foretime as well as they could by guesses 
of Atticau more or *ess ingenious, generally attached to the 
before dominant legendary names. They were sometimes 

able to found their conclusions upon religious 
usages, periodical ceremonies, or common sacrifices, still subsisting 
in their own time. These were doubtless the best evidences to 
be found respecting Athenian antiquity, smce such practices often 
continued unaltered throughout all the political changes. It is 
in this way alone that we arrive at some partial knowledge of the 
ante-Solonian condition of Attica, though as a whole it still 
remains dark and unintelligible, even after the many illustrations 
of modern commentators. 

Philochorus, writing in the third century before the Christian 

Alle ed 00ra? s^e<^ that ^e^r0Ps had originally distributed 
duodecimal Attica into twelve districts—Kekropia, Tetrapolis, 
of^lttica Epakria, Dckeleia, Eleusis, Aphidnse, Thorikus, 
jaeMdy BiaurOn, Kytherus, Sphdttus, KSphisia, Phalerus— 

and that these twelve were consolidated into one 
political society by Theseus.1 This partition does not comprise 
the Megarid, which, according to other statements, is represented 
as united with Attica, and as having formed part of the distribution 
made by king Pandion among his four sons, Nisus, JEgeus, Pallas, 
and Lykus—a story as old as SophoklSs at least2 In other 
accounts, again, a quadruple division is applied to the tribes, 
which are stated to have been four in number, beginning from 
Kekrops—called in his time Kekropis, Autochth6n, Aktsea, and 
Paralia. Under king Kranaus, these tribes (we are told) received 
the names of Kranais, Atthis, Mesogasa, and Diakria3—under 
Erichthonius, those of Dias, Athenals, Poseidonias, Hephsestias: 
at last, shortly after Erechtheus, they were denominated after the 
four sons ol I6n (son of Kreusa daughter of Eiechtheus, by Apollo), 
Geleontes, Hopletes, iEgikoreis, Axgadeis. The four Attic or 
Ionic tribes, under these last-mentioned names, contmued to 

i Philochorus ap. Stiabo. ix. p. 890. Nisus from the isthmus of Corinth as 
See Schomann, Antiq. J. P. Grtec. b far as the Pythium (near OEnoS) and 
v sect. 2—5 Klousis (Str. ib.): but there were many 

s Strabo, ix. p. 892. Philochorus different tales 
and AndrOn extended the kingdom of Pollux, vul c. 9,109—111 
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form tlie classification of the citizens until the revolution of 
KleisthenSs in 509 b c., by which the ten tribes were Four Ionic 
introduced, as we find them down to the period of tubes— 

Macedonian ascendency. It is affirmed, and with some Hopifitesf’ 
etymological plausibility, that the denominations of 
these four tubes must originally have had reference to 
the occupations of those who bore them—the Hopletes being the 
warrior-class, the iEgikoreis goatherds, the Argadeis artisans, and 
the Geleontes (Teleontes, or Gedeontes) cultivators. Hence some 
authors have ascribed to the ancient inhabitants of Attica1 an 
actual primitive distribution into hereditary professions or castes, 
similar to that which prevailed m India and Egypt. If we should 
even grant that such a division into castes might originally have 
prevailed, it must have grown obsolete long before the time of 
Sol6n: but there seem no sufficient grounds for believing that it 
ever did prevail. The names of the tribes may have been 
originally borrowed from certain professions, but it does not 
necessarily follow that the reality corresponded to this derivation, 
or that every individual who belonged to any tribe was a member 
of the profession from whence the name had originally been 
derived. From the etymology of the names, be it ever so clear, 
we cannot safely assume the historical reality of a classification 
according to professions. And this objection (which would be 
weighty even if the etymology had been clear) becomes irresistible 
when we add that even the etymology is not beyond dispute;2 * * * * * 
that the names themselves are written with a diversity which 
cannot be reconciled; and that the four professions xr , 
named by Strabo omit the goatherds and include the of castes or 

priests; while those specified by Plutarch leave out profeSfeIons* 
the latter* and include the former.8 

1 Idn, the father of the four heroes Herodotus and others in giving 
after whom these tribes were named, Geleontes. Plutarch (Soldn, 26) gives 
was affirmed by one story to be the Gedeontes In an Athenian insenp- 
jurantive civilising legislator of Attica, tion recently published by Professor 
like Lykurgus, Numa, or Deukalidn Ross (dating seemingly in the first 
(Plutarch, adv. KolOten, c. 81, p. century after the Christian era), the 
1125) worship of Zeus Geledn at Athens has 

2 Thus EuripidSs derives the Al-yt- been for the first time verified—Aibs 
Kopets, not from at£ a goat, but from reAeoj/Tos lepo/ajpvi (Ross, DU Attisehen 
AlyU the uEgis of AthGnG (I6n, 1681): Demen, pp. vn.—ix Halle, 1846). 
he also gives Teleontes, derived from an * Plutarch (Sol6n, c 26); Strabo, 
eponymous Td6n son of I6n, while the viii. p 883. Compile Plato, Kntias, 
inscriptions at Kyzikus concur with p lio. 
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All that seems certain is, that these were the four ancient 
Ionic tribes (analogous to the Hylleis, Pamphyli, and Dymanes 
among the Dorians) which prevailed not only at Athens, but 
among several of the Ionic cities derived from Athens. The 
Geleontes are mentioned m inscriptions now remaining belonging 
to Te6s m Ionia, and all the four are named m those of Kyzikus 
in the Propontis, which was a foundation from the Ionic Miletus.1 
The four tubes, and the four names (allowing for some variations 
of reading), are therefore historically verified. But neither the 
time of their introduction, nor their pumitive import, are 
ascertainable matters; nor can any faith be put in the various 
constructions of the legends of I6n, Erechtheus, and Kekiop^ by 
modern commentators. 

These four tribes may be looked at either as religious and 
Component social aggregates, m which capacity each of them 
thefour °£ comprised three Phratnes and mnety Gentes; or as 
tribes. political aggregates, in which point of view each 
included three Trittyes and twelve Naukranes. Each Phratry 
contained thirty Gentes: each Tnttys comprised four Naukraries: 
the total numbers were thus 360 Gentes and 48 Naukraries. 
Moreover each gens is said to have contained thirty heads of 
families, of whom therefore there would be a total of 10,800. 

Comparing these two distributions one with the other, we may 
The Tnttys remar^ that they we distinct in their nature and 
and the proceed in opposite directions. The Tnttys and the 
Naukiary. ^aukrary are essentially fractional subdivisions of 
the tribe, and resting upon the tribe as their higher unity : the 
Naukrary is a local circumscription, composed of the Naukrars 
or principal householders (so the etymology seems to indicate), 
who levy in each respective district the quota of public contribu¬ 
tions which belongs to it, and supermtend the disbursement,— 
provide the military force incumbent upon the district, being for 
each naukrary two horsemen and one ship,—and furnish the 

1 Boeckh, Corp Inscr. Nos. 3078, Gnechischeii Staatsaltorthtuner, sect. 
3079, 3065. The olaboiato commentary 91—06) gives a summary of all that can 
on this last mentioned inscription, w be known respecting these old Athenian 
which Boockh vindicates the early tubes. Compare ilgen, De Tnbubus 
historical reality of the classification Atticis,p 9 mq , Tittmann, Griechische 
by professions, is noway satisiaciory to Staatsveifassimgen, pp. 570—582 ; 
my mind. Wachsmuth, Hellonische Alterthums- 

K IT, Hermann (I<ehrbucli der kumle, sect. 4J, 44. 
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chief district-officers, the Prytanes of the Naukraii.1 A ceitam 
number of foot soldiers, varying according to the demand, must 
probably be understood as accompanying these horsemen; but 
the quota is not specified, as it was, perhaps, thought unnecessary 
to limit piecisely the obligations of any except the wealthier men 
who served on horseback,—at a period when oligarchical 
ascendency was paramount, and when the bulk of the people 
was in a state of comparative subjection. The forty-eight 
naukraries are thus a systematic subdivision of the four tribes, 
embracing altogether the whole terntoiy, population, conti lbu- 
tions, and military force of Attica,—a subdivision fiamed 
exclusively for purposes connected with the entire state. 

But the Phratnes and Gentes are a distiibution completely 
different from this. They seem aggregations of small ^ Phra. 
primitive unities into larger; they are independent ot, try and 

and do not presuppose, the tribe; they arise separately the Gens* 
and spontaneously, without preconcerted uniformity, and without 
reference to a common political purpose; the legislator finds them 
pre-existing, and adapts or modifies them to answer some national 
scheme. We must distinguish the genei al fact of the classification, 
and the successive suboidmation m the scale, of the families to 
the gens, of the gentes to the phratry, and of the phratries to the 
tribe—from the precise numerical symmetry with which this 
subordination is invested, as we read it,—thirty families to a 
gens, thiity gentes to a phratry, three phratries to each tribe. If 
such nice equality of numbers could ever have been procured, by 

1 About the Naukraries, see Aristot, 
Fragment Rerum Public, p, 89, ed. 
Neumann, llarpokration, w Arj/xap- 
yoy, Nav/cpapuea, PhotlUS, V. ‘SovKpapCa; 
Pollux, vm 108, Schol. ad Aiistoph. 
Nubes, 37 , 

Oc Trpvrdveiq riov Nav#cp<xp«v, Hero* 
dot v. 71. they conducted tne military 
proceedings m resistance to the usmpa- 
tion of Kyl6n 

The statement that each Naukrary 
was obliged to furnish one ship can 
haully be tiue of the time before 
SolOn. as Pollux states it, we should 
be led to conceive that he only mfois 
it from the name vavKpapos (Pollux, 
vm 108), though the real etymology 
seems rather to be from voim (Waclis- 
muth, Hellen, Alt. sect. 44, p. 240). 

There may be some giouncl for believ¬ 
ing that the old meaning also of the 
word ratmj? connected it with vauo; 
snch a supposition would smooth the 
diificulty m regard to the functions of 
the uavroStKai as judges in cases of 
illicit admission into the phratores. 
See Hesychius and llarpokration, v. 
NovtoSikm, and Baumstai’k, l)o Ouia- 
toribus Emponi, Friburg, 1828, p <57 
seq : compare also the fiagmonl of the 
Soloman law, 17 «p«v bpyuov Tj vo.vto.Lj 

which Niebuhr conjectuially conects. 
Rom. Goscli v, i, p. 323, 2nd ed , 
Hesychius, Nttu<mjp«c—oi oheirtu. See 
Pollux, NavAoy, and Lobeck, ‘P^/xart- 
kov, sect. 3, p. 7; ’AstvaOrat trapa 
MtA.7j<ri'oc5? Plutarch, Qwest. Gia»c. 
c. 32, p 208. 
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legislative constraint1 operating upon pre-existent natural elements, 
the proportions could not have been permanently maintained. 
But we may reasonably doubt whether it ever did so exist: it 
appears more like the fancy of an antiquary who pleased himself 
by supposmg an original systematic creation in times anterior 
to records, by multiplying together the number of days in the 
month and of months in the year. That every phratry contained 
an equal number of gentes, and every gens an equal number of 
families, is a supposition hardly admissible without better 
evidence than we possess. But apart from this questionable 
piecision of numerical scale, the Phratries and Gentes themselves 
were real, ancient, and durable associations among the Athenian 
people, highly important to be understood.2 3 The basis of the 
whole was the house, hearth, or family,—a number of which, 

What con- greater or less> composed the Gens 01 Genos, This 
stituted the gens was therefore a clan, sept, or enlarged, and partly 
gentile factitious, brotherhood, bound together by—1. Com- 
conanra- mon religious ceremonies, and exclusive privilege of 

priesthood, in honour of the same god, supposed to be 
the primitive ancestor and characterised by a special surname. 
2. By a common burial place. 3. By mutual rights of successions 
to property 4. By reciprocal obligations of help, defence, and 
redress of injuries. 5. By mutual right and obligation to 
intermarry m certain determinate cases, especially where there 
was an orphan daughter or heiress. 6. By possession, in some 
cases at least, of common property, an archon and a treasurer of 
their own. 

1 Meier, He Gentilitate AtticA, pp 
22—24, conceives that this numerical 
completeness was enacted by Sol6n; 
hut of this there is no proof, nor is it 
in harmony with the general tendencies 
of Soldn's legislation. 

3So m reference to the Anglo-Saxon 
Ty thing* and Hundreds> and to the still 
more widely-sproad division of the 
Hundred* which seems to pervade the 
whole of Teutonic and Scandinavian 
antiquity, much more extensively than 
the tythmgthere is no ground for 
believing that these precise numerical 
proportions were in general piactice 
teamed , tho systematic nomenclatuie 
served its purpose by marking the idea 
of graduation and tho type to which a 

certain approach was actually made. 
Mr Thorpe observes respecting the 
Hundred m his Glossaryto the “Ancient 
Laws and Institutes of England,” v. 
Hundred, Tythmg* Fnd-Borg, <fec. “ In 
the Dialogue de Scaccario, it is said 
that a Hundred ‘ex hyd&rum aliquot 
centenanis, sed non determmatis, con¬ 
stat : quidam emm ex pluribus, quidam 
ex paucionbus constat1 Some accounts 
make it consist of precisely a hundred 
hydes, others of a hundred tvthings, 
others of a hundred free families 
Ceitain it is, that whatever may have 
been its original organization, the 
Hundred, at the time when it becomes 
known to us, differed gieatly m extent 
m various parts of EnglandT' 
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Such were the rights and obligations characterising the gentile 
union.1 The phratnc union, binding together several gentes, was 
less intimate, but still included some mutual rights and obliga¬ 
tions of an analogous character; especially a communion of 
particular sacred rites, and mutual privileges of prosecution m 
the event of a phratSr being slain. Each phratry was considered 
as belonging to one of the four tribes, and all the pliratries of the 
same tribe enjoyed a certain periodical communion of sacred 
rites, under the presidency of a magistrate called the Phylo- 
Basileus or Tribe King, selected from the Eupatnds: Zeus 
Gele6n was m this manner the patron god of the tribe Geleontes. 
Lastly, all the four tribes were linked together by the common 
worship of Apollo Patrdus as their divine father and guardian ; 
for Apollo was the father of Ion, and the Eponyms of all the four 
tribes were reputed sons of I6n. 

Thus stood the primitive religious and social union of the popu¬ 
lation of Attica m its gradually ascending scale—as distinguished 
from the political union, probably of later introduction, repre¬ 
sented at fiibt by the Tnttyes and Naukraries, and m after times 
by the ten Kleisthenean tribes, subdivided into Tnttyes and 
Demes. The religious and family bond of aggregation is the 
earlier of the two : but the political bond, though beginning later, 
will be found to acquire constantly increasing influence through¬ 
out the greater part of this history. In the former, personal 
relation is the essential and predominant characteristic3—local 
relation being subordinate : in the latter, property and residence 
become the chief considerations, and the personal element counts 
only as measured along with these accompaniments. All these 
phratnc and gentile associations, the larger as well as the smaller, 
were founded upon the same principles and tendencies of the 
Grecian mind3—a coalescence of the idea of worship with that of 

i See the instructive inscription m 2 $v\al yevutaC opposed to 4>v\*l 
Piofessor Ross's woik (Ueber die roirueaL—Dionys Hal. Ant. Rom. iv. 
Demen von Attika, p. 20) of the 14 
yevos 'Atiwa.v8pt.8Siv, commemorating •* Plato, Euthydem. p. 302; Aristot. 
the archon of that gens, the priest or ap Schol in Platon Axioch p 405, ed. 
Kekrops, the Tajtuas oi tieasurer, and Belc 'Api<rror&ijs rov o\ov ttAtJ- 
the names of the members, with the 0ovs 'ABvjvflffiv re towj 

deme and tube of each individual, •yatovyovs kclX to vs Sjjjtuoup'yoOs, ^vAa? 

Compaie Bossier, Do Gent AtticiS, p. avrtov elvcu reVcrapa?, rS>v Se <f>v\S>v e/ca<r- 
68 About the peculiar religious ntes n\s p.otpas elvat rpels, rpirnlas re /ca- 
of the gens called Gephyrsei, see Hero- Aou<rt /cal foarpCas* e/cacmj? 8k rovrvv 
dot, V. 01 rpta/covra elvat, yevij, rb 8i yivos etc rpta- 
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ancestry, or of communion m certain special religions rites with 
communion of blood, real or supposed. The god or hero, to 
whom the assembled members offered their sacufices, was con¬ 
ceived as the primitive ancestor to whom they owed their origin ; 
often through a long list of intermediate names, as in the case of 
the Milesian Hekatseus, so often before adverted to.1 Each family 
had its own sacred rites and funeral commemoration of ancestors, 
celebrated by the master of the house, to which none but mem¬ 
bers of the family were admissible : so that the extinction of a 
family, carrying with it the suspension of these religious rites, 
was held by the Greeks to be a misfortune, not merely from the 
loss of the citizens composing it, but also because the family gods 
and the names of deceased citizens were thus deprived of their 
honours2 and might visit the country with displeasure. The 

Kovra. avSptav avvicrravM, rovrovsbrj rows 
rayanj reraypeyovs yeviijras koXovctl. 

Pollux, vm^ 8 ot /xcrc'xovrts rov yu/ot/?, 
yevvrjrai /cal opoyaXanres * yeVet ft.lv ov 
irpocnj/covres, etc rrjs cruvoSov oura> 
irpocayopevofLcvot: compare also 111 52; 
Momst Atticist. p. 108. 

Harpokrat V. ’AttoAAwi^ narpwoy, 
OeotViov, Pevvyrai, ’Opymves, <fec. 
Etymol Magn v Tevvrjrai., Suidas, 
v 'Opyeuvcs , Pollux, vm 85, Domos- 
then. cont Eubulld p. 1819 «tra ^pa- 
rope?, etra ’AttoXAwvo? irorpcSov /cat Atoc 
ep/etov yej/j'Trjrat. and cont Noairam, p. 
1305 Isfeus uses bpye&vts as synony¬ 
mous 'With ycwijrat (SOO Orat 11. p 19, 
^0—28, ed. Bek) Schumann (Antiq. 
J, P, Gikv, § xxvi.) considers the two 
as essentially distinct fcpijrp^ and 
<f>v\ov both occur m the Iliad, li 802 
See the Dissertation of Buttmann, 
TJuber den Boftiiff von <f>parpia (Mytho- 
logns, c 24, p. 806), and that of Meier, 
Be (ientilitato Attica, where the points 
of knowledge attainable respecting 
the Gentes are well put together and 
Uiscnssed. 

In the Therman Inscription (No 2448 
ap Boeckh. Corp. Inscr., see his com¬ 
ment, p. 310) containing the testament 
of Epikt&ta, wheieby a bequest is made 
to oL ovyyevels—6 avSpeios ttav cvyyeviav 
—this latter word does not mean kin¬ 
dred or blood relations, but a variety 
of the gentile union—“ thiasus ” or 
* ‘ sodahti urn Boeckh 

1 HeiOdOt. 1. 143. 'E/.aTaiw—yweij- 
Aoyij<ravTt re kwvrbv /cal &va$r'iaraVTL r^v 
irarpiyv «’? e/c/cat8<f<carov Beov. Again: 
yeve^Aoy/Jtram iuvrbv, teal avaStjoravn 

i<S eKKa.ibeKa.roy Be6v. * The Attic 6X- 
piession ayxCtrreia tepwv /cal ocriW 
lllustiates the intimate association 
between family relationship and com¬ 
mon lehgious privileges —Isseus, Chat 
vi p So, ed Bok. 

- Isceus, Or vi p 61; u p, 88; 
Demostli. adv Makaitatum, p. 1053— 

1076 : adv, Leochar. p. 1008 Respect¬ 
ing this peipetuation of the family 
sacred ntos, the feeling prevalent 
among the Athenians is much the 
same as what is now seen in China. 

Mr. Davis observes—“ Sons aie con¬ 
sidered in this country, where the power 
over thorn is so absolute thiough life, 
as a sure suppoit, as well as a piobable 
souice of wealth and digmtios, should 
they succeed in learning But the 
giand object is, the peipetuation of 
the race, to sacrifice at the family 
tombs Without sons, a man lives 
without honour or satisfaction, and 
dies unhappy, and as the only xornody, 
he is permitted to adopt the sons of his 
younger brothers 

“It is not duiing life only that a 
man looks for the service of his sons. 
J t is his consolation m declining years, 
to think that they will continue the Serformance of the prescribed rites m 

tie hall of ancestors, and at the family 
tombB, when he is no more; and it is 
the absence of this prospect which 
makes the childless doubly miserable. 
The superstition derives influence from 
the importance attached by the govern¬ 
ment to this spocieR of posthumous 
duty; a neglect of which is punishable, 
as we have seen, by the laws. Indeed, 
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larger associations, called Gens, Phiatiy, Tribe, were formed by 
an extension of tlie same principle—of tlie family ^ t 
considered as a religious brotherhood, worshipping eriiaige- 
some common god or hero with an appropriate sur- Siimt°ivethe 
name, and lecogmsmg him as their joint ancestor; family asso- 

and the festivals Thecema and Apatuna1 (the first i<feas of 

Attic, the second common to all the Ionic race) annu- 
ally brought together the members of these phratnes ct fciy 
and gentes for worship, festivity, and maintenance of 
special sympathies; thus strengthening the larger ties without 
effacing tlie smaller. 

Such were the manifestations of Grecian sociality, as we read 
them m the early constitution, not merely of Attica, but of other 
Grecian states besides. To Aristotle and Dikfearclius it was an 
interesting inquiry to trace back all political society into certain 
assumed elementary atoms, and to show by what motives and 
means the original families, each having its separate meal-bin 
and fire-place,2 had been bi ought together into larger aggregates. 
But the histonan must accept as an ultimate fact the earliest state 
of things which his witnesses make known to him, and in the 
case now before us, the gentile and phiatnc unions are matters 
into the beginning of which we cannot pretend to penetrate. 

Pollux (piobably from Aristotle’s lost work on the Constitutions 
of Greece) informs us distinctly that the members of the same 
gens at Athens were not commonly related by blood,—and even 
without any express testimony we might have concluded such to 
be the fact. To what extent the gens at the unknown epoch of 
its first formation was based upon actual relationship, we have no 
means of determining, either with regard to the Athenian or 

of all tlie subjects of their caie, there 
are none which the Chinese so reli¬ 
giously attend to as the tombs of their 
ancestois, conceiving that any neglect 
is buie to be followed by woildly mis¬ 
fortune "—(The Chinese, by John 
Fianeis Davis, chap lx. p. 131—134, 
ed Knight, 1840) 

Mi Mill notices the same state of 
foelm" among the Hindoos —(History 
oi Butish India, book u. chap vn p 
881, ed bvo ) 

1 Xenoph Hellen, i 5, 8; Horodot 
i. 147 , Suidas, ‘A7rttTOvpta—Zevs <1>par- 
ptos—’Afloata <jiparpCat the presiding 

god of the phratiic union —Plato, 
Euthydem, c. 28, p 802, Demosth. 
adv Makait p. 1054 See Meier, De 
Gentilitate Attica, p 11—14. 

The irdrpiat at Byzantium, which 
were diffeient from OCacoi, and which 
possessed corporate property (ri r« 
6t.acrant.Kd /cal rd rrarptcorc/cd, Aristot. 
(Economic n. 4), are doubtless the 
parallel of the Athenian phi allies 

a Bikseaichus ap Stephan Byz. v. 
Uarp6 , Anstot Pollt. l. 3, t>, 'O/xoon- 
sn/'o? and op.o/ca7rvous aie the old words 
cited by the latter fiom Chgiondas and 
Epimemdds. 
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the Roman gentes, winch weie m all mam points analogous. 
Gentilism is a tie by itself; distinct from the family ties, but 
presupposing their existence and extending them by an artificial 
analogy, partly founded in religious belief and partly on positive 
compact, so as to comprehend strangers m blood. All the 

members oi one gens, or even of one phratry, believed 
S>mmona themselves to be sprung, not indeed from the same 
ancestor grandfather or great-grandfather, but from the same 

divine or heroic ancestor. All the contemporary 
members of the phratry of Hekatseus had a common god for 
their ancestor in the sixteenth degree ; and this fundamental 
belief, into which the Greek mind passed with so much facility, 
was adopted and converted by positive compact into the Gentile 
and Phratnc principle of union. It is because such a transfusion, 
not rebogmsed by Christianity, is at variance with modem habits 
of thought, and because we do not readily understand how such 
a legal and religious fiction can have sunk deep into the Greek 
feelings, that the Phratnes and Gentes appear to us mysterious. 
But they are in harmony with all the legendary genealogies 
which have been set forth m earlier chapters. Doubtless 
Niebuhr, in his valuable discussion of the ancient Roman Gentes, 
is right in supposing that they were not real families, procreated 
from any common historical ancestor. Still it is not the less true 
(though he seems to suppose otherwise) that the idea ot the gens 
involved the belief in a common first father, divine or heroic—a 
This genealogy which we may properly call fabulous, but 
ancestry winch was consecrated and accredited among the 
yet stST* members of the gens itself, and sei ved as one impor- 
accredited. taut bond of union between them.1 And though an 

i Niebuhr, Romische Geschichte, The passage of Varro does not prove 
voL 1. p. 317—337. Varro’s language on the historical reality of the primitive 
that point is clear“ TJt m hommibus father or Genarch JSmihns, but it 
quseaam sunt cognationes et gentili- proves that the members of the gens 
tates, sic in verbis. TJt emm ab believed m lum 
Jfimilio homines orti JEmiln ot gentiles, Dr. Wilda, in his learned work, 
sic ab .ffirailn nomine declmatse voces “Das Deutsche Strafrecht* (Hallo, 
in gentilitate nominali* Paul. Diacom 1842), diseents from Niebuhr in the 
p. 04. “ Gentihs dicitur ex eodem opposite direction, and seems to main- 
genere ortus, et is qui simili nomine tam that the Grecian and Roman 
appellatur,” &c. See Becker, Hand- gentes were really distant blood rela- 
buch der Romischen Alterthamer, part tions (p. 123). How this can he proved. 
2, abth 2, p 36. I do not know. and it is inconsistent 

L'he last part of the definition ought with the opinion which he advances m 
to be struck out for the Greciangentos. the preceding page (p. 122) veiy justly 
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analytical mind like Aristotle might discern the difference 
between the gens and the family, so as to distinguish the former 
as the offspring of some special compact—still this is no fair test 
of the feelings usual among early Greeks. Nor is it certain that 
Aristotle himself, son of the physician Nikomachus, who belonged 
to the gens of the Asklepiads,1 would have consented to disallow 
the procreative origin of all these religious families without any 
exception. The natural families of course changed from genera¬ 
tion to generation, some extendmg themselves while others 
diminished or died out; but the gens received no alterations, 
except through the procreation, extinction, or subdivision of 
these component families. Accordingly the relations of the 
families with the gens were in perpetual course of fluctuation, 
and the gentile ancestoiial genealogy, adapted as it doubtless was 
to the early condition of the gens, became in process of time 
partially obsolete and unsuitable. We hear of this genealogy 
but rarely, because it is only brought before the public in certain 
cases pre-eminent and venerable. But the humbler gentes had 
their common utes, and common superhuman ancestor and 
genealogy, as well as the more celebrated . the scheme and ideal 
basis was the same m all 

Analogies, borrowed from very different people and parts of the 
world, prove how readily these enlarged and factitious Analo . 
family unions assort with the ideas of an early stage from other 

of society. The Highland clan, the Irish sept,2 the natlons* 

—that these quasi families are prim 
ordial facts m early human society, 
beyond which we cannot carry our 
researches. 44 The farther we go back 
in history, the more does the com¬ 
munity exhibit the form of a family, 
though in reality it is not a mere 
family. This is the limit of historical 
research, which no man can tiansgress 
with impunity ” (p 122). 

1 Diogen iaert v. 1. 
2 See Colonel Leake's Travels in 

Northern Greece, ch 2, p. 85 (the 
Greek word <fr>arpuu seems to be 
adopted in Albania); Bou6, La Turquie 
en Europe, vol. u. ch. i. p. 15—17; 
chap. 4, p. 530; Spenser's View of the 
State of Ireland (vol vi. p. 1612—1543 
of Tonson's edition of Spenser’s Works, 
1715); Cyprien Robert, Die Slaven iu 
der Turkey, b. 1, ch 1 and 2. 

2- 

So too, in the laws of King Alfred 
in England on the subject of murder, 
the guild-brethren or members of the 
same guild are made to rank in the Ction of distant relatives if there 

pen to be no blood relatives :~ 
‘rIf a man, kinless of parental 

relatives, fight and slay a man, then if 
he have maternal relatives, let them 
pay a third of the wer: his guild- 
brethren a third part: for a third let 
him flee. If he have no maternal 
relatives, let his guild-brethren pay 
half: for half let him flee .... 
If a man kill a man thus circumstanced, 
if he have no relatives, let half be paid 
to the king, half to his guild-brethren." 
(Thorpe, Ancient Laws and Institutes 
of England, vol i. p. 79—81.) Again iu 
the same work. Leges Henrici Pnmi, 
vol. i. p. 596, the ideas of the kindred 
-28 
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ancient legally constituted families in Friesland and Dithmarsch, 
the Phis or Phaia among tlie Albanians, are examples of a 
similar practice:1 and the adoption of pnsoners by the North 

and the guild inn together in the most 
intimate manner.—“Si quib hominem 
occidat—Si eum tunc cotiiiatio t,ua 
deserat, et pro eo qddate nolit,” &e. 
In the Salic law, the membeis of a 
contuho ruuub weie invested with the 
same rights and obligations one to¬ 
wards the othei (Rogge, Genchtswesen 
der Germanen, cli in. p 62) Oompaie 
AVilda, Deutsches Strafiecht, p 389, 
and the valuable special treatise of the 
same author (Das Gildenwesen mi 
Mittelalter. Berlin, 1831), where the 
ongm and progress of the guilds from 
the primitive times of German heathen¬ 
ism is unfolded He shows that these 
associations have their basis in the 
earliest feelings and habits of the 
Teutonic race—the family was as it 
were a natuial guild—the guild a 
factitious family Common religious 
sacrifices and festivals—mutual deience 
and help, as well as mutual responsi¬ 
bility—were the recognised bonds 
among the congildones, they were 
soroi itatet as well as jiat&ndates, com¬ 
prehending both men and women 
(deren Genossen wie die Gliedei einer 
Familie eng unter emandei veibunden 
waren, p. 145). Wilda explains how 
this primitive social and religious 
phrati y (sometimes this very expression 
fmtna is used, see p 109) passed into 
something like the more political tnbe 
or phyVe (see pp 43, 57, 60, 116, 126, 
129, 344) The sworn commune, which 
spread so much throughout Europe in 
the beginning of the twelfth century, 
partakes both of the one and of the 
other—coiyw cdio—amicitia jurata (pp, 
148,169). 

The members of an Albanian phcn a 
are all jointly bound to exact, and 
each severally exposed to suffer, the 
vengeance of blood, in the event of 
homicide committed upon, or by, any 
one of them (Bou6, ut supi a) 

i See the valuable chapter of 
Niebuhr, Rom. Gesch. voL i. pp. 817, 
350,2nd edit. 

The Mberghx of Genoa in the middle 
ages were enlarged families created by 
voluntary compact“ De tout temps 
(observes Sismondi) les families puis- 
santes avoient 6t4 dans l'usage, k 
GOnes, d'augmenter encore leur puis¬ 
sance en aaoptant d*autres families 
moms riches, moms lllustres, ou moms 

nombreuses—auxquelles eiles commu- 
mquoient leur nom et leurs aimes, 3uelles prenoient uinsi l'engagement 

e protdgei—et qui en retour s’asso- 
cioient k toutes leuis queielles. Les 
maisons dans lesquelles on entioit 
amsi pai adoption, etoient nominees 
des alberghi (aubeiges), et ll y avoit 
peu de maisons lllusties qui ne se 
fussent amsi reciutces a raide de 
quelque familie etrang&ie ” fRepnb- 
liques Italiennes, t x. cli 120, p 3G0 ) 

Eichhom (Deutsche Stoats- unu 
Rechts-Geschichte, sect IB, vol,i p 84, 
5th edit) remarks in reg.iid to the 
ancient Germans, that the Gorman 
“familiee et propinquitates ” mentioned 
by Tacitus (G erm c 7), and the “genti- 
bus cognatxombusque hominum” of 
Caesar (B G vi 22), bore moio analogy 
to the Roman pens than to relationship 
of blood or wedlock Accoi ding to the 
idea of some of the German tribes, 
even blood-relationship might be 
formally renounced and broken off, 
with all its connected rights and obli¬ 
gations, at the pleasure of the indi¬ 
vidual he might declare himself 
«Kirow)To?r, to use the Gieelc expression. 
See the Titul 63 of the Salic law as 
quoted by Eichhom, t. c. 

Professor Koutorga of St Peters¬ 
burg (m his Essai sur TOrgamsation de 
la Tnbu danR l’Antiquite, translated 
from Russian into French by M. Cho- Sm, Pans, 1839) has traced out and 

lustrated the fundamental analogy 
between the social classification, in 
early times, of Gieeks, Romans, Ger¬ 
mans, and Russians (see especially pp. 
47, 213) Respecting the early history 
of Attica, however, many of his posi¬ 
tions are advanced upon very untrust¬ 
worthy evidence (see p 123 eeq ). 

Among the Arab tribes in Algeria 
there are some which are supposed to 
be formed from the descendants, real 
or reputed, of some holy man or mara¬ 
bout, whose tomb, covered with a white 
dome, is the central point of the tribe. 
Sometimes a tribe of this sort is divided 
into Jerla or sections, each of which 
has for its head or founder a son of the 
Tribe-eponymus or founder. Some¬ 
times these tribes are enlarged, by 
adjunction or adoption of new ele¬ 
ments; so that they become larger 
tnbes, “ fornuSes k la fois par le ad- 
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American Indians, as well as theum\ eisal prevalence and efficacy 
of the ceremony of adoption in the Grecian and Roman world, 
exhibit to ns a solemn formality under certain circumstances 
originating an union and affections similar to those of kindred 
01 this same nature were the Phratnes and Gentes at Athens, the 
Curire and Gentes at Rome. But they were peculiarly modified 
hy the religious imagination of the ancient world, which always 
traced back the past time to gods and heroes. and religion thus 
supplied both the common genealogy as their basis, and the 
privileged communion of special sacred rites as means of com¬ 
memoration and perpetuity. The Gentes, both at Athens and m 
other parts of Greece, bore a patronymic name, the stamp of their 
believed common paternity* we find the Asklepiadae in many 
parts of Greece—the Aleuadse in Thessaly—the Midylidse, Psaly- 
chidse, Blepsiadse, Euxenidse, at iEgma—the Branchidse at 
Miletus—the Nebridse at Kds—the Iamidse and Klytiadae at 
Olympia—the Akestoridse at Argos—the Kmvradse in Cyprus— 
the Penthilidse at Mitylene1—the Talthvbiadm at Sparta,—not 
less than the Kodridjc, Eumolpidoe, Phytalidse, LykomMse, 
Butadse, Euneidse, Hesychidse, Brytiadse, &e, in Attica.2 To 
each of these corresponded i mythical ancestor more or less 
known, and passing for the first father as well as the eponymous 
hero of the gens—Kodrus, Eumolpus, Butes, Phytalus, Hesychus, 
&c. 

The revolution ol Kleisthenes in 509 B.c. abolished the old 
tribes for civil purposes, and created ten new tribes—leaving the 
phratries and gentes unaltered, but introducing the local distri¬ 
bution according to denies or cantons, as the foundation of his 
new political tribes. A certain number of denies belong to each 

veloppement de Foment familial, et 13; ’AA«vd$u>v rovs 7t/w£tovs, Plato, 
pai raggi<Jgationd’el6mens dangers’* Men6n, 1, which marks them as a 
—“ Tout cela se natuialise par le con- numerous gens. SeeButtmann, Dissert, 
tact, et chacun des nouveaux venus on the Aleuadse, m the Mythologus, 
pi end la quality d’Amn (homme des voL n p. 246 Bacchiadse at Connth, 
Beni Amei) tout aussi bien que les c$i5ocrai/ «ai ijyoi'To aAA^Awv (Herod. 
<lescend<ms d’Amerlui-m6me.” (Tableau \ 92). 
de la Situation des Etabhssemens 2 Harpokration, v ’ErcojSovraSat, 
Franqais en Algeria, Mar 1846. p. 898.) BovrdScu; Thucyd. viii. 68; Plutaich, 

i Pmdar, Pyth. vin 68; Istnm. vi. Theseus, 12, Themistokl&s, 1, De- 
92, Nem vii. 103, Strabo, ix. p. 421; mosth. coat. Neser. p. 1866; Polemo 
Stephan Byz. v Km; Herodot. v. 44; ap Schol ad Soph <Edip. KoL 489; 
vn 184; ix 37; Pausan. x. 1,4; Kalli- Plutaich, Vit. X Orator p 841—844. 
machus, Xavacr. Pall&d. S3; Schol. See the Dissertation of O. Muller, De 
Pindar. Pyth li 27, Aristot. Pol. v. 8, Mmeivfi, Poliade, c. 2. 
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of the ten Kleistlienean tribes (tlie denies in the same tribes were 
not usually contiguous, so that the tribe was not coincident with 
a definite circumscription), and the deme, in which every indivi¬ 

dual was then registered, continued to be that in which his 
descendants were also registered. But the gentes had no connexion, 

as such, with these new tribes, and the members of the same gens 

might belong to different demes.1 It deserves to be remarked, 
however, that to a certain extent, in the old arrangement of 
Attica* the division into gentes coincided with the division into 

demes, i.e. it happened not ^infrequently that the gennetes (or 

members of the same gens) lived in the same canton, so that the 

name of the gens and the name of the deme was the same. More¬ 
over, it seems that Kleisthenes recognised a certain number of 

new demes, to which he gave names derived from some important 
gens resident near the spot. It is thus that we are to explain the 

large number of the Kleistlienean demes which bear patronymic 

names.- 

1 Demosth cont Nerer p X‘;r»r> 
Titfcmann (Gnechi&ehe Staatsveifass 
p 277) thinks that every citizen, attei 
the Kleisfchenoan revolution, was of 
necessity a member of some phratry, 
as well as of some deme but the evi¬ 
dence which he produces is in my 
judgment insufficient. The ideas of 
the phratry and the tribe are often 
confounded together; thus the .Egeidee 
of Sparta, whom Herodotus (iv 149) 
calls a tiibe, are by Anstotle called a 
Phratry, of Thebans (ap. Schol. ad 
Pindar. Isthm vu. 18). Compare 
W&ch&muth, Hellemscho Alterthums- 
kunde, sect. 89, p. 17 

A great many of the demes seem to 
have derived their names from the 
shrubs or plants which grew in their 
neighbourhood (Schol. ad Aiistophan. 
Plutus, 686, Mypptvov*, ‘Panovs, &c ) 

2 For example, iEthalidse, Butadce, 
Koth6Hd.se, Dmdahdse, Eiresidee, 
Epieikidse, Eroeadse, Eupvridse, Eche- 
liose, Keiriadse,Kydantiom, Lakiadae, 
PambCtadm, Penthoidep, Persidse, 
Nemachidse, Skambdnidm, Sybridse, 
Titakidte, Thyrgonidee, Hybadse, Thy- 
mcetadse, Paeonidse, Philaidae,Chollidoe: 
all these names of demes, bearing the 
patronymic form, are found in Harpo- 
kration and Stephanus Byz. alone. 

We do not Imow that the Kepafuts 
ever constituted a yivos, but the name 
of the deme K«papet« is evidently given, 

upon the same principle, to a place 
chiefly occupied by potters The getis 
Koipwi/iSat are said to have bcou called 
OtAtets (? OXvets) and UcpiOolBou, as well 
as KotpwvtSat the names of gente* 
and those of demes seem not always 
distinguishable. 

The Butadrn, though a highly vene¬ 
rable gens, also ranked as a dome (see 
the Psepnism about Lykurgus m 
Plutarch, Vit X. Oiator p. 862). yet 
we do not know that there was any 
locality called Butadce. Pei haps some 
of the names above noticed may be 
simply names of gentes, enrolled as 
demes, but without meaning to imply 
any community of abode among the 
members 

The membeis of a Homan gens occu¬ 
pied adjoining residences, on some 
occasions—to what extent we do not 
know (Heiberg, De Familiar! Patrici 
orum Nexu, ch. 24,26. Sleswic, 1829) 

We find the same patronymic names 
of demes and villages elsewhere: in 
K6s and Rhodes (Ross, Inscr. Gr. med., 
Nr. 16—26. Halle, 1846); M&tadce in 
Naxos (Aristotle ap. Athense. vui. p 
348); JBotachidat at Tegea (Steph Byz 
in v,); Branchtdee near Miletus, Ac., 
and an interesting illustration is 
afforded, in other times and other 
places, by the frequency of the ending 
ikon in villages neai Zftnch in Switzer¬ 
land,—Mezikon, Nenuikon, Wezikon, 
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There is one remarkable difference between the Roman and the 

Grecian gens, arising from the different practice in Eoman and 
i egard to naming. A Roman Patrician bore habitually Giecian 

thi ee names—the gentile name, with one name follow- gentes* 

mg it to denote his family, and another preceding it peculiar to 

himself in that family. But in Athens, at least after the revolu¬ 

tion of Kleisthenes, the gentile name was not employed : a man 

was described by his own single name, followed first by the name 

of his father and next by that of the deme to which he belonged, 

—as JEschmis, son of AtromStus, a KothOMd. Such a difference 

in the habitual system of naming tended to make the gentile tie 
more present to every one’s mind at Rome than in the Greek 

cities. 
Before the pecuniary classification of the Atticans introduced 

by Soldn, the Phratiies and Gentes, and the Tnttyes and Nauk- 

raries, were the only recognised bonds among them, and the only 
basis of legal rights and obligations, over and above the natural 

family. The gens constituted a close incorporation, both as to 

property and as to persons. Until the time of Soldn, no man had 
anv power of testamentary disposition. If he died without chil¬ 
dren, his gennetes succeeded to his property,1 and so they con¬ 

tinued to do even after Soldn, if he died intestate. An orphan 

gill might be claimed in marriage of right by any ^ btsand 
member of the gens, the nearest agnates being pre- obfigations 

fened ,2 if she was poor, and he did not choose to gentile and 
marry her himself, the law of Soldn compelled him to g^tnc 

provide her with a dowry proportional to his enrolled en‘ 
scale of property, and to give her out m marriage to another; and 

&c Bluntschli, m his histoiy of 
Zunch, shows that these terminations 
ai o abridgments of mqhoven, including 
an original pationyimc element—indi¬ 
cating the pumaiy settlement of mem¬ 
bers of a family, or of a band beaiing 
the name of its captain, on the same 
spot (Bluntschli, Staats- und Bechts- 
Geschichte der Stadt Zdnch, vol. L p. 
20) 

In other insciiptionsfiom the island 
of K6s, published by Professor Boss, 
we have a deme mentioned (without 
name), composed of three coalescing 
gentes “In hoc et sequcnte titulo 
ahnm jam deprehenchmus tlcmtm Ooum, 

e tubus gentibus appellationo patrony- 
micft confiatum, Antimachidaium, 
JBgiliensium, Archidaium (Boss, 
Inscnpt. Grsec Ined. Fascic. in. No. 
807, p. 44. Berlin, 1845) This is a 
specimen of the process systematically 
introduced by Kleisthenes in Attica. 

1 Plutarch, SolOn, 21. We find a 
common cemeteiy exclusively belong¬ 
ing to the gens and tenaciously pre¬ 
served (Demosth cont. Eubufid. p, 
1807, Cicero, Legg. ii, 26). 

2 Demosth. cont. Makarfcat. p, 1068. 
See the singular additional proviso in 
TTutaieh, Solon, c. 20. 
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the magnitude of tlie dowry required to be given (large even as 
fixed by Solon and aftenvaids doubled) seems a proof that the 
law-giver intended indirectly to enforce actual marriage,1 If a 
man was murdered, first his near relations, next his gennetes and 
phrators, were both allowed and lequired to prosecute tlie ciime 
at law ;s while his fellow demots, or inhabitants of the same 
deme, did not possess the like right of piosecutmg. All that we 
hear of the most ancient Athenian laws is based upon the gentile 
and phratncdivisions, which are treated throughout as extensions 
of the family. It is to be observed that this division is completely 
independent of any pioperty qualification—rich men as well as 
poor being comprehended m the same gens.3 Moreover the 
different gentes were very unequal in dignity, arising chiefly 
from the religious ceremonies of which each possessed the heredi¬ 
tary and exclusive administration, and which, being in some 
cases considered as of pre-eminent sanctity m reference to the 
whole city, were therefore nationalized. Thus the Eumolpidje 
and K6rykes, who supplied the Hierophant and superintended 
the mysteries of the Eleusiman Demeter—and the Buladse, who 
furnished the priestess of Ath6n& Polias as well as the priest of 
Poseidon Erechtheus m the acropolis—seem to have been 

1 See Meiusius, Themis Attica, i 
18. 

- That this was the primitive custom, 
and that the limitation fievpis aveiptaSCiv 
(Meier, De Bonis Damnat. p. 23, cites 
apetj/iaStou teal rfaparSpuiv) was subse¬ 
quently introduced (JDemosth. cont 
Eueig. et Mnesib p. 1161), we may 
gather from the law as it stands m 
JDemosth. cont. Makartat. p. 1060, 
which includes the phrators, andthere- 
foie, & fortiori, the gennfites or gentiles. 

The same word yrfvov is used to 
designate both the ciicle of nameable 
relatives, brothers, first cousins 
(ayx«rms, Demosth. cont Makartat 
c. 9, p 1058), <fec., going beyond the 
oIkos—and the quaw-lainily or gens. 
As the gentile tie tended to become 
weaker, so the former sense of the 
word became more and more current, 
to the extinction of the latter Ot ev 
y4vct or ot vpo(n}KovTe<s would have 
borne a wider sense in tlie days of 
Drako than m those of Demosthenes: 
Xvyyct^s usually belongs to yivos in the 
narrower sense, yevmqnt)? to yevosin. the 
wider sense, but Isceus sometimes ufo.* 
the former word as an exact equivalent 

of the latter (Orat \ li. pp 90,102, 
103, Bekkei). Tpuxica? appeals to be 
noted m Bollux as the eqm valent of ScVos oi gens (vni. ill), bub the woid 

oes not occur in the Attic oiatois, and 
we cannot make out its meaning with 
certainty : the Inscription of the Demo 
of Penaeeus given m Boeckh (Corp 
Insc No. 101, p 140) lather adds to the 
confusion by levealing the e\istonco or 
a rpicLK&s constituting the fractional 
pare of a deme, and not connected with 
a gens commie Boeckh’s Comment 
ad loc and ms Addenda and Corri¬ 
genda, r> 900. 

Dr Tlnrlwall translates yeVov house, 
which I cannot but think inconvenient, 
because that word is the natural equi¬ 
valent of ol/cos—a veiy important •tyord 
in leference tp Attic feelings, and quite 
different from yeVos (Hist of Greece, 
vol ii. t> 14, ch. 11) It will be found 
impossible to translate it by any known 
English word which does not at the 
same time suggest erroneous ideas: 
which I trust will be accepted as my 
excuse for adopting it untranslated 
into this histoiy. 

8 Demosthen cont. Makartat. 1. c 
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reverenced above all the other gentes1 When the name Butad<n 
was selected in the Kleisthenean arrangement as the name of a 
deme, the holy gens so called adopted the distinctive denomina¬ 
tion of Eteobutadse, or “ The true Butadse ”.2 

A great many of the ancient gentes of Attica are known to uus 
by name; but there is only one phratry (the Achniadse) whose 
title has come down to us/ These phratries and gentes probably 
never at any time included the whole population of the country— 
and the pioportion not included m them tended to become larger 
and larger, m the times anterior to Kleisthenes,4 as well as after¬ 
wards They remained, under his constitution and throughout 
the subsequent history, as religious quasi-famihes or corporations, 
conferring lights and imposing liabilities which were enforced in 
the regular dikasteries, but not directly connected with the 
citizenship or with political functions a man might be a citizen 
without being enrolled m any gens. The forty-eight Kaukranes 
ceased to exist, for any important purposes, under his constitution. 

i See JEstlnnes de FaK\ Legat p 
292, c 46, Lysias cont Andokid p. 
108, Andokid de Mystems, p 68, 
Reiske, Demarches and Hellamku? 
ap Harpokration v. ‘Itpo^a^s. 

In case of crimes of impiety, par¬ 
ticularly m offences against the sanctity 
of the Mysteries, the Eumolpidse had 
a peculiar tribunal of their own num¬ 
ber, before which offenders were 
brought by the king archon. Whethei 
it was oiten used, seems doubtful. 
They had also certain unwutten cus¬ 
toms of great antiquity, according to 
which they pionounced (Demosthen. 
cont Androtion p 601, Schol ad 
Demosth vol. n p. 137, Reiske com¬ 
pare Meier and Schomann, Der 
Attische Prozess, p 117). The Butadse 
also had certain old unwritten maxims 
(Androtidn ap Athens? ix. p. 874) 

Compare Bosslei, De Gentibus et 
Familns Atticse, p 20, and Ostermann, 
De Pisecombus Grsecoi. sect. 2 and 3 
(Marpurg 1845) 

8 Lykurgus the orator is described 
as t6v dtjfiov BovrdSrjs, yevovs rov ribv 
*Ereoj8ovTa5a)v (Plutarch, Vit X. Orator, 
p S41), 

In an inscnption (apud Boeckh 
Corpus In* enp. No 465) 

Four names of the phratries at the 
Gieek city of Neapolis, and six names 

out of the thiity Roman ciuue, have 
been preseived (Becker, llandbuch dei 
Romischen Alterthumei, p 32; Boeckh, 
Corp Inscnpt li p 650) 

Each Attic phratiy seams to have 
had its own sepaiate law's and customs, 
distinct from the rest, to!? <£paropcrt, 
Kara rov<s t k e l v <o v vofiov? (Isteus, Or 
viii p. 115, ed. Bek , vii p. 09, iu 
p. 40) 

Bossier (De Gentibus et Fannins 
Attica?, Daimstadt, 1833), and Meiei 
(De Gentilitate AtticA, p 41—54) have 
given the names of those Attic gentes 
that are known: the list of Meier com¬ 
prises seventy-nme in number (see 
Koutorga, Organis Trib. p 122), 

4Tittmiann (Griech. Staatsaltei - 
tbumer, p 271) is of opinion that 
Kleisthengs augmented the number of 
phratnes, but the passage of Aristotle 
brought to support this opinion is 
insufficient proof (Polit. vi. 2, ll) 
Still less can we agree with Platner 
(Beitrage zur Kenntmss des Attischen 
Rechts, p 74—77), that three new 
phratnes wore assigned to each of the 
new Kleisthenean tnbes 

Allusion is made m Hesychius, 
‘Arptoutaorrot, *E£w rptaxaSo?, to persons 
not included in any gens, but this can 
hardly he understood to refer to times 
antenor to Kleisthenes, as Wachsmutli 
would aigue (p. 238). 
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The deme, instead of the naukrary, became the elementary 
The gens political division, for military and financial objects ; 
afterPSetry w^e demarch became the working local president, 
revolution instead of the chief of the nankrars. The deme, how- 
theSs8" ever, was not coincident with a naukrary, nor the 
extra?6 demarch with the previous chief of the naukrary, 
political though they were analogous and constituted for the 
like purpose.1 While the naukraries had been only forty-eight 
in number, the denies formed smaller subdivisions, and (in later 
times at least) amounted to a hundred and seventy-four.2 

But though this early quadruple division into tribes is tolerably 
intelligible in itself, there is much difficulty in reconciling it 
with that severalty of government which we learn to have 
originally prevailed among the inhabitants of Attica. From 

Kekrops down to TMseus (says Thucydides) there were 
many different cities in Attica, each of them autono¬ 
mous and self-governing, with its own prytaneiuin 
and its own archons. It was only on occasions of some 
common danger that these distinct communities took 
counsel together under the authority of the Athenian 

Kings, whose city at that time comprised merely the holy rock of 
Ath6n§ on the plain3 (afterwards so conspicuous as the acropolis 
of the enlarged Athens), together with a narrow area under it on 
the southern side It was Theseus (he states) who effected that 
great revolution whereby the whole of Attica was consolidated 
into one government—all the local magistracies and councils 
being made to centre in the prytaneium and senate of Athens. 
His combined sagacity and power enforced upon all the inhabitants 
of Attica the necessity of recognising Athens as the one city in 

Many 
distinct 
political 
com¬ 
munities 
ouepnally 
in Athens 
—Th6seus 

1 The language of Pliotius on this 
matter (V. Nawcpapia, p.ev btrol6v r t 
if aypixopta. teal o vavfcpapos 6k 
ottoiov ti o &nuapx<>?) is more exact 
than that of Harpokration, who iden¬ 
tifies the two completely—v. A^ap^os. 
If it be true that the nankraries were 
continued under the Kleisthenean 
constitution, with the alteration that 
they were augmented to fifty in 
number, five to every Kleisthenean 
tribe, they must probably have been 
continued in name alone without any 
real efficiency or functions. Kleid£mng 
makes this statement, and JBoeckh 

follows it (Public Economj of Athens, 
1 u. ch. 23, p. 256). yet 1 cannot but 
doubt its correctness. For the tplttvs 
(one-third of a Kleisthenean tnbe) was 
certainly retained and was a working 
and available division (see Demosthenes 
de Symmoms, c. 7. p 184), and it seems 
hardly probable that there should be 
two co-existing divisions, one repre¬ 
senting the third part, the other the 
fifth part, of the same tiibes 

2 Strabo, ix. p. 896. 
2 Strabo, ix. P, 896, irnrpa iv irtSCtp 

rrepLOucovfxevri kvk\(o. Euripid I6n, 
1578, CKorrekov ot vaiovtr’ ipov (Atli6n6). 
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the country, and of occupying their own abodes simply as 
constituent portions of Athenian territory. This important 
move, which naturally produced a great extension of the central 
city, was commemorated throughout the historical times by the 
Athenians in the periodical festival called Synoekia, m honour of 
the goddess Athene1 

Such is the account which Thucydides gives of the original 
severalty and subsequent consolidation of the different portions 
of Attica. Of the general fact there is no reason to doubt, though 
the operative cause assigned by the historian—the power and 
sagacity of Theseus—belongs to legend and not to history. Nor 
can we pretend to determine either the real steps by which such 
a change was brought about, or its date, or the number of portions 
which went to constitute the full-grown Athens—further enlarged 
at some early period, though we do not know when, by voluntary 
junction of the Boeotian or semi-Boeotian town Eleutherse, situated 
among the valleys of Kithserdn between Eleusis and Plataea. It 
was the standing habit of the population of Attica, even down to 
the Peloponnesian war,2 to reside in their several cantons, where 
their ancient festivals and temples yet continued as relics of a 
state of previous autonomy. Their visits to the city were made 
only at special times, for purposes religious or political, XoiJff 
and they still looked upon the country residence as continuance 

their real home. How deep-seated this cantonal feeling Atonal 
was among them, we may see by the fact that it feeling* 
survived the temporary exile forced upon them by the Persian 
invasion, and was resumed when the expulsion of that destroying 
host enabled them to rebuild their ruined, dwellings in Attica.8 

How many of the demes recognised by KleisthenSs had 
originally separate governments, or m what local aggregates they 

i Thucyd. ii 15, Tlieophrasfc. Cha- 
ract. 29, 4. Plutarch <Th6seus, 24) 
gives the proceedings of ThSseus in 
greater detail, and with a stionger 
tinge of demociacy 

zpausan. i 2, 4; 38, 2. Piodor. 
iSicul. iv. 2. SchoL ad Aiistophan. 
Acham. 242. 

The Athenians transferred from 
Eleutheme to Athens both a venerable 
statue of Dionysus and a religious 
ceremony m honour of that god. The 
junction of the town with Athens is 

stated by Pausanlas to have taken 
place in consequence of the hatred of 
its citizens for TMbes, and must have 
occurred befoie 509 b C , about which 
period we find Hysise to be the frontier 
deme of Attica (Heiodot. v. 72: vi. 
108) 

/Thucyd. ii. 15, 16. ovSey dXXo $ 
troXiy ty]v tavrov airokeiimv ZKacrros— 

respecting the Athenians from the 
country who were driven Into Athens 
at the fiist invasion during the Pelo¬ 
ponnesian war. 
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stood combined, we cannot now make out It mu&t be recollected 
tliat tbe city of Athens itself contained several demes, while 
Peiroeeus also formed a deme apart. Some of the twelve divisions, 
'which Philochorus ascribes to Keki ops, present piobable marks 
of an ancient substantive existence—Kekropia, or the region 
surrounding and including the city and acropolis; the Tetrapolis, 
composed of (Enos, Trykorythus, Probalinthus, and Marathon ;l 
Eleusis; Ajihidnae and Dekeleia,2 both distinguished by then- 
peculiar m} tlucal connexion with Sparta and the Dioskun. But 
it is difficult to imagine that PhalSrum (which is one of the 
separate divisions named by Philochorus) can ever have enjoyed 
an autonomy apart from Athens. Moreover, we find among some 
of the demes which Philochorus does not notice, evidences of 
standing antipathies, and prohibitions of intermarriage, which 
might seem to indicate that these had once been separate little 
states.3 Though m most cases we can infer little from the legends 
wiiat and religious ceremonies which nearly every deme4 
ori^nally16 PetjU^ar to itself, yet those of Eleusis are so 
nuicpcn- remarkable, as to establish the probable autonomy of 
Athens — that township down to a comparatively late period. 
Eleusis. Tlie Homeric liymn to Dimeter, recounting the visit 

1 Etymologieon TMagn. v. ’Etrajcpta 
vt&pa; Ktiabo, vm p. 383; Stephan. 
Ryz V. TerpenroAte. 

The Tcrp<xi«ojiot comprised the four 
demes, Iliqxuct?, 4>aA»jpuv, Uvirerc<ovtv, 
©i/MoiTafiat (Pollux, iv 105) * whether 
this is an old division, however, has 
been doubted (see Ilgen, De Tnbubus 
Attacis, p 51) 

The *EiTroLKpevv rptTTv? is mentioned 
in an inscription apud Ross (Die Domen 
von Attika, p vi.) Compare Boeckh 
ad Corn Laser No 82. among other 
demes, it comprised the deme Pldtheia 
Mesogsea also (or rather the Mesogei, 
oi Meroyaoi) appears as a commumon 
for sacrifice and religious purposes, 
and as containing the deme Bate. See 
Inscripiaones Attica* nuper repertn? 
duodecim, by Em. Curtins; Berlin, 
1843. Inscript, i. p. 3. The exact site 
of the deme Bate in Attica is unknown 
(Boss, Die Demen von Attika, p. 64) 
and respecting the question, what 
portion of Attica was called Mesogsea, 
very different conjectures have been 
htaited, which there appears to be no 
means of testing. Compare Schumann 

de Oomitus, p 343, and Woidswoith, 
Athens and Attica, p 229,2nd edit 

-Dikmaichus, Fragm. p 109, ed 
Fuhr , Plutaich, Theseus, c. 33. 

3 Such as that between the Palle- 
uceans and Agnusians (Plutaich, 
Thfiseus, 12) 

Achamne was the largest and most 
populous deme in Attica (see Ross, Die 
Demen von Attika, p. C2; Thucyd ii 
21), yet Philochorus does not mention 
it as having ever constituted a sub¬ 
stantive ttoAis* 

Several of the demes seem to have 
stood in repute for peculiar qualities, 
good or baa: see Anslophan Acharn 
177, with Elmsley’s note. 

4 Strabo, is. p, 396, Plutarch, 
Tbdseus, 14. Polemo had written a 
book expressly on the eponymous 
heroes of the Attic demes and tribes 
(Prellei, Polemoms Fragm, p. 42): the 
Atthidographers were all rich on the 
same subject, see the Fragments of 
the Atthis of Hellamkus (p. 24, ed 
Preller), also those of Iatrus, Philo¬ 
chorus, Ac. 
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of that goddess to Eleusis after the abduction of her daughter, 
and the first establishment of the Eieusmian ceremonies, specifies 
the eponymous prince Eleusis, and the various chiefs of the 
place—Iieleos, Triptolemus, DioklSs, and Eumolpus. It also 
notices the Eharian plain in the neighbourhood of Eleusis. But 
not the least allusion is made to Athens or to any concern of the 
Athenians m the presence or worship of the goddess. There is 
reason to believe that at the time when this hymn was composed, 
Eleusis was an independent town. what that time was, we have 
no means of settling, though Voss puts it as low as the 30tli 
Olympiad.1 And the proof hence derived is so much the more 
valuable, because the hymn to D§met£r presents a colouring 
strictly special and local: moreover the stoiy told by S0I611 to 
Croesus, rejecting Tellus the Athenian who perished m battle 
against the neighbouring townsmen of Eleusis,- assumes in like 
manner the independence of (lie latter in earlier times. Nor is it 
unimportant to notice, that even so low as 300 B.c. the observant 
visitor Dikoearchus professes to detect a difference between the 
native Athenians and the Atticans, as well m physiognomy as m 
character and taste.3 

In the history set forth to us of the proceedings of Theseus, no 
mention is made of these four Ionic tribes ; but another and a 
totally different distribution of the people into Eupatridae, Ged- 
mori, and Demiurgi, which he is said to have first Eupatn<i«, 
introduced, is brought to our notice: Dionysius of ^morb 
Halicarnassus gives only a double division—Eupa- Demiurgi 
tndae and dependeut cultivators; corresponding to his idea of 
the patricians and clients m early Rome.4 As far as we can 
understand this triple distinction, it seems to be disparate and 
unconnected with the four tribes above-mentioned The Eupa¬ 
tridae are the wealthy and powerful men, belonging to the most 
distinguished families in all the various gentes, and principally 
living in the city of Athens, after the consolidation of Attica: 
from them are distinguished the middling and lower people, 
roughly classified mto husbandmen and aitisans. To the Eupa- 
tiidse is ascribed a religious as well as a political and social 

U H Voss, Eilauteraiigen, p. 1: 3 Dikaeaicli Vita Grsecise, p. 141, 
seethehymn,9ti—100,451—475 compaie Fragm. ed. Fuhr 
Hennesianux ap A then xm p 597 4 JPlutaich, Theseus, c. 26, Dionys. 

aileiodot i 30 Hal n 3 
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ascendency. They are represented as the source of all authority 
on matters both sacred and profane they doubtless comprised 
those gentes, such as the Butadse, whose sacred ceremonies were 
looked upon with the greatest reverence by the people; and we 
may conceive Eumolpus, Keleos, DioklSs, &c., as they are described 
m the Homeric hymn to Dimeter, m the character of Eupatridse 
of Eleusis. The humbler gentes, and the humbler members of 
each gens, would appear m this classification confounded w ith that 
portion of the people who belonged to no gens at all. 

From these Eupatridse exclusively, and doubtless bv their 
Eupatridse selection, the nine annual archons—probably also the 
heicUjfy Prytanes of the Naukrari—were taken. That the 
political senate of Areopagus was formed of members of the 
power* same order, we may naturally presume. The nine 
archons all passed into it at the expiration of their year of office, 
subject only to the condition of having duly passed the test of 
accountability; and they remained members for life These are 
the only political authorities of whom we hear m the earliest 
imperfectly known period of the Athenian government, after the 
discontinuance of the king, and the adoption of the annual change 
Senate of archons. The senate of Areopagus seems to repre- 
Aieopagus. gent the Homeric council of old men ;2 and there were 
doubtless, on particular occasions, general assemblies of the people, 
with the same formal and passive character as the Homeric agora 
—at least we shall observe traces of such assemblies anterior to 
the Soloman legislation. Some of the writers of antiquity 
ascribed the first establishment of the senate of Areopagus to 
Solon, just as there were also some who considered Lykurgus as 
having first brought together the Spartan Gerusia. But there 
can be little doubt that this is a mistake, and that the senate of 
Areopagus is a primordial institution, of immemorial antiquity, 
though its constitution as well as its functions underwent many 
changes. It stood at first alone as a permanent and collegiate 

1 Etymologic. Magn. EvjrarptSai — ’A-ypoittTat 
ot avrb rb acrrv ol/covyres, /eat ft*t4xov" Yet Isolautfis seems to bpuak Of the 

tov /3ao*t\t/cov yivovs, /cat ttjv ?5>v great family of the Alknirednid® jis 
iepwv imfitkeiav irotovpepot. The gatrt- not included among the Eupatndas 
Xlk'ov yevo* includes not only the (Orat. xvi Be Bigis, p. 351, p. 506 
Kodndfi hut also the Erechtheids, Bek.) ... . 
Pandionids, Pallantids, &c See also 2 Meier tuul Schumann, Ber Attische 
Plutarch, ThOseus, c. 24; Hosychius, Process, Einkntung p. 10. 
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authority, originally by tlie side of the kings and afterwards by 
the side of the archons. It would then of course be known by 
the title of The Boule—The senate or council; its distinctive 
title, “Senate of Areopagus” (borrowed from the place where 
its sittings were held) would not be bestowed until the formation 
by Sol6n of the second senate or council, from which there was 
need to discriminate it. 

This seems to explain the reason why it was never mentioned 
in the ordinances ot Drako, whose silence supplied one argument 
in favour of the opmion that it did not exist in his time, and that 
it was fiist constituted by Solon.1 We hear of the senate of 
Areopagus chiefly as a judicial tribunal, because it acted in this 
character constantly throughout Athenian history, and because 
the orators have most frequent occasion to allude to its decision 
on matters of trial. But its functions were originally of the 
widest senatorial character, directive generally as well as judicial. 
And although the gradual increase of democracy at Athens (as 
will be hereafter explained) both abridged its poweis and con¬ 
tributed still further comparatively to lower it, by enlarging the 
direct working of the people m assembly and judicature, as well 
as that of the senate of Five Hundred, which was a permanent 
adjunct and auxiliary of the public assembly—yet it seems to 
have been, even down to the time of Per ikies, the most important 
body in the state. And after it had been cast into the background 
by the political reforms of that great man, we still And it on 
particular occasions stepping foiward to reassert its ancient 
powers, and to assume for the moment that undefined interference 
which it had enjoyed without dispute in antiquity. The attach¬ 
ment of the Athenians to their ancient institutions gave to the 
senate of Areopagus a constant and powerful hold on their minds, 
and this feeling was rather strengthened than weakened when it 
ceased to be an object of popular jealousy—when it could no 
longer be employed as an auxiliary of oligarchical pretensions. 

Of the nine archons, whose number continued unaltered from 
683 B.C. to the end of the free democracy, three bore The nine 

special titles—the Archon Eponymus, from whose their0Ils~~ 

name the designation of the year was derived, and functions. 

1 Plutarch, Soldn, c. 19; Aristotle, Sol6n first instituted the senate of 
Polit ii 9, 2; Cicero, De O&c. l. 22. Areopagus (viii 125). 
Pollux seems to follow the opinion that 
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who was spoken uf as The Aichon; the Aichon Basileus (king), or 
more frequently, the Basileus; and the Polemarch. The 
remaining six passed by the general title of Thesmothetae. Of 
the first three, each possessed exclusive judicial competence in 
regard to certain special matteis : the Thesmothetae were in this 
respect all on a par, acting sometimes as a board, sometimes 
individually. The Archon Eponymus determined all disputes 
relative to the family, the gentile, and the pliratnc relations . he 
was the legal protector of orphans and widows.1 The Archon 
Basileus (or king archon) enjoyed competence m complaints 
respecting offences agamst the leligious sentiment and respecting 
homicide. The Polemaich (speaking of times antenoi to Kleis- 
thenes) was the leader of military force and judge m disputes 
between citizens and non-citizens. Moreover each of these three 
archons had particular religious festivals assigned to him, which 
it was his duty to superintend and conduct. The six Thesmothetae 
seem to have been judges in disputes and complaints, generally, 
against citizens, saving the special matters reserved for the 
cognizance of the first two archons. According to the proper 
sense of the word Thesmothetae, all the nine archons were entitled 
to be so called,2 though the first three had especial designations 
of their own. The word Tliesrnoi (analogous to the Themistes3 
of Homer) includes m its meaning both general laws and particular 
sentences-the two ideas not being yet discinninated, and the 

1 rollux,vui SO—91. 
2 Wo road the GtcpoQ(.ro>v ai/ebcpurt? 

in Deruosthen. cont Eulmhdem, c 17, 
p. 1310, and Pollux, vui 80, a seiies of auesfcions which it was neeessaiy for 

tiem to answer before they weie 
admitted to occupy their office. Similar 
questions must nave been put to the 
Aichon, the Basileus, and the Pole- 
march : so that the woids 0«<rp.o6tru>v 
ivaKpuris may reasonably be under¬ 
stood to apply to all the nine archons, 
as indeed we find the words rovs «ma 
apYOVras avaxpivere shortly afterwards, 
p 1320. Besides, all the nine, after 
passing the e&Gvvau at the close of their 
official year, became members of tho 
Areopagus. 

» Respecting the word Gfatcrres in 
the Homeric sense, see above, ch. xx 

Both Aristotle (Polit n 9. 9) and 
Demosthenes <contr Euerg et Mnesi- 
bul. c 18, p. 1161) call the ordinances 

of Diako I'djuot, not Ge<rp.ot AndokidOs 
distinguishes tho 6e<rp.oi of Drake and 
vo/uLot of Roldn (De Mystems, p 11) 
This is the adoption of a phrase com 
paratively modem; SolOn called his 
own laws GecrpoL The oath of the 
ircpiiroKoi e^jSoi (theyouth who foimed 
the aimed police of Attica during the 
first two years of their military ago), as 
given m Pollux (vn. 106), seems to con¬ 
tain many ancient ^ phrases * this 
phrase—K<H rots Gecrpoti rots i8,jvp.eVots 
rreitroixaL—is remaikable, as it indicates 
the ancient association of religious 
sanction which adhered to the word 
deo'p.ot *, for LSpve<rO<u is the word om- 

ancf domiciliation of the gods who pro« 
tected the country—0<f<r9at v6pov$ is 
the later expression for making laws. 
Compare Htobrous De Republic, xlui. 
48, ea. Gaibford, and Demosthea. oont 
Makartat. c. 13, p 1000. 
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general law being conceived only in its application to some 
particular case. Drako was the first Thesmothet who was called 
upon to set down his Thesmoi in writing, and thus to invest them 
essentially with a character of more or less generality. 

In the later and better-known times of Athenian law, we find 
these archons deprived m great measure of their powers of judging 
and deciding, and restricted to the task of first hearing the parties 
and collecting the evidence, next, of introducing the matter for 
trial into the appropriate dikastery, over which they presided. 
But originally there was no separation of powers; the archons 
both judged and administered, sharing among themselves those 
privileges which had once been united m the hands of the king, 
and probably accountable at the end of then* year of office to the 
senate of Areopagus. It is probable also tbat the functions of 
that senate, and those of the prytanes of the naukrars, were of the 
same double and confused nature. All of these functionaries 
belonged to the Eupatnds, and all of them doubtless acted more 
or less in the narrow interest of their order . moreover there was 
ample room for favouritism, in the way of connivance, as well as 
antipathy, on the part of the archons. That such was decidedly 
the case, and that discontent began to be serious, we may infer 
from the duty imposed on the thesmothet Drako, B.C. 624, to put 
in writing the Thesmoi or Ordinances, so that they Drako and 
might be “ shown publicly ” and known beforehand.1 hls laws 
lie did not meddle with the political constitution, and m his ordi¬ 
nances Aristotle finds little worthy of remark except the extreme 
severity2 of the punishments awarded : petty thefts, or even 
proved idleness of life, being visited with death or disfranchise¬ 
ment. 

But we are not to construe this remark as demonstrating any 
special inhumanity in the character of Drako, who was not 
invested with the large power which Solon afterwards enjoyed, 
and cannot he imagined to have imposed upon the community 

l-'Ore tfeemos i&av-n o 5 s—such is C. 19, though Pollux (vili. 42) does not 
the exact expression of Sol&n’s lav agree with him. Taylor, Lecfcfc Ljyiacue, 
(Plutarch, Sol6n, c 19), the word ch 10. , ^ , 
0eo-u,os is found m Sol6n’s ovn poems, Respecting the Getruot. of Drako, see 
6e<ru.ovs S’ ouotovs tw kolkiS re KayaOcp Kuhn ad Afilian V E. viu 10 The 

2Aristot. Polifc n 9,9: Rhetoric, ii. preliminary sentence vhich Porphyry 
26, i; Anlus Gell. N. A xi. 18; (De Abstinenti.1, iv. 22) ascribes to 
Pausanias, ix. 36, 4; Plutarch, SolOn, Drako can hardly be genuine 
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severe laws of his own invention. Himself of course an Eupafcrid, 
he set forth in writing such ordinances as the Eupatrid archons 
had before been accustomed to enforce without writing, in the 
particular cases which came before them ; and the general spirit 
of penal legislation had become so much milder, during the two 
centuries which followed, that these old ordinances appeared to 
Aristotle intolerably rigorous. Probably neither Drako, nor the 
Lokrian Zaleukus, who somewhat preceded him m date, were 
more rigorous than the sentiment of the age: indeed the few 
iragments of the Drakonian tables which have reached us, far 
from exhibiting indiscriminate cruelty, introduce, for the first 
time, into the Athenian law, mitigating distinctions m respect to 
homicide;1 founded on the variety of concomitant circumstances. 
He is said to have constituted the judges called Ephetse, fifty-one 
elders belonging to some respected gens or possessing an exalted 
position, who held their sittings for trial of homicide in three 
different spots, according to the difference of the cases submitted 
to them. If the accused party, admitting the fact, denied any 
Different culpable intention and pleaded accident, the case 
tribunals was tried at the place called the Palladium; when 
cide at " found guilty of accidental homicide, he was condemned 
Athens. a temporary exile, unless he could appease the 
relatives of the deceased, but his property was left untouched. 
If, again, admitting the fact, he defended himself by some valid 
ground of justification, such as self-defence, or llagrant adultery 
with his wife on the part of the deceased, the trial took place on 
ground consecrated to Apollo and Artemis, called the Delphinium. 
A particular spot called the Phreattys, close to the seashore, was 
also named for the trial of a person, who, while under sentence of 
exile for an unintentional homicide, might be charged with a 
second homicide, committed of course without the limits of the 
territory: being considered as impure from the effects of the 
former sentence, he was not permitted to set foot on the soil, but 
stood his trial on a boat hauled close in shore. At the Prytaaemm 
or government-house itself sittings were held by the four Phylo- 

1 Pausamas, ix 30, 2. Apa/coi/ro<r xpv* ^ koX nfnopla? pocyoO : cora- 

*A.$tfvaCots 8ea’fjLo6rr/j<ravTo^ esc tS>v hut- para Demostken. tout. Arxstokiat. 

vov KarioTt] vo)wav oOs $ypa/f>ev ini rife p. 0J7 , Lysias da CVile KratoHfchaiL 

apXTjs, aWdiv r* on6cruiv aSeiav elvat. p. 31. 
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Basileis or Tribe Kings, to try any inanimate object (a piece of 
wood or stone, &c.) which had caused death to anyone, without 
the proved intervention of a human hand: the wood or stone, 
when the fact was verified, was formally cast beyond the border.1 
All these distinctions of coiuse imply the preliminary investiga¬ 
tion of the case (called Anakrisis) by the king archon, in order 
that it might be known what was the issue and where the sittings 
of the Ephetse were to be held. 

So intimately was the mode of dealing with homicide connected 
with the religious feelings of the Athenians, that these old 
regulations, never formally abrogated throughout the historical 
times, were read engraved on their column by the contemporaries 
of Demosthenes.2 The Areopagus continued m judicial operation, 
and the Ephetse are spoken of as if they were so, even through 
the age of Demosthenes; though their functions were tacitly 

1 Harpokration, vv *E$enu, ’Etft 
AsEttI HaX\a8tto, ’Ei/ ^pearrol; 
Pollux, vm 119, 124, 125 , Photius, v. 
’Efierat,, HesychlUS, »’<? <&pearov, Demos- 
tben. cont Aiistokiat c. 15—18, p 042 
—645, cont Makaitat c 13, p 1008 
When Pollux sneaks of the five couits 
in which the Ephetfe judged, he pi o- 
bably includes the Areopagus (see 
Demosthen. cont. Aiistokrat. c. 14, p. 
641). 

About the judges ev ^pearroc, see 
Anstot Polit iv 13,2 Onthegeneial 
subject of this ancient and obscure 
ciiminal proceduie, see Matthiee, De 
Judicns Athenion&ium (in Miscellan. 
Philologic. vol l p 143 seq.); also 
Schomann, Antiq Jur. Pub Att sect. 
61, p 288; Plainer, Prozess und Klagen 
bey den Attikorn, h i ch 1; and E. 
W. Weber. Comment, ad Domosthon 
cont Anstokrat pp 627, 641; Meier 
und Schumann, Der Attische Prozess, 
p. 14—19. 

I cannot consider the Ephetse as 
judges in appeal, and I agree with 
those (Schomann, Antiq. Jur Pub. 
Gr. n 171; Meier una SchSmann, 
I)er Attische Prozess, p. 16, Platuer, 
Prozess und Klagen, t. i, p. 18) who 
distrust the etymology which connects 
this word with c</>cVip,os. The active 
sense of the word, akin to tyCencu 
(JEsch. Prom. 4) and tyer/xlj, meets the 
case better: see O Miiller, Prolegg. 
ad Mythol. p 424 (though there is no 
reason for believing the Ephetse to be 
older than Drako): compare however 

K F. Hoimann, Lehihuch der Grie- 
chischen Staatsalteithilmer, sect. 103, 
104, ^vho thinks differently 

The trial, condemnation, and banish¬ 
ment of inammato obiecls which had 
boon the cause of death, was founded 
on feelings widely diffused thiougkout 
the Grecian world (see Pausan vi. 11, 
2, and Theokritus, Idyll, xxih 60): 
analogous in principle to the English 
law lo&pectmg deodand, and to the 
spirit peivadmg the ancient Germame 
codes goneially (see Di G Tiummer, 
Die Lehie von dor Zurechnung, c 28— 
38. Hamburg, 1845 ) 

The Germame codes do not content 
themselves with imposing a geneial 
obligation to appease tho lelatives and 
gentiles of the slam party, but detei- 
mine beforehand the sum which shall 
be sufficient for the puipose, which, m 
the case of involuntaiy homicide, is 
paid to the surviving relatives as a 
compensation As to the diffexence 
between culpable homicide, justifiable 
homicide, and accidental homicide, soe 
the elaborate treatise of Wilda, Das 
Deutsche Stiafrecht, ch. vin p 044— 
559, whose doctrine however is dis¬ 
puted by Dr. Tnimmer in the tieatise 
above noticed 

At Borne, according to the Twelve 
Tables and earlier, involuntary homi¬ 
cide was to be expiated by tho sacrifice 
of a ram (Walter, Geschiohte des 
Bomisch. Bechts, sect. 768). 

2 Demosth. cont. Euerg. et Mndsib. 
p. 1101. 

2—29 
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usurped or narrowed, and their dignity impaired,1 by the more 
popular dikastenes afterwaids created It is m this way that 
they have become known to us, while the other Drakoman 
institutions have perished : but there is much obscurity respecting 
them, paiticularly m regard to the relation between the Ephetse 
and the Areopagites. Indeed so little was known on the subject, 
even by the historical inquirers of Athens, that most of them 
supposed the council of Areopagus to have leceived its first origin 
from Solon; and even Aristotle, though he contradicts this view, 
expresses himself in no very positive language2 That judges sat 
at the Areopagus for the trial of homicide, previous to Drako, 
KeguJations seems implied m the arrangements of that lawgiver 
about the respecting the Ephetse, inasmuch as he makes no new 
Ephetse. provision for trying the direct issue of intentional 
homicide, which, according to all accounts, fell within the 
cognizance of the Areopagus: but whether the Ephetse and the 
Areopagites were the same persons, wholly or partially, our 
information is not sufficient to discover. Before Diako, there 
existed no tribunal for trying homicide, except the senate, sitting 
at the Areopagus. And we may conjecture that there was some¬ 
thing connected with that spot—legends, ceremonies, or religious 
feelings—which compelled judges there sitting to condemn every 
man proved guilty of homicide, and forbade them to take account 
of extenuating or justifying circumstances.3 Drako appointed 
the Ephetse to sit at different places ; places so pointedly marked, 
and so unalterably maintained, that wc may see m how peculiar 
a manner those special issues, of homicide under particular 
circumstances, which he assigned to each, were adapted in 
Athenian belief, to the new sacred localities chosen,4 each having 

1 Demosthen, cont. Aristocrat p. Isokrat cont Kallimachum, Or xvin, 
647. rotrovrots StKacrnjplots, & 8tol «ar- p. 381; Domosth. cont Nowr p. 1348) 
4&et,$av, teal ravra avQpoiirot xpwvTai The statement Of Pollux (vili 126), 
iravra. rhv xp6vou, p, 043.—ot ravr i£ap~ that the Kphotee became despised, is 
xfi<;Tav6iuiJia,Bt,a8tvTes, oln^? iro0’ ^crav not confirmed by the language of 

ypwes, «tn Scot 8ee also the Ora- DeraosthonAs. 
tion cont. Makartat. p 1007; -/Kselun. - Plutarch, SolOn, c. 19; Aristot 
cont KtOsiphon. p 036; Antipli Do Polit. n. 9, 2 
Csocle Heiouis, c 14 Jf Bead on this subject the maxims 

The popular Dikastery, in the ago laid down by Plato, about theft (Legg., 
of Isokratfis and Demosthenes, held xii p. 941). Nevertheless Plato copies, 
sittings irire UaAkaSltp for the trial of to a great degree, the airangements of 
charges of unintentional homicide—a the epliotic tnbunals, m Ins provisions 
stiiking evidence of the special holiness for homicide (Legg ix p. 866—873). 
of the place for that purpose (see 41 know no place in which the 
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its own distinct ceremonial and procedure appointed by tlie gods 
themselves. That the religious feelings of the Gieeks were 
associated in the most intimate manner with particular localities 
has already been often remarked; and Drako proceeded Local supei. 
agreeably to them m his arrangements for mitigating shtaons at 

the indiscriminate condemnation of every man found about tnai 

guilty of homicide, which was unavoidable so long as of tlomiCKle* 
the Areopagus remained the only place of trial. The man who 
-either confessed, or was proved, to have shed the blood of another, 
could not be acquitted or condemned to less than the full penalty 
(of death or perpetual exile with confiscation of property) by the 
judges on the hill of ArSs, whatever excuse he might have to offer: 
but the judges at the Palladium and Delphinium might hear him, 
and even admit his plea, without contractmg the taint of irreligion.1 

special aptifcuclo of paiticulai localities, 
consecrated each to its own puipose, 
is so powerfully sot foith, as m tho 
speech of (Uraillus against the transfer 
of Rome to Veil (Livy, v £2) 

1 It has been lemaiked to me that 
whatlheie state is inconsistent with 
the Eumemdes ot JEschylus, which 
mtioduce Oiest&s as tuod at the 
Aioopogus and acquitted, although his 
matiicide is confessed, because the iustihcation piefeirod by Apollo m 
us behalf, that Klyfwemnc&tia had 

deserved her death by having pi oviously 
slain Agamemnon, is held sufficient 
I think, however, that an attentive 
study of that very cunous diama, iar 
from contiadictmg what is heie said 
in the text, will faifchor illustrate and 
-con fhm it 

The cause tried represents two 
parties* fiist, tho official piosocutois 
oi avenging goddesses (the Emnemdos), 
who claim Oiestcs as thou victim, 
peiemptonly, and without even listen¬ 
ing to any excuse, the moment that the 
fact of his matricide lsvenfiod* next, 
OieslOs himself, who admitp the act, 
but pleads that he has committed it to 
avenge his father, uudei tho sanction 
and even instigation of Apollo, who 
appeals as Ins witness and champion 

Two points of view, lespoctmg 
homicido, aie here put m conflict one 
represented by the Eumemdes, the 
other by Apollo, acting indirectly with 
the sanction of Zeus 

The divine privileges of the Eume- 
tndes are put m on one side, those of 
Apollo on the othei; the foiwer com¬ 

plain that the latter interferes with 
them, and meddles with piocoedwgs 
which do not legitimately (227—715) 
belong to him, wlnlo they each hold 
out teniblo menaces of the mischief 
which they will do respectively to 
Attica, if the voidict be given against 
them (7 LO—714> 

Athonfi, as patroness of Attica, has 
to piotect her tonitory against injury 
fioin both sides, and to avoid giving 
oflonco to either. This is leally con¬ 
ti ived, as much as it is possible to do. 
consistent with finding any verdict at 
all Tho votes of the Likasts or Jurois 
ai o mado to be equal, so that they at 
3oast, as Athenians, may not exaspeiate 
oithor of the powerful antagonists: 
and tho acquittal of OrestSs ensues, 
because Athens herself has pi onounced 
m his favour, on the ground that her 
s\ mpatlues are with the male sex rather 
than the female, and that tho murder 
o± Agamemndn counts with her for 
moie than that of Klytoemndstra. 
Tins trial, assumed as the fiist ever 
held for blood spilt ^pAras Sweets 
Kpiuovtcs atjuwxTos vurov— 082), termi¬ 
nates in a verdict of acquittal pro¬ 
nounced by Ath£n6 as casting vote 
among equal numbeis of the Dikasts. 

Upon this the Eumenides burst into 
violent expression of complaint and 
menace, which Ath6n6 does her best 
to appease. Thoy complain of having 
been vanquished and dishonoured. 
she tells them that they have not been 
so, because the votes were equal • and 
that she decided herself m favour of 
Orestes, because he had been acting 
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Drako did not directly meddle with, nor indeed ever mention, the 
judges sitting m Areopagus. 

In respect to homicide, then, the Drakonian ordinances were 
partly a reform of the narrowness, partly a mitigation of the 
rigour, of the old proceduie; and these are all that have come 
down to us, having been preserved unchanged from the religious 
respect of the Athenians for antiquity on this peculiar matter. 
The rest of his ordinances are said to have been repealed by 
Sol6n, op account oi their intolerable severity. So they doubt¬ 
less appeared, to the Athenians of a later day, who had come to 
measure offences by a different scale; and even to SolOn, who 
had to calm the wrath of a suffering people m actual mutiny. 

That under this eupatrid oligarchy and severe legislation, the 
people of Attica were sufficiently miserable, we shall presently 
see when I recount the proceedings of Sol6n. But the age of 
demociacy had not yet begun, and the government received its 

under the sanction and guarantee of 
Apollo, mdneotly even of Zous. to 
both ot whom the responsibility of the 
act really belonged. Sho then oamostly 
entreats the liumomdes to i enounce 
their displeasuie, and to accept a do¬ 
micile m Attica, together with the 
most signal testimonies of woiship and 
leveronee flora the people. For a long 
time they refuse: at length they lelent, 
and agice to become inmates along 
with her in Athens (Sc£oga<IIaAAc/Sos 
j-vpouciav, 917—/xcroociat' 6* tjurp 
<r«/So>/re9,1017) AthGnG then conducts 
thorn, with solemn procession, to the 
resting-place appointed for them (wpo- 
ripav 6* cgt ypvj Srci^eti/ $akd.p.oVf airo- 
Setfrovcrav, 1001). 

Now this lestrag-place, consecrated 
ever afterwards to the Eumenidt-s, 
was close by, or actually upon the hill 
called Areopagus (Pausan. i 28, 0 
Schol ad Thucyd. i 126. &$? (22<?/uwis 
0«ct$) /xerA rbv ’Opecmjp oi 'kBrjpaiot 
wAt? trior tou 'Apeiov iroyov IfipvcrarrO, iva 

iroAAps TifjLyjs Tu'xw<nr.) Tlio Areopagus 
is thus made ovor and consecrated to 
them: and as a consequence, the pro¬ 
cedure against horaicuto, as there con¬ 
ducted, must bo made conformable to 
their point of view: peremptory con¬ 
demnation of the guuty person, with¬ 
out admitting either excuse or justifi¬ 
cation. AthenG, in her bargain with 
them, engages that they shall never 
again be exposed to such an humiliation 
ap they have recently undergone by the 

acquittal of Orestes. that they shall 
roceive the highest measure of reve¬ 
rential worship. In return for this, 
they piomise to ensure abundant 
blessings to tlio land (940—98:)) 

Heie, then, is the result of the 
diama of /Knehylus, showing how those 
goddesses became consecrated on or 
close to the Areopagus, and therefore 
how tlieir viow of homicide became 
exclusively paramount on that locality. 

It was not necessary, for the purpose 
of jEschylus, to say what piovision 
AthGnG made to instal Apollo and to 
deal with his view of homicide, opposed 
to that of the Kumomdes Apollo, m 
the case of OiostGs, had gamed the 
victory, and roqimod nothing more. 
Yet his view and treatment of homi¬ 
cide, admitting of certain special 
justifications, is not to be altogether 
excluded from Athens, though it is 
excluded trom the Areopagus This 
difficulty is solved by piovidxng the 
new judgment-seat at Delphinium, or 
the temple of Apollo Delphiuus 
(Plutarch, Th&seus, c 12—14 K. F. 
Hermann, Qottesdienst. Alterthiimer 
Cfnoch. GO, 3), where the procedure of 
Apollo, in contradistinction to that of 
the Eumemdes, is followed, and where 
justifiable homicide may be put in 
plea 

The legend of Apollo and the 
Delphinium thus forms tho sequel and 
complement to that of the Eumemdes 
and rhe Areopagus. 
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fust sliock fiom the hands of an ambitious Eupatrid who aspired 
to the despotism. Such was the phase (as has been remarked in 
the piecedmg chapter) through which, during the century now 
under consideration, a large proportion of the Grecian govern¬ 
ments passed. 

Kyl6n, an Athenian patiician—who superadded, to a great 
family position, the personal celebrity of a victory at' Attempted 
‘Olympia, as runner in the double stadium—conceived usun>ation 

the design of seizing the acropolis and constituting by^yldn* 
himself despot Whethei any special event had occurred at home 
to stimulate this project, we do not know: but he obtained both 
encouiagement and valuable aid from his father-in-law Theagenes 
of Megara, who, by means of his popularity with the people, had 
already subverted the Megarian oligarchy, and become despot of 
his native city. Previous to so hazardous an attempt, however, 
Kyl6n consulted the Delphian oracle, and was advised by the god 
in reply, to take the oppoitumty of “the greatest festival of Zeus5’ 
for seizing the acropolis. Such expiessions, m the natural inter¬ 
pretation put upon them by every Greek, designated the Olympic 
games in Peloponnesus. To Kylon, moreover, himself an Olympic 
victor, that interpretation came recommended by an apparent 
peculiar propriety. But Thucydides, not indiffeient to the credit 
of the oracle, remmds his readers that no question was asked nor 
any express diiection given, where the intended “greatest festival 
of Zeus” was to be sought—whether m Attica or elsewhere—and 
that the public festival of the Diasia, celebrated periodically and 
solemnly in the neighbourhood of Athens, was also denominated 
the “greatest festival of Zeus Meilichius ”. Probably no such 
exegetical scruples presented themselves to any one, until after 
the miserable failure of the conspiracy; least of all to Kyl6n 
himself, who, at the recurrence of the next ensuing Olympic 
games, put himself at the head of a force, partly furnished by 
Theagenes, partly composed of his friends at home, and took 
sudden possession of the sacred rock of Athens. But the attempt 
-excited general indignation among the Athenian people, who 
crowded in from the country to assist the archons and the 
prytanes of the Naukrari in putting it down. Kyl6n and his 
-companions were blockaded in the Acropolis, where they soon 
found themselves in straits for want of water and provisions; and 
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though many of the Athenians went back to their homes, a 
sufficient besieging force was left to reduce the conspiratois to the 
last extremity. After Kylon himself had escaped by stealth, and 
several of his companions had died of hunger, the remainder, 
renouncing all hope of defence, sat down as suppliants at the 
altar. The arch on Megakles, on regaining the citadel, found 
these suppliants on the point of expiring with hunger on the 
sacred ground, and to prevent such a pollution, engaged them to 
His failuie sPot a piomise of sparing their lives No 
and mas- sooner however had they been removed into piofane 
his par- ground, than the promise was violated and they were 
ordei^of7 Put to death: some even, who, seeing the fate with 
the Aik- which they were menaced, contrived to throw them- 
msednids. seives upon the altar of the Venerable goddesses (or 
Eumemdes) near the Areopagus, leccived their death wounds in 
Bpite of that inviolable piotection.1 

Though the conspiracy was thus put down, and the government 
upheld, these deplorable incidents left behind them a long tram 
of calamity—profound religious remorse mingled with exaspeiated 
political antipathies. There still remained, if not a considerable 
KyIonian party, at least a large body of persons who resented the 
way in which the Kylonians had been put to death, and who* 
became in consequence bitter enemies of Megakles tbe archon, 
and of the great family of the Alkmceonnloe, to which he 
belonged. Not only Megakles himself and his personal assistants 
were denounced as smitten with a curse, but the taint was supposed 
to be transmitted to his ’ descendants, and we shall hereafter find 
the wound re-opened, not only in the second and third generation, 
but also two centuries after the original event.2 When we see 
that the impression left by the proceeding was so very serious,, 
even after the length of time which had elapsed, we may well, 
believe that it was sufficient, immediately afterwards, to poison 
altogether the tranquillity of the state. The Alkmsefinids and 
their partisans long defied their opponents, resisting any public 
tiial The dissensions continued without hope of termination^ 
until Soldn, then enjoying a lofty reputation for sagacity and 
patriotism, as well as for bravery, persuaded them to submit to 

l The narrative is given in Thucyd. I. 2 Aristophan Equit. 445, and the- 
126; Herod, v. 71: Plutarch, SolAn, 12. Scholia, Iierodot v. 70. 
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judicial cognizance,—at a moment so far distant from tlie event, 
that several of the actois were dead. They weie xnaland 

accordingly tried before a special judicature of 300 condemm- 

Eupatnds, MyrOn of the deme Plilyeis being their Aikmsed- 

accuser. In defending themselves against the charge 
that they had sinned against the reverence due to the gods and 
the consecrated right of asylum, they alleged that the Kyloman 
suppliants, when peisuaded to quit the holy ground, had tied a 
cord round the statue of the goddess and clung to it for piotection 
in their march ; but on approaching the altar of the Eumemdes, 
the cord accidentally broke—and this critical event (so the accused 
persons argued) pioved that the goddess had herself withdrawn 
from them her protecting hand and abandoned them to their 
fate.1 Their argument, remarkable as an illustration of the 
feelings of the time, was not however accepted as an excuse. 
They were found giulty, and while such of them as weie alive 
retired into banishment, those who had already died were 
disinterred and cast beyond the borders. Yet theii exile, 
continuing as it did only for a time, was not held sufficient to 
expiate the impiety for which they had been condemned. The 
Alkmaeomds, one of the most poweiful families in Attica, long 
continued to he looked upon as a tainted race,3 and m cases of 
public calamity were liable to he singled out as having by their 
sacrilege drawn down the judgment of the gods upon their 
countrymen.3 

The banishment of the guilty parties was not found sufficient 
to restore tranquillity. Not only did pestilential disorders 
prevail, but the religious susceptibilities and apprehensions of the 
Athenian community also remained deplorably excited. They 
were oppressed with sorrow and despondency, saw phantoms and 

* Plutarch, Solftn. c. 12 If the story 
of the breaking of the cord had been 
true, Thucydides could haidly have 
failed to notice it; but there is no 
reason to doubt that it was the real 
defence urged by the Alkmsedmds. 

When Ephesus was besieged by 
Croesus, the inhabitants sought pro¬ 
tection to their town by dedicating it 
to Artemis; they earned a cord from 
the walls of the town to the shrine of 
the goddess, which was situated with¬ 
out the walls (Heiod. i. 20). The 

Samian despot Polykratds, when he 
consecrated to the Delian Apollo the 
neighbouring island of RhOneia, con¬ 
nected it with the island of Delos by 
means of a chain (Thucyd. ni 104). 

These analogies illustrate the power¬ 
ful effect of visible or material con¬ 
tinuity on the Grecian imagination. 

2 Herodot. i 01. 

»See Thucyd v. 16, and his lan¬ 
guage respecting Pleistoanax of 
Sparta. 
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heard supernatural menaces, and felt the curse of the gods upon 
Pestilence them without abatement.1 2 In paiticular, it appears 
suffering that the minds of the women (whose 1 eligious impulses 
at Athens, were recognised generally by the ancient legislators as 
requiring watchful control) were thus disturbed and frantic. 
The sacrifices offered at Athens did not succeed m dissipating the 
epidemic, nor could the prophets at home, though they recognised 
that special purifications were required, discover what were the 
new ceremonies capable of appeasing the divine wrath. The 
Delphian oracle directed them to invite a higher spiritual 
influence from abroad, and this produced the memorable visit of 
the Kretan prophet and sage Epimenulcs to Athens. 

The century between 620 and 500 b.c. appears to have been 
remarkable for the first diffusion and potent influence of distinct 
religious brotherhoods, mystic rites, and expiatory ceremonies, 
none of which (as I have remarked ra a former chapter) find any 
recognition m the Homeric epic. To this age belongs Thaletas, 
Ansteas, Abaris, Pythagoras, Onomakritus, and the earliest 
Mystic proveable agency of the Orphic sect.3 Of the class of 
sects and men here noticed, Epimemdes, a native of Phsestus or 
hoodsTn Knossus in Krete,3 was one of the most celebrated— 
century^ c an<* lenen^ar7 connexion between Athens and 
Epuneni.i&s Krete, which shows itself m the tales of Theseus and 
ofKrGte Minos, is here again manifested m the recourse which 
the Athenians had to this island to supply their spiritual need. 
Epimemdes seems to have been connected with the worship of the 
Kretan Zeus, m whose favour he stood so high as to receive the 
denomination of the new KuiSte4 (the Kuretes having been the 
primitive ministers and organizers of that worship). He was said 
to he the son of the nymph Balt§ ; to be supplied by the nymphs, 
with constant food, since he was never seen to eat; to have 
fallen asleep in his youth m a cave, and to have continued in this 
state without interruption for fifty-seven years; though some 
asserted that he remained all this time a wanderer in the moun¬ 
tains, collecting and studying medicinal botany in the vocation of 

1 Plutarch, SolOn, c. 12, p6fioi $ The statements respecting Epi- 
nvit he Seunbat/MvCat ctjxa rot ^atr/tara memdds are collected ana discussed in 
xaret^e rrjv v6\w, <fcc the treatise of Hemnch, Epimemdes 

2 iobeck, AgJaophaxuus, ii p. 313; ausKreta. Loipsic, 1801. 
Hoeck, Krota, hi. 2, p, 252. 4 Diogen Laoit. i. 114,115. 
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an Iatromantis, or Leech and Prophet combined. Such narratives 
mark the idea entertained by antiquity of Epimenides the 
Purifier,1 who was now called in to heal both the epidemic and 
the mental affliction pievalent among the Athenian people, in the 
same manner as his countiyman and contemporary ThalStas had 
been, a few years before, invited to Sparta to appease a pestilence 
by the effect of his music and leligious hymns.2 The favour of 
Epimenides with the gods, his knowledge of propitiatory cere¬ 
monies, and his power of working upon the religious feeling, was 
completely successful in restoring both health and mental 
tranquillity at Athens. He is said to have turned Epimenid&s 

out some black and white sheep on the Areopagus, 
directing attendants to follow and watch them, and to Athens 

erect new altars to the appropriate local deities on the spots 
where the animals lay down.3 He founded new chapels and 
established various lustral ceremonies; and more especially he 
regulated the worship paid by the women in such manner as to 
calm the violent impulses which had before agitated them. We 
know hardly anything of the details of his proceeding, hut the 
general fact of his visit, and the salutary effects produced in 
removing the religious despondency which oppressed the 
Athenians, are well attested. Consoling assurances and new' 

iPlutaich, fioldn, c. 12; Diogen. 
Laeifc i. 100—110; Pliny, H N. vii. 
6*2. 0eo$i\r)s Ktu tro<f>os irepi ra 0*lx 
tt)v evBovcrtaartKrfv k&I rtAe<rrt#oj v 
<ro<f>Cavt &c Maxim Tviitis, xxxvm. 
8. Stivb? 7& $eltLf ov (laOtav aAA’ vttpqv 
<xvtc<» Striyeiro fiaKpov /cat ovetpov $tSd- 
cncakov. 

’Iarpdjaamv, AfischyL Supplic. 277; 
KaOaprfv, lambhchus, Vit. Pythagor. 
c. 28. 

Plutarch (Sept. Sapient. Conviv p. 

lived up to the precepts of the Orphic 
life, or vegetable diet: to this circum¬ 
stance, I presume, Plato (Legg. ui. p. 
•677) must be understood to refer, 
though it is not very clear. See the 
Fragment of the lost KrSbes of Euri¬ 
pides, p. 98, ed. Dmdoif. 

Karmauorof Tarrlia in Krfite had 

of Pytho OPausan. ii. 80,8). 
2 Plutaich, I>e Musics, p. 1124—1140 j 

Pausamas, i 14,3. , , , 
3 Cicero (Legg. ii. 11) states that 

EpimenidOs directed a temple to be 

erected at Athens to *Yj3pis and ’Avat* 
8do. (Violence and Impudence) • Cle¬ 
mens said that he had erected altars to 
the same two goddesses (Prokepticon, 
p 22). Theophrastus said that there 
were altars at Athens (without men¬ 
tioning Epimenidfis) to the same (ap. 
Zenobmm, Proverb. Cent.iv. 86). later 
spoke of a Upbv 'AvaiSeCas at Athens 
(1stn Fiagra ed. Siebelis, p. 62). I 
question whether this story has any 
other foundation than the fact stated 
by Pausamas, that the stones which 
were placed before the tribunal of 
Areopagus, for the accuser and the 
accused to stand upon, were called by 
these names—rVi5peci»ff, that of the 
accused; 'AvtuStlas, that of the accuser 
(i, 28,5). The confusion between stones 
and altars is not difficult to be under¬ 
stood. The other story told by Nean- 
thSs of Kyzikus respecting Epimemdfis, 
that he had offered two young men as 
human sacrifices, was distinctly pro¬ 
nounced to be untrue by Polemo * and 
it reads completely like a romance 
(Athenseus, xiu. p. 602). 
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ritual precepts, from the lips of a person supposed to stand high in 
the favour of Zeus, were the remedy which this unhappy disorder 
required. Moreovei, Epimemdes had the piudence to associate 
himself with Solon, and while he thus doubtless obtained much 
valuable advice, he assisted indiiectly m exalting the reputation 
of Sol6n himself, whose career of constitutional reform was now 
fast approaching. He remained long enough at Athens to restore 
completely a more comfortable tone of icligious feeling, and then 
departed, carrying with him universal giatitude and admiration, 
but refusing all other leward, except a branch from the sacred 
olive tree m the acropolis.1 His life is said to have been pro- 
His life and longed to the unusual period of 154 years, accoidmg 
character, to a statement winch was current dm mg the time of 
his younger contemporary Xenophanes of Koloplion.2 The 
Kretans even ventured to affirm that he lived 300 years They 
extolled him not merely as a sage and a spiritual purifier, but also 
as a poet—very long compositions on religious and mythical 
subjects being ascribed to him, according to some accounts, they 
even worshipped him as a god. Both Plato and Cicero considered 
Epimenides in the same light m “which he was regarded by his 
contemporaries, as a prophet divinely mspued, and foretelling 
the future under fits of temporary ecstasy But according to 
Aristotle, Epimenides lnmself professed to have received from the 
gods no higher gift than that of divining the unknown phenomena 
of the past.3 

The religious mission of Epimenides to Athens, and its effi¬ 
cacious as well as healing influence on the public mind, deserve 
notice as characteristics of the age in which they occurred.4 If we 
transport ourselves two centuries forward to the Peloponnesian 
Contrast of war, when rational influences and positive habits of 
with!hat thought had acquired a durable hold upon the superior 
of Plato. minds, and when practical discussions on political 
and judicial matters were familiar to every Athenian citizen, 

1 Plutarch, Pnacept. Reipubl. whereas his real date is near upon 600* 
Gerend. c. 27, p 820. B.c —a remarkable example of care- 

2 Dzogen. Laext L c. lessness as to chronology. 
# Plato, Legg, i. p. 642; Cicero, Be 4 Respecting the characteristics of 

Divinat. i 18 Amtot. Shot. iiL this age, see the second chapter of the 
17. treatise of Heinrich above alluded to* 

Plato pieces Epimenidds ten years Kreta und Griechenland in Hmsicht 
before the Persian invasion of Greeoe, auf Wunderglauben. 
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no such uncontrollable religious misery could well liave subdued 
the entire public; while, if it had, no living man could have 
drawn to himself such universal veneration as to be capable of 
effecting a cure. Plato,1 admitting the real healing influence of 
rites and ceremonies, fully believed m Epimenid§s as an inspired 
prophet during the past; but towards those who prefeired claims 
to supernatuial power m his own day, he was not so easy of 
faith. He, as well as Euripides and Tlieophiastus, treated with 
indifference, and even with contempt, the Orpheotelestse of the 
later times, who advertised themselves as possessing the same 
patent knowledge of ceremonial rites, and the same means of 
guiding the will of the gods, as EpimenidSs had wielded before 
them. These Orpheotelestse unquestionably numbered a con- 
sideiable tribe of believers, and speculated with great effect, as 
well as with profit to themselves, upon the timorous consciences 
of rich men.3 But they enjoyed no respect with the general 
public, or with those to whose authority the public habitually 
looked up. Degenerate as they were, however, they were the 
legitimate representatives of the prophet and purifier from 
Knossus, to whose presence the Athenians had been so much 
indebted two centuries before: and their altered position was 
owing less to any falling off in themselves, than to an improve¬ 
ment m the mass upon whom they sought to operate. Had 
Epimenides himself come to Athens in those days, Ms visits 
would probably have been as much inoperative to all public 
purposes as a repetition of the stratagem of Phy§, clothed and 
equipped as the goddess Ath&n£, which had succeeded so com¬ 
pletely in the days of Peisistratus—a stratagem which even 
Herodotus treats as incredibly absurd, although a century before 
his time, both the city of Athens and the Demes of Attica had 
obeyed, as a divine mandate, the orders of this magnificent and 
stately woman to restore Peisistratus.3 

1 Plato, Kiatylus, p. 405; Phsedr. p. Republ ii. p 364; Theopbrast. 
244. Cbaract. c 16. 

a Eunp. Hippolyt. 957; Plato, ® Herodot. i. 60. 
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CHAPTER XI- 

SOLONIAN LAWS AND CONSTITUTION. 

We low approach a new sera in Grecian history—the first known 
example of a genuine and disinterested constitutional reform, and 
the first foundation-stone of that great fabric, which afterwards 
became the type of democracy in Greece. The archonship of the 
eupatrid Solon dates in 594 B.C., thirty years after that of Drako, 
and about eighteen years after the conspiracy of Kyldn (assuming 
the latter event to be correctly placed b o. 612). 

The lives of Sol8n by Plutarch and Diogends (especially the 
Life, former) are our piincipal sources of information 
andpo^ns respecting this remarkable man, and while we thank 
of Soldn. them for what they have told us, it is impossible to 
avoid expressing disappointment that they have not told us more. 
Por Plutarch certainly had before him both the original poems, 
and the original laws, of Soldn, and the few transcripts, which 
he gives from one or the other, form the principal charm of his 
biography. But such valuable materials ought to have been made 
available to a more instructive result than that which he has 
brought out. There is hardly anything more to he deplored, 
amidst the lost treasures of the Grecian mind, than the poems of 
Soldn; for we see by the remaining fragments, that they 
contained notices of the public and social phsenomena before him, 
which he was compelled attentively to study—blended with the 
touching expression of his own personal feelings, in the post 
alike honourable and difficult, to which the confidence of his 
countrymen had exalted him. 

Soldn, son of Exekestidds, was a Eupatrid of middling fortune,1 
but of the purest heroic blood, belonging to the gens or family of 

i Plutarch, SolOn, i.; Diogen. Ladrt. iii. 1, Aristot. Polit iv. 9,10. 
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the Kodnds and Neleids, and tracing his origin co the god 

Poseidon. His father is said to have diminished his substance 
by prodigality, which compelled Soldn in his earlier years to 

have recourse to trade, and in this pursuit he visited many 
parts of Greece and Asia. He was thus enabled to enlarge the 

sphere of his observation, and to provide material for thought as 

well as for composition. His poetical talents displayed themselves 

at a very early age, first on light, afterwards on serious, subjects. 

It will be recollected that there was at that time no Greek prose 
writing, and that the acquisitions as well as the effusions of an 

intellectual man, even m their simplest foim, adjusted themselves 
not to the limitations of the period and the semicolon, but to 

those of the hexameter and pentameter. Nor in point of fact do 

the verses of Soldn aspire to any higher effect than we are 

accustomed to associate with an earnest, touching, and admonitory 

prose composition. The advice and appeals which he frequently 

addressed to his countrymen1 were delivered in this easy metre, 

doubtless far less difficult than the elaborate prose of subsequent 

writers or speakers, such as Thucydides, Isokrates, or Demosthenes. 

His poetry and his reputation became known throughout many 
parts of Greece, so that he was classed along with Thales of 
Miletus, Bias of Priene, Pittakus of Mityiene, Periander of 
Corinth, Kleobulus of Lindus, Cheildn of Lacedaemon—altogether 

forming the constellation afterwards renowned as the seven wise 

men. 
The first particular event in respect to which Soldo, appears as 

an active politician is the possession of the island of War 
Salamis, then disputed between Megara and Athens, between 

Megara was at that tune able to contest with Athens, M^Sanaand 
and for some time to contest with success, the occupa- abtmt 

tion of this important island—a remarkable fact, which 18 
perhaps may be explamed by supposing that the inhabitants of 
Athens and its neighbourhood carried on the struggle with only 

partial aid from the rest of Attica. However this may be, it 

appears that the Megarians had actually established themselves 

in Salamis, at the time when Soldn began his political career, and 

that the Athenians had experienced so much loss in the struggle. 

l Plutarch, SoI6n, v. 
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■as to have formally prohibited any citizen from ever submitting 
a proposition for its reconquest. Stung with tins dishonourable 
abnegation, Solon counterfeited a state of ecstatic excitement, 
rushed into the agora, and there on the stone usually occupied by 
the official herald, pronounced to the surrounding crowd a short 
elegiac poem1 which he had previously composed on the subject 
of Salamis. Enforcing upon them the disgrace of abandoning the 
island, he wrought so powerfully upon their feelings, that they 
rescinded the prohibitory law“ Bather (he exclaimed) would 
I forfeit my native city and become a citizen of Pholegandius, 
than be still named an Athenian, branded with the shame of 
surrendered Salamis 1 ” The Athenians again entered into the 
war, and conferred upon him the command of it—partly, as we 
are told, at the instigation of Peisistratus, though the latter must 
have been at this time (600—594 b.c.) a very young man, or rather, 
a boy.3 * * * * 

The stories in Plutarch, as to the way in which Salamis was 
Acquisition recovere(-4 are contradictory as well as apocryphal, 
of Salamis ascribing to SolOn various stratagems to deceive the 
by Athens. jj^gaiian occupiers. Unfortunately no authority is 
given for any of them. According to that which seems the most 
plausible, he was directed by the Delphian god fust to propitiate 
the local heroes of the island; and he accordingly crossed over 
to it by night, for the purpose of sacrificing to the heroes 
PeripMmus and Kychreus on the Salaminion shore. Five hun¬ 
dred Athenian volunteers were then levied for the attack of the 
island, under the stipulation that if they were victorious they 
should hold it in property and citizenship.8 They were safely 

1 Plutarch. SolGn, vin, It ■was a was in 560 B c., and we can hardly 
poem of 100 lines, «Aw believe that he can have been pro- 
miroirjufrtov. minent and renowned in a war no less 

Diogenes tells us that SolOn lead than foity years before, 
the versos to the people through tho It will bo seen hot oaf ter (see the 
medium of the herald -a statement note on the interview between HolOn 
not less deficient in taste than m and Croesus towaids the end of this 
accuracy, and which spoils the whole chapter) that Herodotus, and perhaps 
eftect or the vigorous exoidium, Avrbs other authors also, conceived the 
Krjpvf y)A0ov tup ijue/mfr 2a\afjuvos, &c Soloniftn legislation to date at a period 

2 Plutarch, L c.; Diegen, Laerfe. L later than it really does; instead of 
Both Herodotus (i. 59) and some 694 B.C., they placed it nearer to th^ 

authois read by Plutarch ascribed to usurpation of Peisistratus 
Peisistratus an active part in the war 2 Plutarch, Sol6n, KvpCov? «hou rov 
against the Megarians, and even the TroAiTevjaaros. The strict meaning of 
-capture of Nissea the port of Megara. these words refers only to tli e gnve/ ,v»rnt 
No w the first usurpation of Peisistratus of the island; but it socins almost 
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landed on an outlying promontory, while Sol6n, having been 
fortunate enough to seize a ship which the Megarians had sent to 
watch the proceedings, manned it with Athenians and sailed 
straight towards the city of Salamis, to which the Athenians who 
had landed also directed their march. The Megaiians marched 
out from the city to repel the latter, and during the heat of the 
engagement, SolOn, with his Meganan ship and Athenian crew, 
sailed directly to the city The Megarians, interpreting this as 
the return of their own crew, permitted the ship to appioach 
without resistance, and the city was thus taken by surprise. 
Permission having been given to the Megarians to quit the island, 
Solon took possession of it for the Athenians, erecting a temple 
to Enyalius, the god of war, on Cape Skiradium, near the city of 
Salamis.1 

The citizens of Megara, however, made various efforts for the 
recoveiy of so valuable a possession, so that a war ensued long as 
well as disastrous to both parties. At last it was agreed between 
them to refer the dispute to the arbitration of Sparta, and five 
Spartans were appointed to decide it—ELntolaidas, Amompharetus, 
Hypscehidas, Anaxilas, and Kleomenes. The verdict settlement 

m favour of Athens was founded on evidence which tb® 
it is somewhat curious to trace. Both parties attempted Spai tan 7 

to show that the dead bodies buried m the island fnbfa™r of 

conformed to their own peculiar mode of interment, Athens, 

and both parties are said to have cited verses from the catalogue 
of the Iliad2—each accusing the other of error or interpolation. 
But the Athenians had the advantage on two points: first there 
were oracles from Delphi, wherein Salamis was mentioned with 
the epithet Ionian; next Philseus and EurysakSs, sons of the 
Telamonian Ajax, the great hero of the island, had accepted the 
citizenship of Athens, made over Salamis to the Athenians, and 
transferred their own residences to Braurdn and MelitS in Attica, 

certainly implied that they would Polysenus (i 20) ascribes a different 
he established in it as Kldruchs or pro- stratagem to Soldn • compare JElian, 
priotors of land,not meaning necessauly V H. vii 19. It is hardly necessary to 
that all the pre-existing proprietors say that the account which the 
would bo expelled. Megarians gave of the way in which 

l Plutaich, Soldn, 8, 9, 10. Dai- they lost the island was totally 
machus of Platasa, however, denied different: they imputed it to the 
to Soldn any peisonal share in the treachery of some exiles (Pausan. i. 40, 
Salamiman war (Plutarch, corap, Soldn 4): compare Justra. li 7. 
-fl.nfl Public, c. 4). 3 Ails tot. Khet. L16, 3. 
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where the deme or gens Philaidae still worshipped Philaeus as its 

eponymous ancestor. Such a title was held sufficient, and Salamis 

was adjudged by the five Spartans to Attica,1 with which it ever 

afterwards remained incorporated until the days of Macedonian 

supremacy. Two centuries and a half later, when the orator 

JEschmes argued the Athenian right to iunphipolis against 

Philip of Macedon, the legendary elements of the title were 

indeed put forward, but more m the way of preface or introduc¬ 
tion to the substantial political grounds.2 But in the year 600 

b c., the authonty of the legend was more deep-seated and opera¬ 

tive, and adequate by itself to determine a favourable verdict. 

In addition to the conquest of Salamis, Sol6n increased his 

reputation by espousing the cause of the Delphian temple against 

the extoi tionate proceedings of the inhabitants of Kirrha, of 

which more will be said m a coming chapter; and the favour 
of the oracle was probably not without its effect in procuring 

for him that encouraging prophecy with which his legislative 
career opened. 

State of ^ on occasi°n SolGn’s legislation that we 
Athens nn- obtain our first glimpse—unfortunately but a glimpse 

befor^tho actual state of Attica and its inhabitants. 

ofSSdOn°n ^ *s a sa<^ ai1^ rePu-^ve Future, presenting to us 
0 * political discord and private suffering combined. 

Violent dissensions prevailed among the inhabitants of Attica, 

who were separated into three factions—the Pedieis, or men of 

the plain, comprising Athens, Eleusis, and the neighbouring 

territory, among whom the greatest number of rich families were 

included; the mountaineers m the east and north of Attica, 

called Diakni, who were on the whole the poorest party; and the 

Paralii in the southern portion of Attica from sea to sea, whose 

means and social position were intermediate between the two.8 

i Plutarch, Soldn. 10: compare 
Anstot. Ifchet. i. Id. AlkibiadGs traced 
up his ytvos to BurysakOs (Plutaich, 
Alkibiad. o 1): MiltiadOs traced up 
his to Pliilsous (Heiodot vi 35). 

According to the statement of Hdroas 
the Megarxan, both his countrymen 
and the Athenians had the same way 
of interment: both interrod the dead 
with their faces towards the west. 
This statement therefore affords no 

proof of any peculiarity of Athenian 
custom m bunal. 

The Eurysakeium, or precinct sacred 
to the hero EurysakGs, stood in the 
deme of MelitG (Harpokrat. ad v.), 
which formed a portion of the city of 
Athens. 

2 -dfischm. Fals. Legat. p. 2G0. c. 14. 
6 Plutarch, frioldn, c. 13. The lan¬ 

guage of Plutarch, in which ho talks 
of the Pedieis as representing the 
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Upon wlut pai tieular points these intestine disputes turned we 
are not distinctly informed They were not however peculiar to 
the period immediately preceding the archontate of Soldn. They 
had prevailed before, and they reappear afterwards prior to the 
despotism of Peisistiatus; the latter standing forward as the 
leader of the Diakrn, and as champion, real or pretended, of the 
poorer population. 

But in the time of Sol6n these intestine quarrels were aggia- 
vated by something much more difficult to deal with Internal 
—a general mutiny of the pooler population against dissension 

the rich, resulting from misery combined with oppres- 
sion. The Th£tes, whose condition we have already P°or1r, 
contemplated in the poems of Homer and Hesiod, are pop °n* 
now presented to us as forming the bulk of the population of 
Attica—the cultivating tenants, metayers, and small proprietors 
of the country. They aie exhibited as weighed down by debts 
and dependence, and driven in large numbers out of a state of 
freedom into slavery—the whole mass of them (we are told) being 
m debt to the rich, who were propnetois of the greater part of 
the soil.1 They had either borrowed money for their own 
necessities, or they tilled the lands of the lich as dependent 
tenants, paying a stipulated portion of the produce, and in this 
capacity they were largely in arrear. 

All the calamitous effects were here seen of the old harsh law 
of debtor and creditoi—once prevalent in Greece, Italy, Asia, 
and a large portion of the woild—combined with the recognition 

ohgaichical tendency, and the Diakrii paying one-sixth portion,” we find 
as representing the democratical, is little or no information: they are just 
not quite accurate when applied to the noticed in Hesychius (y. ‘Ex-nj/xopot, 
days of Soldn. Democratical preten- ’BrrtgopTo*) and in Pollux, vii, 151; 
sions, as such, can hardly he said to from whom we learn that iirCfiopros yfj 
have then existed. was an expression which occurred in 

i Plutarch, SolOn, 18. rArras piv yap one of the Solonian laws. ^Whether they 
6 SrjfLQs fy v7roxp*<os twj/ rrAoucrtW fj paid to the landlord one-sixth, or retam- 
yap eyewpyovp t/ceirots «kta r2>v yivo- ed for themselves only one-sixth, has 
p4vav TeAouvTes, t/cnjp,opiot 7rpo<rayop- been doubted (see PhoflUS, IEeAdrai). 
evopevoi nal 0r}re$ rj yp4a \ap.pdvovTes Dionysius Hal. (A. R. ii. 9) compares 
errl tois cufxaatv, aywyifioi toxs fiarec- the Thites in Attica to the Roman 
govcriv %arav • ot pev avrov fiovAevoyres, clients that both agreed m being 
ol fie iTrlrf} $4im TriTrpacncofjLcvoi,. HoAAol relations of personal and proprietary 
84 kcl\ TTatfios Is to vs vjvayKd&vTo irtoAetv, dependence is certain ; but we can 
koI rr]v tto A it' (j)evyeiv Sia. Tyv xaA«r6nfTa hardly carry the comparison farthei, 
Tbiv 8a.vti<j7oiv. Oi Si rrA«t<rrot teal f>a>p.c\- nor is there any evidence m Attica of 
AcwraTot ovviirravro teal irapticakovp that sanctity of obligation which is 
aAAyAovs prj wepiopgy, <fec. said to have hound the Roman patron 

Respecting these u ektdmori ‘ ‘tenants to his client 
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of slaveiy as a legitimate status, and of the right of one man to 
sell himself as well as that of another man to buy him. Every 
debtor unable to fulfil his contract was liable to be adjudged as 
the slave of his creditor, until he could find means either of 
paying it or working it out; and not only he himself, but his 
minor sons and unmarried daughters and sisters also, whom the 
law gave him the power of selling.1 The poor man thus borrowed 
upon the security of his body (to tianslate literally the Greek 
phrase) and upon that of the persons in his family. So seveiely 
Slavery of ^ad these oppressive contracts been enforced, that 
the debtois many debtors had been reduced from freedom to 
debtor and slavery m Attica itself,—many others had been sold 
mxiitoi for exportation,—and some had only hitherto preserved 
their own freedom by selling their clnldien. Moieover a great 
number of the smaller properties in Attica were under mortgage, 
signified (according to the formality usual in the Attic law, and 
continued down throughout the historical times) by a stone 
pillar erected on the land, inscribed with the name of the lender 
and the amount of the loan. The propiietors of these mortgaged 
lands, in case of an unfavourable turn of events, had no other 
] >rospect except that of irremediable slavery for themselves and 
their families, either in their own native country robbed of all its 
delights, or m some barbarian region where the Attic accent 
would never meet their ears Some had fled the country to 
escape legal adjudication of their persons, and earned a miserable 
subsistence m foreign parts by degrading occupations. Upon 
several, too, this deplorable lot bad fallen by unjust condemnation 
and corrupt judges; the conduct of the rich, in regard to money 
sacred and profane, in regard to matters public as well as private, 
being thoroughly unprincipled and rapacious. 

The manifold and long-continued suffering of the poor under 

Injustice 
and rapa¬ 
city of 
the rich. 

this system, plunged into a state of debasement not 
more tolerable than that of the Gallic plebs2—and the 
injustices of the rich m whom all political power was 
then vested—are facts well attested by the poems of 

i So the Frisii, when unable to pay the 
tribute imposed by the Roman empire, 
“ pnmo boves ipsos, mox agros, postre- 
mo corpora conjugum et liberorum, ser- 
vitjo tradebant” (Tacit, Annal, iv. 72). 

to pay the taxes, w the later limes of 
the Roman empire, see Zosimus, ii. 38; 
Libamus, t. ii. p. 427, ed, Pans, 1627. 

a Osar Boll. Gall, yl 13. 
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Solon himself, even in the short fragments preserved to us.1 It 
appears that immediately preceding the tune of his archonship, 
the evils had lipened to such a point—and the determination of 
the mass of sufferers, to extort for themselves some mode of relief, 
had become so pronounced—that the existing laws could no 
longer he enforced. According to the profound remaik of 
Anstotle— that seditions are generated by great causes but out of 
small incidents3—we may conceive that some recent events had 
occurred as immediate stimulants to the outbreak of the debtors, 
—like those which lend so striking an interest to the eaily Roman 
annals, as the inflaming sparks of violent popular movements for 
which the tram had long before been laid. Condemnations by 
the archons, of insolvent debtors, may have been unusually 
numerous ; or the maltreatment of some particular debtor, once 
a respected freeman, m his condition of slavery, may have been 
brought to act vividly upon the public sympathies—like the case 
of the old plebeian centurion at Rome3 (first impoverished by the 
plunder of the enemy, then reduced to borrow, and lastly 
adjudged to his creditor as an insolvent), who claimed the pro¬ 
tection of the people m the forum, rousing their feelings to the 
highest pitch by the marks of the slave-whip visible General 
on his pei son. Some such incidents had probably mutiny and 

happened, though we have no historians to recount foraJarge 
them. Moreover it is not unreasonable to imagine, xeform* 
that that public mental affliction which the purifier Epimemdes 

1 Hee the fragment irepl rvjt "A$njva£<pv 
noAtruas, No. 2, Schneideww. 

Aij/mov $* ■fiyc[AOV0v afii/eos v6os, olartv 
tTOt/iOS 

vYj3ptos iK fxfydkrj^aAyea ttoAAo. TraSiiv 
• . . . Olid* itptbv KTedvoiv ovre n 

8y(j.Q<ri<0v ^ 
tSo/tePoi, kActttov&cv £$' apirayp aAAo* 

&cv aAAos, 
OvSi ^vAdvcrourai crtfiva Qip-tBAcu 

. . Taura ptv tv foj/xtp arrp£<ft«rat 
koko. * r&v Hi nevtxp&v 

'iKvcvvrcn rroAAoi yacav it aAAoSairijv 
UpaOwres, ficcr/xotcri t faucfAiourt $«• 

OtVTC?. 

3 Aristot. Polifc. ytyvovrat 8k at crra- 
cretc ou irepl uiKp&v, aAA* in Mt/cpwv. 

» Livy, li. 28; Dionys. Hal. A. B. vi. 
2d: compare lavy, vl, 34—36. 

“ An placeret, fcenore circumventam 
plebem, potius quam sorte creditum 
solvat, corpus in nervum ac supplicia 
dare’ et gregatim quotidie de foro 
addictos duel, et replen vinctis nobiles 
doinos? et ubicnnque patiiciushabitet, 
ibi carcerem privatum esso?” 

The exposition of Niebuhr respect¬ 
ing the old Roman law of debtoi and 
creditor (Rom Gesch, i. p. 602 seq., 
Arnold’s Roman Hist., ch. vrn vol. i 
p, 135), and the explanation which he 
there gives of the Nexi as distinguished 
from the Addicla, have been shown to 
be incorrect by M. von Savigny, in an 
excellent Dissertation TJeber das 
Altromische Schuldrecht (Abhand- 
lungen Berlin. Academ 1833, p. 70—73), 
an abstract of which will be found in 
an appendix at the close of this 
chapter. 
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liad been invoked to appease, as it sprung m pavt from pestilence, 
so it had its cause paitly in years of sterility, which must of 
course have aggravated the distress of the small cultivators. 
However this may be, such was the condition of things in 594 
B.c., through mutiny of the poor freemen and Thetes, and uneasi¬ 
ness of the middling citizens, that the governing oligarchy, 
unable either to enforce their private debts or to maintain their 
political power, were obliged to invoke the well-known wisdom 
and integrity of Sol6n. Though his vigorous protest (which 
doubtless rendered him acceptable to the mass of the people) 
against the iniquity of the existing system, had already been pro¬ 
claimed m his poems—they still hoped that he would serve as an 
auxiliary to help them over their difficulties. They theiefoie 
chose him, nominally as archon along with Philombrotus, but 
with power in substance dictatorial. 

It had happened m several Grecian states that the governing 
oligarchies, either by quarrels among their own members or by 

the general bad condition of the people under their 
archonmade government, were deprived of that hold upon the 
and in*’ public mind which was essential to their power. 
fuUpowers Sometimes (as m the case of Pittakus of Mitylene 
tion°lsla" anterior to the archonship of Solon, and often in the 

factions ot the Italian republics m the middle ages) 
the collision of opposing forces had lendered society intolerable, 
and driven all parties to acquiesce m the choice of some refoim- 
mg dictator. Usually, however, in the early Gieek oligarchies, 
this ultimate crisis was anticipated by some ambitious individual, 
who availed himself of the public discontent to overthrow the 
oligarchy and usurp the powers of a despot. And so probably it 
might have happened in Athens, had not the recent failure of 

Kyl6n, with all its miserable consequences, operated 
to^aSf63 as a deterring motive. It is cunous to read, m the 
despot* words of Sol6n himself, the temper m which his ap¬ 

pointment was construed by a large portion of the 
community, but most especially by his own friends : bearing in 
mind that at this early day, so far as our knowledge goes, dcmo- 
cratical government was a thing unknown in Greece—all Grecian 
governments were either oligarchical or despotic, the mass of the 
freemen having not yet tasted of constitutional privilege. His 
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own friends and suppoiters were the fhst to uige him, wlule 
redressing the pievalent discontents, to multiply partisans for 
himself personally, and seize the supieme powei. They even 
“ chid him as a madman, for declining to haul up the net when 
the fish were already enmeshed ”1 The mass of the people, in 
despair with their lot, wonld gladly have seconded him in such an 
attempt; while many even among the ohgaichy might have 
acquiesced m Ins personal government, from the mere apprehen¬ 
sion of something worse if they resisted it. That SolOn might 
easily have made himself despot admits of little douht. And 
though the position of a Gieek despot was always peiilous, he 
would have had gieater facility foi maintaining himself m it 
than Peisi&tratus possessed after him; so that nothing but the 
combination of prudence and virtue, which maiks his loity 
character, restncted him witlnn the trust specially confided to 
him. To the surprise of every one,—to the dissatisfaction of Ins 
own friends,—under the complaints alike (as he says) of various 
extreme and dissentient parties, who reqimed him to adopt 
measures fatal to the peace of society, ^—he set himself honestly to 
solve the very difficult and ciitical pioblem submitted to lmn. 

Of all grievances the most uigent was the condition of the 
poorer class of debtors To their lelief SolCn’s first measure, the 
memoiable Seisachtheia, or shaking off of burthens, was directed. 
The relief which it afforded was complete and ^ 
immediate. It cancelled at once all those contracts sachthefa, 

m which the debtor had borrowed on tbe security Sfwlo?" 
either of his person or of Ins land: it forbade all the poo* or 
futuie loans or contracts in which the person of the 0 
debtor was pledged as security: it deprived the creditor in futuie 
of all power to imprison, or enslave, or extort work from, his 
debtor, and confined him to an effective judgment at law autho¬ 
rizing the seizure of the property ot the latter. It swept off all 

i SeoPlutaich, Sol6n, 14; and above 
all, tbeTiochaic tetrameters of Soldn 
himself, addressed to PhOkus, Fr. 24— 
JO, SJchneidewin .— 
Ovk e<j)v 2<5Ao)v /9a$v<f>po)vt ov$£ 

avypy 
'Ko-flAa yap $«ov SiSovtos, avrbs oitK 

e5e£aro 
lIcpt|3aAwv 4* dypavt ayavOcis oVK ay- 

i<ma<nv jutya 

Alktvov, OvfAoy afAapTYj koX <j>pcv&v 
airoo'^aAetf. 

2 Aristides, ricpl rov Uapa(f)Oty/jLaTogt 

n. P 397, and Fiagm 29 (Sthn) ot the 
lambics of Solon — 

• . , . ti yap rjOckov 
*A rots evavrt,ot<rtv irjvSavev Tdre, 

$ * a TOttriv artpoit Spaorat . , . 
UoXKCtp &v av&pwv #5* ixvpdfy rrokig. 
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the numerous mortgage pillars from the landed pioperties in 
Attica, leaving the land free from all past claims It liberated 
and restored to then full rights all debtors actually m slavery 
under previous legal adjudication; and it even provided the 
means (we do not know how) of re-purchasing m foreign lands, 
and bringing back to a renewed life of liberty m Attica, many 
insolvents who had been sold for exportation.1 And while Sol6n 
forbade every Athenian to pledge or sell his own peison into 
slavery, he took a step farther in the same direction by forbidding 
him to pledge or sell his son, his daughtei, 01 an unmarried 
sister under his tutelage—excepting «nly the case m which either 
of the latter might be detected m unchastity.2 Whether this last 
ordinance was contemporaneous with the Seisachtheia, or followed 
as one of his subsequent reforms, seems doubtful 

By this extensive measure the poor debtors—the Thetes, small 
tenants, and proprietors—together with then families, were 
rescued from suffering and peril. But these were not the only 
debtors m the state: the creditors and landlords of the exonerated 
Thetes were doubtless in their turn debtors to others, and wert> 
less able to discharge then obligations in consequence of the loss 

i See the valuable fragment of his 
lambics, preserved by Plutaieh and 
Anstides, the expression of which is 
lendered more emphatic by the appeal 
to the personal Earth, as having passed 
by his measures from slavery into free¬ 
dom (compaie Plato, Legg v p 740— 
741) 

2vuju.aprv0O«i ravr &.v iv SOeyi Kpivov 
Mryntp, fj.vy£om) oatnovjov’Okvfiiruop 
*Apttrra. Fij (itAotva, rrjf eyw irore 
bpovs aveikov rroAXa^rj Tremjyoras, 
TLp6<r€w Si Sovhcvovtrat vvv ektvOcpa. 
Hokkovs S''A&fyctis, narpCS* Bcoktitop, 
’AvTjyayov irpadevTOG, akkov e/cSi/ews, 
*Akkov SiKatvs rovtf S * ai/ay/cattj? v7ro 
XpTjcrpbv kiyovras, yhSxrarav ovk4t ’At- 

*1 evras, tS>$ av 7ro kkaxv irA.avwJtwVous • 
Toi»s B1 «v0a5* avrov Sovkirjv deuc4a 
"Exoyras, ijSrf Bern-ora? rpofiev/xeyovs, 
’Ekcv$4povs e$7]Ka, 

Also Plutarch, Soldn, c. 15 
s Plutarch, Sol6n, c 28: compare 

c. IS. The statement in Sextus 
Empiricus (Pyrrhon Hypot. in. 24, 
211) that Sol&n enacted a law permit¬ 
ting fathers to kill (fiovetfetv) their 
children, cannot be true, and must be 

copied fiom some untrusfcwoi thy autho¬ 
rity compare Dionys Hal A. E ii 
26, where Dionysius contrasts the pro 
digious extent of the patna potebta* 
among the early Romans with the re¬ 
strictions which all the Greek legisla¬ 
tors alike—SolOn, Pittakus, Charondas 
—either found or introduced * he says 
however that the Athenian father wa^ 
permitted to disinherit legitimate male 
children, which does not seem to be 
coirect. 

Meier (Der Attische Prozess, in 2, 
p 427) rejects the above-mentioned 
statement of Sextus Empiricus, and 
farther contends that the exposure of 
new-born infants was not only rare, 
but discountenanced as well by law as 
by opinion; the evidence in the Latin 
comedies to the contrary, he considers 
as manifestations of Roman, and not 
of Athenian, manners In this latter 
opinion I do not think that he is borne 
out, and I agree in the statement of 
Schomann (Ant J. P. Gra&c. sea 82), 
that the practice and feeling of Athens, 
as well as of Greece generally, left it 
to the discretion of the father whether 
he would consent, or refuse, to bnng 
up a new-born child 
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inflicted upon them by the Seisachtheia. It was to assist these 
wealthier debtors, whose bodies were m no danger— Debasing 

yet without exonerating them entirely—that Soldn ^0^eey. 
resorted to the additional expedient of debasing the standard 

money-standard. He lowered the standard of the drachma m a 
proportion something more than 25 per cent, so that 100 
drachmas of the new standard contained no more silver than 711 
of the old, or 100 of the old were equivalent to 138 of the new. 
By this change the creditors of these more substantial debtors 
were obliged to submit to a loss, while the debtors acquired an 
exemption, to the extent of about 27 per cent.1 

Lastly, Solon decreed that all those who had been condemned 
by the archons to atimy (civil disfranchisement) should be 
restored to their full privileges of citizens—excepting however 
fiom this indulgence those who had been condemned by the 
Ephetse, or by the Areopagus, or by the Phylo-Basileis (the four 
kings of the tribes), after tiial m the Prytauemm, on charges 
either of murder or treason.- So wholesale a measure of amnesty 
affords strong grounds for believing that the previous judgments 
of the archons had been intolerably harsh; and it is to be 
lecollected that the Drakoman ordinances were then m force. 

Such were the measures of relief with which Sol6n met the 
dangerous discontent then prevalent. That the wealthy men 
and leaders of the people—whose insolence and iniquity he has 
lnmself severely denounced in his poems, and whose views m 
nominating him he had greatly disappointed8—should have 
detested propositions which robbed them without compensation 
of many legal rights, it is easy to imagine. But the statement of 
Plutarch, that the poor emancipated debtors were also dissatisfied, 
from having expected that Soldn would not only remit their debts, 
but also redivide the soil of Attica, seems utterly incredible , nor 

1 Plutarch, Soldn, c. 15. See the 
full exposition given of this debase¬ 
ment of the coinage in Boeckh’s Metro- 
logje, ch. ix p. 515. 

M. Boeckh thinks (ch, xv, s. 2) that 
Soldn not only debased the oom, but 
also altered the weights and measures. 
1 dissent from his opinion on this 
latter point, and have given my reason 
for so doing in a review of his valu- 
able treatise in the Classical Museum, 
No. 1. 

- Plutarch, Soldn, c. 10 In the 
general restoration of exiles through¬ 
out the Greek cities, proclaimed first 
by order of Alexander the Groat, 
afterwards by Polysperchdn, exception 
is made of men exiled for sacrilege or 
homicide (Diodor. xvii, 100; xvni 8— 
40). 

w 3 Plutarch, Soldm c 15 ov&k fiaAu- 
jcoiff, ovS’ vireiictov rot? £vvafu.Vot$, ov5« 
irfibs rtav t&tro rows 
VOflQVs, <$»c. 
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is it confirmed by any passage now remaining of the Solonian 
poems.1 Plutarch conceives the poor debtors as having m their 
mmds the comparison with Lykurgus and the equality of property 
at Sparta, which (as I have already endeavoured to show)2 is a 
fiction, and even had it been true as matter of histoiy long 
past and antiquated, would not have been likely to work upon 
the minds of the multitude of Attica in the forcible way that 
the biographer supposes. The Seisachtheia must have exasperated 
the feelings and diminished the fortunes of many peisons; but 
it gave to the large body of Thales and small propnetors all that 
they could possibly have hoped. We are told that after a short 
interval it became eminently acceptable m the general public 
Geneial mind, and procured for Sol6n a gieat increase of 
Polity pop ularity—all ranks coneuri mg in a common sacrifice 
measure of thanksgiving and harmony.3 One incident there 
dilmtkfa? was which occasioned an outcry of indignation Three 
tion. rich friends of Solon, all men of great family m the 
state, and bearing names which will hereafter reappear m this 
history as borne by their descendants—Kon6n, Kleimas, and 
Hippomkus—having obtained from Sol6n some previous hint ol 
his designs, piofited by it, first, to boriow money, and next, to 
make purchases of lands; and this selfish breach of confidence 
would have disgraced Solon himself, had it not been found that 
he was personally a great loser, having lent money to the extent 
of five talents.4 

In regard to the whole measure of the Seisachtheia, indeed, 
Different though the poems of SolOn were open to every one, 
atowaids ancient autliois gave different statements both of its 
as to the purport and of its extent. Most of them construed it 

as having cancelled indiscriminately all money 
^d£ia. contracte; while Androtion and others thought that 

eia‘ it did nothing more than lower the rate of interest and 
depreciate the currency to the extent of 27 per cent., leaving the 
letter of the contracts unchanged. How Androtion came to 
maintain such an opinion we cannot easily understand. For the 
fragments now remaining from SolOn seem distinctly to refute it, 

i Plutarch, Soldn, c. 10. * The Anecdote is noticed, but with- 
* See above, part ii. ch. vi out specification of the names of the 
3 Plutarch, l. c kdvcntv t« kolvtJ 2«i<r- fnends, in Plutarch, Eeipub Gerend. 

«X®etav r^v QvcrCav ovoixagovres, &C. Pwecep p 807. 
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though, on tlie other hand, they do not go &o far as to substantiate 
the lull extent of the opposite view entertained by many writers, 
—that all money contracts indiscriminately were rescinded :1 
against which there is also a farther reason, that if the fact had 
been so, Soldo could have had no motive to debase the money- 
standard. Such debasement supposes that there must have been 
some debtors at least whose contracts remained valid, and whom 
nevertheless he desired partially to assist. His poems distinctly 
mention three things:—1 The removal of the mortgage-pillars. 
2. The enfranchisement of the land. 3. The protection, liberation, 
and restoration of the persons of endangered or enslaved debtors. 
All these expressions point distinctly to the TlitUes and small 
proprietors, whose sufferings and penl were the mo^t urgent, and 
whose case required a remedy immediate as well as complete. 
We find that his lepudiation of debts was carried far enough to 
exonerate them, but no farther. 

It seems to have been the respect entertained for the character 
of Soldn which partly occasioned these various Necessity 

misconceptions of his ordinances for the relief of measuio- 
debtors. Androtion in ancient, and some eminent j^tr^ts°to 
critics in modern times, are anxious to make out that which the ' 

he gave lelief without loss or injustice to any one. Hfwliad 
But this opinion seems inadmissible. The loss to given me. 
creditors by the wholesale abrogation of numerous pre-existing 
contracts, and by the partial depreciation of the coin', is a fact not 

1 Plutarch, S0I611, c 16 The state¬ 
ment of Dionysius of Halic m regaid 
to the hearing of the Seisaohtheia is in 
the mam accurate—xPb™v 
aautwiv rot? airdpoi? (v 06)—to the 
debtors who weie liable on the security 
of their bodies and their lands, and 
who were chiefly poor—not to all 
debtors 

Herakleid£s Pontic (IIoA.it. c, 1) and 
Dio Chrysostom (Or. xxxi. p. 331) 
express themselves loosely 

Both Wachsumth (Hell. Alterth. 
v. 3 p 269) and K. F. Hermann (CJi 
Ktaatsalter. s. 100) quote the Hehaatic 
oath and its energetic protest against 
repudiation, as evidence of the beaung 
of the Soloman Seisachtheia. But 
that oath is referable only to a later 
period, it cannot be produced in proof 
of any matter applicable to the time 

of SolOu, the meie mention of the 
senate of Five Hundred m it, shows 
that it belongs to times subsequent to 
tho Kleisthonean revolution. Nor 
does tho passage from Plato (Legg 111. 
p G84) apply to tho case. 

Both wachsmuth and Hermann 
appear to me to narrow too much the 
extent of SolOn’s measure m rofeienoo 
to the cleaung of debtors. Put on the 
other hand, they enlarge the effect of 
his measures m another way, without 
any sufficient evidence—they think 
that he laised the villeui ternvAs into 
1>ee jnnpnetoiz Of this I see no proof 
and think it improbable. A large 
propoition of the small debtois whom 
Solon exonerated were probably free 
proprietors before; the existence of 
the opot or moitgage pillais upon their 
land proves this. 
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to be disguised. The Seisachtheia of Sol6n, unjust so far as it 
rescinded previous agreements, but highly salutary in its 
consequence*-, is to be vindicated by showing that in no other way 
could the bonds of government have been held together, or the 
misery of the multitude alleviated. We are to consider, first, the 
great personal cruelty of these pre-existing contracts, which 
condemned the body of the free debtor and his family to slavery; 
next, the profound detestation created by such a system in the 
large mass of the poor, against both the judges and the creditors 
by whom it had been enforced, which rendered their feelings 
unmanageable, so soon as they came together under the sentiment 
of a common danger and with the determination to ensure to each 
other mutual protection. Moreover, the law which vests a 
creditor with power over the person of his debtor, so as to convert 
him into a slave, is likely to give rise to a class of loans which 
inspiie nothing but abhoirence—money lent with the foreknow¬ 
ledge that the borrower will be unable to repay it, but also in the 
conviction that the value of his person as a slave will make good 
the loss ; thus reducing him to a condition of extreme misery, for 
the puipose sometimes of aggrandizing, sometimes of enriching, 
the lender. Now the foundation on which the respect for 
contracts rests, under a good law of debtor and creditor, is the 
very reverse of this. It rests on the firm conviction that such 
contracts are advantageous to both parties as a class, and that to 
break up the confidence essential to tUeir existence would produce 
extensive mischief throughout all society. The man whose 
reverence for the obligation of a contract is now the most profound, 
would have entertained a very different sentiment if he had 
witnessed the dealings of lender and borrower at Athens under 
the old ante-Solonian law. The oligarchy had tried their best to 
enforce tins law of debtor and creditor with its disastious senes 
of contracts; and the only reason why they consented to invoke 
the aid of SolOu was because they had lost the power of enforcing 
it any longer, in consequence of the newly awakened courage and 
combination of the people. That which they could not do for 
themselves, Solon could not have done for them, even had he 
been willing. Nor liad he m his position the means either of 
exempting or compensating those creditors who, separately taken, 
were open to no reproach; indeed, m following his proceedings, 
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we see plainly that he thought compensation clue, not to the 
creditors, but to the past sufferings of the enslaved debtors, since 
lie redeemed several ot them from foreign captivity, and brought 
them back to their home It is certain that no measure, simply 
and exclusively prospective, would have sufficed for the emergency. 
There was an absolute necessity for overruling all that class of 
pre-existing rights which had produced so violent a social lever. 
While, therefore, to this extent, the Seisachthe a cannot be 
acquitted of injustice, we may confidently affirm that the injustice 
inflicted was an indispensable price paid for the maintenance of 
the peace of society, and for the final abrogation of a disastrous 
system as regaided insolvents1 And the feeling as well as the 
legislation universal m the modern European woild, by 
interdicting beforehand all contracts for selling a man’s person or 
that of his children into slavery, goes far to sanction practically 
the Soloman repudiation 

One thing is never to be foi gotten in legard to this measure, 
combined with the coni*uirent amendments introduced by Solon 
in the law—it settled finally the question to which it refened. 
Never again do we hear of the law of debtor and gol0n>s 
creditor as disturbing Athenian tranquillity. The law finally 

general sentiment which grew up at Athens, under question— 
the Soloman money-law and under the democratical no subse- 
government, was one of high respect for the sanctity pMnt aTto 
of conti acts. Not only was there never any demand 
in the Athenian democracy for new tables or a depre- respect for 
ciation of the money-standard, but a formal abnegation Snbroken 

of any such piojects was inserted in the solemn oath 
taken annually by the numerous Dikosts, who formed 
the popular judicial body called Helirea or the Heiiastic jurors 

1 That which Soldn did for the Dr Thirl wall justly observes ie- 
Atheman people m legard to debts specting SolOn, ‘‘He must be con- 
is less than what was p> omised to the sidered as an arbitrator to whom all 
Boman plebs (at the time of its seces- the parties interested submitted then 
sion to the Mons Sacer m 491 u.c.) by claims with the avowed intent that 
Menemus Agnppa, the envoy of the they should be decided by him, not 
senate, to appease them, though it upon the footmg of legal right, but 
does not seem to have been ever rea- according to his own view of the public 
itzed (Dionvs. Halic vi. 83). He pro- interest It was in this light that he 
mised an abrogation of all the debts of himself regarded his office, and he an- 
debtors unable to pay, without excep- pears to have discharged it faithfully 
tion—if the language of Dionysius is to and discreetly.” (History of Greece, 
be trusted, which pi obably it cannot be ch. xi. vol li p 42.) 
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—the same oath which pledged them to uphold the democratical 
constitution, also bound them to repudiate all proposals eithei for 
an abiogationof debts or for a ledivision of the lands.1 There 
can be little doubt that under the Solonian law, which enabled 
the creditor to seize the property of his debtor, but gave him no 
power over the person, the system of money-lending assumed a 
more beneficial character. The old noxious conti acts, mere snares 
for the liberty of a poor freeman and his childien, disappeared, 
and loans of money took their place, founded on the property anti 
prospective earnings of the debtor, which were in the mam useful 
to both parties, and therefore maintained their place m the rnonl 
sentiment of the public. And though Sol6n had found himself 
compelled to rescind all the moitgages on land subsisting m his 
time, we see money freely lent upon this same security, through¬ 
out the historical times of Athens, and the evidentiary mortgage- 
pillars remaining ever after undisturbed. 

In the sentiment of an early society, as in the old Roman law, 
a distinction is commonly marie between the principal and the 
interest of a loan, though the creditors have sought to blend 
them indissolubly together. If the bonower cannot fulfil his 
promise to repay the principal, the public will regard him as 
having committed a wrong which he must make good by his 

, i Demosthen confc Timokrat.p 746 
ovSe ruv Xfie<*>v T<*>u i-SCoav airoKoira$t ov8i 
yfjs avaSa<raovrij9 *A0yvauov, ovS* obcttav 
(ijrrifaovfiai): compare Dio Chrysostom, 
Orat. xxxi. p. 332, who also <1 wells upon 
the anxiety of various Grecian cities to 
hx a curse upon all propositions for 
Xpeiav aTtoKOTrfj and. y>js avaia<rix6<; 
what is not less remarkable is, that 
Dio seems not to be aw aie of any well- 
authenticated case in Grecian history 
m which a redmsion of lands had ever 
actually taken place—6 wH* Itr/iev 
n xrore ovviBn} (2, o.). 

For the law of debtor and creditor 
as it stood during the times of the 
Orators at Athens, see Heraldus, 
Animadv. ad Salmasium, p. 174—286; 
Meier und Schomann, Per Attische 
Prozess. b. lii. c 2, p 497 seqq (though 
I doubt the distinction which they 
there draw between ana 
Savelov); Platner, Prozess und Klagen, 
B u. Absch. 11, pp. 849, 861. 

There was one exceptional case, in 
which the Attic law always continued 

to the cieditor that power ovei the 
person of the insolvent debtor which 
all creditors had possessed originally 
—it was when the creditor had lent 
money for the expiess purpose of 
ransoming the debtor from captivity 
(Demosthen. cont. Nikostr p 1249}— 
analogous to the Actio Depensi in the 
old JEtoman law. 

Any citizen who owed money to the 
pubho treasury and whoso debt became 
overdue, was deprived for the time ot 
all civil rights until he had cleared it 
off. 

Dioddrus (i. 79) gives us an alleged 
law of the Egyptian king Bocehoris 
releasing the persons of debtors and 
rendering their properties only liable, 
which is affirmed to have served as an 
example for Soldn to copy. If we can 
trust this historian, lawgivers m other 
parts of Greece still retained the old 
severe law enslaving the debtor’s 
person: compare a passage m Iso- 
kratds (Orat. xiv. Plataicus, p 31)5; 
p. 414 Bek.). 
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peison. But theie is not the same unanimity as to his promise to 
pay interest: on the contrary, the veiy exaction of Distinction 
interest will be regaidctl by many m the same light 
m which the English law considers usurious interest, society 

as tainting the whole ti ansae tion. But in the modem the'prm- 

mmd, principal, and interest within a limited iate, have interest 

so grown togethei, that we hardly undeistand how it of a loan— 

can ever have been pi onounced unworthy of an honour- ^pjovedof 
able citizen to lend money on interest. Yet such is the m toto- 

declared opinion of Aiistotle and other superior men of antiquity, 
while at Rome, Cato the censoi went so far as to denounce the 
practice as a heinous crime.1 It was comprehended by them 
among the worst of the tricks of trade—and they held that all 
trade, or profit denved from interchange, was unnatural, as being 
made by one man at the expense of another; such pursuits 
therefore could not be commended, though they might be tolerated 
to a certain extent as a mattei of necessity, but they belonged 
essentially to an inferior older of citizens.3 What is remaikab-e 
m Greece is, that the antipathy of a very early state of society 
against traders and money-lenders lasted longer among the phi¬ 
losophers than among the mass of the people—it harmonised 
more with the social ide'al of the former than with the practical 
instincts of the latter. 

In a rude condition, such as that of the ancient Gcimans 
described by Tacitus, loans on interest are unknown. Habitually 
careless of the futui e, the Germans were gratified both in giving 
and receiving presents, but without any idea that they thereby 
either imposed or contracted an obligation.3 To a people in this 

l Aristot Polit. i. 4, 23; Cato ap. pAijn/crjs ^ «y op t vy $ 81 k a C<o(ov 
Cicero, tie Oihc ii 2G. Plato in ms yap /card fyvcnv, a A A* an aAAijAwi' co-rtf), 
tieatise d© Dogg. (v. p 742) forbids all vitKoy&rara M<rttrca ij &£oA.o<rrar«n}, &C. 
lending on interest; indeed he forbids Compare Ethik, Nikom. iv. 1. 
any private citizen to possess either Plutarch borrows from Aristotle the 
gold or snivel. quibble derived from the word tokos 

To illustrate the marked difference (the Greek expression for interest), 
made in the early Roman law, between which has given birth to the well- 
the claim for the principal and that known dictum of Aristotle—that 
for the interest, I insert in an Appendix money being naturally barren, to 
at the end of this Chapter the explana- extract offspring from it must necea- 
tjon given by M. von Savigny of the sarily be contrary to natui e (see Plu* 
treatment of the Nexi ana Addioti— tarch, De Vit. Mr. AL p. 829). 
connected as it is by analogy with the 3 Tacit. Germ. 28 Foe mis agitaro 
Solonian Seisachthem et in usuras extenders, ignotum; ldeo- 

a Aristot. Polit i. 4,23. Trjs juera- que magis servatur quam si vetitum 
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state of feeling, a loan on interest piesents tlie repulsive idea of 
making profit out oi tlie distiess of the borrower. Moreover, it is 
worthy of remark, that the first boiroweis must have been for the 
most pait men driven to this necessity by the pressure of want, 
and contracting debt as a desperate resouice, without any fair 
prospect of ability to repay . debt and famine run together in the 
mmcl of the poet Hesiod.1 The borrower is, m this unhappy 
state, rathei a distressed man soliciting aid, than a solvent man 
capable of making and fulfilling a contract. If he cannot find a 
friend to make him a free gilt in the former character, he will 
not, under the lattei character, obtain a loan from a sti anger, 
except by the promise of exoibitant interest,2 and by the fullest 

esbet ” C. 21. “ Ulan dent muneiibus. vraiment solide conti e l’liomme pauvre 
sed nec data imt>utaut, nec acceptis est le gage et Thomme pauvre 
obligantur *\ s’estime heureux de trouvei un secours 

i llesiod, Opp. Di. 017, 401 BovA^ai pour le moment sans autie danger que 
xpta re u poQvyelv, k<u Mfiov artpinj. de perdre ce gage Aussi le peuple 
Some good observations on tins subject a-t-il plutOt de la reconnoissance poui 
are to be found m the excellent treatise ces petits usurieis qui le secourent 
of M. Tmgot, wiitten in 1763, “M&norre dans son besom, quoiqu’ils lui vendent 
bur les Prets d’Aigent ” •— assez cber ce secours ” (M<Smone sur 

“Les causes qui avoieut autiefois les Pi6ts d’Argent, m the collection of 
lendu odieux le pr£t Winter 6t,ontcesse GEuvres de Turgot, t>y Dupont de 
d'agn avec tant de force . . . . De Nemours, vol. v. sect, xxx 1-xxxi. pp 
toutes ces circonstances rlunies, il est 826, 327, 329) 
r6sult£ que les empiunts farts par le a “ In Bengal (obseives Adam 8mitb, 
pauvre jpour subsister ne sont plus Wealth of Nations, b i. ch. 9, p 143, 
qu’un objet k peine sensible dans la ed. 1812) money is frequently lent to 
somme totale d’emprunts: que la plus the farmeis at 40, 60, and 60 per cent, 
grande partie des pr6ts so font Al’liomme and the succeeding crop is mortgaged 
liche, oil du moms k Thomme mdus- for the payment.” 
trieux, qui esp&esepiocuror de grands Respecting this commerce at Flo- 
profits par remploi de Paigent qu’il lence m the middle ages, M Deppmg 
emprunte .... Les pioteuis sur obseives —“ 11 semblaat que 1’esprit 
gage k gros int&6t, les seuls qui pr6- commercial fftt mue chez les Bloren- 
tent vdntablement an pauvre poui ses tins d<3j& aux I2me et 13me sidles, 
besoins joumahers et non poui le on les voit tenir des banques et prStei 
mettre en dtat de gagner, ne font point de l’argent aux prrnces Ils ouvnrcnt 
le mfime mal quo les anciens usuriers partout des maisons de pi <3t, marcher ent 
qui conduisoient pai degi 6s k la mis&re de pair avec les Lombai ds, et, il faut le 
et k 1’esclavage les pauvres citoyons dire, ils furent souvent maudits, comme 
auxquels ils avoient procure des se- ceux*ci, par leuis ddbiteurs, k cause de 
cours funestes . . . Le chancier leur rapacity. Vingt pour cent par an 
qui pouvait l^dune son d^biteui en 6tait le taux ordinaire des prOteurs 
esclavage y trouvait un profit. c’^toit ITorentms. et il n’6tait pas rare qu’ils 
un esdave qu’il acquorait * maos au- en pnssent trente et quaiante.” Dep- 
jonrd’hui le chancier salt qu’en pn- ping, Histoire du Commerce entre le 
vant son d^biteur de la libeitfi, il n’y Levant et 1’Europe, vol i p. 285. 
gagnera autre chose que d’etre oblige Boeckh (Public Economy of Athens, 
de la nourrir en prison. aussi ne book i. ch 22) gives from 12 to 18 per 
s’avise-t-on pas de zaire contractor k cent, per annum as the common rate 
un homme qui n’a nen, et qui est of interest at Athens in the time of the 
redrnt k emprunter pour vivre, des orators 
engagemens qui emportent la con- The valuable Insciiption No. 1845 m 
tramte par corps. La seule sfiret6 his Coipus Inscr. (Pars van. p 23, sect 
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eventual powei over Ins pei sou which lie is in a condition to 
grant. In process of time a new class of borrowers rise up who 
demand money for tempoiary convenience or profit, but with full 
piospect of repayment—a relation of lender and bonower quite 
different from that of the eailier period, when it presented itself 
in the repulsive foim of misery on the one side, set against the 
prospect of very large profit on the other. If the Germans of the 
time of Tacitus looked to the condition of the pooi debtors m 
Gaul, reduced to servitude under a rich creditor, and swelling by 
hundreds the crowd of his attendants, they would not be disposed 
to regret their own ignoiance of the practice of money-lending.1 

3) proves that at Koikyia a rate of 2 pei 
cent pei month, oi 24 pet cent, pei 
annum, might be obtained from pei- 
fectly solvent and lesponsible bor- 
lowers Jb"or this is a deciee of the 
Koikyrcean government, piescubmg 
what shall be done with a sum ot 
money given to the state for the 
Dionysiac festivals —- placing that 
money under the care of ccitam men 
of propel ty and chaiaotei, and dn act¬ 
ing them to lend it out exactly at 2 per 
cent per month, nett hen moi c noi lebs, 
until a given sum shall be accumu¬ 
lated This Inscnption dates about 
the thud oi second centuiy B.c, ac¬ 
cording to Boeckh’s conjecture. 

The Orchomeman Inscnption, No 
1569, to which Boeckh xefeio m the 
passage above alluded to, is unfor¬ 
tunately defective in the woids deter¬ 
mining the late of interest payable to 
Eubuius but theie is another, the 
Theuean Inscnption (No 2146), con¬ 
taining the Testament of Epikteta, 
wherein the annual sum payable m 
lieu of a principal sum bequeathed, is 
calculated at 7 per cent., a rate which 
Boeckh justly regards as modeiate, 
considered m releience to ancient 
Greece. 

i Csesar, B. G. i. 4, respecting the 
Gallic chiefs and plebs* “Die con¬ 
stitute causes dictionis, Orgetonx ad 
judicium omnem suam famiham, ad 
honunura millia decern, uncuque 
coegit: et omnes clientes, olmatoseme 
suos, quorum magnum munerum babe- 
bat, eodem conduxit* per eos, ne 
causam diceret, se enpuit”. Ibid. vi. 
13 “ Flenquo, cum aut are alimo, aut 
magmtudine tnbutorum, aut mjuri& 
potentiorum, premuntur, sese m 
semtutem dicant nobilibus In hos 
eadem omnia sunt jura, quse dommis 

in servos.’* The wealthy Romans 
cultivated then* laige possessions 
paitly by the hands of adjudged 
debtors, m the time of Columella 
(l 3, 14) “moie piuipotentium, qui 
possident fines gentium, quos aut 
occupatos nexu emum, aut eigastulis 
tenent” 

Accoidmg to tho Teutonic codes 
also, diawn up seveial centunes sub¬ 
sequently to Tacitus, it seems that the 
insolvent debtor falls under the power 
of his cieditor and is subject to pei- 
sonal tetteis and chastisement (Giirnm, 
Deutsche Rechtsaltei thinner, p 012— 
615) both he and Von Savigny assimi¬ 
late it to tho terrible piocess ol personal 
execution and addiction m the old law 
of Rome, against the insolvent debtor 
on loan King Alfied exhorts the 
creditor to lenity (Laws of King Alfred, 
Xhoipo, Ancient Laws of England, vol. 
i. p 53, Law 35). 

A stiikmg evidence ot the altera¬ 
tion ot thecliaiacter and circumstances 
of debtois, between the age ot Sol6n 
and that of Plutaieh, is afforded by 
the tioatise of the latter, “De Vitando 
-dfire Alieno,*’ wheiein he sets forth m 
the most vehement manner tho miser¬ 
able consequences of getting into debt. 
“The poor” he says, “do not yet into 
debt, jor no one mil lend them money 
^tois -yap aircSpot? ov fiavticjauaty, 
aAAa j3ovA.op.evois eviropiav nvo taurots 
Kracr&at kolijxaprvpa 6iSo)ert icat f&efZauaTY)V 
a£iovt ore e^et mcrrcvecrdcu) the bor¬ 
rowers are men who have still some 
property and some security to offer, 
but who wish to keep up a rate of 
expenditure beyond what; they can 
afford, and become utterly ruined by 
contracting debts.*’ (Pint p. 827,830) 
This shows how intimately the multi¬ 
plication of poor debtors was connected 
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How much the mteiest of money was then regaided as an undue 
profit extorted Irom distress, is poweifully illustrated by the old 
Jewish law; the Jew being permitted to take interest from 
foreigners (whom the lawgiver did not think himself obliged to 
protect), but not from his own countrymen1 The Koran follows 
out this point of view consistently, and prohibits the taking of 
interest altogether. In most other nations, laws have been made 
to limit the rate of interest, and at Rome especially, the legal rate 
was successively lowered—though it seems, as might have been 
expected, that the restrictive ordinances were constantly eluded. 
All such restrictions have been intended for the protection of 
debtors; an effect which large experience pioves them never to 

with the liability of their persons to 
enslavement. Compare Plutarch, De 
Oupidine Divitiarum, c 2, p 523 

I Levitic xxv. 35—36 , Beuteron 
xxni 20 This enactment seems suffi¬ 
ciently intelligible • yet M Salvador 
(Histoire des Institutions de Moise, 
liv ni. ch 6) puzzles himself much to 
assign it to some far-sighted commeicial 
purpose “Unto thy biother thou 
shut not lend upon usury, but unto a 
stranger thou mayst lend upon usury* 
It is of more importance to remark 
that the word here translated usury 
really means any interest for money, 
gieat or small—see the opinion of the 
Sanhedrim of seventy Jewish doctors, 
assembled at Pans m 1807, cited in M. 
Salvador’s work, L c. 

The Mosaic law therefore (as be¬ 
tween Jew and Jew, or even as between 
Jew and, the /xctoikos or? esident stx anger, 
distinguished flora the Joteignei) went 
as far as the Koran in prohibiting all 
taking of interest That its enactments 
were not much observed, we have one 
proof at least m the proceeding of 
Nehemiabat the building of the second 
temple—which piesents so curious a 
parallel in many respects to the 
Soldman Seisachtheia, that I transcribe 
the account of it from Pndeaux, Con¬ 
nection of Sacred and Profane History, 
parti b. 6,p. 290:— 

“The burden which the people 
underwent in the carrying on of this 
work, and the incessant labour which 
they were enforced to undergo to bring 
it to so speedy a conclusion, being very 
great . . care was taken to relieve 
them from a much greater burden, the 
oppression of usurers, which they then 
in great misery lay under, and had 

much greater reason to complain of 
For the rich, taking advantage of the 
necessities of the meaner sort, had 
exacted heavy usury of them, making 
them pay the centesima for all moneys 
lent them, that is, 1 per cent for eveiy 
month, which amounted to 12 percent 
for the whole >ear. so that they weie 
forced to moitgage their lands, and sell 
their children into servitude, to have 
wherewith to buy bread for the sup¬ 
port of themselves and their families. 
which being a manifest breach of the 
law of God, given them by Moses (for 
that foibids all the race of Israel to 
take usury of any of their brethren), 
Nohemiah, on his heating hereof, 
lesolved forthwith to remove so great 
an iniquity, in order whereto he called 
a general assembly of all the people, 
where having set forth unto them the 
nature of the offence, how great a 
breach it was of the divine law, and 
how heavy an oppression upon their 
brethren, and how much it might 
piovoke the wrath of God against them, 
he caused it to be enacted by the 
general suffrage of that whole assembly, 
that all should return to their brethren 
whatsoever had been exacted of them 
upon usury, and also release all the 
lands, vineyards, olive-yards, and houses, 
which had been taken of them upon 
mortgage on the account hereof,” 

The measure of Nehemiah appears 
thus to have been not merely a 
Seisachtheia such as that of Soldn, but 
also a 7ra\tvroKLa or refunding of in¬ 
terest paid by the debtor m past fame- 
analogous to the proceeding of the 
Megarians on emancipating themselves 
from theh oligarchy, as recounted 
above, Chapter ix. 
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produce, unless it be called protection to render the obtaining of 
money on loan impracticable for the most distressed borrowers 
But there was another effect which they did tend to pioduce— 
they softened down the primitive antipathy against the practice 
generally, and confined the odious name of usury to loans lent 
above the fixed legal rate. 

In this way alone could they opeiate beneficially, and their 
tendency to counterwork the previous feeling was at that time 
not unimportant, coinciding as it did with other tendencies 
arising out of the industrial progress of society, which gradually 
exhibited the relation of lender and bonower in a light more 
reciprocally beneficial, and less repugnant to the sympathies of 
the bystander.1 

At Athens the more favourable point of view prevailed 
throughout all the historical times. The march of industry and 
commerce, under the mitigated law which prevailed subsequently 
to Sol6n, had been sufficient to bring it about at a very early 
period and to suppress all public antipathy against lenders at 
interest.3 We may remark too that this more equitable tone of 
opinion grew up spontaneously, without any legal 
restriction on the rate of interest,—no such restric- opinion was 

tion having ever been imposed and the rate being £etthoedhi- 
expressly declared free by a law ascribed to Solon losophors, 

himself.3 The same may probably be said of the ildVJLed 
communities of Greece generally—at least there is 
no information to make us suppose the contrary, community 

But the feeling against lending money at interest #enerally* 
remained in the bosoms of the philosophical men long after it 
had ceased to form a part of the practical morality of the citizens, 
and long after it had ceased to he justified by the appearances of 

1 In every law to limit the rate of 
interest, it is of course implied that 
the law not only ought to fix, hut can 
Juts, the maximum rate at which money 

to be lent The tribunes at Rome 
followed out this proposition with 
perfect consistency: they passed suc¬ 
cessive laws for the reduction of the 
rate of interest, until at length they 
made it illegal to take any interest at 
all * Genucium, tnbunum plebis, tu* 
lisse ad populum, ne feeneran liceret”. 
(Liv. vh. 42 ) History shows that the 

2— 

law, though passed, was not carriod 
into execution 

? Boeckh (Public Econ. of Athens, 
b. i. ch. 22, p. 128) thinks differently— 
“i my judgment, contrary to the 
evidence: the passages to which he 
refers (especially that of Theophrastus) 
are not sufficient to sustain his opinion, 
and there are other passages which «o 
far to contradict it 

s Lysias cont. TheomnSst 4. c. 5, 

li 
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the case as at first it really had been. Plato, Aristotle, Cicero,1 
and Plutarch treat the practice as a branch of that commercial 
and money-getting spirit which they are anxious to discourage ; 
and one consequence of this was, that they were less disposed 
to contend stienuously for the inviolability of existing money- 
contracts. The conservative feeling on this point was stionger 
among the mass than among the philosophers. Plato even com¬ 
plains of it as inconveniently preponderant,2 * * * * * and as arresting the 
legislator in all comprehensive projects of reform. For the most 
part indeed schemes of cancelling debts and redividing lands 
were never thought of except by men of desperate and selfish 
ambition, who made them stepping-stones to despotic power. 
Such men were denounced alike by the practical sense of the 
community and by the speculative thinkers ; but when we turn 
to the case of the Spartan king Agis III., who proposed a complete 
extinction of debts and an equal redivision of the landed property 
of the state, not with any selfish or personal views, but upon pure 
ideas of patriotism, well or ill understood, and for the purpose of 
renovating the lost ascendency of Sparta—we find Plutarch8 
expressing the most unqualified admiration of this young king 
and his projects, and treating the opposition made to him as 
originating m no better feelings than meanness and cupidity. 
The philosophical thinkers on politics conceived (and to a great 
degree justly, as I shall show hereafter) that the conditions of secu¬ 
rity, m the ancient world, imposed upon the citizens generally the 
absolute necessity of keeping up a military spirit and willingness 
to brave at all times personal hardship and discomfort: so that 
increase of wealth, on account of the habits of self-indulgence 

1 Cicero, De Officiis,!. 42. shall not be contracted to an extent 
2 Plato, Legg. ni. p 684. imxw hurtled, to the state—“ Quamobrem ne 

odvn 51) vo/jloOstxi Kivetv r&v rotoiiiw rt sit ais alienum, quod mpublicso noceat, 
was iiravrQ, ktytoy, pAi klvcZv rot ckCvtit* prondendum est (quodmulti&rationibuB 
k<u erraparat yqy r« di/a5a<rptoi>s ewnryotf- caveri potest): uon, Si fuent, ut locu- 
ftevov fcal AwoiwwrAs, &<rr pletes suum perdant, debitores lucren- 
airopCav KaBCara<r6ai iravra avSpa, &C : tur alienum,” &C What the mult tv 
compare also v. p. 780—787, where »ationea were, which Cicero had in his 
similar feelings are intimated not less mind, I do not know. Compare his opm- 
emphalically ion about faneratorea, Ofhc. i 42, n. 25. 

Cicero lays down very good prin* * See Plutarch’s Life of Agis, espe- 
clples about the mischief of destroying cially oh 18, about the bonfire in which 
faith m contracts; but his admomtions the fcAiput or mortgage deeds of the 
to this effect seem to be accompanied creditors were all burnt, in the agora 
with an impracticable condition* the of Spaita; compare also the comparison 
lawgiver is to take caie that debts of Agis with Gracchus, c. 2. 
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which it commonly introduces, was regarded by them with more 
01 less of disfavour. If m their estimation any Grecian community 
had become corrupt, they were willing to sanction great interfer¬ 
ence with pre-existing rights for the purpose of bringing it back 
nearer to their ideal standard. And the real security for the 
maintenance of these rights lay in the conservative feelings of the 
citizens generally, much more than in the opinions which superior 
minds imbibed from the philosophers. 

Such conservative feelings were in the subsequent Athenian 
democracy peculiarly deep-rooted. The mass of the 
Athenian people identified inseparably the mainten- 
ance of property in all its various shapes with that of theianever 

their laws and constitution. And it is a remarkable Shens— 
fact, that though the admiration entertained at Athens 
for Solon was universal, the principle of his honestly 

Seisachtheia and of his money-depreciation was not StervSf 
only never imitated, but found the strongest tacit 
reprobation; whereas at Rome, as well as in most of the kingdoms 
of modern Europe, we know that one debasement of tbe com 
succeeded another. The temptation, of thus partially eluding the 
pressure of financial embarrassments, proved, after one successful 
trial, too strong to be resisted, and brought down the coin by 
successive depreciations from the full pound of twelve ounces to 
the standard of one half ounce. It is of some importance to take 
notice of this fact, when we reflect how much <c Grecian faith n 

has been degraded by the Roman writers into a byword for 
duplicity in pecuniary dealings.1 The democracy of Athens (and 
indeed the cities of Greece generally, both oligarchies and demo¬ 
cracies) stands far above the senate of Rome, and far above the 

1 “ GrsecA fide mercari.” Polybius The -whole tone and argument of 
puts the Gieeks gieatly below the the Oration of Demosthenes against 
Romans in point of voracity and good Leptmds is a remarkable proof of the 
faith (vi. 56), in another passage he respect of the Athenian Dikasfcery for 
speaks not quite so confidently (xviii vested interests, even under less 
17) Even the testimony of the Roman obvious foims than that of pecuniary 
writers is sometimes given in favour of possession. We may add a striking 
Attic good faith, not against it—“ ut passage of Demosthenes cont Timo- 
semper et m omni re, quicquid sincere, kxat wheiem he denounces the 
fide gerevetur, id Romani Atticd fie/n rescinding of past transactions (rd 
prsedicarent (Velleius Paterc. ii. 23.) wcnpayniva Av<r<u, contrasted with 

The language of Ileffter(Athenaische prospective legislation) as an injustice 
Genchtsvei fassung, p. 466), especially, peculiar to ohgaichy, and repugnant 
degrades very undeservedly the state to the feelings of a democracy (cont. 
of good faith and credit at Athens. Timokr&t. c. 20, p. 724; a 86, 747). 
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modem kingdoms of France and England until comparatively 
recent times, in. respect of honest dealing with the coinage.1 
Moreover, while there occurred at Rome several political changes 
which brought about new tables,2 or at least a partial depreciation 
of contracts, no phsenomenon of the same kind ever happened at 
Athens, during the three centuries between Sol6n and the end of 
the free working of the democracy. Doubtless there were 
fraudulent debtors at Athens , while the administration of 
private law, though not in any way conniving at their proceed¬ 
ings, was far too imperfect to repress them as effectually as might 
have been wished. But the public sentiment on the point was 
just and decided. It may be asserted with confidence that a loan 
of money at Athens was quite as secure as it ever was at any time 
or place of the ancient world,—m spite of the great and important 
superiority of Rome with respect to the accumulation of a body 
of authoritative legal precedent, the source of what was ultimately 
shaped into the Roman jurisprudence. Among the various 
causes of sedition or mischief in the Grecian communities,3 we 
hear little of the pressure of private debt. 

1A similar credit, in respect to "The Athenian people (says Ansto- 
monetaiy niobifcy, maybe claimed for phanfis) deal with then public servants 
the xepubuc of Florence. M bumowli as they do with their coins* they 
says, “ An milieu des revolutions prefer the new and bad to the old and 
mondtaires de tons les pays voisins et #ood.” If the people were so excoed- 
tandis que la mauvaise toi des gonver- mgly, and oven extravagantly, desuous 
nemens altfroit le numeraire d’une of obtaining the new coins, this is a 
extremity 4 l’autre de P.Europe, le strong pi oof that they were not depre- 

jours rests le m6me: ll est du mfeme 
poids, du m&ne titre; il porte la m&me 
empreinte aue celui qui fut battu en 
1252”. (Republiques Italiennes, voL 
m. ch 18, p. 176.) 

M Boeckh (Public Econ. of Athens, 
i 6; lv, 19), while affirming justly and 
decidedly, that the Athenian republic 
always set a high value on maintaining 
the integrity of their silver money—yet 
thinks that the gold pieces which were 
coined in Olymp. 98, 2 (408 B.C.) under 
the archonsnip of AnfcigenSs (out of 
the golden ornaments in the acropolis, 
and at a tune of public embarrass* 
meats) were debased and made to pass 
for more than their value. The only 
evidence in support of this position 
appears to be the passage in Ansto- 
banfis (Ran. 719—787) with the 
cholia; but this very passage seems 

to me rather to prove the contrary. 

by givingthe old corns in exchange for 
them. They might peihaps be care¬ 
lessly executed. 

2 ** Sane vetus Urbi foenebre malum 
(says Tacitus, Ann. vi 16) ot seditionum 
aiscordiarumque crebernma causa,” 
&c.: compare Appian, Bell Civil. 
Prsefat.; and Montesquieu, Esprit des 
Lois, L xxn. c. 22. 

The constant hopes and intrigues of 
debtors at Borne, to get rid of their 
debts by some political movement, are 
nowhere more forcibly brought out 
than in the second Catmnarian Oration 
of Cicero, c. 8—9: read also the striking 
harangue of Catiline to his fellow- 
conspirators (Sallust, B Catilin c 20 
-21) 

& The insolvent debtor in some of 
the Boeotian towns was condemned to 
sit publicly m the agora with a basket 
on his head, and then disfranchised 
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SolOn is 
empowered 
to modify 
the poli¬ 
tical con¬ 
stitution. 

By the measures of relief above described,1 Solon had accom¬ 
plished results surpassing his own best hopes. He 
had healed the prevailing discontents ; and such was 
the confidence and gratitude which he had inspired, 
that he was now called upon to draw up a constitution 
and laws for the better working of the government 
m future. His constitutional changes were great and valu¬ 
able : respecting his laws, what we hear is rather curious than 
important. 

It has been already stated that, down to the time of Soldn, the 
classification received in Attica was that of the four Ionic tribes, 
comprising in one scale the Phratries and Gentes, and m another 
scale the three Tnttyes and forty-eight Naukraries—while tbe 
Eupatndse, seemingly a few specially respected gentes, and 
perhaps a few distinguished families m all the gentes, had m 
their hands all the powers of government Soldn introduced a 
new principle of classification—called in Greek the timoci atic 
principle. He distributed all the citizens of the tribes, without 
any reference to their gentes or phratries, into four classes, 
according to the amount of their property, which he caused to be 
assessed and entered m a public schedule. Those whose annual 
income was equal to 500 medimni of corn (about 700 Imperial 
bushels) and upwards—one medimnus being considered equi¬ 
valent to one drachma in money—he placed m the highest class ; 
those who received between 300 and 500 medimni or drachms 
formed the second class; and those between 200 and 300, the 
third.3 The fourth and most numerous class com¬ 
prised all those who did not possess land yielding a ?fou?nsus 
produce equal to 200 medimni., The first class, called p^lee®{?y 
Pentakosiomednnni, weie alone eligible to the 

(Nikolaus Damaskemis, Frag. p. 152, 
ed Orelli) 

According to Diod6rus, the old 
severe law against the body of a 
debtor, long after it had been abrogated 
by Solon at Athens, still continued in 
other parts of Greece (i. 79) 

1 Soldn, Frag. 27, ed. Schneid — 

*A fiev aekma ervv Qeolcnv ywer’, akka B* 
o{r [xaryv 

'"EpSov 

2 Plutarch, SolOn, 18—23. Pollux, 
mil 130; Aristot. Polit. SL 9, 4; 

Aristot frragrn. ire pi HoAireiW, Fr. 51. 
ed Neumann; Harpokiation and 
Photius, v. ‘Imras;; Etymolog Mag. 
Zevyiertoi/, ©tjtikoj/ ; the Etym. Mag. 
ZevytVtop, and the SchoL Aristoph. 
Equit. 627, recognize only three classes 

He took a medimnus (of wheat or 
bailey?) as equivalent to a drachm, and 
a sheep at the same value (t6. c. 23) 

The medimnus seems equal to about 
oneandtwo-fifths(l 4) English Imperial 
bushel: consequently 500 medimni 
700 English Impeiial bushels, or 87J 
quarters. 
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archonslup and to all commands: the second were called the 

Knights or hoi semen of the state, as possessing enough to enable 

them to keep a horse and perform military service in that 

capacity: the third class, called the Zeugitie, formed the heavy¬ 

armed infantry, and were bound to serve, each witn his full 

panoply. Each of these thiee classes was entered m the public 

schedule as possessed of a taxable capital calculated with a certain 

reference to his annual income, but in a proportion diminishing 

according to the scale of that income—and a man paid taxes to 

the state according to the sum for which he stood rated m the 
schedule ,* so that this direct taxation acted really like a giaduated 

income-tax. The rateable property of the citizen belonging to 

the richest class (the Pentakosiomedimnus) was calculated and 

entered on the state-schedule at a sum of capital equal to twelve 

times his annual income: that of the Hippeus, Horseman or 

knight, at a sum equal to ten times his annual income : that of 

the Zeugite, at a sum equal to five times his annual income. 

Thus a Pentakosiomedimnus whose income was exactly 500 

drachms (the minimum qualification of his class), stood rated in 

the schedule for a taxable propeity of 6000 drachms or one talent, 

being twelve times his income—if his annual income were 1000 

drachms, he would stand rated for 12,000 drachms or two talents, 
being the same proportion of income to rateable capital. But 

when we pass to the second class, Horsemen or knights, the 

propoition of the two is changed. The Horseman 

habintyto possessing an income of just 300 drachms (or 300 

Sti^tbree me(kmni) would stand rated for 3000 drachms, or ten 
richest times his real income, and so in the same proportion 

compared110 for any income above 300 and below 500. Again, m 

other^16 t*nr<* c*ass>or h^ow proportion is a second 
time altered*—the Zeugite possessing exactly 200 

drachms of income was rated upon a still lower calculation, at 1000 
drachms, or a sum equal to five times his income ; and all incomes 

of this class (between 200 and 300 drachms) would in like manner 

be multiplied by five in order to obtain the amount of rateable 

capital Upon these respective sums of scheduled capital, all 

direct taxation was levied. If the state required one per cent, of 
direct tax, the poorest Pentakosiomedimnus would pay (upon 

6000 drachms) 60 drachms: the poorest Hippeus would pay 
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(upon 3000 drachms) 30 ; the poorest Zeugite would pay (upon 
1000 dnichins) 10 drachms. And thus this mode of assessment 
would opeiate like a graduated income-tax, looking at it in 

reference to the three different classes—hut as an equal income-tax, 

looking at it in reference to the different individuals comprised in 

one and the same class.1 

All persons m the state whose annual income amounted to less 

than 200 medimni or drachms were placed in the fourth class, 
and they mubt have constituted the large majority of the 

community. They were not liable to any direct taxation, and 

perhaps were not at first even entered upon the taxable schedule, 

more especially as we do not know that any taxes were actually 
levied upon this schedule during the Solonian times. It is said 
that they were all called TMtes, but this appellation is not well 

iThe excellent explanation of the 
Solonian (ny^a) pioporty-schedule 
and graduated qualification, first given 
by Boeckh in his Staatshaushaltung 
der Athener(b m c. 5), has elucidated 
a subiect which was, before him, 
nothing but daiknesa and mystery. 
The statement of Pollux (vm 130), given in very loose language, had been, 

efore Boeckh, enonoously appre¬ 
hended avfikuTKOV els to 617710 <nov, does 
not mean the sums which the Pen- 
takosiomedimnus, the Hippeus, or the 
Zeugite, actually paid to tlie state, but 
the sums for which each was rated, or 
which each was ha He to pay if called 
upon. of course the state does not call 
for the whole of a man’s rated property, 
but exacts an equal proportion of it 
from each. 

On one point I cannot concur with 
Boeckh He fixes the pecuniary quali¬ 
fication of the thud class, or Zeugites, 
at 160 drachms, not at 200 All the 
positive testimonies (as he himself 
allows, p. 81) agree in fixing 200, and 
not 160; and the inference drawn from 
the old law, quoted in Demosthenes 
(cont Makartat p 1067) is too un¬ 
certain to outweigh this concurrence of 
authorities 

Moreover, the whole Solonian sche¬ 
dule becomes clearer and more symme¬ 
trical if we adhere to the statement of 
200 drachms, and not 150, as the lowest 
scale of Zeugite income; for the sche¬ 
duled capital is then, in all the three 
scales, a definite and exact multiple of 
the income letumed—m the richest 

class it is twelve times—in the middle 
class, ten times—m the poorest, five 
times the income. But this corres¬ 
pondence ceases, if we adopt the sup¬ 
position of Boockh, that the lowest 
Zeugite mcome was 160 drachms; for 
the sum of 1000 diachms (at which the 
lowest Zeugite was rated in the sche¬ 
dule) is no exact multiple of 160 
drachms In oxdei to evade this diffi¬ 
culty, Boeckh employs a way both 
roundabout and including nice frac¬ 
tions; he thinks that the mcome of 
each was converted into capital by 
multiplying by twelve, and that in the 
case of the richest class, or Pentako- 
siomedimm, the whole sum so obtained 
was entered in the schedule—m the 
case of the second class, or Hippeis, 
five-sixths of the sum—and m the case 
of the third clatss, or Zeugites, five- 
ninths of the sum. Now this piocess 
seems to me rather complicated, and 
the employment of a fraction such as 
five-mnths (both difficult and not much 
above the simple fraction of one-half) 
very improbable * moreover Boeckh’s 
own table (p. 41) gives fractional sums 
in the third class, when none appear 
in the first or second. 

Such objections, of course, would 
not be admissible, if there was any 
positive ev.dence to prove the point. 
But m this case they are in harmony 
with all the positive evidence, and are 
amply sufficient (in my judgment) to 
countervail the presumption arising 
from the old law on which Boeckh 
relies. 
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sustained, and cannot be admitted: tbe fourth compartment m 
the descending scale was indeed termed the Thetic census, 
because it contained all the Thetes, and because most of its 
members were of that humble desciiption; but it is not con¬ 
ceivable that a proprietor whose land yielded to him a clear 
annual return of 100, 120, 140, or 180 drachms, could ever have 
been designated by that name.1 

Such were the divisions in the political scale established by 
Admea- Sol5n, called by Aristotle a Timocracy, in which the 
ofpSll rights, honours, functions, and liabilities of the 
frlnSifses C1^ze]as were measured out according to the assessed 
according property of each The highest honours of the state— 
seated that is, the places of the nine archons annually 
Timocracy chosen, as well as those m the senate of Areopagus, 
into which the past archons always entered—perhaps also the 
posts of Prytanes of the Naukrari—were reserved for the first 
class: the poor Eupatrids became ineligible, while rich men not 
Eupatrids were admitted. Other posts of inferior distinction 
were filled by tbe second and third classes, who were moreover 
bound to military service, the one on horseback, the other as 
heavy-armed soldiers on foot Moreover, the Liturgies of the 
state, as they were called—unpaid functions such as the 
tnerarchy, ehorSgy, gymnasiarohy, &c., which entailed expense 
and trouble on the holder of them—weie distributed in some 
way or other between the members of the three classes, though 
rfe do not know how the distribution was made in these early 
times. On the other hand, the members of the fourth or lowest 
class were disqualified from holding any individual office of 
dignity. They performed no lituigies, served in case of war only 
As light-armed or with a panoply provided by the state, and paid 
nothing to the direct property-tax or Eisphora. It would be 
incorrect to say that they paid no taxes, for indirect taxes, such 

1 See Boeckh, Staatshaushaltung (Boeckh, p 86) 
der Athener, ut supra. Pollux gives Plato m his treatise De Legibus 
an Inscription describing Anthennfln admits a quadripartite census of 
son of Diphilus,—®tjtikov owl riKovz citizens, according to more or less of 
fanrds* The word rsKeXv property (Legg v. p. 744; vi. p. 766). 
does not necessarily mean actual pay- Compare Tittmann, Gnechische Staats* 
ment, but “ the being included in a verfassungen, p 048, 668; K. F. Her* 
class with a certain aggregate of duties maun, Lelirbuch der Or. Staatsalt. 
and liabilltieB/’—equivalent to emseri § 108. 
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as duties on imports, fell upon them in common with the rest; 
and we must recollect that these latter were, throughout a long 
period of Athenian history, in steady operation, while the direct 
taxes were only levied on rare occasions. 

But though this fourth class, constituting the great numerical 
majority of the free people, were shut out from Fourth or 
individual office, their collective importance was m 
another way greatly increased. They were invested exercised 

with the right of choosing the annual archons, out of 
the class of Pentakosiomedimni; and what was of assembly— 
more importance still, the archons and the magistrates gwtrates * 

generally, after their year of office, instead of being them tod 
accountable to the senate of Areopagus, were made account- 

formally accountable to the public assembly sitting a y 
m judgment upon their past conduct They might be impeached 
and called upon to defend themselves, punished m case of mis¬ 
behaviour, and debarred from the usual honour of a seat in the 
senate of Areopagus. 

Had the public assembly been called upon to act alone without 
aid or guidance, this accountability would have proved pro-bou- 

only nominal But Solan converted it into a reality 
by another new institution, which will hereafter be sidering 

found of great moment in the working out of the Fourte°f 
Athenian democracy. He created the pro-bouleutio Hundred, 

or pre-considenng senate, with intimate and especial reference to 
the public assembly—to prepare matters for its discussion, to 
convoke and superintend its meetings, and to ensure the execution 
of its decrees. The senate, as first constituted by Sol6n, comprised 
400 members, taken in equal proportions from the four tribes,— 
not chosen by lot (as they will be found to be in tbe more 
advanced stage of the democracy), but elected by the people, m 
the same way as the archons then were,—persons of the fourth or 
poorest class of the census, though contributing to elect, not being 
themselves eligible. 

But while Sol6n thus created the new pre-considering senate, 
identified with and subsidiary to the popular assembly, he 
manifested no jealousy of the pre-existing Areopagitic senate of 

senate. On the contrary, he enlarged its powers, powers 

gave to it an ample supervision over the execution of enlarged. 
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the laws generally, and imposed upon it the censorial duly of 
inspecting the lives and occupation of the citizens, as well as of 
punishing men of idle and dissolute habits. He was himself, as 
past archon, a member of this ancient senate, and he is said to 
have contemplated that by means of the two senates, the state 
would be held fast, as it were with a double anchor, against all 
shocks and storms.1 

Such are the only new political institutions (apart from the 
laws to be noticed presently) which there are grounds for ascrib¬ 
ing to SolOn, when we take proper care to discriminate what 
really belongs to Sol6n and his age, from the Athenian constitu- 
Confusion ^10n 48 afterwards remodelled. It has been a practice 
frequently common with many able expositors of Grecian affairs, 
tween So- and followed partly even by Dr. Thnlwall,2 to con- 
1 ostio^ nect name Solon with tlie whole political and 
Fomanm- judicial state of Athens as it stood between the age of 
sfcitutdons. peri]jj[gs and that of Demosthenes,—the regulations of 
the senate of five hundred, the numerous public dikasts or jurors 
taken by lot from the people, as well as the body annually 
selected for law-revision, and called Nomothets, and the prosecu¬ 
tion (called the Graphs Paranom6n) open to be instituted against 
the proposer of any measure illegal, unconstitutional or dangerous. 
There is indeed some countenance for this confusion between 
Loose ian- Solonian and post-Solonian Athens, in the usage of the 

themselves. For Demosthenes and ASschmes 
orators on employ the name of SolOn in a very loose manner, and 
this pomt treat him as the author of institutions belonging 
evidently to a later age: for example, the striking and characteris¬ 
tic oath of the Heliastic jurors, which Demosthenes3 ascribes to 

l PlutaTcb, SolCn, 18,19,28; Philo- the legislation of Sol6n, keeps duly in 
chorus, Frag, 60, ed Didot. Athenseus, view the material difference between 
iv. p 168 , valer. Maxim ii 6 Athens as constituted by Sol6n, and 

a Meursius, Solbn. ycwnm; Si£onius, Athens as it came to he after Kleis- 
De Bepubl Athen. i. p 89 (though m theriOs; hut he presumes a closer ana- 
some passages he makes a marked dis- logy between the Homan patricians 
tinction between the time before and and the Athenian Eupatridae than we 
after KleisthenOs, p 28) See Wachs- are entitled to count upon, 
muth, Hellenische Alterthumskunde, * Demosthen. cont. Timokrat p. 746. 
vol. i. sect 46,47; Tittm&n, Gnechische ^schinds ascribes this oath to 6 vo/xo- 
Staatsverfassnngen, p. 146; Platner, Ocni? (c Ktesiphon p 889). 
Der Attische Process, hook n. ch. 6, Dr. Thirlwall notices the oath as 
p. 28—88* Dr. Thirlwall, History of prescribed by Sol6n (History of Greece, 
Greece, voL n ch ad. p. 46—67. vol ii, ch an, p. 47) 

Niebuhr, in his brief allusions to So again Demosthenes andiEschinOs, 
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Sol6n, proclaims itself m many ways as belonging to the age after 
KleisthenSs, especially by the mention of the senate of five 
hundred, and not of four hundred Among the citizens who 
served as jurors or dikasts, Sol6n was venerated generally as the 
author of the Athenian laws. An orator therefoie might well 
employ his name for the purpose of emphasis, without provoking 
any critical inquiry whether the paiticular institution, which he 
happened to be then impressing upon his audience, belonged 
really to Sol6n himself or to the subsequent periods. Many of 
those institutions, which Dr. Thirlwall mentions m conjunction 
with the name of Sol6n, are among the last refinements and 

m the oiation against Leptmes (c 21, stood after the ten tubes of Hleis- 
p. 486) and against Timoliat p 70b, thenGs, 
707-—compaie ASschm. c Ktesiph p Schrimann maintains emphatically, 
429—in commenting upon the formali- that the sworn Nomothetae as they 
ties enjoined for repealing an existing stood in the days of BemostlienGs were 
law and enacting a new one, while mstitnted by Soldn, but he admits at 
ascribing the whole to Soldn—-say, the same time that the allusions of the 
among other things, that Soldn oratois to this institution include both 
directed the propo&ei “to postnp his wouls and matters essentially post-So- 
project of law before the Eponymi” Ionian, so that modifications subse- 
(eK&etvait trpoardev rS*v 'Eirtauvfitav). now auent to Solon must have been mtio- 
the Eponymi were (the statues of) the duced This admission seems to me 
heroes from whom the ten Kleisthenean fatal to the cogency of his proof, see 
tribes diew their names, and the law Schomann, De Comitns, ch vn p 26G 
making mention of these statues pro- —208, and the same author, Antiq J. 
claims itself as of a date subsequent to P Att sect xxxn. His opinion is 
KleisthenGs Even the law defining shared by K F Hermann, Lehrbuch 
the treatment of the condemned mur- der Griech Staatsaltertli sect 131, 
derer who returned from exile, which and Platner, Attischer Prozess, vol n. 
both DemosthenGs and Boxopater (ap p. 88 
Walz Collect Rhetor, vol. u p 223) Meier, Be Boms Bamnatorum p 2, 
call a law of Drako, is really later than remarks upon the laxity with winch. 
Soldn, as may be seen by its mention the orators use the name of Soldn * 
of the afro* (Demosth, cont. Anstok. p “ Oratores Solonis nomine ssepe utun- 
629) tur, ubi ommno legislatorem quem- 

AndokidGs is not less liberal m his quam significare volunt, etiamsi a 
employment of the name of Soldn (see Solone ipso lex lata non est Her- 
Orat i. Be Mystenis, p. 18), where he inann Schellmg, in his Bissertation 
cites as a law of Soldn an enactment de Solonis Legibus ap. Oratt. Attic, 
which contains the mention of the (Berlin, 1842), has collected and dia¬ 
tribe JSantis and the senate of five cussed the references to Soldn and to 
hundred (obviously therefore subse- his laws in the orators He controverts 
quent to the revolution of KleisthenGs), the opinion just cited from Meier, but 
besides other matters which prove it to upon arguments no way satisfactory 
have been passed even subsequent to to me (p 6—8), the more so as he him- 
the oligarchical revolution of the four self admits that the dialect m which 
hundred, towards the close of the Pe- the Soloman laws appear m the cita- 
loponnesian war The Prytanes, the tion of the orators can never have been 
Proedn, and the division of the year the original dialect of Soldn himself 
mto ten portions of time, each called (p. 8—5), and makes also substantially 
by the name of a prytany—ao inter- the same admission as Schomann, in 
woven with all the public proceedings regard to the presence of post-Solonian 
of Athens—do not belong to the Solo- matters m the supposed Solonian law 
man Athens, but to Athens as it (p 28—27). 
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elaborations of the democratical mind of Athens—gradually 
prepared, doubtless, during the interval between Kleisthen6s and 
Peiiklls, but not brought into full operation until the period of 
the latter (460—429 bo) For it is hardly possible to conceive 
these numerous dikasteries and assemblies m regular, frequent, 
and long standing operation, without an assured payment to the 
dikasts who composed them. Now such payment first began to 
be made about the time of Perikles, if not by his actual proposi¬ 
tion ;l and Demosthenes had good reason for contending that if 
it were suspended, the judicial as well as the administrative 
system of Athens would at once fall to pieces.2 It would be a 
marvel, such as nothing short of strong direct evidence would 
justify us in believing, that in an age when even paitial demo¬ 
cracy was yet untried, Sol6n should conceive the idea of such 

institutions; it would be a marvel still greater that 
the half-emancipated Thetes and small proprietors, for 
whom he legislated—yet trembling under the rod of 
the Eupatnd ai chons, and utterly inexperienced in 
collective business—should have been found suddenly 
competent to fulfil these ascendant functions, such as 

the citizens of conquering Athens in the days of Perikles—full of 
the sentiment of force and actively identifying themselves with 
the dignity of their community—became gradually competent, 
and not more than competent, to exercise with effect. To suppose 
that SolCn contemplated and provided for the periodical revision 
of his laws hy establishing a Nomothetic jury or dikastery, such 
as that which we find in operation during the time of Demosthenes, 
would be at variance (in my judgment) with any reasonable 
estimate either of the man or of the age. Herodotus says that 
Soldn, having exacted from the Athenians solemn oaths that th&y 
would not rescind any of his laws for ten years, quitted Athens 
for that period, in order that he might not he compelled to rescind 
them himself: Plutarch informs us that he gave to his laws force 
for a century absolute.8 Sol6n himself, and Drako before him, 
had been lawgivers evoked and empowered hy the special emer- 

igee Boeckh, Public Economy of 3 Herodot. i. 29; Plutarch, SolCn, 
Athens, book ml c. 15 c 25 Aulns Gellius affirms that the 

1 Demosthen. cont. Jimokrat e 26, Athenians swore under strong religious 
p 7S1: compare Aristophanes, Ekkle- penalties to observe them for ever fli. 
siassus. 302. 12). 

Soldn 
never con¬ 
templated 
the futiue 
change or 
revision 
of lus 
own laws. 
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gency of the times: the idea of a frequent revision of laws, by a 
body of lot-selected dikasts, belongs to a far more advanced age, 
and could not well have been present to the minds of either. The 
wooden rollers of Sol6n, like the tables of the Koman decemvirs,1 
were doubtless intended as a permanent “fons omnia publici 
privatique juris ”. 

If we examine the facts of the case, we shall see that nothing 
more than the bare foundation of the democracy of SoWn laid 
Athens as it stood in the time of PenklSs, can reason- gefoun- 
ably be asciibed to Solon. “ I gave to the people the Athe- 

(Solon says in one of his short remaining fragments2) but’ 

as much strength as sufficed for their needs, without bis mkitu- 
either enlarging or diminishing their dignity: for ^tdemo- 
those too who possessed power and were noted for cra*ticai 

wealth, I took cai e that no unworthy treatment should be reserved. 
I stood with the strong shield cast over both parties, so as not to 
allow an unjust triumph to either.” Again, Aiistotle tells us 
that Soldn bestowed upon the people as much power as was 
indispensable, but no more :s the power to elect their magistrates 
and hold them to accountability : if the people had had less than 
this, they could not have been expected to remain tranquil—they 

1 Livy, iii 34. 
s Solon, Fiagm. ii. 8, ed. Schnei- 

dewin .— 

AJfrup |utiv yap SSojKa r6<rov xparo?, otr<rov 
iirapKct, 

Hifxyjs ovr a<f>ekibv, ovr* eirope^a/xei/os • 
Ot S’ elxov Siiva/Atv ical xpij/jtacrtv fjcrap 

ayijroc, 
Kal rots typcurdnyv affixes exc,tv* 

*E<mjv S' afjupifiakojv Kparepbv cra/eos a/A- 
<f>orepoicri, 

Nucfv S’ ovk elacr ovSerepovs &5Ck<os. 

The reading hrapKtl in the first line 
is not universally approved: Brunck 
adopts brapKtlvy which Niebuhr 
approves. The latter construes it to 
mean—“I gave to the people only so 
much power as could not be withheld 
from them*'. (Rom Geschichte, t. n. 
P. 846, 2nd ed; Taking the first two 
lines together, I think Niebuhr's mean¬ 
ing is substantially correct, though X 
give a more literal translation myself. 
Soldn seems to he vindicating himself 
against the reproach of having been 
too democratical, which was doubtless 
addressed to lum m every variety of 

language. 
s * Anstot. JPolit ii 9, 4. ’Eorel $6\<av 

Y* eot/cerijv avayKcuoTaTTjv aTroSiSovcu, rep 
oyp-y SvvafUv, to ras apx^S aipei<rdcu /cat 
evBvveiv • fiySi yip rovrov /cvptos wv 6 
Srjfios, Sovkos av tty /cat woAepuo?. 

In this passage respecting Soldn 
(containmg sections 2, 3, 4 of the 
edition of M. Barfch&emy St. Hilane) 
Anstotle first gives the opinion of 
certain critics who praised Soldn, with 
the reasons upon which it is founded, 
next, the opinion of certain critics 
who blamed him, with their reasons, 
tliirdly, his own judgment. The first 
of these three contains sect. 2 
(from 2oA<oi/a 8’ mot, down to ra 
5t/ca<m?pta irooftras U iravrwv). The 
second contains the greater part of 
sect. 3 (from Aib /cal jp,e/j.tf)Ovrai rives 
ai>T(p, down to rrjv vvv SyiiOKpartav\ 
The remainder is his own judgment. 
I notice this, because sections 2 and 8 
are not to be taken as the opinion of 
Anstotle himself, but of those upon 
whom he was commenting, who con¬ 
sidered Soldn as the author of the 
dikasteries selected by lot. 
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would have been m slavery and "hostile to the constitution. Not 
less distinctly does Herodotus speak, when he describes the 
revolution subsequently opeiated by Kleisthenes—the latter (he 
tells us) found “the Athenian people excluded from everything”.1 
These passages seem positively to contradict the supposition, in 
itself sufficiently improbable, that Solon is the author of the 
peculiar democratical institutions of Athens, such as the constant 
and numerous dikasts for judicial trials and revision of laws. 
The genuine and forward democratical movement of Athens 
begins only with Kleisthenes, fiom the moment when that dis¬ 
tinguished Alkmseonid, either spontaneously or from finding 
himself worsted in his party stiife with Isagoras, purchased by 
laige popular concessions the hearty co-operation of the multitude 
under very dangerous circumstances. While Sol6n, m his own 
statement as well as in that of Aristotle, gave to the people as 
much power as was strictly needful, but no more—Kleisthenes 
(to use the significant phrase of Herodotus), “ being vanquished 
in the party contest with his rival, took the people into partnership”,2 

It was, thus, to the interests of the weaker section, m a strife of 
contending nobles, that the Athenian people owed their first 
admission to political ascendency—in part, at least, to this cause, 
though the proceedings of Kleisthenes indicate a hearty and spon¬ 
taneous popular sentiment. But such constitutional admission of 
the people would not have been so astonishingly fruitful in 
positive results, if the course of public events for the half century 
after Kleisthenes had not been such as to stimulate most power¬ 
fully their energy, their self-reliance, their mutual sympathies, 
and their ambition. I shall recount in a future chapter these 
^ real historical causes, which, acting upon the Athenian 
Athenian character, gave such efficiency and expansion to the 

great democratical impulse communicated by Kleis- 
Kleisthenfis. thenes: at present it is enough to remark that that im¬ 
pulse commences properly with Kleisthenes, and not with SolCn. 

1 Herodot. V, 69. rhv ’A.6tjvol[o)v Srjuov, tV Lavrov irpoo-edr/Karo, (KlelsthenOs) 
irpjrtpov ivucrfievoy iravrojVj &C. t ^ ray <j!>yAoLs fier<iiv6iuure . . . . ?jv oi, 

J Herodot V 06—60. Otroi ol avSpes rbv cijfjLOV irpo<r$4p,evo^ TroAAtp KanSnepda 
(Kleisthenes and Isadoras) iaraviacrav r$>v avTuCTacruaTeiav. 
irept Swiiuos* &<r<rovp.evos Se & KA««r- As to the marked democratical 
Bitnjs rhv Srjpov 7rpo<r«Taiptf«rat. . . . tendency of the proceedings of Kleis- 
. ? ’Qs ydp t))} rhv 'kfinvaxmv Sfjfxov, thends, see Anstot, Polit. vl. 2,11, ill, 
nrpirepov avti*<ru.ivov irdvruv, t6t« irphs 1,10. 
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But the Solonian constitution, though only the foundation, was 
yet the indispensable toundation, of the subsequent democracy. 
And if the discontents of the miseiable Athenian population, 
instead of experiencing his disinterested and healing management, 
had fallen at once into the hands of selfish power-seeheis like 
Kyldn or Peisistratus—the memorable expansion of the Athenian 
mind during the ensuing century would never have taken place, 
and the whole subsequent history of Greece would probably have 
taken a different course. Sol6n left the essential powers of the 
state still in the hands of the oligarchy. The party combats (to 
be recounted hereafter) between Peisistratus, Lykurgus, and 
Megakles, thirty years after his legislation, which ended m the 
despotism of Peisistratus, will appear to be of the same purely 
oligarchical character as they had been before Solon was appointed 
arch on. But the oligarchy which he established was very 
different from the unmitigated oligarchy which he found, so 
teeming with oppression and so destitute of ledress, as his own 
poems testify. 

It was he who first gave both to the citizens of middling 
property and to the general mass a locus standi Atllenian 
against the Eupati ids. He enabled the people partially government 

to protect themselves, and familiarized them with the 
idea of protecting themselves, by the peaceful exercise cllltc^1}tbJt 
of a constitutional franchise. The new force, through 
which this protection was carried into effect, was the public 
assembly called Helisea,1 regularized and aimed with enlarged 

i Lysias cont Theomneat A. c 5, pt 
357, who gives lo.v fiY) fl-poo'rtf/ujtrp if 
'HAtata as a Solonian phrase; though 
we are led to doubt whether Sol6n can 
ever have employed it, when we find 
Pollux (vii. 5,22) distinctly stating that 
SolCn used the woid inaLria to signify 
what the orators called irpooriju^juaTa 

The ongmal and proper meaning 
of the woid *HAt<ua is, the public 
assembly (see Tittmann, (I neeh. Staats- 
verfasa pp 215—21C) m subsequent 
times we find it signifying at Athens— 
1 The aggregate of 0000 dikasts chosen 
by lot annually and sworn, or the 
assembled people considered as exer- 
cisiug judicial functions, 2 Each of 
the seriate fractions into which this 
aggregate body was m practice sub¬ 

divided for actual judicial business. 
’E/eKAijan'a became the term for the 
public deliberative assembly properly 
so called, which could never be held 
on the same day that the dikastenes 
sat (Demosthen. cont. Timokrat. c 21, 
p 726)* every dikasteiy is in fact 
always addressed as if it were the 
assembled people engaged in a specific 
duty. 

I imagine the term 'HAtaia in the 
time of SolOn to have been used m its 
original meaning—the public assembly, 
perhaps with the implication of em¬ 
ployment m judicial piocoedmg. The 
fixed number of (jooo does not date 
before the timo of Kleisthenfs, because 
it is essentially connected with the ten 
tribes while the subdivision of this 
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prerogatives and faither strengthened by its indispensable ally— 
the pro-bonleutic or pre-considering senate. Under the Solonian 
constitution, this force was merely secondary and defensive, bnt 
after the renovation of Kleisthenes it became paramount and 
sovereign. It branched out gradually into those numerous 
popular dikasteries which so powerfully modified both public and 
private Athenian life, drew to itself the undivided reverence and 
submission of the people, and by degrees lendered the single 
magistracies essentially subordinate functions. The popular 
assembly, as constituted by Solon, appearing m modified efficiency 
and trained to the office of reviewing and judging the general 
conduct of a past magistrate—forms the intermediate stage 
between the passive Homeric agora, and those omnipotent assem¬ 
blies and dikasteries which listened to Penklls or Demosthenls. 
Compared with these last, it has in it but a faint streak of 
democracy—and so.it naturally appeared to Aristotle, who wrote 
with a practical experience of Athens m the time of the orators , 
but compared with the first, or with the ante-Solonian constitution 
of Attica, it must doubtless have appeared a concession eminently 
democratical. To impose upon the Eupatrid archon the necessity 
of being elected, or put upon his trial of after-aecountability, by 
the rabble of freemen (such would be the phrase m Eupatrid 
society), would he a bitter humiliation to those among whom it 
was first mtioduced; for we must recollect that this was the most 
extensive scheme of constitutional reform yet propounded in 
Greece, and that despots and oligarchies shared between them at 
that time the whole Grecian world. As it appears that Soldn, 
while constituting the popular assembly with its pro-bouleutic 
senate, had no jealousy of the senate of Areopagus, and indeed 
even enlarged its powers—we may infer that his grand object 
was, not to weaken the oligarchy generally, but to improve the 
administration and to repress the misconduct and irregularities 
of the individual archons; and that too, not by diminishing their 
powers, but by making some degree of popularity the condition 
both of their entry into office, and of their safety or honour 
after it 

body of 6000 Into various bodies of after the first reforms of KleisthonGs. 
jurors for different courts and purposes I shall revert to this point when I touch 
did not commence, probably, until upon the latter aud nis times. 
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It is, in my judgment, a mistake to suppose that Sol6n trans¬ 
ferred the judicial power of the archons to a popular 
dikastery. These magistrates still continued self- stiiicon-0nS 

acting judges, deciding and condemning without be judges 
appeal—not mere presidents of an assembled j ury, as after 

they afterwards came to he during the next century1 cnKieis- 
For the general exercise of such power they were ttien$s. 
accountable after their year of office Such accountability was- 
the security against abuse—a very insufficient security, yet not 
wholly inoperative. It will be seen however presently that these 
archons, though strong to coerce, and perhaps to oppress, small 
and poor men, had no means of keeping down rebellious nobles 
of their own rank, such as Peisistratus, Lykurgus, and Megakl£sr 
each with his armed followers. When we compare the drawn 
swords of these ambitious competitois, ending in the despotism 
of one of them, with the vehement parliamentary strife between 
Themistokles and Aristeid£s afterwaids, peaceably decided by the 
vote of the sovereign people and never disturbing the public 
tranquillity—we shall see that the democracy of the ensumg 
century fulfilled the conditions of order, as well as of pi ogress, 
better than the Soloman constitution. 

To distinguish this Solonian constitution from the democracy 
which followed it, is essential to a due comprehension of the 
progiess of the Greek mind, and especially of Athenian affairs. 
That democracy was achieved by giadual steps, which will be 

i The statement of Plutarch, that 
SolCn gave an appeal from the decision 
of the aichon to the judgment of the 
popular dikasteiy (Plutai Ui, SolCn, IS), 
is distiusted bv most of tho expositois, 
though Dr Thirls all seems to admit 
it, justifying it by the analogy of the 
Ephetfe or judges of appeal constituted 
by Diako (Hist, of Greece, vol. 11 ch 
xL p. 46) 

To me it appeal s that the Drakoman 
Ephetae were not leallv judges in 
appeal, but be that as it may, the 
supposition of an appeal from the 
judgment of the arclion is inconsistent 
with the known comse of Attic pro¬ 
cedure, and has apparently arisen in 
Plutaich’s mind from contusion with 
the Roman provocatio. which really 
was an appeal from the judgment of 
the consul to that of the people. 
Plutarch’s comparison of Sol6n with 

2- 

Pnhlicola leads to this suspicion— 
Kal rots <f>tvyovcn RCkijv, eiriKaAbt<r0at 

rov Srjpov, uaririp 6 ISdAtov to6s Si/ecurru.?, 
eSojKt (Publicola) The Athenian at chon 
was ftisb a judge without appeal, and 
afterwards, ceasing to be a judge, he 
became piesident of a dikastoi y, pei- 
foiming only those pieparatory stops 
which bi ought the case to an issue fit 
foi decision. but he does not seem ever 
to have been a judge subject to appeal. 

It is haidly just to Plutai ch to 
make lnm responsible for the absuid 
remark that Soldn tendered his laws 
intentionally obscure, m order that the 
diknsts might have more to do and 
greater power. He gives the remark, 
himself, only with the saving expression 
keyertu, “ it is said”; and we may well 
doubt whother it was ever seriously 
intonded even by its author, whoever 
he may have been. 
-32 
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hereafter described. Demosthenes and JEschmes lived under it 
as a system consummated and m full activity, when 

Paiges the stages of its previous growth were no longer 
Athenian matter of exact memory ; and the dikasts then assem- 
constitution hied m judgment were pleased to hear their constitu- 
byethe°ke<i tion associated with the names either of Sol6n or of 
nMerstoo? Th§seus. Their inquisitive contemporary Aristotle 
by the tion associated with the names either of Sol6n or of 
nMerstoo? Th§seus. Their inquisitive contemporary Aristotle 
byAnstotle, was not thus misled : but even common-place Athen- 
feit a^°nsly fans of the century preceding would have escaped the 
dunn^the same delusion. For during the whole course of the 
time of democratical movement from the Persian invasion 
Penkiis. down to the Peloponnesian war, and especially during 
the changes proposed by Perikl§s and EphialtSs, there was always 
a strenuous party of resistance, who would not suffer the people 
to forget that they had already forsaken, and were on the point 
of forsaking still more, the orbit marked out by Sol6n. The 
illustrious Perikles underwent innumerable attacks both from the 
orators in the assembly and from the comic writers in the theatre. 
And among these sarcasms on the political tendencies of the day, 
we are probably to number the complaint, breathed by the poet 
Kratinus, of the desuetude into which both Sol6n and Drako had1 
fallen—“ I swear (said he in a fragment of one of his comedies) 
by Soldn and Drako, whose wooden tablets (of laws) are now 
employed by people to roast their barley ”.1 The laws of Sol6n 
respecting penal offences, respecting inheritance and adoption, 
respecting the private relations generally, &c, remained for the 
most part in force : his quadripartite census also continued, at 
least for financial purposes, until the archonship of Nausinikus in 
377 B.c.—so that Cicero and others might be warranted m 
affirming that his laws still prevailed at Athens: but his political 

1 Kratinus ap Plutarch. Sol6n, 25 — 

Epos rov 2<5Aa)vos koX Apaicovros, otcrt 
vvy 

<kpvyov<rtv %Sri ray rats Kvp- 
j8 emv. 

IsokratSs praises the moderate 
democracy m early Athens, as com- 

nred with that under which he lived, 
ut w the Orat vu (Areopagitic.) he 

connects the former with the names of 
SolCn and Kleisthends, while m the 
Orat xu (Panathenaic) he considers 
the former to have lasted from the 

days of Theseus to thoso of Sol6n and 
Peiiaistiatus In this latter oration 
he doscubes pretty exactly the power 
which the people possessed under the 
Soloman constitution,—rov ray apxas 
/caracrrijerat /cat KaBelv hitcqv rrapa r&v 
c£afiapTav6vr<av, which coincides with 
the phrase of Aristotle—ray apx®ff 
aXpetcrd at /cat ev 6iSvetv,—supposing a.p\6v- 
r<ov to be understood as the substantive 
Of t£<xjxapravd»mov. 

Compare IsokratSs, Or. vii p. 143 
(p 192 Bek.) and p 150 (202 Bek.), and 
Orat. XU. p. 260—264 (351—S56 Bek ). 
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and judicial arrangements tad undergone a revolution1 not less 
complete and memorable than the character and spirit of the 
Athenian people generally. The choice, by way of lot, of archons 
•and other magistrates—and the distribution by lot of the geneial 
body of dikasts or jurors into pannels for judicial business—may 
be decidedly considered as not belonging to Sol6n, but adopted 
after the revolution of KleisthenSs;2 3 probably the choice of 
senators by lot also. The lot was a symptom of pronounced 
democratieal spirit, such as we must not seek in the Soloman 
institutions. 

It is not easy to make out distinctly what was the political 
position of the ancient Gentes and Phratnes, as Sol6n Gentes ^ 
left them. The four tubes consisted altogether of J^ratnes 
gentes and phratnes, insomuch that no one could be soloman 

included m any one of the tribes who was not also a 
member of some gens and phratry. Now the new tusof^^ 
pro-bouleutic or preconsidenng senate consisted of ESdedm 
400 members,—100 from each of the tribes: persons 
not included m any gens or phratry could therefore have had no 
access to it. The conditions of eligibility were similar, according 
to ancient custom, foi the nine archons—of course, also, for the 
senate of Areopagus. So that there remained only the public 
assembly, in which an Athenian not a member of these tribes 
could take part: yet he was a citizen, since he could give his 
vote for archons and senators, and could take part in the annual 
decision of their accountability, besides being entitled to claim 
redress for wrong from the archons in his own person—while the 
alien could only do so through the intervention of an avouching 
-citizen or Prostates. It seems therefore that all persons not 
included in the four tribes, whatever their grade or fortune might 
be, were on the same level in lespect to political privilege as the 
fourth and poorest class of the Solonian census. It has already 
been remarked, that even before the time of Sol6n, the number of 
Athenians not included m the gentes or phratnes was probably 
•considerable; it tended to become greater and greater, since these 
bodies were close and unexpansive, while the policy of the new 

1 Cicero, Orat. pro Sext Roseio, c Dr Thirlwall, against Wachsmuth; 
.26: JEhan, V. H. vm. 10. though he speaks with doubt (History 

3 This seems, to be the opinion of of Greece, vol, li. ch. 11, p. 48,2nd ed.£ 
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lawgiver tended to invite industrious settlers from other parts of 
Greece to Athens. Such great and increasing inequality of 
political privilege helps to explain the weakness of the govern¬ 
ment in repelling the aggressions of Peisistratus, and exhibits the 
importance of the revolution afterwards wrought by KleisthenSs, 
when he abolished (for all political purposes) the four old tribes, 
and created ten new comprehensive tribes in place of them. 

In regard to the regulations of the senate and the assembly of 
the people, as constituted by Soldn, we are altogether without 
information: nor is it safe to transfer to the Solomon constitution 
the infoi nation, comparatively ample, which we possess respecting 
these bodies under the later democracy. 

The laws of Solon were inscribed on wooden rollers and 
Laws of triangular tablets, in the species of writing called 
S°l6n Boustroph&lon (lines alternating first from left to< 
right, and next fiom right to left, like the course of the plough¬ 
man), and preserved first in the Akropolis, subsequently m the 
Prytaneium. On the tablets, called Kyrbeis, were chiefly 
commemorated the laws respecting sacred rites and sacrifices :l on 
the pillars or rollers, of which there were at least sixteen, were 
placed the regulations respecting matters profane. So small are 
the fragments which have come down to us, and so much has been 
ascribed to Sol6n by the orators which belongs redly to the 
subsequent times, that it is hardly possible to form any critical 
The Drako- judgment respecting the legislation as a whole, or to 
about^8 discover by what general principles or purposes he 
homicide was guided. 
the rest * He left unchanged all the previous laws and prac- 
abrogated. tices respecting the crime of homicide, connected as 
they were intimately with the religious feelings of the people. 

i Plutarch, Sol6n, 23—25. He par- 'O iedr(o0ev v6p.o$. Bekker, Anocdota, 
ticularly mentions the sixteenth p. 413. 
afav we learn also that the thir- What we read respecting the amoves 
teenth ££«*/ contained the eighth and the /ctfpjdoes not convey a clear 
law (c. 19): the twonty-fhst law is idea of them Besides Austotle, both 
alluded, to in HaipokiatiOn, v. *0™ Seleukus and Didymus are named as 
ot iroiyroC. having written commentaries expressly 

Some remnants of these wooden about them (Plutarch, Holdn, l; Suidas, 
rollers existed in the days of Plutarch v ’Opyewves; compare also Monisms, 
in the Athenian Prvtaneium See SoI6n,c24;Vit.Anstotelisap.Wester- 
HarpokratiOn and PhoLius, v. Kvpfr t?; mann Vitarum Scriptt. Grace, p. 404), 
Anstot. irepi HoAireiwv, Frag. 35, ed. and the collection m Stephan. Thesaur. 
Neumann; Euphorion ap. Harpokrat. p 1095. 
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The laws of Drako on this subject* therefore, remained, but on 
other subjects, according to Plutarch, they were altogether abro¬ 
gated :1 there is however room for supposing that the repeal 
cannot have been so sweeping as this biographer represents. 

The Solonian laws seem to have borne more or less upon all 
the great departments of human interest and duty. We find 
regulations political and religious, public and private, civil and 
criminal, commercial, agricultural, sumptuary, and dis- Multifa- 

ciphnanan. Solon provides punishment for crimes ; 
restricts the profession and status of the citizen, pre- Soidn no 
scribes detailed rules for marriage as well as for S?c?assi-Ce 
burial, for the common use of springs and wells, and hcatlon 
for the mutual interest of conterminous farmers in planting or 
hedging their properties. As far as we can judge from the 
impel feet manner m which his laws come before us, there does 
not seem to have been any attempt at a systematic order or 
•classification. Some of them are mere general and vague 
•directions, while others again run into the extieme of speciality. 

By far the most important of all was the amendment of the 
law of debtor and creditor which has already been adverted to, 
and the abolition of the power of fathers and brothers to sell their 
daughters and sisters into slavery. The prohibition of all con¬ 
tracts on the secuiity of the body was itself sufficient to produce 
a vast improvement in the character and condition of the poorer 
population,—a result which seems to have been so sensibly 
obtained from the legislation of Solon, that Boeckh and some 
other eminent authors suppose him to have abolished villenage 
and conferred upon the poor tenants a property in their lands, 
annulling the seignorial rights of the landlord. But this opinion 
rests upon no positive evidence, nor are we warranted in ascribing 
to him any stronger measure m reference to the land than the 
.annulment of the previous mortagea.2 

i Plutarch, Soidn, c, 17; Cyi ill. cont. » See Boeckh, Public Economy of the 
Julian v. p 160, ed. Rpanheim, The Athenians, book m sect. 5. Tittmann 
enumeration of the different admitted (Gnechische Staatsverfass p 651) and 
justifications for homicide, which we others have supposed (from Anstot. 
find m Demosth. cont Anstokrat. p. Polit ii. 4, 4) that Soidn enacted a law 
037, seems rather too copious and to limit the quantity of land which any 
systematic for the age of JDrako, it individual citizen might acquire But 
may have been amended by Soidn, or the passage does not seem to me to bear 
perhaps in an age subsequent to Sol6n. out such ail opinion. 
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The first pillar of his laws contained a regulation respecting 
He pro- exportable produce. He forbade the exportation of 
ex^iVof6 aU Pr0{luce of the Attic soil, except olive-oil alone, 
landed pro- And the sanction employed to enforce observance of 
Attoca!°m this law deserves notice, as an illustration of the 
except 01L ideas 0f the time—the arch on was bound, on pain of 
forfeiting 100 drachms, to pronounce solemn curses against every 
offender1 We are probably to take this prohibition in con¬ 
junction with other objects said to have been contemplated by 
Sol6n, especially the encouragement of artisans and manufacturers 
at Athens. Obseivmg (we are told) that many new immigrants 
were just then flocking into Attica to seek an establishment, in 
consequence of its greater security, he was anxious to turn them 
rather to manufacturing industry than to the cultivation of a soil 
naturally poor.2 He forbade the granting of citizenship to any 
immigrants, except to such as had quitted irrevocably their 
former abodes, and come to Athens for the purpose of carrying on 
some industrious profession; and in order to prevent idleness, he 
directed the senate of Areopagus to keep watch over the lives of 
the citizens generally, and punish every one who had no course 
of regular labour to support him. If a father had not taught his 
son some art or profession, SolOn relieved the son from all obliga¬ 
tion to maintain him m his old age. And it was to encourage 
the multiplication of these artisans, that he ensured, or sought to* 
ensure, to the residents in Attica the exclusive right of buying 
and consuming all its landed produce except olive-oil, which was 
raised m abundance more than sufficient for their wants. It was 
his wish that the trade with foreigners should be carried on by 
exporting the produce of artisan labour, instead of the produce of 
land.® 

l Plutarch, Sol6n, 24. The first law, 
however, is said to have related to the 
ensuring of a maintenance to wives and 
orphans (HarpokratiOn, v. Stros) 

By a law of Athens (which marks 
itself out as belonging to the century 
after Sol&n, by the fulness of its pro¬ 
visions and by the number of steps and 
official persons named m it), the rooting 
up of an olive-tree in Attica was for¬ 
bidden, under a penalty of 200 drachms 
for each tree so destroyed—except for 
sacred purposes, or to the extent of two 

trees per annum for the convenience 
of tho proprietor (Demosthen. cont 
Makaitat. c 10, p. 1074) 

2 Plutarch, Soldn, 22. rat? 
afiw/ia irept'tdqKC 

» Plutarch, Sol6n, 22—24 According 
to Herodotus, SolOn had enacted that 
the authorities should punish every 
man with death who could not show a 
regular mode of industrious life (Herod, 
li. 177, Diodor 1. 77). 

So severe a punishment is not cred- 
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This commercial prohibition is founded on principles substan¬ 
tially similar to those which weie acted upon m The pio- 
the early history of England, with reference both to of hfctieor 

corn and to wool, and m other European countries no effect, 

also. In so far as it was at all operative it tended to lessen the 
total quantity of produce raised upon the soil of Attica, and thus 
to keep the price of it from rising,—a purpose less objectionable 
(if we assume that the legislator is to mteifere at all) than that of 
our late Com Laws, which were destined to prevent the price of 
gram from falling. But the law of Solon must have been 
altogether inoperative, in reference to the great articles of human 
subsistence; for Attica imported, both largely and constantly, 
gram and salt provisions,—probably also wool and flax for the 
spinning and weaving of the women, and certainly timber for 
building. Whethei the law was ever enforced with reference to 
figs and honey, may well be doubted ; at least these productions 
of Attica were m after-times generally consumed and celebrated 
throughout Greece. Probably also m the time of Soldn, the 
silver-mines of Laureium had hardly begun to be worked : these 
afterwards became highly productive, and furnished to Athens a 
commodity for foreign payments not less convenient than 
lucrative1 

It is interesting to notice the anxiety, both of Sol6n and of 
Drako, to enforce among tlieir fellow-citizens industrious and self- 
mamtammg habits ;2 and we shall find the same sentiment pro¬ 
claimed by Penklcs, at the time when Athenian power was at its 
maximum. Nor ought we to pass over this early manifestation m 
Attica of an opinion equitable and tolerant towards Encourage- 

sedentary industry, which m most other parts of Greece artisans and 

was regarded as comparatively dishonourable. The industry, 

general tone of Grecian sentiment recognised no occupations as per¬ 
fectly worthy of a free citizen except arms, agriculture, and athletic 
and musical exercises ; and the proceedings of the Spartans, who 

ible; hot is it likely that Sol6n bor- Meursius, SolOn, c 17; and the “ Areo- 
rowed his idea from Egypt pagus ” of the same author, c. 8 and 9; 

According to Pollux (vrii. 6) idleness and Taylor, Lectt. Lysiac cap 10. 
was pums’iod by atiray (civil disfran- i XenophOn, De vectigalibus, iii. 2. 
chisement) under Drako: under Sol&n, 2 Thucyd ii 40 (the funeial oration 
this punishment only took effect against delivered byJPeriklfis)—koX rb v4v«<r&<u 
the person who had been convicted of ovx ofioXoyely nvi altrxpov, aW ov 
it on three successive occasions See Sitxfavyuv epyy aicrxiov 
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kept aloof even from agriculture and left it to their Helots, were 
admired, though they could not be copied, throughout most part 
of the Hellenic world. Even minds like Plato, Aristotle, and 
XenophCn concurred to a considerable extent m this feeling, 
which they justified on the ground that the sedentary life and 
unceasing house-woik of the artisan were inconsistent with 
military aptitude. The town-occupations are usually described 
by a word which carnes with it contemptuous ideas, and though 
recognised as indispensable to the existence of the city, are held 
suitable only for an inferior and semi-privileged order of citizens. 
This, the leceived sentiment among Greeks, as well as foreigners, 
found a strong and growing opposition at Athens, as I have 
already said—corroborated also by a similar feeling at Connth.1 
The trade of Corinth, as well as of Chalkis in Euboea, was 
•extensive, at a time when that of Athens had scarce any existence. 
But while the despotism of Periander can hardly have failed to 
operate as a discouragement to industry at Cormth, the contem¬ 
poraneous legislation of Sol6n provided for traders and artisans a 
new home at Athens, giving the ihst encouragement to that 
numerous town-population both m the city and in the Peirseeus, 
which we find actually residing there in the succeeding century. 
The multiplication of such town residents, both citizens and 
metics (i e. resident persons, not citizens, but enjoying an assured 
position and civil rights), was a capital fact in the onward march 
of Athens, since it determined not merely the extension of her 
“trade, hut also the pre-eminence of her naval force—and thus, as 
a farther consequence, lent extraordinary vigour to her democra- 
tical government. It seems moreover to have been a departure 
from the primitive temper of Atticism, which tended both to 
cantonal residence and rural occupation. We have therefore the 
greater interest in noting the first mention of it as a consequence 
of the Solonian legislation. 

To Soldn is first owing the admission of a power of testamentary 
bequest at Athens, in all cases m which a man had no legitimate 

■children. According to the pre-exi&ting custom, we may rather 

i Herodot. ii 167—177; compare lamp-maker, proves that if anv mann- 
Xenophdn, (Economic, iv. S. factuur engaged m politics, his party 

The unbounded derision, however, opponents found enough of the old 
which Aristophanes heaps upon Kle6n sentiment remaining to turn it to good 
as a tanner, and upon Hyperbolus as a account against him 
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presume that if a deceased person left neither childrerrapr 
blood relations, his property descended (as at Rome) power of ^ 

to his gens and phratry.1 Throughout most rude ^ryte-11” 
states of society the power of willing is unknown, as quest— 

among the ancient Germans—among the Romans twne^by" 
prior to the twelve tables,—in the old laws of the Sol^)I1* 
Hindus,2 &c. Society limits a man’s interest or power of enjoy¬ 
ment to his life, and considers his relatives as having joint 
reversionary claims to his property, which take effect, in certain 
deteimmate piopoitions, after his death. Such a view was the 
more likely to prevail at Athens, since the perpetuity of the 
family sacred rites, m which the children and near relatives 
partook of light, was considered by the Athenians as a matter of 
public as well as of private concern. Solon gave peimission to 
every man dying without childien to bequeath his property by 
will as he should think fit; and the testament was maintained 
unless it could he shown to have been procured by some compul¬ 
sion or impioper seduction. Speaking generally, this continued 
to be the law throughout the historical times of Athens. Sons, 
wherever there weie sons, succeeded to the property of their 
father m equal shares, with the obligation of giving out their 
sisters m marriage along with a certain dowry. If there were no 
sons, then the daughters succeeded, though the father might by 
will, witliin certain limits, determine the person to whom they 
should be married, with their rights of succession attached to 
them ; or might, with the consent of his daughters, make by will 
certain other arrangements about his property. A person who 
had no children 01 direct lineal descendants might bequeath his 
property at pleasure : if he died without a will, first his father, 
and then his brother or brother’s children, next his sister or 
sister’s children succeeded: if none such existed, then the 
cousins by the father’s side, next the cousins by the mother’s 
side,—the male lme of descent having preference over the 
female. Such was the principle of the Solonian laws of suc¬ 
cession, though the particulars are in several ways obscure and 

i This seems the just meaning of the p. 83. 
wonls, ev raj yevu roO redutjkotos ZSei to. 2 Tacitus, German, c 20; Ilalhed, 
■ypruxara Kai rov oIkov Koranivew, for Preface to Gentoo Code, p. i. in.; 
that early day (Plutarch, Soldn, 21). Mill’s History of British India, b. it 
•compaie Meier, De Gentilitate Attica, ch. iv, p 214. 
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doubtful1 Soldn, it appears, was the first who gave power of 
superseding by testament the rights of agnates and gentiles to 
succession,— a proceeding m consonance with his plan of 
encouraging both industrious occupation and the consequent 
multiplication of individual acquisitions2 

It has been already mentioned that Solon forbade the sale of 
jam daughters or sisters into slavery by fathers or brothers 
relating a piohibition which shows how much females had 

women. *beforebeen looked upon as articles of property. And 
it would seem that before his time the violation of a free woman 
must have been punished at the discretion of the magistrates j 
for we aie told that he was the first who enacted a penalty of 
100 drachms against the offender, and 20 drachms against the 
seducer of a free woman.3 Moreover it is said that he forbade a 
bride when given m marriage to carry with her any personal 
ornaments and appurtenances, except to the extent of three robes 
and certain matters of furniture not very valuable.4 Solon 

Regulations 
about 
funerals. 

further imposed upon women several restraints m 
regard to proceeding at the obsequies of deceased 
relatives. He forbade profuse demonstrations of 

sorrow, singing of composed dirges, and costly sacrifices and 
contributions. He limited strictly the quantity of meat and 
drink admissible for the funeral banquet, and prohibited 
nocturnal exit, except in a car and with a light. It appears that 
both m Greece and Rome, the feelings of duty and affection on 
the part of surviving relatives prompted them to ruinous expense 
m. a funeral, as well as to unmeasured effusions both of grief and 
conviviality; and the general necessity experienced for legal 
restriction is attested by the remark of Plutarch, that similar 

1 See the Dissertation of Bunsen, 
De Jure Hereditano Athemensium, 

28, 29; and Hermann Schellmg, 
e Soloms Legibus ap. Orat. Atticos, 

ch. xvil 
The adopted son was not allowed 

to bequeath by will that property of 
which adoption had made him the 
possessor: if he left no legitimate 
children, the heirs at law of the 
adopter claimed it as of nght (Demos- 
then. cont. Leoch&r. p. 1100; cont. 
Stephan. B. p. 1183, Bunsen, ta tup, p. 

J Plutarch, Sol6n, 21. xprff*0-70-* 
KTrjuara r&v ix&vruv inoirjcrtv. 

3 According to ^Eschmfis (cont. 
Timarch pp 16—78), the punishment 
enacted by Soldn against the wpoet- 
yaiy6s, or procurer, m such cases of 
seduction, was death. 

4 Plutarch, Soldn, 20. These fapvaC 
were independent of the dowry of the 
bride, for which the husband, when 
he received it, commonly gave security, 
and repaid it in the event of his wife's 
death: see Bunsen, De Jure Herod. 
Ath p. 43. 
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prohibitions to those enacted by Sol6n were likewise in force at 
his native town of CJhseroneia.1 

Other penal enactments of Solon are yet to be mentioned. He 
forbade absolutelv evil speaking with respect to the About evil- 

dead He forbade it likewise with respect to the I^Tabubive 
living, either in a temple or before judges or archons, language 
or at any public festival—on pain of a forfeit of three drachms to 
the person aggrieved, and two more to the public treasury. How 
mild the general character of his punishments was, may be judged 
by this law against foul language, not less than by the law before- 
mentioned against rape. Both the one and the other of these 
offences were much more severely dealt with under the subsequent 
law of democratical Athens. 

i Plutaich, l c The Soloman re¬ 
strictions on the subject of funeials 
were to a great degree copied in the 
twelve tables at Borne see Cicero, 
De Legg. 11 23, 24. He esteems it a 
right thing to put the rich and the 
poor on a level m lespect to funeial 
ceremonies Plato follows an opposite 
idea, and limits* the expense of funeials 
upon a graduated scale according to 
the census of the deceased (Legg xii. 
p 05«) 

Demosthenes (cont Makartat p. 
1071) gives what ho calls the Soloman 
law on funerals, different fi om Plutarch 
on several points. 

Ungovernable excesses of grief 
among the fomale sex are sometimes 
mentioned m Grecian towns see the 
/xavticbv irevdos among the Milesian 
women (Polyam vui 03): the Milesian 
women, however, had a tmge of Kanan 
feeling 

Compare an instructive inscription 
recording a law of the Greek city of 
Gambreion in ASolic Asia Minor, 
wherein the dress, the proceedings, 
and the time of allowed mourning, for 
men, womon, and children, who had 
lost their relatives, are strictly pie- 
senbed under severe penalties (Fianz, 
FHnf Inschuften und fiinf Stadte in 
Kleinasien, Beilin, 1840, p. 17) Ex¬ 
pensive ceremonies w the celebration 
of xnaruage are forbidden by some of 
the old Scandinavian laws (Wilda, Das 
Gildonwesen lm Mittelalter, p. 18). 

And we may understand the motives 
whether we approve the wisdom or 
not, of sumptuary restrictions on these 
ceremonies, when we read the account 
given by Colonel Sleeman of the 

The peiemptory edict against 

iumous expenses incurred to this day 
among the Hindoos, m the celehiation 
of mamage. (Rambles and Recollec¬ 
tions of an Indian Official, vol i. ch. 
vi p 01—53) 

“ I do not believe theie is a country 
upon ecu th, m which a larger poition 
of the wealth of the community is 
spent m the ceiemonies of mamage. 
. . . One of the evils which pi ess 
most upon Indian society, is, the 
necessity which long usage has estab¬ 
lished of sqnan deung large sums of 
money in mamage ceremonies. In¬ 
stead of giving what they can to their 
children to establish them, and enable 
them to piovide for their families, 
parents evoivwheTe feel hound to 
squander all they have, and all they 
can borrow, m the festivities of mar¬ 
riage . . Every man feels him¬ 
self bound to waste all his stock and 
capital, and exhaust all his credit, in 
feeding idlers during the coiemomes 
which attend the marriage oi his chil¬ 
dren, because his ancestois squandered 
similar sums, and he would sink m the 
estimation of society if he were to 
allow his child! en to be mained with 
less Thei e is nothing which husband 
and wife lecollect thiough life with so 
much pnde and pleasure as the cost of 
their mamage, it it happen to be laige 
for their condition in life, it is their 
Amoku, theii title of nobility. Noth¬ 
ing is now moie common than to see 
an individual in the humblest rank, 
spending all he has or can borrow, m 
the marriage of one out of many 
daughters, and trusting to Providence 
for the means of marrying the 
others.” 
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speaking ill of a deceased person, though doubtless springing in 
a great degree from disinterested repugnance, is traceable also in 
part to that fear of the wrath of the departed which strongly 
possessed the early Greek mind. 

It seems generally that SolCn determined by law the outlay 
Bewaids f°r the public sacrifices, though we do not know what 
v° tors at were hls particular directions. We are told that he 
the sacred reckoned a sh eep and a medimnus (of wheat or barley ?) 
games. as equivalent, either of them, to a drachm, and that 
he also prescribed the prices to be paid for first-rate oxen intended 
for solemn occasions. But it astonishes us to see the large 
recompense which he awarded out of the public treasury to a 
victor at the Olympic or Isthmian games: to the former 500 
drachms, equal to one year’s income of the highest of the four 
classes on the census; to the latter 100 drachms. The magnitude 
of these rewards strikes us the more when we compare them with 
the fines on rape and evil speaking. We cannot be surprised that 
the philosopher Xenophanes noticed, with some degree of severity, 
the extravagant estimate of this species of excellence, current 
among the Grecian cities.1 At the same time, we must remember 
both that these Pan-Hellenic sacred games presented the chief 
visible evidence of peace and sympathy among the numerous 
communities of Greece, and that m the time of Solon, factitious 
reward was still needful to encouiage them. In respect to land 
and agriculture Solon proclaimed a public reward of five drachms 
for every wolf brought in, and one drachm for every wolf’s cub : 
the extent of wild land has at all times been considerable m 
Attica. He also provided rules respecting the use of wells 
between neighbours, and respecting the planting m conterminous 
olive-grounds. Whether any of these regulations continued in 
operation during the better-known period of Athenian history 
^cannot he safely affirmed.2 

In respect to theft, we find it "stated that Sol6n repealed the 
punishment of death which Drako had annexed to ineit. i 
that crime, and enacted as a penalty, compensation to 

•an amount double the value of the property stolen. The simplicity 

l Plutarch. Sol6n, 28. Xenophanes, 
Brag 2, ed Schneulewm. If DiogenSa 
is to be trusted, the rewards were even 
larger anterior to Soldn: ho jeducod 

them (Diog L. i. &b). 

2 Plutarch, Solim, c. 28. See Suidas, 
V $etcn$p4da. 
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of this law perhaps affords ground for presuming that it really 
does belong to Sol6n. But the law which prevailed during the 
time of the orators respecting theft1 must have been introduced at 
some later period, since it enters into distinctions and mentions 
both places and forms of procedure, which we cannot reasonably 
refer to the forty-sixth Olympiad. The public dinners at the 
Prytaneium, of which the archons and a select few partook m 
common, were also either first established, or perhaps only more 
strictly regulated, by Solon. He ordered barley-cakes for their 
ordinary meals, and wheaten loaves for festival days, prescribing 
how often each person should dme at the table.2 The honour of 
dining at the table of the Prytaneium was maintained throughout 
as a valuable reward at the disposal of the government. 

Among the various laws of Sol6n, there are few which have 
attracted more notice than that which pronounces the man, who 
in a sedition stood aloof and took part with neither side, to be 
dishonoured and disfranchised.3 Strictly speaking, 
this seems more m the nature of an emphatic moral pronounced 
denunciation, or a religious curse, than a legal sanction *>y Sol^n 
capable of being formally applied m an individual citizens 

case and after judicial trial,—though the sentence of a sedition 

Atlmy, under the more elaborated Attic procedure, 
was both definite in its penal consequences and also judicially 
delivered. We may however follow the course of ideas under 
which Solon was induced to write this sentence on his tables, and 

l See the laws m Demosthen cont in another part of his work, he copies 
Timokrat p 783—730 Notwithstand- a Wolonian law from the wooden amoves 
ing the opinion both of Ileraldus on the authority ot Aristotle (n 12) 
(Animadversion, m Halraas. iv 8) and Plato, in Ins Laws, prescribes the 
of Meier (Attisclier Pi ozess, p 300), I pcena <U'pl% m all eases of theft without 
cannot imagine anything more than distinction of cnoumstances (Legg is. 
the basis of these laws to be Soloman p. 807, xu. p Oil) * it was also the 
—they indicate a state of Attic pro- primitive law of Rome* “posuoiunt 
cedure too much elaboiated for that fuiem duplo condomnan, fomeratorem 
day (Lysias, c. Thoomn. p 356). The quadruplo” (Onto, De Ro Rustled, 
word iroSoKUKKji belongs to Sol6n, and Piocemlmn)—that is to say, in cases of 
probably the penalty, of five days’ con- furtvm net mtinfestum (Walter, Ges- 
nnement in the stocks, for the thief chichte des Romischen Rechts, sect 
who had not restored what he had 757) 
sLolen. - Plutarch, Sol6n, 24; Athence. iv. 

Aulus Gell (xi 18) mentions the p. 137, Diogon. Laert i 58 /cal ttp&to? 
Simple pana duph . m the authors ttjv oruvaymyriv toov tvvta a.px6vT(ov «7Tch- 

frora whom he copied, it is evident ycrev, el<s rb arwenreZv. 
that Sol6n was stated to have enacted 3 Plutarch, SolOn, 20, and De fferft 
this law generally for alt thefts; we Numirns Vindictd, p. 550; Aulus GelL 
cannot tell from whom he copied, but li. 12. 
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we may trace the influence of similar ideas in later Attic institu¬ 
tions. It is obvious that his denunciation is confined to that 
special case in which a sedition has already broken out: we must 
suppose that Kyldn has seized the Akropolis, or that Peisistratus, 
Megakles, and Lykurgus, are in arms at the head of their partisans. 
Assuming these leaders to be wealthy and powerful men, which 
would in all piobability be the fact, the constituted authority— 
such as Sol6n saw before him in Attica, even after his own 
organic amendments—was not strong enough to maintain the 
peace; it became m fact itself one of the contending parties. 
Under such given circumstances, the sooner every citizen publicly 
declared his adheience to some one of them, the earlier this 
suspension of legal authority was likely to terminate. Nothing 
was so mischievous as the indifference of the mass, or their dispo¬ 
sition to let the combatants fight out the matter among themselves, 
and then to submit to the victor.1 Nothing was more likely to 
encourage aggression on the part of an ambitious malcontent than 
the conviction, that if he could once overpower the small amount 
of physical force which surrounded the archons, and exhibit 
himself m armed possession of the Prytaneium or the Akropolis, 
he might immediately count upon passive submission on the part 
of all the freemen without. Under the state of feeling which 
Sol6n inculcates, the insurgent leader would have to calculate 
that every man who was not actively in his favour would be 
actively against him, and this would render Ins enterprise much 
more dangerous. Indeed he could then never hope to succeed, 
except on the double supposition of extraordinary popularity in 
his own person, and wide-spread detestation of the existing 
government. He would thus be placed under the influence of 
powerful deterring motives; so that ambition would be less 
likely to seduce him into a course which threatened nothing but 
rum, unless under such encouragements from the pre-existing 
public opinion as to make his success a result desirable for the 
community. Among the small political societies of Greece— 
especially in the age of Solfin, when the number of despots in 
other parts of Greece seems to have been at its maximum—every 
government, whatever might be its form, was sufficiently weak to 

I See a. case of such indifference manifested by the people of Argos in 
Plutarch's Life of Aratus, c. 27. 
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make its overthrow a matter of comparative facility. Unless 

upon the supposition that a hand of foreign mer- Necesaity 

cenaries—winch would render the governmenta system under the 

of naked force, and which the Athenian lawgiver ^ty-go? 
would of course never contemplate—there was no vfinments> 

other stay tor it except a positive and pronounced positive 

feeling of attachment on the part of the mass of citizens. ^thTpaxt 

Indifference on their part would render them a prey to pf^ens. 
every daring man of wealth who chose to become a 

conspirator. That they should he ready to come forward, not 
only with voice but with arms—and that they should be known 
beforehand to be so—was essential to the maintenance of every 
good Grecian government. It was salutary, in preventing mere 
personal attempts at revolution; and pacific m its tendency, 

even where the revolution had actually broken out—because m 
the greater number of cases the proportion 1 of partisans would 
probably be very unequal, and the mlerior party would be 
compelled to renounce their hopes. 

It will be observed that in this enactment of Soldn, the existing 
government is ranked merely as one of the contending parties. 
The virtuous citizen is enjoined, not to come forward in its 
support, but to come forward at all events, either for it or against 
it. Positive and early action is all which is prescribed to him as 

matter of duty. In the age of Sol6n there was no 0ontrast m 
political idea or system yet current which could be this respect 

assumed as an unquestionable datum—no conspicuous ttaageof 
standard to which the citizens could be pledged under 
all circumstances to attach themselves. The option guent de¬ 

lay only between a mitigated oligarchy in possession moeracy 
and a despot m possibility; a contest wheiein the affections of 

the people could rarely be counted upon in favour of the 

established government But this neutrality in respect to the 

constitution was at an end after the revolution of Kleisthenes, 

when the idea of the sovereign people and the democratical 
institutions became both familiar and precious to every individual 

citizen. We shall hereafter find the Athenians binding themselves 
by the most sincere and solemn oaths to uphold their democracy 
against all attempts to subvert it; we shall discover m them a 
sentiment not less positive and uncompromising in its direction. 
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than energetic in its inspirations. But while we notice this very 
important change m their character, we shall at the same time 
perceive that the wise precautionary recommendation of Soldn, to 
obviate sedition by an early declaiation of the impartial public 
between two contending leaders, was not lost upon them. Such, 

The same in Point of fact> was tlie Purpose of that salutary and 
idea fol- protective institution which is called the Ostracism. 
m'the&Sb- When two party leaders, m the early stages of the 
Smcitm. -^t3ienia11 democracy, each powerful in adherents and 

influence, had become passionately embarked m bitter 
and prolonged opposition to each other, such opposition was 
likely to conduct one or other to violent measures. Over and 
above the hopes of party triumph, each might well fear that if 
he himself continued within the bounds of legality, he might fall 
a victim to aggressive proceedings on the part of his antagonists. 
To ward off this formidable danger, a public vote was called for 
to determine which of the two should go into temporary banish¬ 
ment, retaining his property and unvisited by any disgiace. A 
number of citizens not less than 6000, voting secretly and there¬ 
fore independently, were required to take part, pronouncing upon 
one or other of these eminent rivals a sentence of exile for ten 
years. The one who remained became of course more powerful, 
yet less in a situation to be driven into anti-constitutional courses 
than he was before. I shall in a future chapter speak again of 
this wise precaution and vindicate it against some erroneous 
interpretations to which it has given rise. At present I merely 
notice its analogy with the previous Soloman law, and its tendency 
to accomplish the same purpose of terminating a fierce party-feud, 
by artificially calling in the votes of the mass of impartial citizens 
against one or other of the leaders—with this important difference, 
that while Soldn assumed the hostile parties to be actually in arms, 
the ostracism averted that great public calamity by applying its 
remedy to the premonitory symptoms. 

I have already considered, m a previous chapter, the directions 
„ ^ , given by Soldn for the more orderly recital of the 
of Solon to- Homeric poems; and it is curious to contrast his 
Homence reverence for the old epic with the unqualified repug- 
Igema^ nance which he manifested towards Thespis and the 

6 ‘ dramar—then just nascent, and holding out little 
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promise of its subsequent excellence. Tragedy and comedy were 
now beginning to be grafted on the lyric and choric song. First 
one actor was provided to relieve the chorus; next two actors 
were introduced to sustain fictitious characters and carry on a 
dialogue, in such manner that the songs of the chorus and the 
interlocution of the actors formed a continuous piece. Soldn, 
after having heard Thespis acting (as all the early composers did, 
both tragic and comic) m his own comedy, asked him afterwards 
if he was not ashamed to pronounce such falsehoods before so 
large an audience. And when Thespis answered that there was 
no harm in saying and doing such things merely for amusement, 
Soldn indignantly exclaimed, striking the ground with his stick,1 
“ If once we come to praise and esteem such amusement as this, 
we shall quickly find the effects of it in our daily transactions”. 
For the authenticity of this anecdote it would be rash to vouch, 
but we may at least treat it as the protest of some early philo¬ 
sopher against the deceptions of the drama ; and it is interesting 
as marking the incipient struggles of that literature in which 
Athens afterwards attained such umivalled excellence. 

It would appear that all the laws of Solon were proclaimed, 
inscribed, and accepted without either discussion or resistance. 
He is said to have described them, not as the best laws winch he 
could himself have imagined, but as the best which he could have 
induced the people to accept. He gave them validity for the space 
of ten years, during which period2 both the senate collectively 
and the archons individually swore to observe them with fidelity; 
under penalty, in case of non-observance, of a golden statue as 
large as life to be erected at Delphi. But though the 
acceptance of the laws was accomplished without 
difficulty, it was not found so easy either for the people 
to understand and obey, or for the framer to explain 
them. Every day peisons came to Soldn either with 
praise, or criticism, or suggestions of various improve¬ 
ments, or questions as to the construction of particular enactments; 
until at last he became tired of this endless process of reply and 
vindication, which was seldom successful either in removing 
obscurity or in satisfying complainants. Foreseeing that if he 

Difficulties 
of Soldn 
after the 
enactment 
of the laws 
He retues 
from 
Attica 

1 Plutarch, Soldn, 29; Diogen La^rt i. 59 

2—33 
2 Plutaich, Soldn, 15. 
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lemaincd lie would be compelled to make changes, lie obtained 
leave of absence from liis countrymen for ten years, trusting that 
before the expiiation of that period they would have become 
accustomed to his laws. He (putted his native city, in the full 
certainty that his laws would remain unrepealed until his return, 
for (says Herodotus) “ the Athenians could not repeal them, since 
they were bound by solemn oaths to observe them for ten years”. 
The unqualified manner in which the historian here speaks of an 
oath, as if it created a soit of physical necessity and shut out all 
possibility of a contrary result, deserves notice as illustrating 
Grecian sentiment.1 

On departing fiom Athens, Solon first visited Egypt, where he 
Visits communicated largely with Psenopliis of Heliopolis 
Egypt and and Sonchis of Sais, Egyptian priests who had much 
Cypias. tQ respecting their ancient history, and fiom whom 
he learnt matters real or pi etended, far transcending m alleged 
antiquity the oldest Grecian genealogies—especially the history 
of the vast submerged island of Atlantis, and the war vliioh the 
ancestors of the Athenians had successfully carried ou against it, 
9000 years before. Solon is said to have commenced an epic 
poem upon this subject, but lie did not live to finish it, and 
nothing of it now remains. From Egypt he went to Cyprus, 
where he visited the small town of iEpeia, said to have been 
originally founded by Demoplion son of Theseus, and ruled at 
this period by the prince Plulolcyprus—each town in Cyprus 
having its own petty prince. It was situated near the river 
Klarius m a position precipitous and secure, but inconvenient 
and ill-supplied. Solon persuaded Philokyprus to quit the old 
site and establish a new town down m the fertile plain beneath. 
He himself stayed and became (Ekist of the new establishment, 
making all the regulations requisite for its safe and prosperous 
march, which was indeed so decisively manifested, that many 
new settlers flocked into the new plantation, called by Philokyprus 
Soli, m honour of SolOn. To our deep regret, we are not 
permitted to know what these regulations were ; but the general 

^Herod.iSO. ^6\wu,av7]p'A6rivatott <rat,'A$rivaiot, opietoiartyop fieyd 
o? ’Afljjj/atotcrt v6uovsiceA«v<ra<rt irorf<ros, A c i <ri kcltc Cftovto, <5«7ca «r«a 
«7reSjJfwjO'e irea oAca, iva 5i) p,vj rtva rtav <recr0ai vofioun rows av <rAi 2<5Aa>v tfrjrat. 
vopjtav avayKacrtif) kvcrai r&v S&ero avrol One hundred years is the term stated 
ybp ovk otol r« litrav airb irotij- by Plutarch (Sol6n, *26). 
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fact is attested by tlie poems of Sol6n himself, and the lines, in 
which he bade farewell to Philokyprus on quitting the island, 
are yet before us. On the dispositions of this prince his poem 
bestowed unqualified commendation.l 

Besides his visit to Egypt and Cyprus, a story was also current 
of his having conversed with the Lydian king Croesus Alleged 

at Sardis. The communication said to have taken anilcon^ 
place between them has been woven by Herodotus versationof 

into a sort of moral tale which forms one of the most crcesus at 
beautiful episodes in his whole history. Though this Sardis 
tale has been told and retold as if it were genuine history, yet as 
it now stands, it is irreconcilable with chronology—although 
very possibly Soldn may at some time or other have visited 
Sanlis, and seen Croesus as hereditary prince.2 

1 Plutarch, Soldn, 20, Herodot v 
113. The statements of Diogends that 
Soldn founded Soli in Kilikia, and that 
he died in Cyprus, are not worthy of 
credit <Diog Laert. i 51—62) 

spiutaich* tells ns that seveial 
authors rejected the reality of this 
interview as being chronologically 
impossible. It is to be recollected 
that the question all turns upon the 
interview as described by Herodotus and 
its alleged sequel; for that there may 
have been an intei view between Soldn 
and Croesus at Sardis, at some period 
between B c. 504 and 560, is possible, 
though not shown 

It is evident that Soldn made no 
mention of any mteiviow with Crcesus 
in his poems; otherwise the dispute 
would have been settled at once. Now 
this, in a man like Soldn, amounts to 
negative evidence of some value, for he 
noticed in his poems both Egypt and 
the prince Philokypius m Cyprus, and 
had there been any conversation so 
impressive as that which Herodotus 
i elates, between him and Croesus, he 
could hardly have failed to mention 
it 

Wesseling, Larcher. Volney, and 
Air, Clinton, all try to obviate the 
chronological difficulties, and to save 
the historical character of this inter¬ 
view, but in my judgment unsuccess¬ 
fully. See Mr. Clinton's F. H ad arm. 
546 B c, and Appendix, c. 17, p. 298. 
The chronological data are there— 
Croesus was born m 595 B.C., one year 
before the legislation of Soldn * he 
succeeded to his father at the ago of 

thirty-fi\e, m 500 bc he was over- 
tlnown, and Saidis captured, m 546 
B.c, by Cyrus. 

Air Clinton, after Wesseling and 
the otheis, supposes that Croesus was 
king }omtly with his father Halyattds, 
dui mg the lifetime of the latter, and 
that Soldn visited Lydia and convened 
with Croesus dm mg this joint reign in 
570 B.c. “ We may suppose that Soldn 
left Athens w B o. 575, about twentv 
yeai s after his archonship, and i etumed 
thither m B.c 565, about five years 
before the usurpation of Peisistratub ” 
(p 300) Upon which hypothesis we 
may leraark,— 

1. The arguments whereby Wessel¬ 
ing and Mr Clinton endeavour to 
show that Croesus was king jointly 
with his father, do not sustain the 
conclusion. The passage of Nicolaus 
Damaskenus, which is produced to 
show that it was Halyattds (and not 
Crcesus) who conquered Kaiia, only 
attests that Halyattds marched with an 
armed foice against Sana (eirl KapCav 
crrparffiJwj/): this same author states, 
that Croesus was deputed by Halyattds 
to govern Adramyttium and the plain of 
Theb$ (apxetv aToSefieiyju-evot), but Ml. 
Clinton stretches this testimony to an 
inadmissible extent when he makes it 
tantamount to a conquest of Mohs by 
Halyattds (“so that Molis n> already 
conqueredM). Nothing at all is said 
about AColis or the cities of the JEolic 
Creeks in this passage of Nikolaus, 
which represents Croesus as governing 
a sort of satrapy under liis father 
Halyattds, just as Cyrus the younger 
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But even if no clironological objections existed, the moral 
purpose of the tale is so prominent, and pervades it so systemati¬ 
cally from beginning to end, that these internal grounds are of 
themselves sufficiently strong to impeach its credibility as a 
matter of fact, unless such doubts happen to be outweighed— 
which in this case they are not—by good contemporary testi¬ 
mony. The narrative of Solon and Croesus can be taken foi 

did in after-times under Aitaxerxes, 
And the expression of Herodotus, eiret 
re, So i/to s tou irarpos, iKpdrrja-e rfjs apx^S 
6 Kpoio-os, appears to me, when taken 
along with the context, to indicate a 
heuuest or nomination of successor, 
and not a donation during life 

2. The hypothesis therefore that 
Croesus was tang 570 b c, during the 
life-time of his father, is one purely 
gratuitous, resorted to on account of 
the chronological difficulties connected 
with the account of Herodotus. But 
it is quite insufficient for such a pur¬ 
pose. It does not save us from the 
necessity of contradicting Herodotus 
in most of his particulars; there may 
perhaps have been an interview between 
Soldn and Croesus in B c 570, hut it 
cannot be the interview described by 
Herodotus. That interview takes 
place within ten years after the pio- 
mulgation of SolOn's laws—at the 
maximum of the power of Cicpsus, and 
after numerous conquests effected by 
himself as king—at a time when Croesus 
had a son old enough to be married 
and to command armies (Horod. i 35)— 
at a time moreover immediately pre¬ 
ceding the turn of his fortunes from Siosperity to adveisity, first in the 
eath of his son, succeeded by two 

years of mourning, which were put an 
end to (triv$eo$ cmhra.v(re, Herod i 46) 
by the stimulus of war with the 
Persians That war, if we read the 
events of it as described in Herodotus, 
cannot have lasted more than three or 
four years,—so that the interview be¬ 
tween Solfiu and Croesus, as Herodotus 
conceived it, may be fairly stated to 
have occurred within seven years before 
the capture of Sardis. 

If we put together all these condi¬ 
tions, it will appear that the interview 
recounted by Herodotus is a chrono¬ 
logical impossibility: and Niebuhr 
(Rom. Gesch voL l p. 579) is right in 
saying that the historian has fallen 
into a mistake of ten olympiads or 
forty years; his recital would consist 

with chronology, if we suppose that 
the Soloman legislation were referable 
to 554 b.c., and not to 594. 

In my judgment, this is an illus¬ 
trative tale in which certain leal 
characters—Croesus and Soldn—and 
certain real facts—the great powei and 
succeeding rum of the former by the 
victorious aim of Cyrus—together with 
certain facts probably altogether ficti¬ 
tious, such as the two sons of Croesus, 
the Phrygian Adrastus and his history, 
the hunting of the mischievous wild 
boar on Mount Olympus, the ultimate 
preset vation of Croesus, &c, are put 
together so as to convey an impressive 
moral lesson The whole adventure of 
Adrastus and the son of Croesus is 
depicted in language eminently beauti¬ 
ful and poetical. 

Plutarch treats the impressiveness 
and suitableness of this narrative as 
the best proof of its historical truth, 
and puts aside the chronological tables 
as unworthy of tinst. Upon which 
reasomng Mr Clinton has the follow¬ 
ing very just lemarks —“ Plutarch 
must have had a very imperfect idea ot 
the nature of historical evidence, if he 
could imagine that the suitableness ot 
a story to the character of Soldn was a 
better argument for its authenticity 
than the number of witnesses by 
whom it is attested. Those who 
invented the scene (assuming it to be 
a fiction) would suiely have had the 
skill to adapt the discourse to the 
character of the actors * (p. 800) 

To make this remark quite complete, 
it would be necessaiy to add the words 
“trustworthiness and means of knowledge** 
m addition to the “ number ” of attest¬ 
ing witnesses. And it is a remark the 
more worthy of notice, inasmuch as 
Mr. Clinton here pointedly adverts to 
the existence of plausible fiction, as 
being completely distinct from attested 
matter of fact—a distinction of which he 
took no account iu his vindication of 
the historical credibility of the early 
Greek legends. 
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nothing else hut an illustrative fiction, hoi rowed by Herodotus 
from some philosopher, and clothed in his own peculiar beauty 
of expression, which on this occasion is more decidedly poetical 
than is habitual with him. I cannot transcribe, and I hardly 
dare to abridge it. The vain-glorious Croesus, at the summit of 
his conquests and his riches, endeavours to wm from his visitor 
Solon an opinion that he is the happiest of mankind. The latter, 
after having twice preferred to him modest and meritorious 
Grecian citizens, at length reminds him that his vast wealth and 
power are of a tenure too precarious to serve as an evidence of 
happiness—that the gods are jealous and meddlesome, and often 
make the show of happiness a mere prelude to extreme disaster— 
and that no man’s life can be called happy until the whole of it 
has been played out, so that it may be seen to be out of the reach 
of reverses. Crcesus treats this opinion as absurd, but “ a great 
judgment from God fell upon him, after SolOn was departed— 
probably (observes Herodotus) because he fancied himself the 
happiest of all men”. First he lost his favourite son Atys, a 
brave and intelligent youth (his only other son being dumb). 
For the Mysians of Olympus, being ruined by a destructive and, 
formidable wild boar which they were unable to subdue, applied for 
aid to Crcesus, who sent to the spot a chosen hunting force, and 
permitted—though with great reluctance, in consequence of an 
alarming dream—that his favourite son should accompany them. 
The young prince was unintentionally slam by the Phrygian 
exile Adrastus, whom Croesus had sheltered and protected.1 
Hardly had the latter recovered from the anguish of this mis¬ 
fortune, when the rapid growth of Cyrus and the Persian power 
induced him to go to war with them, against the advice of his 
wisest counsellors. After a struggle of about three years he was 
completely defeated, his capital Sardis taken by storm, and him¬ 
self made prisoner. Cyrus ordered a large pile to be prepared, 
and placed upon it Crcesus in fetters, together with fourteen 

1 Herod i. 32. *0 Kpotcre, iTTLcrrd- 

o lx6ll€Vov, eXaBev i< 0eov vrfp*<ris f^yaX-q 
Kpotorov, ws eiKaarat. <Jrt iv6fum itavrbv 
«Wt avQfxtiiroiV airavruv oXfi^rarov. 

The hunting-match, and. the terrible 
wild boar ’with whom the Mysians 

cannot cope, appear to be borrowed 
from the legend of Kalydtoi 

The whole scene of Adrastus, re¬ 
turning after the accident in a state of 
desperate remorse, praying for death 
with outstretched hands, spared by 
Croesus, and then hilling himself on 
the tomb of the young pnnce, is deeply 
tragic (Herod, j. 44—45). 
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young Lydians, in the intention of burning them alive, either as 
a religious offering, or in fulfilment of a vow, “ or perhaps (says 
Herodotus) to see whether some of the gods would not interfere 
to rescue a man so pre-eminently pious as the king of Lydia ”.1 
In this sad extremity, Croesus bethought him of the warning 
which he had before despised, and thrice pronounced, with a 
deep groan, the name of Solon. Cyrus desired the interpreters 
to inquire whom he was invoking, and learnt m reply the anec¬ 
dote of the Athenian lawgiver, together with the solemn memento 
which he had offered to Croesus during moie prosperous days, 
attesting the frail tenure of all human greatness. The remark 
sunk deep into the Persian monarch as a token of what might 
happen to himself: he repented of his purpose, and directed that 
the pile, which had already been kindled, should be immediately 
extinguished. But the orders came too late. In spite of the 
most zealous efforts of the bystanders, the flame was found 
unquenchable, and Croesus would still have been burnt, had he 
not implored with prayers and tears the succour of Apollo, to 
whose Delphian and Theban temples he had given such muni¬ 
ficent presents. His prayers were heard, the fair sky was 
immediately overcast and a profuse rain descended, sufficient to 
extinguish the flames.2 The life of Croesus was thus saved, and 
he became afterwards the confidential liiend and adviser of his 
conqueror. 

Such is the brief outline of a narrative which Herodotus has 
given with full development and with impressive 

sonanslng e^ect* It would have served as a show -lecture to the 
out of the youth of Athens not less admirably than the well- 
narra we. &nown fable of the choice of Herald £s, which the 
philosopher Prodikus,3 a junior contemporary of Herodotus, 
delivered with so much popularity. It illustrates forcibly the 
religious and ethical ideas of antiquity; the deep sense of the 
jealousy of the gods, who would not endure pride m anyone 
except themselves ;4 the impossibility, for any man, of realising 

i Herodot. i. 85. 
2 Herodot. i. 80, 87; compare Plu¬ 

tarch, Soldo, 27—28. See a similar 
story about Gyg6s, king of Lydia 
(Valerius Maxim, -vii. l, 2). 

5 Xenoph. Memorab. ii 1,21. Ilprf- 

StKos 5 troths iv t<3 <rvyypdufjLOLTi. r£ wept 
'HpcueAiov?, oirep 877 koX irAcurrots iirt&eiie- 
WTOLL% &C 

4 Herodot. vii. 10. yap 6 0eo? 
r&virep4vovr*ir&vr*KOkovGi.v , 
od yap <j>poveeiv fxeya b 9eb<; a\Kov % 
eii)vr6p. 
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to himself more than a very moderate share of happiness ; the 
danger from reactionary Nemesis, if at any time he had overpassed 
such limit; and the necessity of calculations taking in the whole 
of life, as a basis for rational comparison of different individuals. 
And it embodies, as a practical consequence from these feelings, 
the often-repeated protest of moralists against vehement impulses 
and unrestrained aspirations. The more valuable this narrative 
appears, m its illustrative character, the less can we presume to 
treat it as a history. 

It is much to be regretted that we have no information respect¬ 
ing events in Attica immediately after the Solonian state of 
laws and constitution, which were promulgated in Attica after 

594 B.c., so as to undei stand better the practical effect manie- 
of these changes. What we next hear respecting glslatl0n' 
Solon m Attica refers to a period immediately preceding the first 
usurpation of Peisistratusm 560 B.C., and after the return of Solon 
from his long absence. We are here again introduced Return of 
to the same oligarchical dissensions as are reported to SoiOn to 
have prevailed before the Solonian legislation : the Athens* 
Pedieis, or opulent proprietors of the plain round Athens, under 
Lykurgus; the Parali of the south of Attica, under Megaklls ; 
and the Diakrii or mountaineers of the eastern cantons, the 
poorest of the three classes, under Peisistratns, aie in a state of 
violent intestine dispute. The account of Plutarch represent# 
Soldn as returning to Athens during the height of this sedition. 
He was treated with respect by all parties, hut his recommenda¬ 
tions were no longer obeyed, and he was disqualified by age from 
acting with effect in public. He employed his best efforts to 
mitigate party animosities, and applied himself particularly to 
restrain the ambition of Peiaistratus, whose ulterior projects he 
quickly detected 

The future greatness of Peisistratus is said to have been first 
portended by a miracle which happened, even before Rlse of pei„ 
his birth, to his father Hippociates at the Olympic sistratus. 

games. It was realised, partly by his bravery and conduct, which 
had been displayed m the capture of Nissea from the Megarians1 

l Herodot. i. 59. I Tecord this aUu- Herodotus; and because it way pos- 
sion to Nisa»a and the Meganan war, sibly refer to some other tatrr war be- 
because I find it distinctly stated in tween Athens and Megara than that 
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—partly by Ins popularity of speech and manners, his champion¬ 
ship of the poor,1 and his ostentatious disavowal of all selfish 
pretensions —partly by an artful mixture of stratagem and force. 
Sol6n, after having addressed fruitless remonstrances to 

Peisistratus himself, publicly denounced his designs 
m verses addressed to the people. The deception, 
whereby Peisistratus finally accomplished his design, 
is memorable in Grecian tradition.2 He appeared 
one day in the agora of Athens in his chariot with 
a pair of mules; he had intentionally wounded 

both his person and the mules, and in this condition he threw 

His memo¬ 
rable stra¬ 
tagem to 
procure- 
a guard 
from the 
people. 

-which is mentioned in Plutarch’s Life 
of Sol6n as having taken place before 
the Solomon legislation (that is, before 
594 B.C.), and therefore nearly forty 
years before this movement of Peisis¬ 
tratus to acquire the despotism. Pei¬ 
sistratus must then have been so young 
that he could not with any propriety be 
said to have “captured Nissea” (NCeatav 
re «W)* moreover the public reputa¬ 
tion, which was found useful to the 
ambition of Peisistratus in 560 B C., 
must have rested upon something more 
recent than his bravery displayed^about 
597 B.C.—just as the celebrity whieh 
enabled Napoleon to play the game of 
successful ambition on uie 18th Bra- 
noaire (Nov., 1799) was obtained by 
victories gained within the preceding 
five years, and could not have been 
represented by any historian as resting 
upon victones gained in the Seven 
Years* War, between 1756—1763. 

At the same time my belief is, that 
the words of Herodotus respecting 
Peisistratus do really refer to the 
Meganau war mentioned in Plutarch*s 
life of Soldn, and that Herodotus sup¬ 
posed that Megarian war to have been 
much more near to the despotism of 
Peisistratus than it really-was. In the 

SSer^iebuhr?I ^venture* to calfa mis¬ 
take in his chronology, the interval 
between 600—560 b.c. shrinks from 
forty years to little or nothing. Such 
mistake appears, not only on the pre¬ 
sent occasion, but also upon two 
others; first, in regard to the alleged 
dialogue between SolOn and Croesus, 
described and commented upon a few 
pages above; next, m regard to the 
poet Aik®us and his inglorious retreat 
before the Athenian troops at Sigeium 
and Acbilleium, where he lost his 

shield, when the Mityleneans were 
defeated. The reality of this incident 
is indisputable, since it was mentioned 
by Alkseus himself m one of his songs; 
but Herodotus represents it to have 
occurred in an Athenian expedition 
directed by Peiswtoatu*. Now the war 
in which Alkseus incurred this misfor¬ 
tune, and which was brought to a 
close by the mediation of Periander of 
Corinth, must have taken place earlier 
than 584 B.C., and probably took place 
before the legislation of aoldn; long 
before the time when Peisistratus had 
the direction of Athenian affairs— 
though the latter may have earned on, 
and probably did carry on, another and 
a later vxvr against the Mityleneans in 
those regions, which led to the intro¬ 
duction of his illegitimate son Hegesis- 
tratus as despot of Sigeium (Herod, v. 
94, 95). 

If we follow the representation S*ven by Herodotus of these three 
fferent strings of events, we shall 

see that the same chronological mis¬ 
take pervades all of them—he jumps 
over nearly ten olympiads, or forty 
years. Allhens is the contemporary of 
Pittakus and Solbn. 

I have already remaiked, m the SS * us chapter respecting the 
;s of Siky6n (Oh. ix.), another 
ce of confused chronology in 

Herodotus respecting the events of 
this period—respecting Croesus, Mega- 
kl$s, Alkm®6nf and Kleisthenfis of 
Sikydn. 

i Aristot. Politic, v. 4, 5; Plutarch, 
Sol6n, 29. 

2 Plato, Bepublic, viii. p. 565. rb 
tvpavvikhv * axrrj^a. rb iroXvdpvKK'^rou 
«... alrtlv rbv SyfJLOv tfrtiXajcds nvas 
rov owjxaro?, tva. <rw? aurot? $ 6 tov 
6^/jiov jSoTjtfoy. 
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himself upon the compassion and defence of the people, pre¬ 
tending that his political enemies had violently attacked him. 
He implored the people to grant him a guard, and at the moment 
when their sympathies were freshly aroused both in his favour 
and against his supposed assassins, Aristo proposed formally to 
the EkkMsia (the pro-bouleutic senate, being composed of friends 
of Peisistratus, had previously authorised the proposition)1 that a 
company of fifty club-men should be assigned as a permanent 
body-guard for the defence of Peisistratus. To this motion Solon 
opposed a strenuous resistance,2 but found himself overborne, and 
even treated as if he had lost his senses. The poor were earnest 
in favour of it, while the rich were afraid to express their dissent; 
and he could only comfort himself after the fatal vote had been 
passed, by exclaiming that he was wiser than the former, and 
more determined than the latter. Such was one of the first 
known instances in which this memorable stiatagem was played 
off against the liberty of a Grecian community. 

The unbounded popular favour which had procured the passing 
of this grant was still farther manifested by the absence of all 
precautions to prevent the limits of the grant fiom being 
exceeded. The number of the body-guard was not long confined 
to fifty, and probably their clubs were soon exchanged for sharper 
weapons. Peisistratus thus found himself strong enough to 
throw off the mask and seize the Akropolis. His 
leading opponents, McgakISs and the Alkmseomds, 
immediately fled the city, and it was left to the theAkio* 
venerable age and undaunted patriotism of Sol6n to courageous 
stand forward almost alone in a vain attempt to resist 
the usurpation. He publicly presented himself in the 
market-place, employing encouragement, remonstrance, and 
reproach, in order to rouse the spirit of the people. To prevent 
this despotism from coming (he told them) would have been easy; 
to shake it off now was more difficult, yet at the same time more 
glorious.8 But he spoke in vain, for all who were not actually 
favourable to Peisistratus listened only to their fears, and 
remained passive; nor did any one join Sol6n, when, as a last 

1 Diog. Laert I. 49. if /SouAl), Heicrt- 
crrpaTt'iai ovres, (fee. 

2 Plutarch, Sol6n, 29, 30; Diog. 

Laert. i. 50, 51. 
s Plutarch, SolOn, 30; Diogen. Ladrt. 

t 49; LiodoT Excerpta, lib. vii —x., 
ed Mail, Fr xix —-xxiv. 
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appeal, he put on his armour and planted himself in military 
posture before the dooi of his house. a I have done my duty (he 
exclaimed at length); I have sustained to the best of my power 
ray country and the laws ” and he then renounced all farther 
hope of opposition—though resisting the instances of his friends 
that he should flee, and returning for answer, when they 
asked him on what he relied for protection, “ On my old age 
Nor did he even think it necessary to repress the inspirations of 
his Muse. Some verses yet remain, composed seemingly at a 
moment when the strong hand of the new despot had begun to 
make itself sorely felt, in which he tells his countrymen—“ If ye 
have enduied sorrow from your own baseness of soul, impute not 
the fault of this to the gods. Ye have yourselves put force and 
dominion into the hands of these men, and have thus diawn 
upon yourselves wretched slavery,” 

It is gratifying to learn that Peisistratus, whose conduct 
throughout his despotism was comparatively mild, left Solon 
Death of untouched. How long this distinguished man sur- 
Sol6n—his vived the practical subversion of his own constitution, 
character. we certain] y determine ; but according to the 
most probable statement he died during the very next year, at 
the advanced age of eighty. 

We have only to regret that we arc deprived of the means of 
following more m detail his noble and exemplary character. He 
represents the best tendencies of his age, combined with much 
that is personally excellent; the improved ethical sensibility; 
the thirst for enlarged knowledge and observation, not less potent 
in old age than in youth ; the conception of regularised popular 
institutions, departing sensibly from the type and spirit of the 
governments around him, and calculated to found a new character 
in the Athenian people; a genuine and reflecting sympathy with 
the mass of the poor, anxious not merely to rescue them from the 
oppressions of the rich, but also to create in them habits of self- 
relying industry; lastly, during his temporary possession of a 
power altogether arbitrary, not merely an absence of all selfish 
ambition, but a rare discretion in seizing the mean between 
conflicting exigencies. In reading his poems \ye must always 
recollect that what now appears common-place was once new, so 
that to his comparatively unlettered age, the social pictures which 
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he draws were still fresli, and his exhortations calculated to live 
in the memory. The poems composed on inoi al subj ects generally 
inculcate a spirit of gentleness towards others and moderation in 
personal objects. They represent the gods as irresistible, retribu¬ 
tive, favouring the good and punishing the bad, though sometimes 
very tardily. But his compositions on special and present 
occasions are usually conceived m a more vigorous spirit; 
denouncing the oppressions of the rich at one time, and the timid 
submission to Peisistratus at another—and expressmg in emphatic 
language his own proud consciousness of having stood forward as 
champion of the mass of the people. Of his early poems hardly 
anything is preserved. The few lines remaining seem to manifest 
a jovial temperament which we may well conceive to have been 
overlaid by such political difficulties as he had to encounter— 
difficulties arising successively out of the Megaiian war, the 
Kylonian sacrilege, the public despondency healed by Epimemdes, 
and the task of arbiter between a rapacious oligarchy and a 
suffering people. In one of his elegies addressed to Mimnermus, 
he marked out the sixtieth year as the longest desirable period ot 
life, m preference to the eightieth year, which that poet had 
expressed a wish to attain.1 But his own life, as far as we can 
judge, seems to have reached the longer of the two periods ; and 
not the least honourable part of it (the resistance to Peisistratus) 
occurs immediately before his death. 

There prevailed a story, that his ashes were collected and 
scattered around the island of Salamis, which Plutarch treats as 
absurd—though he tells us at the same time that it was believed 
both by Aristotle and by many other considerable men. It is at 
least as ancient as the poet Kratinus, who alluded to it in one of 
lus comedies, and I do not feel inclined to reject it.3 The 
inscription on the statue of Soldn at Athens described him as a 
Salamiman : lie had been the great means of acquiring the island 
for his country: and it seems highly probable that among the 
new Athenian citizens, who went to settle there, he may have 
received a lot of land and become enrolled among the Salaminian 

x Soldn, Fragment 22, ert. Bergk. kratds, Or. xv. De Permutatione, p. 
Isokrat€a afhims that SelOn "was the «44* n 406 Bek 
first person to whom the appellation ! TV,. M ^ . 
Sophist (In later times carrying with 3 Plutarch, Soldn, 82; Kiatwus ap. 
it so much obloquy) was applied (Iso- Biogen. Laeit. i. 62. 
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deinots. The dispersion of his ashes, connecting him with the 
island as its (Ekist, may be construed, if not as the expression of 
a public rote, at least as a piece of affectionate vanity on the part 
of his surviving friends.1 

We have now reached the period of the usurpation of 
Peisistratus (no. 560), whose dynasty governed Athens (with two 
temporal y interruptions during the life of Peisistratus himself) 
for fifty years. The history of this despotism, milder than 
Grecian despotism generally, and productive of impoitant conse¬ 
quences to Athens, will be reserved for a succeeding chapter. 

i Aristidfis, In noticing this stoiy of when he was horn. Salamis was not 
the spreading of the ashes of Soldn in incorporated in Attica But it may 
Salamis, treats him as ’Apx>]y«Y»j9 of have ueen true by a sort of adoption 
the island (Orat. advi. 'Yvep tS>v t«t- (see Diogen. Laert. i. 02) The statue 
rapoiv, p. 172; p. 2S0, Dmdorf) The seems to have been erected by the 
inscription on nis statue, which de* Salamimans themselves, a long time 
scribes him as born in Salamis, can after So36n: see Menage ad Diogen 
hardly have been literally true; for Laert. L c. 
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APPENDIX. 

The explanation which M. von Savigny gives of the Nexi and 
Addicti under the old Roman law of debtor and ci editor (after he has 
refuted the elucidation of Niebuhr on the same subject;, while it throws 
great light on the histoiical changes in Roman legislation on that 
important matter, sets forth at the same time the marked difference 
made m the proceduie of Rome, between the demand of the creditor 
for lepayment of principal, and the demand for payment of interest. 

The primitive Roman law distinguished a debt arising from money 
lent (pccunia certco credita) from debts arising out of contract, delict, 
sale, &c., or any other source : the ci editor on the former ground had 
a quick and easy process, by which he acquired the fullest power over 
the person and property of his debtor. After the debt on loan was 
either confessed or proved before the magistrate, thirty days were 
allowed to the debtor for payment. if payment was not made within 
that time, the creditor laid hold of him [manus mjectio) and carried 
him before the magistrate again. The debtor was now again required 
either to pay or to find a surety (vmdex); if neither of these demands 
were complied with, the creditor took possession of him and carried 
him home, where he kept him in chains for two months; during 
which interval he brought lum before the praetor publicly on three 
successive nundmee. If the debt was not paid within these two 
months, the sentence of addiction was pronounced, and the creditor 
became empowered either to put his debtor to death, or to sell him for 
a slave (p. 81), or to keep him at forced work, without any restriction 
as to the degree of ill-usage which might he inflicted upon him. The 
judgment of the magistrate authorised him, besides, to seize the pro¬ 
perty of his debtor wherever he could find any, withm the limits suffi¬ 
cient for payment: this was one of the points which Niebuhr had 
denied. 

■ Such was the old law of Rome, with respect to the consequences of 
an action for money had and received, for more than a century after 
the Twelve Tables. But the law did not apply this stringent personal 
execution to any debt except that arising from loan—and even in that 
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debt only to the principal money, not to the interest—which latter had 
to be claimed by a process both moie gentle and less efficient, applying 
to the property only and not to the person of the debtor. Accordingly 
it was to the advantage of the ci editor to devise some means for bring¬ 
ing his claim of interest under the same stringent process as his claim 
for the principal; it was also to his advantage, if his claim arose, not 
out of money lent, but out of sale, compensation for injury, or any 
other source, to give to it the form of an action for money lent. Now 
the Nexum, or Noxi obligatio, was an artifice—a fictitious loan— 
whereby this purpose was accomplished. The severe process which 
legally belonged only to the recovery of the principal money, was 
extended by the Nexum so as to compiehend the interest; and so as 
to comprehend also claims for money arising from all other sources (as 
well as from loan), wlieiem the law gave no direct recourse except 
against the property of a debtor. The Debitoi Nexus was made liable 
by this legal artifice to pass into the condition of an Addictus, either 
without having borrowed money at all, or for the interest as well as 
for the principal of that which he had borrowed. 

The Lex Poetelia, passed about B.c. 325, liberated all the Nexi then 
under liability, and interdicted the Noxi obligatio for ever afterwards 
(Cicero, De Republ, ii. 34; Livy, viu. 28). Here, as in the Seisachtheia 
of Soldn, the existing contracts were cancelled, at the same time that 
the whole class of similar contracts were forbidden for the future. 

But though the Nexi obligatio was thus abolished, the old stringent 
remedy still continued against the debtor on loan, as far as the prin¬ 
cipal sum borrowed, apart from interest. Some mitigations were 
introduced. by Lex Julia, the still moio important provision was added, 
that the debtor by moans of a Cessio Bonorum might save his person 
from seizure. But this Cessio Bonorum was coupled with conditions 
which could not always he fulfilled, nor was the debtor admitted to 
the benefit of it, if he had been guilty of caiolessnoss or dishonesty. 
Accordingly the old stringent process, and the addiction in which it 
ended, though it became less frequent, still continued throughout the 
course of Imperial Rome, and even down to the time of Justinian. 
The private pnson, with adjudicated debtors woiking in it, was still 
the appendage to a Roman moneylender's house, even in the third and 
fourth centuries after the Christian sera, though the practice seems 
to have become rarer and raier. The status of the Addictus Debitor, 
with its peculiar rights and obligations, is discussed by Quintilian 
(vii. 3); and Aulus Gellius (a.d. 160) observes—“ Addici namque 
nunc et vmciri multos videmus, quia vinculorum pcenam deterrimi 
homines contemnuut”. (xx. 1.) 
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If the Addidus Debitor was adjudged to several creditors, they were 
allowed by the Twelve Tables to divide his body among them. No 
example was known of this power having been ever earned into effect, 
but the law was understood to give the power distinctly. 

It is useful to have before us the old Roman law of debtor and 
creditor, partly as a point of comparison with the ante-Solonian practice 
in Attica, partly to lllustiate the diffeience drawn m an early state of 
society between the claim for the principal and the claim for the 
interest. 

See the Abhandlung of Von Savigny in the Transactions of the 
Berlin Academy for 1833, p. 70—103 ; the subject is also treated by 
the same admirable expositor in his System des lieutigen Romischen 
Rcchls, vol. v. sect. 19, and in Beilage xi. 10, 11 of that volume. 

The same peculiar stringent process, which was available in the case 
of an action for pecunia certa credita, was also specially extended to the 
surety, who had paid down money to liquidate another man’s debt; 
the debtor, if insolvent, became his Addictus—this was the Actio 
Dcpensi. I have already remaiked m a former note, that in the Attic 
law, a case analogous to this was the only one in which the original 
remedy against the peison of the debtor was always maintained. When 
a man had paid money to redeem a citizen fiom captivity, the latter, 
if he did not repay it, became the slave of the party who had advanced 

the money. 
Walter (Geschichte des Romischen Rechts, sect. 583—715, 2nd 

ed.) calls in question the above explanation of Von Savigny, on 
grounds which do not appear* to me sufficient. 

How long the feeling continued, that it was immoral and irroligions 
to receive any interest at all for money lent, may be seen from the 
following notice respecting the state of the law in France even down 

to 1789 
“ Avant la Revolution Fran$aise (de 1789) le pr£t l interSt n’4tait 

pas dgaloment admis dans les diverses parties du royaume. lians les 
pays de droit ecrit, il 4tait permis de stipuler I’mterSt des deniers 
pr§t4s: rogl*a la jurisprudence des parlemens rdsistait souvent a cet 
usage. Suivant le droit commun des pays coutumiers, on ne pouvait 
stipuler aucun mt4i8t pour le pret appelc en droit mutuum. On tenait 
pour maxime que l’argent ne produisant rien par lui-m&me, un tel pret 
devait Stre gratuit: que la perception d’inter&ts 4tait une usure: h cet 
egaxd, on admettait assez g6neralement les prineipes du droit canomque. 
Hu re&te, la legislation et la jurisprudence vaiiaient suivant les loca- 
lit6s et suivant la nature des contrdts et des obligations.” (Carettc, 
Lois Annotdes, on Lois, H4crets, Ordonnances, Paris, 1843 ; Note sur 
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lc Decret de l’Assemblee Rationale concernant le PrSt et Interet, 
Aoutll, 1789.) 

The National Assembly declared the legality of all loans on interest, 
“srnvant le taux d&ermind par la loi,” but did not then fix any 
special rate. “ Le decret du 11 Avril, 1793, d^fendit la vente et Tachat 
du num&aire.” “ La loi du 6 flor4al, an nr., declara que Tor et 
1’argent sont merchandises ; mais elle fut rapportee par le decret du 2 
piairial suivant, Les articles 1905 et 1907 du Code Civil permettent 
le pi$t k interet, mais an taux fixe on autorise par la loi. La loi du 
3 Sept, 1807, a fixe le taux d’mt6r§t & 5 per cent, en matiere civile et k 
6 per cent, en matiere commercials. ” 

The article on Lending-houses, m Beckmann’s History of Inventions 
(vol. iii. pp. 9—50), is highly interesting and instructive on the same 
subject It traces the gradual callrng in question, mitigation, and 
disappearance of the ancient antipathy agamst taking interest for 
money ; an antipathy long sanctioned by the ecclesiastics as well as 
by the jurists. Lending-houses, or Monts de Pi6t6, were first com¬ 
menced in Italy about the middle of the fifteenth century, by some 
Franciscan monks, for the purpose of rescuing poor borrowers from 
the exorbitant exactions of the Jews: Pope Pius II. (ASneas Silvius, 
one of the ablest of the Popes, about 1458—1464) was the first who 
approved of one of them at Perugia, but even the papal sanction was 
long combated by a large proportion of ecclesiastics. At first it was 
to be purely charitable; not only neither giving interest to those who 
conti lbuted money, nor taking interest from the borrowers—but not 
even providing fixed pay to the administrators: interest was tacitly 
taken, but the popes were a long time before they would formally 
approve of such a practice. “ At Vicenza, in order to avoid the 
leproach of usury, the artifice was employed of not demanding any 
interest, but admonishing the borrowers that they should give a 
remuneration according to their piety and ability.” (p. 31.) The 
Dominicans, partisans of the old doctrine, called these establishments 
Montes Impietatis. A Franciscan monk, Bomardinus, one of the 
most active promoters of the Monts de Pi6t6, did not venture to 
defend, but only to excuse as an unavoidable evil, the payment of 
wages to the clerks and administrators . <e Speeiosius et religiosius 
fatebatur Bemardinus fore, si absque ullo penitus obolo et pretio 
mutuum daretur et commodaretur libere pecunia, sed pium opus et 
paupertun subsidium exiguo sic duraturum tempore. Non enirn 
(inquit) tantus est ardor hominum, ut gubematores et officiales, Mon- 
tium mmisterio necessarii, velint laborem hunc omnem gratis subire: 
quod si remunerandi sint ex sorte principal!, vel ipso deposito, seu 
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cxili Hontium seiario, brevi exhaunetur, et eommodum opportu- 
numque istud pauperum refugium ubique peribit ” (p. 33.) 

The Council of Trent, during the following century, pronounced in 
favour of the legality and usefulness of these lending-houses, and 
this has since been understood to be the sentiment of the Catholic 
Church generally 

To trace this gradual change of moral feeling is highly instiuctive 
—the more so, as that general basis of sentiment, of which the 
antipathy against lending money on interest is only a particular case, 
still prevails largely m society and directs the ciureut of moial appro¬ 
bation and disapprobation In some nations, as among the ancient 
Persians before Cyrus, this sentiment has been carried so far as to 
repudiate and despise all buying and selling. (Heiodot. i. 153.) 
With many, the principle of reciprocity m human dealings appeals, 
when conceived in theory, odious and contemptible, and goes by som<* 
bad name, such as egoism, selfishness, calculation, political economy, 
&c., the only sentiment which they will admit m theory, is, that the 
man who has, ought to be ready at all times to give away to him who 
has not; while the latter is encouiaged to expect and require such 
gratuitous donation. 
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CHAPTER XII. 

EUBCEA—CY GLADES. 

Among tlie Ionic portion of Hellas are to be reckoned (besides 
The islands Athena) Euboea, and the numerous group of islands 
called included between the southernmost Eubogan pro- 
Cyclades. moatory, the eastern coast of Peloponnesus and the 
north-western coast of Krete. Of these islands some are to be 
considered as outlying prolongations, in a south-easterly direction, 
of the mountain-system of Attica; others, of that of Euboea; 
while a certain number of them lie apart from either system, 
and seem referable to a volcanic origin.3 To the first class belong 
Keos, Kythnus, Seriphus, Pholegandrus, SiMnus, Gyarus, Syra, 
Paros, and Antiparos; to the second class, Andros, Ten os, 
Mykonos, D§los, Naxos, Amorgos; to the third class, Kimolus, 
Melos, Th6ra. These islands passed amongst the ancients by the 
general names of Cyclades and Sporades; the former denomination 
being commonly understood to comprise those which immediately 
surrounded the sacred island of Delos,—the latter being given to 
those which lay more scattered and apart. Bnt the names are 
not applied with uniformity or steadiness even in ancient times : 
at present, the whole group are usually known by the title of 
Cyclades. 

The population of these islands was called Ionic—with the 
exception of Styra and Karystus in the southern part of Euboea, 
and the island of Kythnus, which were peopled by Dryopes,2 the 
same tribe as those who have been already remarked in the 
Argolic peninsula; and with the exception also of M£los and 
Thgra, which were colonies from Sparta. 

1 See Fiedler, Eeisen dureli Grirchenland, vol. li, p. 8V 
? Herodot. vni 46; Thucyd. to. 67 
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The island of Euboea, long and narrow like Krete, and 
exhibiting a continuous backbone of lofty mountains Eubun 
from north - west to south-east, is separated from Boeotia 
at one point by a strait so narrow (celebrated in antiquity tinder 
the name of the Euripus), that the two were connected by a 
bridge for a large portion of the historical period of Greece, 
erected during the later times of the Peloponnesian war by the 
inhabitants of Chalkis.1 2 Its general want of breadth leaves 
little room for plains. The area of the island consists principally 
of mountain, rock, dell, and ravine, suited m many parts for 
pastiue, but rarely convenient for gram-culture or town habita¬ 
tions. Some plains there were, however, of great fertility, 
especially that of Lelantum,8 bordering on the sea near Chalkis, 
and continuing from that city in a southerly direction towards 
Eretna. Chalkis and Eretria, both situated on the western 
coast, and both occupying parts of tins fertile plain, were the two 
principal places m the island: the domain of each seems to haA e 
extended across the island from sea to sea.3 Towards the northern 
end of the island were situated Hihtisea, afterwards called Orens 
—as well as Kennthus and Ditim: Athene Diades, iEd§psus, 
iEgae, and Orobuc, are also mentioned on the north-western coast 
over against Lokris. Dystus, Styra, and KaryBtus are made 
known to us m the portion of the island south of Eretna—the 
two latter opposite to the Attic denies Halse Araphenides and 
Prasise.4 The wide extent of the island of Euboea 
wras thus distributed between six or seven cities, the sevoxftowns 
larger and central portion belonging to Chalkis Eretnakl&c. 
and Eretria. But the extensive mountain lands, 
applicable only for pastures m tbe sumrnei—for the most part 
public lands, let out for pasture to such proprietors as had the 
means of providing winter sustenance elsewhere for their cattle, 
—were never visited by any one except the shepherds. They 

1 Diodor, xiii, 47. tSkyrus as opposite to Eretria, the ter- 
2 Kallimaehus, Hymn, ad Delum, ritory of which must therefoie have 

289, with Spanheim's note, Theogms, included a portion of the eastern coast 
v 888, Theophr,ist. Hist. Plant. 8. 5 of Eubcoa, as well as the western He 

See JLoakt*, Travels m Northern recognises only four cities in the island 
Greece, vol. ii. ch. 14, p. 254, seq. —Karystus, Kietiia, Chalkis, and 
The passage of Theogms leads to the Hestuea. 
belief that Kennthus formed part of 4Mannert, Geograph, der Gi u 
the territory of Chalkis. Rdm part vm book i. c. 16, p, 24$; 

3 Bkyla\ (c 59; treats the island of Strabo, x p. 445—449, 
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were hardly Letter known to the citizens resident in Chalkis and 
Eretria than if they had been situated on the other side of the 
JEgean.1 

The towns above enumerated in Eubcea, excepting Athense 
nuw Diades, all find a place m the Iliad. Of their history 
peopled. we Jrnow no particulars until considerably after 776 
b c. They are first introduced to us as Ionic, though m Homer 
the population are called Abantes. The Greek authors are never 
at a loss to give us the etymology of a name. While Aristotle 
tells us that the Abantes were Thiacians who had passed over 
into the island from Abm m Phokis, Hesiod deduces the name of 
Euboea from the cow 16.3 Hellopia, a district near Histisea, was 
paid to have been founded by Hellops son of Idn: according to 
others, JSklus and Kothus, two Athenians,3 were the founders, 
the former of Eretria, the latter of Chalkis and Kerinthus : and 
we are told, that among the denies of Attica, there were two 
named Histisea and Eretria, from whence some contended that 
the appellations of the two Euboean towns were derived. Though 
Herodotus represents the population of Styra a& Dryopian, there 
were others who contended that the town had originally been 
peopled from Marathon and the Tetrapolis of Attica, partly from 
the deme called Steireis. The principal writers whom Strabo 
consulted seem to trace the population of Euboea, by one means 
or another, to an Attic origin ; though there were peculiarities 
in the Eretrian dialect which gave rise to the supposition that 

x The seventh Oiation of Dio Chiy- 
qowtom, which describes Ins shimvieck 
near Cape Kaphareus, on the island of 
Euboea, and the shelter and kindness 
which ha. expenencod from a poor 
mountain huntsman, presents one of 
the most intei esting pictures remain¬ 
ing, of this purely rustic portion of the 
Greek population (Or vii. p. 221 seq.)— 
men who never entered the city, and 
were strangers to the habits, manners, 
and dress there prevailing—men who 
drank milk and were ^ clothed m skins 
(yaAouerOrrora? avqp, ovpeiflaras, Eurip. 
Elektr. 169), yet nevertheless (as it 
seems) possessing right of citizenship 
(p. 2H8) which they never exercised. 
The industry of the poor men visited 
by Dion had brought into cultivation 
a little garden and field in a desert 
spot near Kaphareus* 

Two thirds of the territory of this 

Euboic city consisted of barren moun¬ 
tain (p 232), it must probably have 
been Karystus. 

The high lands of Euboea were both 
uninhabited and difficult of approach, 
even at the time of the battle of Maia- 
th6n, when Chalkis and Eretria had 
not greatly declined from the maximum 
of their power: the inhabitants of 
Eretna looked to rd d«p<x rifa EvjSoiV 
as a refuge against the Persian foice 
under Datis (Herod, via. 100). 

a Strabo, x p. 446. 
3 Plutarch, Qusest. Graec p. 290 : 

Strab x. p. 446 (whose statements are 
very perplexed). Velleius Patorcul. i. 

* According to Skymnus the Chian (v. 
572), Chalkis was founded by PandOrus 
son of Erechtheus, and KOrinthus by 
KothOn, from Athens. 
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they had been joined by settlers from Elis, or from the Tnphylian 
Makistus. 

Our eailiest historical intimations represent Chalkis and Eretna 
as the wealthiest, most powerful, and most entei- 
pnsing Ionic cities m European Greece—apparently 
surpassing Athens, and not inferior to Samos or 
Miletus. Besides the fertility of the plain Lelantum, 
Chalkis possessed the advantage of copper and iron ore—obtained 
in immediate proximity both to the city and to the sea—which 
her citizens smelted and converted into arms and other 
implements, with a very profitable result. The Chalkulic sword 
acquired a distinctive renown.1 In this mineral source of wealth 
several of the other islands shared : iron ore is found m Ke<>, 
Kythnus, and Seriphus, and traces are still evident in the lattei 
island of extensive smelting formeily practised2 Moreover m 
Siphnus, there were in eaily times veins of silver and gold, by 
which the inhabitants were greatly enriched , though their large 
acquisitions, attested by the magnitude of the tithe * whr*h they 
offeied at the Delphi,in temple, were only of tempoiarv duiation, 
and belong principally to the seventh and sixth centurion before 
the Christian sera. The island of Naxos too was at an early day 
wealthy and populous. Andros, Tenos, Kcos, and several other 
islands were at one time reduced to dependence upon Eretna 
other islands seem to have been in like manner dependent upon 
Naxos, which at the time immediately preceding the Ionic revolt 
possessed a considerable maritime force, and could muster 8000 
heavy-armed citizens0—a very large force for any single Grecian 

1 Strabo, X p. 440 —Hap Xa\k<* 
SiKal <T7ra0cu (Alkams, Fragm. IT, Schnei* 
dewin)—XoAkiSikoi/ irQTrjptov (Ansfco- 
phan. Kqmt, 287)—certainly belongs to 
the Kuboic Chalkis, not to the Thra- 
kian OhalkidikO. Boockh, Staatshaus- 
halt. der Atlioner, vol ii p. 284, App, 
\i., cites XaA/ci$cKoi iror^pta m an m* 
scrJption: compare Steph. Byz. XaXKi's. 
- -NavcrtKX^trvs Eu^otijs, Ilomor, Hymn 
ApoU, 210. 

2 See the mmeralogical account of 
the islands in Fiedler (Reisen, vol. ii. 
pp. 88,118, r>( 12) 

The copper and iron ore near 
Chalkis had ceased to bo worked even 
m the time of Htrabo: Fiedler indicates 
tlio probable site (vol i. p. 448)* 

8 Heiodot, iii. 57 Siphnus, how¬ 
ever, was still of considerable wealth 
and Importance about 080 b c see 
Isokrates, Or six. (AEgm) s. U—47. 
The Siphnians, in an evil hour, com¬ 
mitted the wrong of withholding their 
tithe * the sea soon rushed in and ten¬ 
dered the mines ever after^aido un¬ 
workable (Pausfwi. x. 11, 2J. 

* Strabo, x. p 448. 
»Herodot v 81 Compare the 

accounts of these vanous islands in 
the recent voyages of Fiofcssoi Ross, 
Reison auf den Gnechischen Tnseln, 
vol i, letter 2; vol. ii. letter 15. 

The population of Naxos is now 
about 31,000 souls; that <>i Andros, 
15,000 (Ross, vol l. p. ; vol it p, 22; 
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city. The military force of Erefcria was not much inferior ; for 
in the temple of the Amarynthian Artemis, nearly a mile 
from the city, to which the Eretnans were m the habit of 
marching m solemn procession to celebrate the festival of the 
goddess, tlieie stood an ancient column setting forth that the 
procession had been performed by no less than 3000 lioplites, 600 
horsemen, and 60 chariots.1 The date of this inscription cannot 
be known, but it can haully be earlier than the 45th Olympiad 
or 600 B.c.—near about the time of the Soldnian legislation. 
Clialkis was still more powerful than Eretria: both were in early 
times governed by an oligarchy, winch among the ChalkidianH 
was called the Hippobotse or Hoisefeedeus—proprietors probably 
of most part of the plain called Lelantum, and employing the 
adjoining mountains as summer pasture for their herds. The 
extent of then’ propel ty is attested by the large number of 4000 
Kleruchs or out-freemen, whom Athens quartered upon their 
lands, after the victory gained over them when they assisted the 
expelled Hippias m his efforts to regain the Athenian sceptre.® 

Confining our attention, as we now do, to the first two centuries 
of Grecian history, or the interval between 776 b.c. and 060 B a, 
there are scarce any facts which we can produce to asceitain the 
condition of these Ionic islands. Two or three circumstances, 
however, may be named which go to confirm our idea of theii 
early wealth and importance. 

1. The Homeric Hymn to Apollo presents to us the island of 

Earl iomc *^os ^ ^ie ceia^re a £ieat periodical festival in 
festival at° honour of Apollo, celebrated by all the cities, insular 
crowded and continental, of the Ionic name. What the date 
aeaith hymn is, we have no means of determining. 
w y* Thucydides quotes it without hesitation as the 
production of Homer, and doubtless it was m his time universally 
accepted as such—though modern critics concur in regarding 
both that and the other hymns as much later thau the Iliad and 
Odyssey, Yet it cannot probably be later than 600 b.c, The 
description of the Ionic visitors presented to us in this hymn is 

But the extent and fertility of the i Strabo, l. c 
Naxian plain perfectly suffice for that a Herodot, v 77; Aristoteles, Frag- 
aggregate population of 100,000 souIh, ment irepl ItoKmtwp, ed. Neumann, p. 
which seems implied in the aocount ot 111—112 * compare Aristot. Polit iv. 
Herodotus. 3,2. 
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splendid and imposing. The number of their ships, the disx>lay 
of their finery, the beauty of their women, the athletic exhibitions, 
as well as the matches of song and dance—all these are represented 
as making an ineffaceable impression on the spectator:1 “the 
assembled Ionians look as if they were beyond the reach of old 
age or death ”, Such was the magnificence of which Delos was 
the periodical theatre, calling forth the voices and poetical genius 
not merely of itinerant bards, but also of the Delian maidens in 
the temple of Apollo, during the century preceding 560 B.c. At 
that time it was the great central festival of the Ionians in Asia 
and Europe; frequented by the twelve Ionic cities m and near Asia 
Minor, as well as by Athens and Chalkis in Europe. It had not 
yet been superseded by the Ephesia as the exclusive festival of 
these Asiatics : nor had the Panathensea of Athens reached the 
importance which afterwards came to belong to them during the 
plenitude of the Athenian power. 

We find both Polykrates of Samos and Peisistratus of Athens 
taking a warm interest in the sanctity of Delos and the celebrity 
of her festival.3 But it was partly the rise of these two great 
Ionian despots, partly the conquests of the Persians m 
Asia Mmoi, which broke up the independence of the aboutseo6 
numerous petty Ionian cities, during the last half of y1cei’^uaes 
tlm sixth century before the Christian sera; hence the 
great festival at Delos gradually declined m importance. Though 
never wholly intermitted, it was shorn of much of its previous 
ornament, and especially of that which constituted the first of all 
ornaments—the crowd of joyous visitors. And Thucydides, 
when he notices the attempt made hy the Athenians during the 
Peloponnesian war, in the height of their naval supremacy, to 
revive the Delian festival, quotes the Homeric Hymn to Apollo 
as a certificate of its foregone and long-forgotten splendour. We 
perceive that even he could find no better evidence than this 
hymn, for Grecian transactions of a century anterior to Peisistratus 
_and we may therefore judge how imperfectly the history of this 

i Horn. Hymn. Apoll. Del. 140—176; Jldvroiv yap k«v tSoiro yapiv, rep^airo 
Thucyd. iii. 104: 6viwvy 

*«£„ &ffav*T<tv9 «ai feum A^o£w"‘T0',0“’'' «'**'""* ” 

•Os dr ’Moms ***» T> 
tUv - Thucyd, ni. 104 
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period was known to tlie men wlio took part m the Peloponnesian 

Homeiic war. The hymn is exceedingly precious as an historical 

tiieDeLan document, because it attests to us a transitory glory 
Apollo— and extensive association of the Ionic Greeks on both 

aTto early sides of the iEgean Sea, which the conquests of the 
lomc life Lydians first, and of the Persians afterwards, overthrew 

—a time when the hair of the wealthy Athenian was decorated 

with golden ornaments, and his tunic made of linen,1 like that 

of the Milesians and Ephesians, instead of the moie sober 
costume and woollen clothing which he subsequently copied from 

Sparta and Peloponnesus—a time too when the Ionic name had 

not yet contracted that stain of effeminacy and cowardice which 

stood imprinted upon it in the time of Herodotus and Thucydides, 

and which grew partly out of the subjugation of the Asiatic 

Ionians by Persia, partly out of the antipathy of the Peloponnesian 

Doiians to Athens. The author of the Homeric hymn, in 

describing the proud Ionians who thronged in his day to the 

Delian festival, could hardly have anticipated a time to come 

when the name Jonum would become a reproach, such as the 

European Greeks, to whom it really belonged, were desirous of 
disclaiming.2 

2. Another illustrative fact in reference both to the Ionians 

War generally, and to Chalkis and Eretria in particular, 

ChaJk^and ^ie cex^UI7 anterior to Peisistratus, is to be 
Eietna m found in the war between these two cities respecting 

tlie fertlle Plain bantam which lay between them, 
alliances In general, it appears, those two important towns 

0 ^ ' maintained harmonious relations. But there were 

some occasions of dispute, and one m particular, wherein a 

formidable war ensued between them, several allies joining with 

each It is remarkable that this was the only war known to 

Thucydides (anterior to the Persian conquest) which had risen 

above the dignity of a mere quarrel between neighbours : and in 

which so many different states manifested a disposition to inter¬ 
fere, as to impart to it a semi-Hellenic character.8 Respecting 

1 Thucyd. i a. Sia rb AfipoBltuTov, &o. Herodotus, but not equally admissible 
2 Herodot. i. 143. 01 iUv wv aAAot in regard to the earlier times. Com- 

Iftwre /eal oi ’Adrjvaioc. $<f>vyov rb ovvofiai, pare Thuoyd. i. 124 (with the Scholium), 
ov 0ovAdju*vot Iwveff KexArjcrdcu — an and also V. 9; vili 26. 
assertion unquestionable with reference $ Thucyd. i 16. The second Mes- 
to the times immediately preceding senian war cannot have appeared to 
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the allies of each party on this occasion we know only, that the 
Milesians lent assistance to Eretria, and the Samians, as well as 
the Thessalians and the Chalkidic colonies in Thrace, to Chalkis. 
A column, still visible during the time of Strabo m the temple of 
the Amarynthian Artemis near Eretria, recorded the covenant 
entered into mutually by the two belligerents, to abstain from 
missiles, and to employ nothing but hand weapons. The 
Eretrians are said to have been superior in horse, but they were 
vanquished in the battle : the tomb of Kleomachus of Pharsalus, 
a distinguished warrior who had perished m the cause of the 
Chalkidians, was erected m the agora of Chalkis. We know 
nothing of the date, the duration, or the particulars of this war;1 
but it seems that the Eretrians were worsted, though their city 
always maintained its dignity as the second state in the island. 
Chalkis was decidedly the first, and continued to be flourishing, 
populous, and commercial, long after it had lost its political 
importance throughout all the period of Grecian independent 
history.3 

3. Of the importance of Chalkis and Eretria, during the seventh 
and part of the eighth century befoie the Christian ComraeTce 
acra, we gather other evidences—partly in the andcojomes 

numerous colonies founded by them (to which I shall SiulStria 
advert m a subsequent chapter),—partly in the 
prevalence thioughout a large portion of Greece, of money and 

the Euboic scale of weight and money. What the 
quantities and proportions of this scale were has been first shown 
by M. Uucckli m lus “ Metrologie”. It was of Eastern origin, and 
the gold collected by Dareius in tribute throughout the vast 
Persian empire was oidered to be delivered in Euboic talents. 

Thucydides ns lmvnig enlisted so many 
allies on each side as Pausamas lopre- 
sonts 

1 Strabo, vm. p, 448; Herodot v 00, 
Plutarch, Amator p. 700—valuable by 
the rofoicneo to Aristotle. 

Hesiod passed ovoi from Askra to 
ChalkiH (on the occasion of the funeial 
ffamos celebrated by the sons of Am- 
phidnmas m honour of their deceased 
father), and gamed a tripod as pme 
by his Hone; or recital (Opp. T)i 050). 
Accoiding to the .Scholia, Amphidamas 
was kmuf of Chalkis, who perished in 
the war against Eretria respecting 

Latontnm But it appears that Plu- 
tnich thiew out the lines as spmious, 
though ho acknowleclfi.es Amplndama* 
as a vigoious champion of Chalkis m 
this war See Septem Sapient. Conviv. 
c 10,p 153 

This visit of TTosiod to Clialkis was- 
lepicHontcd as the scene of Ins poetical 
competition with and victoiy ovei 
Homer (see the Certamen Ilom et 
Hes p. 316, ed Gotti.) 

2 Bee the striking description of 
Chalkis given by Dikoearchus m the 
B(o* ‘EAAaSos (Fragment, p. 14(i, ed. 
Fuhr). 



EUBOEA—CYCLADES, Part H. 

Its divisions—the talent equal to 60 minse, the raina equal to 100 
drachms, the diaehm equal to 6 obols— were the same as those of 
the scale called tinman, introduced by Pheidon of Argos. But 
the six obols of the Euboic drachm contained a weight of silver 
equal only to five JSginaean obols, so that the Euboic denominations 
—drachm, mma, and talent—were equal only to five-sixths of 
the same denominations m the ASgmaean scale. It was the 
Euboic scale which prevailed at Athens before the debasement 
Three introduced by Solon ; which debasement (amounting 
different k° about 27 per cent., as has been mentioned m a 

scaled previous chaplet) created a third scale called the 
iEgmimn ^ Attic, distinct both from the iEgmsean and Euboic_ 
Attic—their standing to the former in the ratio of 3: 5, and to the 

Schithei. lalter m tlie ratl° of 18 : 25* 111 seems plain that the 
Euboic scale was adopted by the Ionians through 

their intercourse witli the Lydians1 and other Asiatics, and that 
it became naturalised amoug their cities under the name of the 
Euboic, because Chalkis and Eretria were tbe most actively 
commercial states in the JEgean—-just as the superior commerce 
of iGgina, among the Dorian states, had given to the scale 
introduced by Phcid6n of Argos the name of uEgmsean. The 
fact of its being so called indicates a time when these two 
Euboean cities surpassed Athens m maritime power and extended 
commercial relations, *md when they stood among the foremost 
of the Ionic cities throughout Greece. The Euboic scale, after 
having been debased by SolOn in reference to coinage and money, 
still continued in use at Athens for merchandise* The Attic 
mercantile mina retayyariLafrgjuimitive Euboic weight.3 

1 IXerodot. L 9A ^See Boeckh’s Metrologie, c. 8 and 9. 
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